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Appendix D  

2018 Completed High-Performance Building 

Certification System Surveys 

This appendix includes the complete survey submissions of each building certification 
system owner participating in Phase II of GSA’s review. The survey contains three parts: 

1. Part I: General Information Questions

2. Part II: Effectiveness Criteria Questions

3. Part III: Development and Conformance Criteria Questions.

Building certification system owners completed Parts I and III only once, regardless of 
the number of relevant programs or system types they owned. However, system owners 
completed Part II for each relevant program or system type. GSA received the following 
submissions:1  

• BOMA BEST®

1. Survey Part I

2. Survey Part II: Office Buildings

3. Survey Part III

• BREEAM® USA

1. Survey Part I

2. Survey Part II: In-Use

3. Survey Part III

• Green Globes®

1. Survey Part I

2. Survey Part II: New Construction

3. Survey Part II: Existing Buildings

4. Survey Part II: Interiors

5. Survey Part III

• LEED®

1. Survey Part I

2. Survey Part II: BD+C

3. Survey Part II: O+M

1 Click the system and part number to see the survey. 
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4. Survey Part II: ID+C

5. Survey Part III

• LBC™

1. Survey Part I

2. Survey Part II: Interiors

3. Survey Part II: EB

4. Survey Part II: NC

5. Survey Part III.
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High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part III: Development Criteria Review Questions
Part III Instructions 
  
GSA will evaluate the development of the certification systems based on two primary criteria:  
  
A) Process for developing the certification system: Are the procedures to develop, maintain, and update the 
certification system transparent? Do they allow for a balance of different stakeholder interests? Is there an appeals 
process for disputes?  
  
B) Conformity assessment: Are the procedures and practices by which building projects are assessed transparent?  
  
Respondents should complete Part III once for their certification system and organization as a whole. In contrast to 
Part II, GSA is not requesting and discourages the completion of Part III for each building project type, unless it is 
impractical to answer the following questions broadly.  
  
In addition, system owners can include supporting information as attachments to the questions (attached directly into 
the PDF form). 


 


Part III-A: Process for developing and administering the certification system


1a) Was the system developed using a consensus-based approach? 
This criterion is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(D), "the ability of the standard to be developed and revised 
through a consensus-based process."   
  
GSA defines a consensus based certification system is a voluntary consensus standard as defined by OMB 
Circular A-119 or one that incorporates  the attributes of a voluntary consensus standards body defined in OMB 
Circular A-119: openness, balance of interest, due process, an appeal process, and consensus.


Yes


No







1b) If you answered "yes" to question 1a, please describe the consensus-based approach (cite any relevant 
standards or guidance used during development and/or system revisions). If answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A." 
  
Evidence of a consensus-based system may include: 
- Publicly accessible draft documents and comment periods, 
- Publicly accessible certification system clarifications, 
-Instructions for accessing information on key activities, and 
- Policy/procedure for ensuring stakeholder input during certification system development


1c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


2a) To ensure transparency, what stakeholders or groups of stakeholders were involved in the development and 
updating of the certification system?   
This criterion is based on Public Law 110-140, EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(C), "the ability of the applicable 
standard-setting organization to collect and reflect public comment. A transparent certification system has a 
documented approach for the review and consideration of public comments, public comments are collected on a 
regular basis, and development and updating process of the certification system is documented and publicly 
available." 
  
Evidence of transparency may include: 
-Evidence that review comments are publicly available; for example, website link, publication of document 
online, or statement that review  document/decision is available upon request  
- Evidence that public comments are incorporated into the certification system revision process.


2b) What was their role in the development and/or updating of the certification system?


2c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







3a) Is there a procedure for differing opinions during system development and/or revision? 
This criterion is based on Public Law 110-140, Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) Section 436 (h)(2)
(C): the ability of the applicable standard-setting organization to collect and reflect public comment. 


Yes


No


 3b) If you answered "Yes," describe the procedure. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4a) Is there an independent review and verification process for updating the certification system to ensure system 
maturity? 
This criterion is based on DOE Rule 10 C.F.R. Parts 433, 435, and 436, Green Building Certification Systems for 
Federal Buildings: "The system under which the building is certified must be subject to periodic evaluation and 
assessment of the environmental and energy benefits that result under the rating system" (part 433.33(b)(4)).  
  
A mature certification system is effectively linked to latest tools and standards; the certification system has 
components to track building performance post-occupancy; the certification system is used as a basis for 
development of other systems; and/or the certification system is consistently updated. As a best practice, the 
system is revised or reaffirmed every five years at minimum.


Yes


No


4b) If you answered "Yes," provide a description of how the system is revised or reaffirmed regularly to ensure 
maturity. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a) Are revisions to the system documented and accessible to the public?


Yes


No







5b) If you answered "Yes," provide link to publicly accessible information regarding system revisions. If 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


Part III-B: Conformity Assessment


6a) Is an assessor/auditor independently assigned/selected? 
This criteria is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(B): "the ability and availability of assessors and auditors to 
independently verify the criteria and measurement of metrics." 
  
The assessor/auditor is defined and is independent from the organization whose product is being assessed for 
conformity. Assessors/auditors have no stake in whether a building receives certification.


Yes


No


6b) If you answered "Yes," describe the selection or assignment process for auditors. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


7a) Are the criteria used by the assessors and auditors to evaluate a building project documented, available to 
applicants, and independent from the organization to whom they are providing their services? 
This criteria is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(B): "the ability and availability of assessors and auditors to 
independently verify the criteria and measurement of metrics." 
  
The conformity assessment body publicly discloses the scoring methodology and levels achieved by products that 
conform to the standard; and describes how the public can access this information. A documented standard 
verification method and process should be followed by assessors and auditors


Yes


No


7b) If you answered "Yes," please provide links to the location of the documentation and/or description of the 
process that is made available to applicants. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."







8a) Is there a documented process for applicants to appeal an auditor's/assessor's certification decision or specific 
findings?


Yes


No


8b) If you answered "Yes," describe the documented appeal process available to the applicant. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 
Description may include:  
- Evidence of  a documented appeal process 
- Evidence of a documented feedback/comment resolution process


9a) Does the system provide a verification system for post-occupancy evaluation of the certified building? 
This criterion is based on DOE Rule 10 C.F.R. Parts 433, 435 and 436, "Green Building Certification Systems 
for Federal Buildings: The system under which the building is certified must include a verification system for 
post occupancy assessment of the rated buildings to demonstrate continued energy and water savings at least 
every four years after initial occupancy." (Part 433.300(b)(5)).  


Yes


No


9b) If you answered "Yes," describe the system and/or requirement to perform a post occupancy of the certified 
building. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


End of survey. Please provide your completed survey(s) to GSA by January 31, 2017.
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High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part II: Effectiveness Criteria Review Questions
Part II Instructions 
  
System owners should complete Part II separately for each building project type listed in Part I, Question 2. In 
addition, supplemental evidence (beyond the answers provided within the questions boxes in this form) can be 
included as attachments to the questions (attached directly into the PDF form).  
  
This section provides an opportunity for respondents to describe how the certification system supports GSA's 
Building Effectiveness Criteria. GSA developed the following list of Building Effectiveness Criteria through analysis 
of the intent of the Guiding Principles for Sustainable Federal Buildings (for both existing buildings and new 
construction), EISA, and industry best practices. 
  
2017 GSA Building Effectiveness Criteria: 
  
A) Healthy, effective environments 
B) Energy efficiency 
C) Water use efficiency and management 
D) Solid waste diversion 
E) Sustainable procurement 
F) Siting. 
  
GSA has developed a list of the building design, operations, and maintenance categories aligning to each criterion. 
These sample lists are included for each criterion throughout the survey to provide context to respondents, but they are 
not meant to be all-inclusive.  If the system has credits aligning to the Building Effectiveness Criteria, yet not aligning 
to the elements listed, respondents are encouraged to select "other" and list additional elements in the provided field. 
 







Part II-A: General Information Questions


1) Name of Certification System


Important note about supporting information:  
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


2) Please indicate which type of building project this response addresses: 
Reminder, system owners should complete a Part II response for EACH type of project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation







Part II-B: Healthy, Effective Environments Information


In addition to answering the questions below, please provide supporting documentation where applicable. 
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


3) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Healthy, 
Effective Environments may include the following. Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by 
the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to these elements, yet in alignment with Healthy Effective 
Environments, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 3k.1). Please elaborate on each item answered 
"Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification 
numbers. In addition, where applicable, please provide supporting documentation. 
  
a)  ventilation and thermal comfort 
b)  daylighting and lighting controls 
c)  indoor air quality plans 
d)  radon detection 
e)  moisture control 
f)  low-emitting materials 
g)  protecting IAQ during construction 
h)  environmental smoking control 
i)  integrated pest management 
j)  occupant health and wellness 
k) other


3a.1) Does your system address ventilation and thermal control? 


Yes


No


 3a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ventilation and thermal control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 


3a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3b.1) Does your system address daylighting and lighting controls?


Yes


No







3b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing daylighting and lighting controls. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3c.1) Does your system address indoor air quality plans?


Yes


No


3c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing indoor air quality plans. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3d.1) Does your system address radon detection?


Yes


No


3d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing radon detection. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous questions here.


3e.1) Does your system address moisture control?


Yes


No







3e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing moisture control. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3f.1) Does your system address low-emitting materials?


Yes


No


3f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing low-emitting materials. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3g.1) Does your system address protecting IAQ during construction?


Yes


No


3g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protecting IAQ during construction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3h.1) Does your system address environmental smoking control?


Yes


No







3h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmental smoking control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3i.1) Does your system address integrated pest management?


Yes


No


3i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing integrated pest management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3j.1) Does your system address occupant health and wellness?


Yes


No


3j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing occupant health and wellness. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3k.1) Does your system address other areas related to Healthy, Effective Environments?


Yes


No







3k.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Healthy, Effective 
Environments. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3k.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-C: Energy Efficiency Information


4) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Energy 
Efficiency may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled energy use reduction 
b) actual energy use reduction 
c) ENERGY STAR products 
d) renewable energy 
e) clean and alternative energy 
f)  metering 
g) benchmarking 
h) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with energy efficiency, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 4h.1). 
Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify 
formal credit names and identification numbers. 


4a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled energy use reduction?


Yes


No


4a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled energy use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4b.1) Does your system address actual energy use 
reduction?


Yes


No


4b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual energy use reduction. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4c.1) Does your system address ENERGY STAR products? 


Yes


No


4c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ENERGY STAR products. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A." 


4c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4d.1) Does your system address renewable energy? 
Renewable energy comes from sources that are either inexhaustible or can be replaced very rapidly through 
natural processes. Examples include the sun, wind, geothermal energy, small (river-turbine) hydropower, and 
other hydrokinetic energy (waves and tides).


Yes


No


4d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing renewable energy. 


4d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4e.1) Does your system address clean and alternative energy? 
Alternative energy refers to energy not derived from traditional fossil fuel sources (coal, natural gas, petroleum) 
through conventional processes.


Yes


No


4e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing clean and alternative energy. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4f.1) Does your system address metering?


Yes


No


4f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing metering. If you answered "No" above, please 
enter "N/A."


4f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4g.1) Does your system address benchmarking?


Yes


No


4g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing benchmarking. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


4g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4h.1) Does your system address other areas related to Energy Efficiency?


Yes


No


4h) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to energy efficiency. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-D: Water Use Efficiency and Management Information


5) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Water Use 
Efficiency and Management may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled water use reduction 
b) actual indoor water use reduction 
c) actual outdoor water use reduction 
d) water conserving products 
e) meters 
f)  cooling towers 
g) water efficient landscapes 
h) alternative sources of water 
i) stormwater management 
j) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning 
to these elements, yet in alignment with water use efficiency and management, should be indicated by answering 
"Yes" to question 5j.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where 
applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


5a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled water use reduction?


Yes


No


5a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5b.1) Does your system address actual indoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual indoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







5c.1) Does your system address actual outdoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual outdoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5d.1) Does your system address water conserving products?


Yes


No


5d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  water conserving products. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5e.1) Does your system address meters?


Yes


No


5e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing meters. If you answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A."


5e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5f.1) Does your system address cooling towers?


Yes


No







5f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing cooling towers. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


5f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5g.1) Does your system address water efficient landscapes?


Yes


No


5g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing water efficient landscapes. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5h.1) Does your system address alternative sources of water?


Yes


No


5h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing alternative sources of water. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5i.1) Does your system address stormwater management?


Yes


No







5i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  stormwater management. If upi answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5j.1) Does your system address other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and Management?


Yes


No


5j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and 
Management. If answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-E: Solid Waste Diversion Information


6) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Solid Waste 
Diversion may include the following: 
  
a) space for collection and storage of recyclables 
b) construction waste management 
c) site construction waste management 
d) waste diversion for occupants 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Solid Waste Diversion, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
6e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


6a.1) Does your system address space for collection and storage of recyclables? 


Yes


No


6a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing space for collection and storage of recyclables. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6b.1) Does your system address construction waste management? 
Unlike operational waste, which is made after a building is built, construction waste refers to materials and 
debris generated during construction, renovation, demolition, or dismantling of structures, buildings and 
associated infrastructure. Material types in operational and construction waste differ from operational waste, so 
reduction and diversion strategies also differ.


Yes


No


6b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing construction waste management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







6c.1) Does your system address site construction waste management? 
Site construction waste includes soil, rocks, trees, shrubs and other debris removed from the site for construction.


Yes


No


6c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing site construction waste management. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6d.1) Does your system address waste diversion for occupants?


Yes


No


6d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing waste diversion for occupants. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Solid Waste Diversion?


Yes


No


6e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to solid waste diversion. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-F: Sustainable Procurement Information


7) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Sustainable 
Procurement may include the following: 
  
a) recycled content 
b) biobased content 
c) environmentally preferable products 
d) ozone depleting compounds 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with sustainable procurement, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
7e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


7a.1) Does your system address recycled content?


Yes


No


7a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing recycled content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7b.1) Does your system address biobased content?


Yes


No


7b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing biobased content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7c.1) Does your system address environmentally preferable products?


Yes


No







7c.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmentally preferable products. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7d.1) Does your system address ozone depleting compounds?


Yes


No


7d.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ozone depleting compounds. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


7d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Sustainable Procurement?


Yes


No


7e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to sustainable procurement. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-G: Siting Information


8) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Siting may 
include the following: 
  
a) access to public transportation 
b) access to amenities/neighborhood assets 
c) floodplain avoidance 
d) consideration of occupant transportation emissions 
e) protection of historic resources 
f)  bicycling options 
g) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Siting, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 8g.1. Please 
elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal 
credit names and identification numbers. 


8a.1) Does your system address access to public transportation?


Yes


No


8a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to public transportation. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8b.1) Does your system address access to amenities/neighborhood assets?


Yes


No


8b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to amenities/neighborhood assets. If you  
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8c.1) Does your system address floodplain avoidance?


Yes


No







8c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing floodplain avoidance. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


8c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8d.1) Does your system address consideration of occupant transportation emissions?


Yes


No


8d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing consideration of occupant transportation 
emissions. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8e.1) Does your system address protection of historic resources?


Yes


No


8e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protection of historic resources. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8f.1) Does your system address bicycling options?


Yes


No







8f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing bicycling options. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


8f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8g.1) Does your system address other areas related to siting?


Yes


No


8g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Siting. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.





		_8g_2) List and describe speci_RePgtlqJhSt8SPeKgRjF1A: See answers to 8b.2 (Access to amenities/neighborhood assets)3.4 Site Enhancement

		_8g_1) Does your system addres_ff8mY7BVb*i*sGiuAkjqUA: Yes

		_8f_2) List and describe speci_C0wNJMREdwPA8gnvh2ZNOw: 1.18 Cycling Facilities1.18.1 Provide bike racks that are sheltered from rainProviding bicycle facilities for min 5% of occupants at destinations encourages cycling to work.1.18.2 Providing changing facilities and showers for staffAlthough cyclists and joggers can change in washrooms and store their clothes in the workplace, dedicated facilities do more to encourage use of bicycles for regular commuting. Provide changing facilities and showers for min of 5% of occupants.

		_8f_1) Does your system addres_1sstHIsbanCcUTwDKEgQlA: Yes

		_8e_2) List and describe speci_lGjbsZOFQpSxrT6TdCQh4g: 3.4 Site Enhancement3.4.1 Are there indications that the site has been enhanced, such as an increase of indigenous species, the re-establishment of vegetation corridors or the implementation of erosion-control measures?The ecological value can be enhanced by increasing the rooftop vegetation, number of indigenous plant species, "lights-out" policies and programs to protect birds, or creating a small natural "oasis" on the site. If the building occupies over 90% of the site are mark this "not applicable".6.1 Environmental Management System (EMS) Documentation6.1.1 Does building management have a written environmental policy? The policy should be a public document that is easily accessible to staff and tenants. It should express a commitment to: comply with relevant laws or other requirements; continuous improvement; and pollution prevention. It should also be signed by senior management.6.1.2 Are there stated goals and targets documented in the policy manual with respect to each of the following:6.1.2.1  •       Energy conservation? 6.1.2.2  •       Water conservation? 6.1.2.3  •       Waste reduction and recycling? 6.1.2.4  •       Environmental purchasing6.1.2.5  •       Reduction in use and proper handling of hazardous products? 6.1.2.6  •       Training and education? Goals and specific targets to improve or maintain the facility's environmental performance should be documented as part of the "environmental vision" for the building.6.1.3 Are there action plans to improve the environmental and energy performance of the building?The action plans should outline implementation strategies, timelines, training and resources needed to achieve stated targets. They should be reviewed, revised, and updated on a regular, scheduled basis.

		_8e_1) Does your system addres_16KZxJGV-qB91MoyOzebIA: Yes

		_8d_2) List and describe speci_bwSIISERQYJdT1ISjOIRaQ: 1.17 Public Transportation1.17.1 The building has access to public transport within 0.3 milesGood access to public transport is defined as at least one bus or streetcar stop, or train or underground station within 500 meters of the building.1.17.2 There is public transport service at least every 15 minutes during rush hourCommuters expect public transport services at least every 15 minutes during rush-hour periods.1.18 Cycling Facilities1.18.1 Provide bike racks that are sheltered from rainProviding bicycle facilities for min 5% of occupants at destinations encourages cycling to work.1.18.2 Providing changing facilities and showers for staffAlthough cyclists and joggers can change in washrooms and store their clothes in the workplace, dedicated facilities do more to encourage use of bicycles for regular commuting. Provide changing facilities and showers for min of 5% of occupants.1.19 Other Measures1.19.1 Incorporate and describe other measures to reduce car dependency (e.g. car-pooling, subsidized transit passes, etc.)By providing a database where staff and tenants an share postal code information enables them to make carpooling arrangements. Building-wide purchase of transit passes can provide public transportation at reduced rates. Improving the site access for pedestrian and bikes through signage and/or landscaping can also help to decrease car dependency.

		_8d_1) Does your system addres_KvyWd2ElueSL6UWEcsSsnQ: Yes

		_8c_2) List and describe speci_p*D8ALhOtcDDbOfexSd2lQ: N/ASide Note: Due to the nature of existing building assessments, "8c) floodplain avoidance" is Whole Building type criterion that Green Globes for Existing Buildings intentionally does not address because such criteria are usually outside the control of a tenant. Green Globes for New Construction is offered by Green Building Initiative for whole building construction or major renovation projects pursuing green building certification and provides criteria addressing floodplain avoidance.

		_8c_1) Does your system addres_HmUtbZX-saFnNkKhrcHnag: No

		_8b_2)  List and describe spec_UWFqfedTFEOKZ7iFoGHMaQ: Green Globes for Existing Buildings interprets this criterion to apply to the immediate region around the property, as long as the building management is directly involved.3.4 Site Enhancement3.4.1 Are there indications that the site has been enhanced, such as an increase of indigenous species, the re-establishment of vegetation corridors or the implementation of erosion-control measures?The ecological value can be enhanced by increasing the rooftop vegetation, number of indigenous plant species, "lights-out" policies and programs to protect birds, or creating a small natural "oasis" on the site. If the building occupies over 90% of the site are mark this "not applicable".

		_8b_1) Does your system addres_BvSyxvE9y4MYRtpbBuGODw: Yes

		_8a_2)  List and describe spec_71CUzmRyw7db1Z*-cW*79w: 1.17 Public Transportation1.17.1 The building has access to public transport within 0.3 milesGood access to public transport is defined as at least one bus or streetcar stop, or train or underground station within 500 meters of the building.1.17.2 There is public transport service at least every 15 minutes during rush hourCommuters expect public transport services at least every 15 minutes during rush-hour periods.1.19 Other Measures1.19.1 Incorporate and describe other measures to reduce car dependency (e.g. car-pooling, subsidized transit passes, etc.)By providing a database where staff and tenants an share postal code information enables them to make carpooling arrangements. Building-wide purchase of transit passes can provide public transportation at reduced rates. Improving the site access for pedestrian and bikes through signage and/or landscaping can also help to decrease car dependency.

		_8a_1) Does your system addres_-h0swVx1RxaVuEk9fJMNPg: Yes

		_7e_2) List and describe speci_oKY0GjoiTgpJHZYmkp2p0g: 1.13 Financial Resources1.13.1 Are there financial resources to improve the energy efficiency of the building or is the building participating in a program for energy efficiency upgrades?This could be an energy efficiency improvement budget or participation in a program that provides financial assistance for energy upgrades.6.1 Environmental Management System (EMS) Documentation6.1.1 Does building management have a written environmental policy? The policy should be a public document that is easily accessible to staff and tenants. It should express a commitment to: comply with relevant laws or other requirements; continuous improvement; and pollution prevention. It should also be signed by senior management.6.1.2 Are there stated goals and targets documented in the policy manual with respect to each of the following:6.1.2.4  •       Environmental purchasingGoals and specific targets to improve or maintain the facility's environmental performance should be documented as part of the "environmental vision" for the building.

		_7e_1) Does your system addres_UAJ5wsoZSMRNlvXXRDjlwA: Yes

		_7d_2)  List and describe spec_YEPA*SMqryBTbxv83-jqTA: 4.3 Management of Ozone Depleting Refrigerants4.3.1 Include the following in the management program for ODS:     4.3.1.1 Inventory of refrigerants and records     4.3.1.2 Maintenance reports, loss reports and leak test results     4.3.1.3 Operational staff training     4.3.1.4 Periodic leak testingMaintenance of the refrigeration system can reduce the operating costs by improving the chiller performance, avoiding costly repairs, and reducing the need for refrigerant replacement. If there are no ODS mark "not applicable".4.3.2 Plan for the phase-out of ozone-depleting refrigerantsUnder the Title VI of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, the US must reduce the amount of HCFCs imported and produced nationwide by 35% in 2004.  If there are no ODS mark "not applicable".4.3.3 Contract a certified contractor for the maintenance of the cooling systemThe contract should be for a regular maintenance and monitoring of the refrigeration system, the pipework and the leak detection system. If there are no ODS mark "not applicable".See also answers to 7a.2 (Recycled Content)6.2 Environmental Purchasing

		_7d_1) Does your system addres_U6VHO0hv181DgxKaXT-euQ: Yes

		_7c_2)  List and describe spec_MTgFd0UrLTDgCcJTYXOC3w: 6.2 Environmental Purchasing6.2.1 Does building management have a written environmental-purchasing plan?The environmental purchasing plan should: assign responsibilities; ensure that those who do purchasing have adequate training; refer to products used by in-house staff; stipulate requirements for cleaning contractors; and provide education to tenants.6.2.2 Provide a list of preferred used in housekeeping and building maintenance.  Staff need a list of feasible environmentally friendly substitutes and their suppliers. Because products are frequently discontinued and new products introduced to the market, the list should be regularly reviewed and updated.6.2.3 Does the purchasing policy include the requirement for purchasing energy saving equipment?The policy should include the requirement that any purchases of appliances and HVAC should involve consulting ENERGY STAR.6.2.4 Are MSDSs reviewed by staff who purchase hazardous products? Those responsible for purchasing should ensure that up-to-date Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for controlled products are reviewed and are available to employees. They should not be dated more than 3 years previous to the receiving date.

		_7c_1) Does your system addres_0fnGilNmb3mg*N0mEKFJMA: Yes

		_7b_2)  List and describe spec_noRo2DXICJxQZBCbipuelg: See answers to 7a.2 (Recycled Content)6.2 Environmental Purchasing

		_7b_1) Does your system addres_F3sGS8HdI-ICoGE3o0BxKg: Yes

		_7a_2)  List and describe spec_2g*0XwFg89sWhkfHlqyMFw: 6.2 Environmental Purchasing6.2.1 Does building management have a written environmental-purchasing plan?The environmental purchasing plan should: assign responsibilities; ensure that those who do purchasing have adequate training; refer to products used by in-house staff; stipulate requirements for cleaning contractors; and provide education to tenants.6.2.2 Provide a list of preferred used in housekeeping and building maintenance.  Staff need a list of feasible environmentally friendly substitutes and their suppliers. Because products are frequently discontinued and new products introduced to the market, the list should be regularly reviewed and updated.

		_7a_1) Does your system addres_CYMKnIdGDSVH7GKTapDwAg: Yes

		_6e_2) List and describe speci_k9Qe9J6wha0u-qoH5CI-8A: 3.2 Waste Reduction Workplan3.2.1 A waste audit was conducted within the last three yearsA waste audit can be conducted in-house or using a waste-management firm. It should identify the types and quantities of waste generated in the building and assess which waste materials are produced in sufficient quantities to warrant recycling.3.2.2 Conduct regular monitoring of wasteThis is done by recording the weight or volume of garbage that is leaving the building.3.2.3 Provide the current diversion rateDiversion rate is used by commercial contractors to report the rate at which non-hazardous solid waste is diverted from entering a disposal facility.3.2.4 Provide waste-reduction targetsWaste measurements should be expressed both in absolute terms (e.g. the total amounts of garbage and recycling) as well as per capita amounts (e.g. the amounts of garbage and recycling per occupant.

		_6e_1) Does your system addres_c8ODjtRZ2H33qWuU5jqrPQ: Yes

		_6d_2) List and describe speci_bTdT-PQErIOHp7VR2BUWOQ: See answers to 6a.2 (Space for collection and storage of recyclables)3.1 Facilities for Storing and Handling Recyclable Materials

		_6d_1) Does your system addres_L2Qe5F9h8C9BbrppZsyeYA: Yes

		_6c_2) List and describe speci_uocCRN-sB5KemmiLhlGvkA: See answer to 6b.2 (Construction waste management)3.2.5 Construction, Renovation, Demolition Waste Management Policy

		_6c_1) Does your system addres_qyq4*TRaKWJrtt-PP7yMyg: Yes

		_6b_2) List and describe speci_Qv-03fko4xMIK2TAwn-vNQ: 3.2.5 Implement a construction, renovation, and demolition waste management policy.The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates that 136 million tons of building related construction and demolition debris was generated in the  United States in 1996.  This can be reduced by implementing source separation and recycling programs on site. The program should meet the requirements of the jurisdiction (e.g. 3R Code of Practice). The waste specification should address recycling of corrugated cardboard, metals, concrete blocks, clean dimensional wood, plastic, glass, gypsum board and carpet.

		_6b_1) Does your system addres_2pvXbuwN60fdQ-ZZJaO6Ow: Yes

		_6a_2) List and describe speci_0nLlByCxo12sVvP4VP4pxg: 3.1 Facilities for Storing and Handling Recyclable Materials3.1.1 Provide separate storage/handling facilities for used paper products, glass, metal and plasticA separate designated area for storage will help avoid recycled waste being inadvertently hauled away with other refuse.3.1.2 There are collection points for sorting paper, glass, metal and plastic near areas where the waste is generatedUnless there are collection points near the areas where waste is generated, it is unlikely that occupants will recycle.3.1.3 Put a composting program in placeComposting may be done on-site or at a special centralized facility.

		_6a_1) Does your system addres_UvtTWJkcWP5FpAiD5IdMnw: Yes

		_5j_2) List and describe speci_uC-LcM51-ZGzPXXsqSQNbQ: See answer to 5a.2 (Water Conserving Features)2.1 Water ConsumptionAlso see answer to 5b.2 (Actual Indoor Water Use Reduction)2.3 Water Management

		_5j_1) Does your system addres_H3DgL94clzAdc*x5TqiPxw: Yes

		_5i_2) List and describe speci_uvl*Hvr9jENP9Dy03TUF4A: 3.4 Site Enhancement3.4.1  Indicate that the site has been enhanced. Enhancements can include measures such as anincrease of indigenous species, the re-establishment of vegetation corridors, or theimplementation of erosion-control measures.The ecological value can be enhanced by increasing the rooftop vegetation, number of indigenous plant species, "lights-out" policies and programs to protect birds, or creating a small natural "oasis" on the site. If the building occupies over 90% of the site are mark this "not applicable".4.5 Waste Water Effluents4.5.2 Disconnect roof drains from sanitary or combined sewersDisconnecting roof drains from sanitary or combined sewers avoids unnecessarily loading the community wastewater treatment facilities.4.5.3 Implement storm water management measures to reduce water run-off from roofs and hard surfaces, such as parking areasMeasures include allowing the water to soak into the ground or collecting and re-using it. If the building covers more than 80% of the site mark "not applicable".

		_5i_1) Does your system addres_44JJfopIb3LX1OwrtP4huw: Yes

		_5h_2) List and describe speci_SXdkE82Q9hUy72PHq0h0Hg: See answers to 5c.2 (Actual Outdoor Water Use Reduction)2.2 Water Conserving Features2.3 Water Management

		_5h_1) Does your system addres_SNUIXS8Mtdt5TpN5OfLYLA: Yes

		_5g_2) List and describe speci_1EBkt6M9pdaOuYDxhgRnlg: See answers to 5c.2 (Actual Outdoor Water Use Reduction)2.2 Water Conserving Features2.3 Water Management

		_5g_1) Does your system addres_sWoDS-owG*j*mNJC3BYHSQ: Yes

		_5f_2) List and describe speci_Vs1Bl6C7Z27c4Eq-vk8nWQ: 2.2 Water Conserving Features2.2.1 Are there the following water-conserving fixtures:2.2.1.5   other water-saving features? Other water-saving devices include low flow showerheads (2.5 GMP), waterless urinals, greywater systems, etc.See also answer to 5b.2 (Actual Indoor Water Use Reduction)2.3 Water Management

		_5f_1) Does your system addres_Yed87UhwQMiqa*VyN*Am2A: Yes

		_5e_2) List and describe speci_EdZ1jmtBd8vnw8mpVpPF9Q: 2.3.2 Monitor water consumptionMonitoring can only be done provided there is a meter. Metering and checking bills help to verify consumption and to red flag occurrences of unusual and excessive consumption which should be investigated and corrected resulting in savings.

		_5e_1) Does your system addres_A5bSI9G4qAlnIGtHGTTA5w: Yes

		_5d_2) List and describe speci_5l7oa25LOvutodeCicwoqA: See answers to 5c.2 (Actual Indoor Water use Reduction)2.2 Water Conserving Features2.3 Water Management

		_5d_1) Does your system addres_mYHUA4OYWaGrnInoory-Dg: Yes

		_5c_2) List and describe speci_4kdOjj2fd-Ha-0XMkdEpWg: 2.2 Water Conserving Features2.2.2 Minimize the need for irrigation of the landscapingXeriscaping involves the use of plant species that require little watering and techniques that help reduce the amount of water needed for irrigation.  If the building covers more than 80% of the site area, i.e. there is no land available for landscaping mark "not applicable".2.2.3 Are other sources of water used for irrigation such as:     2.2.3.1 RainwaterRainwater is a water collected specifically for irrigation in rain cisterns. If the building covers more than 80% of the site area, i.e. there is no land available for landscaping mark "not applicable".     2.2.3.2 GraywaterGray water is treated waste-water from sinks and showers (not toilets) that has had soils and undesirable bacteria removed. If the building covers more than 80% of the site area, i.e. there is no land available for landscaping mark "not applicable".2.3.2 Monitor water consumptionMonitoring can only be done provided there is a meter. Metering and checking bills help to verify consumption and to red flag occurrences of unusual and excessive consumption which should be investigated and corrected resulting in savings.

		_5c_1) Does your system addres_jWa-XvtY0yxc8BMHnDxylA: Yes

		_5b_2) List and describe speci_0EbJyM-TNJFHvh0yHcF1kw: 2.2 Water Conserving Features2.2.1 Install the following water-conserving fixtures  • 2.2.1.1: Low flow toilets that use less than 1.5 GPF• 2.2.1.2: Ultra low flush urinals that use less than 1.0 GPF• 2.2.1.3: Automatic valve controls and/or proximity detectors• 2.2.1.4 Low flow or laminar flow faucets (2.2 GPM)• 2.2.1.5: Other water-saving features2.3 Water Management2.3.1 Write a policy intended to minimize water use and encourage water conservationWater Conservation Policy should express the commitments to reduction of demand for water and for establishment of goals and strategies to reduce water consumption.2.3.2 Monitor water consumptionMonitoring can only be done provided there is a meter. Metering and checking bills help to verify consumption and to red flag occurrences of unusual and excessive consumption which should be investigated and corrected resulting in savings.2.3.3 A water audit has been conducted in the last three yearsThe water audit report must include: water benchmarking analysis with benchmarking observations, a summary of major water-consuming systems in the buildings, and a list of potential water conservation opportunities based on walk-through audit of the facility. An audit should provide recommendations for maintenance procedures that may need to be revised and identify water-using equipment that should be upgraded.2.3.4 Establish water-reduction targetsWater targets should be established in gallons/ft2, or as a percentage reduction in gallons/person.2.3.5 Develop regular procedures and schedules for checking and fixing leaksPeriodic checks for leaks can be done by recording the water-meter reading before and after any long period when there is no water use, for example, late at night and again in the early morning.

		_5b_1) Does your system addres_k3HSMaNO1O04iYEKbJp5nQ: Yes

		_5a_2) List and describe speci_m9opx2*08HjgVjbELUdNWg: 2.1 Water Consumption2.1.1 Please specify the ending month of the 12 month period for which water consumption figures are being entered2.1.2 What was the building’s total water bill for the 12 month period specified?Include figures for the overall water cost of the building.  If detailed information is not available, please provide an estimate.2.1.3 What was the total water consumption, in total or by month, for the 12 month period specified?Provide water consumption for the specified 12 month period by inputting either total values (in any of the boxes provided), monthly or bi-monthly amounts.See also Green Globes for New Construction3.4.1 Water Consumption

		_5a_1) Does your system addres_LF3pyaCrSSD5uK6*6s83Hg: Yes

		_4h) List and describe specifi_TP4KxlblvkFgPOGOyALyYA: 1.2 Lighting1.2.1 Incorporate the following energy-efficient lighting features where appropriate:• 1.2.1.1: Compact fluorescents. • 1.2.1.2: T8 or T5 florescent lamps.• 1.2.1.3: Exit signs with light-emitting diodes (LEDs). • 1.2.1.4: Use of high-intensity fluorescent fixtures. • 1.2.1.5: Task lighting. • 1.2.1.6: Installation of automated lighting controls. • 1.2.1.7: Document the percentage of all lighting in the facility that is “high efficiency lighting."""1.3 Boilers1.3.1 The boilers are less than 20 years old.1.3.2 A percentage of the boilers in the facility are high-efficiency.  1.3.3 Boilers have automatic vent dampers.  1.4 Controls1.4.1 Implement temperature setback and weather compensation controls.  1.4.2 Implement a partial or a full building automation system (BAS) system.1.5 Hot Water1.5.1 The building has high-efficiency water heating equipment.  1.5.2  There are hot water saving devices.  1.5.3 Maintain hot water temperatures between 120oF and 130oF.  1.6 Other Energy Efficiency Features1.6.1 There are other energy efficiency measures such as:• 1.6.1.1: A percentage of chillers in the facility are high-efficiency• 1.6.1.2: Install variable speed drives. • 1.6.1.3: Combined heat and power (CHP) plants• 1.6.1.4: Energy recovery ventilation systems• 1.6.1.5: Use other energy-saving systems or measures 1.8 Envelope1.8.1 Assess the current performance and condition of the building envelope per the following. • 1.8.1.1: Condensation• 1.8.1.2: Moist air transfer• 1.8.1.3: Air flow• 1.8.1.4: Heat transfer1.8.2 There are energy-efficient windows and doors.  1.8.3 Reduce the cooling load using appropriate shading or reflective film.  1.8.4 Air-seal the building in the following areas:  • 1.8.4.1: The top part of the building.  • 1.8.4.2: The bottom part of the building.• 1.8.4.3: Vertical shafts and elevators.  "1.8.5 The insulation of the walls complies with the recommendation of the building condition report.  1.8.6 The insulation of the roof complies with the recommendation of the building condition report.1.9 Energy Policy1.9.1 Is there an energy policy endorsed by senior management?1.12 Energy Training1.12.1 Is the building staff, including new employees, sufficiently trained to design and implement an energy efficiency improvement program?1.13 Financial Resources1.13.1 Are there financial resources to improve the energy efficiency of the building or is the building participating in a program for energy efficiency upgrades?1.14 Sub-metering1.14.1 Does the building have tenants’ sub-metering?1.14.2 Does the building have sub-metering of major energy uses (e.g. lighting, hot water, motors etc.)?1.15 Operating Manual1.15.1 Is there a readily available operating manual covering standard control settings and operating instructions for all services equipment that may affect the energy consumption?1.16 Maintenance Schedules1.16.1 Does the regular mechanical systems maintenance schedule include:1.16.1.1 •  measurement of boiler efficiency? 1.16.1.2 •  checks on the correct operation of ventilation and cooling controls? 1.16.1.3 •  checking of temperature, humidity and fresh air controls to ensure they are set correctly and are responding as intended? 1.16.1.4 •  identification and investigation of all occurrences of excess energy use? 1.16.1.5 •  checking of air supply grilles to ensure they are not blocked and are delivering fresh air as required? 1.16.1.6 •  checks for refrigerant leaks? 1.16.1.7 •  checks on air-handling units, cooling towers and boilers? 1.16.1.8 •  replacement of filters? 1.16.1.9 •  cleaning and sterilizing of wet regions in the air conditioning system and checking for accumulation of dirt? 1.16.2 Is there a preventive maintenance program for building systems, which takes into account their lifecycle?

		_4h_1) Does your system addres_z6WeBVSJzYmuA*LX5kYmHw: Yes

		_4g_2) List and describe speci_zbVXR*F6ht1uODlXtXP9EQ: (See answers to 4b.2 (Actual Energy Use Reduction)1.1 Energy Consumption1.10 Energy Audit1.11 Energy Management, Monitoring and Targeting

		_4g_1) Does your system addres_3llv55bODTnFB3tDPmnXcw: Yes

		_4f_2) List and describe speci_oDYm3Z8XEp6gWLcbkaERXQ: 1.14 Sub-metering   1.14.1 Install tenants’ sub-metering in the building.Submetering not only encourages energy conservation by tenants; it also enables the owner to charge them fairly. If there is only one tenant, mark "not applicable".1.14.2 Sub-meter the building’s major energy uses (e.g. lighting, hot water, motors, etc.).This is critical to managing energy for it makes it possible to establish the building-load profile and demand structure.(See also criteria in 4b.2 (Actual Energy Use Reduction)1.1 Energy Consumption

		_4f_1) Does your system addres_cn1c0XMqb54pYn8uh-tzdg: Yes

		_4e_2) List and describe speci_JNoGx7kvK5*r2KOraXuiNA: (See answer to 4d.2 (Renewable Energy))1.7 Green Energy. Energy products produced from certified solar, water, wind and recovery technologies.

		_4e_1) Does your system addres_KRGOYY-8iSuNMUUisFmXdg: Yes

		_4d_2) List and describe speci_yM5PP-imyUokV4VLvbpd6g: 1.7 Green Energy1.7.1 Purchase "green electricity"1.7.2 Utilize any of the following renewable on-site energy sources.• 1.7.2.1: Active SolarThis is generally used to increase the temperature of large volumes of water or air in commercial and industrial buildings.• 1.7.2.2: Wind• 1.7.2.3: Photo Voltaic• 1.7.2.4: Ground SourceUsing the temperature differential between above ground and below ground (or ground water), fluid is circulated in an underground (or underwater) loop. The energy collected is used for air and/or water heating. The system can be reversed in summer to provide cooling instead of heating.• 1.7.2.5: Bio-massFuel such as round wood, wood and agricultural waste, prepared wood fuels, landfill gas and digester gas are burned using high efficiency combustion to provide space and/or water heating.1.7.3 Renewable sources supply a percentage of the building's energy use(See also answers to 4b.2 (Actual Energy Use Reduction)1.1 Energy Consumption1.10 Energy Audit

		_4d_1) Does your system addres_azygvWx4jsYRErxqQA2qzw: Yes

		_4c_2) List and describe speci_C*mUvbopljgJeT3hUlfQsQ: 1.9.1 Is there an energy policy endorsed by senior management?This should be a public document that expresses commitments to establish energy targets, assign responsibilities, monitor performance, and undertake an annual review and report.6.2 Environmental Purchasing6.2.3 Include in the purchasing policy the requirement for purchasing energy saving equipment.The policy should include the requirement that any purchases of appliances and HVAC shouldinvolve consulting ENERGY STAR.

		_4c_1) Does your system addres_CiByXdZxWFGcZH32N2ICjw: Yes

		_4b_2) List and describe speci_oUL8CYvdKXWomGukrgj4CA: 1.1 Energy Consumption1.1.1 Document the Building’s ENERGY STAR® Score. • 1.1.1.1: Install functional individual metering or plan to install an individual building meter within the next 12 calendar months.In the event of campus ES rating, this question will in part determine the pro-rated share of eligible energy performance credits that will be awarded.  If your building is master metered on a HC campus, with an ES HC campus rating, your building is eligible for up to 80 points of energy performance credits if an individual meter was installed in the last 12 months, up to 40 points of the energy performance credits if you plan to install a  meter within the next year, and up to 20 points if there are no existing individual meters.  Buildings with individual building meter data for 12 months or more are not eligible for the award of energy performance credit based upon the HC campus ES rating.  The individual building energy consumption data and/or ES rating must be entered to calculate and award energy performance credits. • 1.1.1.2: Supply the following data to establish Energy Star energy target:• Enter the total number of employees who work in this space.  The normal occupant density ranges between - 0.3 and 10 occupants per 1000 square feet.• Enter the total number of personal computers and servers in this space.• The total number of hours per week that this space is in operation, excluding hours when the facility is occupied only by maintenance, security, or other support personnel. For facilities with a schedule that varies during the year, "operating hours/week" refers to the total weekly hours for the schedule most often followed. Office space operation time averages 65 hours per week, rather than 40 hours per week. Operating hours per week must be 35 or greater for office spaces and must not be greater than 168.• 1.1.1.3: Specify the ending month of the 12 month period for which energy consumption figures are being entered.Please select the month and year corresponding to the last month of the 12 month period for which you will be entering energy consumption figures.• 1.1.1.4: Provide the building’s total energy bill for the 12 month period specifiedInclude the total figures (including taxes) for the overall energy cost of the building.  If detailed information is not available, please provide an estimate.• 1.1.1.5: Provide the total energy consumption for each non-renewable fuel type, in total or by month, for the 12 month period specified.Provide energy consumption for the specified 12 month period by inputting either total values (in any of the boxes provided), or monthly or bi-monthly amounts.1.9.1 Is there an energy policy endorsed by senior management?This should be a public document that expresses commitments to establish energy targets, assign responsibilities, monitor performance, and undertake an annual review and report.1.10 Energy Audit1.10.1 The building has had an energy audit within the past three years that included recommendations with costs, savings, and payback period.  An energy audit identifies areas that unnecessarily consume excessive amounts of energy, and provides the most cost-effective solutions with costs, savings and payback period.1.10.2 Audit the following systems:• 1.10.2.1: Lighting system• 1.10.2.2: Heating plant• 1.10.2.3: Cooling plant• 1.10.2.4: Domestic hot water system• 1.10.2.5: HVAC distribution system• 1.10.2.6: Major equipment• 1.10.2.7: Appliances• 1.10.2.8: Building envelope• 1.10.2.9: Solar and renewable resource potential(See also criteria in 4a.2 (Predicted/Modeled Energy Use Reduction)1.11 Energy Management, Monitoring and Targeting

		_4b_1) Does your system addres_x4FUcIhEoV9s97XKwgbrvg: Yes

		_4a_2) List and describe speci_IeqlYl0lPHLLTcAlTZcMFQ: Formal modeling is usually only completed for new construction and major renovation projects. The Green Globes for Existing Buildings criteria below allow the building owner to benchmark energy consumption, recognize trends, and provide opportunities for implementing actual energy use reduction.1.11 Energy Management, Monitoring and Targeting 1.11.1 Address issues raised in the energy audit with an energy management (reduction) plan.  1.11.2 Monitor energy use.Monitoring should be reviewed monthly. This can be done by installing sub-meters in several locations, or by listing all energy intensive equipment and corresponding hours that it is being used.1.11.3 Set energy usage targets1.11.4 Provide evidence of movement towards energy targets over time.Review energy figures for the past 3 years. If there are no energy figures ore no targets, mark "no".

		_4a_1) Does your system addres_zIMxQwTVipShghNkYyRcNg: Yes

		_3k) List and describe specifi_5y-8FQxTNnXJYoLaeSpxCA: 4.12 Health & Safety and Management of Hazardous Products4.12.1 Store chemicals and hazardous materials under appropriate conditions in secure locations.Chemicals used in buildings that are classified as hazardous include oils, biocides, solvents, insecticides, pesticides and herbicides. They should be stored in rooms with proper ventilation, controlled temperatures, drain protection and adequate shelf space. Containers should be capped to avoid possible spills and fumes, properly labeled and kept in securely locked areas.4.12.2 Provide HCS education and training for the person responsible for the management of chemicals and for staff who may be required to work with themHCS/WHMIS education refers to the instruction of workers in general information as how HCS works and the hazards of certain chemicals, where as training refers to the instruction in site-specific information such as work and emergency procedures.4.12.3 Designate someone to be responsible for managing hazardous materials.The designated person should be responsible for 1) advising workers of potential and actual hazards, 2) ensuring that works use prescribed protective equipment devices, and 3) taking every reasonable precaution for the protection of workers.4.12.4 Conduct an inventory and keep records of the hazardous materials/waste, including their removal and disposal.The inventory must identify the hazardous waste streams, the operations in the building that product them, how and where the hazardous waste is handled and stored, and who is responsible for it. The records should show that the organization tracks the hazardous waste from the facility through a provincially licensed or certified carrier to a waste disposal facility that is also licensed or certified by the provide to accept hazardous waste.4.12.5 A Health and Safety Committee meets regularly and carries out regular inspections of the property.Inspections should cover ventilation, spill containment and clean-up provisions as well as compatibility of the hazardous materials that are being stored together, and security of access. The committee should include representatives from the tenants as well as the management and should meet on a regular basis to deal with health and safety issues. if a Health and Safety Committee is not required by regulation (i.e. there are fewer than 20 people) mark as "not applicable".5.3 Humidification System5.3.1 Describe what type of humidification system the building uses.  Because of the risk of microbial contamination associated with spray humidification, a preferred method is humidification by steam. If there is no humidification mark "not applicable".5.3.2 If steam humidification is used, utilize clean steam rather than treated boiler water. Steam humidification should be provided from an independent source, as there are some concerns with steam generated as a by-product, because of potential air contamination from boiler additives used to control scale and corrosion. If no steam humidification is used mark "not applicable".5.3.3 If spray humidification is used, rigorously maintain the system, and keep free of rust, algae, or loose contaminants of any kind.Verify that there are documented maintenance procedures and records. If no spray humidification is used mark "not applicable".

		_3k_1) Does your system addres_2bn3vp-lDPx-Qjoc4Yg5YA: Yes

		_3j_2) List and describe speci_o6UBfx-Ucz-oZtdQpOa65Q: 1.18 Cycling Facilities1.18.1 Provide bike racks that are sheltered from rain.Providing bicycle facilities for min 5% of occupants at destinations encourages cycling to work.1.18.2 Provide changing facilities and showers for staff.  Although cyclists and joggers can change in washrooms and store their clothes in the workplace, dedicated facilities do more to encourage use of bicycles for regular commuting. Provide changing facilities and showers for min of 5% of occupants.4.10 Drinking Water (lead and bacteria)4.10.1 Provide evidence that drinking water is safe.  There should be evidence of test results for lead and other contaminants, including bacteria. If necessary, bottled drinking water should be provided. 4.11 HCS Program4.11.1 Locate MSDSs, spill clean-up kits, and safety equipment such as eye-wash stations in accessible places near the chemical storage areasMaterial Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) contain information about the properties and safe handing of each hazardous product.4.11.2 Ensure that MSDSs are less than 3 years old.  Data sheets should not be more than 3 years old.4.11.3 Ensure that HCS labels are present on regulated products.  Implementing the Hazard Communication Standard (HCS) and the Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS) is a US-wide legal requirement designed to ensure that chemicals and other hazardous substances are handled safely and that information about them including the relevant protective measures is disseminated to workers and employers.5.5 Parking and Receiving5.5.1 Provide mechanical ventilation of enclosed parking areas.  Closed garages are generally underground and require mechanical ventilation to avoid carbon monoxide, oil, and gas fumes becoming concentrated in the garage and entering the building. Open and partially open garages which are typically above-grade, may not need mechanical ventilation. If there are no enclosed parking areas mark "not applicable".5.5.2 Incorporate measures to prevent intake of exhaust fumes from the loading dock and parking areas.  Measures include posting notices to turn off vehicles; having well-sealed doors between the parking and occupied areas; ensuring that occupied spaces near parking garages and loading docks are under positive pressure; and increasing exhaust ventilation in the garage and loading docks. If there is no loading dock or parking areas mark "not applicable".5.5.3 Provide carbon monoxide monitoring in garages and near boilers. Carbon monoxide monitoring should occur in the parking garage and near boilers. If there are no enclosed parking areas and no boilers mark "not applicable.5.7.4 Train building management sufficiently to implement an IAQ program and address tenant concerns.5.7.5 Continuously monitor the following:• 5.7.5.1: Temperature.• 5.7.5.2: HumidityThe building should conform to ASHRAE Standard 55 for thermal comfort.5.8 Lighting Features5.8.5 The building floor plan potentially allows for 80% of a typical working area to have access to day-lighting or approximately 40% of workstations are within 22 ft. of the windows.  Although tenants may erect barriers that prevent daylight from penetrating in the area, consider whether the building plan could allow easy access to daylight.5.10 Noise5.10.1 Is it easy, in open office areas, to engage in a conversation using a normal voice, understand a phone conversation, and have a private conversation using lowered voicesTo measure sound levels, use an integrated sound-level meter with 'A' weighting. This readings should be no more than 50dB LAeq,T.5.10.2 Is there sufficient acoustic privacy?In open offices, speech should be heard but not generally understood in adjacent work stations, and it should be possible to have a private conversation using lowered voices. In enclosed offices, it should be possible to maintain confidentiality using normal voice levels.

		_3j_1) Does your system addres_J6nikFLtyvWZ06odineUxw: Yes

		_3i_2) List and describe speci_n1wOOroQeo0UV99MsDbE9g: 4.12.5 A Health and Safety Committee meets regularly and carries out regular inspections of the property.Inspections should cover ventilation, spill containment and clean-up provisions as well as compatibility of the hazardous materials that are being stored together, and security of access. The committee should include representatives from the tenants as well as the management and should meet on a regular basis to deal with health and safety issues. if a Health and Safety Committee is not required by regulation (i.e. there are fewer than 20 people) mark as "not applicable".4.13.3 Ensure that pest control contracts require that the staff be licensed and use integrated management methods.The contract should require that records be kept on the type and frequency of applications of pesticides, alternative pest management approaches, compliance with legislation, and communication to tenants to notify them of pesticide applications in locations that they use. If there is no landscaping mark as "not applicable".

		_3i_1) Does your system addres_6W8UxU8ZhU6jraP1vIegPw: Yes

		_3h_2) List and describe speci_qd4mt5cKL7hjfQCZJDI7Fw: 5.6.5 Document if smoking is permitted in the building.5.6.5.1 If smoking is permitted, designate a smoking area that will prevent contamination of smoke to the rest of the buildingBanning smoking is the most effective way to avoid environmental tobacco smoke - a source of irritation and a know carcinogen.

		_3h_1) Does your system addres_rxHHaWM612D52c5agChYKA: Yes

		_3g_2) List and describe speci_L8VcycLJI*hktZMY71rhww: 5.7.3 Document procedures for maintaining good IAQ, including: (Building management must have heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ()HVAC) procedures and a preventive maintenance program in place.)• 5.7.3.1: HVAC operations  (There should be daily, weekly and monthly schedules.)• 5.7.3.2: Housekeeping procedures.  (These should identify all areas that should be cleaned, specify the products that are to be used and their appropriate application, and provide a cleaning schedule.)• 5.7.3.3: Preventive maintenance  (This should include a scheduled program for monitoring, cleaning, and replacing HVAC components such as outside air intakes, outside air dampers, air filters, drain pans, heating and cooling coils, the interior of air handling units, fan motors and belts, air humidification, controls and cooling towers.)• 5.7.3.4: Procedures for unscheduled maintenance  (5.7.4 Is building management sufficiently trained to implement an IAQ program to address tenant concerns?  (Procedures for unscheduled maintenance should be documented in the event of equipment failures which may require the prolonged deactivation or modification of the buildings HVAC equipment.)See also answers to 3a.2 (Ventilation and thermal control)5.7 IAQ Management

		_3g_1) Does your system addres_cprrZurh-D1XvzZOz3bh0g: Yes

		_3f_2) List and describe speci_kXtfEWAQEmu5QoP462HuPw: 6.2 Environmental Purchasing6.2.1 Does building management have a written environmental-purchasing plan? The environmental purchasing plan should: assign responsibilities; ensure that those who do purchasing have adequate training; refer to products used by in-house staff; stipulate requirements for cleaning contractors; and provide education to tenants.The environmental purchasing plan should: assign responsibilities; ensure that those who do purchasing have adequate training; refer to products used by in-house staff; stipulate requirements for cleaning contractors; and provide education to tenants.6.2.2 Is there a list of preferred products used in housekeeping and building maintenance? Staff need a list of feasible environmentally friendly substitutes and their suppliers. Because products are frequently discontinued and new products introduced to the market, the list should be regularly reviewed and updated. Staff need a list of feasible environmentally friendly substitutes and their suppliers. Because products are frequently discontinued and new products introduced to the market, the list should be regularly reviewed and updated.6.2.4 Are MSDSs reviewed by staff who purchase hazardous products?  Those responsible for purchasing should ensure that up-to-date Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for controlled products are reviewed and are available to employees. They should not be dated more than 3 years previous to the receiving date.

		_3f_1) Does your system addres_cIiuI5rFkmnszsdY-DLrsA: Yes

		_3e_2) List and describe speci_SpvQ2BfEVZK48JkPnWyXuQ: 5.6 Control of Pollutants at Source5.6.1  Document observations or complaints of any of the following symptoms of mold or excess moisture: • 5.6.1.1: Tank closure, abandonment, or removal. • 5.6.1.2: Damp or musty carpets. • 5.6.1.3: Musty odors.Check for visual or odor clues in the following areas: crawl spaces, sub-floor cavities and service tunnels, cold surfaces such as under windows and  in corners formed by exterior walls, uninsulated cold water piping, bathrooms, indoor areas in the vicinity of known roof or wall leaks, floors and ceilings under plumbing, duct interiors near humidifiers, cooling coils, outdoor air-intakes and under carpets.5.6.2 Install effective local exhaust in large printing rooms, cafeteria, kitchens, chemical storage, and washrooms.Some special-use areas may require additional local exhaust to prevent air pollutants from accumulating in or spreading beyond a local area. Fans should operate continuously when the source is present, not only when the room is occupied. Test the exhaust effectiveness with chemical smoke or light tissue paper.5.4 Cooling Towers5.4.1 Locate cooling towers away from fresh air intakes and flue outlets.  Check the relative positions of ventilation intakes to cooling tower drift, and the prevailing wind direction. If there are no cooling towers mark "not applicable".5.4.2 Install drift eliminators.  Drift eliminators remove water droplets generated by the cooling tower. This saves water and reduces the risk of downdraft of a spray that could contain Legionella. If there are no cooling towers mark "not applicable".5.4.3 Implement a program of regular maintenance and cleaning of the cooling towers that includes monthly inspection for evidence of mold or slime.  There should be at least monthly inspections of cooling towers that include checking for evidence of slime or mold (which could indicate an elevated level of bacteria), regular treatment of the cooling tower water, and complete cleaning and disinfection of each cooling tower at least every six months. If there are no cooling towers mark "not applicable".5.7.5 Are the following being monitored continuously:5.7.5.1.1  •       Temperature?5.7.5.1.2  •       Humidity?The building should confirm to ASHRAE Standard 55 for thermal comfort.

		_3e_1) Does your system addres_vp9FGL78qzle6MBra7twEw: Yes

		_3d_2) List and describe speci_yJs0JGpG5gPj83S*aTm2bA: 4.7 Radon4.7.1 Check that the building is located outside a high risk area or complete a radon survey which indicates levels below 4 pCi/L. Radon is a colorless, odorless, naturally occurring, radioactive gas produced by radium decay that is believed to cause lung cancer. The most common source of indoor radon is the uranium in the soil or rock upon which facilities are built. Areas considered high-risk in the US are Alabama, Santa Barbara, Colorado, southern Connecticut, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Minnesota, Montana, Northern New Jersey, southern New Your, North Dakota, Mid Ohio, Eastern Pennsylvania, southern Rhode Island, eastern part of South Dakota, Eastern Utah, Virginia and Wyoming.

		_3d_1) Does your system addres_YxsAWs9ik77h51MnLfxV8g: Yes

		_3c_2) List and describe speci_OEJ-jgKVJO9tQuFVPpBXJQ: 4.3 Management of Ozone Depleting Refrigerants4.3.1 Include the following in the management program for ODS:• 4.3.1.1: Inventory of refrigerants and records                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         • 4.3.1.2: Maintenance reports, loss reports, and leak test results.                                                                                                                                                                                                        • 4.3.1.3: Operational staff training                                                                                                                                                                                                                       • 4.3.1.4: Periodic leak testing.Maintenance of the refrigeration system can reduce the operating costs by improving the chiller performance, avoiding costly repairs, and reducing the need for refrigerant replacement. If there are no ODS mark "not applicable".4.3.2 Plan for the phase-out of ozone-depleting refrigerants.4.6 Asbestos4.6.1 If the building was completed at a time when asbestos was used in construction (up to 1975), maintain an up-to-date inventory based on an asbestos survey, that includes records of locations and the condition of all asbestos.  4.6.2 Encapsulate friable asbestos (i.e. prevent any possibility that asbestos fibers could become air-borne) 4.6.3 Document an asbestos management plan that includes precautions to be taken during repairs and renovations.See also answers to 3a.2 (Ventilation and thermal control)5.7 IAQ Management

		_3c_1) Does your system addres_sM2jTb9mVTa9Dc6K420vSQ: Yes

		_3b_2) List and describe speci_MeHjCnfFyB4gVb0hIGE77Q: 1.2 Lighting1.2.1 Incorporate the following energy-efficient lighting features where appropriate:• 1.2.1.5: Task lighting.Task lighting (e.g. desk lamps) concentrate light in specific areas rather than brightly lighting anentire room.• 1.2.1.6: Installation of automated lighting controls.These include lighting management software, digital addressable lighting interface (DALI),occupancy controls, daylight sensors or automatic dimmers5.8 Lighting Features5.8.1 Fit high frequency ballasts to luminaries.Electronic ballasts help prevent eyestrain and headaches which are often associated with the flicker produced by standard magnetic ballasts. In addition, they can result in 10% to 15% energy reduction compared to conventional ballasts.5.8.2 Prevent glare at Visual Display Terminal with controllable internal or external blinds and light fixtures.Internal shading devices limit the glare resulting from solar radiation. They should be adjustable to allow occupants to regulate the amount of direct light entering their space. The cut-off angle of downward light should reduce glare on VDT screens.5.8.3 Ensure lighting levels meet IES guidelines of 50-75 footcandles (500-800 lux) for office spaces.To measure lighting  levels, use an illuminance light meter. General (ambient) lighting - the most common type of office lighting - can be provided by indirect lighting from the luminaires that bounces off the ceiling or walls, direct lighting that shines directly from the luminaire to the task, or a combination of both. Lower lighting levels with no glare are often better to view the computer screens.5.8.4 Provide individually controlled task lighting.This is lighting for which shines directly from the luminaire to the task. It includes desk and table lights.5.8.5 The building floor plan potentially allows for 80% of a typical working area to have access to daylighting or approximately 40% of workstations are within 22 ft. of the windowsAlthough tenants may erect barriers that prevent daylight from penetrating in the area, consider whether the building plan could allow easy access to daylight.5.8.6 Provide good lighting controls (one control for no more than 4 workstations). Each control should be for no more than four workstations, assuming 70ft2 per workspace.

		_3b_1) Does your system addres_nt-ZocSXarOXUr0gAafirQ: Yes

		_ 3a_2) List and describe spec_Jgd50hccmBBH6CMMAmc0XA: 1.6 Other Energy Efficiency Features  1.6.1.4: Energy recovery ventilation systemsEnergy recovery ventilation systems reclaim waste energy from the exhaust air stream and use that heat to condition the incoming fresh air.1.16 Maintenance Schedules1.16.1 Does the regular mechanical systems maintenance schedule include:1.16.1.1 •  measurement of boiler efficiency? 1.16.1.2 •  checks on the correct operation of ventilation and cooling controls? 1.16.1.3 •  checking of temperature, humidity and fresh air controls to ensure they are set correctly and are responding as intended? 1.16.1.4 •  identification and investigation of all occurrences of excess energy use? 1.16.1.5 •  checking of air supply grilles to ensure they are not blocked and are delivering fresh air as required? 1.16.1.6 •  checks for refrigerant leaks? 1.16.1.7 •  checks on air-handling units, cooling towers and boilers? 1.16.1.8 •   replacement of filters? 1.16.1.9 •  cleaning and sterilizing of wet regions in the air conditioning system and checking for accumulation of dirt? 5.1 Ventilation System5.1.1 Are air intakes located far from sources of pollution such as parking areas, bus stops, cooling towers or stagnant water?5.1.2 Are air intakes located at least 30 ft. away from building exhaust outlets?5.1.3 Are outdoor air intakes checked regularly to ensure that the openings are protected and free from obstruction?5.1.4 Is there free-standing water which cannot drain away in the condensate drip trays?5.1.5 Are there signs of corrosion, loose material (such as damaged filter bags) or sound attenuation material in the air-handling unit (AHU)?5.1.6 Are measured CO2 levels less than 850 ppm (assuming outdoor levels 400 ppm)?5.1.7 Is there permanent carbon dioxide monitoring or are there sensors to maintain pre-set levels of carbon dioxide?5.1.8 Do the occupants have personal control over the ventilation rates in the area in which they work, either through hybrid system (operable windows) or personalized HVAC controls?5.2 Filtration System5.2.1 Are filters able to remove particles from incoming air (Efficiency Grade between 60% and 85% Dust Spot or a Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) of 8)? 5.2.2 Are manometers fitted to indicate when filters should be changed?5.2.3 Is there easy access for cleaning and inspecting filters?5.2.4 Do the filters fit snugly within the filter supports?5.4 Cooling Towers5.4.1 Are the cooling towers located away from fresh air intakes and flue outlets?5.4.2 Are there drift eliminators?5.4.3 Is there a program of regular maintenance and cleaning of the cooling towers that includes monthly inspection for evidence of mold or slime?5.5 Parking and Receiving5.5.1 Are enclosed parking areas mechanically ventilated?5.5.2 Are there measures to prevent intake of exhaust fumes from the loading dock and parking areas?5.4.3 Is there carbon monoxide monitoring in garages and near boilers?5.7 IAQ Management5.7.1 Does building management have in place a documented means for addressing tenants/occupant concerns regarding indoor air quality (such as a complaint form and incident log)?  5.7.2 Has the building had an IAQ audit in the past year?5.7.3 Are there procedures for maintaining good IAQ that include:5.7.3.1  •     HVAC operations?5.7.3.2  •      Housekeeping procedures?5.7.3.3  •      Preventive maintenance?5.7.3.4  •      Procedures for unscheduled maintenance?5.7.4 Is building management sufficiently trained to implement an IAQ program to address tenant concerns?5.7.5 Are the following being monitored continuously:5.7.5.1.1  •       Temperature?5.7.5.1.2  •       Humidity?The building should conform to ASHRAE 55 for thermal comfort.

		_3a_1) Does your system addres_57S0tCtSXF05hA9iWhTcKw: Yes

		_2) Please indicate which type_75JoBgE2sjgk6bC*RPAlqQ: Existing buildings

		_1) Name of Certification Syst_*JYSEOl1i2MvA4hC7X*VPw: Green Globes for Existing Buildings








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part II: Effectiveness Criteria Review Questions
Part II Instructions 
  
System owners should complete Part II separately for each building project type listed in Part I, Question 2. In 
addition, supplemental evidence (beyond the answers provided within the questions boxes in this form) can be 
included as attachments to the questions (attached directly into the PDF form).  
  
This section provides an opportunity for respondents to describe how the certification system supports GSA's 
Building Effectiveness Criteria. GSA developed the following list of Building Effectiveness Criteria through analysis 
of the intent of the Guiding Principles for Sustainable Federal Buildings (for both existing buildings and new 
construction), EISA, and industry best practices. 
  
2017 GSA Building Effectiveness Criteria: 
  
A) Healthy, effective environments 
B) Energy efficiency 
C) Water use efficiency and management 
D) Solid waste diversion 
E) Sustainable procurement 
F) Siting. 
  
GSA has developed a list of the building design, operations, and maintenance categories aligning to each criterion. 
These sample lists are included for each criterion throughout the survey to provide context to respondents, but they are 
not meant to be all-inclusive.  If the system has credits aligning to the Building Effectiveness Criteria, yet not aligning 
to the elements listed, respondents are encouraged to select "other" and list additional elements in the provided field. 
 







Part II-A: General Information Questions


1) Name of Certification System


Important note about supporting information:  
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


2) Please indicate which type of building project this response addresses: 
Reminder, system owners should complete a Part II response for EACH type of project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation







Part II-B: Healthy, Effective Environments Information


In addition to answering the questions below, please provide supporting documentation where applicable. 
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


3) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Healthy, 
Effective Environments may include the following. Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by 
the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to these elements, yet in alignment with Healthy Effective 
Environments, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 3k.1). Please elaborate on each item answered 
"Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification 
numbers. In addition, where applicable, please provide supporting documentation. 
  
a)  ventilation and thermal comfort 
b)  daylighting and lighting controls 
c)  indoor air quality plans 
d)  radon detection 
e)  moisture control 
f)  low-emitting materials 
g)  protecting IAQ during construction 
h)  environmental smoking control 
i)  integrated pest management 
j)  occupant health and wellness 
k) other


3a.1) Does your system address ventilation and thermal control? 


Yes


No


 3a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ventilation and thermal control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 


3a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3b.1) Does your system address daylighting and lighting controls?


Yes


No







3b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing daylighting and lighting controls. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3c.1) Does your system address indoor air quality plans?


Yes


No


3c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing indoor air quality plans. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3d.1) Does your system address radon detection?


Yes


No


3d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing radon detection. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous questions here.


3e.1) Does your system address moisture control?


Yes


No







3e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing moisture control. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3f.1) Does your system address low-emitting materials?


Yes


No


3f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing low-emitting materials. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3g.1) Does your system address protecting IAQ during construction?


Yes


No


3g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protecting IAQ during construction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3h.1) Does your system address environmental smoking control?


Yes


No







3h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmental smoking control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3i.1) Does your system address integrated pest management?


Yes


No


3i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing integrated pest management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3j.1) Does your system address occupant health and wellness?


Yes


No


3j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing occupant health and wellness. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3k.1) Does your system address other areas related to Healthy, Effective Environments?


Yes


No







3k.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Healthy, Effective 
Environments. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3k.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-C: Energy Efficiency Information


4) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Energy 
Efficiency may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled energy use reduction 
b) actual energy use reduction 
c) ENERGY STAR products 
d) renewable energy 
e) clean and alternative energy 
f)  metering 
g) benchmarking 
h) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with energy efficiency, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 4h.1). 
Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify 
formal credit names and identification numbers. 


4a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled energy use reduction?


Yes


No


4a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled energy use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4b.1) Does your system address actual energy use 
reduction?


Yes


No


4b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual energy use reduction. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4c.1) Does your system address ENERGY STAR products? 


Yes


No


4c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ENERGY STAR products. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A." 


4c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4d.1) Does your system address renewable energy? 
Renewable energy comes from sources that are either inexhaustible or can be replaced very rapidly through 
natural processes. Examples include the sun, wind, geothermal energy, small (river-turbine) hydropower, and 
other hydrokinetic energy (waves and tides).


Yes


No


4d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing renewable energy. 


4d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4e.1) Does your system address clean and alternative energy? 
Alternative energy refers to energy not derived from traditional fossil fuel sources (coal, natural gas, petroleum) 
through conventional processes.


Yes


No


4e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing clean and alternative energy. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4f.1) Does your system address metering?


Yes


No


4f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing metering. If you answered "No" above, please 
enter "N/A."


4f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4g.1) Does your system address benchmarking?


Yes


No


4g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing benchmarking. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


4g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4h.1) Does your system address other areas related to Energy Efficiency?


Yes


No


4h) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to energy efficiency. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-D: Water Use Efficiency and Management Information


5) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Water Use 
Efficiency and Management may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled water use reduction 
b) actual indoor water use reduction 
c) actual outdoor water use reduction 
d) water conserving products 
e) meters 
f)  cooling towers 
g) water efficient landscapes 
h) alternative sources of water 
i) stormwater management 
j) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning 
to these elements, yet in alignment with water use efficiency and management, should be indicated by answering 
"Yes" to question 5j.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where 
applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


5a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled water use reduction?


Yes


No


5a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5b.1) Does your system address actual indoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual indoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







5c.1) Does your system address actual outdoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual outdoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5d.1) Does your system address water conserving products?


Yes


No


5d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  water conserving products. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5e.1) Does your system address meters?


Yes


No


5e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing meters. If you answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A."


5e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5f.1) Does your system address cooling towers?


Yes


No







5f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing cooling towers. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


5f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5g.1) Does your system address water efficient landscapes?


Yes


No


5g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing water efficient landscapes. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5h.1) Does your system address alternative sources of water?


Yes


No


5h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing alternative sources of water. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5i.1) Does your system address stormwater management?


Yes


No







5i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  stormwater management. If upi answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5j.1) Does your system address other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and Management?


Yes


No


5j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and 
Management. If answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-E: Solid Waste Diversion Information


6) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Solid Waste 
Diversion may include the following: 
  
a) space for collection and storage of recyclables 
b) construction waste management 
c) site construction waste management 
d) waste diversion for occupants 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Solid Waste Diversion, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
6e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


6a.1) Does your system address space for collection and storage of recyclables? 


Yes


No


6a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing space for collection and storage of recyclables. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6b.1) Does your system address construction waste management? 
Unlike operational waste, which is made after a building is built, construction waste refers to materials and 
debris generated during construction, renovation, demolition, or dismantling of structures, buildings and 
associated infrastructure. Material types in operational and construction waste differ from operational waste, so 
reduction and diversion strategies also differ.


Yes


No


6b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing construction waste management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







6c.1) Does your system address site construction waste management? 
Site construction waste includes soil, rocks, trees, shrubs and other debris removed from the site for construction.


Yes


No


6c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing site construction waste management. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6d.1) Does your system address waste diversion for occupants?


Yes


No


6d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing waste diversion for occupants. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Solid Waste Diversion?


Yes


No


6e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to solid waste diversion. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-F: Sustainable Procurement Information


7) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Sustainable 
Procurement may include the following: 
  
a) recycled content 
b) biobased content 
c) environmentally preferable products 
d) ozone depleting compounds 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with sustainable procurement, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
7e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


7a.1) Does your system address recycled content?


Yes


No


7a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing recycled content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7b.1) Does your system address biobased content?


Yes


No


7b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing biobased content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7c.1) Does your system address environmentally preferable products?


Yes


No







7c.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmentally preferable products. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7d.1) Does your system address ozone depleting compounds?


Yes


No


7d.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ozone depleting compounds. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


7d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Sustainable Procurement?


Yes


No


7e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to sustainable procurement. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-G: Siting Information


8) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Siting may 
include the following: 
  
a) access to public transportation 
b) access to amenities/neighborhood assets 
c) floodplain avoidance 
d) consideration of occupant transportation emissions 
e) protection of historic resources 
f)  bicycling options 
g) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Siting, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 8g.1. Please 
elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal 
credit names and identification numbers. 


8a.1) Does your system address access to public transportation?


Yes


No


8a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to public transportation. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8b.1) Does your system address access to amenities/neighborhood assets?


Yes


No


8b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to amenities/neighborhood assets. If you  
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8c.1) Does your system address floodplain avoidance?


Yes


No







8c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing floodplain avoidance. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


8c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8d.1) Does your system address consideration of occupant transportation emissions?


Yes


No


8d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing consideration of occupant transportation 
emissions. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8e.1) Does your system address protection of historic resources?


Yes


No


8e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protection of historic resources. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8f.1) Does your system address bicycling options?


Yes


No







8f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing bicycling options. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


8f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8g.1) Does your system address other areas related to siting?


Yes


No


8g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Siting. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.





		_8g_2) List and describe speci_RePgtlqJhSt8SPeKgRjF1A: Summary:Three LEED v4 O+M credits address other areas related to sitting. The two Sustainable Sites credits aim to minimize the buildings effect on human and wildlife habitats. LEED Accredited Professional is a credit that contributes to and adds value to every projects’ overall sitting effect. Four additional pilot credits are available for projects that address other areas related to sitting.Heat Island reduction (SS Credit 3) (1-2pts.):  Four options are available to earn a maximum of two points.  Option 1. Nonroof (1pt.): Use a combination of strategies for a minimum of 50% of the site paving. Strategies include the use of green infrastructure, shade provided by structural devices or vegetation and high reflectance paving materials. A maintenance program must also be implemented to ensure all high reflectance paving surfaces are cleaned at least every three years.Option 2. Roof (1pt.):  Awards projects the point for using roofing materials with high SRI’s for a minimum of 75% of the roof area. A maintenance program must also be implemented to ensure all high reflectance roof surfaces are cleaned at least every three years and all vegetated roofs are maintained for good plant health. Option 3. Nonroof and roof (2pts.): Two points are awarded if projects ust a combination of the above strategies. Option 4. Parking Under Cover (1pt.): Projects must place at least 50% of parking spaces under cover. Cover must have a three year aged SRI of at least 32, be a vegetated rood or be covered by energy generation systems. Light Pollution Reduction (SS Credit 4) (1pt.): This credit awards projects points for improving nighttime visibility and reducing the consequences of development for wildlife and people through 2 light reducing options: Option 1. Fixture Shielding: Projects must shield all exterior fixtures exceeding 2,500 lumens such that the installed fixtures do not directly emit light at a vertical angel more than 90 degrees from straight down.Option 2. Perimeter Measurements: Measure the night illumination levels are regularly spaced points on the project boundary, taking the measurements with the building’s exterior and site lights both on and off.  LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit further contributes to sustainable procurement by awarding projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. Pilot Credits:Bird Collision Deterrence (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): To earn this pilot credit point, projects must reduce bird injury and mortality from in-flight collisions with buildings by complying with the “building facade and site structures, exterior lighting and performance monitoring plan requirements.Offsite Financial Support for Habitat Protection (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit is an alternative compliance path for the Site Development – Protect or Restore Habitat credit. Projects must provide financial support equivalent to at least $0.05 per square feet for the total project site area. Financial support must be provided once to either the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation or the Amazonas Sustainable Foundation. Informing Design Using Triple Bottom Line Analysis (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit awards projects that use a triple bottom line (financial, social, and environmental), benefit – cost analysis on at least six LEED credits. Community Contaminant Prevention Airborne Releases (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): To earn this pilot credit point, projects must meet California South Coast Air Quality Management District standards for all products of combustion. 

		_8g_1) Does your system addres_ff8mY7BVb*i*sGiuAkjqUA: Yes

		_8f_2) List and describe speci_C0wNJMREdwPA8gnvh2ZNOw: Summary:One LEED v4 O+M credit addresses bicycling options through Option 3 of the Alternative Transportation credit. This option awards projects points if they have a bicycling program in place for building occupants. Alternative Transportation (LT Credit 1) (1-15 pts.): Option 3. Comprehensive Alternative Transportation Program (2pts.): Meet the requirements of Option 1 by conducting a transit survey. In addition, implement an alternative transportation program to reduce the conventional travel rates of building occupants. One of the elements of this program available to projects is a bicycling program. 

		_8f_1) Does your system addres_1sstHIsbanCcUTwDKEgQlA: Yes

		_8e_2) List and describe speci_lGjbsZOFQpSxrT6TdCQh4g: LEED v4 O+M is a certification system for the operations and maintenance of existing buildings. The protection of historic resources is outside the scope of this certification system. 

		_8e_1) Does your system addres_16KZxJGV-qB91MoyOzebIA: No

		_8d_2) List and describe speci_bwSIISERQYJdT1ISjOIRaQ: Summary:One LEED v4 O+M credit addresses consideration of occupant transportation emissions. One of the options in this Location and Transportation credit asks building occupants to fill out a survey describing their transportation patterns and to create alternate options for transportation based on responses. Alternative Transportation (LT Credit 1) (1-15 pts.): Option 1. Transportation Survey (1pt.): Conduct a transportation survey of building occupants transportation patterns once every five years. Option 2. Alternative Transportation Rate (3-15pts.): Meet the requirements of Option 1 by conducting a transit survey. In addition, demonstrate an alternative transportation rate of 10% to 70%. Option 3. Comprehensive Alternative transportation Program (2pts.): Meet the requirements of Option 1 by conducting a transit survey. In addition, implement an alternative transportation program to reduce the conventional travel rates of building occupants.

		_8d_1) Does your system addres_KvyWd2ElueSL6UWEcsSsnQ: Yes

		_8c_2) List and describe speci_p*D8ALhOtcDDbOfexSd2lQ: LEED v4 O+M is a certification system for the operations and maintenance of existing buildings. Floodplain avoidance is outside the scope of this certification system.

		_8c_1) Does your system addres_HmUtbZX-saFnNkKhrcHnag: No

		_8b_2)  List and describe spec_UWFqfedTFEOKZ7iFoGHMaQ: LEED v4 O+M is a certification system for the operations and maintenance of existing buildings. Access to amenities and neighborhood assets is outside the scope of this certification system.  

		_8b_1) Does your system addres_BvSyxvE9y4MYRtpbBuGODw: No

		_8a_2)  List and describe spec_71CUzmRyw7db1Z*-cW*79w: Summary:One LEED v4 O+M credit addresses access to public transportation and has three options to earn up to 15 points. Alternative Transportation (LT Credit 1) (1-15 pts.): Option 1. Transportation Survey (1pt.): Conduct a transportation survey of building occupants transportation patterns once every five years. Option 2. Alternative Transportation Rate (3-15pts.): Meet the requirements of Option 1 by conducting a transit survey. In addition, demonstrate an alternative transportation rate of 10% to 70%. Option 3. Comprehensive Alternative transportation Program (2pts.): Meet the requirements of Option 1 by conducting a transit survey. In addition, implement an alternative transportation program to reduce the conventional travel rates of building occupants.

		_8a_1) Does your system addres_-h0swVx1RxaVuEk9fJMNPg: Yes

		_7e_2) List and describe speci_oKY0GjoiTgpJHZYmkp2p0g: Summary:One additional credit, LEED Accredited Professional, contributes to and adds value to every projects’ overall sustainable procurement. An additional pilot credit is available for projects that addresses other issues related to sustainable procurement. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit further contributes to sustainable procurement by awarding projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. Pilot Credits:Informing Design Using Triple Bottom Line Analysis (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit awards projects that use a triple bottom line (financial, social, and environmental), benefit – cost analysis on at least six LEED credits. 

		_7e_1) Does your system addres_UAJ5wsoZSMRNlvXXRDjlwA: Yes

		_7d_2)  List and describe spec_YEPA*SMqryBTbxv83-jqTA: Summary:Two LEED v4 O+M credits address ozone depleting compounds. One is required for LEED certification. Fundamental Refrigerant Management (EA Prerequisite 4): Projects must not use CFC-based refrigerants in heating, ventilating, air-conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC&R) systems. Or, if CFCs are in use, a third-party audit must show that system replacement or conversion is not economically feasible, or implement a CFC phase-out plan. Phase-out plans should be scheduled for completion within 10 years. Enhanced Refrigerant Management (EA Credit 8) (1 pt.):  Two options are available to earn the point:Option 1. No refrigerants or low impact refrigerants (1pt.): Do not use refrigerants, or use only refrigerants that have an ozone depleting potential of zero and a global warming potential of less than 50. Option 2. Calculation of refrigerant impact (1pt.): Use refrigerants with lower ozone depleting potentials and global warming potentials to encourage early compliance with the Montreal Protocol. Compliance is determined by a refrigerant impact calculation.

		_7d_1) Does your system addres_U6VHO0hv181DgxKaXT-euQ: Yes

		_7c_2)  List and describe spec_MTgFd0UrLTDgCcJTYXOC3w: Summary: Seven LEED v4 O+M credits address environmentally preferable products. One, required for LEED certification, requires projects to have in place an environmentally preferable purchasing policy. Environmental Quality and Materials and Resources credits award projects points for purchasing environmentally preferable products for maintenance and renovations and cleaning. The Site Management credit awards points for using environmentally preferable products in maintenance and renovation of the buildings grounds. For the three Materials and Resources credits that address wood products, there is a pilot alternative compliance pathway available and two additional pilot credits that address environmentally preferable products.  Ongoing Purchasing and Waste Policy (MR prerequisite 1): Projects must have in place an environmentally preferable purchasing policy for products purchased during regular operations of the building. At minimum projects must include the five most purchased product categories based on total annual purchases. Purchasing—Ongoing (MR Credit 1) (1pt.): Requires projects to purchase at least 60% by cost of total ongoing consumables that meet at least one of the applicable sustainability criteria listed in the attached reference guide below for Purchasing - Ongoing. The available criteria for ongoing consumables are the following: -  - Postconsumer recycled content - Extended use - Sustainable agriculture - Local sourcing of food and beverages - Bio-based materials - Paper and wood products certified by the Forest Stewardship Council Purchasing—Facility Maintenance and Renovation (MR Credit 2) (1 pt.): Options 1 and 2 of this credit address the purchasing of environmentally preferable products for maintenance and renovations.Option 1. Products and materials (1pt.): Purchase maintenance and renovation materials that meet at least one of the applicable sustainability criteria listed in the attached reference guide below for Purchasing—Facility Maintenance and Renovation. The available criteria for maintenance and renovation materials are the following:  - Recycled content   - Wood products certified by the Forest Stewardship Council - Bio-based materials - Materials reuse - Extended producer responsibility - GreenScreen v1.2 Benchmark - Cradle to Cradle certified - Product manufacturer supply chain optimization - Low emissions of volatile organic compound - Low emissions of formaldehyde Option 2. Furniture (1pt). Purchase at least 75% by cost of total furniture and furnishings that meets at least one of the applicable sustainability criteria listed in the Reference Guide. The available criteria for furniture are the same as maintenance and renovation materials (listed above), with the exception of low emissions of formaldehyde.Purchasing - Lamps (MR Credit 2) (1pt.): This credit requires projects to establish and maintain a toxic material source reduction program to reduce the amount of mercury brought onto the building site through the purchase of lamps. A lighting purchase plan must specific an overall building average of 70 picograms of mercury per lumen hour or less. Green Cleaning – Products and Materials (EQ 7 Credit) (1pt.): This credit requires projects to purchase green cleaning materials and products such as floor finishes and strippers, disposable janitorial paper products and trash bags. At least 75% by cost of the total annual purchases of these products must meet an environmentally preferred standard. Green Cleaning - Equipment (EQ Credit 8) (1pt): This credit requires projects to create an inventory of existing interior and exterior equipment. At least 40% of all powered janitorial equipment, including batteries, must meet environmentally preferable criteria. For equipment that does not meet the criteria, a phase out plan must be developed to replace it with environmentally preferable products at the end of its useful life.  Site Management (SS Credit 5) (1 pt.): This credit requires performance criteria including the prevention of over application of nutrients, the use of ammonia based fertilizers and herbicides. Calcium chloride is not allowed to treat 50% of applicable paving areas. Pilot Credits:Community Contaminant Prevention - Airborne Releases (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): To earn this pilot credit point, projects must meet California South Coast Air Quality Management District standards for all products of combustion. Lead Risk Reduction (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): this pilot credit awards projects for reducing adverse health impacts from lead by requiring projects to perform a lead hazards screen and if necessary to perform a full risk assessment for lead based paint, pipes, plumbing fittings and plumbing fixtures.

		_7c_1) Does your system addres_0fnGilNmb3mg*N0mEKFJMA: Yes

		_7b_2)  List and describe spec_noRo2DXICJxQZBCbipuelg: Summary:Three LEED v4 O+M credits address biobased content. The credits require projects to purchase a percent of materials ,by cost, that meet at least one of the applicable sustainability criteria, of which post consumer biobased content is one. Points can be achieved by purchasing products that may be EPA designated. LEED v4 O+M also has one pilot alternative compliance pathway, Legal Wood, that can replace any of the three credits below if incorporating wood based purchases. More information on which credits this ACP can replace is available at: https://www.usgbc.org/node/10146834?return=/credits/existing-buildings/v4/pilot-creditsPurchasing—Ongoing (MR Credit 1) (1pt.): Purchase at least 60% by cost of total ongoing consumables that meet at least one of the applicable sustainability criteria listed including extended use, sustainable agriculture, bio-based materials, and FSC certified paper and wood products. Bio based content is one criterion available under this credit and for EPA-designated products, the recycled content must exceed EPA recommendations.Purchasing—Facility Maintenance and Renovation (MR Credit 2) (2 pt.): Options 1 and 2 of this credit address the purchasing of biobased materials for maintenance and renovations. Option 1. Products and materials (1pt.) of this credit requires projects to purchase at least 50% by cost of the total maintenance and renovation materials that meet at least one of the applicable sustainability criteria including bio based content.Option 2. Furniture (1pt). Purchase at least 75% by cost of total furniture and furnishings that meet one or more criteria including biobased content. Green Cleaning—Products and Materials (EQ Credit 7) (1 pt.): Purchase green cleaning materials and products such as floor finishes and strippers, disposable janitorial paper products, and trash bags. Bio based content is one criterion available under this credit.Pilot CreditsLegal Wood (Pilot ACP) (1-2pts.): This pilot alternative compliance pathway is available to replace the points for either of the above three credits. Earning these points require projects to source wood from certified sources as defined by ASTM D7612-10 and valued at 100% of their cost. For credit achievement calculation, products sourced within 100 miles of the project site are valued at 200% of their base contributing cost. 

		_7b_1) Does your system addres_F3sGS8HdI-ICoGE3o0BxKg: Yes

		_7a_2)  List and describe spec_2g*0XwFg89sWhkfHlqyMFw: Summary:Three LEED v4 O+M credits address recycled content. These Materials and Resources credits require projects to purchase a percent of materials by cost that meet at least one of the applicable sustainability criteria, of which postconsumer recycled content is one. Points can be achieved by purchasing products that may be EPA designated. LEED v4 O+M also has one pilot alternative compliance pathway, Legal Wood, that can replace any of the three credits below if incorporating wood based purchases. More information on which credits this ACP can replace is available at: https://www.usgbc.org/node/10146834?return=/credits/existing-buildings/v4/pilot-creditsPurchasing—Ongoing (MR Credit 1) (1pt.): Purchase at least 60% by cost of total ongoing consumables that meet at least one of the applicable sustainability criteria listed including extended use, sustainable agriculture, bio-based materials, and FSC certified paper and wood products. Postconsumer recycled content is one criterion available under this credit and for EPA-designated products, the recycled content must exceed EPA recommendations.Purchasing—Facility Maintenance and Renovation (MR Credit 2) (2 pt.) Options 1 and 2 of this credit address the purchasing of recycled materials for maintenance and renovations. Option 1. Products and materials (1pt.) of this credit requires projects to purchase at least 50% by cost of the total maintenance and renovation materials that meet at least one of the applicable sustainability criteria including recycled content.Option 2. Furniture (1pt). Purchase at least 75% by cost of total furniture and furnishings that meet one or more criteria including recycled content. Green Cleaning—Products and Materials (EQ Credit 7) (1 pt.): Purchase green cleaning materials and products such as floor finishes and strippers, disposable janitorial paper products, and trash bags. Recycled content is one criterion available under this credit.Pilot CreditsLegal Wood (Pilot ACP) (1-2pts.): This pilot alternative compliance pathway is available to replace the points for either of the above three credits. Earning these points require projects to source wood from certified sources as defined by ASTM D7612-10 and valued at 100% of their cost. For credit achievement calculation, products sourced within 100 miles of the project site are valued at 200% of their base contributing cost. 

		_7a_1) Does your system addres_CYMKnIdGDSVH7GKTapDwAg: Yes

		_6e_2) List and describe speci_k9Qe9J6wha0u-qoH5CI-8A: Summary:One additional credit, LEED Accredited Professional, contributes to and adds value to every projects’ overall solid waste diversion. One pilot credit is also available to projects that addresses other areas related to solid waste diversion. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit award a point to projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. Pilot Credits:Informing Design Using Triple Bottom Line Analysis (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit awards projects that use a triple bottom line (financial, social, and environmental), benefit – cost analysis on at least six LEED credits. 

		_6e_1) Does your system addres_c8ODjtRZ2H33qWuU5jqrPQ: Yes

		_6d_2) List and describe speci_bTdT-PQErIOHp7VR2BUWOQ: Summary:Two LEED v4 O+M credits, one required for LEED certification, address waste diversion for occupants. These Materials and Resources credits award projects for helping occupants divert waste by conducting a waste audit and for maintaining a recycling program that reuses ongoing waste. Ongoing Purchasing and Waste Policy (MR Prerequisite 1): This required credit has a solid waste management requirement. Projects must establish storage locations for recyclable materials, including mixed paper, corrugated cardboard, glass, plastics and metals. Additionally, a waste audit must be conducted once every five years to maintain a high performing solid waste management program. Solid Waste Management—Ongoing (MR Credit 4) (2 pts.): To earn these points, projects must maintain a waste reduction and recycling program that reuses, recycles or composts at least 50% of the ongoing waste or at least 75% of the durable goods.

		_6d_1) Does your system addres_L2Qe5F9h8C9BbrppZsyeYA: Yes

		_6c_2) List and describe speci_uocCRN-sB5KemmiLhlGvkA: Summary: One LEED v4 O+M credit addresses site construction waste management.  Site Management (SS Credit 5) (1pt.): To earn this point, projects are required to demonstrate performance criteria, detailed in the reference guide below for site management, including the diversion from landfills of 100% of plant material waste. 

		_6c_1) Does your system addres_qyq4*TRaKWJrtt-PP7yMyg: Yes

		_6b_2) List and describe speci_Qv-03fko4xMIK2TAwn-vNQ: Summary:Three LEED v4 O+M credits, one required for LEED certification, address construction waste management. These Materials and Resources credits requires projects to have both a waste management plan during construction and a prescriptive requirement for waste diversion during construction. There is one pilot credit also available to projects that addresses construction waste management. Facility Maintenance and Renovations Policy (MR Prerequisite 2): This required credit requires projects to have in place a facility maintenance and renovation policy that includes guidelines for renovation and maintenance activities including a waste management policy for renovation waste. Solid Waste Management—Facility Maintenance and Renovation (MR Credit 5) (2 pts.): This credit requires project to divert at least 70% of the waste generated by facility maintenance and renovation activities from disposal landfills including base building elements. Site Management (SS Credit 5) (1pt.): This credit gives projects the option to earn points by reducing emission from site management equipment by showing and maintain a 50% reduction in hydrocarbon, nitrogen oxide and 75% reduction in carbon monoxide from baseline conditions. Pilot Credit: Verified Construction & Demolition Recycling Rates (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): Projects earn this pilot credit point if they recycle and or salvage nonhazardous construction and demolition materials by sending the project’s total commingled waste materials to a mixed-recovery facility that has achieved third party verification of facility –average recycling rates. Projects must also utilize a recycling facility that processes and recycles co-mingled construction and demolition waste materials that has received third party certification of their recycling rates. 

		_6b_1) Does your system addres_2pvXbuwN60fdQ-ZZJaO6Ow: Yes

		_6a_2) List and describe speci_0nLlByCxo12sVvP4VP4pxg: Summary:Two LEED v4 O+M credits, one required for LEED certification, addresses space for collection and storage of recyclables. The Materials and Resources credits require projects to reduce waste generated by building occupants by establishing a recycling program and storage locations for recyclables. Ongoing Purchasing and Waste Policy (MR Prerequisite 1): This credit has a solid waste management requirement. Projects must establish storage locations for recyclable materials, including mixed paper, corrugated cardboard, glass, plastics and metals. Solid Waste Management—Ongoing (MR Credit 4) (2 pts.): To earn these points, projects must maintain a waste reduction and recycling program that reuses, recycles or composts at least 50% of the ongoing waste or at least 75% of the durable goods. 

		_6a_1) Does your system addres_UvtTWJkcWP5FpAiD5IdMnw: Yes

		_5j_2) List and describe speci_uC-LcM51-ZGzPXXsqSQNbQ: Summary:One additional credit, LEED Accredited Professional, contributes to and adds value to every projects’ overall water use efficiency and management. One pilot credit is also available to projects that addresses other areas related to water use efficiency and management. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit award a point to projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process.  Pilot Credits:Informing Design Using Triple Bottom Line Analysis (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit awards projects that use a triple bottom line (financial, social, and environmental), benefit – cost analysis on at least six LEED credits. 

		_5j_1) Does your system addres_H3DgL94clzAdc*x5TqiPxw: Yes

		_5i_2) List and describe speci_uvl*Hvr9jENP9Dy03TUF4A: Summary: Five LEED v4 O+M Sustainable Sites credits, one required for LEED certification, address stormwater management by requiring projects to conserve and improve existing natural areas and use low impact development to capture and treat water from impervious surfaces. Site Management plans and policies address stormwater by requiring vegetated surfaces and limiting space for turf. These credits also address issues of erosion and sedimentation control.  One pilot credit is also available for projects that addresses stormwater management. Rainwater Management (SS Credit 2) (1-3 pts.): Requires the use of low-impact development (LID) practices to capture and treat water from 25% of the impervious surfaces for the 95th percentile storm event. Projects must document annual inspections, including identification of areas of erosion, maintenance needs and repairs. Site Improvement Plan (SS Credit 6) (1pt.): Projects must develop a five-year site improvement plan that includes documentation of existing site conditions; site improvement objectives; performance standards to evaluate ongoing progress; and monitoring protocols. The plan addresses stormwater management through requirements for hydrology, vegetation, and soils.Site Management Policy (SS Prerequisite 1): Requires projects to create and implement a site management policy that employs best management practices to develop and adopt environmentally sensitive site management practices. The plan must include elements that directly address stormwater efficiency like irrigation management and invasive and exotic plant species management.Site Development - Protect or Restore Habitat (SS Credit 1) (1-2pts.): This credit requires projects have in place native or adapted vegetation on 20% of the total site area. Site Management (SS Credit 5) (1pt.): This credit gives projects the option to earn points by limiting turf area to 25% or less vegetated area.  Pilot Credits: Water Restoration Certificates (Pilot Credit) (1 pt.): To earn this pilot point projects must purchase Water Restoration Certifications to match the building’s annual water budget based on WE credit calculations. WRC’s purchased from within a project’s watershed must be purchased for 100% of the projects annual water budget for a 5 year contract. WRC’s purchased from outside the project’s watershed must be purchased for 200% of the project’s annual water budget for a 5 year contract. 

		_5i_1) Does your system addres_44JJfopIb3LX1OwrtP4huw: Yes

		_5h_2) List and describe speci_SXdkE82Q9hUy72PHq0h0Hg: N/A

		_5h_1) Does your system addres_SNUIXS8Mtdt5TpN5OfLYLA: No

		_5g_2) List and describe speci_1EBkt6M9pdaOuYDxhgRnlg: Summary:Four LEED v4 O+M credits , one required for LEED certification address water efficient landscapes. SS credit Site Management includes requirements related to erosion and sedimentation control, and SS credit Site Improvement Plan addresses long-term improvements to site hydrology. The outdoor water efficiency credit addresses water conserving products by making available the the option to reduce outdoor water use with water efficiency landscaping. Two pilot credits are also available for projects use that address water efficient landscapes. Site Management Policy (SS Prerequisite 1): Requires projects to create and implement a site management policy that employs best management practices to reduce water waste for all the following operational elements on the building and grounds. The plan must include elements that directly address water efficiency landscapes like irrigation management and invasive and exotic plant species management. Site Management (SS Credit 5) (1pt.): Projects must demonstrate performance criteria including monitoring irrigation systems at least every two weeks and correct any leaks, breaks, inappropriate water usage or incorrect timing.Site Improvement Plan (SS Credit 6) (1pt.): Projects must develop a five-year site improvement plan that includes documentation of existing site conditions; site improvement objectives; performance standards to evaluate ongoing progress; and monitoring protocols. The plan addresses water efficiency landscapes through requirements for hydrology, vegetation, and soils.Outdoor Water Use Reduction (WE Credit 1) (1-2 pts.): To earn these points projects must reduce outdoor water use through the use of water efficiency landscaping techniques like vegetated surfaces or food gardens. Pilot Credits:Local Food Production (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit improves human health and well-being and increases community involvement in and education about food production. To earn this pilot credit, projects must provide a dedicated portion of the site for on-site food production, gardens or planters with vegetables. Requirements include designated at least 5% of the site’s vegetated area and for urban projects a minimum density of 1.5 FAR, at least 15% of the useable roof top surfaceWater Restoration Certificates (Pilot Credit) (1 pt.): To earn this pilot point projects must purchase Water Restoration Certifications to match the building’s annual water budget based on WE credit calculations. WRC’s purchased from within a project’s watershed must be purchased for 100% of the projects annual water budget for a 5 year contract. WRC’s purchased from outside the project’s watershed must be purchased for 200% of the project’s annual water budget for a 5 year contract. 

		_5g_1) Does your system addres_sWoDS-owG*j*mNJC3BYHSQ: Yes

		_5f_2) List and describe speci_Vs1Bl6C7Z27c4Eq-vk8nWQ: Summary:Two LEED v4 O+M credits address cooling towers. WEc3 awards points for measuring control parameters used in cooling towers and achieving a maximum number of cycles without exceeding filtration levels for each parameter. Water Metering addresses cooling towers as a possible subsystem for metering. A pilot alternative compliance path, No Cooling Tower, is available to replace Wec3 for certain project types without cooling towers. More information on which credits this ACP can replace is available at:https://www.usgbc.org/node/5586189?return=/credits/existing-buildings/v4/pilot-creditsCooling Tower Water Use (WE Credit 3) (2-3 pts.): Establishment requirements for this credit include the conducting of a potable water analysis measuring at least 5 control parameters. Projects must calculate the number of cooling tower cycles by diving the maximum allowed concentration level of each parameter by the actual concentration level of each parameter. Points awarded according to Table 2 in the attached reference guide below for Cooling Tower Water Use. Water Metering (WE Credit 4) (1-2pts.): Earning these points requires projects to establish permanently installed meters for 1 or more subsystems. One of these subsystems are cooling towers. Meter replacement water use of all towers serving the facility is required. Pilot ACP: No Cooling Tower (1-3pts): Gives projects without without cooling towers or evaporative condensers opportunity to earn full credit if the project meets conditions for eligibility. 

		_5f_1) Does your system addres_Yed87UhwQMiqa*VyN*Am2A: Yes

		_5e_2) List and describe speci_EdZ1jmtBd8vnw8mpVpPF9Q: Summary:Four LEED v4 O+M credits address meters, two required for LEED certification. The two water metering credits directly address meters by requiring projects to measure potable water use for the building and grounds. The two indoor water efficiency credits also address meters. In option 2 of both the prerequisite and the additional credit projects must use meters to track fixture and fittings water use. Building—Level Water Metering (WE Prerequisite 2): This required credit uses meters to identify opportunities for additional water savings. Permanently installed water meters are required that measure the total potable water use for the building and associated grounds. Projects must record meter data on a monthly basis and commit to sharing with USGBC the resulting whole project water usage for a five year period. Water Metering (WE Credit 4) (1-2pts.): This credit uses meters when identifying opportunities for additional water savings. Permanently installed water meters; 1 points for two water subsystems, 2 points for four or more water subsystems. The performance requirement to earn these points is for all meters to be recorded, including whole building meters recorded at least weekly. Meters must be calibrated within the manufacturers recommended interval if the building owner, management organization or tenant owns the meter. The project team must commit to sharing with USGBC the resulting water usage data for a five year period. Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Prerequisite 2): Option 2 of this credit addresses meters. Option 2. Metered Water Use: Requires projects to meter fixtures and fittings and record metered data for one year to establish a water use baseline. For projects with at least 80% of fixtures and fittings metered, the performance requirements are to show that the water use baseline has been maintained. Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Credit 2) (1-5 pts.): Option 2 of this credit addresses meters. Option 2. Metered water use (1-5 points except Data Centers, 1-4 points Data Centers): The establishment requirement for these points is to meter fixtures and fitting and record meter data for one year to establish a water use baseline. Projects with at least 80% of fixtures and fittings metered, projects must show a reduction from the baseline year of metered data. Points awarded according to Tables 1 and 2 in the attached reference guide below for indoor water use reduction. 

		_5e_1) Does your system addres_A5bSI9G4qAlnIGtHGTTA5w: Yes

		_5d_2) List and describe speci_5l7oa25LOvutodeCicwoqA: Summary:One LEED v4 O+M credit, required for LEED certification, addresses water conserving products and requires WaterSense labeled products. Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Prerequisite 1): For both options to fulfill this credit, WaterSense labeled products must be specified for replacement and retrofit fixtures. 

		_5d_1) Does your system addres_mYHUA4OYWaGrnInoory-Dg: Yes

		_5c_2) List and describe speci_4kdOjj2fd-Ha-0XMkdEpWg: Summary:LEED v4 O+M has five credits, one required for LEED certification, that address actual outdoor water use. The Outdoor Water Use Reduction credit asks projects to use green infrastructure techniques to reduce water used during irrigation. The three Sustainable Sites credits require projects to reduce outdoor water use through planning and performance of operational elements on the building grounds. There is one pilot credit available to projects that also addresses actual outdoor water use reduction. Outdoor Water Use Reduction (WE Credit 1) (1-2 pts.): Earning these points asks projects to reduce outdoor water use through either; nonvegetated surfaces, such as permeable or impermeable pavement through one of two options. Option 1. No irrigation required (2 points except healthcare, 1 point healthcare): Show that the landscape does not require a permanent irrigation system beyond a maximum two year establishment period.Option 2. No irrigation meter installed calculated water budget (1-2pts): Projects must use the existing landscape to calculate the landscape water requirement using the EPA WaterSense Water Budget Tool and install an irrigation meter. Points awarded according to Table 1 in the attached reference guide below for Outdoor Water Use Reduction.  Option 3. No irrigation required (2pts.): Demonstrate a reduction in outdoor water use over the most recent 12 months compared with the establishment baseline. Points awarded according to Table 1 in the attached reference guide below for Outdoor Water Use Reduction.  Site Management Policy (MR Prerequisite): Requires projects to create and implement a site management policy that employs best management practices to reduce water waste for all the following operational elements on the building and grounds. The plan must include irrigation management and invasive and exotic plant species management. Site Development - Protect or Restore Habitat (SS Credit 1) (1-2pts):  Awards points for having in place native or adapted vegetation on 20% of the total area site to provide habitat and promote biodiversity. Site Improvement Plan (SS Credit 6) (1pt.): Earning this points requires projects to develop a five year site improvement plan that must address hydrology through rainwater management and reuse opportunities and potable water use reduction.  Site Management (SS Credit 5) (1pt.): Projects must demonstrate performance criteria including monitoring irrigation systems at least every two weeks and correct any leaks, breaks, inappropriate water usage or incorrect timing.Pilot Credits:Water Restoration Certificates (Pilot Credit) (1 pt.): To earn this pilot point projects must purchase Water Restoration Certifications to match the building’s annual water budget based on WE credit calculations. WRC’s purchased from within a project’s watershed must be purchased for 100% of the projects annual water budget for a 5 year contract. WRC’s purchased from outside the project’s watershed must be purchased for 200% of the project’s annual water budget for a 5 year contract. 

		_5c_1) Does your system addres_jWa-XvtY0yxc8BMHnDxylA: Yes

		_5b_2) List and describe speci_0EbJyM-TNJFHvh0yHcF1kw: Summary: Four LEED v4 O+M credits addresses indoor water use reduction, two required for LEED certification. The Indoor Water Use Reduction prerequisite and credit both target fixture efficiency and reductions in use as well as metering.  Both water metering credits both support actual indoor water use reduction by identifying opportunities for additional water savings by requiring permanently installed water meters. LEED v4 O+M also includes a pilot alternative compliance path that awards projects points without a cooling tower. One additional pilot credit also addresses indoor water use reduction. Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Prerequisite 2): Two options for establishment and performance of fixture and fitting efficiency to reduce indoor water consumption. Option 1. Calculated Water Use: This option requires projects for indoor plumbing fixtures and fittings listed in Table 1 of the attached reference guide below for Indoor Water Use Reduction, to reduce water consumption below the LEED v4 for Existing Buildings: O+M baseline. Also, projects must implement a fixture and fitting replacement and retrofit politic specifying that all new applicable products are WaterSense labeled. Option 2. Metered Water use: Requires projects to meter fixtures and fittings and record metered data for one year to establish a water use baseline. For projects with at least 80% of fixtures and fittings metered, the performance requirements are to show that the water use baseline has been maintained. Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Credit 2) (1-5 pts.): Option 1. Calculated water use (1–5 points except Data Centers, 1–4 points Data Centers): Earning these points requires only a performance requirement to have fixtures that use less water than the baseline calculated in WE Prerequisite Indoor Water Use Reduction. Points are awarded according Table 1 in the attached reference guide below for Indoor Water Use Reduction Credit. Option 2. Metered water use (1-5 points except Data Centers, 1-4 points Data Centers): The establishment requirement for these points is to meter fixtures and fitting and record meter data for one year to establish a water use baseline. Projects with at least 80% of fixtures and fittings metered, projects must show a reduction from the baseline year of metered data. Points awarded according to Table 2 the attached reference guide below for Indoor Water Use Reduction Credit.Building—Level Water Metering (WE Prerequisite 2): This required credit supports indoor water use reduction by identifying opportunities for additional water savings by requiring permanently installed water meters that measure the total potable water use for the building and associated grounds. Projects must record meter data on a monthly basis and commit to sharing with USGBC the resulting whole project water usage for a five year period. Water Metering (WE Credit 4) (1-2pts.): This credit supports indoor water use reduction by identifying opportunities for additional water savings by requiring permanently installed water meters; 1 points for two water subsystems, 2 points for four or more water subsystems. The performance requirement to earn these points is for all meters to be recorded, including whole building meters recorded at least weekly. Meters must be calibrated within the manufacturers recommended interval if the building owner, management organization or tenant owns the meter. Must commit to sharing with USGBC the resulting water usage data for a five year period. No Cooling Tower (Pilot ACP) (1-3pts.): Projects can earn these points if the project design case does not include a cooling tower, the design case mechanical system does not use the latent heat of the evaporative cooling water and if the project does not receive any cooling from a District cooling system. Pilot Credit:Water Restoration Certificates (Pilot Credit) (1 pt.): To earn this pilot point projects must purchase Water Restoration Certifications to match the building’s annual water budget based on WE credit calculations. WRC’s purchased from within a project’s watershed must be purchased for 100% of the projects annual water budget for a 5 year contract. WRC’s purchased from outside the project’s watershed must be purchased for 200% of the project’s annual water budget for a 5 year contract. 

		_5b_1) Does your system addres_k3HSMaNO1O04iYEKbJp5nQ: Yes

		_5a_2) List and describe speci_m9opx2*08HjgVjbELUdNWg: N/A

		_5a_1) Does your system addres_LF3pyaCrSSD5uK6*6s83Hg: No

		_4h) List and describe specifi_TP4KxlblvkFgPOGOyALyYA: Summary:Two LEED v4 O+M credits address other areas related to energy efficiency. A demand response credit awards projects for participation in existing demand response programs or preparing for a future program. LEED Accredited Professional contributes to and adds value to every projects’ overall energy efficiency. One pilot credit is also available for projects that addresses other areas related to health, and effective environments. Demand Response (EA Credit 6) (1-3pts.): This credit awards projects for either participating in an existing demand response program (3pts.) or, if a program is not available, project can earn 1 point for having infrastructure in place that can take advantage of future demand response programs or dynamic, real time pricing programs. The third option available which earns projects two points is to implement electrical load shifting measures. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit award a point to projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. Informing Design Using Triple Bottom Line Analysis (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit awards projects that use a triple bottom line (financial, social, and environmental), benefit – cost analysis on at least six LEED credits. 

		_4h_1) Does your system addres_z6WeBVSJzYmuA*LX5kYmHw: Yes

		_4g_2) List and describe speci_zbVXR*F6ht1uODlXtXP9EQ: Summary:Two LEED v4 O+M credits address benchmarking, one required for LEED certification. EAp2 and EAc4 address energy benchmarking using ENERGY STAR for all eligible buildings. For buildings not eligible an equivalent benchmarking method is required. Minimum Energy Performance (EA Prerequisite 2) & Optimize Energy Performance (EA Credit 4) (3-20 pts.): requires energy benchmarking using ENERGY STAR for all buildings that are eligible to use the ENERGY STAR program. Projects not eligible to use EPA’s rating system may compare their buildings’ energy performance with that of comparable buildings, using national averages or actual buildings, or with the previous performance of the project building.Projects must demonstrate 12 months continuous energy data tracking. Therefore it is the responsibility of the project to continue to track energy year over year and compare annual performance against previous years.

		_4g_1) Does your system addres_3llv55bODTnFB3tDPmnXcw: Yes

		_4f_2) List and describe speci_oDYm3Z8XEp6gWLcbkaERXQ: Summary:Four LEED v4 O+M credits address metering. Two are required for LEED certification and address metering for both energy and water systems  and metering for building level electricity, natural gas and steam meters, potable water and water subsystems as well as tracking and reporting data. Building-Level Energy Metering (EA Prerequisite 3): Projects must have building-level energy meters or submeters that can be aggregated to provide building-level data representing total building energy consumption (electricity, natural gas, chilled water, steam, fuel oil, propane, etc). Projects are required to share water data with the USGBC over a 5 year period.Advanced Energy Metering (EA Credit 5) (2 pts.): Projects must install advanced energy metering for all whole-building energy sources and major end uses that represent 20% or more of the total annual consumption of the building minus the plug load. Meters must be permanently installed, record consumption and demand, must be remotely accessible, capable of storing data for at least 36 months, use local area network/ wireless network/comparable communication infrastructure for data collection and must be capable of reporting hourly, daily, month and annual energy use. Projects must also on am monthly basis report the facilities utility peak demand and total consumption and compare it with the data for the previous month and the same month from the previous year. Building—Level Water Metering (WE Prerequisite 2): Requires meters that measure all potable water usage for the building and grounds. Projects are required to share water data with the USGBC over a 5 year period. Water Metering (WE Credit 4) (1-2pts.): To earn these points, projects must establish permanently installed meters, 1pt. for two and 2 pts. for four of more of the following water subsystems: irrigation, indoor plumbing fixtures and fittings, cooling towers, domestic hot water, reclaimed water, other process water. Projects are required to share water data with the USGBC over a 5 year period.

		_4f_1) Does your system addres_cn1c0XMqb54pYn8uh-tzdg: Yes

		_4e_2) List and describe speci_JNoGx7kvK5*r2KOraXuiNA: Summary:One LEED v4 O+M credit addresses clean and alternative energy. EAc7 requires projects to produce a percentage of their energy on – site through renewable energy sources. The Credit also allows for off – site owned or lease renewable energy systems to be awarded credit if REC’s are also acquired. In addition, EAc7 awards green power and carbon offset purchases. Renewable Energy and Carbon Offsets (EA Credit 7) (1-5 pts.): Projects earn points if they meet at least some of the building’s total energy use directly with on-site renewable energy systems and/or a meet at least some of the building’s total energy use by purchasing green power, REC, and/or carbon offsets for a two-year period. Green Power and REC’s must be Green –e-Energy Certified or the equivalent. Renewable energy is awarded a point for each 1.5% of energy that is produced. Carbon offsets earn points per 25%, limited to 100% (4 points). 

		_4e_1) Does your system addres_KRGOYY-8iSuNMUUisFmXdg: Yes

		_4d_2) List and describe speci_yM5PP-imyUokV4VLvbpd6g: Summary: One LEED v4 O+M credit addresses renewable energy. EAc7 requires projects to produce a percentage of their energy on – site through renewable energy sources. The credit also allows for off – site owned or lease renewable energy systems to be awarded credit if REC’s are also acquired. In addition, EAc7 awards green power and carbon offset purchases. Renewable Energy and Carbon Offsets (EA Credit 7) (1-5 pts.): Projects earn points if they meet at least some of the building’s total energy use directly with on-site renewable energy systems and/or a meet at least some of the building’s total energy use by purchasing green power, REC, and/or carbon offsets for a two-year period. Green Power and REC’s must be Green –e-Energy Certified or the equivalent. Renewable energy is awarded a point for each 1.5% of energy that is produced. Carbon offsets earn points per 25%, limited to 100% (4 points). 

		_4d_1) Does your system addres_azygvWx4jsYRErxqQA2qzw: Yes

		_4c_2) List and describe speci_C*mUvbopljgJeT3hUlfQsQ: Summary:Three LEED v4 O+M credits address ENERGY STAR products. The two EA credits require buildings that are eligible to receive an ENERGY STAR score to meet a minimum performance rating. In addition, a Materials and Resources credit in the O+M rating systems requires a percentage of products is either EPAT or ENERGY STAR labeled. Minimum Energy Performance (EA Prerequisite 2): Requires buildings eligible to receive a performance rating ENERGY STAR to achieve an energy performance rating of at least 75.Optimize Energy Performance (EA Credit 4) (3-20 pts.): This credit awards additional points for buildings eligible to receive a performance rating ENERGY STAR to achieving energy performance rating above 75.Purchasing—Ongoing (MR Credit 1) (1pt.): Awards a point to projects that purchase electric-powered equipment that has at least one of the following labels: EPEAT (silver or better) or ENERGY STAR, for at least 40% of purchases, by cost. Projects also must create a phase-out plan to replace remaining products with compliant equipment at the end of their useful life.

		_4c_1) Does your system addres_CiByXdZxWFGcZH32N2ICjw: Yes

		_4b_2) List and describe speci_oUL8CYvdKXWomGukrgj4CA: Summary: Four LEED v4 O+M Energy and Atmosphere credits address energy use reduction through energy efficient design strategies and optimization of system performance. The commissioning and verification process also ensures high performing buildings and prevents long term maintenance issues and wasted energy by verifying that the design meets the owner’s project requirements and functions as intended. Additionally, LEED v4 O+M includes one pilot alternative compliance pathway that can replace Option 1 in both the energy performance prerequisite and the credit. More information on which credits this ACP, District Energy, can replace is available at https://www.usgbc.org/node/11020877?return=/credits/existing-buildings/v4/pilot-creditsNote**  LEED O+M is a post-occupancy performance system, as detailed in the credits below. As detailed in Part III, new construction (BD+C) projects are required to commit to sharing post-occupancy energy and water use data for five years; and these certified new construction projects are expected to move into the LEED system for building operations, O+M, in a seamless manner.  Minimum Energy Performance (EA Prerequisite 2): LEED v4 O+M requires projects to meter the building’s energy use for a full 12 months of continuous operation and achieve the levels of efficiency in the options below.Case 1. Energy Star Rating – for buildings eligible, must achieve an energy performance of at least 75using Energy Star Portfolio Manager Tool. Case 2. Projects not eligible for ENERGY STAR rating - can compare their energy performance against that of comparable buildings. Demonstrate energy efficiency performance that is at least 25% better than the median energy performance for typical buildings of similar type. One option is to benchmark against typical buildings using national average data. If a project is not eligible for an ENERGY STAR rating and national average source energy data for comparable buildings is not available, the project can benchmarking against its historic energy use. The baseline is energy data from 3 consecutive years of the previous 5. Energy use must be reduced by 25%. Optimize Energy Performance (EA Credit 4) (3-20 pts.): Additional points are available to projects that exceed the minimum energy performance threshold set by Minimum Energy Performance (EA Prerequisite 2).Case 1. ENERGY STAR Rating – for buildings eligible, use ENERGY STAR, points are awarded above 75 according to Table 1 attached below in the reference guide for Optimize Energy Performance.  Case 2. Projects not eligible for ENERGY STAR rating - can compare their energy performance against that of comparable buildings. Demonstrate energy efficiency performance that is at least 26% better than the median energy performance for typical buildings of similar type. Option 1. Benchmark against typical buildings: Demonstrate energy efficiency performance that is at least 26% better than the median energy performance for typical buildings of similar type by benchmarking against national average source energy data provided in the Portfolio Manager tool. Points are awarded according to Table 2 attached in the reference guide below for Optimizee Energy Performance. Option 2. Benchmark against historical data: If national average source energy data are unavailable, compare the building’s site energy data for the previous 12 months with the data from three contiguous years of the previous five, normalized for climate, building use, and occupancy. Points awarded according to Table 3 attached below in the reference guide for Optimizemze Energy Performance. Option 3. Benchmark against both similar buildings and historical data: Follow the requirements of both Option 1, Path 2, and Option 2 to benchmark against the site energy data for the three similar buildings and the building’s historic data. Use Table above to determine points.Existing Building Commissioning—Analysis (EA Credit 1) (2pts.): Evaluate the current performance of the project building against the performance specifications in the current facilities requirements and operations and maintenance plan through the following options.Option 1. Existing building commissioningOption 2. Energy Audit: The required energy audit must follow the requirements of ASHRAE Level 2, Energy Survey and AnalysisExisting Building Commissioning—Implementation (EA Credit 2) (2pts.): Awards points to projects that establish an ongoing commissioning process that includes planning, point monitoring, system testing, performance verification, corrective action response, ongoing measurement, and documentation to pro-actively address operating problems in commissioned systems.District Energy (Pilot EApc120) (1-18pts.): This pilot alternative compliance pathway allows projects served by district energy to document additional performance improvement when using Option. 1 Whole Building Simulation as the compliance pathway in the EA energy performance prerequisite and credit.

		_4b_1) Does your system addres_x4FUcIhEoV9s97XKwgbrvg: Yes

		_4a_2) List and describe speci_IeqlYl0lPHLLTcAlTZcMFQ: Summary:Two LEED v4 O+M credits address predicted/modeled energy use reduction, one required for LEED certification. To earn points, projects must meet ASHRAE standards for preliminary energy use analysis and do a walk through assessment.  The system also includes two pilot alternate compliance pathways.  One, Energy Jumpstart can be used to replace the minimum energy performance requirement and addresses predicted/ modeled energy use reduction by requiring projects to conduct an analysis to identify any high priority retrofit needs and establish a short term plan. The Energy Audit ACP can replace the EA Prerequisite Energy Efficiency Best Management Practices. More information on which credits these pilot ACP's can replace is available at: https://www.usgbc.org/node/4561964?return=/credits/existing-buildings/v4/pilot-credits ANDhttps://www.usgbc.org/node/10192403?return=/credits/existing-buildings/v4/pilot-creditsEnergy Efficiency Best Management Best Practices (EA Prerequisite 1): Projects are required to conduct an energy audit that meets both the requirements of the ASHRAE preliminary energy use analysis and an ASHRAE Level 1 walk through assessment. Projects must also prepare and maintain a current facilities and operations and maintenance plan that contains the information necessary to operate the building efficiently.  Existing Building Commissioning—Analysis (EA Credit 1) (2pts.): The energy audit option in the commissioning process requires projects to update and execute the energy audit plan and for each opportunity to describe the potential improvement, estimated implementation and anticipated energy savings. Energy Jumpstart (Pilot ACP EApc67) (Prerequisite)-: This alternative compliance pathway can be used in place of the minimum energy performance prerequisite. This alternate pathway addresses predicted/ modeled energy use because all projects must conduct an analysis to identify any high priority retrofit needs and establish a short term plan. Energy Audit: (Pilot ACP EApc106) (1-2pts.): This alternative to the minimum energy prerequisite gives project teams the option to use ISO 50002 energy audit procedures as an alternative to those in the ASHRAE procedures for Commercial Building Energy Audits. 

		_4a_1) Does your system addres_zIMxQwTVipShghNkYyRcNg: Yes

		_3k) List and describe specifi_5y-8FQxTNnXJYoLaeSpxCA: Summary:One additional LEED v4 O+M credit addresses other areas related to healthy, effective environments. LEED Accredited Professional contributes to and adds value to every projects’ overall healthy, effective environment. One pilot credit is also available for projects that addresses other areas related to healthy, effective environments. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit awards a point to projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. Informing Design Using Triple Bottom Line Analysis (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit awards projects that use a triple bottom line (financial, social, and environmental), benefit – cost analysis on at least six LEED credits. 

		_3k_1) Does your system addres_2bn3vp-lDPx-Qjoc4Yg5YA: Yes

		_3j_2) List and describe speci_o6UBfx-Ucz-oZtdQpOa65Q: Summary:Five LEED v4 O+M credits, two required for LEED certification, address occupant health and wellness. LEED v4 O+M indoor air quality credits contribute to occupant health and wellness by requiring projects to maintain optimal work environments for occupants through the design of productive work spaces. Five pilot credits are also available address occupant health and wellness as listed below. Indoor Air Quality Management Program (EQ Credit 1) (1pt.): The IAQ management program required by this credit is designed to maintain the well – being of occupants by preventing and correcting air quality problems. Occupant Comfort Survey (EQ Credit 10) (1 pt.): Requires the administration of an occupant survey that assesses acoustics, building cleanliness, indoor air quality, lighting, and thermal comfort, at minimum. Corrective action planning must be undertaken when more than 20% occupants express dissatisfaction with comfort issues.Daylight and Quality Views (EQ Credit 5) (1-4pts.): Option 2 of this credit gives occupants a direct line of sight to the outdoors connecting them with the outdoors and reinforcing circadian rhythms. Compliance is based on access to views. Achieve a direct line of sight to the outdoors via vision glazing for 50% of all regularly occupied floor area. Additionally, 50% of all regularly occupied floor area must have at least two of four kinds of views outlined in the Reference Guide attached below for this credit.Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance (EQ Prerequisite 1): The standards that must be met in this requirement for ventilation are intended to contribute to the comfort and well – being of building occupants by establishing minimum standards for IAQ. Green Cleaning Policy (EQ Prerequisite 2): Two options for compliance: Option 1. In-house green cleaning policy - requires projects to have in place a green cleaning policy for the building and site addressing the green cleaning credits goals and strategies. Option 2. Certified Cleaning Service – requires projects to clean the building with a cleaning service provider that is certified and audited by the third party in the last 12 months.Pilot Credits:Ergonomics Approach for Computer Users (1pt.): Projects earn this pilot credit point for improving occupant health and well being through integration of ergonomic principles, specifically in the design of work spaces for all computer users. Enhanced Acoustical Performance - exterior noise control (1pt.): To earn this pilot credit point, projects must conduct a site noise assessment, design and locate exterior noise sources so that exterior noise levels are not exceeded at the project boundary.  Social Equity within the Community (1pt.): This pilot credit awards one point to projects that undertake a process to understand who their community includes, identify community needs related to equity for vulnerable populations and develop strategies for the project to assist the community in meeting those needs. Projects may accomplish this by using the SEED evaluator or partnering with an existing community service or advocacy organization.  Local Food Production (1pt.): This pilot credit improves human health and well-being and increases community involvement in and education about food production. To earn this pilot credit, projects must provide a dedicated portion of the site for onsite food production, gardens or planters with vegetables. Requirements include designated at least 5% of the site’s vegetated area and for urban projects a minimum density of 1.5 FAR, at least 15% of the useable roof top surface.Lead Risk Reduction (1pt.): this pilot credit awards projects for reducing adverse health impacts from lead by requiring projects to perform a lead hazards screen and if necessary to perform a full risk assessment for lead based paint, pipes, plumbing fittings and plumbing fixtures.

		_3j_1) Does your system addres_J6nikFLtyvWZ06odineUxw: Yes

		_3i_2) List and describe speci_n1wOOroQeo0UV99MsDbE9g: Summary:One LEED v4 O+M credit addresses integrated pest management. Integrated Pest Management (EQ Credit 9) (1-2pts.): To earn points, projects must have in place an integrated pest management (IPM) plan for the building and grounds within the project boundary.

		_3i_1) Does your system addres_6W8UxU8ZhU6jraP1vIegPw: Yes

		_3h_2) List and describe speci_qd4mt5cKL7hjfQCZJDI7Fw: Summary:One LEED v4 O+M credit, required for LEED certification, addresses environmental smoking control. Environmental Tobacco Smoke Control (EQ Prerequisite 2): Smoking is prohibited in the building and within 25ft of entrances, outdoor air intakes, and operable windows.

		_3h_1) Does your system addres_rxHHaWM612D52c5agChYKA: Yes

		_3g_2) List and describe speci_L8VcycLJI*hktZMY71rhww: Summary:One LEED v4 O+M credit, required for LEED certification, addresses IAQ during construction through a requirement or projects to include guidelines for renovation and maintenance activities, including building improvements and general repair. Facility Maintenance and Renovation Policy (MR Prerequisite 2): The policy must address indoor air quality during renovations including following SMACNA procedures for buildings under construction and flush out air quality testing before occupation. 

		_3g_1) Does your system addres_cprrZurh-D1XvzZOz3bh0g: Yes

		_3f_2) List and describe speci_kXtfEWAQEmu5QoP462HuPw: Summary:Four LEED v4 O+M credits address low emitting materials including janitorial supplies, one required for LEED certification. O+M credits also award projects points for the purchase of supplies that have low emissions of VOC’s and formaldehyde. Materials and Resources credits address the use of low emitting equipment for maintenance activities and operational elements on the building and grounds. Green Cleaning—Products and Materials (EQ Credit 7) (1pt.): Purchase green cleaning materials and products such as = floor finishes and strippers, disposable janitorial paper products, and trash bags. At least 75%, by cost, of the total annual purchases of these products must meet one of several US standards for cleaning materials. Purchasing—Facility Maintenance and Renovation (MR Credit 2) (1 pt.): Purchase maintenance and renovation materials and/or furniture hat meet applicable sustainability criteria. These criteria which include materials with low emissions of VOC’s, low emissions of formaldehyde. Site Management Policy (SS Prerequisite 1): Requires projects to create and implement a site management policy. One requirement is the use of low emissions maintenance equipment. Site Management (MR Credit 5) (1pt.): Option 2 of this credit requires project to use all manual or electric – powered equipment in all site management operations to support low emitting equipment during construction. 

		_3f_1) Does your system addres_cIiuI5rFkmnszsdY-DLrsA: Yes

		_3e_2) List and describe speci_SpvQ2BfEVZK48JkPnWyXuQ: Summary: Three LEED v4 O+M credits address moisture control, one required for LEED certification. Although LEED does not require design teams to explicitly plan for potential moisture control issues LEEDv4 O+M credits address moisture control as an element of indoor air quality and through the protection of building materials during construction.  Indoor Air Quality Management Program (EQ Credit 1) (2pts.): Develop and implement an indoor air quality (IAQ) management program based on the EPA Indoor Air Quality Building Education and Assessment Model (IBEAM). The I-BEAM audit requires an inspection of indoor spaces, HVAC systems, and the building exterior for IAQ issues (including moisture and mold). The credit also requires the development of a plan for resolving the IAQ issues identified. Facility Maintenance and Renovation Policy (MR Prerequisite 2): Have in place a facility maintenance and renovation policy that includes guidelines for renovation and maintenance activities, including an indoor air quality policy. The IAQ policy must follow the recommended control measures of Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning National Contractors Association (SMACNA). This credit covers the protection of building materials used in maintenance and renovation activities prior to installation. Thermal Comfort (EQ Credit 5) (1pt.): This credit addresses moisture in the context of occupant comfort by requiring projects to have in place a system for continuous tracking and optimization of systems that regulate indoor comfort and conditions (air temperature, radiant temperature, humidity, and air speed) in occupied spaces. Have a permanent monitoring system to ensure ongoing building performance to the desired comfort criteria, as specified by ASHRAE Standard 55–2010.

		_3e_1) Does your system addres_vp9FGL78qzle6MBra7twEw: Yes

		_3d_2) List and describe speci_yJs0JGpG5gPj83S*aTm2bA: N/A

		_3d_1) Does your system addres_YxsAWs9ik77h51MnLfxV8g: No

		_3c_2) List and describe speci_OEJ-jgKVJO9tQuFVPpBXJQ: Summary:One LEED v4 O+M addresses indoor air quality plans through the Indoor Air Quality Management credit. Indoor Air Quality Management Program (EQ Credit 1) (2pts.): Develop and implement an indoor air quality (IAQ) management program based on the EPA Indoor Air Quality Building Education and Assessment Model (IBEAM). The I-BEAM audit requires an inspection of indoor spaces, HVAC systems, and the building exterior for IAQ issues (including moisture and mold). The credit also requires the development of a plan for resolving the IAQ issues identified. 

		_3c_1) Does your system addres_sM2jTb9mVTa9Dc6K420vSQ: Yes

		_3b_2) List and describe speci_MeHjCnfFyB4gVb0hIGE77Q: Summary:Two LEED v4 O+M credits address daylighting and lighting controls. EQc5, Daylight addresses daylighting directly. A separate credit, Interior Lighting addresses lighting controls by supporting quality interior lighting. Two pilot credits available for projects also address daylighting and lighting controls.Daylight and Quality Views (EQ Credit 5) (1-4pts.):Option 1. Measurement (2 pts.): Compliance is based on measured illuminance levels. Achieve illuminance levels between 300 lux and 3,000 lux for at least 50% of the regularly occupied floor area.Option 2. Quality Views (2pts.): Compliance is based on access to views. Achieve a direct line of sight to the outdoors via vision glazing for 50% of all regularly occupied floor area. Additionally, 50% of all regularly occupied floor area must have at least two of four kinds of views outlined in the Reference Guide. Interior Lighting (EQ Credit 4) (1 pt.): This credit requires project teams to provide high – quality lighting. Projects achieve 1 point each by complying with each of the following options:Option 1. Lighting Control (1pt.): Document lighting controls for regularly occupied spaces. For at least 50% of individual occupant spaces, have in place individual lighting controls that enable occupants to adjust the lighting to suit their individual tasks and preferences, with at least three lighting levels or scenes (on, off, midlevel).  Option 2. Lighting Quality (1 pt.): Requires that the project demonstrate lighting quality through four of eight strategies including the use of fixtures with a luminance of less than 2,500 cd/m2 between 45 and 90 degrees from nadir, light sources with a CRI of 80 or higher, extended life light sources, and reflectance and illumination of surfaces.Pilot Credits:Daylight in Nonregulalry Occupied Spaces (1pt.): Achieve at least 100 lux for 25% of the nonregularly occupied floor area for 1-2 buildings, 20% for 3-4 floor buildings, and 15% for buildings 5 floors and above. Demonstrate compliance through computer simulations outlined in Option 1 or 2 of the Daylight credit or with daylight measurements as outlined in Option 2 of the Daylight Credit. Quality Views in Nonregulalry Occupied Spaces: (1pt.): To earn this point projects must meet the requirements outlined in the Quality Views credit for 25% of the nonregularly occupied floor are for 1-2 floor buildings, 20% for 3-4 buildings and 15% for buildings 5 floors and above.

		_3b_1) Does your system addres_nt-ZocSXarOXUr0gAafirQ: Yes

		_ 3a_2) List and describe spec_Jgd50hccmBBH6CMMAmc0XA: Summary: Four LEED v4 O+M credits address ventilation and thermal control.  Thermal control is addressed through operations and occupant surveys. Ventilation is addressed separately through two indoor air quality credit that requires projects to meet the requirements for both ventilation and monitoring. Two additional pilot credits are also available that address these topics.Thermal Comfort (EQ Credit 5) (1 pt.): Earning this credit requires meeting requirements for both establishment and maintenance of a thermal comfort monitoring system. Option 1. ASHRAE 55-2010: Have a permanent monitoring system to ensure ongoing building performance of the desired comfort criteria as specified by ASHRAE Standard 55-210. Option 2. ISO and CEN Standards: Have a permanent monitoring system to ensure ongoing building performance of the desired comfort criteria as specified either ISO 7730:2005 or CEN Standard EN 15251:2007. Performance: The monitoring system must meet requirements include continuous monitoring, periodic testing, alarms, prompt repair and calibration.Occupant Comfort Survey (EQ Credit 10) (1pt.): Requires projects to administer at least one occupant comfort survey to collect responses regarding thermal comfort. A corrective plan must address comfort issues if the results indicate that more than 20% of occupants are dissatisfied.  Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance (EQ Prerequisite 1): Projects must meet requirements for establishment and performance of ventilation systems:Establishment:Mechanically Ventilated Spaces:Case 1. Systems able to meet required outdoor airflow rates:Option 1. ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2010: modify or maintenance each outdoor air intake, supply air fan and ventilation distribution system to meet the outdoor air intake flows using the ASHRAE 62.1-2010, Sections 4-7, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality, or a local equivalent, whichever is more stringent. Option 2. CEN Standard EN 15251 and EN 13779-2007: for projects outside the U.SCase 2. Systems unable to meet required outdoor airflow rates because of physical restraints of existing ventilation system:Naturally ventilated spaces:  determine the minimum outdoor air opening and space configuration requirements using ASHRAE Standard 62.1 -2010 or local equivalent, whichever is more stringent.  Performance: Show compliance through measurements taken at the system level within five years of the end of the performance period. Also, implement and maintain an HVAC system maintenance program based on ASHRAE 62.1 -2010, Section 8, or local equivalent whichever is more stringent. Enhanced Indoor Air Quality Strategies (EQ Credit 2) (1-2 pts.): this credit promotes occupants comfort, wellbeing and productivity by improving indoor air quality using one or both of the following options: Option 1: Entryway systems (1pt.): Have in place permanent entryway systems at least 10ft. long in the primary direction of travel to capture dirt and particulates entering the building at regularly used exterior entrances. Confirm that systems have been maintained on a weekly basis. Option 2: Additional Enhanced IAQ Strategies (1pt): Includes additional strategies for filtration for mechanically ventilated spaces, carbon dioxide monitors, outdoor air monitoring for mechanically ventilated spaces, outdoor air monitoring for naturally ventilated spaces, and Pilot Credits:Indoor Air Quality Procedure (Pilot Prerequisite): To earn this pilot prerequisite projects must meet the minimum requirements of ASHRAE standard 62.1-2010. Determine the minimum outdoor air intake air flow for mechanical ventilation systems using the indoor air quality procedure or local equivalent. Requirements outlined in the attachment below are required for ventilation systems. Performance Based Indoor Air Assessment in Existing Buildings (Pilot Credit) (1 - 9pts.): These pilot credit points award projects for establishing a process of baseline testing and continual improvement testing/monitoring of indoor air quality in existing buildings. There are three tiers for testing: 1. Baseline IAQ evaluation (2pts.), 2. IAQ optimization (1-4pts.), 3. Ongoing IAQ performance (3pts.). 

		_3a_1) Does your system addres_57S0tCtSXF05hA9iWhTcKw: Yes

		_2) Please indicate which type_75JoBgE2sjgk6bC*RPAlqQ: Existing buildings

		_1) Name of Certification Syst_*JYSEOl1i2MvA4hC7X*VPw: LEED v4 for BUILDING OPERATIONS and MAINTENANCE








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part II: Effectiveness Criteria Review Questions
Part II Instructions 
  
System owners should complete Part II separately for each building project type listed in Part I, Question 2. In 
addition, supplemental evidence (beyond the answers provided within the questions boxes in this form) can be 
included as attachments to the questions (attached directly into the PDF form).  
  
This section provides an opportunity for respondents to describe how the certification system supports GSA's 
Building Effectiveness Criteria. GSA developed the following list of Building Effectiveness Criteria through analysis 
of the intent of the Guiding Principles for Sustainable Federal Buildings (for both existing buildings and new 
construction), EISA, and industry best practices. 
  
2017 GSA Building Effectiveness Criteria: 
  
A) Healthy, effective environments 
B) Energy efficiency 
C) Water use efficiency and management 
D) Solid waste diversion 
E) Sustainable procurement 
F) Siting. 
  
GSA has developed a list of the building design, operations, and maintenance categories aligning to each criterion. 
These sample lists are included for each criterion throughout the survey to provide context to respondents, but they are 
not meant to be all-inclusive.  If the system has credits aligning to the Building Effectiveness Criteria, yet not aligning 
to the elements listed, respondents are encouraged to select "other" and list additional elements in the provided field. 
 







Part II-A: General Information Questions


1) Name of Certification System


Important note about supporting information:  
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


2) Please indicate which type of building project this response addresses: 
Reminder, system owners should complete a Part II response for EACH type of project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation







Part II-B: Healthy, Effective Environments Information


In addition to answering the questions below, please provide supporting documentation where applicable. 
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


3) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Healthy,
Effective Environments may include the following. Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by 
the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to these elements, yet in alignment with Healthy Effective 
Environments, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 3k.1). Please elaborate on each item answered 
"Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification 
numbers. In addition, where applicable, please provide supporting documentation. 


a) ventilation and thermal comfort
b) daylighting and lighting controls
c) indoor air quality plans
d) radon detection
e) moisture control
f) low-emitting materials
g) protecting IAQ during construction
h) environmental smoking control
i) integrated pest management
j) occupant health and wellness
k) other


3a.1) Does your system address ventilation and thermal control? 


Yes


No


 3a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ventilation and thermal control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 


3a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3b.1) Does your system address daylighting and lighting controls?


Yes


No







3b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing daylighting and lighting controls. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3c.1) Does your system address indoor air quality plans?


Yes


No


3c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing indoor air quality plans. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3d.1) Does your system address radon detection?


Yes


No


3d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing radon detection. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous questions here.


3e.1) Does your system address moisture control?


Yes


No







3e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing moisture control. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3f.1) Does your system address low-emitting materials?


Yes


No


3f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing low-emitting materials. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3g.1) Does your system address protecting IAQ during construction?


Yes


No


3g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protecting IAQ during construction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3h.1) Does your system address environmental smoking control?


Yes


No







3h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmental smoking control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3i.1) Does your system address integrated pest management?


Yes


No


3i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing integrated pest management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3j.1) Does your system address occupant health and wellness?


Yes


No


3j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing occupant health and wellness. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3k.1) Does your system address other areas related to Healthy, Effective Environments?


Yes


No







3k.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Healthy, Effective 
Environments. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3k.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-C: Energy Efficiency Information


4) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Energy 
Efficiency may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled energy use reduction 
b) actual energy use reduction 
c) ENERGY STAR products 
d) renewable energy 
e) clean and alternative energy 
f)  metering 
g) benchmarking 
h) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with energy efficiency, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 4h.1). 
Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify 
formal credit names and identification numbers. 


4a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled energy use reduction?


Yes


No


4a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled energy use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4b.1) Does your system address actual energy use 
reduction?


Yes


No


4b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual energy use reduction. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4c.1) Does your system address ENERGY STAR products? 


Yes


No


4c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ENERGY STAR products. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A." 


4c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4d.1) Does your system address renewable energy? 
Renewable energy comes from sources that are either inexhaustible or can be replaced very rapidly through 
natural processes. Examples include the sun, wind, geothermal energy, small (river-turbine) hydropower, and 
other hydrokinetic energy (waves and tides).


Yes


No


4d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing renewable energy. 


4d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4e.1) Does your system address clean and alternative energy? 
Alternative energy refers to energy not derived from traditional fossil fuel sources (coal, natural gas, petroleum) 
through conventional processes.


Yes


No


4e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing clean and alternative energy. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4f.1) Does your system address metering?


Yes


No


4f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing metering. If you answered "No" above, please 
enter "N/A."


4f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4g.1) Does your system address benchmarking?


Yes


No


4g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing benchmarking. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


4g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4h.1) Does your system address other areas related to Energy Efficiency?


Yes


No


4h) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to energy efficiency. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-D: Water Use Efficiency and Management Information


5) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Water Use 
Efficiency and Management may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled water use reduction 
b) actual indoor water use reduction 
c) actual outdoor water use reduction 
d) water conserving products 
e) meters 
f)  cooling towers 
g) water efficient landscapes 
h) alternative sources of water 
i) stormwater management 
j) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning 
to these elements, yet in alignment with water use efficiency and management, should be indicated by answering 
"Yes" to question 5j.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where 
applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


5a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled water use reduction?


Yes


No


5a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5b.1) Does your system address actual indoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual indoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







5c.1) Does your system address actual outdoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual outdoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5d.1) Does your system address water conserving products?


Yes


No


5d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  water conserving products. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5e.1) Does your system address meters?


Yes


No


5e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing meters. If you answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A."


5e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5f.1) Does your system address cooling towers?


Yes


No







5f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing cooling towers. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


5f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5g.1) Does your system address water efficient landscapes?


Yes


No


5g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing water efficient landscapes. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5h.1) Does your system address alternative sources of water?


Yes


No


5h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing alternative sources of water. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5i.1) Does your system address stormwater management?


Yes


No







5i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  stormwater management. If upi answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5j.1) Does your system address other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and Management?


Yes


No


5j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and 
Management. If answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-E: Solid Waste Diversion Information


6) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Solid Waste 
Diversion may include the following: 
  
a) space for collection and storage of recyclables 
b) construction waste management 
c) site construction waste management 
d) waste diversion for occupants 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Solid Waste Diversion, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
6e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


6a.1) Does your system address space for collection and storage of recyclables? 


Yes


No


6a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing space for collection and storage of recyclables. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6b.1) Does your system address construction waste management? 
Unlike operational waste, which is made after a building is built, construction waste refers to materials and 
debris generated during construction, renovation, demolition, or dismantling of structures, buildings and 
associated infrastructure. Material types in operational and construction waste differ from operational waste, so 
reduction and diversion strategies also differ.


Yes


No


6b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing construction waste management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







6c.1) Does your system address site construction waste management? 
Site construction waste includes soil, rocks, trees, shrubs and other debris removed from the site for construction.


Yes


No


6c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing site construction waste management. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6d.1) Does your system address waste diversion for occupants?


Yes


No


6d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing waste diversion for occupants. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Solid Waste Diversion?


Yes


No


6e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to solid waste diversion. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-F: Sustainable Procurement Information


7) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Sustainable 
Procurement may include the following: 
  
a) recycled content 
b) biobased content 
c) environmentally preferable products 
d) ozone depleting compounds 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with sustainable procurement, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
7e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


7a.1) Does your system address recycled content?


Yes


No


7a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing recycled content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7b.1) Does your system address biobased content?


Yes


No


7b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing biobased content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7c.1) Does your system address environmentally preferable products?


Yes


No







7c.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmentally preferable products. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7d.1) Does your system address ozone depleting compounds?


Yes


No


7d.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ozone depleting compounds. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


7d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Sustainable Procurement?


Yes


No


7e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to sustainable procurement. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-G: Siting Information


8) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Siting may 
include the following: 
  
a) access to public transportation 
b) access to amenities/neighborhood assets 
c) floodplain avoidance 
d) consideration of occupant transportation emissions 
e) protection of historic resources 
f)  bicycling options 
g) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Siting, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 8g.1. Please 
elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal 
credit names and identification numbers. 


8a.1) Does your system address access to public transportation?


Yes


No


8a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to public transportation. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8b.1) Does your system address access to amenities/neighborhood assets?


Yes


No


8b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to amenities/neighborhood assets. If you  
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8c.1) Does your system address floodplain avoidance?


Yes


No







8c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing floodplain avoidance. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


8c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8d.1) Does your system address consideration of occupant transportation emissions?


Yes


No


8d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing consideration of occupant transportation 
emissions. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8e.1) Does your system address protection of historic resources?


Yes


No


8e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protection of historic resources. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8f.1) Does your system address bicycling options?


Yes


No







8f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing bicycling options. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


8f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8g.1) Does your system address other areas related to siting?


Yes


No


8g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Siting. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.





		_8g_2) List and describe speci_RePgtlqJhSt8SPeKgRjF1A: Summary:Seven LEED v4 BD+C credits address other areas related to sitting. These credits award points for projects that use low impact – development methods to minimize light pollution and heat island effect and points for building location that encourages interaction with the environment, social interaction and physical activity. Two additional credits, LEED Accredited Professional and Integrative Process contribute and add value other areas related to sitting. Additionally, LEED v4 BD+C includes six pilot credits available to projects that address other areas related to sitting. Heat Island Reduction (SS Credit 5) (1-2pts.): This credit minimizes the effects on microclimates and human and wildlife habitats by reduction heat islands. Projects must choose one of the two following options” Option 1. Nonroof and Roof (2pts.): Meet the criteria detailed in the attached reference guide below for Heat Island ReductionAlternatively, an SRI and SR weighted average approach may be used to calculate compliance.Project may also use a combination of nonroof strategies including using existing plant material, shade with energy generation structures, shade with architectural devices, shade with vegetated structures, use of paved materials with solar reflectance, or an open grid pavement system. Option 2. Parking Under Cover (1pt.): Place a minimum of 75% of parking spaces under cover with an SRI of at least 32 or under a vegetated roof or be covered by an energy generation system. Light Pollution Reduction (SS Credit 6) (1pt.): Meet uplight requirements using one of two options:Option 1. Bug Rating Method: Do not exceed the following luminaire uplight ratings, based on the specific light source installed in the luminaire, as defined in IES TM-15-11, Addendum A.Option 2. Calculation Method: Do not exceed the following percentages of total lumens emitted above horizontal according to Table 2 in the attached reference guide below for Light Pollution Reduction.  AND Meet light trespass requirements using one of two options:Option 1. BUG Rating Method: Do not exceed the following luminaire backlight and glare ratings (based on the specific light source installed in the luminaire), as defined in IES TM-15-11, Addendum A, based on the mounting location and distance from the lighting boundary.Option 2. Calculation method: Do not exceed the following vertical illuminances at the lighting boundary according to Table 4 in the attached reference guide below for Light Pollution Reduction. Open Space (SS Credit 3) (1pt.): To earn this point, projects must provide outdoor space greater than or equal to 30% of the total site area. A minimum of 25% of that outdoor space must be vegetated or have overhead vegetated canopy. High priority site (LT Credit 3) (1-2pts.): Encourages project location in areas with development constraints and promotes the health of the surrounding area. Projects have the choice to earn points through three options:Option 1. Historic district (1pt): Point is earned for projects that are located on a an infill location in a historic district.Option 2. Priority designation (1pt.): Point is earned if a project is located on either a site listed by the EPA National Priorities List ,a Federal Empowerment Zone site, a Federal Enterprise Community site, a Federal Renewal Site, a site in the US QCT or DDA, or a Department of Treasury Community Development Institutions Qualified Low Income Community. OR Option 3. Brownfield Remediation (2pts.): These points are earned if a project is located on a brownfield site where soil or groundwater contamination has been identified and requites remediation by the local state or national authority.Site Development - Protect or Restore Habitat (SS Credit 2) (2pts.): To earn these points projects must preserve and protect a site from all development and construction activity for 40% of the greenfield on the site through options for on - site restoration with native or adapted vegetation or financial support equivalent to at least $0.40 per square foot for the total site area.  Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): This Integrative Process credit further contributes to sitting by supporting a collaborative, integrated planning and design process intended to support high performance and cost effective project outcomes throughout the entire life of the project. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit further contributes to sitting by awarding projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. Pilot Credits:Bird Collision Deterrence (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): To earn this pilot credit point, projects must reduce bird injury and mortality from inflight collisions with buildings by complying with the “building façade and site structures, exterior lighting and performance monitoring plan requirements.Community Contaminant Prevention Airborne Releases (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): To earn this pilot credit point, projects must meet California South Coast Air Quality Management District standards for all products of combustion. Clean Construction  (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): Earning this pilot credit point, projects must develop and implement and plan to reduce particulate matter emissions from nonroad and on diesel fueled vehicles, construction equipment, and temporary power generation used during construction projects.  The plan must include 5 elements detailed in the attached reference guide below for Clean Construction. Offsite Financial Support for Habitat Protection  (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit is an alternative compliance path for the Site Development – Protect or Restore Habitat credit. Projects must provide financial support equivalent to at least $0.40 per square feet for the total project site area. Financial support must be provided once to either the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation or the Amazonas Sustainable Foundation. Water Restoration Certificates (Pilot Credit) (1 pt.): To earn this pilot point projects must purchase Water Restoration Certifications to match the building’s annual water budget based on WE credit calculations. WRC’s purchased from within a project’s watershed must be purchased for 100% of the projects annual water budget for a 5 year contract. WRC’s purchased from outside the project’s watershed must be purchased for 200% of the project’s annual water budget for a 5 year contract. Solar Access to Green Space (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): To earn this pilot point, projects must meet requirements that preserve sunlight and fresh air to surrounding public parks and green space as outlined in the solar access to green space reference guide attached below. 

		_8g_1) Does your system addres_ff8mY7BVb*i*sGiuAkjqUA: Yes

		_8f_2) List and describe speci_C0wNJMREdwPA8gnvh2ZNOw: Summary:One LEED v4 BD+C credit addresses bicycling options. Bicycle Facilities (LT Credit 6) (1 pt.): To earn this point, projects must have both: A Bicycle Network: Teams are required to design or locate the project such that a functional entry or bicycle storage is within a 200 –yard walking distance or bicycling distance from a bicycle network that connects to at least 10 diverse uses, school or employment center or a bus rapid transit stop, light or heavy rail station, commuter rail station, or ferry terminal. Bicycle Storage and Shower Rooms: For commercial or institutional projects, teams are required to provide short and long term bicycle storage and at least one on – site shower with changing facility for the first 100 regular building occupants and one additional shower for every 150 building occupants thereafter. For residential projects, short and long term bicycle storage is required. 

		_8f_1) Does your system addres_1sstHIsbanCcUTwDKEgQlA: Yes

		_8e_2) List and describe speci_lGjbsZOFQpSxrT6TdCQh4g: Summary:One LEED v4 BD+C credit addresses protection of historic resources by requiring projects to maintain existing building structure and or elements of a registered historic building. Building Life-Cycle Impact Reduction (MR Credit 1) (Option 1) (3 pts.): Option 1 of this credit addresses historic building reuse. Achievement requires projects to maintain the existing building structure, envelope, and interior elements of a historic building. Any alternation of a historic building or a contributing building in a historic district on the project site must be done in accordance with local or national standards for rehabilitation, whichever are applicable. 

		_8e_1) Does your system addres_16KZxJGV-qB91MoyOzebIA: Yes

		_8d_2) List and describe speci_bwSIISERQYJdT1ISjOIRaQ: Summary:Four LEED v4 BD+C credits address consideration of occupant transportation emissions by rewarding thoughtful decisions about building location that encourage compact development, alternative transportation and walkability. Green Vehicles (LT Credit 8) (1 pt.): To earn this point, this credit requires projects to designate 5% of all parking spaced used by the project as preferred parking for green vehicles. In addition, project must meet one of the following options for alternative fueling stations:Option 1. Electric Vehicle Charging: Install electrical vehicle supply equipment in 2% of all parking spaces used by the project. Option 2. Liquid, Gas, or Battery Facilities: Install liquid or gas alternative fuel fueling facilities or a batter switching station capable of refueling a number of vehicles per day. Reduced Parking Footprint (LT Credit 7) (1pt.): To earn this point, projects are required to not exceed the minimum local code requirements for parking capacity. Parking capacity must be a percentage reduction below the base ratios recommended by the Parking Consultants Council. Surrounding Density and Diverse Uses (LT Credit 4) (1-5 pts.): Complying with either of the two to options in this promotes walkability and transport efficiency.LEED for Neighborhood Development Location (LT Credit 1) (8-16 pts.): This credit requires a project to be located within the boundary of a development certified under LEED for Neighborhood Development to reduce vehicles miles traveled.  

		_8d_1) Does your system addres_KvyWd2ElueSL6UWEcsSsnQ: Yes

		_8c_2) List and describe speci_p*D8ALhOtcDDbOfexSd2lQ: Summary:Two LEED v4 BD+C credits addresses floodplain avoidance by considering project location relative to environmentally sensitive lands. Site Assessment (SS Credit 1) (1pt.): Achieving this credit requires project teams to complete and document a site survey or assessment that includes information on hydrology such as consideration of flood hazards areas. Sensitive Land Protection (LT Credit 1) (1pt.): Option 2 of this credit asks teams to locate the development footprint of the  project on land that has been previously developed or that does not meet criteria for sensitive land including floodplains. 

		_8c_1) Does your system addres_HmUtbZX-saFnNkKhrcHnag: Yes

		_8b_2)  List and describe spec_UWFqfedTFEOKZ7iFoGHMaQ: Summary: One LEED v4 BD+C credit addresses access to amenities and neighborhood assets through requirements of building location. Surrounding Density and Diverse Uses (LT Credit 4) (1-5 pts.): This credit is achieved by complying with one or both of two options:Option 1. Surrounding Density (2-3 pts.): Locate the project on a site with a surrounding density that exceeds stated values; 22,000 square feet per acre of buildable land (2 pts.) or 35,000 square feet per acre of buildable land (3 pts.) Points awarded according to Tables 1a and 1b in the attached reference guide for surrounding density and diverse uses. Option 2. Diverse Uses (1-2 pts.): Construct or renovate the project on a site that meets between 2 and 4 of the stated transportation resource requirements such as proximity to a main logistics hub, near highway access, near freight rail access, or a rail spur. 

		_8b_1) Does your system addres_BvSyxvE9y4MYRtpbBuGODw: Yes

		_8a_2)  List and describe spec_71CUzmRyw7db1Z*-cW*79w: Summary:Two LEED v4 BD+C credits address reduced impacts from transportation through building location and site design to promote access to public transport. Access to Quality Transit (LT Credit 5) (1-5 pts.): This credit requires teams to locate the project within 1/4 miles of bus, streetcar or rideshare stops, or within a 1/2 mile of bus rapid transit, rail or commuter ferry terminals. Points are awarded based on minimum numbers of weekday and weekend trips according to the Requirements Tables (1 and 2) in the attached reference guide for Access to Quality Transit. Bicycle Facilities (LT Credit 6) (1 pt.): One of the requirements to earn the point: A Bicycle Network: Teams are required to design or locate the project such that a functional entry or bicycle storage is within a 200 –yard walking distance or bicycling distance from a bicycle network that connects to at least 10 diverse uses, school or employment center or a bus rapid transit stop, light or heavy rail station, commuter rail station, or ferry terminal. 

		_8a_1) Does your system addres_-h0swVx1RxaVuEk9fJMNPg: Yes

		_7e_2) List and describe speci_oKY0GjoiTgpJHZYmkp2p0g: Summary:Two additional credits, LEED accredited professional and Integrative Process ,contribute and add value to every projects’ overall sustainable procurement. An additional pilot credit is available for projects that addresses and promotes social equity in the supply chain by integrating strategies that address social and community issues, needs and disparities among those affected by the projects use of materials.  Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): This Integrative Process credit further contributes to sustainable procurement by supporting a collaborative, integrated planning and design process intended to support high performance and cost effective project outcomes throughout the entire life of the project. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit further contributes to sustainable procurement by awarding projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. Pilot Credits:Social Equity within the Supply Chain (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): To earn this pilot credit, projects must use permanently installed products from at least 10 different manufactures that either have an established supplier assessment or documentation of a code of conduct for the total supply chain. 

		_7e_1) Does your system addres_UAJ5wsoZSMRNlvXXRDjlwA: Yes

		_7d_2)  List and describe spec_YEPA*SMqryBTbxv83-jqTA: Summary:Four LEED v4 BD+C credits address ozone depleting compounds. One required for LEED certification, restricts the use of CFC’s in building. EAc6 requires a minimization or elimination of refrigeration compounds that contribute to ozone depletion compounds as described in the Montreal Protocol and Title VI of the Clear Air Act Amendments of 1990. LEED v4 BD+C also includes Materials and Resources credits that address the overall impact of both products and of the overall building on the depletion of the ozone layer.   Fundamental Refrigerant Management (EA Prerequisite 4): Achievement of this credit requires restrictions of the use of CFCs in buildings. For projects that have existing CFC equipment, phase-out is required.Enhanced Refrigerant Management (EA Credit 6) (1 pt.):  Achievement of this credit reduces ozone depletion through one of two options;Option 1. No Refrigerants or Low Impact Refrigerants (1pt.):  Do not use refrigerants, or use only refrigerants that have an ozone depletion potential (ODP) of zero and a global warming potential (GWP) of less than 50. Option 2. Calculation of Refrigerant Impact (1pt.): Addresses building refrigeration equipment on a life-cycle basis including equipment operations to access the life-cycle ozone depletion potential and global warming potential of refrigerants over the life of the equipment. Building Life-Cycle Impact Reduction (MR Credit 1) (Option 4) (3 pts.): Option 4 of this credit, credit is awarded to projects that conduct a life-cycle assessment of the project's structure and enclosure that demonstrates a minimum of 10% reduction, compared with a baseline building, in at least three of the six listed impact categories: global warming potential, depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer, acidification of land and water resources, eutrophication, formation of tropospheric ozone, depletion of nonrenewable energy sources.Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Environmental Product Declarations (MR Credit 2) (1-2 pts.): Option 2 of this credit is achieved for multi attribute optimization of 50% of materials by cost for products that reduce their impact below industry averages for at least 3 of the following categories: global warming potential; depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer; acidification of land and water resources; eutrophication; formation of tropospheric ozone; depletion of nonrenewable energy sources.  

		_7d_1) Does your system addres_U6VHO0hv181DgxKaXT-euQ: Yes

		_7c_2)  List and describe spec_MTgFd0UrLTDgCcJTYXOC3w: Summary: Three LEED v4 BD+C credits address environmentally preferable products.  These Materials and Resources credits award points for the use of products that have lesser or reduced effect on human health and the environment over their lifecycle when compared with competing products or services that serve the same purpose. An EQ credit specifies the use of materials and products with low pollutant emissions. Additionally, LEED v4 BD+C includes five pilot credits available to projects that address the use of environmentally preferable products. Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Environmental Product Declarations (MR Credit 2) (1-2 pts.): Earning this credit requires project teams to select products from manufacturers who have verified improved environmental life – cycle impacts through one or both of two options.Option 1. Environmental Product Declaration (1pt.): Credit can be achieved in Option 1 for Environmental Product Declarations with the permanent installation of at least 20 different products sourced from at least five different manufacturers that meet one of the disclosure criteria summarized below: (i) Product-specific declarations (ISO 14044) (ii) Environmental product declarations (ISO 14025, 14040, 14044, and EN 15804 or ISO 21930).Option 2. Multi- Attribute Optimization (1pt.): Credit is achieved when projects use products that comply with 50% of materials by cost for products that reduce their impact below industry averages in at least three of the following categories: global warming potential; depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer; acidification of land and water resources; eutrophication; formation of tropospheric ozone; depletion of nonrenewable energy sources. Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Sourcing of Raw Materials (MR Credit 3) (Option 2) (1 pt.): LEED v4 BD&C combines several environmentally preferable attributes into a single credit for sourcing of raw materials that covers extended producer responsibility, bio-based materials, wood products, materials reuse, and recycled content. To achieve the credit, projects must specify products that meet one of the above criteria for 25% of project materials by cost. Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Material Ingredients (MR Credit 4) (1-2 pts.):  Earning this credit requires projects to use products that are environmentally, economically and socially preferable and for selecting products that are verified to minimize the use and generation of harmful substances through one or all of three options.Option 1. Material Ingredient Reporting (1pt.): Use 20 products that inventory chemicals to at least 0.1% based on approved inventory programs. Option 2. Material Ingredient Optimization (1pt.): Use products that optimize ingredients based on approved programs for 25% of project building product costs. Option 3. Product Manufacturer Supply Chain Optimization (1pt.): Use products with supply chain optimization as described by LEED v4 NC for 25% of project building product costs. Legal Wood (Pilot ACP) (1-2pts.): This pilot alternative compliance pathway is available to replace the points for Building Product and Disclosure and optimization: Raw Materials Sourcing. Earning these points require projects to source wood from certified sources as defined by ASTM D7612-10 and valued at 100% of their cost. For credit achievement calculation, products sourced within 100 miles of the project site are valued at 200% of their base contributing cost. Related Credits:Low-Emitting Materials (EQ Credit 2) (1-3 pts.) Pilot Credits:Certified Multi - Attribute Products and Materials (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): Projects are awarded this pilot credit point when they use products from manufactures who have validated multiple environmental attributes relevant to the product via independent, consensus- based third party certifications. Projects must use 25%, by cost, of the total value of permanently installed products.  Material Ingredients Product Manufacturer Supply Chain (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit focuses on rewarding manufacturer achievements related to programs that drive the environmental, health and safety management of hazardous ingredients within the supply chain through improved communication and innovation. Local Food Production (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit improves human health and well-being and increases community involvement in and education about food production. To earn this pilot credit, projects must provide a dedicated portion of the site for onsite food production, gardens or planters with vegetables. Requirements include designated at least 5% of the site’s vegetated area and for urban projects a minimum density of 1.5 FAR, at least 15% of the useable roof top surface. Integrative Analysis of Building Materials (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): Earning this pilot credit point requires projects to use at least three different permanently installed products that have a documented qualitative analysis of the potential health, safety and environmental impacts of the product in five stages of the products lifecycle (product assembly/manufacturing, building product installation, product use maintenance, end of product life/reuse). 

		_7c_1) Does your system addres_0fnGilNmb3mg*N0mEKFJMA: Yes

		_7b_2)  List and describe spec_noRo2DXICJxQZBCbipuelg: Summary: One LEED v4 BD+C addresses biobased content. MRc3 wards credit for a variety of biobased materials however, LEED v4 BD+C combines several environmentally preferable attributes into a single credit for sourcing of raw materials. One of these is biobased materials but the requirements of the credit do not guarantee that biobased materials will be chosen by the project team. Additionally, a pilot alternative compliance pathway is available to projects to replace the points in Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Sourcing of Raw Materials credit. More information on which credits this pilot ACP applies to can be found at https://www.usgbc.org/node/10146342?return=/credits/new-construction/v4/pilot-creditsBuilding Product Disclosure and Optimization - Sourcing of Raw Materials (MR Credit 3) (Option 2) (1 pt.): Earning this credit under option 2 requires the use of products, which are at least 25% by cost of the total value of permanently installed building products in the projects. For credit achievement calculation, products sourced within 100 miles of the project site are valued at 200% of their base contributing cost. The credit requires that biobased materials meet the Sustainable Agriculture Standard to receive credit and that certified wood comply with the Forest Stewardship Council standard.Pilot Credits:Legal Wood (Pilot ACP) (1-2pts.): This pilot alternative compliance pathway is available to replace the points for Building Product and Disclosure and optimization: Raw Materials Sourcing. Earning these points require projects to source wood from certified sources as defined by ASTM D7612-10 and valued at 100% of their cost. For credit achievement calculation, products sourced within 100 miles of the project site are valued at 200% of their base contributing cost. 

		_7b_1) Does your system addres_F3sGS8HdI-ICoGE3o0BxKg: Yes

		_7a_2)  List and describe spec_2g*0XwFg89sWhkfHlqyMFw: Summary:One LEED v4 BD+C credit addresses recycled content. MRc3 addresses a variety of recycled content materials however, LEED v4 BD+C combines several environmentally preferable attributes into a single credit for sourcing of raw materials. One of these is recycled content but the requirements of the credit do not guarantee that recycled content materials will be chosen by the project team. Additionally, a pilot alternative compliance pathway, Legal Wood, is available to projects to replace the points in Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Sourcing of Raw Materials credit. More information on which credits this pilot ACP applies to can be found at https://www.usgbc.org/node/10146342?return=/credits/new-construction/v4/pilot-credits Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Sourcing of Raw Materials (MR Credit 3) (Option 2) (1 pt.): Earning this credit under option 2 requires the use of products, which are at least 25% by cost of the total value of permanently installed building products in the projects. For credit achievement calculation, products sourced within 100 miles of the project site are valued at 200% of their base contributing cost. Recycled content is the sum of postconsumer recycled content plus one –half the preconsumer recycled content. Pilot Credits:Legal Wood (Pilot ACP) (1-2pts.): This pilot alternative compliance pathway is available to replace the points for Building Product and Disclosure and optimization: Raw Materials Sourcing. Earning these points require projects to source wood from certified sources as defined by ASTM D7612-10 and valued at 100% of their cost. For credit achievement calculation, products sourced within 100 miles of the project site are valued at 200% of their base contributing cost.

		_7a_1) Does your system addres_CYMKnIdGDSVH7GKTapDwAg: Yes

		_6e_2) List and describe speci_k9Qe9J6wha0u-qoH5CI-8A: Summary:Two additional credits, LEED Accredited Professional and Integrative Process, contribute and add value to every projects’ overall solid waste diversion. Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): This Integrative Process credit further contributes to solid waste diversion by supporting a collaborative, integrated planning and design process intended to support high performance and cost effective project outcomes throughout the entire life of the project. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit further contributes to solid waste diversion by awarding projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. 

		_6e_1) Does your system addres_c8ODjtRZ2H33qWuU5jqrPQ: Yes

		_6d_2) List and describe speci_bTdT-PQErIOHp7VR2BUWOQ: Summary:One LEED v4 BD+C credit addresses waste diversion for occupants. MRp1, a requirement for LEED certification, reduces the waste that is generated by building occupants. Storage and Collection of Recyclables (MR Prerequisite 1): Requires projects to provide areas to building occupants for the collection and storage of recyclables and other materials such as batteries, mercury-containing lamps and electronic waste. . 

		_6d_1) Does your system addres_L2Qe5F9h8C9BbrppZsyeYA: Yes

		_6c_2) List and describe speci_uocCRN-sB5KemmiLhlGvkA: Summary:Three LEEDv4 BD+C credits address site construction waste management, two required for LEED certification. In addition to MRp2, Site Development – Protect or Restore Habitat credit awards projects that preserve greenfield area on the site reducing the amount of land debris for clearing. Construction activity pollution prevention, a requirement of LEED certification, requires projects to reduce pollution from construction activities by controlling soil erosion, waterway sedimentation and airborne dust during a planning process before construction begins. LEED v4 BD+C also has available a pilot alternative compliance pathway that can replace points in the Site Development – Protect or Restore Habitat credit. Construction and Demolition Waste Management Planning (MR Prerequisite 2): This required credit requires projects to develop and implement a waste management plan which includes establishing waste diversion goals for nonstructural materials. Site Development – Protect or Restore Habitat (SS Credit 2) (1-2pts.): Earning points under this credit requires projects to preserve and protect from all development and construction activity 40% of the greenfield area on the site. Achieving this credit would manage and reduce the volume of land clearing debris created during construction. Construction Activity Pollution Prevention (SS Prerequisite 1): Projects are required to create and implement an erosion and sedimentation control plan for all construction activities associated with the project. The project must conform to the erosion and sedimentation requirements of the 2012 EPA Construction General Permit or local equivalent. Offsite Financial Support for Habitat Protection (Pilot ACP) (1pt.): This pilot credit is an alternative compliance path for the Site Development – Protect or Restore Habitat credit. Projects must provide financial support equivalent to at least $0.40 per square feet for the total project site area. Financial support must be provided once to either the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation or the Amazonas Sustainable Foundation. 

		_6c_1) Does your system addres_qyq4*TRaKWJrtt-PP7yMyg: Yes

		_6b_2) List and describe speci_Qv-03fko4xMIK2TAwn-vNQ: Summary:Three LEED v4 BD+C credits address construction waste management. MRp2 required for LEED certification, requires a construction and demolition waste management plan that assures that the waste diversion process will be optimized for each projects well as credits that require initial project designs to incorporate the reuse of existing building resources wherever possible. The parallel optional credit asks projects to either divert or reduce total waste material. Option 2 and 3 of the Building Life cycle impact reduction credit also addresses construction waste management. Additionally, one pilot credit available to projects addresses construction waste management. Construction and Demolition Waste Management Planning (MR Prerequisite 2): This credit requires projects to develop and implement a construction and demolition waste management plan that establishes waste diversion goals for the project in at least five material categories, as well as logistical considerations and recycling facility information. A final report detailing all major waste streams generated, including disposal and diversion rates is required.  Construction and Demolition Waste Management (MR Credit 5) (1-2 pts.): Earning this credit requires projects to recycle and or salvage nonhazardous construction and demolition materials through one of two options. Projects that cannot meet credit requirements using reuse and recycling methods, waste to energy systems may be considered if the European Commission waste Framework Directive 2008/98/EC and Waste Incineration Directive 2000/76/EC are followed and Waste to Energy Facilities meet applicable European Committee for Standardization (CEN) EN 303 standards. Option 1 Diversion (1-2pts.): Credit requires diversion of 50% of construction and demolition material from at least three material streams or 75% (2pts.) including waste from 4 material streams.Option 2: Reduction of Total Waste Material (2pts): Reduce total waste generated to no more than 2.5 lbs/SF of the buildings floor area.Building Life-Cycle Impact Reduction (MR Credit 1) (2-5pts.): Achievement of points in this credit require buildings, during initial project design, to reduce environmental effects by reusing existing building resources. Options 2 and 3 of this credit address construction waste management.Option 2. Renovation of Abandoned or Blighted Building (5pts.): Maintain at least 50% by surface area, of the existing building structure, enclosure and interior structural elements that might the local criteria of abandoned or are considered blight. Option 3.  Building and Material Reuse (2-4pts.): Reuse or salvage building materials from off site or on site as a percentage of the surface area, as listed in Table 1 in the attached reference guide for Building Life-Cycle Impact Reduction.Pilot Credits:Verified Construction & Demolition Recycling Rates (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): Projects earn this pilot credit point if they recycle and or salvage nonhazardous construction and demolition materials by sending the project’s total commingled waste materials to a mixed-recovery facility that has achieved third party verification of facility –average recycling rates. Projects must also utilize a recycling facility that processes and recycles co-mingled construction and demolition waste materials that has received third party certification of their recycling rates. 

		_6b_1) Does your system addres_2pvXbuwN60fdQ-ZZJaO6Ow: Yes

		_6a_2) List and describe speci_0nLlByCxo12sVvP4VP4pxg: Summary:One LEED v4 BD+C credit addresses space for collection and storage of recyclables. The credit, a prerequisite for LEED certification, requires dedicated areas for and the collection of recyclables during operations. Storage and Collection of Recyclables (MR Prerequisite 1): Requires dedicated areas that are accessible to waste haulers and building occupants for the collection and storage of recyclables for use postoccupancy. In addition to including paper, cardboard, glass, plastic and metals, LEED v4 BD+C also requires the collection and recycling of two of the following three waste types: batteries, mercury-containing lamps, and e-waste. 

		_6a_1) Does your system addres_UvtTWJkcWP5FpAiD5IdMnw: Yes

		_5j_2) List and describe speci_uC-LcM51-ZGzPXXsqSQNbQ: Summary:Two additional credits, LEED Accredited Professional and Integrative Process, contribute and add value to every projects’ overall water use efficiency and management. Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): This Integrative Process credit further contributes to water use efficiency by supporting a collaborative, integrated planning and design process intended to support high performance and cost effective project outcomes throughout the entire life of the project. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit further contributes to water use efficiency by credit awarding projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. 

		_5j_1) Does your system addres_H3DgL94clzAdc*x5TqiPxw: Yes

		_5i_2) List and describe speci_uvl*Hvr9jENP9Dy03TUF4A: Summary: One LEED v4 BD+C credit addresses stormwater management. SSc4 addresses stormwater management focusing on a holistic site water management that relies on green infrastructure and low-impact development strategies to reduce runoff (and thus improve quality).Rainwater Management (SS Credit 4) (2-3 pts.): Achievement reduces runoff volume and improves water quality by replicating the natural hydrology and water balance of the site, based on historical conditions and undeveloped ecosystems in the region through one of two options:Option 1 Percentile of Rainfall Events: Mange on site the runoff from the developed site for local and regional rainfall events using low impact development (LID) and green infrastructure. Points are awarded based on the percentile of local or regional rainfall events managed.                       Path 1. 95th percentile (2pts.)           Path 2. 98th percentile (3 pts.)          Path 3. Zero Lot Line projects only 85% (3pts.) Option 2 Natural Land cover Conditions (3pts): Manage on site the annual increase in runoff volume from the natural land cover condition to the post developed condition.  

		_5i_1) Does your system addres_44JJfopIb3LX1OwrtP4huw: Yes

		_5h_2) List and describe speci_SXdkE82Q9hUy72PHq0h0Hg: Summary: Two LEED v4 BD+C credits address alternative sources of water. Projects must first reduce water consumption through fixture and fittings through the required WE prerequisite but additional potable water savings may be achieved with WEc2 and WEc1 using alternative water sources. Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Credit 2) (25%-50%) (1-6 pts.): Additional potable water savings can be earned using alternative water sources. Points awarded according to Table 1 in the attached reference guide for indoor water use reduction. Outdoor Water Use Reduction (WE Credit 1) (1-2 pts.): Projects can reduce their outdoor water use beyond 30% by achieving a combination of efficiency, alternative water sources and smart scheduling technologies. 

		_5h_1) Does your system addres_SNUIXS8Mtdt5TpN5OfLYLA: Yes

		_5g_2) List and describe speci_1EBkt6M9pdaOuYDxhgRnlg: Summary: The two outdoor water efficiency credits in LEED v4 BD+C address water efficient landscapes. Wep1, required for LEED certification, requires designers and builders can construct green buildings that use significantly less water by incorporating native landscapes that eliminate the need for irrigation. Wec1 expands on this requirement. One pilot credit further addresses water efficient landscape through the use of landscaping for native food production. Outdoor Water Use Reduction (WE Prerequisite 1): Projects are required to reduce the project’s water landscape water requirement by 30%. The first option for reduction is through plant species selection. Restoration of local and native plants that can survive on local rainfall can replace areas that may require intensive irrigation.Outdoor Water Use Reduction (WE Credit 1) (1-2 pts.): To earn these points projects are must reduce the project’s water landscape water requirement by 50%. The first option for reduction is through plant species selection. Restoration of local and native plants that can survive on local rainfall can replace areas that may require intensive irrigation.Pilot Credits:Local Food Production (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit improves human health and well-being and increases community involvement in and education about food production. To earn this pilot credit, projects must provide a dedicated portion of the site for onsite food production, gardens or planters with vegetables. Requirements include designated at least 5% of the site’s vegetated area and for urban projects a minimum density of 1.5 FAR, at least 15% of the useable roof top surface. 

		_5g_1) Does your system addres_sWoDS-owG*j*mNJC3BYHSQ: Yes

		_5f_2) List and describe speci_Vs1Bl6C7Z27c4Eq-vk8nWQ: Summary: One LEED v4 BD+C credit  addresses cooling towers. Wec3, Cooling Tower Water Use, requires projects to reduce the amount of water used for cooling tower makeup and maintenance. Two LEED v4 BD+C pilot alternative compliance pathways are available to replace the points in the cooling tower water credit. The Whole Project Water Use Reduction ACP, uses a whole project water budget approach, quantifying water use with whole building water balance modeling. The pilot ACP, No Cooling Tower, is available to certain project types without cooling towers. More information on which credits these pilot ACP's can replace can be found at  https://www.usgbc.org/node/10877754?return=/credits/new-construction/v4/pilot-credits  ANDhttps://www.usgbc.org/node/5586086?return=/credits/new-construction/v4/pilot-creditsCooling Tower Water Use (WE Credit 3) (1-2 pts.): Achieving this credit requires projects to conduct a one-time potable water analysis, measuring the parameters in Table 1 of the attached reference guide. Projects must also limit cooling tower cycles to avoid exceeding maximum values for any of these parameters. Points are awarded based on the criteria in Table 2 in the attached reference guide for cooling tower water use. No Cooling Tower (Pilot ACP) (1-2pts.): A project will earn these points if the project design case does not include a cooling tower, the design case mechanical system does not use the latent heat of the evaporative cooling water and if the project does not receive any cooling from a District cooling system. Whole Project Water Use Reduction (Pilot ACP) (1-10pts.): First projects must comply with all WE prerequisites. To earn these points, teams must develop a water baseline and create a proposed use model. Points are achieved as indicated in Table 1. in the attached reference guide for this pilot ACP. 

		_5f_1) Does your system addres_Yed87UhwQMiqa*VyN*Am2A: Yes

		_5e_2) List and describe speci_EdZ1jmtBd8vnw8mpVpPF9Q: Summary:Three LEED v4 BD+C credits address meters, two required for LEED certification. Wep3 requires metering of total water for a building and associated grounds. Sub-metering for outdoor water use is awarded credit as part of an additional water metering credit. An additional credit also addresses the use of meters for water systems. Building-Level Water Metering (WE Prerequisite 3): Requires building-level water metering for water use in the building as well as associated grounds. Projects are required to share water data with the USGBC over a 5 year period. Water Metering (WE Credit 4) (1 pt.):  Points awarded for the installation of permanent water meters for two or more of the following water subsystems as they apply to the project: irrigation, indoor plumbing fixtures and fittings, domestic hot water, boilers with aggregate projected annual water use of 100,000 gallons or more, reclaimed water or other process water. EA Prerequisite Building – Level Energy Metering: water meters may be tracked by a building automation system that also records energy consumption. Data sharing for both this and the related prerequisite can be achieved through Energy Star Portfolio Manager. 

		_5e_1) Does your system addres_A5bSI9G4qAlnIGtHGTTA5w: Yes

		_5d_2) List and describe speci_5l7oa25LOvutodeCicwoqA: Summary:Four LEED v4 BD+C credits address water conserving products. The two LEED v4 BD+C Water Efficiency Indoor Water Efficiency credits, one required for LEED certification, address water conserving products through their “efficiency first” approach to water conservation. Earning these points require designers and builders to conserve water by installing water efficient fixtures. The two Outdoor Water Efficiency credits, one required for LEED certification, address water conserving products through their use of the WaterSense Water Budget Tool.Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Prerequisite 2): The prerequisite requires that the project meet and exceed EPAct 1992 and 2005, as well as UPC/IPC 2006, by 20%. The 20% reduction must be achieved through fixture and fitting efficiency as opposed to alternative (non-potable) water sources. The prerequisite also requires adherence to prescriptive water efficiency requirements for appliances and process water use including clothes washers, ice machines, cooling towers and evaporative condensers. In addition, WaterSense label requirements are mandatory where applicable. Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Credit 2) (1-6 pts.): Credit 2 provides additional poinyd for indoor water fixture reductions from 25-50%. Points are awarded for percentage reduction. Additional reductions beyond prerequisite levels may be achieved through fixture efficiency.  Outdoor Water Use Reduction (WE Prerequisite 1): WEp1 requires the WaterSense Water Budget Tool be used for irrigation efficiency calculations. Outdoor Water Use Reduction (WE Credit 1) (1-2 pts.): WEc1 awards projects points for using the WaterSense Water Budget Tool for irrigation efficiency calculations. 

		_5d_1) Does your system addres_mYHUA4OYWaGrnInoory-Dg: Yes

		_5c_2) List and describe speci_4kdOjj2fd-Ha-0XMkdEpWg: Summary: Two LEED v4 BD+C credits, one required for LEED certification, address actual outdoor water use reduction by incorporating native landscapes eliminating the need for irrigation. Three LEED v4 BD+C credits are also related to actual outdoor water reduction use and two pilot credits address the topic as well. A LEED v4 BD+C pilot alternative compliance pathway is available to replace the points in the Outdoor Water Use Reduction credit. This ACP, Whole Project Water Use Reduction, uses a whole project water budget approach, quantifying water use with whole building water balance modeling. More information on which credits this pilot ACP can replace can be found at  https://www.usgbc.org/node/10877754?return=/credits/new-construction/v4/pilot-creditsOutdoor Water Use Reduction (WE Prerequisite 1): requires projects to reduce outdoor water use through one of two options:Option 1. No Irrigation Required: Show that landscape does not require a permanent irrigation system beyond a maximum two year establishment period. Option 2. Reduced Irrigation: Reduce the project’s landscape water requirement by at least 30% from the calculated baseline for the site’s peak watering month. Reductions must be achieved through plant species selection and irrigation system efficiency as calculated by the EPA WaterSense Budget Tool. Outdoor Water Use Reduction (WE Credit 1) (1-2 pts.): Achieving this credit requires projects to reduce outdoor water use through one of the following options (nonvegetated surfaces should be excluded from landscape area calculations)Option 1. No Irrigation Required (2pts.):  Show that landscape does not require a permanent irrigation system beyond a maximum two year establishment period.Option 2. Reduced Irrigation (2pts.): Reduce the project’s landscape water requirement by at least 50% from the calculated baseline for the site’s peak watering month. Reductions must be achieved through plant species selection and irrigation system efficiency as calculated by the EPA WaterSense Budget Tool. Points awarded according to Table 1 in the attached reference guide for outdoor water use reduction. Whole Project Water Use Reduction (Pilot ACP) (1-10pts.): First projects must comply with all WE prerequisites. To earn these points, teams must develop a water baseline and create a proposed use model. Points are achieved as indicated in Table 1. in the attached reference guide for this pilot ACP. Related credits:Building Level Water Metering: Landscape water meters can aid in achieving outdoor water use reduction. Water Metering: Metering the landscape separately contributes to achieving outdoor water use reduction.Cooling Tower Water Use: Cooling tower blowdown water and other cooling tower process water are potential alternative water sources for meeting outdoor water demand. Pilot Credits:Water Restoration Certificates (Pilot Credit) (1 pt.): To earn this pilot point projects must purchase Water Restoration Certifications to match the building’s annual water budget based on WE credit calculations. WRC’s purchased from within a project’s watershed must be purchased for 100% of the projects annual water budget for a 5 year contract. WRC’s purchased from outside the project’s watershed must be purchased for 200% of the project’s annual water budget for a 5 year contract. Informing Design Using Triple Bottom Line Analysis (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit earns one point for projects that conduct a Triple Bottom Line – Cost benefit Analysis on at least two LEED credits in the LEED credit categories. This includes analyzing financial, environmental and social costs and benefits associated with the selected credits. The analysis should inform the design process through this analysis. 

		_5c_1) Does your system addres_jWa-XvtY0yxc8BMHnDxylA: Yes

		_5b_2) List and describe speci_0EbJyM-TNJFHvh0yHcF1kw: Summary: Three LEED v4 BD+C credits address indoor water use through credits that target water efficiency and reductions in use. The Indoor Water Use Reduction credit, required for LEED certification, targets fixture efficiency and requires projects to report water data to USGBC. Additionally, LEED v4 BD+C includes prescriptive efficiency requirements for the majority of process water uses in most building types covered by LEED v4 BD+C, including cooling tower water, appliances, etc. Wec3, Cooling Tower Water Use actual addresses indoor water use reduction by awarding points to projects for reducing the amount of water used for cooling tower makeup and maintenance. A LEED v4 BD+C pilot alternative compliance pathway can replace the points in the indoor water use reduction credit. This ACP, Whole Project Water Use Reduction, uses a whole project water budget approach, quantifying water use with whole building water balance modeling. More information on which credits this pilot ACP can replace can be found at  https://www.usgbc.org/node/10877754?return=/credits/new-construction/v4/pilot-creditsLEED v4 BD+C also includes a pilot alternative compliance path gives projects the option of further reducing indoor water use by eliminating the use of a cooling tower and two additional pilot credits. Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Prerequisite 2): WEp2 includes prescriptive requirements for appliance and select process water uses. To meet the prerequisite, project teams must comply with the prescriptive levels of efficiency for all applicable appliances and process water uses. Example measures include: no once-through cooling water, makeup water meters, conductivity controllers, overflow alarms, and drift eliminators. Cooling Tower Water Use (WE Credit 3) (1-2 pts.): Achievement reduces the amount of water used for cooling tower makeup and maintenance. To reduce water used for cooling tower makeup a one-time potable water analysis is required in order to optimize cooling tower cycles. No Cooling Tower (Pilot ACP) (1-2pts.): Projects can earn these points if the project design case does not include a cooling tower, the design case mechanical system does not use the latent heat of the evaporative cooling water and if the project does not receive any cooling from a District cooling system. Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): Requires the use of analysis to set goals and strategies and inform the Owner's Project Requirements (OPR) document, basis of design (BOD), and design and construction documents. Projects must perform a preliminary water budget analysis before the completion of schematic design that explores how to reduce potable water loads. The analysis must assess and estimate the project’s potential nonpotable water supply sources and water demand volumes for indoor and outdoor water demand.Pilot Credits:Informing Design Using Triple Bottom Line Analysis (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit earns one point for projects that conduct a Triple Bottom Line – Cost benefit Analysis on at least two LEED credits in the LEED credit categories. This includes analyzing financial, environmental and social costs and benefits associated with the selected credits. The analysis should inform the design process through this analysis. Water Restoration Certificates (Pilot Credit) (1 pt.): To earn this pilot point projects must purchase Water Restoration Certifications to match the building’s annual water budget based on WE credit calculations. WRC’s purchased from within a project’s watershed must be purchased for 100% of the projects annual water budget for a 5 year contract. WRC’s purchased from outside the project’s watershed must be purchased for 200% of the project’s annual water budget for a 5 year contract. 

		_5b_1) Does your system addres_k3HSMaNO1O04iYEKbJp5nQ: Yes

		_5a_2) List and describe speci_m9opx2*08HjgVjbELUdNWg: Summary:Two LEED v4 BD+C credits address predicted/modeled water use reduction. Additionally, a LEED v4 BD+C pilot alternative compliance pathway addresses predicted/ modeled water use reduction. This ACP, Whole Project Water Use Reduction, uses a whole project water budget approach, quantifying water use with whole building water balance modeling. More information on which credits this pilot ACP can replace can be found at  https://www.usgbc.org/node/10877754?return=/credits/new-construction/v4/pilot-creditsThe integrated process credit addresses predicted/modeled water use reduction through a preliminary water budget analysis required before the completion of schematic design that explores how to reduce potable water loads.Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Credit 2) (25%-50%) (1-6 pts.). If a project is using an alternative, nonpotable water source to reduce water consumption, to earn points, this credit requires calculation of the total annual projected water savings and documentation describing the nonpotable water source. Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): Requires the use of analysis to set goals and strategies and inform the Owner's Project Requirements (OPR) document, basis of design (BOD), and design and construction documents. Projects must perform a preliminary water budget analysis before the completion of schematic design that explores how to reduce potable water loads. The analysis must assess and estimate the project’s potential nonpotable water supply sources and water demand volumes for indoor and outdoor water demand.Whole Project Water Use Reduction (Pilot ACP) (1-10pts.): First projects must comply with all WE prerequisites. To earn these points, teams must develop a water baseline and create a proposed use model. Points are achieved as indicated in Table 1. in the attached reference guide for this pilot ACP. 

		_5a_1) Does your system addres_LF3pyaCrSSD5uK6*6s83Hg: Yes

		_4h) List and describe specifi_TP4KxlblvkFgPOGOyALyYA: Summary:Three LEED v4 BD+C credits address other areas related to energy efficiency. Demand response allows projects to earn points for load shedding or shifting by participating in an existing demand response program or if one is unavailable, to provide the necessary infrastructure to take advantage of a future demand response program. Two additional credits, LEED Accredited Professional and Integrative Process contribute and add value to every projects’ overall energy efficiency.Demand Response (EA Credit) (1-2 pts): To earn this credit, projects are required to design building and equipment for participation in demand response programs through load shedding or shifting. On – site electricity generation does not meet the intent of this credit. A project may participate in an existing demand response (DR) program, or if a DR program is not available, a project must provide infrastructure to take advantage of demand response programs or dynamic, real time pricing programs in the future. Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): This Integrative Process credit further contributes to energy efficiency by supporting a collaborative, integrated planning and design process intended to support high performance and cost effective project outcomes throughout the entire life of the project. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit awards a point to projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. 

		_4h_1) Does your system addres_z6WeBVSJzYmuA*LX5kYmHw: Yes

		_4g_2) List and describe speci_zbVXR*F6ht1uODlXtXP9EQ: Summary: Two LEED v4 BD+C credits address benchmarking. Eap3 is a requirement for LEED certification and requires projects to document post – occupancy energy use, relying on USGBC to analyze the data. Enhanced commissioning addresses benchmarking by awarding points for further support the design and eventual operation of the project that meets the owner’s original project requirements.Building-Level Energy Metering (EA Prerequisite 3): The prerequisite requires that building-level energy meters are installed, or sub-meters that have the ability to aggregate data for whole building reporting. All data needs to be shared with the USGBC for a period of 5 years. Then USGBC works to reduce disparities between predictive and actual performance by analyzing data and sharing results.Enhanced Commissioning (EA Credit 1) (1-6pts.): Projects have two options to earn points in this credit by: Option 1: Enhanced Systems Commissioning (3-4 pts.)Path 1: Enhanced Commissioning (3 pts.): Completing additional commissioning process activities for mechanical, electrical, plumbing and renewable energy systems including additional reviews and verifications such as reviews of contractor submittals, verification of systems manual updates and delivery, as well as verification of seasonal testing, and the development of an on-going commissioning plan.Path 2: Enhanced and Monitoring-Based Commissioning (4 pts.): To earn these points projects must develop monitoring based procedures and identify them to be measured and evaluated to assess performance of energy and water consuming systems. Option 2. Envelope Commissioning (2 pts): Commissioning of the building envelope following specified requirements as they pertain to energy, water, indoor environmental quality, and durability. 

		_4g_1) Does your system addres_3llv55bODTnFB3tDPmnXcw: Yes

		_4f_2) List and describe speci_oDYm3Z8XEp6gWLcbkaERXQ: Summary: Two LEED v4 BD+C credits address meters for building level electricity, natural gas, and steam meters as well as tracking data. One, Eap3 is a requirement for LEED certification. Projects are required to report energy data to USGBC for data aggregation and analysis or other approved source.  Building-Level Energy Metering (EA Prerequisite 3):The prerequisite requires that building-level energy meters are installed (electricity, natural gas, chilled water, steam, fuel oil, propane, biomass, etc.), or sub-meters that have the ability to aggregate data for whole building reporting. All data needs to be shared with the USGBC for a period of 5 years. USGBC works to reduce disparities between predictive and actual performance by analyzing data and sharing results. Advanced Energy Metering (EA Credit 3) (1 pt.): To earn credit, the project must also install meters to energy end uses that represent 10% or more of the total building energy consumption. The data collection system for the advanced metering must use a local area network, building automation system, wireless network, or comparable communication infrastructure.

		_4f_1) Does your system addres_cn1c0XMqb54pYn8uh-tzdg: Yes

		_4e_2) List and describe speci_JNoGx7kvK5*r2KOraXuiNA: Summary:Two LEED v4 BD+C credits address renewable energy. EAc7, Green Power and Carbon Offsets awards credit to projects that produce renewable energy on-site. LEED v4 BD+C allows for off-site owned or leased systems to be awarded credit if REC's are also acquired. Similarly, EAc5, awards credit to projects that produce renewable energy on-site. Additionally, one pilot alternative compliance pathway is also available to projects offering an alternate metric for documenting performance improvement. More information on which pilot ACP's apply to the renewable energy production credit can be found at https://www.usgbc.org/node/2612988?return=/creditsGreen Power and Carbon Offsets (EA Credit 7) (1 -2 pts.): This credit awards points if projects engage in a contract for qualified resources. Qualifying renewable energy credits or carbon offsets must be purchased for at least 50%-100% of project energy for 5 years to earn points. All RECs must have originated after January 1, 2005. LEED v4 requires all Green Power and Carbon offsets to be Green –e certified. Points awarded according to Table 1 in the attached reference guide for green power and carbon offsets. Renewable Energy Production (EA Credit 5) (1-3 pts.): Credit is awarded for the installation of 1%-10% of renewable energy on-site according to the table below. Allowable sources of renewable energy include photovoltaic, solar thermal, wind, biofuel (in some cases), low-impact hydroelectricity, wave and tidal energy, and geothermal energy (in some cases). EApc95: Alternative Energy Performance Metric (Pilot ACP) (1-21pts.): This pilot alternative pathway allows projects to use an alternate metric for documenting performance improvement when using Option. Whole Building Simulation as the compliance pathway in the EA energy performance credits and EA renewable energy production credit. Projects must calculate and report a metric from each of the required categories source energy, primary energy, Energy sources and greenhouse gas emissions. 

		_4e_1) Does your system addres_KRGOYY-8iSuNMUUisFmXdg: Yes

		_4d_2) List and describe speci_yM5PP-imyUokV4VLvbpd6g: Summary: Two LEED v4 BD+C credits address renewable energy. EAc5, Renewable Energy Production awards credit to projects that produce renewable energy on-site. LEED v4 BD+C allows for off-site owned or leased systems to be awarded credit if RECs are also acquired. Additionally, one pilot alternative compliance pathway is also available to projects offering an alternate metric for documenting performance improvement. More information on which pilot ACP's apply to the renewable energy production credit can be found at https://www.usgbc.org/node/2612988?return=/creditsRenewable Energy Production (EA Credit 5) (1-3 pts.): Credit is awarded for the installation of 1%-10% of renewable energy on-site according to the table below. Allowable sources of renewable energy include photovoltaic, solar thermal, wind, biofuel (in some cases), low-impact hydroelectricity, wave and tidal energy, and geothermal energy (in some cases). Green Power and Carbon Offsets (EA Credit 7) (1 -2 pts.): Earning this credit requires projects to engage in a contract for qualified resources. Qualifying renewable energy credits or carbon offsets must be purchased for at least 50%-100% of project energy for 5 years to earn points. All RECs must have originated after January 1, 2005. LEED v4 requires all Green Power and Carbon offsets to be Green –e certified. Points awarded according to Table 1 in the attached reference guide for green power and carbon offsets. Alternative Energy Performance Metric (Pilot EApc95) (1-21pts.): This pilot alternative pathway allows projects to use an alternate metric for documenting performance improvement when using Option. Whole Building Simulation as the compliance pathway in the EA energy performance credits and EA renewable energy production credit. Projects must calculate and report a metric from each of the required categories source energy, primary energy, Energy sources and greenhouse gas emissions. 

		_4d_1) Does your system addres_azygvWx4jsYRErxqQA2qzw: Yes

		_4c_2) List and describe speci_C*mUvbopljgJeT3hUlfQsQ: Summary:Two LEED v4 BD+C water efficiency credits address the use of ENERGY STAR products. One is a requirement for LEED certification. Note** Although not directly addressed in other credits, one can easily conclude that any project meeting the LEED v4 BD&C percent reduction targets would be eligible to earn ENERGY STAR certification if the project performs as it is designed (note that ENERGY STAR certification is a metric for existing buildings with actual performance data).Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Prerequisite 1): Compliance with the ENERGY STAR standard is required for LEED certification for appliances and process water use as indicated in Table 2 in the attached reference guide for indoor water use reduction. Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE 2) (1- 6pts.): Compliance with the Energy Star standard is required for dishwashers to earn points in this credit if the project is serving at least 100 meals per day of operation. 

		_4c_1) Does your system addres_CiByXdZxWFGcZH32N2ICjw: Yes

		_4b_2) List and describe speci_oUL8CYvdKXWomGukrgj4CA: Summary: Actual energy use reduction is addressed in LEED v4 BD+C through a pilot alternative compliance pathways (ACP) that can replace EA Prerequisite Minimum Energy Performance or EA Credit Optimize Energy Performance. Projects choosing to use Option 1. Whole Building Simulation as the compliance path can then choose to apply this ACP' which incorporates and recognizes actual energy use reduction. Additionally, the commissioning and verification process contributes to energy use reduction by ensuring high performing buildings and preventing long term maintenance issues and wasted energy by verifying that the design meets the owner’s project requirements and functions as intended. The pilot ACP's allow an alternate metric for documenting performance improvements, incorporating actual energy use reduction. More information on which pilot ACP's apply to the energy performance prerequisite and energy performance credit can be found at https://www.usgbc.org/node/2613358?return=/credits ANDhttps://www.usgbc.org/node/2614273?return=/creditsEnergy Performance Metering Path (EApc107) (1-18pts.): This method uses metered energy performance data, along with minimum requirements, to document achievement of the credit intent: “To reduce the environmental and economic harms of excessive energy use by achieving a minimum level of energy efficiency for the building and its systems”. This method requires metered energy data for 12 months of continuous operations. Fundamental Commissioning and Verification (EA Prerequisite 1): Requires the commissioning of mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and renewable energy systems and assemblies, in accordance with ASHRAE Guideline 0-2005 and ASHRAE Guideline 1.1-2007 by a qualified commissioning authority. The prerequisite also requires that an operations and maintenance plan be developed for ongoing operations.Enhanced Commissioning (EA Credit 1) (2-6pts.): Projects can earn points for various levels of additional commissioning activities beyond those required in the prerequisite. Option 1: Enhanced Systems Commissioning (3-4 pts.)Path 1: Enhanced Commissioning (3 pts.): including, for example, additional reviews and verifications such as reviews of contractor submittals, verification of systems manual updates and delivery, as well as verification of seasonal testing, and the development of an on-going commissioning plan.Path 2: Enhanced and Monitoring-Based Commissioning (4 pts.): including the development of monitoring-based procedures for energy and water systems. Option 2. Envelope Commissioning (2 pts): Commissioning of the building envelope following specified requirements as they pertain to energy, water, indoor environmental quality, and durability. 

		_4b_1) Does your system addres_x4FUcIhEoV9s97XKwgbrvg: Yes

		_4a_2) List and describe speci_IeqlYl0lPHLLTcAlTZcMFQ: Summary:  Three LEED v4 BD+C credits address predicted/ modeled energy use reduction. In LEED v4 BD+C predicted/ modeled energy use reduction is a requirement for LEED certification under the Minimum Energy Performance prerequisite. The required credit gives projects three options for compliance, one performance based, and two prescriptive. Once the prerequisite has been met, projects can earn points for additional increases in energy cost reduction with an Optimize Energy Performance credit. EAc2 includes the same performance based pathway as the prerequisite and one prescriptive pathway. Whichever compliance pathway is chosen for the prerequisite is also used to earn points under Optimize Energy Performance credit. Two alternate compliance pathways (ACPs) also address predicted/ modeled energy use reduction by allowing projects to use an alternate metric for documenting performance improvement when using Option. Whole Building Simulation as the compliance pathway in the EA energy performance credits. More information on which pilot ACP's apply to the energy performance prerequisite and credit can be found at https://www.usgbc.org/node/2613358?return=/credits ANDhttps://www.usgbc.org/node/2614273?return=/creditsMinimum Energy Performance (EA Prerequisite 2): Provides three options for compliance. Once performance based and two prescriptive:Option 1, Whole - Building Energy Simulation: Requires identifying an energy modeler to perform initial energy analysis, Energy Modeler Qualifications are provided. A preliminary energy model is not required however, an analysis of various efficiency measures, which may take the form of a preliminary model, is necessary for achievement of the creditOption 1. Prescriptive compliance: ASHRAE 50% Advanced Energy Design Guide Option 2. Prescriptive compliance: Advanced Buildings Core Performance Guide Optimize Energy Performance (EA Credit 2) (1-18 pts.): This credit awards points for increasing levels of energy performance beyond the prerequisite standard to reduce environmental harms and economic harms associated with excessive energy use. Energy performance can be documented using either a whole building energy simulation or a prescriptive compliance approach. Different amount of points are available depending on building type (***1-19 points except Schools and Healthcare, 1-16 points Schools, 1-20pts Healthcare) Option 1: Whole -Building Energy Simulation (1-20pts**): Requires projects to analyze efficiency measures during the design process and account for the results in deign decision making. Up to 20 points may be achieved for improving performance between 6% and 50% (for new construction) and 4%-48% (for major renovations) based on the ASHRAE 90.1-2010 baseline. Points are awarded according to percentage improvement from baseline energy performance determined by ASHRAE 90.1 -2010.   Option 2. Prescriptive compliance ASHRAE 50% Advanced Energy Design Guide (1-6pts.): Implement and document compliance with the applicable recommendations and standards in Chapter 4, Design Strategies and Recommendations by climate Zone for the appropriate. Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): Projects earn this point with the use of analysis to set goals and strategies and inform the Owner's Project Requirements (OPR) document, basis of design (BOD), and design and construction documents. Projects must perform a preliminary energy modeling analysis before the completion of schematic design that explores how to reduce energy loads in the building and accomplish related sustainability goals. Alternative Energy Performance Metric (Pilot EApc95) (1-21pts.): This pilot alternative pathway allows projects to use an alternate metric for documenting performance improvement when using Option. Whole Building Simulation as the compliance pathway in the EA energy performance credits and EA renewable energy production credit. Projects must calculate and report a metric from each of the required categories source energy, primary energy, Energy sources and greenhouse gas emissions. District Energy (Pilot EApc120) (1-18pts.): This pilot alternative compliance pathway allows projects served by district energy to document additional performance improvement when using Option. Whole Building Simulation as the compliance pathway in the EA energy performance prerequisite and credit.

		_4a_1) Does your system addres_zIMxQwTVipShghNkYyRcNg: Yes

		_3k) List and describe specifi_5y-8FQxTNnXJYoLaeSpxCA: Summary: Three LEED v4 BD+C credits address other areas related to healthy, effective environments. LEED for Neighborhood Development Location, encourages projects to enhance livability and improve human health by encouraging daily physical activity.  Two additional credits, LEED Accredited Professional and Integrative Process, contribute and add value to every projects’ overall effect on healthy and effective environments. LEED for Neighborhood Development (LT Credit) (1-18pts.): Locate the project within the boundary of a development certified under LEED for Neighborhood Development (Stage 2 or Stage 3 under the Pilot or 2009 rating systems, Certified Plan or Certified Project under the LEED v4 rating system). Points are awarded according to the table below. Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): This integrative process credit further contributes to healthy, effective environments by supporting a collaborative, integrated planning and design process intended to support high performance and cost effective project outcomes throughout the entire life of the project. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit award a point to projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. 

		_3k_1) Does your system addres_2bn3vp-lDPx-Qjoc4Yg5YA: Yes

		_3j_2) List and describe speci_o6UBfx-Ucz-oZtdQpOa65Q: Summary:Seven LEED v4 BD+C credits address occupant health and wellness through design and location that promote physical exercise and healthy, productive work spaces. Materials and Resources credits include points for inventories that may lead to improved human health outcomes. In addition, seven pilot credits are available for projects and address various aspects of occupant health and wellness including the use of building materials that are socially and medically preferable to building occupants, issues of social equity within the building community, noise control and indoor air quality. Surrounding Density and Diverse Use (LT Credit 2) (1-8pts.): Option 2 of this credit Diverse Uses (1-2 pts.) improves occupant health by encouraging daily physical activity by requiring a building to be constructed within ½ mile walking distance of the main entrance of 4 – 7 (1pt.), eight or more (2pts.) exiting and publicly available diverse uses. Open Space (SS Credit) (1pt.): Requires projects to provide outdoor space greater than or equal to 30% of the total site area. A minimum of 25% of that outdoor space must be vegetated or have overhead vegetated canopy. Quality Views (EQ Credit 9) (1pt.): Requires a direct line of sight to the outdoors via vision glazing for 75% of all regularly occupied floor area. Additionally, 75% of all regularly occupied floor area must have at least two of four of other kinds of views. Bicycle Facilities (LT Credit 6) (1 pt.): This credit promotes public health by encouraging utilitarian and recreational physical activity. Earning this credit requires both:A Bicycle Network: Teams are required to design or locate the project such that a functional entry or bicycle storage is within a 200 –yard walking distance or bicycling distance from a bicycle network that connects to at least 10 diverse uses, school or employment center or a bus rapid transit stop, light or heavy rail station, commuter rail station, or ferry terminal. Bicycle Storage and Shower Rooms: For commercial or institutional projects, teams are required to provide short and long term bicycle storage and at least one on – site shower with changing facility for the first 100 regular building occupants and one additional shower for every 150 building occupants thereafter. For residential projects, short and long term bicycle storage is required. Acoustic Performance EQ Credit 9 (2 pts.): Compliance promotes occupants wellbeing and productivity through effective acoustic design. Earning the credit requires occupied spaces to meet stated requirements, as applicable, for HVAC background noise, sound transmission, reverberation time, and sound reinforcement and masking per ASHRAE 2011, HVAC Applications Handbook, Chapter 48, Noise and Vibration Control, AHRI Standard 885-2008, or local equivalent. Site Assessment (SS Credit 1) (1pt.): Achieving this credit requires project teams to complete and document a site survey or assessment that includes information on human health effects such as adjacent physical activity opportunities and proximity to major sources of air pollution. Building Product Disclosure and Optimization – Material Ingredients (MR Credit 4)(1-2pts.): This credit rewards project teams for selecting products for which the chemical ingredients in the product are inventoried using an accepted methodology and for selecting products verified to minimize the use and generation of harmful substances.Pilot Credits:Indoor Air Quality Procedure (Pilot Prerequisite): To earn this pilot prerequisite projects must meet the minimum requirements of ASHRAE standard 62.1-2010. Determine the minimum outdoor air intake air flow for mechanical ventilation systems using the indoor air quality procedure or local equivalent. Requirements outlined in the attachment below are required for ventilation systems. Ergonomics Approach for Computer Users (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): Projects earn this pilot credit point for improving occupant health and well being through integration of ergonomic principles, specifically in the design of work spaces for all computer users. Enhanced Acoustical Performance - exterior noise control (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): To earn this pilot credit point, projects must conduct a site noise assessment, design and locate exterior noise sources so that exterior noise levels are not exceeded at the project boundary.  Local Food Production (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit improves human health and well-being and increases community involvement in and education about food production. To earn this pilot credit, projects must provide a dedicated portion of the site for on-site food production, gardens or planters with vegetables. Requirements include designated at least 5% of the site’s vegetated area and for urban projects a minimum density of 1.5 FAR, at least 15% of the usable roof top surface.Social Equity within the Community (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit awards one point to projects that undertake a process to understand who their community includes, identify community needs related to equity for vulnerable populations and develop strategies for the project to assist the community in meeting those needs. Projects may accomplish this by using the SEED evaluator or partnering with an existing community service or advocacy organization.  Lead Risk Reduction (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): this pilot credit awards projects for reducing adverse health impacts from lead by requiring projects to perform a lead hazards screen and if necessary to perform a full risk assessment for lead based paint, pipes, plumbing fittings and plumbing fixtures. Integrative Process for Health Promotion (1pt.): This pilot credit supports health outcomes through an early analysis of the interrelationships among building systems and to facilitate a consideration of the project design on the health and well-being of its occupants. Projects must, beginning in the design phase, identify and use opportunities to achieve synergies that promote health across disciplines and building systems.  

		_3j_1) Does your system addres_J6nikFLtyvWZ06odineUxw: Yes

		_3i_2) List and describe speci_n1wOOroQeo0UV99MsDbE9g: Summary:Although LEED BD+C does not directly address pest management, projects certifying under this system have the opportunity to earn points for pest management under the Innovation: LEED O+M Starter Kit credit. The O+M starter kit is a collection of LEED O+M credits that BD+C projects can use in the Innovation in Design credit category that are not already included within the BD+C rating systems. To achieve the one point under this innovation credit, projects must submit the documentation for 2 of the 5 starter kit credits. There are a maximum of two points available. O+M Starter Kit – Integrated Pest Management: The requirements for earning this point for BD+C projects are the same as the establishment requirements of LEED O+M Indoor Environmental Quality Pest Management Credit. The credits requires projects to have in place an integrated pest management plan for the building and grounds within the project boundary. 

		_3i_1) Does your system addres_6W8UxU8ZhU6jraP1vIegPw: Yes

		_3h_2) List and describe speci_qd4mt5cKL7hjfQCZJDI7Fw: Summary:One LEED v4 BD+C credit, required for LEED certification, addresses environmental smoking control. Environmental Tobacco Smoke Control (EQ Prerequisite 2): Smoking is prohibited in the building and within 25ft of entrances, outdoor air intakes, and operable windows.

		_3h_1) Does your system addres_rxHHaWM612D52c5agChYKA: Yes

		_3g_2) List and describe speci_L8VcycLJI*hktZMY71rhww: Summary:One LEED v4 BD+C credit addresses IAQ during construction. Earning the point for EQc3 requires best practices on site during construction and meets the requirements in SMACNA. Construction indoor Air Quality Management Plan (EQ Credit 3) (1 pt.): Earning this credit requires project teams to develop and implement an IAQ management plan for the construction and preoccupancy phases of the building. During construction the plan must meet all applicable recommended measures of the SMACNA, 2nd edition, 2007, ANSI/SMACNA 008-2008, and Chapter 3. 

		_3g_1) Does your system addres_cprrZurh-D1XvzZOz3bh0g: Yes

		_3f_2) List and describe speci_kXtfEWAQEmu5QoP462HuPw: Summary: One LEED v4 BD+C credit addresses low – emitting materials. Low-Emitting Materials (EQ Credit 2) (1-3 pts.): Compliance with this credit includes requirements for product manufacturing and project teams and covers VOC emissions into indoor air and the VOC content of materials, as well as the testing methods by which indoor VOC emissions are determined. Different materials must meet different requirements to be considered compliant. Compliance can be achieved through one of two options.Option 1. Product Category Calculations (1-3 pts.): achieve the threshold level of compliance with emissions and content standards for the number of product categories listed Table 2 in the attached reference guide.Option 2. Budget Calculation Method (1-3 pts.): For products that do not meet the criteria, project teams can use the budget calculation method. Points are awarded based on percentage of compliant materials detailed in Table 3 in the attached reference guide. 

		_3f_1) Does your system addres_cIiuI5rFkmnszsdY-DLrsA: Yes

		_3e_2) List and describe speci_SpvQ2BfEVZK48JkPnWyXuQ: Summary: Three LEED v4 BD+C credits address moisture control, although LEED v4 does not require design teams to explicitly plan for potential moisture control issues. EAc1, Enhanced Commissioning, addresses elements of moisture control through envelope commissioning. EQc3 addresses elements of moisture control through the protection of building materials during construction. EQc5 addresses moisture as an indicator of comfort. Construction Indoor Air Quality Management Plan (EQ Credit 3) (1 pt.): Awards projects that meet or exceed all applicable recommended control measures of the SMACNA IAQ Guidelines, including the protection of absorptive materials stored on-site and installed from moisture damage. Thermal Comfort (EQ Credit 5) (1 pt.):  LEED v4 BD+C addresses moisture in this credit with combined requirements for controllability of systems to enhance occupant comfort and well-being. In addition, individual thermal comfort controls need to be provided to at least 50% of individual occupants and also in multioccupant spaces. Enhanced Commissioning (EA Credit 1) (Option 2) (2pts.): Option 2 of this credit, Envelope Commissioning, includes the review of contractor subsubmittals, verification of installed systems, training, verification of seasonal testing, post-occupancy review of operations and on-going commissioning for the envelope. This process helps project teams catch and correct moisture control issues associated with the building envelope but does not address all possible sources of condensation such as space conditioning, refrigeration, and food service equipment, ductwork, and rooftop HVAC equipment.

		_3e_1) Does your system addres_vp9FGL78qzle6MBra7twEw: Yes

		_3d_2) List and describe speci_yJs0JGpG5gPj83S*aTm2bA: N/A

		_3d_1) Does your system addres_YxsAWs9ik77h51MnLfxV8g: No

		_3c_2) List and describe speci_OEJ-jgKVJO9tQuFVPpBXJQ: Summary:One LEED v4 BD+C credit addresses indoor air quality planning. Indoor Air Quality Assessment (EQ Credit 4) (1-2 pts.): Points are awarded through compliance of one of two options. Options are available after construction ends and the building has been cleaned.Option 1: Flush – out (1 pt.): Report required for compliance.  Path 1. Prior to occupancy:  requires a building flush out of 14,000 cubic feet of outdoor air per square foot of gross floor area while maintaining a temperature between 60-80 degrees F and humidity no greater than 80%.  Path 2. During occupancy: requires a building flush out of 3,500 cubic feet of outdoor air per square foot of gross floor area while maintaining a temperature between 60-80 degrees F.Option 2. Air testing (2pts.): Conduct baseline IAQ testing using protocols consistent with the methods in Table 1 in in the attached reference guide. Use current standards as indicated.

		_3c_1) Does your system addres_sM2jTb9mVTa9Dc6K420vSQ: Yes

		_3b_2) List and describe speci_MeHjCnfFyB4gVb0hIGE77Q: Summary:Two LEED v4 BD+C credits directly address daylighting and lighting controls. EQc7 addresses daylighting directly. EQc6 addresses lighting controls by supporting quality interior lighting. Two pilot credits are available to projects that also address daylighting and lighting controls. Daylight (EQ Credit 7) (1-3 pts.): Awards projects if they comply with one or more of the following two options: Option 1. Simulation: Spatial Daylight Autonomy and Annual Sunlight Exposure (2-3 pts.): Provide a daylight simulation with a Spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA) 300/50% for 55-90% of regularly occupied floor area and meet stated requirements. Point awarded according to Table 1 in the attached reference guide for Daylight.  Option 2 Simulation (1-2 pts.): Computer modeling to demonstrate 300-3,000 lux for 9am and 3pm for 75%-90% with furniture.  Point awarded according to Table 2 in the attached reference guide.Option 3 Measurement (2-3 pts.): Demonstrate 300-3,000 lux for 9am and 3pm for 75%-90% of  regularly occupied space; with furniture. Point awarded according to Table 3 in the attached reference guide.Interior Lighting (EQ Credit 6) (1 pt.): This credit requires project teams to provide high – quality lighting. Projects achieve 1 point each by complying with one of both of the following options:Option 1. Lighting Control (1pt.): For at least 90% of individual occupant spaces, provide lighting controls that enable occupants to adjust the lighting to their individual preferences. For share multi occupant spaces, meet a separate set of lighting control requirements. Option 2. Lighting Quality (1 pt.): Requires that the project choose 4 of 8 lighting strategies to implement in the project including the use of fixtures with a luminance of less than 2,500 cd/m2 between 45 and 90 degrees from nadir, light sources with a CRI of 80 or higher, extended life light sources, and reflectance and illumination of surfaces.Pilot Credits:Daylight in Nonregulalry Occupied Spaces (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): Achieve at least 100 lux for 25% of the nonregularly occupied floor area for 1-2 buildings, 20% for 3-4 floor buildings, and 15% for buildings 5 floors and above. Demonstrate compliance through computer simulations outlined in Option 1 or 2 of the Daylight credit or with daylight measurements as outlined in Option 2 of the Daylight Credit. Quality Views in Nonregulalry Occupied Spaces: (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): To earn this point projects must meet the requirements outlined in the Quality Views credit for 25% of the nonregularly occupied floor are for 1-2 floor buildings, 20% for 3-4 buildings and 15% for buildings 5 floors and above.

		_3b_1) Does your system addres_nt-ZocSXarOXUr0gAafirQ: Yes

		_ 3a_2) List and describe spec_Jgd50hccmBBH6CMMAmc0XA: Summary:Three LEED v4 BD+C credits address ventilation and thermal control. EQc5 Thermal Comfort requires meeting requirements for both thermal comfort design and thermal comfort control. A pilot alternative compliance pathway is available to replace the points in the thermal comfort credit. More information on which credits the ACP, Learning Controls for Thermal Comfort, is available to can be found at ttps://www.usgbc.org/node/10598755?return=/credits/new-construction/v4/pilot-creditsVentilation is addressed by two indoor air quality credits. One is required for LEED certification. Two pilot credits are also available to project teams that address these topics.Thermal Comfort (EQ Credit 5) (1 pt.): Earning this credit requires meeting requirements for both thermal comfort design and thermal comfort control. Thermal Comfort Design: Option 1. ASHRAE Standard 55-2010: Design heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC systems and the building envelope to meet ASHRAE Standard 55-2010. OR Option 2. ISO and CEN Standards: Design HVAC systems and building envelope to meet ISO 7730:2005 or CEN Standard EN 15251:2007. For thermal comfort control provide thermal comfort controls for at least 50% of individual occupant spaces. Provide group thermal comfort controls for all shared multi occupant spaces. Thermal Comfort Control: provide individual comfort controls for at least 50% of individual occupant spaces. Provide group thermal comfort controls for all shared multi occupant spaces.  Tools or Standards: ASHRAE Standard 55-2010, ISOI 7730-2005, EN 15251:2007Learning Controls for Thermal Comfort (Pilot ACP) (1pt.): This alternative compliance path is available to replace the Thermal Comfort credit. Projects must meet the thermal comfort design requirements in Option 1 or 2 of Thermal Comfort. Projects must then provide an automated and learning heating and cooling system that provides occupant control. A procedure for tracking and documenting any changes made by the learning system. Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance (EQ Prerequisite 1): this credit requires meeting requirements for both ventilation and monitoring:Ventilation: Mechanically Ventilated SpacesOption 1. ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2010:  meet the minimum requirements of ASHRAE 62.1-2010, Sections 4-7, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality, or a local equivalent, whichever is more stringent. Option 2. CEN Standard EN 15251 and EN 13779-2007: for projects outside the U.SVentilation: Naturally ventilated spaces - determine the minimum outdoor air opening and space configuration requirements using ASHRAE Standard 62.1 -2010 or local equivalent, whichever is more stringent.  Monitoring: Mechanically Ventilated Spaces: monitor air intake using one of two strategies  Naturally Ventilated Spaces” Comply with one of three strategies for airflow measurementEnhanced Indoor Air Quality Strategies (EQ Credit 1) (1-2 pts.): Points in this credit promotes occupants comfort, wellbeing and productivity by improving indoor air quality using one or both of the following options: Option 1: Enhanced IAQ Strategies (1pt): Depending on type of ventilation system (mechanical, natural, mixed mode) comply with requirements such as entryway systems, interior cross – contamination prevention and filtration. Option 2: Additional Enhanced IAQ Strategies (1pt): Depending on type of ventilation (mechanical, natural, mixed mode) comply with requirements such as exterior contamination prevention, increased ventilation, carbon dioxide monitoring, additional source control and monitoring, natural ventilation room by room calculations. Pilot Credits:Indoor Air Quality Procedure (Pilot Prerequisite): To earn this pilot prerequisite projects must meet the minimum requirements of ASHRAE standard 62.1-2010. Determine the minimum outdoor air intake air flow for mechanical ventilation systems using the indoor air quality procedure or local equivalent. Requirements outlined in the attachment below are required for ventilation systems. 

		_3a_1) Does your system addres_57S0tCtSXF05hA9iWhTcKw: Yes

		_2) Please indicate which type_75JoBgE2sjgk6bC*RPAlqQ: New construction/major renovation

		_1) Name of Certification Syst_*JYSEOl1i2MvA4hC7X*VPw: LEED v4 for BUILDING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part II: Effectiveness Criteria Review Questions
Part II Instructions 
  
System owners should complete Part II separately for each building project type listed in Part I, Question 2. In 
addition, supplemental evidence (beyond the answers provided within the questions boxes in this form) can be 
included as attachments to the questions (attached directly into the PDF form).  
  
This section provides an opportunity for respondents to describe how the certification system supports GSA's 
Building Effectiveness Criteria. GSA developed the following list of Building Effectiveness Criteria through analysis 
of the intent of the Guiding Principles for Sustainable Federal Buildings (for both existing buildings and new 
construction), EISA, and industry best practices. 
  
2017 GSA Building Effectiveness Criteria: 
  
A) Healthy, effective environments 
B) Energy efficiency 
C) Water use efficiency and management 
D) Solid waste diversion 
E) Sustainable procurement 
F) Siting. 
  
GSA has developed a list of the building design, operations, and maintenance categories aligning to each criterion. 
These sample lists are included for each criterion throughout the survey to provide context to respondents, but they are 
not meant to be all-inclusive.  If the system has credits aligning to the Building Effectiveness Criteria, yet not aligning 
to the elements listed, respondents are encouraged to select "other" and list additional elements in the provided field. 
 







Part II-A: General Information Questions


1) Name of Certification System


Important note about supporting information:  
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


2) Please indicate which type of building project this response addresses: 
Reminder, system owners should complete a Part II response for EACH type of project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation







Part II-B: Healthy, Effective Environments Information


In addition to answering the questions below, please provide supporting documentation where applicable. 
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


3) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Healthy, 
Effective Environments may include the following. Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by 
the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to these elements, yet in alignment with Healthy Effective 
Environments, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 3k.1). Please elaborate on each item answered 
"Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification 
numbers. In addition, where applicable, please provide supporting documentation. 
  
a)  ventilation and thermal comfort 
b)  daylighting and lighting controls 
c)  indoor air quality plans 
d)  radon detection 
e)  moisture control 
f)  low-emitting materials 
g)  protecting IAQ during construction 
h)  environmental smoking control 
i)  integrated pest management 
j)  occupant health and wellness 
k) other


3a.1) Does your system address ventilation and thermal control? 


Yes


No


 3a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ventilation and thermal control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 


3a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3b.1) Does your system address daylighting and lighting controls?


Yes


No







3b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing daylighting and lighting controls. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3c.1) Does your system address indoor air quality plans?


Yes


No


3c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing indoor air quality plans. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3d.1) Does your system address radon detection?


Yes


No


3d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing radon detection. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous questions here.


3e.1) Does your system address moisture control?


Yes


No







3e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing moisture control. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3f.1) Does your system address low-emitting materials?


Yes


No


3f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing low-emitting materials. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3g.1) Does your system address protecting IAQ during construction?


Yes


No


3g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protecting IAQ during construction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3h.1) Does your system address environmental smoking control?


Yes


No







3h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmental smoking control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3i.1) Does your system address integrated pest management?


Yes


No


3i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing integrated pest management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3j.1) Does your system address occupant health and wellness?


Yes


No


3j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing occupant health and wellness. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3k.1) Does your system address other areas related to Healthy, Effective Environments?


Yes


No







3k.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Healthy, Effective 
Environments. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3k.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-C: Energy Efficiency Information


4) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Energy 
Efficiency may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled energy use reduction 
b) actual energy use reduction 
c) ENERGY STAR products 
d) renewable energy 
e) clean and alternative energy 
f)  metering 
g) benchmarking 
h) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with energy efficiency, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 4h.1). 
Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify 
formal credit names and identification numbers. 


4a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled energy use reduction?


Yes


No


4a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled energy use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4b.1) Does your system address actual energy use 
reduction?


Yes


No


4b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual energy use reduction. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4c.1) Does your system address ENERGY STAR products? 


Yes


No


4c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ENERGY STAR products. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A." 


4c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4d.1) Does your system address renewable energy? 
Renewable energy comes from sources that are either inexhaustible or can be replaced very rapidly through 
natural processes. Examples include the sun, wind, geothermal energy, small (river-turbine) hydropower, and 
other hydrokinetic energy (waves and tides).


Yes


No


4d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing renewable energy. 


4d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4e.1) Does your system address clean and alternative energy? 
Alternative energy refers to energy not derived from traditional fossil fuel sources (coal, natural gas, petroleum) 
through conventional processes.


Yes


No


4e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing clean and alternative energy. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4f.1) Does your system address metering?


Yes


No


4f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing metering. If you answered "No" above, please 
enter "N/A."


4f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4g.1) Does your system address benchmarking?


Yes


No


4g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing benchmarking. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


4g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4h.1) Does your system address other areas related to Energy Efficiency?


Yes


No


4h) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to energy efficiency. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-D: Water Use Efficiency and Management Information


5) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Water Use 
Efficiency and Management may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled water use reduction 
b) actual indoor water use reduction 
c) actual outdoor water use reduction 
d) water conserving products 
e) meters 
f)  cooling towers 
g) water efficient landscapes 
h) alternative sources of water 
i) stormwater management 
j) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning 
to these elements, yet in alignment with water use efficiency and management, should be indicated by answering 
"Yes" to question 5j.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where 
applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


5a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled water use reduction?


Yes


No


5a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5b.1) Does your system address actual indoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual indoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







5c.1) Does your system address actual outdoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual outdoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5d.1) Does your system address water conserving products?


Yes


No


5d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  water conserving products. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5e.1) Does your system address meters?


Yes


No


5e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing meters. If you answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A."


5e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5f.1) Does your system address cooling towers?


Yes


No







5f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing cooling towers. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


5f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5g.1) Does your system address water efficient landscapes?


Yes


No


5g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing water efficient landscapes. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5h.1) Does your system address alternative sources of water?


Yes


No


5h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing alternative sources of water. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5i.1) Does your system address stormwater management?


Yes


No







5i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  stormwater management. If upi answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5j.1) Does your system address other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and Management?


Yes


No


5j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and 
Management. If answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-E: Solid Waste Diversion Information


6) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Solid Waste 
Diversion may include the following: 
  
a) space for collection and storage of recyclables 
b) construction waste management 
c) site construction waste management 
d) waste diversion for occupants 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Solid Waste Diversion, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
6e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


6a.1) Does your system address space for collection and storage of recyclables? 


Yes


No


6a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing space for collection and storage of recyclables. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6b.1) Does your system address construction waste management? 
Unlike operational waste, which is made after a building is built, construction waste refers to materials and 
debris generated during construction, renovation, demolition, or dismantling of structures, buildings and 
associated infrastructure. Material types in operational and construction waste differ from operational waste, so 
reduction and diversion strategies also differ.


Yes


No


6b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing construction waste management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







6c.1) Does your system address site construction waste management? 
Site construction waste includes soil, rocks, trees, shrubs and other debris removed from the site for construction.


Yes


No


6c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing site construction waste management. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6d.1) Does your system address waste diversion for occupants?


Yes


No


6d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing waste diversion for occupants. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Solid Waste Diversion?


Yes


No


6e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to solid waste diversion. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-F: Sustainable Procurement Information


7) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Sustainable 
Procurement may include the following: 
  
a) recycled content 
b) biobased content 
c) environmentally preferable products 
d) ozone depleting compounds 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with sustainable procurement, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
7e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


7a.1) Does your system address recycled content?


Yes


No


7a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing recycled content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7b.1) Does your system address biobased content?


Yes


No


7b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing biobased content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7c.1) Does your system address environmentally preferable products?


Yes


No







7c.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmentally preferable products. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7d.1) Does your system address ozone depleting compounds?


Yes


No


7d.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ozone depleting compounds. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


7d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Sustainable Procurement?


Yes


No


7e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to sustainable procurement. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-G: Siting Information


8) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Siting may 
include the following: 
  
a) access to public transportation 
b) access to amenities/neighborhood assets 
c) floodplain avoidance 
d) consideration of occupant transportation emissions 
e) protection of historic resources 
f)  bicycling options 
g) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Siting, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 8g.1. Please 
elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal 
credit names and identification numbers. 


8a.1) Does your system address access to public transportation?


Yes


No


8a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to public transportation. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8b.1) Does your system address access to amenities/neighborhood assets?


Yes


No


8b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to amenities/neighborhood assets. If you  
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8c.1) Does your system address floodplain avoidance?


Yes


No







8c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing floodplain avoidance. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


8c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8d.1) Does your system address consideration of occupant transportation emissions?


Yes


No


8d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing consideration of occupant transportation 
emissions. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8e.1) Does your system address protection of historic resources?


Yes


No


8e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protection of historic resources. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8f.1) Does your system address bicycling options?


Yes


No







8f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing bicycling options. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


8f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8g.1) Does your system address other areas related to siting?


Yes


No


8g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Siting. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.





		_8g_2) List and describe speci_RePgtlqJhSt8SPeKgRjF1A: N/A

		_8g_1) Does your system addres_ff8mY7BVb*i*sGiuAkjqUA: No

		_8f_2) List and describe speci_C0wNJMREdwPA8gnvh2ZNOw: N/A

		_8f_1) Does your system addres_1sstHIsbanCcUTwDKEgQlA: No

		_8e_2) List and describe speci_lGjbsZOFQpSxrT6TdCQh4g: N/A

		_8e_1) Does your system addres_16KZxJGV-qB91MoyOzebIA: No

		_8d_2) List and describe speci_bwSIISERQYJdT1ISjOIRaQ: N/A

		_8d_1) Does your system addres_KvyWd2ElueSL6UWEcsSsnQ: No

		_8c_2) List and describe speci_p*D8ALhOtcDDbOfexSd2lQ: N/A

		_8c_1) Does your system addres_HmUtbZX-saFnNkKhrcHnag: No

		_8b_2)  List and describe spec_UWFqfedTFEOKZ7iFoGHMaQ: N/A

		_8b_1) Does your system addres_BvSyxvE9y4MYRtpbBuGODw: No

		_8a_2)  List and describe spec_71CUzmRyw7db1Z*-cW*79w: N/ASide Note: Due to the nature of sustainable interior assessments, Siting elements are Whole Building type criteria that Green Globes Sustainable Interiors intentionally does not address because such criteria are usually outside the control of a tenant. Green Globes for New Construction is offered by Green Building Initiative for whole building construction or major renovation projects pursuing green building certification and provides criteria addressing access to public transportation.

		_8a_1) Does your system addres_-h0swVx1RxaVuEk9fJMNPg: No

		_7e_2) List and describe speci_oKY0GjoiTgpJHZYmkp2p0g: 1.3 Environmental Purchasing1.3.1 Criteria: Does the environmental purchasing plan for construction include the procurement of energy-saving, high-efficiency equipment?Energy efficient equipment typically means Energy Star-labeled appliances and office equipment, and/or office partitions and furniture that are either certified to be energy efficient or designated by a manufacturer as energy-efficient based on some objective criteria.1.3.2 Criteria: Is there an environmental purchasing plan for the future occupying organization with provisions for energy and water efficient equipment, environmental attributes for consumables, and a policy and procedure to reduce and minimize the need for materials and products?This document represents a commitment by the future tenant organization’s decision makers to continue the practice of environmental purchasing after the project is complete and the space is occupied. It should include a policy covering environmental attributes of consumable materials, ongoing equipment purchases are energy efficient (or water efficient as applicable), safety and hazard minimization as applicable, and a plan to minimize/reduce the need for materials and products.

		_7e_1) Does your system addres_UAJ5wsoZSMRNlvXXRDjlwA: Yes

		_7d_2)  List and describe spec_YEPA*SMqryBTbxv83-jqTA: N/ASide Note: Due to the nature of sustainable interior assessments, "7d) ozone depleting compounds" is a Whole Building type criterion that Green Globes for Sustainable Interiors intentionally does not address because such criteria are usually outside the control of a tenant. Green Globes for New Construction is offered by Green Building Initiative for whole building construction or major renovation projects pursuing green building certification and provides criteria addressing ozone depleting compounds.

		_7d_1) Does your system addres_U6VHO0hv181DgxKaXT-euQ: No

		_7c_2)  List and describe spec_MTgFd0UrLTDgCcJTYXOC3w: Green Globes provides two Paths for materials as shown below. Path A addresses life cycle assessment (LCA), which is a comprehensive and integrated environmental valuation of materials. Path B addresses individual or single attributes such as recycled content, bio-based, wood certification, etc. EPD's are consolidated labels meeting ISO standards, while other third-party certifications are allowed to verify one or more single attributes, with pro-rata credit awarded depending on the attributes submitted and verified. 4.1 Interior Fit-Outs (including Finishes and Furnishings)Green Globes provides two paths for assessing Interior Fit-outs (including finishes and furnishings):• Path A: Performance Path for Interior Fit-outs• Path B: Prescriptive Path for Interior Fit-outs 4.1.1 Path A: Performance Path for Interior Fit-outs4.1.1.1 Criteria: Was life cycle assessment and relative comparison of a minimum of two alternative interior fit-outs (including finishes and furnishings) performed during design, which resulted in the selection of an interior fit-out that has the least anticipated environmental impact based upon comparable applications?The interior fit-out with the least anticipated environmental impact of the two alternative comparable interior fit-outs must be implemented for potentially receiving full credit. Third-party reviewed life cycle assessment must conform to ISO 14040 and ISO 14044.Reference Material:•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 4.1.1See also answers to 7a.2 (Recycled Content)4.1 Interior Fit-Outs (Including Finishes and Furnishings), Path B: Prescriptive Path for Interior Fit-outs

		_7c_1) Does your system addres_0fnGilNmb3mg*N0mEKFJMA: Yes

		_7b_2)  List and describe spec_noRo2DXICJxQZBCbipuelg: See answers to 7a.2 (Recycled Content)4.1 Interior Fit-Outs (Including Finishes and Furnishings), Path B: Prescriptive Path for Interior Fit-outs

		_7b_1) Does your system addres_F3sGS8HdI-ICoGE3o0BxKg: Yes

		_7a_2)  List and describe spec_2g*0XwFg89sWhkfHlqyMFw: Green Globes provides two Paths for materials as shown below. Path B addresses individual or single attributes such as recycled content, bio-based, wood certification, etc. EPD's are consolidated labels meeting ISO standards, while other third-party certifications are allowed to verify one or more single attributes, with pro-rata credit awarded depending on the attributes submitted and verified. 4.1 Interior Fit-Outs (including Finishes and Furnishings)• Path A: Performance Path for Interior Fit-outsGreen Globes provides two paths for assessing Interior Fit-outs (including finishes and furnishings):• Path B: Prescriptive Path for Interior Fit-outs 4.1.2 Path B: Prescriptive Path for Interior Fit-outs4.1.2.1 Criteria: Based upon the appropriate application and specification of comparable products, what percentage of the interior fit-out materials and products (including finishes and furnishings) selected (based upon cost) have:4.1.2.1.1 Sub-criteria: • Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) that utilize Program Operator verified EPD, conform to ISO standards, and minimally include cradle-to-gate scope:   o Industry Wide (Generic) EPD: Products specified for the interior fit-out shall include Type III Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)?       AND/OR   o Brand Specific EPD: Products specified for the interior fit-out shall include Type III Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), where the EPDs are manufacturer specific products?and/or• Third-party certifications that are based upon a multiple attribute standard(s) developed by a consensus based process from an approved standards development organization? Examples include NSF sustainability assessment standards, UL Environment sustainability standards, Sustainable Minds Transparency Report Framework, and other consensus based assessment standards that are multiple attribute-based.and/or• Third-party verified product life cycle assessment based upon ISO 14040:2006 and ISO 14044:2006, and minimally covers cradle-to-gate scope?and/or• Third-party sustainable forestry certifications?

		_7a_1) Does your system addres_CYMKnIdGDSVH7GKTapDwAg: Yes

		_6e_2) List and describe speci_k9Qe9J6wha0u-qoH5CI-8A: 4.5 Building Service Life Plan4.5.1 Criteria: Is there a schedule for maintenance, repair and replacement for each interior element for the duration of the building design service life?This plan and policy may be specific for the space being assessed or part of an overall building document.  The objective of a “Building Service Life Plan” is to provide reasonable assurance that the new building will be serviceable for an estimated period of time as a result of using quality systems and components that are properly installed and well maintained.  CSA S478-95 (R2007): Guideline on Durability in Buildings outlines how to develop and implement a Building Durability Plan.Reference Material:•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 4.5.1

		_6e_1) Does your system addres_c8ODjtRZ2H33qWuU5jqrPQ: Yes

		_6d_2) List and describe speci_bTdT-PQErIOHp7VR2BUWOQ: See answers to 6a.2 (Space for collection and storage of recyclables)1.1.2 IDP Performance Goals

		_6d_1) Does your system addres_L2Qe5F9h8C9BbrppZsyeYA: Yes

		_6c_2) List and describe speci_uocCRN-sB5KemmiLhlGvkA: See answers to 6b.2 (Construction waste management)4.4.1 Construction and Operational Waste

		_6c_1) Does your system addres_qyq4*TRaKWJrtt-PP7yMyg: Yes

		_6b_2) List and describe speci_Qv-03fko4xMIK2TAwn-vNQ: 1.2.1 Building Materials and Building Envelope1.2.1.1 Criteria: Is there a requirement for the following construction best-practices to protect building materials and control mold:• 1.2.1.1.1: Building materials made of organic material or those that could absorb moisture are protected in transit and at the construction site from contact with moisture and from collecting organic matter such as leaves, soil or insects?• 1.2.1.1.2: The interior is weather-tight and dry before installation of interior walls, wood floors, ceilings, or HVAC systems?Examples of building materials made of organic material include wood, gypsum board, and plasterboard. This is verified by the Green Globes Assessor. The measures should be included in the General Contractors‘ Environmental Management System as part of the Site and Work Instructions. Reference Material:•   ASHRAE Indoor Quality Guide: Best Practices for Design, Construction and Commissioning, 2010•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 1.2.1.14.4.1 Construction and Operational Waste 4.4.1.1 Criteria: What percentage of the construction waste, including interior building demolition waste, will be diverted from the landfill?When calculating percentage of construction waste, be consistent with units used – either by weight or by volume. Develop a waste management/reduction plan and strategy, which should include a waste audit and waste diversion strategy report. In retrofit situations, check that there is an asbestos removal plan; a procedure to minimize the risk of exposure to lead-based paint; instructions for a waste audit; a dismantling and source separation plan; a list of construction materials that are to be source-separated on-site for reuse and recycling; addresses universal waste (i.e. fluorescent tubes, ballasts, batteries, etc.); and a contractual means of ensuring that all recyclable materials and equipment are diverted from landfill. Estimates of waste diversion will be verified by the Green Globes Assessor.Reference Material:•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 4.4.1.1

		_6b_1) Does your system addres_2pvXbuwN60fdQ-ZZJaO6Ow: Yes

		_6a_2) List and describe speci_0nLlByCxo12sVvP4VP4pxg: 1.1.2 IDP Performance Goals 1.1.2.1 Criteria: Were (qualitative) green design goals established at the pre-design phase for any or all of the following:• 1.1.2.1.7: Waste management and recycling for occupants?   Written qualitative goals must have been established during the pre-design phase for each item receiving credit.4.4.1.2 Criteria: Does the building design address operations-related recycling programs through one or more of the following:• 4.4.1.2.1: Operational flow for waste handling and storage facilities for recycling?Storage areas to include collection of mixed paper, corrugated cardboard, glass, plastics, and metals. There should be at least 20 ft.2 (1.86 m2) of designated storage space for recyclables per 10,000 ft.2 (929 m2) of space or 100 ft.2 (9 m2) for buildings greater than 50,000 ft.2 (4,645 m2). There should also be adequate space for the temporary sorting and storage of recyclables at collection points near the sources of waste - either in each office or on each floor. Chutes may also be used to separate materials. Review the construction documents for details of a recycling system and facilities for handling and storing recyclables. • 4.4.1.2.2: Storage areas for recyclable waste at points of service?All gaps and cracks should be sealed within designated storage areas for recyclable waste protect against pests.• 4.4.1.2.3: Storage areas for recyclable waste at pick-up areas?Designated storage areas for recyclable waste at pick-up areas should be sealed to protect against pests.• 4.4.1.2.4: Operational flow for handling and storage facilities for composting?

		_6a_1) Does your system addres_UvtTWJkcWP5FpAiD5IdMnw: Yes

		_5j_2) List and describe speci_uC-LcM51-ZGzPXXsqSQNbQ: N/AGreen Globes for Sustainable Interiors criteria related to Water Use Efficiency and Management are listed in the answers above. 

		_5j_1) Does your system addres_H3DgL94clzAdc*x5TqiPxw: No

		_5i_2) List and describe speci_uvl*Hvr9jENP9Dy03TUF4A: N/A

		_5i_1) Does your system addres_44JJfopIb3LX1OwrtP4huw: No

		_5h_2) List and describe speci_SXdkE82Q9hUy72PHq0h0Hg: 3.3.3 Special Water Features3.3.3.1 Criteria: Do special water features (e.g. swimming pools, spas, ornamental fountains, water playscapes, etc.) filter and re-circulate water for reuse within the system?3.3.3.2 Criteria: Do special water features use alternate sources of water for make-up water?

		_5h_1) Does your system addres_SNUIXS8Mtdt5TpN5OfLYLA: Yes

		_5g_2) List and describe speci_1EBkt6M9pdaOuYDxhgRnlg: 1.4.3 Operations and Maintenance Manual1.4.3.1 Criteria: Is there a requirement to develop or modify an existing Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Manual and/or Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) that contains descriptions and information on the continuous tasks related to any additional complex systems – for example communications, fire, security, cleaning instructions, lighting controls, etc.? For whole buildings pursuing Green Globes certification, the O&M manual should include at least 12 of the items listed below. Since most whole buildings are operated and maintained by the owner or designated representative, the optimal compliance strategy for a client seeking Green Globes SI certification is to have the owner’s O&M manuals/CMMS augmented to include the operating features of the newly renovated space. Operating plans, policies, and protocols for a variety of building aspects should allow the building engineers and managers to run the building as it was designed, continually optimizing the efficiency, and realizing the efficiency and environmental benefits of the installed systems and prescribed practices. In general, sustainability practices that apply to the entire building should be inherited by the SI space(s). If such designated practices are not in place for the entire building, then the following list should be adapted to apply to at least the SI space(s).General Building• Low-Impact Site and Green Building Exterior Management Plan (part of existing building management plan)   o Establish a plan that addresses building exterior management practices that have a low environmental impact and preserve the surrounding ecology. This plan should include:      - Maintenance equipment.      - Chemical/fertilizer/snow removal practices.      - Building/exterior products and practices as they relate to cleaning, painting, or sealing.      - It can also include landscape waste, plantings, and exterior pest control, although those areas might also be addressed under other policies.      - A narrative should be included that gives an overview of the organizational management plan that highlights all included topics and quarterly reporting requirements. The narrative should also include a requirement for quartering reporting over a specified period.• Site Maintenance Contract (part of existing building management plan)   o The Site Maintenance Contract should include the following:      - Site map to identify locations for meters, controllers, valves, filters, hose bibs, back flow prevention devices, and water sources;      - Identification of site square footage of each irrigated landscape zone to use in the formulation of a site water budget by a certified or degreed irrigation designer or auditor;      - Requirement that a certified or degreed irrigation designer or auditor check irrigation system by turning it on manually to inspect for leaks, breaks, over spray, etc. every month or more, if possible;      - Description of actions to be taken to quickly find and fix irrigation to avoid substantial loss of water;      - Requirement to use mulch and to renew mulch on an annual basis or as needed;      - Requirement to grass-cycle with every mowing, if turf is used on site;      - Requirement to use mulching mowers and to leave grass clippings on the site, instead of removing clippings and taking to the landfill;      - Requirement for use of organic fertilizers;      - Limitation on the use of non-organic herbicides and pesticides and that they only be applied by certified applicators;      - Requirement that maintenance contractors are certified landscape professionals accredited by a local water provider and/or university;      - Requirement that plant replacements be done within an approved or provided plant list, or in the context of the site goals for efficiency;      - Requirement that “Extra” work be spelled out in the contract and agreed to by owner, manager and contractors.

		_5g_1) Does your system addres_sWoDS-owG*j*mNJC3BYHSQ: Yes

		_5f_2) List and describe speci_Vs1Bl6C7Z27c4Eq-vk8nWQ: 1.4.3 Operations and Maintenance Manual1.4.3.1 Criteria: Is there a requirement to develop or modify an existing Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Manual and/or Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) that contains descriptions and information on the continuous tasks related to any additional complex systems – for example communications, fire, security, cleaning instructions, lighting controls, etc.? Engineered Building Systems• Cooling Tower Operating Maintenance   o If the project includes a cooling tower system, the HVAC maintenance vendor should be signed to an agreement detailing all preventative maintenance.   o In-house staff may also provide the maintenance if a plan is in place.See attached Green Globes for Sustainable Interiors Technical Reference Manual (Green_Globes_for_Sustainable_Interiors_Technical_Reference_Manual_-_V1.04.pdf) attached for more details.

		_5f_1) Does your system addres_Yed87UhwQMiqa*VyN*Am2A: Yes

		_5e_2) List and describe speci_EdZ1jmtBd8vnw8mpVpPF9Q: 3.3.4 Metering3.3.4.1 Criteria: Is there sub-metering for all water-intensive indoor applications such as commercial kitchens, commercial laundry, labs, pools, spas, etc.?

		_5e_1) Does your system addres_A5bSI9G4qAlnIGtHGTTA5w: Yes

		_5d_2) List and describe speci_5l7oa25LOvutodeCicwoqA: 3.2 Residential & Commercial Food Service Fixtures and EquipmentGreen Globes provides two paths for assessing either residential plumbing fixtures or commercial food service equipment (as applicable):3.2.1 Path A: Residential Plumbing Fixtures3.2.1.1 Criteria: Do residential lavatory faucets conform to WaterSense®? 3.2.1.2 Criteria: Do residential kitchen faucets conform to WaterSense®? 3.2.1.3 Criteria: Do residential clothes washers have an ENERGY STAR® label and a maximum water factor of 6.0 gal/ft3 (23 L/m3) per full cycle?3.2.1.4 Criteria: Are residential dishwashers have an ENERGY STAR® label and a maximum water factor of 5.8 gal/ft3 (22 L/m3) per full cycle?3.2.2 Path B: Commercial Food Service Equipment3.2.2.1 Criteria: Do food services avoid water intensive equipment by having no water-fed garbage disposal?3.2.2.2 Criteria: Do the following appliances meet the prescribed limits for water usage:• 3.2.2.2.1: Combination ovens or steamers consume 2 gal/hr. (7.6 L/hr.) or less?• 3.2.2.2.2: Pre-rinse spray valves for dish-rinsing consume 1.5 gal/min (5.7 L/min) or less?3.2.2.2.3: Dishwashers consume 1.5 gal/rack/cycle (6 L/cycle) or less?3.3 Water Intensive Applications3.3.1 Laboratory and Medical Equipment3.3.1.1 Criteria: Are steam sterilizers equipped with the following:• 3.3.1.1.1: Mechanical vacuum systems?• 3.3.1.1.2: Water tempering devices that only allow water to flow when the discharge of condensate or hot water from the sterilizer exceeds 140°F (60°C)?3.3.1.2 Criteria: Does laboratory or medical equipment use non-potable water for once-through cooling?3.3.1.3 Criteria: Are dry vacuum systems specified for all medical/dental purposes?3.3.1.4 Criteria: Do X-rays, MRIs, CT scans, and other imaging equipment employ digital technologies; and/or Do large X-ray film systems (capable of processing X-ray films of more than 5.9 (150 mm) in length or width) employ recycling technology to reduce water waste?3.3.2 Laundry Equipment3.3.2.1 Criteria: Do coin or card-operated laundromat machines meet the prescribed water factor (WF) performance as follows (if applicable):• Single-load, soft- or hard-mounted laundromat washing machines with a WF of 8 gal/ft3 or less?and/or• Multi-load washing machines with a WF of 9.5 gal/ft3 or less?References:• ENERGY STAR® - What are “Modified Energy Factor” and “Water Factor” on ENERGY STAR® qualified clothes washers list? https://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=clotheswash.pr_crit_clothes_washers 3.3.2.2 Criteria: If an institutional/industrial laundry, are there the following types of washing machines:• Tunnel washing machine that is programmable to use a specific amount of water depending on the soiling of the material to be washed?• That has a water consumption of 0.96 gal/lb. (8 L/kg); or less than 1.44 gal/lb. (12 L/kg)?• That has a water recycling system?See also answers to 5b.2 (Actual indoor water use reduction)3.1 Plumbing Fixtures

		_5d_1) Does your system addres_mYHUA4OYWaGrnInoory-Dg: Yes

		_5c_2) List and describe speci_4kdOjj2fd-Ha-0XMkdEpWg: N/A

		_5c_1) Does your system addres_jWa-XvtY0yxc8BMHnDxylA: No

		_5b_2) List and describe speci_0EbJyM-TNJFHvh0yHcF1kw: 3.1 Plumbing Fixtures3.1.1 Criteria: Are any plumbing fixtures and fittings dedicated to the space certified as being compliant with the requirements of the U.S. EPA’s WaterSense® program?• 3.1.1.1: Toilets (maximum effective flush volume 1.28 gallons)? • 3.1.1.2: Urinals that achieve one of the following:o Use no water?ORo Maximum effective flush volume of 1 pint?ORo Maximum effective flush volume of 0.5 gallons?• 3.1.1.3: Showerheads (maximum effective flow rate 2.0 gallons per minute)? • 3.1.1.4: Non-residential lavatory faucets (maximum flow rate 0.5 gallons per minute)?Plumbing engineers and architects for the project should specify plumbing fixtures that comply with the WaterSense® program. WaterSense® is a program that partners with the U.S. EPA in hopes to reduce water usage by providing information on water-efficient fixtures, new homes and services. WaterSense® created a certification program that provides third-party validation that plumbing fixtures utilize at least 20% less water than the average peer product without sacrificing performance. Products that go through this certification can display the WaterSense® label.

		_5b_1) Does your system addres_k3HSMaNO1O04iYEKbJp5nQ: Yes

		_5a_2) List and describe speci_m9opx2*08HjgVjbELUdNWg: N/ASide Note: Due to  the nature of sustainable interior assessments, "5a) predicted/modeled water use reduction," "5c) actual outdoor water use reduction," and "5i) stormwater management" are Whole Building type criteria that Green Globes for Sustainable Interiors intentionally does not address because such criteria are usually outside the control of a tenant. Green Globes for New Construction is offered by Green Building Initiative for whole building construction or major renovation projects pursuing green building certification and provides criteria addressing predicted/modeled water use reduction.

		_5a_1) Does your system addres_LF3pyaCrSSD5uK6*6s83Hg: No

		_4h) List and describe specifi_TP4KxlblvkFgPOGOyALyYA: 2.3.1 Lighting Power Density2.3.1.1 Criteria: Is the total installed interior lighting power density (LPD) of the space at or below the lighting power density requirement in Table 2.3.1.1-A Building Area Method or Table 2.3.1.1-B Space-by-Space Method)?2.3.2 Interior Automatic Light Shut-off Controls2.3.2.1 Criteria: How many light fixtures have time-scheduling devices and/or individual occupant-sensing devices?2.3.3 Light Reduction Controls2.3.3.1 Criteria: How many interior light fixtures have lighting controls that can reduce the total connected lighting load by at least 50% from full lighting using any of the following technologies:• Dual switching of alternate rows or luminaires?  and/or  • Switching of individual lamps independently of adjacent lamps within a luminaire?   and/or   • Switching of each lamp or luminaire?   and/or  • Occupancy sensors within the space?2.4 Daylighting2.4.1 Controls for Daylighted Zones2.4.1.1 Criteria: Do all small daylit areas have automatic photocell lighting controls?2.4.1.2 Criteria: Do all large daylit areas have automatic photocell lighting controls?2.5 HVAC Systems Controls2.5.1 Automation Systems2.5.1.1 Criteria: Is there automation system controllability for energy systems (e.g. programmable thermostats, time clocks, occupancy sensors, etc.)?2.5.1.2 Criteria: Can the heating, ventilation and air-conditioning serving interior zones be controlled independently of the heating, ventilation and air-conditioning serving adjacent spaces that are not part of the interiors project?2.5.2 Domestic Hot Water Heaters2.5.2.1 Criteria: Are the new hot water heaters tankless instant hot-water heaters or do they meet the efficiency requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010?2.5.2.2 Criteria: Are all building gas domestic hot water heaters equipped with intermittent electrical igniters and low NOX burners?

		_4h_1) Does your system addres_z6WeBVSJzYmuA*LX5kYmHw: Yes

		_4g_2) List and describe speci_zbVXR*F6ht1uODlXtXP9EQ: 2.1.3 Criteria: Is there a monitoring feature that includes continuous or regular updates shared with tenants for different energy end uses, plug loads, and high energy use equipment?2.1.4 Criteria: Is there a formal written plan, approved and signed by building management, with provisions that the monitored data is analyzed, configured and reported in such a way that tenants can take corrective action to reduce loads based on the reported results?A relevant, useful plan would address the who, what, when, and how the data is collected, analyzed, reported, reviewed, and the processes for following up on reported information to improve energy efficiency.Reference Material:•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 2.1.4

		_4g_1) Does your system addres_3llv55bODTnFB3tDPmnXcw: Yes

		_4f_2) List and describe speci_oDYm3Z8XEp6gWLcbkaERXQ: Side Note: "f) metering" is addressed in Green Globes Sustainable Interiors for the affected SI space only.2.1 Energy Sub-metering2.1.1 Criteria: Is electricity separately metered for the interior space? 2.1.2 Criteria: Is there sub-metering installed for the following:• 2.1.2.1: Lighting? • 2.1.2.2: Plug loads? • 2.1.2.3: Large specialized equipment (e.g. servers, medical equipment, MRI units, etc.) that are likely to produce more than 10% of annual energy use? • 2.1.2.4: Other equipment or systems that impact energy? 

		_4f_1) Does your system addres_cn1c0XMqb54pYn8uh-tzdg: Yes

		_4e_2) List and describe speci_JNoGx7kvK5*r2KOraXuiNA: N/A

		_4e_1) Does your system addres_KRGOYY-8iSuNMUUisFmXdg: No

		_4d_2) List and describe speci_yM5PP-imyUokV4VLvbpd6g: N/A

		_4d_1) Does your system addres_azygvWx4jsYRErxqQA2qzw: No

		_4c_2) List and describe speci_C*mUvbopljgJeT3hUlfQsQ: 1.3 Environmental Purchasing1.3.1 Criteria: Does the environmental purchasing plan for construction include the procurement of energy-saving, high-efficiency equipment?Energy efficient equipment typically means ENERGY STAR-labeled appliances and office equipment, and/or office partitions and furniture that are either certified to be energy efficient or designated by a manufacturer as energy efficient based on some objective criteria.Data documenting energy efficient equipment such as ENERGY STAR®, SEER ratings on HVAC equipment, and/or nameplate data on motors and lighting, as applicable, support the Green Globes Assessor’s verification.1.3.2 Criteria: Is there an environmental purchasing plan for the future occupying organization with provisions for energy and water efficient equipment, environmental attributes for consumables, and a policy and procedure to reduce and minimize the need for materials and products?This document represents a commitment by the future tenant organization’s decision makers to continue the practice of environmental purchasing after the project is complete and the space is occupied. It should include a policy covering environmental attributes of consumable materials, ongoing equipment purchases are energy efficient (or water efficient as applicable), safety and hazard minimization as applicable, and a plan to minimize/reduce the need for materials and products.A new policy specific to the newly reconfigured space, or an existing policy that applies to all occupants of the building are acceptable documentation. The document can be as explicit as possible, such as designating purchasing preference for ENERGY STAR®-labeled equipment, minimum SEER ratings, and performance requirements or standards to be applied to future-purchased items, or criteria that can be used to verify whether an order is for energy- or water-efficient items.2.6.2.2 Criteria: Is there a policy in place that requires all new equipment purchases to be based on energy efficient criteria, such as ENERGY STAR® or other applicable standards?3.3.2 Laundry Equipment3.3.2.1 Criteria: Do coin or card-operated laundromat machines meet the prescribed water factor (WF) performance as follows (if applicable):• Single-load, soft- or hard-mounted laundromat washing machines with a WF of 8 gal/ft3 or less?and/or• Multi-load washing machines with a WF of 9.5 gal/ft3 or less?References:• ENERGY STAR® - What are “Modified Energy Factor” and “Water Factor” on ENERGY STAR® qualified clothes washers list?https://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=clotheswash.pr_crit_clothes_washers 3.2.1.3 Criteria: Do residential clothes washers have an ENERGY STAR®69 label and a maximum water factor of 6.0 gal/ft3 (23 L/m3) per full cycle?3.2.1.4 Criteria: Are residential dishwashers have an ENERGY STAR® label and a maximum water factor of 5.8 gal/ft3 (22 L/m3) per full cycle?

		_4c_1) Does your system addres_CiByXdZxWFGcZH32N2ICjw: Yes

		_4b_2) List and describe speci_oUL8CYvdKXWomGukrgj4CA: Note: The entirety of the Energy environmental assessment area within Green Globes for Sustainable Interiors applies to actual energy use reduction. 2.0  ENERGY2.1 Energy Sub-metering2.1.1 Is electricity separately metered for the interior space? 2.1.2 Is there sub-metering installed for the following:    2.1.2.1 •   Lighting?2.1.2.2 •   Plug loads?2.1.2.3 •   Large specialized equipment (e.g. servers, medical equipment, MRI units, etc.) that are likely to produce more than 10% of annual energy use?2.1.2.4 •   Other features that impact energy?2.1.3 Is there a monitoring feature that includes continuous or regular updates for shared with tenants for different energy end uses, plug loads, and high energy use equipment?2.1.4 Is the monitored data analyzed, configured and reported in such a way that tenants can take corrective action to reduce loads based on the reported results?2.2 Building Envelope2.2.1 Are windows energy efficient, or were inefficient windows retrofitted to improve energy efficiency by the following: 2.2.1.1 •   The thermal transmittance (U-factor) of the building‘s fenestration system is less than or equal to the values in Table 2.2.1 of the Green Globes for Sustainable Interiors Technical Reference Manual?2.2.1.2 •   The Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) of the building‘s fenestration system is less than or equal to the values in Table 2.2.1 of the Green Globes for Sustainable Interiors Technical Reference Manual?2.2.2 Have existing windows been sealed to reduce infiltration?2.2.3 Are the non-base building supplementary heating and/or cooling systems high efficiency units (e.g. cooling in server rooms)?2.3 Lighting2.3.1 Lighting Power Density2.3.1.1 Is the total installed interior lighting power density (LPD) of the space at or below the lighting power density requirement in the Green Globes for Sustainable Interiors Technical Reference Manual, Table 2.3.1.1-A Building Area Method or Table 2.3.1.1-B Space-by-Space Method?2.5 HVAC Systems and Controls2.5.1  Automation Systems2.5.1.1 Is there a central Building Automation System (BAS) that encompasses all systems that affect building energy performance, lighting, and thermal comfort?2.5.1.2 Can the heating, ventilation and air-conditioning serving interior zones be controlled independently of the heating, ventilation and air-conditioning serving adjacent spaces that are not part of the interiors project? 2.5.2  Domestic Hot Water Heaters2.5.2.1 Are the new water heaters tankless instant hot-water heaters or do they meet the efficiency requirements of ASHRAE 90.1-2010? 2.5.2.2 Are all building gas domestic hot water heaters equipped with intermittent electrical igniters and low NOX burners?2.6 Plug Loads2.6.1 Plug Load Inventory 2.6.1.1 Criteria: Is there an inventory of plug load items and equipment (based on name plate specifications) that is kept current, reviewed and revised as space occupancy and systems change?2.6.1.2 Criteria: Is there separate metering and monitoring – either real-time continuous or interval metering (down to 15 minute resolution) – that distinguishes between plug loads and major equipment loads and allows occupants to view plug load profiles?2.6.1.3 Criteria: Is there a system in place to track plug loads (from metered data) on at least a monthly basis, and which provides feedback to occupants for recommended strategies they can use to limit plug loads over which they have control?2.6.2 Plug Load Limiting2.6.2.1 Criteria: Are there policies in place that limit or prohibit “plug load accumulation” – the introduction or use of personal electrical equipment that increase plug loads (e.g. space heaters, fans, task lamps, coffee makers, charging stations, additional personal computers, etc.)?2.6.3 Plug Load Management 2.6.3.1 Criteria: Are there the following software-based power management control systems that can be programmed to minimize plug loads:• 2.6.3.1.1: Power management strategies to control plug loads?o Examples include load-sensing plug strips that use a master/slave approach, which can be set so that when turning off computers everything else in the plug strip also turns off; occupancy-sensing plug strips that detect the presence or absence of a user and automatically turn equipment on or off in response; and programmed time-of-use circuits that limit when, and for how long, plug load circuits are energized. Mark “N/A” if such plug load systems cannot be installed in context of the tenant’s operations.• 2.6.3.1.2: The power management system has been commissioned and is actively in use?2.6.3.2 Criteria: Is there a policy in place for education occupants on how to best manage plug loads to minimize load energy use?This policy can vary broadly depending on the level of data collection, information, analysis, and reporting that applies to plug loads in this tenant space. At minimum, that policy should identify the plug loads, make occupants aware of what information is available and developed for managing the plug loads, and what influence occupants have to modify their behaviors using plug load equipment. Behavior modifications can run the gamut of limiting the kinds of equipment occupants bring in or use, to identifying which parts of the space are the responsibility of which occupants (e.g. IT personnel for computers and printers; admin staff for break room items; lights off switching at the end of the day for all occupants). The key is to make sure that occupants are informed about what are the plug loads in their space – what equipment/systems contribute to these loads; how those loads are used by whom, when; what mechanisms are available for managing the loads (ON/OFF switches or timers; programmable features); and how to access and use information that explains how to reduce or minimize loads, from user manuals or regular load reports, for example. See also answers to 3b.2 (Daylighting and lighting controls)2.3.2 Interior Automatic Light Shut-Off Controls2.3.3 Light Reduction Controls2.4.1 Controls for Daylighted ZonesFind the Green Globes for Sustainable Interiors Technical Reference Manual (Green_Globes_for_Sustainable_Interiors_Technical_Reference_Manual_-_V1.04.pdf) attached.

		_4b_1) Does your system addres_x4FUcIhEoV9s97XKwgbrvg: Yes

		_4a_2) List and describe speci_IeqlYl0lPHLLTcAlTZcMFQ: N/ASide Note: Due to  the nature of sustainable interior assessments, "4a) predicted/modeled energy use reduction," "4d) renewable energy," and "4e) clean and alternative energy" are Whole Building type criteria that Green Globes for Sustainable Interiors intentionally does not address because such criteria are usually outside the control of a tenant. Green Globes for New Construction is offered by Green Building Initiative for whole building construction or major renovation projects pursuing green building certification and provides criteria addressing predicted/modeled energy use reduction.

		_4a_1) Does your system addres_zIMxQwTVipShghNkYyRcNg: No

		_3k) List and describe specifi_5y-8FQxTNnXJYoLaeSpxCA: 6.3.2.6 Criteria: Are there unique lighting solutions that enhance the space and use lighting technology in innovative ways?6.3.2.7 Criteria: Is there a wayfinding system provided within the interior fit-out124 (e.g. artwork, plants, views, interesting objects and décor, etc.)?See also answers to 3j.2 (Occupant health and wellness)1.1.2 IDP Performance Goals

		_3k_1) Does your system addres_2bn3vp-lDPx-Qjoc4Yg5YA: Yes

		_3j_2) List and describe speci_o6UBfx-Ucz-oZtdQpOa65Q: 1.1.2 IDP Performance Goals1.1.2.1 Criteria: Were (qualitative) green design goals established at the pre-design phase for any or all of the following: (Written qualitative goals must have been established during the pre-design phase for each item receiving credit.)• 1.1.2.1.1: Acoustic comfort? • 1.1.2.1.2: Efficient lighting? 1.1.2.1.3: Lighting quality?    o “Lighting quality” refers to recognizing early in the design process the visual needs of the future occupants, such as visual comfort from glare, lighting that supports health and productivity, and whether lighting levels are adequate for the task. An example of this would be to consider avoidance of eye strain symptoms from relevant task area by considering lighting levels and other parameters such as glare and color rendition.• 1.1.2.1.4: Material utilization and efficiency?• 1.1.2.1.5: Space optimization and flexibility?Many larger organizations have a space planning, programming and justification policy and procedures document, including most public entities. This can serve as a guidance document for this process. Otherwise, prudent consideration of the true space need, space layout and adaptability for the most efficient design for the intended occupancy should be reflected in the sustainable goal setting process.• 1.1.2.1.6: Thermal comfort and indoor air quality? 6.2.3 Ventilation and Physical Isolation for Specialized Activities6.2.3.1 Criteria: Are there separate ventilation and/or physical isolation for specialized activities that generate pollutants (e.g. healthcare settings, hair salons, nail salons, janitor closets, labs, testing areas, etc.)?“Specialized activities” include but are not limited to medical isolation rooms, printing, smoking, cooking, photo processing, laundry, dry-cleaning, laboratory work and workshop activities. Mark “N/A” if there are no specialized activities that generate pollutants. 

		_3j_1) Does your system addres_J6nikFLtyvWZ06odineUxw: Yes

		_3i_2) List and describe speci_n1wOOroQeo0UV99MsDbE9g: 1.4.3 Operations and Maintenance Manual1.4.3.1 Criteria: Is there a requirement to develop or modify an existing Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Manual and/or Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) that contains descriptions and information on the continuous tasks related to any additional complex systems – for example communications, fire, security, cleaning instructions, lighting controls, etc.? Integrated Pest Management Plan - Refer to 5.2 Pest and Contamination Control4.4.1.2 Criteria: Does the building design address operations-related recycling programs through one or more of the following:• 4.4.1.2.1: Operational flow for waste handling and storage facilities for recycling?Storage areas to include collection of mixed paper, corrugated cardboard, glass, plastics, and metals. There should be at least 20 ft.2 (1.86 m2) of designated storage space for recyclables per 10,000 ft.2 (929 m2) of space or 100 ft.2 (9 m2) for buildings greater than 50,000 ft.2 (4,645 m2). There should also be adequate space for the temporary sorting and storage of recyclables at collection points near the sources of waste - either in each office or on each floor. Chutes may also be used to separate materials. Review the construction documents for details of a recycling system and facilities for handling and storing recyclables. • 4.4.1.2.2: Storage areas for recyclable waste at points of service?   o All gaps and cracks should be sealed within designated storage areas for recyclable waste protect against pests.All gaps and cracks should be sealed within designated storage areas for recyclable waste protect against pests.5.1 Integrated Pest Management5.1.1 Criteria: Has an integrated pest management policy been developed for the interior space that includes roles and responsibilities?

		_3i_1) Does your system addres_6W8UxU8ZhU6jraP1vIegPw: Yes

		_3h_2) List and describe speci_qd4mt5cKL7hjfQCZJDI7Fw: 6.2.3 Ventilation and Physical Isolation for Specialized Activities6.2.3.1 Criteria: Are there separate ventilation and/or physical isolation for specialized activities that generate pollutants (e.g. healthcare settings, hair salons, nail salons, janitor closets, labs, testing areas, etc.)?"Specialized activities” include, but are not limited to medical isolation rooms, printing, smoking, cooking, photo processing, laundry, dry-cleaning, laboratory work, and workshop activities. 

		_3h_1) Does your system addres_rxHHaWM612D52c5agChYKA: Yes

		_3g_2) List and describe speci_L8VcycLJI*hktZMY71rhww: See answers to 3c.2 (Indoor air quality plans)1.2.2 IAQ During Construction

		_3g_1) Does your system addres_cprrZurh-D1XvzZOz3bh0g: Yes

		_3f_2) List and describe speci_kXtfEWAQEmu5QoP462HuPw: 1.1.2.1 Criteria: Were (qualitative) green design goals established at the pre-design phase for any or all of the following:• 1.1.2.1.6: Thermal comfort and indoor air quality?   6.2 Source Control of Indoor Pollutants6.2.1 Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)6.2.1.1 Criteria: Is there a requirement that adhesives and sealants comply with prescribed limits of VOCs and/or be certified?“Certified” means compliance with the assessment guidance and any of the certifications listed in Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Table 6.2.1.1: Adhesives and Sealants VOC Limits. The “prescribed limits” are based on South Coast Air Quality Management District Rule 1168 for volatile organic compounds.  Refer to Table 6.2.1.1: Adhesives and Sealants VOC Limits for the types of adhesives and sealants and the test methods used to determine VOCs in these products.Reference Material:•    Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 6.2.1.1•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Table 6.2.1.1: Adhesives and Sealants VOC Limits6.2.1.2 Criteria: Is there a requirement that carpet, carpet pad, and under-carpet adhesives comply with the Carpet and Rug Institute’s (CRI) Green Label Plus program?Carpet and Rug Institute’s (CRI) Green Label Plus program is designed for architects, builders, specifiers, and facility managers who want assurances that carpet and adhesive products meet the most stringent criteria for low chemical emissions. Mark “N/A” if there will be no carpeting.Reference Material:•    Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 6.2.1.26.2.1.3 Criteria: Is there a requirement that paints comply with prescribed limits of VOCs and/or be certified?“Certified” means compliance with any of the certifications listed in the Green Globes for Sustainable Interiors Technical Reference Manual, Section 6.2.1.3. Refer to Table 6.2.1.3: Paint VOC Limits in the Green Globes SI manual for the types of paints and the test methods used to determine VOCs in these products. The “prescribed limits” given in the Table are based on ASTM D6886-03 Standard Test Method for Speciation of the Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) in Low VOC Content Waterborne Air-Dry Coatings by Gas Chromatography for volatile organic compounds. For other types of interior coatings containing VOC’s, refer to the manufacturer’s data and, where possible, cite the same ASTM D6886 – 03 standard.  Reference Material:•    Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 6.2.1.3•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Table 6.2.1.3: Paint VOC Limits6.2.1.4 Criteria: Is there a requirement that floors, floor coverings (including resilient and other non-carpet flooring) comply with prescribed limits of VOCs and/or be certified?“Certified” means compliance with any of the certifications listed in the Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 6.2.1.4. The “prescribed limits” are given in the Indoor Reference Exposure Levels (REL) developed by the California Office of Environmental Health and Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) for volatile organic compounds. “Floor coverings” include carpeting, resilient and other non-carpet flooring. Refer to Table 6.2.1.4: Floors & Floor Coverings VOC Limits in the Green Globes SI manual for the types of products, the test methods used to determine VOC emissions from these products, and the VOC emissions criteria. Reference Material:•    Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 6.2.1.4•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Table 6.2.1.4: Floors & Floor Coverings VOC Limits6.2.1.5 Criteria: Is there a requirement that interior ceiling products (including insulation, acoustical ceilings, etc.) comply with prescribed limits of VOCs and/or be certified?“Certified” means compliance with any of the certifications listed in the Green Globes for Sustainable Interiors Technical Reference Manual, Section 6.2.1.5. The “prescribed limits” are given in the Indoor Reference Exposure Levels (REL) developed by the California Office of Environmental Health and Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) for volatile organic compounds. “Interior ceiling products” include insulation and acoustical ceilings. Refer to Table 6.2.1.5: Interior Ceiling Product VOC Limits in the Green Globes SI manual for the types of products, the test methods used to determine VOC emissions from these products, and the VOC emissions criteria. Reference Material:•    Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 6.2.1.5•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Table 6.2.1.5: Interior Ceiling Product VOC Limits6.2.1.6 Criteria: Is there a requirement that interior wall products (including insulation, wall coverings, etc.) comply with prescribed limits of VOCs and/or be certified?“Certified” means compliance with any of the certifications listed in the Green Globes Sustainable Interiors Technical Reference Manual, Section 6.2.1.6. The “prescribed limits” are given in the Indoor Reference Exposure Levels (REL) developed by the California Office of Environmental Health and Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) for volatile organic compounds. “Interior wall products” include insulation and wall coverings. Does not apply to countertops, casework, cabinetry, and shelving. Refer to Table 6.2.1.6: Interior Wall Product VOC Limits in the Green Globes SI manual for the types of products, the test methods used to determine VOC emissions from these products, and the VOC emissions criteria.  Reference Material:•    Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 6.2.1.6•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Table 6.2.1.6: Interior Wall Product VOC Limits6.2.1.7 Criteria: Is there a requirement that systems furniture and seating comply with prescribed limits of VOCs and/or be certified?Reference ANSI 189.1-2009, office furniture systems and seating installed prior to occupancy shall be tested according to ANSI/BIFMA Standard M7.1 and shall not exceed the limit requirements listed in Normative Appendix E of this standard. Alternatively, Green Guard certification constitutes compliance with this criterion.  Mark “N/A” if purchase of new furniture is not within the scope of the project.

		_3f_1) Does your system addres_cIiuI5rFkmnszsdY-DLrsA: Yes

		_3e_2) List and describe speci_SpvQ2BfEVZK48JkPnWyXuQ: 1.2 Environmental Management During Construction1.2.1 Building Materials and Building Envelope1.2.1.1 Criteria: Is there a requirement for the following construction best-practices to protect building materials and control mold:• 1.2.1.1.1: Building materials made of organic material or those that could absorb moisture are protected in transit and at the construction site from contact with moisture and from collecting organic matter such as leaves, soil or insects?• 1.2.1.1.2: The interior is weather-tight and dry before installation of interior walls, wood floors, ceilings, or HVAC systems?Examples of building materials made of organic material include wood, gypsum board, and plasterboard. This is verified by the Green Globes Assessor. The measures should be included in the General Contractors‘ Environmental Management System as part of the Site and Work Instructions. Reference Material:•   ASHRAE Indoor Quality Guide: Best Practices for Design, Construction and Commissioning, 2010•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 1.2.1.11.2.2.2 Criteria: Where parts of the building will be occupied during construction, which of the following five basic strategies are specified per SMACNA’s IAQ Guidelines for Occupied Buildings Under Construction to control dust, odors, or irritants:• 1.2.2.2.1: HVAC Protection?• 1.2.2.2.2: Pollutant Source Control?• 1.2.2.2.3: Pathway Interruption?• 1.2.2.2.4: Housekeeping?• 1.2.2.2.5: Scheduling?The measures should be included in the General Contractors‘ Environmental Management System as part of the Site and Work Instructions. Optimally a building zone flush-out begins as soon as HVAC systems are operational and extends through the end of construction, furniture and finishings installation. The minimum recommended flush-out period is 7 days; it should be completed prior to occupancy. The HVAC system that covers the reconfigured space should be run continuously, 24 hours a day, with 100% outside air (no return air should be re-circulated into the space). The degree of zone control provided by the BAS (if any) will determine the overall approach to flush-out. Flush out by alternative means, such as exhaust fans in the space entry ways with direct venting to the outside or via exhaust vents, would accomplish the same purpose.Reference Material:•   ASHRAE Indoor Quality Guide: Best Practices for Design, Construction and Commissioning, 2010•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 1.2.2.12.2.2 Criteria: Have existing windows been sealed to reduce infiltration?The design drawings must show where and how existing windows have been sealed. Mark “not applicable” if there are no existing windows designated for the project space.6.2.2 Moisture and Vapor Control Methods6.2.2.1 Criteria: Are there any of the following measures to avoid mold:All appropriate spaces within the scope of the project should incorporate operational floor drains—shown on drawings or specified in the project manual—and include consideration of separate drain and holding tanks for hazardous or toxic materials. • 6.2.2.1.1: Materials and finishes are resistant to mold growth in spaces that generate high humidity (e.g. kitchens, toilet rooms, pools, laundry facilities, shower areas, etc.)?Examples of resistant materials and finishes include concrete, masonry, glass, metals, medium density fiberboard (MDF), mold-resistant board products and finishes, etc. • 6.2.2.1.2: There are floor drains located in all project space areas where equipment failures may cause plumbing leaks or where certain operations may cause spills or overflows?Floor drains designed as part of the project space should be directed to the appropriate building drain piping. Potential hazardous liquid waste from equipment or processes should be evaluated as part of the project design. Floor drain discharges should incorporate one or more holding facilities at a location where servicing and waste removal would not pose a significant health hazard. In some cases, the building may have already have facilities available to accept hazardous drainage. Mark “N/A” if there are no such spaces where floor drains might be required. Reference Material:•    ANSI/ASHRAE STANDARD 62.1-2010, Section 5.14•    ASHRAE 160-2009, Design Criteria for Moisture Design Analysis in Buildings, September 2006•    Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 6.2.2.1See also answers to 3c.2 (Indoor air quality plans)1.4.3 Operations and Maintenance Manual

		_3e_1) Does your system addres_vp9FGL78qzle6MBra7twEw: Yes

		_3d_2) List and describe speci_yJs0JGpG5gPj83S*aTm2bA: N/ASide Note: Due to  the nature of sustainable interior assessments, "d) radon detection" is a Whole Building type criterion that Green Globes for Sustainable Interiors intentionally does not address because such criteria are usually outside the control of a tenant. Green Globes for New Construction is offered by Green Building Initiative for whole building construction or major renovation projects pursuing green building certification.

		_3d_1) Does your system addres_YxsAWs9ik77h51MnLfxV8g: No

		_3c_2) List and describe speci_OEJ-jgKVJO9tQuFVPpBXJQ: 1.1.2 IDP Performance Goals 1.1.2.1 Criteria: Were (qualitative) green design goals established at the pre-design phase for any or all of the following:• 1.1.2.1.6: Thermal comfort and indoor air quality?   1.2.2 IAQ During Construction1.2.2.1 Criteria: Is there a requirement for either one of the following best-practices to maintain good indoor air quality:• The area under construction is to be flushed with 100% outdoor air for 7 consecutive days prior to occupancy, and filters changed after flush out but before it is occupied?OR • Baseline Indoor Air Quality testing gives acceptable results as per Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Testing for Indoor Air Quality, Section 01 81 09 (December 2007)?The measures should be included in the General Contractors‘ Environmental Management System as part of the Site and Work Instructions. Optimally a building zone flush-out begins as soon as HVAC systems are operational and extends through the end of construction, furniture and finishings installation. The minimum recommended flush-out period is 7 days; it should be completed prior to occupancy. The HVAC system that covers the reconfigured space should be run continuously, 24 hours a day, with 100% outside air (no return air should be re-circulated into the space). The degree of zone control provided by the BAS (if any) will determine the overall approach to flush-out. Flush out by alternative means, such as exhaust fans in the space entry ways with direct venting to the outside or via exhaust vents, would accomplish the same purpose.1.2.2.2 Criteria: Where parts of the building will be occupied during construction, which of the following five basic strategies are specified per SMACNA’s IAQ Guidelines for Occupied Buildings Under Construction to control dust, odors, or irritants:• 1.2.2.2.1: HVAC Protection?• 1.2.2.2.2: Pollutant Source Control?• 1.2.2.2.3: Pathway Interruption?• 1.2.2.2.4: Housekeeping?• 1.2.2.2.5: Scheduling?The measures should be included in the General Contractor‘s Environmental Controls specification as part of the Site and Work Instructions. A formal Environmental Management System (EMS) is not required.  Reference material:•    SMACNA IAQ Guidelines for Occupied Buildings Under Construction•  Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 1.2.2.21.4.3 Operations and Maintenance Manual1.4.3.1 Criteria: Is there a requirement to develop or modify an existing Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Manual and/or Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) that contains descriptions and information on the continuous tasks related to any additional complex systems – for example communications, fire, security, cleaning instructions, lighting controls, etc.? If the project does not have an Operations and Maintenance Manual, the owner’s building management likely has an existing O&M manual or active CMMS program that would apply to all building space, including new tenants. Cooperation from the building owner is key in such a case.Reference material:•  Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 1.4.3.1

		_3c_1) Does your system addres_sM2jTb9mVTa9Dc6K420vSQ: Yes

		_3b_2) List and describe speci_MeHjCnfFyB4gVb0hIGE77Q: 2.3.2 Interior Automatic Light Shut-off Controls2.3.2.1 Criteria: How many light fixtures have time-scheduling devices and/or individual occupant-sensing devices?Time-scheduling devices must control zones no more than 25,000 ft.2 (2,320 m2) per floor. There must be manual override switching devices that control zones no more than 5,000 ft.2 (465 m2) and these must allow lighting to stay on for no more than two hours. Individual occupant-sensing devices must control zones no more than 2,500 ft.2 (232 m2) in spaces smaller than 10,000 ft.2 (930 m2). For spaces that are larger than 10,000 ft.2 (930 m2), the control zones must be no greater than 10,000 ft.2 (930 m2). The occupant-sensing devices should also turn off all lighting in controlled areas within 30 minutes of all occupants leaving the area. Reference Material:•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 2.3.2.12.3.3 Light Reduction Controls2.3.3.1 Criteria: How many interior light fixtures have lighting controls that can reduce the total connected lighting load by at least 50% from full lighting using any of the following technologies:•  Dual switching of alternate rows or luminaires? and/or •  Switching of individual lamps independently of adjacent lamps within a luminaire? and/or •  Switching of each lamp or luminaire? and/or •  Occupancy sensors within the space?This criterion is based upon total light fixtures that have controls, e.g. if a 6 story building has 3 floors with sensors throughout, then 50% of the light fixtures would be controlled by sensors. Dual switches allow occupants to control a light from more than one place. A luminaire is defined as the lighting unit consisting of a lamp or lamps, while the lamp is the actual light source. Mark “N/A” for spaces that use less than 0.5 W/ft.2 (0.1 W/m2). Overall, the total connected lighting load (in kW) would need to be controllable so that the lighting energy across all fixtures can be reduced by at least half.2.4 Daylighting2.4.1 Controls for Daylighted Zones2.4.1.1 Criteria: Do all small daylit areas have automatic photocell lighting controls?“Small daylit area” means 250 - 2,500 ft.2 (23 -232 m2), and may have manual or automatic controls. “Automatic lighting photocell controls” includes stepped switching, stepped dimming and/or continuous dimming. Mark “N/A” where there are no sidelit and/or toplit areas larger than 250 ft.2 (23 m2).2.4.1.2 Criteria:Do all large daylit areas have automatic photocell lighting controls?“Large daylit area” means larger than 2,500 ft.2 (232 m2), and must have automatic controls. “Automatic lighting photocell controls” include: stepped switching, stepped dimming, and continuous dimming. Mark “not applicable” where there are no sidelit and/or toplit areas larger than 2,500 ft.2 (232 m2).6.3. Lighting6.3.1 Daylighting6.3.1.1 Criteria: What percentage of the total regularly-occupied tenant space floor area achieves a daylight factor (DF) greater than 2 (excluding all direct sunlight penetration)?“Daylight factor” means the ratio of internal light level to external light level. Levels between 2 and 5 indicate adequate daylighting and possibly the need for artificial lighting for part of the time. Levels greater than 5 indicate a well daylit area, but glare and solar gain may cause problems.  Consult the Whole Building Design Guide for recommended DF for various types of spaces, and the Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 6.3.1.1 for daylight factor calculations.  Reference Material:•    Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 6.3.1.16.3.1.2 Criteria: What percentage of the floor area of primary occupied space offers a view to the exterior (i.e. is within 25 ft. (7.6 m) from a window)?The percentage is based on the number of task areas that have a view to the building exterior over the total number of task areas in the space.6.3.1.3 Criteria: What percentage of interior treatments provides sun control for interior spaces (e.g. shades, roller blinds, sunscreening, window treatments, etc.)?Provide percent of treated or shaded window area to the total fenestration area that is directly adjacent to the project space.6.3.1.4 Criteria: What percentage of the floor area contains photo-sensors in daylit areas to maintain consistent lighting levels throughout the day using both daylighting and artificial lighting?This applies to areas with a Daylight Factor of at least 2.Reference Material:•    Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 6.3.1.46.3.2 Lighting Design6.3.2.1 Criteria: Do primary occupied spaces have the prescribed lighting levels for the types of tasks anticipated in the various building spaces as per IESNA standards?“Prescribed lighting levels” are found in the most recent IESNA Lighting Handbook and in the Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Tables 6.3.2.1-A and 6.3.2.1-B. Lighting levels should take into account special needs and circumstances.Reference Material:•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Section 3.7.3.2.1•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Table 6.3.2.1-A: IESNA Illuminance Categories•   Green Globes SI Technical Reference Manual, Table 6.3.2.1-B: IESNA Location/Task Categories6.3.2.2 Criteria: Has a lighting designer signed off on calculations that show that luminance ratios do not exceed the following as per IESNA for office tasks:•  3:1 between the task and adjacent surroundings? AND •  10:1 between the task and remote (non-adjacent) surfaces? AND •  20:1 between the brightest and darkest surface in the field of view? AND •  8:1 between rows of luminaires where there is indirect lighting and where ceiling luminance exceeds 124.1 fL (425 cd/m2)?The lighting designer can also be an electrical engineer or architectural project team member. Mark “N/A” if spaces were designed such that source/task eye geometry did not require IESNA Standard VDT compliant luminaires.6.3.2.3 Criteria: Has a lighting designer signed off on the design showing that where there is direct lighting, the average luminance does not exceed the following values for given luminaire angles:•  248.1 fL (850 cd/m2) at 65° from the vertical? AND •  102.2 fL (350 cd/m2) at 75° from the vertical? AND •  51.1 fL (175 cd/m2) at 85° from the vertical?The lighting designer can also be an electrical engineer or architectural project team member. Mark “N/A” if spaces were designed such that source/task eye geometry did not require IESNA Standard VDT compliant luminaires.6.3.2.4 Criteria: Do enclosed perimeter offices have full height + width glazing interior walls and doors to allow daylight into the inner spaces?6.3.2.5 Criteria: Are workstation wall panels low (at or below 54 In.) to allow daylight to penetrate throughout the open office?6.3.2.6 Criteria: Are there unique lighting solutions that enhance the space and use lighting technology in innovative ways?

		_3b_1) Does your system addres_nt-ZocSXarOXUr0gAafirQ: Yes

		_ 3a_2) List and describe spec_Jgd50hccmBBH6CMMAmc0XA: 6.1 Ventilation6.1.1 Ventilation Air Quantity6.1.1.1 Criteria: Is the quantity of ventilation air for the space compliant with ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2010, or applicable local codes or standards (if more stringent)?Compliance with ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2010 is required for full credit. If existing building systems prevent compliance per above, document the actual level of compliance, citing applicable standards.6.1.2 CO2 Sensing and Ventilation Control Equipment 6.1.2.1 Criteria: Does the HVAC system design and operation comply with the demand control ventilation requirements ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-2010 Section 6.4.3.9 - Ventilation Controls for High-Occupancy Areas?6.4.2 Thermal Comfort Strategies6.4.2.1 Criteria: Do very large functional areas (such as big box stores) have thermal control zones that are 5,000 ft2 (465 m2) or less?6.4.2.2 Criteria: Do large functional areas (such as large classrooms and auditoria) have thermal control zones of 1,500 ft2 (140 m2) or less?6.4.2.3 Criteria: Do open circulation areas (such as open offices and healthcare general patient areas) have thermal control zones that are 1,000 ft2 (93 m2) or less?6.4.2.4 Criteria: Do smaller functional areas such as offices, meeting rooms, and hospital/hotel rooms have thermal control zones that are 1,200 ft2 (111 m2) or less?“Thermal zone” means a segment of a building with similar thermal requirements serviced by the same mechanical equipment and controls. Mark “N/A” where there are no such areas.6.4.2.5 Criteria: Are IT closets and rooms conditioned independently from the base building system with separate controls?

		_3a_1) Does your system addres_57S0tCtSXF05hA9iWhTcKw: Yes

		_2) Please indicate which type_75JoBgE2sjgk6bC*RPAlqQ: Building interiors

		_1) Name of Certification Syst_*JYSEOl1i2MvA4hC7X*VPw: Green Globes for Sustainable Interiors








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part II: Effectiveness Criteria Review Questions
Part II Instructions 
  
System owners should complete Part II separately for each building project type listed in Part I, Question 2. In 
addition, supplemental evidence (beyond the answers provided within the questions boxes in this form) can be 
included as attachments to the questions (attached directly into the PDF form).  
  
This section provides an opportunity for respondents to describe how the certification system supports GSA's 
Building Effectiveness Criteria. GSA developed the following list of Building Effectiveness Criteria through analysis 
of the intent of the Guiding Principles for Sustainable Federal Buildings (for both existing buildings and new 
construction), EISA, and industry best practices. 
  
2017 GSA Building Effectiveness Criteria: 
  
A) Healthy, effective environments 
B) Energy efficiency 
C) Water use efficiency and management 
D) Solid waste diversion 
E) Sustainable procurement 
F) Siting. 
  
GSA has developed a list of the building design, operations, and maintenance categories aligning to each criterion. 
These sample lists are included for each criterion throughout the survey to provide context to respondents, but they are 
not meant to be all-inclusive.  If the system has credits aligning to the Building Effectiveness Criteria, yet not aligning 
to the elements listed, respondents are encouraged to select "other" and list additional elements in the provided field. 
 







Part II-A: General Information Questions


1) Name of Certification System


Important note about supporting information:  
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


2) Please indicate which type of building project this response addresses: 
Reminder, system owners should complete a Part II response for EACH type of project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation







Part II-B: Healthy, Effective Environments Information


In addition to answering the questions below, please provide supporting documentation where applicable. 
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


3) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Healthy, 
Effective Environments may include the following. Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by 
the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to these elements, yet in alignment with Healthy Effective 
Environments, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 3k.1). Please elaborate on each item answered 
"Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification 
numbers. In addition, where applicable, please provide supporting documentation. 
  
a)  ventilation and thermal comfort 
b)  daylighting and lighting controls 
c)  indoor air quality plans 
d)  radon detection 
e)  moisture control 
f)  low-emitting materials 
g)  protecting IAQ during construction 
h)  environmental smoking control 
i)  integrated pest management 
j)  occupant health and wellness 
k) other


3a.1) Does your system address ventilation and thermal control? 


Yes


No


 3a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ventilation and thermal control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 


3a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3b.1) Does your system address daylighting and lighting controls?


Yes


No







3b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing daylighting and lighting controls. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3c.1) Does your system address indoor air quality plans?


Yes


No


3c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing indoor air quality plans. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3d.1) Does your system address radon detection?


Yes


No


3d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing radon detection. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous questions here.


3e.1) Does your system address moisture control?


Yes


No







3e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing moisture control. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3f.1) Does your system address low-emitting materials?


Yes


No


3f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing low-emitting materials. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3g.1) Does your system address protecting IAQ during construction?


Yes


No


3g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protecting IAQ during construction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3h.1) Does your system address environmental smoking control?


Yes


No







3h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmental smoking control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3i.1) Does your system address integrated pest management?


Yes


No


3i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing integrated pest management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3j.1) Does your system address occupant health and wellness?


Yes


No


3j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing occupant health and wellness. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3k.1) Does your system address other areas related to Healthy, Effective Environments?


Yes


No







3k.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Healthy, Effective 
Environments. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3k.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-C: Energy Efficiency Information


4) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Energy 
Efficiency may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled energy use reduction 
b) actual energy use reduction 
c) ENERGY STAR products 
d) renewable energy 
e) clean and alternative energy 
f)  metering 
g) benchmarking 
h) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with energy efficiency, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 4h.1). 
Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify 
formal credit names and identification numbers. 


4a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled energy use reduction?


Yes


No


4a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled energy use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4b.1) Does your system address actual energy use 
reduction?


Yes


No


4b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual energy use reduction. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4c.1) Does your system address ENERGY STAR products? 


Yes


No


4c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ENERGY STAR products. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A." 


4c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4d.1) Does your system address renewable energy? 
Renewable energy comes from sources that are either inexhaustible or can be replaced very rapidly through 
natural processes. Examples include the sun, wind, geothermal energy, small (river-turbine) hydropower, and 
other hydrokinetic energy (waves and tides).


Yes


No


4d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing renewable energy. 


4d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4e.1) Does your system address clean and alternative energy? 
Alternative energy refers to energy not derived from traditional fossil fuel sources (coal, natural gas, petroleum) 
through conventional processes.


Yes


No


4e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing clean and alternative energy. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4f.1) Does your system address metering?


Yes


No


4f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing metering. If you answered "No" above, please 
enter "N/A."


4f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4g.1) Does your system address benchmarking?


Yes


No


4g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing benchmarking. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


4g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4h.1) Does your system address other areas related to Energy Efficiency?


Yes


No


4h) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to energy efficiency. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-D: Water Use Efficiency and Management Information


5) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Water Use 
Efficiency and Management may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled water use reduction 
b) actual indoor water use reduction 
c) actual outdoor water use reduction 
d) water conserving products 
e) meters 
f)  cooling towers 
g) water efficient landscapes 
h) alternative sources of water 
i) stormwater management 
j) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning 
to these elements, yet in alignment with water use efficiency and management, should be indicated by answering 
"Yes" to question 5j.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where 
applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


5a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled water use reduction?


Yes


No


5a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5b.1) Does your system address actual indoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual indoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







5c.1) Does your system address actual outdoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual outdoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5d.1) Does your system address water conserving products?


Yes


No


5d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  water conserving products. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5e.1) Does your system address meters?


Yes


No


5e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing meters. If you answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A."


5e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5f.1) Does your system address cooling towers?


Yes


No







5f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing cooling towers. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


5f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5g.1) Does your system address water efficient landscapes?


Yes


No


5g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing water efficient landscapes. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5h.1) Does your system address alternative sources of water?


Yes


No


5h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing alternative sources of water. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5i.1) Does your system address stormwater management?


Yes


No







5i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  stormwater management. If upi answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5j.1) Does your system address other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and Management?


Yes


No


5j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and 
Management. If answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-E: Solid Waste Diversion Information


6) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Solid Waste 
Diversion may include the following: 
  
a) space for collection and storage of recyclables 
b) construction waste management 
c) site construction waste management 
d) waste diversion for occupants 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Solid Waste Diversion, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
6e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


6a.1) Does your system address space for collection and storage of recyclables? 


Yes


No


6a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing space for collection and storage of recyclables. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6b.1) Does your system address construction waste management? 
Unlike operational waste, which is made after a building is built, construction waste refers to materials and 
debris generated during construction, renovation, demolition, or dismantling of structures, buildings and 
associated infrastructure. Material types in operational and construction waste differ from operational waste, so 
reduction and diversion strategies also differ.


Yes


No


6b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing construction waste management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







6c.1) Does your system address site construction waste management? 
Site construction waste includes soil, rocks, trees, shrubs and other debris removed from the site for construction.


Yes


No


6c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing site construction waste management. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6d.1) Does your system address waste diversion for occupants?


Yes


No


6d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing waste diversion for occupants. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Solid Waste Diversion?


Yes


No


6e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to solid waste diversion. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-F: Sustainable Procurement Information


7) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Sustainable 
Procurement may include the following: 
  
a) recycled content 
b) biobased content 
c) environmentally preferable products 
d) ozone depleting compounds 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with sustainable procurement, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
7e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


7a.1) Does your system address recycled content?


Yes


No


7a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing recycled content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7b.1) Does your system address biobased content?


Yes


No


7b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing biobased content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7c.1) Does your system address environmentally preferable products?


Yes


No







7c.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmentally preferable products. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7d.1) Does your system address ozone depleting compounds?


Yes


No


7d.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ozone depleting compounds. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


7d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Sustainable Procurement?


Yes


No


7e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to sustainable procurement. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-G: Siting Information


8) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Siting may 
include the following: 
  
a) access to public transportation 
b) access to amenities/neighborhood assets 
c) floodplain avoidance 
d) consideration of occupant transportation emissions 
e) protection of historic resources 
f)  bicycling options 
g) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Siting, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 8g.1. Please 
elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal 
credit names and identification numbers. 


8a.1) Does your system address access to public transportation?


Yes


No


8a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to public transportation. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8b.1) Does your system address access to amenities/neighborhood assets?


Yes


No


8b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to amenities/neighborhood assets. If you  
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8c.1) Does your system address floodplain avoidance?


Yes


No







8c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing floodplain avoidance. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


8c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8d.1) Does your system address consideration of occupant transportation emissions?


Yes


No


8d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing consideration of occupant transportation 
emissions. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8e.1) Does your system address protection of historic resources?


Yes


No


8e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protection of historic resources. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8f.1) Does your system address bicycling options?


Yes


No







8f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing bicycling options. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


8f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8g.1) Does your system address other areas related to siting?


Yes


No


8g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Siting. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.





		_8g_2) List and describe speci_RePgtlqJhSt8SPeKgRjF1A: Summary:Two additional LEED v4 ID+C credits, LEED Accredited Professional and Integrative Process, contribute to and add value to every projects’ overall sitting effect. Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): This integrative process credit further contributes to areas related to sitting by supporting a collaborative, integrated planning and design process intended to support high performance and cost effective project outcomes throughout the entire life of the project. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit award a point to projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. 

		_8g_1) Does your system addres_ff8mY7BVb*i*sGiuAkjqUA: Yes

		_8f_2) List and describe speci_C0wNJMREdwPA8gnvh2ZNOw: Summary:One LEED v4 ID+C credit addresses bicycling options. Bicycle Facilities (LT Credit 4) (1 pt.): To earn this point, projects must have both:A Bicycle Network: Teams are required to design or locate the project such that a functional entry or bicycle storage is within a 200 –yard walking distance or bicycling distance from a bicycle network that connects to at least 10 diverse uses, school or employment center or a bus rapid transit stop, light or heavy rail station, commuter rail station, or ferry terminal. Bicycle Storage and Shower Rooms: For commercial or institutional projects, teams are required to provide short and long term bicycle storage and at least one on – site shower with changing facility for the first 100 regular building occupants and one additional shower for every 150 building occupants thereafter. For residential projects, short and long term bicycle storage is required. 

		_8f_1) Does your system addres_1sstHIsbanCcUTwDKEgQlA: Yes

		_8e_2) List and describe speci_lGjbsZOFQpSxrT6TdCQh4g: The LEED v4 ID+C rating system applies to interior design and construction projects only.  Protection of historic resources is outside the scope of the rating system. 

		_8e_1) Does your system addres_16KZxJGV-qB91MoyOzebIA: No

		_8d_2) List and describe speci_bwSIISERQYJdT1ISjOIRaQ: Summary:Two LEED v4 ID+C credits address consideration of occupant transportation emissions by rewarding thoughtful decisions about building location that encourage alternative transportation and walkability. LEED for Neighborhood Development Location (LT Credit 1) (8-16 pts.): This credit awards projects if they are located within the boundary of a development certified under LEED for Neighborhood Development to reduce vehicles miles traveled.  Points are awarded according to Table 1 in the attached reference guide below for LEED for Neighborhood Development Location.Reduced Parking Footprint (LT Credit 5) (1-2pts.): Projects are awarded if they do not exceed the minimum local code requirements for parking capacity. Parking capacity must be a percentage reduction below the base ratios recommended by the Parking Consultants Council.Case 1. Baseline Location:  Projects that have not earned points under the LT Credit Surrounding Density and Diverse Uses or LT credit Access to Quality Transit must achieve a 20% (1pt.) or a 40% (2pts.) reduction from the base ratios. Case 2. Dense and/or transit- served location: that have not earned points under the LT Credit Surrounding Density and Diverse Uses or LT credit Access to Quality Transit must achieve a 40% (1pt.) or a 60% (2pts.) reduction from the base ratios. 

		_8d_1) Does your system addres_KvyWd2ElueSL6UWEcsSsnQ: Yes

		_8c_2) List and describe speci_p*D8ALhOtcDDbOfexSd2lQ: The LEED v4 ID+C rating system applies to interior design and construction projects only.  Floodplain avoidance is outside the scope of the rating system. 

		_8c_1) Does your system addres_HmUtbZX-saFnNkKhrcHnag: No

		_8b_2)  List and describe spec_UWFqfedTFEOKZ7iFoGHMaQ: Summary:One LEED v4 ID+C credit addresses access to amenities/ neighborhood assets. This Location and Transportation credit awards projects for using building location and site design to promote assess to amenities/ neighborhood assets. Surrounding Density and Diverse Uses (LT Credit 2) (1-8 pts.): Credit is awarded through two options:Option 1. Surrounding Density (3-6 pts.): Locate on a site whose surrounding existing density within a ¼-mile [400-meter] radius of the project boundary meets the values in Table 1 in the attached reference guide below for this credit. Use either the “separate residential and nonresidential densities” or the “combined density” values.Option 2. Diverse uses (1-2pts.): Construct or renovate a building or a space within a building such that the building’s main entrance is within a ½-mile (800-meter) walking distance of the main entrance of four to seven (1 point) or eight or more (2 points) existing and publicly available diverse uses listed in Appendix 1. (https://www.usgbc.org/node/4335089

		_8b_1) Does your system addres_BvSyxvE9y4MYRtpbBuGODw: Yes

		_8a_2)  List and describe spec_71CUzmRyw7db1Z*-cW*79w: Summary:Two LEED v4 ID+C credits address access to public transportation through building location and site design to promote access to public transport. Access to Quality Transit (LT Credit 3) (1-7 pts.): To earn these points, teams must locate the project within 1/4 mile of bus, streetcar or rideshare stops, or within a 1/2 mile of bus rapid transit, rail or commuter ferry terminals. Points are awarded based on minimum numbers of weekday and weekend trips. Points awarded according to Tables 1 and 2 in the attached reference guide below for access to quality transit.  Bicycle Facilities (LT Credit 4) (1 pt.): One requirement to earn the point under this credit is:A Bicycle Network: Teams are required to design or locate the project such that a functional entry or bicycle storage is within a 200 –yard walking distance or bicycling distance from a bicycle network that connects to at least 10 diverse uses, school or employment center or a bus rapid transit stop, light or heavy rail station, commuter rail station, or ferry terminal. 

		_8a_1) Does your system addres_-h0swVx1RxaVuEk9fJMNPg: Yes

		_7e_2) List and describe speci_oKY0GjoiTgpJHZYmkp2p0g: Summary:Two additional LEED v4 ID+C credits, LEED Accredited Professional and Integrative Process, contribute and add value to every projects’ overall sustainable procurement.Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): This integrative process credit further contributes to sustainable procurement by supporting a collaborative, integrated planning and design process intended to support high performance and cost effective project outcomes throughout the entire life of the project. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit award a point to projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. 

		_7e_1) Does your system addres_UAJ5wsoZSMRNlvXXRDjlwA: Yes

		_7d_2)  List and describe spec_YEPA*SMqryBTbxv83-jqTA: Summary:Three LEED v4 ID+C credits address ozone depleting compounds including credits that award points for a minimization or elimination of refrigeration compounds that contribute to ozone depletion compounds as described in the Montreal Protocol and Title VI of the Clear Air Act Amendments of 1990. LEED v4 ID+C also includes a Materials and Resources credit that addresses the overall impact of both products and of the overall building on the depletion of the ozone layer.  Fundamental Refrigerant Management (EA Prerequisite 3): Achievement of this credit requires restrictions of the use of CFCs in buildings. For projects that have existing CFC equipment, phase-out is required.Enhanced Refrigerant Management (EA Credit 6) (1 pt.):  Achievement of this credit reduces ozone depletion through one of two options;Option 1. No Refrigerants or Low Impact Refrigerants (1pt.):  Do not use refrigerants, or use only refrigerants that have an ozone depletion potential (ODP) of zero and a global warming potential (GWP) of less than 50. Option 2. Calculation of Refrigerant Impact (1pt.): Addresses building refrigeration equipment on a life-cycle basis including equipment operations to access the life-cycle ozone depletion potential and global warming potential of refrigerants over the life of the equipment. Enhanced Refrigerant Management (EA Credit 6) (1 pt.):  Achievement of this credit reduces ozone depletion through one of two options;Option 1. No Refrigerants or Low Impact Refrigerants (1pt.):  Do not use refrigerants, or use only refrigerants that have an ozone depletion potential (ODP) of zero and a global warming potential (GWP) of less than 50. Option 2. Calculation of Refrigerant Impact (1pt.): Addresses building refrigeration equipment on a life-cycle basis including equipment operations to access the life-cycle ozone depletion potential and global warming potential of refrigerants over the life of the equipment. Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Environmental Product Declarations (MR Credit 3) (1-2 pts.): Option 2 of this credit is achieved for multi attribute optimization of 50% of materials by cost for products that reduce their impact below industry averages for at least 3 of the following categories: global warming potential; depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer; acidification of land and water resources; eutrophication; formation of tropospheric ozone; depletion of nonrenewable energy sources.

		_7d_1) Does your system addres_U6VHO0hv181DgxKaXT-euQ: Yes

		_7c_2)  List and describe spec_MTgFd0UrLTDgCcJTYXOC3w: Summary: Three LEED v4 ID+C credits address environmentally preferable products through credits that award points for the use of products that have lesser or reduced effect on human health and the environment over their lifecycle when compared with competing products or services that serve the same purpose. A pilot alternative compliance pathway, Legal Wood, is available to projects to replace the points in Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Sourcing of Raw Materials credit. More information on which credits this ACP can replace is available at: https://www.usgbc.org/node/10146342?return=/credits/commercial-interiors/v4/pilot-creditsAdditionally, three other pilot credits are also available to projects that address environmentally preferable products.Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Sourcing of Raw Materials (MR Credit 3) (1-3pts.): This credit awards projects for using environmentally preferable materials that come from raw material manufactures who produce products verified to have improved life cycle impacts. There are three options to earn the points: Option 1. Material ingredient reporting (1pt.): Projects must use at least 20 different permanently installed products from at least five different manufactures that use the programs detailed in the attached reference guide below for this credit.  Option 2. Material Ingredient Optimization (1pt.): To earn this points, projects must use products that document their material ingredient optimization for at least 25%, by cost, of the total value of the permanently installed products.  Option 2. Products Manufacture Supply Chain Optimization (1pt.): Projects must use products for at least 35%, by cost, of the total value of permanently installed products that are sourced from product manufactures that engage in robust safety and risk programs as well as use a third party verifications of their supply chain. Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Environmental Product Declarations (MR Credit 3) (1-2 pts.): Earning this credit requires project teams to select products from manufacturers who have verified improved environmental life – cycle impacts through one or both of two options.Option 1. Environmental Product Declaration (1pt.): Credit can be achieved in Option 1 for Environmental Product Declarations with the permanent installation of at least 20 different products sourced from at least five different manufacturers that meet one of the disclosure criteria summarized below: (i) Product-specific declarations (ISO 14044) (ii) Environmental product declarations (ISO 14025, 14040, 14044, and EN 15804 or ISO 21930).Option 2. Multi- Attribute Optimization (1pt.): Credit is achieved when projects use products that comply with 50% of materials by cost for products that reduce their impact below industry averages in at least three of the following categories: global warming potential; depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer; acidification of land and water resources; eutrophication; formation of tropospheric ozone; depletion of nonrenewable energy sources. Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Material Ingredients (MR Credit 5) (1-2 pts.): This credit encourages the use of products and materials for which life cycle information is available and that have environmentally friendly preferable life –cycle impacts. This credit also rewards project teams for selecting products for which the chemical ingredients in the product are inventories using an accepted methodology and for selecting products verified to minimize the use and generation of harmful substances. Option 1. Material ingredient reports (1pt.): To earn this point projects must use 20 different permanently installed products from at least five different manufacturers that use a specified program to demonstrate the chemical inventory of the products to at least 0.1%Option 2. Material ingredient optimization (1pt.): To earn this point projects must use products that optimize ingredients based on approved programs for 25% of project building product costs.Option 3. Product manufacture supply chain optimization (1pt.): To earn this credit projects must use products with supply chain optimization as described by LEED v4 ID+C for 25% of project building product costs.Interiors Life Cycle Impact Reduction (MR credit 2) (1-4pts.): This credit gives project owner three options to use products that have a lesser or reduced effect on human health and the environment over their lifecycle when compared with comparable products or services that serve the same purpose. Option 1. Interior reuse (2pts.): Reuse of salvage interior nonstructural elements for at least 50% of the surface area.Option 2. Furniture reuse (1pt.): Reuse, salvage or refurbish furniture and furnishings for at least 30% of the total furniture and furnishings costOption 3: Design for Flexibility (1 pt.): Conduct an integrative planning process to increase the useful life of the space through incorporate of strategies as described by LEED v4 ID+C. Pilot Credits:Legal Wood (Pilot ACP) (1-2pts.): This pilot alternative compliance pathway is available to replace the points for Building Product and Disclosure and optimization: Raw Materials Sourcing. Earning these points require projects to source wood from certified sources as defined by ASTM D7612-10 and valued at 100% of their cost. For credit achievement calculation, products sourced within 100 miles of the project site are valued at 200% of their base contributing cost. Certified Multi - Attribute Products and Materials (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): Projects are awarded this pilot credit point when they use products from manufactures who have validated multiple environmental attributes relevant to the product via independent, consensus- based third party certifications. Projects must use 25%, by cost, of the total value of permanently installed products.  Integrative Analysis of Building Materials (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): Earning this pilot credit point requires projects to use at least three different permanently installed products that have a documented qualitative analysis of the potential health, safety and environmental impacts of the product in five stages of the products lifecycle (product assembly/manufacturing, building product installation, product use maintenance, end of product life/reuse). Building Material Human Hazard & Exposure Assessment (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit point is awarded to projects use at least 5 different permanent installed products from at least two different manufacturers with validated hazard and exposure assessments for each substance.  

		_7c_1) Does your system addres_0fnGilNmb3mg*N0mEKFJMA: Yes

		_7b_2)  List and describe spec_noRo2DXICJxQZBCbipuelg: Summary: One LEED v4 ID+C credit addresses biobased content. Credit is awarded for a variety of biobased content however, LEED v4 Materials and Resources credits combine several environmentally preferable attributes into a single credit for sourcing of raw material so credit may be achieved without the specification of any biobased content.  Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Sourcing of Raw Materials (MR Credit 4) (Option 2) (1 pt.): Earning this credit under Option 2 requires the use of products which meet responsible extraction criteria for at least 25% by cost of the total value of permanently installed building products in the projects. While biobased content is one of the criteria included in credit achievement there is no guarantee that project teams will choose biobased content materials.  Definition of biobased content: Biobased products must meet the Sustainable Agriculture Network’s Sustainable Agriculture Standard. Bio-based raw materials must be tested using ASTM Test Method D6866 and be legally harvested, as defined by the exporting and receiving country. Exclude hide products, such as leather and other animal skin material. Products meeting bio-based materials criteria are valued at 100% of their cost for the purposes of credit achievement calculation.

		_7b_1) Does your system addres_F3sGS8HdI-ICoGE3o0BxKg: Yes

		_7a_2)  List and describe spec_2g*0XwFg89sWhkfHlqyMFw: Summary:One LEED v4 ID+C credit addresses recycled content. Credit is awarded for a variety of recycled content materials however, LEED v4 Materials and Resources credits combine several environmentally preferable attributes into a single credit for sourcing of raw material so credit may be achieved without the specification of any recycled content materials. Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Sourcing of Raw Materials (MR Credit 4) (Option 2) (1 pt.): Earning this credit under Option 2 requires the use of products, which meet responsible extraction criteria for at least 25% by cost of the total value of permanently installed building products in the projects. While recycled content, defined as “is one of the criteria but there is no guarantee that recycled content materials will be chosen. Definition of Recycled Content: The sum of postconsumer recycled content plus one-half the preconsumer recycled content, based on cost. Products meeting recycled content criteria are valued at 100% of their cost for the purposes of credit achievement calculation. 

		_7a_1) Does your system addres_CYMKnIdGDSVH7GKTapDwAg: Yes

		_6e_2) List and describe speci_k9Qe9J6wha0u-qoH5CI-8A: Summary: Three LEED v4 ID+C credits address other areas related to solid water diversion. A Materials and Resources credit, unique to ID+C projects, encourages choices that conserve resources and reduce environmental harms from materials manufacturing and transport for tenant relocation. Two additional LEED v4 ID+C credits, LEED Accredited Professional and Integrative Process, contribute and add value to every projects’ solid waste diversion. Long-term commitment (MR Credit 1) (1pts.): To earn this point, the occupant of tenant must commit to remaining in the same location for at least 10 years.Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): This integrative process credit further contributes to solid waste diversion by supporting a collaborative, integrated planning and design process intended to support high performance and cost effective project outcomes throughout the entire life of the project. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit awards a point to projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. 

		_6e_1) Does your system addres_c8ODjtRZ2H33qWuU5jqrPQ: Yes

		_6d_2) List and describe speci_bTdT-PQErIOHp7VR2BUWOQ: Summary:Two LEED v4 ID+C credits, one required for LEED certification, address waste diversion for occupants. The required credit, requires building occupants to reduce waste hauled to and disposed of in landfills by providing for the collection and storage of recyclable materials for the entire building. MRc2, encourages the reuse of furniture, furnishings and interior nonstructural elements to divert waste from landfills.Storage and Collection of Recyclables (MR Prerequisite 1): Requires dedicated areas that are accessible to waste haulers and building occupants for the collection and storage of recyclables. In addition to paper, cardboard, glass, plastic and metals, LEED v4 ID+C also requires the collection and recycling of two of the following three waste types: batteries, mercury-containing lamps, and e-waste. Interiors Life- Cycle Impact Reduction (MR Credit 2) (1-4pts.): Options 1 and 2 of this credit address the reuse of interior elements. Projects can accumulate points from each option in this credit for a total of 4. Option 1. Interior reuse (2pts.): Reuse of salvage interior nonstructural elements for at least 50% of the surface area.Option 2. Furniture reuse (1pt.): Reuse, salvage or refurbish furniture and furnishings for at least 30% of the total furniture and furnishings cost. 

		_6d_1) Does your system addres_L2Qe5F9h8C9BbrppZsyeYA: Yes

		_6c_2) List and describe speci_uocCRN-sB5KemmiLhlGvkA: Summary:One LEED v4 ID+C credit, required for LEED certification, addresses site construction waste management. The waste plan required by a Materials and Resources prerequisite requires projects to establish waste diversion goals for the project in a least five material categories including non structural elements. Construction and Demolition Waste Management Planning (MR Prerequisite 2): This credit requires projects to develop and implement a construction and demolition waste management plan that establishes waste diversion goals for the project in at least five material categories (both structural and non structural). A final report detailing all major waste streams generated, including disposal and diversion rates is required.  

		_6c_1) Does your system addres_qyq4*TRaKWJrtt-PP7yMyg: Yes

		_6b_2) List and describe speci_Qv-03fko4xMIK2TAwn-vNQ: Summary:Three LEED v4 ID+C credits, one required for LEED certification, address construction waste management. A Materials and Resources credit, required for LEED certification, requires projects to have a construction and demolition waste management plan that assures that the waste diversion process is optimized for each project. Points are also awarded for projects that incorporate the reuse of existing products and materials during construction. Additionally, one pilot credit available to projects addresses construction waste management. Construction and Demolition Waste Management Planning (MR Prerequisite 2): This credit requires projects to develop and implement a construction and demolition waste management plan that establishes waste diversion goals for the project in at least five material categories, as well as logistical considerations and recycling facility information. A final report detailing all major waste streams generated, including disposal and diversion rates is required.  Construction and Demolition Waste Management (MR Credit 6) (1-2 pts.): Earning this credit requires projects to recycle and or salvage nonhazardous construction and demolition materials through one of two options: Option 1. Diversion (1-2pts):  Path 1. Divert 50% and three material streams (1pts): Divert at least 50% of the total construction and demolition material; diverted materials must include at least three material streamsPath 2. Divert 75% and four material streams (2pts): Divert at least 75% of the total construction and demolition material; diverted materials must include at least four material streamsOption 2. Reduction of total waste materials (2pts.): Do not generate more than 2.5 pounds of construction waste per square foot of the buildings floor area. Interiors Life - Cycle Impact Reduction (MR Credit 2) (1-4pts.): Options 1 and 2 of this credit address the reuse of interior elements. Projects can accumulate points from each option in this credit for a total of 4. Option 1. Interior reuse (2pts.): Reuse of salvage interior nonstructural elements for at least 50% of the surface area.Option 2. Furniture reuse (1pt.): Reuse, salvage or refurbish furniture and furnishings for at least 30% of the total furniture and furnishings cost. Pilot Credits:Verified Construction & Demolition Recycling Rates (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): Projects earn this pilot credit point if they recycle and or salvage nonhazardous construction and demolition materials by sending the project’s total commingled waste materials to a mixed-recovery facility that has achieved third party verification of facility –average recycling rates. Projects must also utilize a recycling facility that processes and recycles co-mingled construction and demolition waste materials that has received third party certification of their recycling rates. 

		_6b_1) Does your system addres_2pvXbuwN60fdQ-ZZJaO6Ow: Yes

		_6a_2) List and describe speci_0nLlByCxo12sVvP4VP4pxg: Summary:One LEED v4 ID+C credit, required for LEED certification, addresses space for collection and storage of recyclables. The prerequisite requires dedicated areas for and the collection of recyclables during operations. Storage and Collection of Recyclables (MR Prerequisite 1): Requires dedicated areas that are accessible to waste haulers and building occupants for the collection and storage of recyclables. In addition to paper, cardboard, glass, plastic and metals, this pprerequisite also requires the collection and recycling of two of the following three waste types: batteries, mercury-containing lamps, and e-waste.

		_6a_1) Does your system addres_UvtTWJkcWP5FpAiD5IdMnw: Yes

		_5j_2) List and describe speci_uC-LcM51-ZGzPXXsqSQNbQ: Two additional LEED v4 ID+C credits, LEED Accredited Professional and Integrative Process, contribute and add value to every projects’ overall Water Use Efficiency.Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): This integrative process credit further contributes to water use efficiency by supporting a collaborative, integrated planning and design process intended to support high performance and cost effective project outcomes throughout the entire life of the project. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit award a point to projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. 

		_5j_1) Does your system addres_H3DgL94clzAdc*x5TqiPxw: Yes

		_5i_2) List and describe speci_uvl*Hvr9jENP9Dy03TUF4A: Summary:The LEED v4 ID+C rating system applies to interior design and construction projects only. However, LEED v4 ID+C has one pilot credit available to projects that addresses a projects "overall building's stormwater management". Water Restoration Certificates (WRC's), available for purchase in this credit, represents 1,000 gallons of water restored to a critically dewatered river or stream at a time when that water is needed most.  Water Restoration Certificates (Pilot Credit) (1 pt.): To earn this pilot point projects must purchase Water Restoration Certifications to match the building’s annual water budget based on WE credit calculations. WRC’s purchased from within a project’s watershed must be purchased for 100% of the projects annual water budget for a 5 year contract. WRC’s purchased from outside the project’s watershed must be purchased for 200% of the project’s annual water budget for a 5 year contract. 

		_5i_1) Does your system addres_44JJfopIb3LX1OwrtP4huw: Yes

		_5h_2) List and describe speci_SXdkE82Q9hUy72PHq0h0Hg: Summary:One LEED v4 ID+C credit addresses alternative sources of water. Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Credit 1) (25%-50%) (2-12 pts.): Once 20% water reduction is achieved through efficiency as part of the prerequisite, additional reductions may be achieved through the use of alternative water sources. 

		_5h_1) Does your system addres_SNUIXS8Mtdt5TpN5OfLYLA: Yes

		_5g_2) List and describe speci_1EBkt6M9pdaOuYDxhgRnlg: The LEED v4 ID+C rating system applies to interior design and construction projects only. Water efficient landscapes are outside the scope of the rating system. 

		_5g_1) Does your system addres_sWoDS-owG*j*mNJC3BYHSQ: No

		_5f_2) List and describe speci_Vs1Bl6C7Z27c4Eq-vk8nWQ: Summary:LEED v4 ID+C has one credit, required for LEED certification, that addresses cooling towers. Indoor Water Use Reduction requires projects to meet standards for water processes in the building. Cooling towers are one of these criteria.  LEED v4 ID+C also has one pilot credit available to projects that addresses cooling towers. Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Prerequisite 1): Projects are required to reduce aggregate water consumption by 20% from the baseline and includes specific requirements for processes including cooling towers. Projects must equip cooling towers and evaporative condensers with: makeup water meters, conductivity controllers and overflow alarms, efficient drift eliminators that reduce drift to maximum of 0.002% of recirculated water volume for counterflow towers and 0.005% of recirculated water flow for cross-flow towers. Pilot Credits:Water Restoration Certificates (Pilot Credit) (1 pt.): By purchasing WRC's based on a project's annual water budget, including cooling tower water use, projects are given incentive to reduce water use for these processes. To earn this pilot point projects must purchase Water Restoration Certifications to match the building’s annual water budget based on WE credit calculations. WRC’s purchased from within a project’s watershed must be purchased for 100% of the projects annual water budget for a 5 year contract. WRC’s purchased from outside the project’s watershed must be purchased for 200% of the project’s annual water budget for a 5 year contract. 

		_5f_1) Does your system addres_Yed87UhwQMiqa*VyN*Am2A: Yes

		_5e_2) List and describe speci_EdZ1jmtBd8vnw8mpVpPF9Q: N/A

		_5e_1) Does your system addres_A5bSI9G4qAlnIGtHGTTA5w: No

		_5d_2) List and describe speci_5l7oa25LOvutodeCicwoqA: Summary:LEED v4 ID+C has one required credit that addresses water conserving products.  Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Prerequisite 1): requires that "all newly installed toilets, urinals, private lavatory faucets, and showerheads that are eligible for labeling must be WaterSense labeled.

		_5d_1) Does your system addres_mYHUA4OYWaGrnInoory-Dg: Yes

		_5c_2) List and describe speci_4kdOjj2fd-Ha-0XMkdEpWg: The LEED v4 ID+C rating system applies to interior design and construction projects only. Outdoor water is outside the scope of the rating system. 

		_5c_1) Does your system addres_jWa-XvtY0yxc8BMHnDxylA: No

		_5b_2) List and describe speci_0EbJyM-TNJFHvh0yHcF1kw: Summary: Two LEED v4 ID+C credits, one required for LEED certification, address actual indoor water use reduction. LEED v4 ID+C’s WE credits target fixture efficiency and reductions in use. These two credits focus on total water use and require reductions through efficiency measures. LEED v4 ID+C also has one pilot credit available to projects that addresses actual indoor water use. reduction. Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Prerequisite 1) (20%): Projects are required to reduce aggregate water consumption by 20% from the baseline. Requirements are listed as follows:Building Water Use:  Projects where fixtures or fixture fittings are not within tenant spaces are exempt from this prerequisite. Fixtures and fittings are listed in Table 1 in the attached reference guide below for the Indoor Water Used Reduction Prerequisite.Appliance and process water use: Install appliances, equipment and processes within the project scope that meet the requirements in Table 2 in the attached reference guide below for the Indoor Water Used Reduction Prerequisite.Standards and processes: Requirements for cooling towers and heat rejection and cooling processes in Table 3 in the attached reference guide below for the Indoor Water Used Reduction Prerequisite.Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Credit 1) (25%-50%) (2-12 pts.): Credit recognizes reductions from 25-50% and expands the requirement for appliance and process water use reductions. Once 20% water reductions are achieved through efficiency as part of the prerequisite, additional reductions may be achieved through fixture efficiency or through the use of alternative water sources (water harvesting for reuse). Points awarded according to Table 1 in the attached reference guide below for the Indoor Water Used Reduction Credit. Pilot Credits:Water Restoration Certificates (Pilot Credit) (1 pt.): By purchasing WRC's based on a project's annual water budget, including indoor water use projects are given incentive to reduce water use for these processes. To earn this pilot point projects must purchase Water Restoration Certifications to match the building’s annual water budget based on WE credit calculations. WRC’s purchased from within a project’s watershed must be purchased for 100% of the projects annual water budget for a 5 year contract. WRC’s purchased from outside the project’s watershed must be purchased for 200% of the project’s annual water budget for a 5 year contract. 

		_5b_1) Does your system addres_k3HSMaNO1O04iYEKbJp5nQ: Yes

		_5a_2) List and describe speci_m9opx2*08HjgVjbELUdNWg: Summary:One LEED v4 ID+C credit addresses predicted/modeled water use reduction. Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): Option 2 of this credit, water related systems, requires projects to  perform a preliminary water budget analysis before the completion of schematic design that explores how to reduce potable water loads and accomplish related sustainability goals. Assess and estimate the project’s potential nonpotable water supply sources and water demand volumes, including the following: fixture and fitting water demand, process water demand, and supply sources. 

		_5a_1) Does your system addres_LF3pyaCrSSD5uK6*6s83Hg: Yes

		_4h) List and describe specifi_TP4KxlblvkFgPOGOyALyYA: Two additional LEED v4 ID+C credits, LEED Accredited Professional and Integrative Process, contribute and add value to every projects’ overall energy efficiency.Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): This integrative process credit further contributes to energy efficiency by supporting a collaborative, integrated planning and design process intended to support high performance and cost effective project outcomes throughout the entire life of the project. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit award a point to projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. 

		_4h_1) Does your system addres_z6WeBVSJzYmuA*LX5kYmHw: Yes

		_4g_2) List and describe speci_zbVXR*F6ht1uODlXtXP9EQ: Summary: One LEED v4 ID+C credit addresses benchmarking and requires projects to document post occupancy use. EAc3 relies on USGBC to analyze the data. Advanced Energy Metering (EA Credit 3) (1-2 pts.): Both options in this credit award points to projects that share energy consumption and electrical demand data for a five year period. For advanced metering, all meters in the system must be capable of reporting hourly, daily monthly and annual energy use. 

		_4g_1) Does your system addres_3llv55bODTnFB3tDPmnXcw: Yes

		_4f_2) List and describe speci_oDYm3Z8XEp6gWLcbkaERXQ: Summary:One LEED v4 ID+C credit addresses metering. Advanced Energy Metering awards projects for the installation of meters at the tenant level that track and optimize electricity, natural gas and steam. LEED v4 ID+C requires projects to report energy data to USGBC for data aggregation and analysis, and USGBC will accept data from a number of approved sources.Advanced Energy Metering (EA Credit 3) (1-2 pts.): Supports energy management and identifies opportunities for additional energy savings through two options:Option 1. Metering (1pt): Requires projects to install new or use existing tenant level energy meters to provide tenant level data representing total tenant energy consumption (electricity, natural gas, chilled water, steam, fuel oil, propone, biomass etc.) Commit to sharing with USGBC the resulting energy consumption data and electrical demand data (if metered) for a five-year period beginning on the date the project accepts LEED certification. At a minimum, energy consumption must be tracked at one-month intervals.Option 2. Advanced metering (2pts): Install advanced energy metering for energy end uses that represent 10% or more of the tenant space energy consumption and comply with specific requirements. The data collection system for the advanced metering must use a local area network, building automation system, wireless network, or comparable communication infrastructure. 

		_4f_1) Does your system addres_cn1c0XMqb54pYn8uh-tzdg: Yes

		_4e_2) List and describe speci_JNoGx7kvK5*r2KOraXuiNA: Summary:Two LEED v4 ID+C credits address clean and alternative energy. EAc6, Green Power and Carbon Offsets awards credit to projects that produce renewable energy on-site. LEED v4 ID+C allows for off-site owned or leased systems to be awarded credit if REC's are also acquired. Similarly, EAc4, awards credit to projects that produce renewable energy on-site. Additionally, one pilot alternative compliance pathway, Alternative Energy Performance, is also available to projects offering an alternate metric for documenting performance improvement. More information on which credits this ACP can replace is available at: https://www.usgbc.org/node/7489432?return=/credits/commercial-interiors/v4/pilot-creditsGreen Power and Carbon Offsets (EA Credit 6) (2 pts.): Engage in a contract for qualified resources that specifies the provision of a t least 50%-100% of project energy from green power, carbon offsets or renewable energy credits. Credit is earned for percentage of green power or offsets based on the quantity of energy consumed. Projects must use the Department of Energy’s Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) database to estimate energy use. Points awarded according to Table 1 in the attached reference guide below for Green Power and Carbon Offsets. Renewable Energy Production (EA Credit 4) (3 pts.): Credit is awarded for the installation of 1%-5% of renewable energy on-site. Allowable sources of renewable energy include photovoltaic, solar thermal, wind, biofuel (in some cases), low-impact hydroelectricity, wave and tidal energy, and geothermal energy (in some cases). Credit is based on the percentage of ownership or percentage use assigned in the lease agreement. Points are awarded according to Table 1 in the reference guide attached below for Renewable Energy Production. Alternative Energy Performance Metric (Pilot EApc95) (1-21pts.): This pilot alternative pathway allows projects to use an alternate metric for documenting performance improvement when using Option. Whole Building Simulation as the compliance pathway in the EA energy performance credits and EA renewable energy production credit. Projects must calculate and for percent renewable energy generation calculated using cost as a metric.

		_4e_1) Does your system addres_KRGOYY-8iSuNMUUisFmXdg: Yes

		_4d_2) List and describe speci_yM5PP-imyUokV4VLvbpd6g: Summary:Two LEED v4 ID+C credits address renewable energy. EAc4, Renewable Energy Production, awards credit to projects that produce renewable energy on-site. LEED v4 ID+C allows for off-site owned or leased systems to be awarded credit if REC's are also acquired. Additionally, one pilot alternative compliance pathway, Alternative Energy Performance, is also available to projects offering an alternate metric for documenting performance improvement. More information on which credits this ACP can replace is available at: https://www.usgbc.org/node/7489432?return=/credits/commercial-interiors/v4/pilot-creditsRenewable Energy Production (EA Credit 4) (3 pts.): Credit is awarded for the installation of 1%-5% of renewable energy on-site. Allowable sources of renewable energy include photovoltaic, solar thermal, wind, biofuel (in some cases), low-impact hydroelectricity, wave and tidal energy, and geothermal energy (in some cases). Credit is based on the percentage of ownership or percentage use assigned in the lease agreement. Points are awarded according to Table 1 in the reference guide attached below for Renewable Energy Production. Green Power and Carbon Offsets (EA Credit 6) (2 pts.): This credit awards projects to engage in a contract for qualified resources that specifies the provision of a t least 50%-100% of project energy from green power, carbon offsets or renewable energy credits. Credit is earned for percentage of green power or offsets based on the quantity of energy consumed. Projects must use the Department of Energy’s Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) database to estimate energy use. Alternative Energy Performance Metric (Pilot EApc95) (1-21pts.): This pilot alternative pathway allows projects to use an alternate metric for documenting performance improvement when using Option. Whole Building Simulation as the compliance pathway in the EA energy performance credits and EA renewable energy production credit. Projects must calculate and for percent renewable energy generation calculated using cost as a metric.

		_4d_1) Does your system addres_azygvWx4jsYRErxqQA2qzw: Yes

		_4c_2) List and describe speci_C*mUvbopljgJeT3hUlfQsQ: Summary:Three LEED v4 ID+C credits address ENERGY STAR products. Although LEED does not require any explicit use or alignment with ENERGY STAR targets (note that ENERGY STAR certification is a metric for existing buildings with actual performance data), the three LEED ID+C credits below, two required for LEED certification, award points for the use of ENERGY STAR products. Minimum Energy Performance (EA Prerequisite 2) (Option 2): This option allows a prescriptive compliance path that requires mandatory and prescriptive provisions of the ASHRAE 90.1-2010 baseline, a 5% reduction in lighting power density, and the use of ENERGY STAR eligible products.Optimize Energy Performance (EA Credit 2) (1-25pts): Option 2, Prescriptive Compliance (1-16pts.), includes equipment and appliances standards in the strategies available for energy reduction.Equipment and Appliances (1–2 points): Install ENERGY STAR appliances, office equipment, electronics, and commercial food service equipment (HVAC, lighting, and building envelope products are excluded from this credit). Points are awarded according to Table 3 in the reference guide attached below for Optimize Energy Performance. Indoor Water Use Reduction (WE Prerequisite 1): Appliance and process water use requires the use of ENERGY STAR products as the baseline standard for several appliances according to Table 2 in the reference guide attached below for Indoor Water Use Reduction Prerequisite. 

		_4c_1) Does your system addres_CiByXdZxWFGcZH32N2ICjw: Yes

		_4b_2) List and describe speci_oUL8CYvdKXWomGukrgj4CA: Summary: Actual energy use reduction is addressed in LEED v4 ID+C through one pilot alternative compliance pathway (ACP), Energy Performance Metering Path. This ACP can replace EA Prerequisite Minimum Energy Performance or EA Credit Optimize Energy Performance. Projects choosing to use Option 1. Tenant - Level Building Simulation as the compliance path can then choose to apply this ACP which incorporates and recognizes actual energy use reduction. More information on which credits this ACP can replace is available at:https://www.usgbc.org/node/10193354?return=/credits/commercial-interiors/v4/pilot-creditsAdditionally, the commissioning and verification process contributes to energy use reduction by ensuring high performing buildings and preventing long term maintenance issues and wasted energy by verifying that the design meets the owner’s project requirements and functions as intended. Energy Performance Metering Path (EApc107) (1-18pts.):- This method uses metered energy performance data, along with minimum requirements, to document achievement of the credit intent: “To reduce the environmental and economic harms of excessive energy use by achieving a minimum level of energy efficiency for the building and its systems”. This method requires metered energy data for 12 months of continuous operations. Fundamental Commissioning and Verification (EA Prerequisite 1): Requires the commissioning of mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and renewable energy systems and assemblies, in accordance with ASHRAE Guideline 0-2005 and ASHRAE Guideline 1.1-2007 by a qualified commissioning authority. The prerequisite also requires that an operations and maintenance plan be developed for ongoing operations. Enhanced Commissioning (EA Credit 1) (4-5pts.): Projects can earn points for various levels of additional commissioning activities beyond those required in the prerequisite. Option 1: Enhanced Commissioning (4 pts.): includes additional reviews and verifications, such as reviews of contractor submittals, verification of systems manual updates and delivery, as well as verification of seasonal testing, and the development of an on-going commissioning plan.Option 2. Monitoring – based Commissioning (5pts): In addition to achieving option 1, projects must develop monitoring – based procedures and identify points to be measured and evaluated to assess performance of energy – and water-consuming systems. 

		_4b_1) Does your system addres_x4FUcIhEoV9s97XKwgbrvg: Yes

		_4a_2) List and describe speci_IeqlYl0lPHLLTcAlTZcMFQ: Summary:  Three LEED v4 ID+C credits address predicted/ modeled energy use reduction, one a requirement for LEED certification. The prerequisite Minimum Energy Performance (Option 1, tenant – level energy simulation) requires the project to identify an energy modeler who can perform an energy simulation and analysis. Once this prerequisite has been met, projects can then earn points for additional increases in energy cost reduction with the Optimize Energy Performance credit. This credit awards points to projects to establish an energy performance target no later than the schematic design phase. An alternate compliance pathways (ACP), Alternative Energy Performance, also addresses predicted/ modeled energy use reduction by allowing projects to use an alternate metric for documenting performance improvement as the compliance pathway in both the EA energy performance prerequisite and credit's option 1 pathway. More information on the credits this ACP can replace is available at:https://www.usgbc.org/node/7489432?return=/credits/commercial-interiors/v4/pilot-creditsMinimum Energy Performance (EA Prerequisite 2): Provide two options for compliance. Once performance based and one prescriptive.  Option 1, Tenant- Level Energy Simulation: Requires identifying an energy modeler to perform initial energy analysis, Energy Modeler Qualifications are provided. A preliminary energy model is not required however, an analysis of various efficiency measures, which may take the form of a preliminary model, is necessary for achievement of the creditOption 2. Prescriptive compliance: ASHRAE 50% Advanced Energy Design Guide. Requires the installation of ENERGY STAR appliance for 50% of the total ENERGY STAR related products in the project.  Optimize Energy Performance (EA Credit 2) (1-25pts): Option 1 of this credit, Tenant-level energy simulation (1-25pts), requires projects to analyze efficiency measures during the design process and account for the results in design decision-making. Analysis can include energy simulation of efficiency opportunities, energy simulation analyses for similar projects, or published data from energy analyses performed for similar projects (such as AEDGs). Additionally, earning points requires analyzing efficiency measures focused on load reduction and HVAC-related strategies; passive measures are acceptable. Project the potential energy savings and cost implications for all affected systems.After modeling, projects must demonstrate a percentage improvement in the proposed tenant project performance rating compared with the baseline. Points are earned for percentage improvement in energy performance compared with the baseline according to the Table 1 attached in the reference guide below for Optimize Energy Performance.Alternative Energy Performance Metric (Pilot EApc95) (1-21pts.): This pilot alternative pathway allows projects to use an alternate metric for documenting performance improvement when using Option. Whole Building Simulation as the compliance pathway in the EA energy performance credits and EA renewable energy production credit. Projects must calculate and report a metric from each of the required categories source energy, primary energy and greenhouse gas emissions. Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (2pts.): Requires the use of analysis to set goals and strategies and inform the Owner's Project Requirements (OPR) document, basis of design (BOD), and design and construction documents. Preliminary energy modeling analysis as well as a water budget analysis are required to set the project on the right path by providing initial feedback on performance to the integrated design team.

		_4a_1) Does your system addres_zIMxQwTVipShghNkYyRcNg: Yes

		_3k) List and describe specifi_5y-8FQxTNnXJYoLaeSpxCA: Summary: Three LEED v4 ID+C credits address other areas related to healthy, effective environments. LEED for Neighborhood Development Location encourages projects to enhance livability and improve human health by encouraging daily physical activity.  Two additional credits, LEED Accredited Professional and Integrative Process, contribute to and add value to every projects’ overall effect on healthy and effective environments. LEED for Neighborhood Development (LT Credit 1) (1-18pts.): To earn these points, teams must locate the project within the boundary of a development certified under LEED for Neighborhood Development (Stage 2 or Stage 3 under the Pilot or 2009 rating systems, Certified Plan or Certified Project under the LEED v4 rating system). Integrative Process (IP Credit 1) (1 pt.): This integrative process credit further contributes to healthy, effective environments by supporting a collaborative, integrated planning and design process intended to support high performance and cost effective project outcomes throughout the entire life of the project. LEED Accredited Professional (IN Credit 2) (1 pt.): This credit award a point to projects for the participation of a LEED AP professional with specialty appropriate for the project. This professional contributes to team integration required by a LEED project and helps to streamline the application and certification process. 

		_3k_1) Does your system addres_2bn3vp-lDPx-Qjoc4Yg5YA: Yes

		_3j_2) List and describe speci_o6UBfx-Ucz-oZtdQpOa65Q: Summary:Four LEED v4 ID+C credits address occupant health and wellness through location and design that promotes physical exercise and healthy, productive work spaces. In addition, five LEED pilot credits are available for projects and address various aspects of occupant health and wellness including the use of building materials that are socially and medically preferable to building occupants, issues of social equity within the building community, and indoor air quality. Surrounding Density and Diverse Uses (LT Credit 2) (1-8pts.): Option 2 of this credit Diverse Uses (1-2 pts.) improves occupant health by encouraging daily physical activity by requiring a building to be constructed within ½ mile walking distance of the main entrance of 4 – 7 (1pt.), eight or more (2pts.) exiting and publicly available diverse uses. Acoustic Performance (EQ Credit 9) (2 pts.): Compliance promotes occupants wellbeing and productivity through effective acoustic design. Earning the credit requires occupied spaces to meet stated requirements, as applicable, for HVAC background noise, sound transmission, reverberation time, and sound reinforcement and masking per ASHRAE 2011, HVAC Applications Handbook, Chapter 48, Noise and Vibration Control, AHRI Standard 885-2008, or local equivalent. Bicycle Facilities (LT Credit 6) (1 pt.): This credit promotes public health by encouraging utilitarian and recreational physical activity. Earning this credit requires both:A Bicycle Network: Teams are required to design or locate the project such that a functional entry or bicycle storage is within a 200 –yard walking distance or bicycling distance from a bicycle network that connects to at least 10 diverse uses, school or employment center or a bus rapid transit stop, light or heavy rail station, commuter rail station, or ferry terminal. Bicycle Storage and Shower Rooms: For commercial or institutional projects, teams are required to provide short and long term bicycle storage and at least one on – site shower with changing facility for the first 100 regular building occupants and one additional shower for every 150 building occupants thereafter. For residential projects, short and long term bicycle storage is required. Quality Views (EQ Credit 9) (1pt.): Requires a direct line of sight to the outdoors via vision glazing for 75% of all regularly occupied floor area. Additionally, 75% of all regularly occupied floor area must have at least two of four of other kinds of views. Pilot Credits:Indoor Air Quality Procedure (Pilot Prerequisite): To earn this pilot prerequisite projects must meet the minimum requirements of ASHRAE standard 62.1-2010. Determine the minimum outdoor air intake air flow for mechanical ventilation systems using the indoor air quality procedure or local equivalent. Requirements outlined in the attachment below are required for ventilation systems. Ergonomics Approach for Computer Users (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): Projects earn this pilot credit point for improving occupant health and well being through integration of ergonomic principles, specifically in the design of work spaces for all computer users. Local Food Production (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit improves human health and well-being and increases community involvement in and education about food production. To earn this pilot credit, projects must provide a dedicated portion of the site for onsite food production, gardens or planters with vegetables. Requirements include designated at least 5% of the site’s vegetated area and for urban projects a minimum density of 1.5 FAR, at least 15% of the useable roof top surface.Social Equity within the Community (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): This pilot credit awards one point to projects that undertake a process to understand who their community includes, identify community needs related to equity for vulnerable populations and develop strategies for the project to assist the community in meeting those needs. Projects may accomplish this by using the SEED evaluator or partnering with an existing community service or advocacy organization.  Lead Risk Reduction (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): this pilot credit awards projects for reducing adverse health impacts from lead by requiring projects to perform a lead hazards screen and if necessary to perform a full risk assessment for lead based paint, pipes, plumbing fittings and plumbing fixtures. 

		_3j_1) Does your system addres_J6nikFLtyvWZ06odineUxw: Yes

		_3i_2) List and describe speci_n1wOOroQeo0UV99MsDbE9g: Summary:One LEED v4 ID+C credit in the innovation category addresses integrated pest management. Innovation: Integrated Pest Management (IN) (1pt.): Requires projects to have in place an integrated pest management plan for the building and grounds within the project boundary. The project must also demonstrate it has implemented the strategies set forth in the plan and evaluate the plan annually. 

		_3i_1) Does your system addres_6W8UxU8ZhU6jraP1vIegPw: Yes

		_3h_2) List and describe speci_qd4mt5cKL7hjfQCZJDI7Fw: Summary:One LEED v4 ID+C credit, required for LEED certification, addresses environmental smoking control.  Environmental Tobacco Smoke Control (EQ Prerequisite 2): Projects are required to be located in a building that prohibits smoking by all occupants and users both inside the building and outside the building except in designated smoking areas located at least 25 feet (7.5 meters) from all entries, outdoor air intakes, and operable windows. Also projects must prohibit smoking outside the property line in spaces used for business purposes. 

		_3h_1) Does your system addres_rxHHaWM612D52c5agChYKA: Yes

		_3g_2) List and describe speci_L8VcycLJI*hktZMY71rhww: Summary: One LEED v4 ID+C credit addresses IAQ during construction. Earning EQc3 requires best practices on site during construction and meets the requirements in SMACNA. Construction indoor Air Quality Management Plan (EQ Credit 3) (1 pt.): Earning this credit requires project teams to develop and implement an IAQ management plan for the construction and preoccupancy phases of the building. During construction the plan must meet all applicable recommended measures of the SMACNA, 2nd edition, 2007, ANSI/SMACNA 008-2008, and Chapter 3. 

		_3g_1) Does your system addres_cprrZurh-D1XvzZOz3bh0g: Yes

		_3f_2) List and describe speci_kXtfEWAQEmu5QoP462HuPw: Summary:One LEED v4 ID+C credit addresses low – emitting materials. The EQ credit, Low Emitting Materials, specifies the use of materials and projects that meet requirements for inherently non emitting sources, green emissions evaluation, additional VOC requirements, composite wood evaluation and furniture evaluation. Low-Emitting Materials (EQ Credit 2) (1-3 pts.): Compliance with this credit includes requirements for product manufacturing and project teams and covers VOC emissions into indoor air and the VOC content of materials, as well as the testing methods by which indoor VOC emissions are determined. Different materials must meet different requirements to be considered compliant. Compliance can be achieved through one of two options.Option 1. Product Category Calculations (1-3 pts.): achieve the threshold level of compliance with emissions and content standards for the number of product categories listed in the Table 1 and 2 in the below reference guide for Low-Emitting Materials.Option 2. Budget Calculation Method (1-3 pts.): For products that do not meet the criteria, project teams can use the budget calculation method. Points are awarded based on percentage of compliant materials detailed in Table 3 in the below reference guide for Low-Emitting Materials. 

		_3f_1) Does your system addres_cIiuI5rFkmnszsdY-DLrsA: Yes

		_3e_2) List and describe speci_SpvQ2BfEVZK48JkPnWyXuQ: Summary: Two LEED v4 ID+C credits address moisture control. Although, LEED does not require design teams to explicitly plan for potential moisture control issues, LEED v4 ID+C includes an EQ credit, Construction Indoor Air Quality Management Plan, that  addresses elements of moisture control through the protection of building materials during construction. Additionally, Thermal Comfort addresses moisture as an indicator of comfort. Construction Indoor Air Quality Management Plan (EQ Credit 3) (1 pt.): To earn this point, projects must meet or exceed all applicable recommended control measures of the SMACNA IAQ Guidelines, including the protection of absorptive materials stored on-site and installed from moisture damage.Thermal Comfort (EQ Credit 5) (1 pt.): To achieve the credit, projects must be designed to ASHRAE 55-2010 Standard. In addition, LEED v4 ID+C has combined requirements for controllability of systems with this credit to enhance occupant comfort and well-being. In addition, individual thermal comfort controls need to be provided to at least 50% of individual occupants and also in multioccupant spaces. This credit addresses moisture in the context of occupant comfort and does not address installed materials or ongoing maintenance/operations strategies for moisture control

		_3e_1) Does your system addres_vp9FGL78qzle6MBra7twEw: Yes

		_3d_2) List and describe speci_yJs0JGpG5gPj83S*aTm2bA: N/A

		_3d_1) Does your system addres_YxsAWs9ik77h51MnLfxV8g: No

		_3c_2) List and describe speci_OEJ-jgKVJO9tQuFVPpBXJQ: Summary:One LEED v4 ID+C credit addresses indoor air quality planning.Indoor Air Quality Assessment (EQ Credit 4) (1-2 pts): Points are awarded through compliance of one of two options. Options are available after construction ends and the building has been cleaned. Option 1: Flush – out (1 pt.): Report required for compliance.  Path 1. Before occupancy: perform a building flush-out by supplying a total air volume of 14,000 cubic feet of outdoor air per square foot of gross floor area while maintaining an internal temperature of at least 60°F (15°C) and no higher than 80°F (27°C) and relative humidity no higher than 60%.Path 2. During occupancy: the space may be occupied only after delivery of a minimum of 3,500 cubic feet of outdoor air per square foot (1 066 260 liters of outdoor air per square meter) of gross floor area while maintaining an internal temperature of at least 60°F (15°C) and no higher than 80°F (27°C) and relative humidity no higher than 60%.Option 2. Air testing (2pts.): Conduct baseline IAQ testing using protocols consistent with the methods and standards as indicated in Table 1 in the reference guide below for Indoor Air Quality Assessment.

		_3c_1) Does your system addres_sM2jTb9mVTa9Dc6K420vSQ: Yes

		_3b_2) List and describe speci_MeHjCnfFyB4gVb0hIGE77Q: Summary:Four LEED v4 ID+C credits address daylighting and lighting controls. EQc7 addresses daylighting directly. EQc6 addresses lighting controls by supporting quality interior lighting, the EA energy performance credit addresses lighting through Interior Lighting Power and the Materials and Recourses credit addresses lighting by awarding points for flexible lighting control system. Two pilot credits available for projects also address daylighting and lighting controls. Daylight (EQ Credit 7) (1-3 pts.):Option 1. Simulation: Spatial Daylight Autonomy and Annual Sunlight Exposure (2-3 pts.): Provide a daylight simulation with a Spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA) 300/50% for 55-90% of regularly occupied floor area and meet stated requirements. Points awarded according to Table 1 in the reference guide below for Daylighting.Option 2 Simulation (1-2 pts.): Computer modeling to demonstrate 300-3,000 lux for 9am and 3pm for 75%-90% with furniture. Points awarded according to Table 2 in the reference guide below for Daylighting.Option 3 Measurement (2-3 pts.): Demonstrate 300-3,000 lux for 9am and 3pm for 75%-90% of  regularly occupied space; with furniture. Points awarded according to Table 3 in the reference guide below for Daylighting. Interior Lighting (EQ Credit 6) (1 pt.): This credit requires project teams to provide high – quality lighting. Projects achieve 1 point each by complying with one of both of the following options:Option 1. Lighting Control (1pt.): For at least 90% of individual occupant spaces, provide lighting controls that enable occupants to adjust the lighting to their individual preferences. For share multi occupant spaces, meet a separate set of lighting control requirements. Option 2. Lighting Quality (1 pt.): Requires that the project choose 4 of 8 lighting strategies to implement in the project including the use of fixtures with a luminance of less than 2,500 cd/m2 between 45 and 90 degrees from nadir, light sources with a CRI of 80 or higher, extended life light sources, and reflectance and illumination of surfaces.Optimize Energy Performance (EA Credit 2) (1-25pts): Option 2. Prescriptive Compliance (1-16 pts.) includes lighting power and lighting control as one of the strategies for compliance.Interior Lighting Power (lighting power density) (1–4 points): Reduce connected lighting power density below that allowed by ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1–2010, either using the space-by-space method or applying the whole-building lighting power allowance to the entire tenant space. Points are awarded according to Table 2 in the reference guide below for Optimize Energy Performance. Interior Lighting (1–2 points): Two options to earn points:Daylighting Controls (1 point): Install daylight-responsive controls in all regularly occupied daylit spaces within 15 feet (4.5 meters) of windows and under skylights for at least 25% of the connected lighting load. Daylight controls must switch or dim electric lights in response to daylight illumination in the space.Occupancy Sensor Lighting Controls (1 point): Install occupancy sensors for at least 75% of the connected lighting load.Interiors Life Cycle Impact Reduction (MR credit 2) (1- 4pts.): Option 3 (1pt.) of this credit requires projects to conduct an integrative planning process that will increase the lifecycle, easy of adaptive use and durability of individual building components. One of strategies available to earn the credit is to implement a flexible lighting control system with plug and play components such as wall controls, sensors, and dimming ballasts for a minimum of 50% of the lighting load. The system shall allow for reconfiguring and re-purposing of luminaires and controls without rewiring such as having the capability to group and assign luminaires into zones and change those zones as needed.Pilot Credits Daylight in Nonregulalry Occupied Spaces (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): Achieve at least 100 lux for 25% of the nonregularly occupied floor area for 1-2 buildings, 20% for 3-4 floor buildings, and 15% for buildings 5 floors and above. Demonsrtate compliance through computer simulations outlined in Option 1 or 2 of the Daylight credit or with daylight measurements as outlined in Option 2 of the Daylight Credit. Quality Views in Nonregulalry Occupied Spaces: (Pilot Credit) (1pt.): To earn this point projects must meet the requirements outlined in the Quality Views credit for 25% of the nonregularly occupied floor are for 1-2 floor buildings, 20% for 3-4 buildings and 15% for buildings 5 floors and above.

		_3b_1) Does your system addres_nt-ZocSXarOXUr0gAafirQ: Yes

		_ 3a_2) List and describe spec_Jgd50hccmBBH6CMMAmc0XA: Summary: Three LEED v4 ID+C credits, one required for LEED certification, address ventilation and thermal control. EQc5 Thermal Comfort requires meeting requirements for both thermal comfort design and thermal comfort control. Ventilation is addressed by two indoor air quality credits. One is required for LEED certification. Two pilot credits are also available to project teams that address these topics.Thermal Comfort (EQ Credit 5) (1 pt.): Earning this credit requires meeting requirements for both thermal comfort design and thermal comfort control. Thermal Comfort Design: Option 1. ASHRAE Standard 55-2010: Design heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC systems and the building envelope to meet ASHRAE Standard 55-2010. OR Option 2. ISO and CEN Standards: Design HVAC systems and building envelope to meet ISO 7730:2005 or CEN Standard EN 15251:2007. For thermal comfort control provide thermal comfort controls for at least 50% of individual occupant spaces. Provide group thermal comfort controls for all shared multi occupant spaces. Thermal Comfort Control: provide individual comfort controls for at least 50% of individual occupant spaces. Provide group thermal comfort controls for all shared multi occupant spaces.  Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance (EQ Prerequisite 1): Projects must meet requirements for both ventilation and monitoring:Ventilation: Mechanically Ventilated SpacesOption 1. ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2010:  meet the minimum requirements of ASHRAE 62.1-2010, Sections 4-7, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality, or a local equivalent, whichever is more stringent. Option 2. CEN Standard EN 15251 and EN 13779-2007: for projects outside the U.SVentilation: Naturally ventilated spaces - determine the minimum outdoor air opening and space configuration requirements using ASHRAE Standard 62.1 -2010 or local equivalent, whichever is more stringent.  Monitoring: Mechanically Ventilated Spaces: monitor air intake using one of two strategies  Naturally Ventilated Spaces” Comply with one of three strategies for airflow measurement.Enhanced Indoor Air Quality Strategies (EQ Credit 1) (1-2 pts.): Promotes occupants comfort, wellbeing and productivity by improving indoor air quality using one or both of the following options: Option 1: Enhanced IAQ Strategies (1pt): Depending on type of ventilation system (mechanical, natural, mixed mode) comply with requirements such as entryway systems, interior cross – contamination prevention and filtration. Option 2: Additional Enhanced IAQ Strategies (1pt): Depending on type of ventilation (mechanical, natural, mixed mode) comply with requirements such as exterior contamination prevention, increased ventilation, carbon dioxide monitoring, additional source control and monitoring, natural ventilation room by room calculations. Pilot Credits:Indoor Air Quality Procedure (Pilot Prerequisite): To earn this pilot prerequisite projects must meet the minimum requirements of ASHRAE standard 62.1-2010. Determine the minimum outdoor air intake air flow for mechanical ventilation systems using the indoor air quality procedure or local equivalent. Requirements outlined in the attachment below are required for ventilation systems. Learning Controls for Thermal Comfort (Pilot ACP) (1pt.): This alternative compliance path is available to replace the Thermal Comfort credit. Projects must meet the thermal comfort design requirements in Option 1 or 2 of Thermal Comfort. Projects must then provide an automated and learning heating and cooling system that provides occupant control. A procedure for tracking and documenting any changes made by the learning system. 

		_3a_1) Does your system addres_57S0tCtSXF05hA9iWhTcKw: Yes

		_2) Please indicate which type_75JoBgE2sjgk6bC*RPAlqQ: Off

		_1) Name of Certification Syst_*JYSEOl1i2MvA4hC7X*VPw: LEED v4 for INTERIOR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part II: Effectiveness Criteria Review Questions
Part II Instructions 
  
System owners should complete Part II separately for each building project type listed in Part I, Question 2. In 
addition, supplemental evidence (beyond the answers provided within the questions boxes in this form) can be 
included as attachments to the questions (attached directly into the PDF form).  
  
This section provides an opportunity for respondents to describe how the certification system supports GSA's 
Building Effectiveness Criteria. GSA developed the following list of Building Effectiveness Criteria through analysis 
of the intent of the Guiding Principles for Sustainable Federal Buildings (for both existing buildings and new 
construction), EISA, and industry best practices. 
  
2017 GSA Building Effectiveness Criteria: 
  
A) Healthy, effective environments 
B) Energy efficiency 
C) Water use efficiency and management 
D) Solid waste diversion 
E) Sustainable procurement 
F) Siting. 
  
GSA has developed a list of the building design, operations, and maintenance categories aligning to each criterion. 
These sample lists are included for each criterion throughout the survey to provide context to respondents, but they are 
not meant to be all-inclusive.  If the system has credits aligning to the Building Effectiveness Criteria, yet not aligning 
to the elements listed, respondents are encouraged to select "other" and list additional elements in the provided field. 
 







Part II-A: General Information Questions


1) Name of Certification System


Important note about supporting information:  
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


2) Please indicate which type of building project this response addresses: 
Reminder, system owners should complete a Part II response for EACH type of project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation







Part II-B: Healthy, Effective Environments Information


In addition to answering the questions below, please provide supporting documentation where applicable. 
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


3) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Healthy, 
Effective Environments may include the following. Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by 
the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to these elements, yet in alignment with Healthy Effective 
Environments, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 3k.1). Please elaborate on each item answered 
"Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification 
numbers. In addition, where applicable, please provide supporting documentation. 
  
a)  ventilation and thermal comfort 
b)  daylighting and lighting controls 
c)  indoor air quality plans 
d)  radon detection 
e)  moisture control 
f)  low-emitting materials 
g)  protecting IAQ during construction 
h)  environmental smoking control 
i)  integrated pest management 
j)  occupant health and wellness 
k) other


3a.1) Does your system address ventilation and thermal control? 


Yes


No


 3a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ventilation and thermal control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 


3a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3b.1) Does your system address daylighting and lighting controls?


Yes


No







3b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing daylighting and lighting controls. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3c.1) Does your system address indoor air quality plans?


Yes


No


3c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing indoor air quality plans. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3d.1) Does your system address radon detection?


Yes


No


3d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing radon detection. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous questions here.


3e.1) Does your system address moisture control?


Yes


No



mollyfreed
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3e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing moisture control. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3f.1) Does your system address low-emitting materials?


Yes


No


3f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing low-emitting materials. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3g.1) Does your system address protecting IAQ during construction?


Yes


No


3g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protecting IAQ during construction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3h.1) Does your system address environmental smoking control?


Yes


No







3h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmental smoking control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3i.1) Does your system address integrated pest management?


Yes


No


3i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing integrated pest management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3j.1) Does your system address occupant health and wellness?


Yes


No


3j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing occupant health and wellness. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3k.1) Does your system address other areas related to Healthy, Effective Environments?


Yes


No
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3k.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Healthy, Effective 
Environments. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3k.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-C: Energy Efficiency Information


4) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Energy 
Efficiency may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled energy use reduction 
b) actual energy use reduction 
c) ENERGY STAR products 
d) renewable energy 
e) clean and alternative energy 
f)  metering 
g) benchmarking 
h) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with energy efficiency, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 4h.1). 
Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify 
formal credit names and identification numbers. 


4a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled energy use reduction?


Yes


No


4a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled energy use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4b.1) Does your system address actual energy use 
reduction?


Yes


No


4b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual energy use reduction. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4c.1) Does your system address ENERGY STAR products? 


Yes


No


4c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ENERGY STAR products. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A." 


4c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4d.1) Does your system address renewable energy? 
Renewable energy comes from sources that are either inexhaustible or can be replaced very rapidly through 
natural processes. Examples include the sun, wind, geothermal energy, small (river-turbine) hydropower, and 
other hydrokinetic energy (waves and tides).


Yes


No


4d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing renewable energy. 


4d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4e.1) Does your system address clean and alternative energy? 
Alternative energy refers to energy not derived from traditional fossil fuel sources (coal, natural gas, petroleum) 
through conventional processes.


Yes


No


4e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing clean and alternative energy. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4f.1) Does your system address metering?


Yes


No


4f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing metering. If you answered "No" above, please 
enter "N/A."


4f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4g.1) Does your system address benchmarking?


Yes


No


4g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing benchmarking. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


4g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4h.1) Does your system address other areas related to Energy Efficiency?


Yes


No


4h) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to energy efficiency. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-D: Water Use Efficiency and Management Information


5) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Water Use 
Efficiency and Management may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled water use reduction 
b) actual indoor water use reduction 
c) actual outdoor water use reduction 
d) water conserving products 
e) meters 
f)  cooling towers 
g) water efficient landscapes 
h) alternative sources of water 
i) stormwater management 
j) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning 
to these elements, yet in alignment with water use efficiency and management, should be indicated by answering 
"Yes" to question 5j.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where 
applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


5a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled water use reduction?


Yes


No


5a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5b.1) Does your system address actual indoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual indoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







5c.1) Does your system address actual outdoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual outdoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5d.1) Does your system address water conserving products?


Yes


No


5d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  water conserving products. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5e.1) Does your system address meters?


Yes


No


5e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing meters. If you answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A."


5e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5f.1) Does your system address cooling towers?


Yes


No
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5f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing cooling towers. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


5f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5g.1) Does your system address water efficient landscapes?


Yes


No


5g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing water efficient landscapes. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5h.1) Does your system address alternative sources of water?


Yes


No


5h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing alternative sources of water. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5i.1) Does your system address stormwater management?


Yes


No







5i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  stormwater management. If upi answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5j.1) Does your system address other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and Management?


Yes


No


5j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and 
Management. If answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-E: Solid Waste Diversion Information


6) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Solid Waste 
Diversion may include the following: 
  
a) space for collection and storage of recyclables 
b) construction waste management 
c) site construction waste management 
d) waste diversion for occupants 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Solid Waste Diversion, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
6e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


6a.1) Does your system address space for collection and storage of recyclables? 


Yes


No


6a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing space for collection and storage of recyclables. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6b.1) Does your system address construction waste management? 
Unlike operational waste, which is made after a building is built, construction waste refers to materials and 
debris generated during construction, renovation, demolition, or dismantling of structures, buildings and 
associated infrastructure. Material types in operational and construction waste differ from operational waste, so 
reduction and diversion strategies also differ.


Yes


No


6b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing construction waste management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







6c.1) Does your system address site construction waste management? 
Site construction waste includes soil, rocks, trees, shrubs and other debris removed from the site for construction.


Yes


No


6c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing site construction waste management. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6d.1) Does your system address waste diversion for occupants?


Yes


No


6d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing waste diversion for occupants. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Solid Waste Diversion?


Yes


No


6e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to solid waste diversion. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-F: Sustainable Procurement Information


7) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Sustainable 
Procurement may include the following: 
  
a) recycled content 
b) biobased content 
c) environmentally preferable products 
d) ozone depleting compounds 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with sustainable procurement, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
7e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


7a.1) Does your system address recycled content?


Yes


No


7a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing recycled content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7b.1) Does your system address biobased content?


Yes


No


7b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing biobased content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7c.1) Does your system address environmentally preferable products?


Yes


No







7c.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmentally preferable products. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7d.1) Does your system address ozone depleting compounds?


Yes


No


7d.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ozone depleting compounds. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


7d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Sustainable Procurement?


Yes


No


7e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to sustainable procurement. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.
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Part II-G: Siting Information


8) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Siting may 
include the following: 
  
a) access to public transportation 
b) access to amenities/neighborhood assets 
c) floodplain avoidance 
d) consideration of occupant transportation emissions 
e) protection of historic resources 
f)  bicycling options 
g) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Siting, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 8g.1. Please 
elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal 
credit names and identification numbers. 


8a.1) Does your system address access to public transportation?


Yes


No


8a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to public transportation. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8b.1) Does your system address access to amenities/neighborhood assets?


Yes


No


8b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to amenities/neighborhood assets. If you  
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8c.1) Does your system address floodplain avoidance?


Yes


No







8c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing floodplain avoidance. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


8c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8d.1) Does your system address consideration of occupant transportation emissions?


Yes


No


8d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing consideration of occupant transportation 
emissions. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8e.1) Does your system address protection of historic resources?


Yes


No


8e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protection of historic resources. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8f.1) Does your system address bicycling options?


Yes


No







8f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing bicycling options. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


8f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8g.1) Does your system address other areas related to siting?


Yes


No


8g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Siting. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.





		_8g_2) List and describe speci_RePgtlqJhSt8SPeKgRjF1A: Habitat Protection: Imperative 01 Limits to Growth requires the protection of sensitive lands, mandating avoidance of and/ or buffers from those lands, unless the purpose of the project is protection of said sensitive land type. In addition, Imperative 03 Habitat Exchange (PPH p29) requires the permanent protection of an area equal to the project area, or .4 Hectares (1 Acre), whichever is greater. This requirement acknowledges the impact human development is having on wild areas and aims to project thriving eco-systems 1 for 1 as development continues. Sprawl Deterrence: Imperative 01 Limits to Growth prohibits building on a greenfield site in order to limit sprawl and encourage re-development of existing disturbed land. See PPH p7Native or Naturalized Landscape:Imperative 01 Limits to Growth requires understanding of the site's reference habitat, and that the project uses native and naturalized plants and topsoil in order to provide appropriate wildlife and avian habitat. Petrochemical Ban:Imperative 01 Limits to Growth bans the use of petrochemicals on the project site, protecting the local ecosystem natural soil and water sources from contamination.Connecting Humans to Food Sources:Imperative 02 Urban Agriculture requires projects (except Renovations, described under Building Interiors) to provide an area of the project for food production in order to connect the occupants to nutrition cycles and increase the potential for resilience.  The area required is based on the density of the site, and can be located offsite through Scale Jumping - see PPH p18 & 24. Human Scaled Places:Imperative 15, Human Scale and Humane Places (EqPH p6) requires signage, building footprints, and the length of solid walls to be limited in order to preserve the human scale of buildings and the community spaces that surround them. Equitable Access to Areas of Site:Imperative 16, Universal Access to Nature & Place (EqPH p13) requires externally focused non-building infrastructure to be equally accessible to all members of the public, regardless of background, age, socio-economic class or physical ability. Any project (except single family residential) in Transects L3-6 (village to urban core) must enhance the public realm through accessible features (e.g. art, benches, gardens, etc). 

		_8g_1) Does your system addres_ff8mY7BVb*i*sGiuAkjqUA: Yes

		_8f_2) List and describe speci_C0wNJMREdwPA8gnvh2ZNOw: Imperative 04, Human Powered Living promotes bicycles through three primary mechanisms. It requires "secure, weather protected storage for human powered vehicles". "advocacy in the community to facilitate the uptake of human-powered transportation", as well as "showering and changing facilities that can be accessed by all occupants of the building". 

		_8f_1) Does your system addres_1sstHIsbanCcUTwDKEgQlA: Yes

		_8e_2) List and describe speci_lGjbsZOFQpSxrT6TdCQh4g: Numerous Imperatives encourage the protection of historic resources through incentivizing building and material re-use. Imperative 14 Net Positive Waste (MPH p46-7) requires a pre-building audit of existing structures on the project site encourage preservation of historic resources through re-use. In addition, the salvaged material requirement for I-14 is waived for projects that are “an adaptive re-use of an existing structure”, prioritizing preservation of the whole over salvaging an existing building for parts. Imperative 11 Embodied Carbon Footprint reduces the carbon offset requirement for projects that are Renovation typology (always in an existing building), incentivizing preservation of existing building stock. Imperative 19 Beauty + Spirit and Imperative 09 Biophilic Environment require projects to include elements that connect the project to its place. Re-using historic elements from the built environment would contribute towards meeting the intents of those requirements.  

		_8e_1) Does your system addres_16KZxJGV-qB91MoyOzebIA: Yes

		_8d_2) List and describe speci_bwSIISERQYJdT1ISjOIRaQ: Imperative 04, Human Powered Living, requires provision of one electric-powered vehicle charging station for all projects in Transects L4-L6 (village, or edge of city, into urban core), as well as enhancements to and advocacy for, lower emitting options, such as transit, and pedestrian and human powered vehicle paths and facilities. In addition, Imperative 15, Human Scale and Humane Places limits the amount of surface parking projects may provide, discouraging vehicular travel generally, and single occupant travel in particular. 

		_8d_1) Does your system addres_KvyWd2ElueSL6UWEcsSsnQ: Yes

		_8c_2) List and describe speci_p*D8ALhOtcDDbOfexSd2lQ: Imperative 01, Limits to Growth (PPH p6) prohibits building in a floodplain unless the project can meet an exception such as being in a historic district or dense urban core, or programmatically tied to the waterway in question, such as a working port or dock, or an educational facility. (Exceptions I01-E10, E11, E12 and E1; PPH p10-11).

		_8c_1) Does your system addres_HmUtbZX-saFnNkKhrcHnag: Yes

		_8b_2)  List and describe spec_UWFqfedTFEOKZ7iFoGHMaQ: Imperative 04, Human Powered Living requires consideration and enhancement of pedestrian routes.  In addition, Imperative 15, Human Scale and Humane Places (Equity Petal Handbook- EqPH p6) requires both "Provision of places for people to gather and connect internally and/or with the neighborhood" and "Provision of elements along the project edge which support the human scale of the larger neighborhood, such as seat walls, art, displays, or pocket parks." 

		_8b_1) Does your system addres_BvSyxvE9y4MYRtpbBuGODw: Yes

		_8a_2)  List and describe spec_71CUzmRyw7db1Z*-cW*79w: Imperative 04, Human Powered Living (Place Petal Handbook - PPH p 36) requires a transit subsidy for all building occupants (via owners or tenant employers) in Transects L4, L5 & L6.

		_8a_1) Does your system addres_-h0swVx1RxaVuEk9fJMNPg: Yes

		_7e_2) List and describe speci_oKY0GjoiTgpJHZYmkp2p0g: Carbon Offset: Imperative 11, Embodied Carbon Footprint requires teams to calculate and offset the total embodied carbon impact from the construction scope through a one time carbon offset, encouraging project teams to prioritize both materials with a lower carbon footprint and the use of salvaged products and rehabilitation of structures. Renovation projects (always in an existing building) may reduce the calculated offset by up to 50% if they are able to demonstrate such a reduction is appropriate based on their scope and calculator inputs (Materials Petal Handbook p27)Local Sourcing: Imperative 13 Living Economy Sourcing (MPH p 40) requires projects to incorporate place-based solutions and contribute to the expansion of a regional economy rooted in sustainable practices, products and services. Project teams are required to track product purchases, demonstrating that 20+% of the materials construction budget is manufactured within 500 km of the construction site, an additional 30+% is manufactured within 1,000 km, and additional 25+% comes from within 5,000 km. The remaining 25% may be sourced from any location.  Sustainable Materials Extraction: Imperative I-12 Responsible Industry requires advocacy to create a more transparent and sustainable materials extraction market for the stone and rock, metal, and mineral industries. Teams must advocate to dimensional stone suppliers and extractors to adopt the NSC 373 Standard, and to Metal and mineral  industries to create a sustainable standard that will incentivize more sustainable extraction practices. Socially Responsible Organizations: I-18 Just Organizations (Equity Petal Handbook p 23) requires at least one organization that is an integral part of the project team, to have a Just label. In addition, the project team must advocate to 10 additional organizations (manufacturers, suppliers, etc) to consider getting a Just label. Since Just is a tool to review and improve organizations based on 22 social justice metrics, these requirements push teams to consider the types of organizations they are supporting with their project dollars, and encourage a more socially just market of procurement options. See hyperlink in comment. 

		_7e_1) Does your system addres_UAJ5wsoZSMRNlvXXRDjlwA: Yes

		_7d_2)  List and describe spec_YEPA*SMqryBTbxv83-jqTA: Imperative 10 Red List bans the use of Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) in all products and within equipment on site; limits the concentration of VOCs in site installed wet applied products; and bans the use of California-defined Group II toxic exempt solvents in site installed wet applied products.  

		_7d_1) Does your system addres_U6VHO0hv181DgxKaXT-euQ: Yes

		_7c_2)  List and describe spec_MTgFd0UrLTDgCcJTYXOC3w: Imperative 12 Responsible Industry requires the installation of 1 Declare label product for every 500 square meters of project area or one Living Product Challenge (LPC) certified product for every 1,000 square meters of project area (i.e. counts as two Declare products). Declare labeled products are environmentally preferable because they have publicly available ingredient disclosure that has been screened against the Living Building Challenge Red List with EPA Chemicals of Concern and REACH Substances of Very High Concern highlighted.   The Declare program assists project teams in the selection of products that do not contain ingredients from these lists with known negative environmental and human health impacts. See Declare Manufacturers Guide 2017, attached.The LPC products have a Declare label (ingredient disclosure); as well as reporting of the product's energy, water, and waste footprints, and an offset of one or more of those footprints (a positive handprint); and manufacturer's social equity reporting (JUST label). Additional information on LPC products can be found in the Living Product Challenge standard (see attached). Both Declare and the Living Product Challenge were included in the EPA's Recommendations of Specifications, Standards, and Ecolabels for Federal Purchasing for the following categories: carpet (EPA p 5), flooring (p 8), interior paint (p 10), furniture (p 18). Imperative I-10 Red List (MPH p 6) requires building products, systems furniture, and task seating to be vetted to confirm products do not contain LBC Red List chemicals listed in Imperative 10 Red List: Alkylphenols, Asbestos, Bisphenol A (BPA), Cadmium, Chlorinated polyethylene and chlorosulfonated polyethylene, Chlorobenzenes, Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), Chloroprene (Neoprene), Chromium VI, Chlorinated polyvinyl chloride (CPVC), Formaldehyde (added), Halogenated flame retardants (HFRs), Lead (added), Mercury, Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs), Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), Phthalates, Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), Polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC), Short Chain Chlorinated Paraffins, Wood treatments containing creosote, arsenic or pentachlorophenol. In addition, Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in wet-applied products are limited. In support of the above listed requirement to eliminate the worst-in class materials and chemicals with the greatest impact to human and ecosystem health, I-10 Red List also prioritizes fully disclosed products. Acceptable methods of disclosure and reporting thresholds are listed in the Materials Petal Handbook (page 7). Imperative 1-12 Responsible Industry requires the use of FSC wood to prioritize the most sustainable forestry practices. It also requires advocacy to establish a comparable standard for stone, metal and minerals which is the first step to make it easier for teams to identify environmentally preferable extracted products. 

		_7c_1) Does your system addres_0fnGilNmb3mg*N0mEKFJMA: Yes

		_7b_2)  List and describe spec_noRo2DXICJxQZBCbipuelg: Imperative I-12, Responsible Industry (MPH p 32) requires all wood (a bio-based product) to be certified to Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) 100% labeling standards, from salvaged sources, or from the intentional harvest of timber on site for the purposes of clearing the project site for construction. In addition, natural products count double for Imperative I-13 Local Economy Sourcing, at the team's discretion. This is done to incentivize the use of natural products.

		_7b_1) Does your system addres_F3sGS8HdI-ICoGE3o0BxKg: Yes

		_7a_2)  List and describe spec_2g*0XwFg89sWhkfHlqyMFw: In situ materials left in place in existing buildings or Renovations do not require vetting or ingredient disclosure, thereby encouraging the “recycling” and re-use of products in place. In addition, when the existing building is largely demolished, reuse of small portions of the former building, such as a façade, can count towards the Imperative 14 Net Positive Waste (MPH p46) requirement for 1 salvaged material per 500 square meters of gross building area.. 

		_7a_1) Does your system addres_CYMKnIdGDSVH7GKTapDwAg: No

		_6e_2) List and describe speci_k9Qe9J6wha0u-qoH5CI-8A: Waste Reduction Through Design & End of Life: Imperative 14 Net Positive Waste requires teams write a Materials Conservation Management Plan that explains how the will reduce or eliminate the production of waste during design, construction, occupancy and end of life phases of the project. This requirement pushes the team to be proactive in their materials selection during design and think about appropriate durability and end of life recyclability and impacts. 

		_6e_1) Does your system addres_c8ODjtRZ2H33qWuU5jqrPQ: Yes

		_6d_2) List and describe speci_bTdT-PQErIOHp7VR2BUWOQ: Imperative 14 Net Positive Waste requires all project types have dedicated infrastructure for collecting consumables and durables (compostable food scraps and recyclables). Since all projects are occupied and have a performance period and site visit by their Auditor, certification confirms that the recycling and composting systems are put in place and functioning, not just designed.

		_6d_1) Does your system addres_L2Qe5F9h8C9BbrppZsyeYA: Yes

		_6c_2) List and describe speci_uocCRN-sB5KemmiLhlGvkA: Imperative 14, Net Positive Waste requires 100% diversion for soils and biomass, and does not allow Alternative Daily Cover as a means of diversion, ensuring that soil and biomass are diverted out of landfills for productive use. 

		_6c_1) Does your system addres_qyq4*TRaKWJrtt-PP7yMyg: Yes

		_6b_2) List and describe speci_Qv-03fko4xMIK2TAwn-vNQ: Imperative 14, Net Positive Waste (I-14) requires all projects meet very high waste diversion goals: 99% for metals, paper and cardboard, 100% for soils and biomass, 95% for foam, carpet and insulation, and 90% for "all other [materials]". In addition, I-14 requires a pre-building audit of any existing infrastructure on the site, and the use of one salvaged material per 500sm of gross building area, both of which encourage teams to incorporate non-virgin materials and divert as much as possible from the waste stream. 

		_6b_1) Does your system addres_2pvXbuwN60fdQ-ZZJaO6Ow: Yes

		_6a_2) List and describe speci_0nLlByCxo12sVvP4VP4pxg: Imperative 14 Net Positive Waste (Materials Petal Handbook- p46) requires all project types have dedicated infrastructure for collecting recyclables and compostable food scraps. Since the LBC requires all projects to be occupied and have a site visit by the auditor before certification, recycling and composting systems are confirmed as in place and functioning, not just designed. 

		_6a_1) Does your system addres_UvtTWJkcWP5FpAiD5IdMnw: Yes

		_5j_2) List and describe speci_uC-LcM51-ZGzPXXsqSQNbQ: Additional Water Treatment: Imperative 05, Net Positive Water requires that Living Buildings must treat all of their greywater and blackwater on site, further unburdening municipal infrastructure, reducing the energy used to pipe the water (part of the energy-water nexus) and keeping nutrients in the local ecosystem (see WPH p 8).Water Protection: Imperative 05, Net Positive Water requires that that the water supply for the building, including recycled water, must be treated appropriately for its intended use without the use of harmful chemicals. Many chemicals used for water purification (including chlorine, calcium hypochlorite and sodium hypochlorite) have been deemed possible carcinogenic, mutagenic, reprotoxic, or respiratory toxins by the US EPA and/or European Commission agencies. Prohibiting the use of such chemicals protects downstream water sources. 

		_5j_1) Does your system addres_H3DgL94clzAdc*x5TqiPxw: Yes

		_5i_2) List and describe speci_uvl*Hvr9jENP9Dy03TUF4A: Imperative 05, Net Positive Water requires project teams to evaluate the pre-development hydrology of the site and restore the natural water flows. Stormwater must be treated on site and managed through reuse, a closed loop system, infiltration and/or evapotranspiration (see WPH, page 6).

		_5i_1) Does your system addres_44JJfopIb3LX1OwrtP4huw: Yes

		_5h_2) List and describe speci_SXdkE82Q9hUy72PHq0h0Hg: Imperative 05, Net Positive Water requires projects to rely on rainwater harvesting, condensation capture, and greywater reuse to meet their water demand. All of these strategies result in appropriately sized and climate-specific water management systems, offsetting the building's demand for freshwater from the municipality (see WPH page 7-8). In cases where teams are using groundwater in their on-site closed loop water system, they must model their re-infiltration strategy to show that their use will not harm the natural system.

		_5h_1) Does your system addres_SNUIXS8Mtdt5TpN5OfLYLA: Yes

		_5g_2) List and describe speci_1EBkt6M9pdaOuYDxhgRnlg: Imperative 01 Limits to Growth (Place Petal Handbook - PPH p 6) requires that on-site landscape be designed so that as it matures It increasingly emulates the functionality of indigenous ecosystems with regard to water use. All plants and topsoil used in the project are required to be native or naturalized, which require significantly less (or no) irrigation. Irrigation is allowed for establishment, but cannot be hard piped or used outside of the first year.

		_5g_1) Does your system addres_sWoDS-owG*j*mNJC3BYHSQ: Yes

		_5f_2) List and describe speci_Vs1Bl6C7Z27c4Eq-vk8nWQ: Cooling towers must be included in all water balance (and energy balance) calculations. The holistic and performance based approach of the LBC pushes teams to create integrated solutions that reduce water use across each project.

		_5f_1) Does your system addres_Yed87UhwQMiqa*VyN*Am2A: Yes

		_5e_2) List and describe speci_EdZ1jmtBd8vnw8mpVpPF9Q: Imperative 05 Net Positive Water requires project teams to submit total actual water use from monthly readings from meters or other on-site tracking systems that clearly record the amount of water used from each applicable supply source. (WPH page 9). At a minimum, monthly readings must be recorded documenting actual water use (gallons per month) from each applicable supply source: harvested rainwater; ground water and/or surface water' condensate' on-site reclaimed greywater and blackwater; utility-provided municipal water (when allowed by Exception). Sub-metering by end use, such as for sinks, showers, mechanical systems, etc., is not required but is recommended as good practice for troubleshooting any issues with a project's water balance. 

		_5e_1) Does your system addres_A5bSI9G4qAlnIGtHGTTA5w: Yes

		_5d_2) List and describe speci_5l7oa25LOvutodeCicwoqA: Although not an explicit requirement, the inclusion of extremely efficient fixtures is necessary to meet the performance requirements of I-05, Net Positive Water. Project teams typically include any or all of the following: best-in-class low flow shower heads and sinks, jet flush or composting toilets, and waterless urinals. (See Water Policy Case Studies: https://living-future.org/policy-advocacy/#tools-resources). 

		_5d_1) Does your system addres_mYHUA4OYWaGrnInoory-Dg: Yes

		_5c_2) List and describe speci_4kdOjj2fd-Ha-0XMkdEpWg: Outdoor water must be included in the project's overall water balance, which is limited to natural closed loop cycles on the project site, and are to emulate natural hydrological cycles. These naturally imposed limits on supply reduce outdoor water use when it out of step with natural cycles. Reduction is not required if the outdoor use is hydrologically appropriate.  

		_5c_1) Does your system addres_jWa-XvtY0yxc8BMHnDxylA: Yes

		_5b_2) List and describe speci_0EbJyM-TNJFHvh0yHcF1kw: Imperative 05 Net Positive Water (I-05) requires project teams to address their water needs without connecting to the municipal potable water system. Therefore, demand on local infrastructure is typically reduced to zero. Exceptions that allow some limited access to municipal water require the team to design a system that could function without the connection, and in some cases, require the team to make up the difference through community-scale efficiency measures. The team must provide proven performance data over the course of a 12-month performance period to demonstrate that requirements have been met.  In watershed-terms, I-05 requires teams to evaluate the carrying capacity of their site and design a water system that can exist within it, using only water captured or reused on site. Though it's not an explicit requirement, all Living Buildings to date have incorporated aggressive water use reductions in order to meet the requirement. 

		_5b_1) Does your system addres_k3HSMaNO1O04iYEKbJp5nQ: Yes

		_5a_2) List and describe speci_m9opx2*08HjgVjbELUdNWg: Modeling is necessary to ensure compliance with the strict water performance goals of Imperative 05, Net Positive Water (Water Petal Handbook - WPH p 4). However, because LBC is performance based it doesn't rely on water models to demonstrate water usage. LBC project teams must model available water supply sources, cistern size and treatment trains in order to design their project to meet their demand without the use of a municipal connection. Additionally, teams generally model the pre-development hydrology of their site in order to treat and manage all of the stormwater on site. In cases where teams are using groundwater in their on-site closed loop water system, they must model their re-infiltration strategy to show that their use will not harm the natural system.

		_5a_1) Does your system addres_LF3pyaCrSSD5uK6*6s83Hg: Yes

		_4h) List and describe specifi_TP4KxlblvkFgPOGOyALyYA: Battery Storage Requirement: Imperative 06, Net Positive Energy requires projects to install battery back-up systems that cover their critical loads, such as 10% of lighting and basic refrigeration, for seven days in order to provide resiliency.

		_4h_1) Does your system addres_z6WeBVSJzYmuA*LX5kYmHw: Yes

		_4g_2) List and describe speci_zbVXR*F6ht1uODlXtXP9EQ: Benchmarking is required for projects using the Offsite Renewables Exception, through which certain project types are allowed to use renewable energy generation from an offsite location. In this scenario, project teams must demonstrate best in class energy use intensity for their projects by submitting an energy model for review by ILFI's energy program staff. The energy model must highlight energy efficiency and renewable energy system information, conservation measures and/or load reduction strategies that show marked improvement over typical project for that type and region.

		_4g_1) Does your system addres_3llv55bODTnFB3tDPmnXcw: Yes

		_4f_2) List and describe speci_oDYm3Z8XEp6gWLcbkaERXQ: Imperative 06 Net Positive Energy requires building metering for all projects targeting Energy Petal Certification. Sub-metering is required for all projects except single family residences (home owners must develop a method to identify and troubleshoot any anomalies in their meter readings) and projects targeting Zero Energy Certification. Utility bills are required to verify energy performance. LBC requires teams use utility meter data when available; private meter data may be accepted for energy performance verification, so long as it is accompanied by a letter from an energy professional verifying its accuracy (data represents whole-building energy use, not just a subset of building loads).

		_4f_1) Does your system addres_cn1c0XMqb54pYn8uh-tzdg: Yes

		_4e_2) List and describe speci_JNoGx7kvK5*r2KOraXuiNA: Imperative 06 Net Positive Energy prohibits the use of fossil fuels on certified projects, except in rare use cases such as limited use of natural gas appliances in commercial kitchen facilities, emergency back-up generators, and for specialty uses such as Bunsen burners. Clean, renewable energy is required to offset 100% (ZE Certification) and 105% (for Living or Energy Petal Certification) of  the project's annual operational energy loads. Compliance is demonstrated through a 12-month performance period while the building is occupied as intended. 

		_4e_1) Does your system addres_KRGOYY-8iSuNMUUisFmXdg: Yes

		_4d_2) List and describe speci_yM5PP-imyUokV4VLvbpd6g: Imperative 06 Net Positive Energy requires the use of project-based renewable energy generation to offset building energy use over the course of a 12 -month post occupancy performance period. Teams must demonstrate, through meter readings and bills (if applicable), that their project produced enough renewable energy in 12 consecutive months, to power their project over the same period.Typical legal assignment for projects using offsite renewables is done using a Power Purchase Agreement. Existing buildings and renovation projects that are using the Offsite Renewables Exception may align the term length of their lease to the term of ownership of the offsite renewable energy system. 

		_4d_1) Does your system addres_azygvWx4jsYRErxqQA2qzw: Yes

		_4c_2) List and describe speci_C*mUvbopljgJeT3hUlfQsQ: Although use of high performance products is critical to achieving the high aspiration requirements of Imperative 06, Net Positive Energy, no specific products or energy efficiency labels are required by the LBC. 

		_4c_1) Does your system addres_CiByXdZxWFGcZH32N2ICjw: No

		_4b_2) List and describe speci_oUL8CYvdKXWomGukrgj4CA: Imperative 06, Net Positive Energy limits projects to renewable energy produced within the boundaries of their own site. Energy use reduction is typically necessary to meet the performance requirements, while also avoiding combustion, which is prohibited. Energy use reduction is not required except when a project accesses an exception that allows them to produce renewable energy from an offsite location. In that case, the project team must demonstrate best in class Energy Use Intensity (EUI) for the project through a review of their energy model and the associated target EUI. Any model provided by the team is reviewed by ILFI for compliance with basic protocols, minimum on-site renewable energy capacity and best practices for energy efficiency and load reduction strategies. Energy use reduction is a key strategy in the performance of all certified projects.

		_4b_1) Does your system addres_x4FUcIhEoV9s97XKwgbrvg: Yes

		_4a_2) List and describe speci_IeqlYl0lPHLLTcAlTZcMFQ: Modeling is necessary to ensure compliance with strict energy performance goals of Imperative 06, Net Positive Energy (Energy Petal Handbook - EnPH p 6) . However, because LBC is performance based it doesn't require documentation of the energy model except when project access an exception that allows them to produce renewable energy from an offsite location. In that case, the project team must demonstrate best in class Energy Use Intensity (EUI) for the project through a review of their energy model and the associated target EUI. Any model provided by the team is reviewed by ILFI for compliance with basic protocols, minimum on-site renewable energy capacity and best practices for energy efficiency and load reduction strategies. 

		_4a_1) Does your system addres_zIMxQwTVipShghNkYyRcNg: Yes

		_3k) List and describe specifi_5y-8FQxTNnXJYoLaeSpxCA: Encouraging exercise over elevators:Imperative 04 Human Powered Living requires that projects promote the use of stairs over elevators. Teams can choose to do this via the building's layout, by designing the stairs to be pleasant and inviting to use (e.g. placing them on a primary view façade and daylighting them effectively), via signage, and/or by any other strategies of their choosing. Promoting the use of stairs over elevators not only saves energy; it also provides meaningful opportunity for employees to build exercise into their regular routines. Glare Issues:Imperative 07 Civilized Environment requires that project teams consider glare issues and the visual relief that results from the perceived distance of a view to the outside.Community and Occupant Benefit:Imperative 19, Beauty + Spirit, requires projects to provide elements that are 'solely intended for human delight and the celebration of culture, spirit and place appropriate to its function'. Projects must also meaningfully integrate public art (Beauty Petal Handbook - BPH p 6).Shared Knowledge to Benefit the Community:Imperative 20, Inspiration + Education, requires that project teams provide information about their project in various formats intended to educate building occupants, visitors, and website viewers. In this manner, their sustainability strategies are broadly disseminated, and each project serves as a catalyst for change, improving the health impacts of the built environment overall. 

		_3k_1) Does your system addres_2bn3vp-lDPx-Qjoc4Yg5YA: Yes

		_3j_2) List and describe speci_o6UBfx-Ucz-oZtdQpOa65Q: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires that project teams provide an outline of a cleaning protocol that uses cleaning products that comply with the EPA's Safer Choice label (formerly Design for Environment, or DfE).Imperative 09, Biophilic Environment (HHPH p24) requires project teams to consider biophilic design, an approach that prioritizes a human-nature connection and support physiological human needs. Each project must engage in a minimum of one all-day biophilic design exploration that results in a biophilic design framework and plan. The plan should include cultural, ecological and climatic studies that thoroughly examine the site and context for the project. Connections to nature through the built environment have been proven to have both short and long term health benefits to occupants. See Healthy Nature Healthy People, attached.To protect the health of product installers and building occupants, Imperative 10 Red List (I-10) requires building products, systems furniture, and task seating to be vetted to confirm they do not contain Living Building Challenge Red List chemicals: Alkylphenols, Asbestos, Bisphenol A (BPA), Cadmium, Chlorinated polyethylene and chlorosulfonated polyethylene, Chlorobenzenes, Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), Chloroprene (Neoprene), Chromium VI, Chlorinated polyvinyl chloride (CPVC), Formaldehyde (added), Halogenated flame retardants (HFRs), Lead (added), Mercury, Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs), Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), Phthalates, Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), Polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC), Short Chain Chlorinated Paraffins, Wood treatments containing creosote, arsenic or pentachlorophenol, and imposes limits on allowable Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) in wet-applied products. See Red List hyperlink in comment.  The Red List represents the "worst in class" materials, chemicals, and elements known to pose serious risks to human health and the greater ecosystem. ILFI believes these materials should be phased out of production due to health/toxicity concerns. While there are certainly other items could be added, this list was determined by selecting those items with the greatest potential impact if they were significantly curbed or eliminated from the Building Industry. The International Living Future Institute worked with Healthy Building Network and Pharos to develop the Red List, and new items will be added as new research and information become available.The original Red List, launched in 2006, has been significantly updated with the release of LBC 3.1 in May 2016. The update ensures that the program aligns with other authoritative hazard lists including the EPA Action Plan Published Lists; the REACH Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC) List; and the Cradle to Cradle Banned List and was done in collaboration with the Pharos Project.Declare and the Living Product Challenge were developed by ILFI to assist product specifiers in the selection of healthier products. Both Declare and the Living Product Challenge were included in the EPA's Recommendations of Specifications, Standards, and Ecolabels for Federal Purchasing. See Recommendations of Specifications, Standards and Ecolabels, attached. 

		_3j_1) Does your system addres_J6nikFLtyvWZ06odineUxw: Yes

		_3i_2) List and describe speci_n1wOOroQeo0UV99MsDbE9g: N/A

		_3i_1) Does your system addres_6W8UxU8ZhU6jraP1vIegPw: No

		_3h_2) List and describe speci_qd4mt5cKL7hjfQCZJDI7Fw: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires projects to prohibit smoking inside the project boundary, which encompasses all area impacted by construction, materials staging, and utilities conveyance. 

		_3h_1) Does your system addres_rxHHaWM612D52c5agChYKA: Yes

		_3g_2) List and describe speci_L8VcycLJI*hktZMY71rhww: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires all projects to conduct air quality testing immediately following construction in order to ensure best practices were followed. It will not be possible to pass these tests, particularly the VOC and Respirable Suspended Particulates thresholds without protection of systems during construction. Therefore, to achieve the Health & Happiness Petal, project teams must ensure that IAQ is protected during construction. 

		_3g_1) Does your system addres_cprrZurh-D1XvzZOz3bh0g: Yes

		_3f_2) List and describe speci_kXtfEWAQEmu5QoP462HuPw: Under Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment, the required Healthy Interior Environment Plan must detail compliance with the California Department of Public Health Standard Method v1.1-2010 (or international equivalent) for all interior building products that have the potential to emit Volatile Organic Compounds.In addition, Imperative 10 Red List (Materials Petal Handbook - MPH p 6) requires vetting for and exclusion of 22 worst in class materials and chemical groups* for all building products, systems furniture and task seating, with limited exceptions. It also places the following restrictions on products that contain volatile organic compounds (VOCs):*Wet-applied products (coatings, adhesives, and sealants) applied on site must have VOC levels below the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 1168 for Adhesives and Sealants or the CARB 2007 Suggested Control Measures (SCM) for Architectural Coatings, as applicable.* Containers of sealants and adhesives with capacity of 16 ounces or less must comply with applicable category limits in the California Air Resources Board (CARB) Regulation for Reducing Emissions from Consumer Products.* Selected California-defined Group II toxic exempt solvents are banned and must not be intentionally added to products.

		_3f_1) Does your system addres_cIiuI5rFkmnszsdY-DLrsA: Yes

		_3e_2) List and describe speci_SpvQ2BfEVZK48JkPnWyXuQ: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires that Temperature and humidity are monitored, but does not specify any particular levels.

		_3e_1) Does your system addres_vp9FGL78qzle6MBra7twEw: Yes

		_3d_2) List and describe speci_yJs0JGpG5gPj83S*aTm2bA: N/A

		_3d_1) Does your system addres_YxsAWs9ik77h51MnLfxV8g: No

		_3c_2) List and describe speci_OEJ-jgKVJO9tQuFVPpBXJQ: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires project teams to create a Healthy Interior Environment Plan explaining how the project will achieve an exemplary indoor environment, including:* Results from indoor air quality tests before and after nine months occupancy,* Compliance with the California Department of Public Health Standard Method v1.1-2010 (or international equivalent) for all interior building products that have the potential to emit Volatile Organic Compounds, and* Dedicated exhaust for kitchens, bathrooms, and janitorial areas.Further, IAQ test results must pass the LBC's stringent thresholds for formaldehyde, Respirable Suspended Particulates (PM2.5 and PM10), total volatile organic compounds (TVOCs), 4-phenylcyclohexane, carbon monoxide, ozone, and nitrous dioxide; Carbon monoxide monitors must be installed and calibrated to 9ppm; Carbon dioxide monitors must be installed and calibrated to 1000ppm (or in urban environments, 500ppm above outdoor levels).Since the performance of teams' indoor air quality plans are verified by the required IAQ tests, IAQ plans for LBC projects must be exemplary. The LBC has recently aligned with the RESET Certification to allow continuous monitoring of RSPs and tVOCs. See hyperlink in comment. Finally, all projects must provide an entry approach that reduces particulates tracked in through shoes. Commercial projects must have a permanently-installed dirt walk-off system and an interior dirt walk-off system (min. 8' combined) contained within a separate entry space/vestibule Commercial projects must also have a canopy extending 4' minimum from main entrance doors

		_3c_1) Does your system addres_sM2jTb9mVTa9Dc6K420vSQ: Yes

		_3b_2) List and describe speci_MeHjCnfFyB4gVb0hIGE77Q: Imperative 07 Civilized Environment (I-07), requires that all regularly occupied spaces provide daylighting appropriate for use through at least one window wall (at least 10% glazed). In addition, staffed workstations must be within 13m (42 ft.) of operable windows." Staffed workstations also must be proximal to partitions no more than 110cm (3'7") when in line of sight to a window, ensuring every building occupant will have access to daylight from their workstation.

		_3b_1) Does your system addres_nt-ZocSXarOXUr0gAafirQ: Yes

		_ 3a_2) List and describe spec_Jgd50hccmBBH6CMMAmc0XA: Imperative 07 Civilized Environment (Health + Happiness Petal Handbook - HHPH p 6) requires that all regularly occupied spaces allow occupant control of fresh air and tangible access to the outdoors, and further that all staffed workstations are within 13m (42 ft.) of operable windows.In addition, Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment (HHPH p 12), requires projects comply with the current version of ASHRAE 62 or international equivalent, and that temperature and humidity are monitored. Through these requirements, building occupants are given access to both natural and mechanical ventilation, while operable windows give occupants substantial control over their thermal comfort. 

		_3a_1) Does your system addres_57S0tCtSXF05hA9iWhTcKw: Yes

		_2) Please indicate which type_75JoBgE2sjgk6bC*RPAlqQ: Existing buildings

		_1) Name of Certification Syst_*JYSEOl1i2MvA4hC7X*VPw: Living Building Challenge








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part II: Effectiveness Criteria Review Questions
Part II Instructions 
  
System owners should complete Part II separately for each building project type listed in Part I, Question 2. In 
addition, supplemental evidence (beyond the answers provided within the questions boxes in this form) can be 
included as attachments to the questions (attached directly into the PDF form).  
  
This section provides an opportunity for respondents to describe how the certification system supports GSA's 
Building Effectiveness Criteria. GSA developed the following list of Building Effectiveness Criteria through analysis 
of the intent of the Guiding Principles for Sustainable Federal Buildings (for both existing buildings and new 
construction), EISA, and industry best practices. 
  
2017 GSA Building Effectiveness Criteria: 
  
A) Healthy, effective environments 
B) Energy efficiency 
C) Water use efficiency and management 
D) Solid waste diversion 
E) Sustainable procurement 
F) Siting. 
  
GSA has developed a list of the building design, operations, and maintenance categories aligning to each criterion. 
These sample lists are included for each criterion throughout the survey to provide context to respondents, but they are 
not meant to be all-inclusive.  If the system has credits aligning to the Building Effectiveness Criteria, yet not aligning 
to the elements listed, respondents are encouraged to select "other" and list additional elements in the provided field. 
 







Part II-A: General Information Questions


1) Name of Certification System


Important note about supporting information:  
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


2) Please indicate which type of building project this response addresses: 
Reminder, system owners should complete a Part II response for EACH type of project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation







Part II-B: Healthy, Effective Environments Information


In addition to answering the questions below, please provide supporting documentation where applicable. 
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


3) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Healthy, 
Effective Environments may include the following. Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by 
the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to these elements, yet in alignment with Healthy Effective 
Environments, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 3k.1). Please elaborate on each item answered 
"Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification 
numbers. In addition, where applicable, please provide supporting documentation. 
  
a)  ventilation and thermal comfort 
b)  daylighting and lighting controls 
c)  indoor air quality plans 
d)  radon detection 
e)  moisture control 
f)  low-emitting materials 
g)  protecting IAQ during construction 
h)  environmental smoking control 
i)  integrated pest management 
j)  occupant health and wellness 
k) other


3a.1) Does your system address ventilation and thermal control? 


Yes


No


 3a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ventilation and thermal control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 


3a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3b.1) Does your system address daylighting and lighting controls?


Yes


No







3b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing daylighting and lighting controls. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3c.1) Does your system address indoor air quality plans?


Yes


No


3c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing indoor air quality plans. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3d.1) Does your system address radon detection?


Yes


No


3d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing radon detection. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous questions here.


3e.1) Does your system address moisture control?


Yes


No







3e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing moisture control. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3f.1) Does your system address low-emitting materials?


Yes


No


3f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing low-emitting materials. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3g.1) Does your system address protecting IAQ during construction?


Yes


No


3g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protecting IAQ during construction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3h.1) Does your system address environmental smoking control?


Yes


No







3h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmental smoking control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3i.1) Does your system address integrated pest management?


Yes


No


3i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing integrated pest management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3j.1) Does your system address occupant health and wellness?


Yes


No


3j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing occupant health and wellness. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3k.1) Does your system address other areas related to Healthy, Effective Environments?


Yes


No







3k.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Healthy, Effective 
Environments. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3k.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-C: Energy Efficiency Information


4) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Energy 
Efficiency may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled energy use reduction 
b) actual energy use reduction 
c) ENERGY STAR products 
d) renewable energy 
e) clean and alternative energy 
f)  metering 
g) benchmarking 
h) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with energy efficiency, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 4h.1). 
Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify 
formal credit names and identification numbers. 


4a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled energy use reduction?


Yes


No


4a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled energy use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4b.1) Does your system address actual energy use 
reduction?


Yes


No


4b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual energy use reduction. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4c.1) Does your system address ENERGY STAR products? 


Yes


No


4c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ENERGY STAR products. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A." 


4c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4d.1) Does your system address renewable energy? 
Renewable energy comes from sources that are either inexhaustible or can be replaced very rapidly through 
natural processes. Examples include the sun, wind, geothermal energy, small (river-turbine) hydropower, and 
other hydrokinetic energy (waves and tides).


Yes


No


4d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing renewable energy. 


4d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4e.1) Does your system address clean and alternative energy? 
Alternative energy refers to energy not derived from traditional fossil fuel sources (coal, natural gas, petroleum) 
through conventional processes.


Yes


No


4e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing clean and alternative energy. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4f.1) Does your system address metering?


Yes


No


4f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing metering. If you answered "No" above, please 
enter "N/A."


4f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4g.1) Does your system address benchmarking?


Yes


No


4g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing benchmarking. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


4g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4h.1) Does your system address other areas related to Energy Efficiency?


Yes


No


4h) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to energy efficiency. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-D: Water Use Efficiency and Management Information


5) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Water Use 
Efficiency and Management may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled water use reduction 
b) actual indoor water use reduction 
c) actual outdoor water use reduction 
d) water conserving products 
e) meters 
f)  cooling towers 
g) water efficient landscapes 
h) alternative sources of water 
i) stormwater management 
j) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning 
to these elements, yet in alignment with water use efficiency and management, should be indicated by answering 
"Yes" to question 5j.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where 
applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


5a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled water use reduction?


Yes


No


5a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5b.1) Does your system address actual indoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual indoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







5c.1) Does your system address actual outdoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual outdoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5d.1) Does your system address water conserving products?


Yes


No


5d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  water conserving products. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5e.1) Does your system address meters?


Yes


No


5e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing meters. If you answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A."


5e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5f.1) Does your system address cooling towers?


Yes


No







5f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing cooling towers. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


5f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5g.1) Does your system address water efficient landscapes?


Yes


No


5g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing water efficient landscapes. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5h.1) Does your system address alternative sources of water?


Yes


No


5h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing alternative sources of water. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5i.1) Does your system address stormwater management?


Yes


No







5i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  stormwater management. If upi answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5j.1) Does your system address other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and Management?


Yes


No


5j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and 
Management. If answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-E: Solid Waste Diversion Information


6) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Solid Waste 
Diversion may include the following: 
  
a) space for collection and storage of recyclables 
b) construction waste management 
c) site construction waste management 
d) waste diversion for occupants 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Solid Waste Diversion, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
6e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


6a.1) Does your system address space for collection and storage of recyclables? 


Yes


No


6a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing space for collection and storage of recyclables. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6b.1) Does your system address construction waste management? 
Unlike operational waste, which is made after a building is built, construction waste refers to materials and 
debris generated during construction, renovation, demolition, or dismantling of structures, buildings and 
associated infrastructure. Material types in operational and construction waste differ from operational waste, so 
reduction and diversion strategies also differ.


Yes


No


6b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing construction waste management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







6c.1) Does your system address site construction waste management? 
Site construction waste includes soil, rocks, trees, shrubs and other debris removed from the site for construction.


Yes


No


6c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing site construction waste management. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6d.1) Does your system address waste diversion for occupants?


Yes


No


6d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing waste diversion for occupants. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Solid Waste Diversion?


Yes


No


6e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to solid waste diversion. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-F: Sustainable Procurement Information


7) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Sustainable 
Procurement may include the following: 
  
a) recycled content 
b) biobased content 
c) environmentally preferable products 
d) ozone depleting compounds 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with sustainable procurement, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
7e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


7a.1) Does your system address recycled content?


Yes


No


7a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing recycled content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7b.1) Does your system address biobased content?


Yes


No


7b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing biobased content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7c.1) Does your system address environmentally preferable products?


Yes


No







7c.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmentally preferable products. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7d.1) Does your system address ozone depleting compounds?


Yes


No


7d.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ozone depleting compounds. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


7d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Sustainable Procurement?


Yes


No


7e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to sustainable procurement. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-G: Siting Information


8) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Siting may 
include the following: 
  
a) access to public transportation 
b) access to amenities/neighborhood assets 
c) floodplain avoidance 
d) consideration of occupant transportation emissions 
e) protection of historic resources 
f)  bicycling options 
g) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Siting, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 8g.1. Please 
elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal 
credit names and identification numbers. 


8a.1) Does your system address access to public transportation?


Yes


No


8a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to public transportation. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8b.1) Does your system address access to amenities/neighborhood assets?


Yes


No


8b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to amenities/neighborhood assets. If you  
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8c.1) Does your system address floodplain avoidance?


Yes


No







8c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing floodplain avoidance. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


8c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8d.1) Does your system address consideration of occupant transportation emissions?


Yes


No


8d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing consideration of occupant transportation 
emissions. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8e.1) Does your system address protection of historic resources?


Yes


No


8e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protection of historic resources. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8f.1) Does your system address bicycling options?


Yes


No







8f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing bicycling options. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


8f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8g.1) Does your system address other areas related to siting?


Yes


No


8g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Siting. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.





		_8g_2) List and describe speci_RePgtlqJhSt8SPeKgRjF1A: The following issues are addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:LE 01 - Planted areaThe aim of this issue is to measure and encourage planted areas within the asset's footprint that enhance the site ecology.  Credits are awarded for the percentage of the asset's footprint that has been planted.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photos and visual inspections, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 149-150)]LE 02 - Ecological features of planted areaThe aim of this issue is to recognize ecological features that have been installed in the planted areas within the asset's footprint that enhance the ecological value of the site.  Credits are awarded for the extent of the features found.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photos and visual inspections, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 151)]POL 01 - Pollution preventionThe aim of this issue is to reduce the risk of pollution through contaminated surface run-off and/or grease from kitchen facilities entering drainage systems.  Credits are awarded for where the separators are installed (where required).  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, site plans, and manufacturer information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 153-154)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:LE 03 - Ecology ReportThe aim of this issue is to encourage organizations to establish the ecological value of their site and improve that value based on recommendations from a suitably qualified ecologist. Credits are awarded for having an ecology report completed and the extent to which the recommendations have been implemented.  The evidence includes the report provided and evidence that the recommendations have been implemented, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 259 - 260)]LE 04 - Biodiversity action planThe aim of this issue is to encourage organizations to develop a biodiversity action plan on the basis of the outcomes of an ecology survey that sets targets and is reviewed regularly to enable the maintenance and enhancement of the ecological value of the site.  Credits are awarded where the ecology survey has been completed and where biodiversity on the site was identified, the plan has been completed and is being implemented.  Evidence includes the plan/strategy in place and the qualifications of the competent individual who developed it.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 261 -262)]POL 07 - Night time light pollutionThe aim of this issue is to ensure internal and external lighting is concentrated in appropriate areas and upward lighting is minimized, reducing light pollution and nuisance to neighboring properties.  Credits are awarded depending on the independence of the party that conducted the light pollution survey and the extent to which the recommendations have been implemented.  The evidence required to receive the credits include the survey and photos, all verified as accurate and implemented through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 266 -267)]POL 12 - Land contamination mitigationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage actions taken which prevent/reduce risk of the site having a negative impact on the surrounding environment.  Credits are awarded for having a site investigation completed by a specialist to check for potential land contamination issues and where issues have been identified, they have been addressed. The evidence required to receive the credits include specialist reports, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 273-274)]The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:MAN 14 - Environmental management policyThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage the implementation of a formal environmental management policy in which the intent and objectives to manage environmental impacts are outlined and responsibilities allocated.  Credits are awarded depending on the extent that stakeholders have been involved in the policy's development and implementation.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, policies, and certificates of compliance, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 279-280)]MAN 15 - Environmental management issuesThe aim of this issue is to encourage the management of a broad range of environmental issues.  Credits are awarded for the extent the extent to which the described strategies have been adopted by the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include process and procedure information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 281-282)]MAN 16 - Environmental management implementationThe aim of this issue is to encourage the implementation of environmental management arrangements through the organization. Credits are awarded for the extent to which the described strategies have been adopted by the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include staff interviews, management agreements, specialist reports, certificates of compliance, training records, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 283-284)]MAN 17 - Environmental objectivesThe aim of this issue is to encourage and recognize the continual improvement of environmental performance.  Credits are awarded for the percentage of organizational environmental objectives achieved.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records and specialist reports, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 285-286)]MAN 18 - Organizational performance reviewThe aim of this issue is to encourage the development and review of environmental objectives to continually improve performance.  Credits are awarded for the frequency at which the review is carried out by the board of directors/senior management.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 287-288)]MAN 19 - Sustainability reportThe aim of this issue is to ensure transparent communication of social, economic and environmental performance.  Credits are awarded for the extent of reporting and its adherence to international standards and norms.  The evidence required to receive the credits include specialist reports and other third-party information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 289-290)]LE 06 - Ecology/biodiversity enhancementThe aim of this issue is to encourage organizations to support local ecology and biodiversity.  Credits are awarded depending on how local to the organization is the focus of the wildlife protection/enhancement organizations.  The evidence required to receive the credits includes a copy of the documents showing the relevant partnership/sponsorship agreement, all verified as accurate and current through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 358)]POL 15 - Pollution managementThe aim of this issue is to avoid or minimally produce or use polluting and hazardous materials. Credits are awarded for the breadth of adoption of specified pollution control measures. The evidence required to receive the credits include risk assessments and management strategies, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 360 - 361)]POL 16 & POL 16A - Pollution prevention arrangementsThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage arrangements aimed at reducing pollution and increasing awareness.  Credits are awarded for the range of strategies adopted and implemented by the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include relevant records that support the strategies identified, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 363 - 364 and 375)]POL 17 - Pollution prevention targetsThe aim of this issue is to ensure targets are set, ensuring continual action to prevent pollution.  Credits are awarded depending on the percentage of objectives and targets that were achieved. The evidence required to receive the credits include agreed and documented objectives/targets and implementation, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 365)]

		_8g_1) Does your system addres_ff8mY7BVb*i*sGiuAkjqUA: Yes

		_8f_2) List and describe speci_C0wNJMREdwPA8gnvh2ZNOw: The following issues are addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:TRA 01 - Cyclist facilitiesThe aim of this issue is to encourage building users to cycle by ensuring adequate provision of cyclist facilities.  Credits are awarded for the extent of the provisions are available to cyclists.   The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 109-111)]TRA 04 - Pedestrian and cyclist safetyThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage the provision of safe and secure pedestrian and cycle access routes.  Credits are awarded where there are service delivery access points, routes, and maneuvering areas on-site that are independent from parking areas, pedestrian, and cyclist access points and routes. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and site map, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 116)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively, which could include any bicycling options and how to use them.  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building.  Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance.  Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]

		_8f_1) Does your system addres_1sstHIsbanCcUTwDKEgQlA: Yes

		_8e_2) List and describe speci_lGjbsZOFQpSxrT6TdCQh4g: The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively.  Where the building is historical, this could include information about how occupants can protect the building.  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building.  Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance.  Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]

		_8e_1) Does your system addres_16KZxJGV-qB91MoyOzebIA: Yes

		_8d_2) List and describe speci_bwSIISERQYJdT1ISjOIRaQ: The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively, which could include encourage for users to consider their transportation emissions and point them to options supported by the building infrastructure or management to reduce those emissions.  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building.  Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance.  Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:TRA 05 - Transport requirementsThe aim of this issue is to ensure that the environmental impacts of all travel to and from the asset are reduced/managed.  Credits are awarded for the assessment of travel impacts for visitor/customer travel, staff commuting and business travel along with the actions taken to reduce those impacts.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, policies, survey/assessments, and management arrangements, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 310-311)]TRA 06 and TRA 06A - Transport management arrangementsThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage management aimed at reducing the effects of transport to the environment and increasing awareness of travel impacts.  Credits are awarded for the initiatives adopted by the organization to deliver against the aim.  The evidence required to receive the credits include organizational management plan, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 312-313 and 370)]TRA 09 - Transport objectivesThe aim of this issue is to ensure targets related to transport are met and continual improvement is pursued.  Credits are awarded for the percentage of transport objectives and targets that were achieved.  The evidence required to receive the credits include documented targets and photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 316)]TRA 10 - Transport impact of commutingThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage the measurement of annual distance travelled for staff commutes, improving knowledge so that targets for improvement may be set.  Credits are awarded for reporting the annual commuting distances for staff by various modes of transport.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 317)]TRA 11 - Transport impact of business travelThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage the measurement of annual distance travelled by staff for business purposes, improving knowledge so that targets for improvement may be set.   Credits are awarded for reporting the annual commuting distances for staff by various modes of transport.  The evidence required to receive the credits includes transport data, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 318-319)]TRA 12 - Transport impact of goods deliveryThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage the measurement of annual distance travelled for goods delivery, improving knowledge so that targets for improvement may be set. Credits are awarded for reporting the annual distances travelled for goods delivery by various modes of transport. The evidence required to receive the credits includes billing data, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 320)]

		_8d_1) Does your system addres_KvyWd2ElueSL6UWEcsSsnQ: Yes

		_8c_2) List and describe speci_p*D8ALhOtcDDbOfexSd2lQ: The following issue is addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:POL 02 - Flood risk assessmentThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage the identification of flood risk and implement mitigation measures, where required.   Credits are awarded for the extent to which flood risk has been identified and measures implemented to address the risks.  The evidence required to receive the credits include specialist report and photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 155-156)]

		_8c_1) Does your system addres_HmUtbZX-saFnNkKhrcHnag: Yes

		_8b_2)  List and describe spec_UWFqfedTFEOKZ7iFoGHMaQ: The following issue is addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:TRA 03 - Proximity to amenitiesThe aim of this issue is to ensure appropriate amenities are available to building occupants.  Credits are awarded depending on the walking distance of amenities from the asset.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, maps, and floor plans, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 114-115)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively, which could include access to amenities and neighborhood assets.  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building.  Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance.  Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]The following issue is addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:TRA 08 - Local amenitiesThe aim of this issue is to ensure that asset users do not travel excessively to reach amenities; thereby reducing the environmental impact of prolonged travel.  Credits are awarded where information is made available to asset users on the location of local amenities near the asset, including distance/time required to get there.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and/or communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 315)]

		_8b_1) Does your system addres_BvSyxvE9y4MYRtpbBuGODw: Yes

		_8a_2)  List and describe spec_71CUzmRyw7db1Z*-cW*79w: The following issue is addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:TRA 02 - Proximity to public transportThe aim of this issue is to ensure appropriate public transport provision is available to building occupants.  Credits are awarded depending on the walking distance of public transport networks that operate a frequent service and the frequency of the service at peak times. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, maps, public transit timetables, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 112-113)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively, which could include public transportation available to building users.  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building.  Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance.  Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]The following issue is addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:TRA 07 - Local public transportThe aim of this issue is to ensure the availability of public transport links for people travelling to and from the asset; thereby encouraging and facilitating public transport usage.  Credits are awarded where there is an agreement in place to liaise with local public transport operators to improve services to the asset and ensure that information is readily available for building users.  The evidence required to receive the credits include timetables, maps, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 314)]

		_8a_1) Does your system addres_-h0swVx1RxaVuEk9fJMNPg: Yes

		_7e_2) List and describe speci_oKY0GjoiTgpJHZYmkp2p0g: The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively, which may include aspects that refer to sustainable procurement (e.g. referencing building sustainable procurement policies and/or practices).  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building.  Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance.  Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:MAN 14 - Environmental management policyThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage the implementation of a formal environmental management policy in which the intent and objectives to manage environmental impacts are outlined and responsibilities allocated.  Credits are awarded depending on the extent that stakeholders have been involved in the policy's development and implementation.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, policies, and certificates of compliance, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 279-280)]MAN 15 - Environmental management issuesThe aim of this issue is to encourage the management of a broad range of environmental issues.  Credits are awarded for the extent the extent to which the described strategies have been adopted by the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include process and procedure information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 281-282)]MAN 16 - Environmental management implementationThe aim of this issue is to encourage the implementation of environmental management arrangements through the organization. Credits are awarded for the extent to which the described strategies have been adopted by the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include staff interviews, management agreements, specialist reports, certificates of compliance, training records, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 283-284)]MAN 17 - Environmental objectivesThe aim of this issue is to encourage and recognize the continual improvement of environmental performance.  Credits are awarded for the percentage of organizational environmental objectives achieved.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records and specialist reports, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 285-286)]MAN 18 - Organizational performance reviewThe aim of this issue is to encourage the development and review of environmental objectives to continually improve performance.  Credits are awarded for the frequency at which the review is carried out by the board of directors/senior management.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 287-288)]MAN 19 - Sustainability reportThe aim of this issue is to ensure transparent communication of social, economic and environmental performance.  Credits are awarded for the extent of reporting and the adherence to international standards and norms.  The evidence required to receive the credits include specialist reports and other third-party information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 289-290)]MAT 17 - Supplier approvalThe aim of this issue is to ensure that materials are ethically and sustainably sourced by suppliers.  Credits are awarded for initiatives used at the organizational level to determine the acceptability of suppliers.  The evidence required to receive the credits include questionnaire/survey, communication records, and membership certificate, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 333)]MAT 18 - Supplier quality policyThe aim of this issue is to ensure that suppliers document objectives for quality and the commitment to ensure quality.  Credits are awarded based on the percentage of the organization's suppliers required to have a quality policy.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, policies, and supplier list, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 334-335)]MAT 19 - Supplier environmental managementThe aim of this issue is to ensure that suppliers manage their activities and processes to prevent or mitigate harmful environmental impacts.  Credits are awarded based on the percentage of the organization's suppliers are required to have an environmental management system. The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, policies, and supplier list, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 336-337)]MAT 20 - Supplier quality management (third party certified)The aim of this issue is to ensure that suppliers document objectives for quality and the commitment of the supplier to ensure quality.  Credits are awarded based on the percentage of the organization's suppliers that must have third party certification under a quality management standard such as ISO 9001 or equivalent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records and policies, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 338-339)]MAT 21 - Supplier environmental management (third party certified)The aim of this issue is to ensure that suppliers manage their activities and processes to prevent or mitigate harmful environmental impacts.  Credits are awarded based on the percentage of the organization's suppliers that must have third party certification under an environmental management standard such as ISO 14001 or equivalent. The evidence required to receive the credits include certificate of compliance, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 340)]MAT 22 - Supplier responsible sourcing standard (third party certified)The aim of this issue is to ensure that supplier's products have been manufactured with materials that have been responsibly sourced. Credits are awarded based on the percentage of the organization's suppliers are required to have a third-party certification under a responsible sourcing standard recognized by BREEAM globally.  The evidence required to receive the credits include certificate of compliance, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 341-342)]MAT 23 - Material procurement targetsThe aim of this issue is to ensure that material procurement targets are met within an appropriate timeframe, enabling the introduction of new targets and thus ensuring the continual improvement of material procurement.  Credits are awarded based on the percentage of the organization's materials procurement objectives and targets achieved. The evidence required to receive the credits include communication and procurement records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 343)]

		_7e_1) Does your system addres_UAJ5wsoZSMRNlvXXRDjlwA: Yes

		_7d_2)  List and describe spec_YEPA*SMqryBTbxv83-jqTA: The following issues are addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:POL 04 - Impact of refrigerantsThe aim of this issue is to encourage the use of refrigerants with a low global warming potential (GWP) in refrigerant equipment.  Credits are awarded depending on the global warming potential (GWP) of the refrigerants used in the asset, with maximum credits awarded for no refrigerants used or those with a GWP of less than or equal to 1 (e.g. ammonia, water, carbon dioxide).  While the GWP doesn't always directly correspond with the ozone depletion potential (ODP), the correlation in their impacts is such that choosing a refrigerant with low GWP is likely to also be a substance with a low ODP.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, manufacturer information, and building manager statement, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 158-160)]POL 05 - Refrigerant leak detection systemsThe aim of this issue is to reduce the level of greenhouse gas emissions, and where applicable ozone depleting emission, related to the leakage of refrigerants.  Credits are awarded depending on the extent to which the leak detection system provides warning and the action it can automatically take to prevent the leak.  The evidence required to receive the credits include operational manuals and risk assessment, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 161-162)]The following issue is addressed in Part 2 Building Management:POL 11 - RefrigerantsThe aim of this issue is to reduce the impact of refrigerants on the environment.  Credits are awarded where there is a strategy and timetable in place to replace refrigerants with low environmental impact alternatives.  The evidence required to receive the credits include replacement strategies/objectives, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 271-272)]

		_7d_1) Does your system addres_U6VHO0hv181DgxKaXT-euQ: Yes

		_7c_2)  List and describe spec_MTgFd0UrLTDgCcJTYXOC3w: The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAT 09 - Sustainable procurement policyThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage the implementation of formal environmental policies that address, and aim to reduce organizational purchases of materials, products and services with a high environmental impact. Respondents are asked the following question - "Is an environmental/sustainable procurement policy in place with regards to the maintenance, refurbishment and operation of the building that covers materials, products, and services? [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 249-250)]MAT 10 - Sustainable procurement initiativesThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage measures which ensure that environmental impacts associated with the management of the building are minimized by setting environmental standards for procurement of goods and services. Respondents are asked the following question - "What initiatives are included in the scope of the environmental/sustainable procurement policy?[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 251)]The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:MAT 15 - Material procurement: SelectionThe aim of this issue is to limit the environmental impact of materials procured for occupant activities.  Credits are awarded in part for taking into account embodied emission impacts such as recyclability, low energy, reusability, sustainability and lifecycle.  The evidence required to receive the credits include policies, certificates of compliance, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 328-329)]MAT 16 - Material procurement: Management arrangementsThe aim of this issue is to increase awareness and continuously limit the environmental impact of materials procured for occupant activities.  Credits are awarded in part for considering the recyclability/reusability of materials procured. The evidence required to receive the credits include policies, certificates of compliance, training records, staff interviews, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 330-332)]

		_7c_1) Does your system addres_0fnGilNmb3mg*N0mEKFJMA: Yes

		_7b_2)  List and describe spec_noRo2DXICJxQZBCbipuelg: The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:MAT 15 - Material procurement: SelectionThe aim of this issue is to limit the environmental impact of materials procured for occupant activities.  Credits are awarded in part for taking into account embodied emission impacts such as recyclability, low energy, reusability, sustainability and lifecycle.  The evidence required to receive the credits include policies, certificates of compliance, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 328-329)]MAT 16 - Material procurement: Management arrangementsThe aim of this issue is to increase awareness and continuously limit the environmental impact of materials procured for occupant activities.  Credits are awarded in part for considering the recyclability/reusability of materials procured. The evidence required to receive the credits include policies, certificates of compliance, training records, staff interviews, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 330-332)]

		_7b_1) Does your system addres_F3sGS8HdI-ICoGE3o0BxKg: Yes

		_7a_2)  List and describe spec_2g*0XwFg89sWhkfHlqyMFw: The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:WST 02 - Waste management: the waste hierarchyThe aim of this issue is to encourage alignment of waste management policies with the waste hierarchy.  Credits are awarded in part where the policy incorporates the re-use of waste materials.  The evidence required to receive the credits include management policy, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 345-346)]MAT 15 - Material procurement: SelectionThe aim of this issue is to limit the environmental impact of materials procured for occupant activities.  Credits are awarded in part for taking into account embodied emission impacts such as recyclability, low energy, reusability, sustainability and lifecycle.  The evidence required to receive the credits include policies, certificates of compliance, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 328-329)]MAT 16 and MAT 16A - Material procurement: Management arrangementsThe aim of this issue is to increase awareness and continuously limit the environmental impact of materials procured for occupant activities.  Credits are awarded in part for considering the recyclability/reusability of materials procured. The evidence required to receive the credits include policies, certificates of compliance, training records, staff interviews, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 330-332 and 372)]

		_7a_1) Does your system addres_CYMKnIdGDSVH7GKTapDwAg: Yes

		_6e_2) List and describe speci_k9Qe9J6wha0u-qoH5CI-8A: The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:MAN 14 - Environmental management policyThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage the implementation of a formal environmental management policy in which the intent and objectives to manage environmental impacts are outlined and responsibilities allocated.  Credits are awarded depending on the extent that stakeholders have been involved in the policy's development and implementation.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, policies, and certificates of compliance, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 279-280)]MAN 15 - Environmental management issuesThe aim of this issue is to encourage the management of a broad range of environmental issues.  Credits are awarded for the extent the extent to which the described strategies have been adopted by the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include process and procedure information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 281-282)]MAN 16 - Environmental management implementationThe aim of this issue is to encourage the implementation of environmental management arrangements through the organization. Credits are awarded for the extent to which the described strategies have been adopted by the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include staff interviews, management agreements, specialist reports, certificates of compliance, training records, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 283-284)]MAN 17 - Environmental objectivesThe aim of this issue is to encourage and recognize the continual improvement of environmental performance.  Credits are awarded for the percentage of organizational environmental objectives achieved.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records and specialist reports, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 285-286)]MAN 18 - Organizational performance reviewThe aim of this issue is to encourage the development and review of environmental objectives to continually improve performance.  Credits are awarded for the frequency at which the review is carried out by the board of directors/senior management.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 287-288)]MAN 19 - Sustainability reportThe aim of this issue is to ensure transparent communication of social, economic and environmental performance.  Credits are awarded for the extent of reporting and the adherence to international standards and norms.  The evidence required to receive the credits include specialist reports and other third-party information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 289-290)]

		_6e_1) Does your system addres_c8ODjtRZ2H33qWuU5jqrPQ: Yes

		_6d_2) List and describe speci_bTdT-PQErIOHp7VR2BUWOQ: The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively, which could include how to divert waste from landfill within the building.  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building.  Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance.  Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:WST 02 - Waste management: the waste hierarchyThe aim of this issue is to encourage alignment of waste management policies with the waste hierarchy.  Credits are awarded where the policy incorporates specific aspects to address the prevention, re-use, recycling and other recovery means for waste produced by the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include a copy of the waste policy, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 345-346)]WST 03 - Waste management: recycling and reclamationThe aim of this issue is to encourage ease of recycling and reclamation when waste creation is unavoidable.  Credits are awarded for specific strategies adopted that deliver that aim. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 347-348)]WST 04 & WST 04A - Waste management arrangements The aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage management arrangements aimed at improving waste production performance, segregation and awareness.  Credits are awarded where waste management arrangements/strategies are employed, targets are set and implementation is monitored.  The evidence required to receive the credits include interviews, audits, procedures, or strategies, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 349-350 and 373-374)]WST 05 - Waste monitoringThe aim of this issue is to promote the practice of monitoring waste generated within the asset, so the organization can understand what it produces and thus target improvements with well-designed policy.  Credits are awarded depending on the number of waste types that are recorded and monitored.  The evidence required to receive the credits include recording/monitoring information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 351)]WST 06 - Waste performanceThe aim of this issue is to encourage the continual improvement of waste performance.  Credits are awarded depending on how frequently waste audits are conducted.  The evidence required to receive the credits include the dates of the previous two audits conducted as well as the copy of the waste audit process and relevant paper trail, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 352)]WST 07 - Waste management objectivesThe aim of this issue is to encourage and recognize the meeting of waste management objectives, thereby improving waste performance. Credits are awarded for the percentage of the organization's annual waste management objectives that were achieved.  The evidence required to receive the credits include objectives/targets and weigh bills, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 353)]WST 08 - Waste sent to landfillThe aim of this issue is to identify the impact of waste that is sent to landfill.  Credits are awarded for gathering and reporting the total quantity of waste sent to landfill on an annual basis. The evidence required to receive the credits include billing data, policies, and audit reports, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 354)]WST 09 - Waste diverted from landfillThe aim of this issue is to encourage and promote the recycling of resources, avoiding the associated impacts of sending waste to landfill. Credits are awarded for gathering and reporting the total quantity of waste diverted from landfill on an annual basis. The evidence required to receive the credits include billing data and audit reports, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 355)]WST 10 - Waste sent for incinerationThe aim of this issue is to encourage and promote the recycling of resources, avoiding the associated impacts of sending waste to landfill. Credits are awarded for gathering and reporting the total quantity of waste sent for incineration on an annual basis.  The evidence required to receive the credits include billing data and audit reports, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 356)]

		_6d_1) Does your system addres_L2Qe5F9h8C9BbrppZsyeYA: Yes

		_6c_2) List and describe speci_uocCRN-sB5KemmiLhlGvkA: N/A

		_6c_1) Does your system addres_qyq4*TRaKWJrtt-PP7yMyg: No

		_6b_2) List and describe speci_Qv-03fko4xMIK2TAwn-vNQ: N/A

		_6b_1) Does your system addres_2pvXbuwN60fdQ-ZZJaO6Ow: No

		_6a_2) List and describe speci_0nLlByCxo12sVvP4VP4pxg: The following issue is addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:WST 01 - Storage of operational wasteThe aim of this issue is to ensure assets have adequate space for waste stream separation on site, allowing for recycling to take place and thus reduce waste being sent to landfill or for incineration.  Credits are awarded depending on the number of waste streams that can be separated in the space provided. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and third-party information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 146-147)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively, which could include how the collection and storage of recyclables works in the building.  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building.  Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance.  Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]The following issue is addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:WST 03 - Waste management: Recycling and reclamationThe aim of this issue is to encourage ease of recycling and reclamation when waste creation is unavoidable.  Credits are awarded for specific strategies adopted that deliver that aim. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 347-348)]

		_6a_1) Does your system addres_UvtTWJkcWP5FpAiD5IdMnw: Yes

		_5j_2) List and describe speci_uC-LcM51-ZGzPXXsqSQNbQ: The following issues are addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:WAT 07 - Leak detection systemThe aim of this issue is to reduce the impact of water leaks that may otherwise go undetected.  Credits are awarded where the asset have an automated leak detection system. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and manufacturers specifications, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 130)]WAT 08 - Leak preventionThe aim of this issue is to reduce the impact of water leaks in areas that are not occupied that may otherwise go undetected.  Credits are awarded if toilet areas fitted with controls that isolate water supply when they are unoccupied.  The evidence required to receive the credits include manufacturer information, diagrams, and photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 131)]WAT 09 - Isolation valvesThe aim of this issue is to minimize unnecessary water consumption due to defects and to minimize disruption during maintenance.  Credits are awarded depending on the percentage of water using appliances that have isolation valves fitted. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and manufacturers specifications, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 132-133)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:WAT 13 - Drinking water provisionThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage the provision of sufficient water access points.  Credits are given not only for drinking water access points meeting certain criteria but also that the number of occupants is regularly reviewed and access is reflective of occupancy changes. The evidence required to receive the credits include occupancy counts per floor, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 241)]WAT 15 - Water system maintenance strategyThe aim of this issue is to ensure that reliable water supplies are maintained and any wastage through leaks is minimized.  Credits are given for having a maintenance policy in place for maintaining water systems and evidence is provided of implementation, with top credits given for having a proactive policy. The evidence required to receive the credits include maintenance logs and strategy, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 243)]The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:MAN 14 - Environmental management policyThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage the implementation of a formal environmental management policy in which the intent and objectives to manage environmental impacts are outlined and responsibilities allocated.  Credits are awarded depending on the extent that stakeholders have been involved in the policy's development and implementation.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, policies, and certificates of compliance, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 279-280)]MAN 15 - Environmental management issuesThe aim of this issue is to encourage the management of a broad range of environmental issues.  Credits are awarded for the extent the extent to which the described strategies have been adopted by the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include process and procedure information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 281-282)]MAN 16 - Environmental management implementationThe aim of this issue is to encourage the implementation of environmental management arrangements through the organization. Credits are awarded for the extent to which the described strategies have been adopted by the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include staff interviews, management agreements, specialist reports, certificates of compliance, training records, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 283-284)]MAN 17 - Environmental objectivesThe aim of this issue is to encourage and recognize the continual improvement of environmental performance.  Credits are awarded for the percentage of organizational environmental objectives achieved.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records and specialist reports, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 285-286)]MAN 18 - Organizational performance reviewThe aim of this issue is to encourage the development and review of environmental objectives to continually improve performance.  Credits are awarded for the frequency at which the review is carried out by the board of directors/senior management.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 287-288)]MAN 19 - Sustainability reportThe aim of this issue is to ensure transparent communication of social, economic and environmental performance.  Credits are awarded for the extent of reporting and its adherence to international standards and norms.  The evidence required to receive the credits include specialist reports and other third-party information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 289-290)]WAT 20 - Water management targetsThe aim of this issue is to ensure that water management objectives are met within an appropriate timeframe, enabling the introduction of new targets and thus ensuring the continual improvement of water performance.  Credits are awarded for the percentage of the organization's annual water management objectives/targets at this asset that were achieved in the previous reporting year for the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include current meter readings, previous year's meter readings, and the water management policy, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 325)]WAT 21 - Water consumptionThe aim of this issue is to ensure that management and occupants of the asset are aware of the consumption of water for the last year.  Credits are awarded for being able to demonstrate the total quantity of water consumed at the asset during the reporting period.  The evidence required to receive the credits include utility bills and previous years meter readings, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 326)]

		_5j_1) Does your system addres_H3DgL94clzAdc*x5TqiPxw: Yes

		_5i_2) List and describe speci_uvl*Hvr9jENP9Dy03TUF4A: The following issue is addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:POL 03 - Surface water runoff impact mitigationThe aim of this issue is to reduce the risk of waterway pollution and other environmental damage from storm water.  Credits are awarded where there are measures in place to minimize the rate of surface water runoff from the site and where applicable, measures take into account the need to restrict discharge from chemical cleaning.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 157)]

		_5i_1) Does your system addres_44JJfopIb3LX1OwrtP4huw: Yes

		_5h_2) List and describe speci_SXdkE82Q9hUy72PHq0h0Hg: The following issue is addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:WAT 10 - Reducing utility-supplied water consumptionThe aim of this issue is to reduce the demand for utility-supplied water within the asset.  Credits are awarded for the use of potable and non-potable water obtained from site-derived, non-utility sources such as grey water and rain water.  The evidence required to receive the credits include manufacturer information and photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 134)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:WAT 16 - Water recyclingThe aim of this issue is to encourage the use of alternative water supplies to reduce the demand for utility supplied fresh water.  Credits are awarded for the percentage of water used from sources other than utility-supplied fresh water such as grey water and rain water. The evidence required to receive the credits include meter readings or water consumption calculations, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 244)]WAT 17 - Water extractionThe aim of this issue is to avoid over-extraction of the water table.  Credits are awarded where there is no non-utility water extracted or where water is taken, extraction is sustainable. The evidence required to receive the credits include monitoring data and monitoring policy (if possible), all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 245)]

		_5h_1) Does your system addres_SNUIXS8Mtdt5TpN5OfLYLA: Yes

		_5g_2) List and describe speci_1EBkt6M9pdaOuYDxhgRnlg: The following issue is addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:WAT 19 and 19A - Water monitoring and management The aim is to recognize and encourage management arrangements aimed at reducing the consumption of water and increasing awareness of water consumption.  Specific to water efficient landscapes, credits are awarded for a policy to reuse water for landscaping, reducing water consumption for landscape by use of mulch to retain moisture and adopting water efficient landscaping practices - i.e. use plants that require less water.  The evidence required to receive the credits include management agreements, communication records, and staff interviews, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 324-325, 371)]

		_5g_1) Does your system addres_sWoDS-owG*j*mNJC3BYHSQ: Yes

		_5f_2) List and describe speci_Vs1Bl6C7Z27c4Eq-vk8nWQ: N/A

		_5f_1) Does your system addres_Yed87UhwQMiqa*VyN*Am2A: No

		_5e_2) List and describe speci_EdZ1jmtBd8vnw8mpVpPF9Q: The following issue is addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:WAT 01 - Water meteringThe aim of this issue is to ensure water consumption can be monitored and therefore enable building users to target reductions in water consumption.  Credits are awarded based on the level to which water consumption is metered (e.g. site, building, water-consuming plant and building areas that consume significant amounts of water, etc.). The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, site/floor plans, and meter readings, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 118-119)]

		_5e_1) Does your system addres_A5bSI9G4qAlnIGtHGTTA5w: Yes

		_5d_2) List and describe speci_5l7oa25LOvutodeCicwoqA: The following issues are addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:WAT 02 - Water efficient equipment: ToiletsThe aim of this issue is to reduce water consumption by encouraging the specification of water efficient toilets.  Credits are awarded depending on the percentage of toilets have been fitted with low flush technologies, with the most credits awarded where the majority of the toilets installed have the lowest effective flush volume. The evidence required to receive the credits include manufacturer information, floor plans, and photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 120-121)]WAT 03 - Water efficient equipment: UrinalsThe aim of this issue is to reduce water consumption by encouraging the specification of water efficient urinals.  Credits are awarded depending on the flush rate and the flush mechanism. The evidence required to receive the credits include checking an adequate number of urinals, manufacturer information, floor plans, and photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 122-123)]WAT 04 - Water efficient equipment: Hand washing sinksThe aim of this issue is to reduce water consumption by encouraging specification of water efficient faucets.  Credits are awarded depending on the percentage of faucets with a maximum flow rate of less than 1.6 gallons per minute. The evidence required to receive the credits include checking an adequate number of sinks, manufacturer information, floor plans, and photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 124-125)]WAT 05 - Water efficient equipment: ShowersThe aim of this issue is to reduce water consumption associated with the use of showers. Credits are awarded depending on the percentage of showerheads with a maximum flow rate of less than 1.6 gallons per minute. The evidence required to receive the credits include manufacturer information, floor plans, and photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 126-127)]WAT 06 - Water efficient equipment: AppliancesThe aim of this issue is to reduce water consumption associated with the use of appliances. Credits are awarded depending on the percentage of appliances with a baseline water usage equal to or less than the usage defined in the standard.  Only water consuming appliances that are under the operational control of the building owner and/or are fitted by the building owner must be assessed. The evidence required to receive the credits include manufacturer information, floor plans, and photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 128-129)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively, which could include how to correctly use the water saving products installed in the building (e.g. dual flush toilets).  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building.  Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance.  Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]WAT 14 - Refurbishment policy: Water efficiencyThe aim of this issue is to reduce water consumption through the installation of water-efficient fixtures and fittings.  Credits are awarded where a policy in place to replace water appliances and fittings with low water use equivalents, including relevant labeling like WaterSense®, during refurbishments. The evidence required to receive the credits include a copy of the policy, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 242)]

		_5d_1) Does your system addres_mYHUA4OYWaGrnInoory-Dg: Yes

		_5c_2) List and describe speci_4kdOjj2fd-Ha-0XMkdEpWg: *Please Note: BREEAM In-Use does not differentiate between indoor and outdoor water consumption. The following issues all address both indoor and outdoor water use as a sum total for the assessed area.The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:WAT 11 - Annual consumptionThe aim of this issue is to ensure management are aware of annual consumption from potable and non-potable water sources.  Credits are awarded for reporting the annual consumption figure.  The evidence required to receive the credits include meter readings and/or utility bills, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 238)]WAT 12 - Water consumption: Monitoring and reportingThe aim of this issue is to use information gained from monitoring to help inform the water strategy and reduce overall consumption.  Credits are awarded where the strategy in place uses water monitoring data to minimize water consumption, with more credits provided where the strategy includes target setting and reporting mechanisms. The evidence required to receive the credits include consumption records, specialist reports, and strategy/policy documents, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 239-240)]The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:WAT 18 - Water management: Staff engagementThe aim of this issue is to ensure the reduction of water consumption and the demands placed on water supplies.  Credits are awarded for the best practices adopted to avoid unnecessary water consumption.  The evidence required to receive the credits include staff interviews, awareness materials, and feedback procedures, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 322)]WAT 19 - Water monitoring & managementThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage management arrangements aimed at reducing the consumption of water and increasing awareness of water consumption. Credits are awarded for the best practices in place that allow monitoring against set targets for the organization at this asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include management agreements, monitoring records, training records, and staff interviews, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 323-324)]

		_5c_1) Does your system addres_jWa-XvtY0yxc8BMHnDxylA: Yes

		_5b_2) List and describe speci_0EbJyM-TNJFHvh0yHcF1kw: *Please Note: BREEAM In-Use does not differentiate between indoor and outdoor water consumption. The following issues all address both indoor and outdoor water use as a sum total for the assessed area.The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively, which could include managing their indoor water use.  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building.  Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance.  Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]WAT 11 - Annual consumptionThe aim of this issue is to ensure management are aware of annual consumption from potable and non-potable water sources.  Credits are awarded for reporting the annual consumption figure.  The evidence required to receive the credits include meter readings and/or utility bills, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 238)]WAT 12 - Water consumption: Monitoring and reportingThe aim of this issue is to use information gained from monitoring to help inform the water strategy and reduce overall consumption.  Credits are awarded where the strategy in place uses water monitoring data to minimize water consumption, with more credits provided where the strategy includes target setting and reporting mechanisms. The evidence required to receive the credits include consumption records, specialist reports, and strategy/policy documents, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 239-240)]The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:WAT 18 - Water management: Staff engagementThe aim of this issue is to ensure the reduction of water consumption and the demands placed on water supplies.  Credits are awarded for the best practices adopted to avoid unnecessary water consumption.  The evidence required to receive the credits include staff interviews, awareness materials, and feedback procedures, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 322)]WAT 19 & WAT 19A - Water monitoring & managementThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage management arrangements aimed at reducing the consumption of water and increasing awareness of water consumption. Credits are awarded for the best practices in place that allow monitoring against set targets for the organization at this asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include management agreements, monitoring records, training records, and staff interviews, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 323-324 and 371)]

		_5b_1) Does your system addres_k3HSMaNO1O04iYEKbJp5nQ: Yes

		_5a_2) List and describe speci_m9opx2*08HjgVjbELUdNWg: N/A

		_5a_1) Does your system addres_LF3pyaCrSSD5uK6*6s83Hg: No

		_4h) List and describe specifi_TP4KxlblvkFgPOGOyALyYA: The Asset Performance Energy Calculator (Part 1 Asset Performance) assess the energy efficiency of the technologies in the building.  Mandatory asset information to generate a basic score:  - the year the building was built,  - when it was last refurbished (if applicable) - the address of the building - the building services present in the building (answered through Asset Performance ENE 01 - Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning) - the ventilation strategy of the building (answered through Asset Performance ENE 02 - Ventilation strategy)This information generates an assumed performance for heating, cooling, heating distribution, cooling distribution, lighting, ventilation and hot water based on those answers.  Further information to refine the score and reflect actual performance can be provided on the energy efficiency of specific subcomponents (ENE 03 through ENE 28 inclusive), where applicable and available: - Building envelope - thermal conductance - Building envelope - air leakage rate - Ventilation heat recovery - Efficiency of heat generation - Solar gains - Efficiency of cooling generation - Efficiency of heating distribution - Efficiency of cooling distribution - Efficiency of lighting installation - Fan efficiency - Duct leakage - Air handling unit leakage - Efficiency of heat generationThe full description of how the calculation is made is published in the Technical Manual.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 64-103)]In order to calculate the operational energy rating, the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions resulting from actual building energy consumption are compared to the equivalent CO2 emissions for a reference building. There are three main parts to the methodology: - Establishing the reference benchmark - Establishing the actual building CO2 emissions - Comparing the reference benchmark with the actual CO2 emissions to generate ratingThe operational energy rating (Part 2 Building Management) is calculated by comparing the actual CO2 emissions for the previous 12-month period to the reference benchmark CO2 emissions.  The reference reflects the asset's space use types and location to identify what the average expected performance of that asset would be.  The emissions factors for electricity use the EPA's eGrid factors; all other fuel sources use a factor applied anywhere in the world to ensure comparability.  Credits are awarded on a sliding scale with maximum credits for a zero-carbon building, and zero credits where the actual emissions are more than twice the reference benchmark emissions. All energy usage is required to be reported to calculate the score.  ENE 31 and ENE 32 are used to enter the start and end date of the energy usage being reported.  The following components are used to calculate the operational energy (ENE 33 through ENE 45 inclusive): - Electricity consumption - Natural gas consumption - Propane consumption - Gas oil consumption - Solid fossil fuel consumption - Biodiesel consumption - Biogas consumption - Wood/Waste wood consumption - District heating consumption - Carbon intensity district heating - District cooling consumption - Carbon intensity district cooling - Electricity exportedNon-standard energy uses (as defined by BREEAM) can be reported to refine the calculation, where their usage is sub-metered (ENE 46 through ENE 61 inclusive).The full description of how the calculation is made is published in the Technical Manual.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 208-231)]Additional issues addressing energy efficiency:The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 09 - Operating proceduresThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage procedures to ensure energy consumption is controlled and reduced where practicable.  Credits are awarded for the extent to which operating procedures are in place to help reduce energy.  The evidence required to receive the credits include procedure documentation, update schedule, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 180-181)]MAN 11 - Green leaseThe aim of this issue is to encourage lease agreements which actively engage tenants to consider energy, water and waste efficient practices. Credits are awarded for having green leases in place and increase with the scope of targets. The evidence required to receive the credits include professional services contract, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 183)]MAN 12 - Building management system reviewThe aim of this issue is to ensure building management systems are running efficiently and effectively.  Credits are awarded where the systems are regularly reviewed to ensure they are fully functional and operating as intended with more credits provided for accredited third-party review.  The evidence required to receive the credits include inspection log and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 184)]The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:MAN 14 - Environmental management policyThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage the implementation of a formal environmental management policy in which the intent and objectives to manage environmental impacts are outlined and responsibilities allocated.  Credits are awarded depending on the extent that stakeholders have been involved in the policy's development and implementation.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, policies, and certificates of compliance, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 279-280)]MAN 15 - Environmental management issuesThe aim of this issue is to encourage the management of a broad range of environmental issues.  Credits are awarded for the extent the extent to which the described strategies have been adopted by the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include process and procedure information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 281-282)]MAN 16 - Environmental management implementationThe aim of this issue is to encourage the implementation of environmental management arrangements through the organization. Credits are awarded for the extent to which the described strategies have been adopted by the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include staff interviews, management agreements, specialist reports, certificates of compliance, training records, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 283-284)]MAN 17 - Environmental objectives The aim of this issue is to encourage and recognize the continual improvement of environmental performance.  Credits are awarded for the percentage of organizational environmental objectives achieved.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records and specialist reports, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 285-286)]MAN 18 - Organizational performance reviewThe aim of this issue is to encourage the development and review of environmental objectives to continually improve performance.  Credits are awarded for the frequency at which the review is carried out by the board of directors/senior management.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 287-288)]MAN 19 - Sustainability reportThe aim of this issue is to ensure transparent communication of social, economic and environmental performance.  Credits are awarded for the extent of reporting and the adherence to international standards and norms.  The evidence required to receive the credits include specialist reports and other third-party information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 289-290)]ENE 67 - Energy policyThe aim of this issue is to ensure that there is a range of different energy management procedures/policies included in the energy policy. Credits are awarded for reducing energy demand, reducing energy consumption and/or making further CO2 reductions through the installation of Low and Zero Carbon technologies.  The evidence required to receive the credits include energy policy/strategy, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 303)]

		_4h_1) Does your system addres_z6WeBVSJzYmuA*LX5kYmHw: Yes

		_4g_2) List and describe speci_zbVXR*F6ht1uODlXtXP9EQ: The following issue is addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:ENE 29 - BenchmarkingThe aim of this issue is to ascertain whether the organization has benchmarked their asset performance against a national energy performance standard.  One example of this could be the U.S. Department of Energy's Building Energy Asset Score. The evidence required to receive the credits include certificate of compliance, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 104)]The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:ENE 69 - Trends in energy performance dataThe aim of this issue is to encourage the identification of short and long-term energy performance trends, highlight opportunities for energy savings and any identifying changes in trends due to the implementation of energy management procedures.  Credits are awarded based on the frequency of the review and comparison of the asset's energy performance data trends with historical data and performance targets. The evidence required to receive the credits include benchmarking data and managerial procedures, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 306)]ENE 70 - Energy objectivesThe aim of this issue is to encourage energy objectives and targets are set and met, encouraging and recognizing improvement in energy performance.  Credits are awarded for the percentage of objectives met.  The evidence required to receive the credits include target documentation, communication records, and management strategy, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 307)]

		_4g_1) Does your system addres_3llv55bODTnFB3tDPmnXcw: Yes

		_4f_2) List and describe speci_oDYm3Z8XEp6gWLcbkaERXQ: Non-standard energy uses (as defined by BREEAM) are encouraged to be sub-metered and reported.  Non-standard is defined by BREEAM as regional server rooms, trading floors, bakery ovens, sports floodlighting, furnaces or forming processes and blast chilling or freezing.  While these are factored into the operational energy rating, the consumption is excluded from the CO2 emissions on which the rating is based. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and meter data, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.  The following issues are included in this calculation: - Building Management ENE 46 - Non-standard energy uses: identifies the number of non-standard energy uses in the asset - Building Management ENE 47, 50, 53, 56 & 59 - Non-standard energy use: selection of the specific non-standard uses in the asset. - Building Management ENE 48, 51, 54, 57 & 60 - Non-standard energy consumption: providing the energy consumption for each of the non-standard energy users identified. - Building Management ENE 49, 52, 55, 58 & 61 - Non-standard energy consumption floor area: providing the floor area associated with each of the non-standard energy users identified.  [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 226 - 231)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:ENE 62 - Energy consumption monitoringThe aim of this issue is to encourage the monitoring of energy consumption that in turn will allow building managers to set improvement targets. Credits are awarded where energy consumption monitored and the is data accessible.  The evidence required to receive the credits include metering data or energy bills, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 232)]ENE 64 - Sub-metering: Main energy sourcesThe aim of this issue is to facilitate the structured and systematic provision of reporting on energy consumption from main energy sources to ensure building users understand and set targets to operate the building more efficiently.  Credits are awarded depending on how many of the following uses are separately sub-metered: heating, cooling, interior lighting and ventilation.  Other energy uses are covered in Building Management ENE 65 - Sub-metering: Other energy sources. The evidence required to receive the credits include diagrams and meter data, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 234)]ENE 65 - Sub-metering: Other energy sourcesThe aim of this issue is to encourage separate metering of appliances within the asset in order to attain a better granularity of data which can be used to target improvements. Credits are awarded depending on how many of the following uses are separately sub-metered: exterior lighting, all means of vertical transportation (e.g. elevators and escalators), display and aesthetical effects lighting, ventilation, heating and cooling in transitional spaces (e.g. air curtains and revolving doors), small power/plug load. The evidence required to receive the credits include diagrams and meter data, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 235)]ENE 66 - Sub-metering: Tenanted areasThe aim of this issue is to facilitate the structured and systematic provision of reporting on energy consumption in tenanted areas to ensure building users understand and set targets to operate the asset more efficiently. Credits are awarded depending on the extent to which the asset is sub-metered for heating and cooling in tenanted areas. The evidence required to receive the credits include bills or verified consumption data, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 236)]

		_4f_1) Does your system addres_cn1c0XMqb54pYn8uh-tzdg: Yes

		_4e_2) List and describe speci_JNoGx7kvK5*r2KOraXuiNA: The following issue is addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:ENE 30 - On-site renewables The aim of this issue is to understand if renewable energy technologies are being used on site and how much these offset energy requirements for the site.  Credits are awarded based on the percentage of the total energy consumption offset by on-site renewables and renewable micro grids, delivered through a direct wiring from point of generation to use.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, billing data, and metering data, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 105-107)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:ENE 45 - Electricity exportedThe aim of this issue is to identify the amount of electricity exported off-site annually where there are separate meters for the import and export of electricity.  This is calculated as part of the operational energy rating and may be applicable where the asset is producing more electricity with renewables than it is consuming. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, Building Energy Management System metering data, diagrams, and copies of energy consumption data, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 225)]ENE 38 - Biodiesel consumptionThe aim of this issue is to understand the amount of biodiesel the asset consumed in the previous year.  This can include cooking only when it has been appropriately refined to a standard suitable for fuel usage.  The definition of biofuels for the purposes of BREEAM is set out in ENE 30. This data is factored into the operational energy rating where credits are awarded based on the actual CO2 emissions from all applicable energy usage compared to a reference benchmark for an asset in the same location and with the same space use types. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, utility bills, and calculations, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.  [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 217 and 107 for definitions)]ENE 39 - Biogas consumptionThe aim of this issue is to understand the amount of biogas the asset consumed in the previous year. The definition of biofuels for the purposes of BREEAM is set out in ENE 30.  This data is factored into the operational energy rating where credits are awarded based on the actual CO2 emissions from all applicable energy usage compared to a reference benchmark for an asset in the same location and with the same space use types. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, utility bills, and calculations, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.  [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 218 and 106 for definitions)]ENE 40 - Wood/Waste wood consumption The aim of this issue is to understand the amount of wood/wood waste the asset consumed in the previous year. This data is factored into the operational energy rating where credits are awarded based on the actual CO2 emissions from all applicable energy usage compared to a reference benchmark for an asset in the same location and with the same space use types. The evidence required to receive the credits include utility bills and calculations, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.  [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 219)]

		_4e_1) Does your system addres_KRGOYY-8iSuNMUUisFmXdg: Yes

		_4d_2) List and describe speci_yM5PP-imyUokV4VLvbpd6g: BREEAM USA In-Use only rewards assets for on-site generation and direct use of that on-site renewable energy.  Renewable energy credits (RECs) are not accepted as the renewable energy is generated off-site and transmitted through the grid rather than directly to the asset itself.  The following issue is addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:ENE 30 - On-site renewablesThe aim of this issue is to understand if renewable energy technologies are being used on site and how much these offset energy requirements for the site.  Credits are awarded based on the percentage of the total energy consumption offset by on-site renewables and renewable micro grids, delivered through a direct wiring from point of generation to use.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, billing data, and metering data, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 105-107)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:ENE 33 - Electricity ConsumptionThe aim of this issue is to understand the amount of utility-supplied electricity the asset consumed in the previous year.  This data is factored into the operational energy rating where credits are awarded based on the actual CO2 emissions from all applicable energy usage compared to a reference benchmark for an asset in the same location and with the same space use types.  Where an asset is consuming electricity generated on-site by renewals, the reported utility-supplied electricity usage will be lower than from the reference benchmark and this may translate to an increase in credits (subject to the energy consumption from all other applicable sources). The evidence required to receive the credits include energy bills or meter readings, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 212)]ENE 45 - Electricity ExportedThe aim of this issue is to identify the amount of electricity exported off-site annually where there are separate meters for the import and export of electricity.  This is calculated as part of the operational energy rating and may be applicable where the asset is producing more electricity with renewables than it is consuming. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, Building Energy Management System metering data, diagrams, and copies of energy consumption data, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 225)]

		_4d_1) Does your system addres_azygvWx4jsYRErxqQA2qzw: Yes

		_4c_2) List and describe speci_C*mUvbopljgJeT3hUlfQsQ: The following issue is addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:ENE 68 and ENE 68A - Energy management arrangementsThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage management arrangements aimed at improving energy performance and usage awareness.  Credits are awarded for a variety of strategies incorporated, with up to 5 credits available for the use of ENERGY STAR® certified printers, photocopiers and servers. The evidence required to receive the credits include billing data, calculations, communication records, training materials, third party information, photographs, technical/manufacturer information, and staff interviews, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 304-305 and 368-369)]

		_4c_1) Does your system addres_CiByXdZxWFGcZH32N2ICjw: Yes

		_4b_2) List and describe speci_oUL8CYvdKXWomGukrgj4CA: By virtue of measuring energy performance of the systems in the asset (Part 1) and the operational performance and consumption (Part 2), BREEAM USA In-Use provides a means of understanding and seeking reductions in actual energy usage.  Energy use reduction is then awarded through an improved score.  However, there are also issues that directly award the management and delivery of actual energy reduction that are detailed below.The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively, which could include managing their energy usage.  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building.  Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance.  Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]ENE 62 - Energy consumption monitoringThe aim of this issue is to encourage the monitoring of energy consumption that in turn will allow building managers to set improvement targets.  Credits are awarded where energy consumption monitored and the is data accessible.  The evidence required to receive the credits include metering data or energy bills, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 232)]ENE 63 - Energy consumption data useThe aim of this issue is to facilitate the structured and systematic provision of reporting on energy consumption to encourage building users to understand and set efficiency improvement targets.  Credits are rewarded depending on how the data is used and reported.  The evidence required to receive the credits include Corporate Social Responsibility reports or improvement target setting, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 233)]The following issue is addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:ENE 71 - Energy savingsThe aim of this issue is to encourage and recognize energy savings of the asset for various energy sources and systems; thereby reducing energy consumption of the asset.  Credits are awarded for providing the savings data for one or more of the energy sources included (e.g. electricity, natural gas, LPG, etc.) against a benchmark of energy used three reporting years ago.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 308)]

		_4b_1) Does your system addres_x4FUcIhEoV9s97XKwgbrvg: Yes

		_4a_2) List and describe speci_IeqlYl0lPHLLTcAlTZcMFQ: N/A

		_4a_1) Does your system addres_zIMxQwTVipShghNkYyRcNg: No

		_3k) List and describe specifi_5y-8FQxTNnXJYoLaeSpxCA: The following issues are addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:HEA 05 - Minimizing Legionella contamination riskThe aim of this issue is to ensure the most effective and properly designed control systems are installed and to avoid risk of Legionellosis.  Respondents are asked if a risk assessment been carried out to identify the most effective system to minimize the risk of Legionella contamination and the controls been implemented on the building systems identified as a risk.  The evidence required to receive the credits include specialist reports and operational manuals, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 49-50)]HEA 08 - Illuminance levels (Lux)The aim of this issue is to ensure optimum visual comfort for building occupants.  Respondents are asked whether internal and external lighting levels meet national guidance best practice levels, defined as the 10th edition of the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America's The Lighting Handbook (2011).  The evidence required to receive the credits include third party information or organizational documentation, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 55)]HEA 10 - Inclusive designThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage assets to go beyond legislation to provide access for people with temporary or permanent disabilities.  Credits are awarded where the asset goes beyond legislation to provide access for people with temporary or permanent disabilities. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, building plans and equipment specifications, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 57-58)]MAT 01 - Condition surveyThe aim of this issue is to encourage asset/property owners to understand the physical conditions of their property and manage deficiencies.  Credits are awarded for conducting the condition survey and actions taken to address the issues identified.  The evidence required to receive the credits include previous surveys, photographs, communication records, and an action plan, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 136-137)]MAT 02 - Security adviceThe aim of this issue is to ensure property related security issues are identified and addressed to reduce the risks from crime.  Credits are awarded for consulting a third-party for advice and the extent to which the issues are addressed.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and a third-party report, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 138)]MAT 03 - Intruder alarm systemThe aim of this issue is to ensure the asset is equipped with appropriate security systems to prevent damage to the asset.  Credits are awarded for having fitted the asset with an intruder alarm or on-site security 24 hours a day, 7 days per week.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs (if applicable) and contractual information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 139)]MAT 04 - Alarm system monitoringThe aim of this issue is to ensure there is an appropriate response to a fire and break-in when the building is unoccupied.  Credits are awarded for having alarm systems connected to a monitored facility.  The evidence required to receive the credits include contractual and other third-party information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 140)]MAT 05 - Natural hazardsThe aim of this issue is to ensure the asset is protected against the potential impacts of natural hazards.  Credits are awarded for having an emergency strategy for all relevant natural hazards, developed by a competent third-party with all recommendations implemented.  The evidence required to receive the credits include a copy of relevant plan or specialist report, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 141)]MAT 06 - Future adaptationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage buildings which have been built to allow a degree of flexibility for future usage.  Credits are awarded for having been designed with a degree of flexibility to allow for future changes.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and specialist reports, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 143)]MAT 07 - Designing for robustnessThe aim of this issue is to minimize the frequency of building part replacement, maximizing materials optimization.  Credits are awarded for features that protect exposed parts of the elements of the building and landscaping from damage from specific risks.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and specialist reports, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 144)]POL 06 - NOx emissionsThe aim of this issue is to encourage and recognize the use of heating that minimizes NOx emissions. Respondents are asked the following question - "Does the building generate nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions as a result of any on-site combustion of fuel to meet space heating or hot water demand?[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 163)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 04 - Operation and maintenance manualsThe aim of this issue is to ensure adequate technical information is available to carry out necessary management, maintenance and refurbishment duties.  Credits are awarded for having a full set of operations and maintenance manuals available and accessible to building management/facilities management staff.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and operational manuals, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 170-171)]MAN 05 - Maintenance proceduresThe aim of this issue is to encourage proactive maintenance practices for specific building elements.  Credits are awarded for the elements included in the proactively maintained in line with the policy.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and maintenance schedules, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 172-173)]MAN 06 - Maintenance policyThe aim of this issue is to encourage proactive maintenance practices to enable efficient operation of the building. Credits are awarded for having a policy in place, whether it's reactive or proactive and how recently it was reviewed.  The evidence required to receive the credits include policies and maintenance schedules, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 174-175)]MAN 07 - Environmental policies and responsibilitiesThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage environmental management policy to be implemented.  Credits are awarded for the extent to which the policy engaged senior management and the breadth of scope.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, signed policy, and certificate of compliance, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 176-177)]MAN 08 - Environmental policiesThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage policies to reduce environmental impacts through improvement targets.  Credits are awarded for having a policy in place and the breadth of the targets set as a result.  The evidence required to receive the credits include specific examples and policies, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 178-179)]MAN 11 - Green leaseThe aim of this issue is to encourage lease agreements which actively engage tenants to consider energy, water and waste efficient practices. Credits are awarded for having green leases in place and increase with the scope of targets. The evidence required to receive the credits include contractual information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 183)]MAN 12 - Building management system reviewThe aim of this issue is to ensure building management systems are running efficiently and effectively.  Credits are awarded where the systems are regularly reviewed to ensure they are fully functional and operating as intended with more credits provided for accredited third-party review.  The evidence required to receive the credits include specialist reports and an inspection log, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 184)]MAN 13 - Functional adaptabilityThe aim of this issue is to ensure the asset management team have appropriate strategies in place to outline possible adaptation to meet future demands.  Credits are awarded where the strategy is in place.  The evidence required to receive the credits include copies of strategies/procedures, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 185)]HEA 13 - Operating temperatureThe aim of this issue is to ensure that the temperature within the asset meets the design specifications.  Respondents are asked whether the temperatures within the building are managed in accordance with the design specifications of the asset to cope with the seasonal extremes of winter and summer for the location.  The evidence required to receive the credits include Building Management System data and design specifications, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 189)]HEA 14 - Internal environment: CO2 monitoringThe aim of this issue is to encourage the monitoring of internal conditions to ensure a healthy indoor environment is provided, with specific reference to Carbon Dioxide (CO2) levels.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, specifications, and procedures and/or maintenance logs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 190)]HEA 15 - Internal environment: CO monitoringThe aim of this issue is to encourage the monitoring of internal conditions to ensure a healthy indoor environment is provided, with specific reference to Carbon Monoxide (CO) levels.  Monitoring and controls are required to achieve the credits where sources have been identified or demonstrate there are no internal sources of CO and no external air intakes present or in proximity to sources of CO).  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, specifications, list of CO sources, and procedures and/or maintenance logs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 191-192)]HEA 16 - Internal environment: NOx monitoringThe aim of this issue is to encourage the monitoring of internal conditions to ensure a healthy indoor environment is provided, with specific reference to Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) levels. Monitoring and controls are required to achieve the credits where sources have been identified or demonstrate there are no internal sources of NOx and no external air intakes present or in proximity to sources of NOx.  Alarms are also required when NOx levels raise over a specific level for a specific time period. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, specifications, list of NOx sources, and procedures and/or maintenance logs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 193-194)]HEA 19 - Control of chemicalsThe aim of this issue is to maintain acceptable levels of internal air quality by providing adequate extraction to relevant building areas to keep the concentration of pollutants from printers and specialist equipment at acceptable levels. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and floor plans, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 198)]HEA 20 - Acoustic conditionsThe aim of this issue is to ensure the acoustic performance of the building meets the appropriate best practice standards through the monitoring of internal acoustic conditions by a suitably qualified (as defined by BREEAM) third-party acoustician.  The evidence required to receive the credits include details of qualified expert and monitoring records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 199-200)]HEA 21 - Deep cleaningThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage a policy of regular cleaning of soft furnishings and/or carpets to reduce the risk to health associated with poor building cleanliness.  Credits are awarded based on the frequency of the deep cleaning and demonstrating that the cleaning was carried out in line with a policy that defines the frequency and requires that the use of harmful chemicals is minimized.    [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 201)]HEA 22 - Legionella managementThe aim of this issue is to ensure Legionella contamination systems are maintained in accordance with the national standard (ASHRAE 188-2015) to avoid the risk of Legionella contamination.  This is a complementary issue with HEA 05.  The evidence required to receive the credits include system list, inspection logs, and specialist report, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 202-203)]HEA 23 - Occupant satisfaction: surveyingThe aim of this issue is to ensure building occupant satisfaction is regularly monitored and reviewed.  Credits are awarded for having conducted the survey in line with BREEAM criteria and contents and results of the survey are communicated to all occupants.  The evidence required to receive the credits include feedback forms and communications records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 204-205)]HEA 24 - Occupant satisfaction: feedbackThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage procedures to act on the results of information gathered through occupant satisfaction surveys and encourage optimization of building performance  Credits are awarded for having procedures and targets set to engage.  The evidence required to receive the credits include target records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 206)]MAT 08 - Condition surveyThe aim of this issue is to ensure a competent party has carried out the condition survey.  Credits are awarded depending on the independence and competency of the party who conducted the survey.  The evidence required to receive the credits include specialist reports and other third-party information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 247-248)]MAT 11 - Fire risk assessmentThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage a fire risk assessment that goes beyond legislation and life safety, identifying risks and actions to minimize property and environmental impacts.  Credits are awarded for having the assessment conducted by a competent person in line with recognized methodology.   The evidence required to receive the credits include specialist report, certificate of compliance, and other third-party information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 252)]MAT 12 - Fire risk managementThe aim of this issue is to encourage proactive fire risk assessment practices to minimize the risks of fire as far as practicable.  Credits are awarded for the implementation of practices which achieve the aim.  The evidence required to receive the credits include specialist report, certificate of compliance, and other third-party information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 253)]MAT 13 - Emergency planThe aim of this issue is to encourage emergency plans that go beyond legislation and aim to protect property and the environment in addition to people.  Credits are awarded for the extent to which the plan addresses those areas.  The evidence required to receive the credits include risk assessment, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 254)]MAT 14 - Natural hazard managementThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage policies that are in place to reduce the risk of damage from natural hazards. Credits are awarded for having policies in place informed by identified natural hazards relevant to the asset.  The evidence required to receive the credits include copy of the policy and qualifications of the individual who has written the policy to determine the hazards, all verified as accurate through on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 256 - 257)]POL 08 - Chemical storageThe aim of this issue is to reduce the impacts of a chemical spill.  Credits are awarded for containment storage that would prevent spills.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 268)]POL 09 - Secondary containmentThe aim of this issue is to maintain the effectiveness of secondary containment areas.  Credits are awarded for regular checks on secondary containment areas.  The evidence required to receive the credits include copy of logbook or inspection schedule, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 269)]POL 10 - Light-liquid separatorsThe aim of this issue is to ensure installed light-liquid separators are maintained and operational.  Credits are awarded for this maintenance being included in the maintenance policy.  The evidence required to receive the credits include policy copies, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 270)]POL 13 - Emergency preparedness and responseThe aim of this issue is to reduce the impact of any pollution incidents on the surrounding environment.  Credits are awarded for having a response plan in place to deal with such incidents where applicable.  The evidence required to receive the credits include response plan and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 275)]POL 14 - Complaints procedureThe aim of this issue is to ensure issues affecting building users or occupiers in the surrounding areas can be raised formally and dealt with effectively.  Credits are awarded for having a procedure in place.  The evidence required to receive the credits include relevant compliance procedures, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 276)]The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:MAN 14 - Environmental management policyThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage the implementation of a formal environmental management policy in which the intent and objectives to manage environmental impacts are outlined and responsibilities allocated.  Credits are awarded depending on the extent that stakeholders have been involved in the policy's development and implementation.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, policies, and certificates of compliance, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 279-280)]MAN 15 - Environmental management issuesThe aim of this issue is to encourage the management of a broad range of environmental issues.  Credits are awarded for the extent the extent to which the described strategies have been adopted by the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include process and procedure information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 281-282)]MAN 16 - Environmental management implementationThe aim of this issue is to encourage the implementation of environmental management arrangements through the organization. Credits are awarded for the extent to which the described strategies have been adopted by the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include staff interviews, management agreements, specialist reports, certificates of compliance, training records, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 283-284)]MAN 17 - Environmental objectivesThe aim of this issue is to encourage and recognize the continual improvement of environmental performance.  Credits are awarded for the percentage of organizational environmental objectives achieved.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records and specialist reports, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 285-286)]MAN 18 - Organizational performance reviewThe aim of this issue is to encourage the development and review of environmental objectives to continually improve performance.  Credits are awarded for the frequency at which the review is carried out by the board of directors/senior management.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 287-288)]MAN 19 - Sustainability reportThe aim of this issue is to ensure transparent communication of social, economic and environmental performance.  Credits are awarded for the extent of reporting and the adherence to international standards and norms.  The evidence required to receive the credits include specialist reports and other third-party information, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 289-290)]MAN 20 - Green leaseThe aim of this issue is to encourage lease agreements which actively engage tenants to consider energy, water and waste efficient practices  Credits are awarded for having green leases in place and increase with the scope of targets. The evidence required to receive the credits include a copy of the green lease agreement, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 291)]HEA 25 - Occupier satisfactionThe aim of this issue is to ensure staff capabilities, prospects and well-being are enhanced by the organization.  Credits are awarded for the extent to which key issues as defined by BREEAM are measured, monitored and managed.  The evidence required to receive the credits include staff interviews, feedback forms, and communications records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 293-294)]

		_3k_1) Does your system addres_2bn3vp-lDPx-Qjoc4Yg5YA: Yes

		_3j_2) List and describe speci_o6UBfx-Ucz-oZtdQpOa65Q: There are a total of 29 issues related to Health & Well-being in BREEAM USA In-Use.The following issues are addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:HEA 06 - Drinking water provisionsThe aim of this issue is to ensure the provision of drinking water for building occupants.  Credits are awarded where drinking water is provided depending on the connection to a utility supply.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and building plans, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 51-52)]HEA 07 - Indoor and/or outdoor spaceThe aim of this issue is to recognize the provision of space that is to be used for breaks from the working environment.  Respondents are asked to describe the extent of indoor rest and/or outdoor spaces provided for building occupants, with top credits provided for two or more strategies deployed.  The evidence required to receive the credits include building plans and photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 53-54)]The following issues are addressed in Part 3 Occupier Management:HEA 26 & HEA 26A- Health and well-being management targetsThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage management arrangements that monitor and set relevant health and well-being targets aimed at improving health and well-being for all staff.  Respondents are asked to indicate the management arrangements BREEAM In-Use has identified as best practices that are in place that set health and well-being targets and monitor implementation.  The evidence required to receive the credits include contractual information, staff interviews, and communication records, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 295-297 and 367-368)]HEA 27 - Health and well-being management objectivesThe aim of this issue is to ensure health and wellbeing objectives are being met.  Respondents are asked what percentage of the health and well-being management objectives for the organization was achieved in the last reporting year for the organization.  The evidence required to receive the credits include communication records, staff interviews, and health and wellbeing objectives, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 298)]HEA 28 - View outThe aim of this issue is to enhance wellbeing within the workspace by allowing building occupants to refocus their eyes from close work activities to reduce the risk of eyestrain or dry eyes.  Respondents are asked about a policy or practice in place to ensure that all workstations or desks for building users in the organization have an adequate external view out of a window, with specific distances defined to meet the BREEAM standard.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and building floor plans, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 299-300)]HEA 29 - Communal rest areasThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage the provision of rest areas for building users, which are not subsequently utilized for meetings at times of high demand.  Respondents are asked what action is undertaken to ensure that indoor and outdoor rest spaces are not used for any other purpose but rest.  The evidence required to receive the credits include copies of policies and photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 301)]
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		_3i_2) List and describe speci_n1wOOroQeo0UV99MsDbE9g: The following issue is addressed in Part 2 Building Management:LE 05 - External landscaping/maintenanceThe aim of this issue is to encourage organizations to develop a policy/plan that maintains and improves the ecological value of the asset and its immediate site. The asset must have a policy/plan in place to maintain and improve the ecological value of the asset and its immediate site that includes (but is not limited to): a. Landscaping b. Integrated pest management c. Cleaning of façade, landscaping, and hardscape d. Planting/installation of features to enhance flora and fauna on site The evidence required to receive the credits include copy of relevant policy or contractual agreement, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 263-264)]
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		_3g_2) List and describe speci_L8VcycLJI*hktZMY71rhww: The following issue is addressed in Part 2 Building Management:HEA 17 - Internal environment: Refurbishment/renovation/redecorationThe aim of this issue is to reduce the risk to health associated with chemical and/or dust exposure.  Policies/formal procedures to minimize risk to building occupants from building refurbishment and/or renovations and/or redecoration must be in place from chemical and/or dust exposure.  The evidence required to receive the credits include copy of relevant policy/procedure, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 195)]
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		_3f_2) List and describe speci_kXtfEWAQEmu5QoP462HuPw: The following issue is addressed in Part 2 Building Management:HEA 18 - Volatile organic compoundsThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage a healthy internal environment through the use of internal finishes, fittings and cleaning products with reduced/no emissions of VOCs. Strategies and/or policies must be in place for minimizing the use of harmful volatile organic compound (VOC) emitting materials/substances covering relevant materials/substances for the asset.  The evidence required to receive the credits include copy of relevant policy/procedure, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 196-197)]
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		_3e_2) List and describe speci_SpvQ2BfEVZK48JkPnWyXuQ: The following issues are addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:HEA 04 - Ventilation controlsThe aim of this issue is to recognize the provision of controls allowing ventilation comfort level optimization by building occupants.  Respondents are asked to describe the provision for personal control of ventilation for building occupants through open windows or to modify rates of air supply.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs or operation maintenance manual, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 48)]HEA 11 - Ventilation requirementsThe aim of this issue is to ensure that ventilation systems within the asset do not circulate air that has the potential to be contaminated with exterior sources of pollution AND that re-circulation within the asset is minimized.  Respondents are asked whether their air intakes are a specific distance apart from sources of pollution.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs or site plans, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 60-61)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively, which could include ventilation systems that influence moisture control.  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building.  Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance.  Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]HEA 12 - Fresh air ratesThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage a healthy internal environment through the supply of sufficient fresh air.  For those assets with mechanical ventilation, respondents are asked to indicate if the fresh air rates been measured and the standard methodology used.  National best practice is defined as ASHRAE 62.1-2010.  The evidence required to receive the credits include a copy of the report confirming the measured fresh air rates and that the methodology met the methodology indicated by the respondent. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 187-188)]
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		_3c_2) List and describe speci_OEJ-jgKVJO9tQuFVPpBXJQ: The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively, which could include managing controls that provide air quality.  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building.  Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance.  Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]HEA 12 - Fresh air ratesThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage a healthy internal environment through the supply of sufficient fresh air.  For those assets with mechanical ventilation, respondents are asked to indicate if the fresh air rates been measured and the standard methodology used.  National best practice is defined as ASHRAE 62.1-2010.  The evidence required to receive the credits include a copy of the report confirming the measured fresh air rates and that the methodology met the methodology indicated by the respondent. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 187-188)]HEA 14 - Internal environment: CO2 monitoring The aim of this issue is to encourage the monitoring of internal conditions to ensure a healthy indoor environment is provided, with specific reference to Carbon Dioxide (CO2) levels.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, specifications, and procedures and/or maintenance logs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 190)]HEA 15 - Internal environment: CO monitoring The aim of this issue is to encourage the monitoring of internal conditions to ensure a healthy indoor environment is provided, with specific reference to Carbon Monoxide (CO) levels.  Monitoring and controls are required to achieve the credits where sources have been identified or demonstrate there are no internal sources of CO and no external air intakes present or in proximity to sources of CO).  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, specifications, list of CO sources, and procedures and/or maintenance logs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 191-192)]HEA 16 - Internal environment: NOx monitoring The aim of this issue is to encourage the monitoring of internal conditions to ensure a healthy indoor environment is provided, with specific reference to Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) levels. Monitoring and controls are required to achieve the credits where sources have been identified or demonstrate there are no internal sources of NOx and no external air intakes present or in proximity to sources of NOx.  Alarms are also required when NOx levels raise over a specific level for a specific time period. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, specifications, list of NOx sources, and procedures and/or maintenance logs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 193-194)]HEA 17 - Internal environment: Refurbishment/renovation/redecoration The aim of this issue is to reduce the risk to health associated with chemical and/or dust exposure.  Policies/formal procedures to minimize risk to building occupants from building refurbishment and/or renovations and/or redecoration must be in place from chemical and/or dust exposure.  The evidence required to receive the credits include risk assessment, professional services contract, or specialist reports, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 195)]HEA 18 - Volatile organic compounds The aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage a healthy internal environment through the use of internal finishes, fittings and cleaning products with reduced/no emissions of VOCs. Strategies and/or policies must be in place for minimizing the use of harmful volatile organic compound (VOC) emitting materials/substances covering relevant materials/substances for the asset.  The evidence required to receive the credits include copy of relevant policy/procedure, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 196-197)]HEA 19 - Control of chemicals The aim of this issue is to maintain acceptable levels of internal air quality by providing adequate extraction to relevant building areas to keep the concentration of pollutants from printers and specialist equipment at acceptable levels. The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and floor plans, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.  [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 198)]

		_3c_1) Does your system addres_sM2jTb9mVTa9Dc6K420vSQ: Yes

		_3b_2) List and describe speci_MeHjCnfFyB4gVb0hIGE77Q: The following issues are addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:HEA 01 - GlazingThe aim of this issue is to ensure building users have access to sufficient daylight, via windows and skylights.  Respondents are asked to state the percentage of the building envelope that is glazed.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, elevations, and calculations, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 43)]HEA 02 - Glare controlThe aim of this issue is to reduce problems associated with glare in internal occupied areas.  Credits are awarded for the extent of glare control features installed and the level of control by occupants.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 44-45)]HEA 09 - Lighting controlThe aim of this issue is to optimize the level of occupant control over lighting in relevant building areas.Respondents are asked to indicate the extent that occupants have control over the lighting in their work area, with options including automatic controls per zone with manual override and manual override plus task lighting.  The evidence required to receive the credits include manufacturer information and photographs, installation diagrams, or excerpt of building user guide, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 56-57)]ENE 27 - Automatic lighting controlsThe aim is to determine what percentage of the building floor area not accessible to clients/customers with access to daylight has fully functioning automatic controls with daylight sensors for lighting and factor this in to the Energy calculator for Part 1 Asset Performance.  While this question feeds into the Part 1 Energy score, answering the question is optional.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs and building plans, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 102)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively, which could include lighting controls.  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building.  Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance.  Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]
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		_ 3a_2) List and describe spec_Jgd50hccmBBH6CMMAmc0XA: The following issues are addressed in Part 1 Asset Performance:HEA 03 - Thermal controlThe aim of this issue is to recognize the provision of asset temperature controls that allow for independent adjustment of heating/cooling systems.  Respondents are asked to describe the level of personal control occupants of the asset have over the temperature in their work area.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, plans and a narrative, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 46)]HEA 04 - Ventilation controlsThe aim of this issue is to recognize the provision of controls allowing ventilation comfort level optimization by building occupants.  Respondents are asked to describe the provision for personal control of ventilation for building occupants through open windows or to modify rates of air supply.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs or operation maintenance manual, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 48)]HEA 11 - Ventilation requirementsThe aim of this issue is to ensure that ventilation systems within the asset do not circulate air that has the potential to be contaminated with exterior sources of pollution AND that re-circulation within the asset is minimized.  Respondents are asked whether their air intakes are a specific distance apart from sources of pollution.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs or site plans, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 60-61)]The following issues are addressed in Part 2 Building Management:MAN 01 - Building user guideThe aim of this issue is to recognize and ensure appropriate guidance for building users to use the building effectively, which could include managing their ventilation and thermal comfort.  Credits are awarded where there is dedicated, specific and relevant information provided to non-technical building users to help them access, operate and use the building efficiently and in line with the design intent.  The evidence required to receive the credits include photographs, relevant written/published sections of the information provided and evidence of how the information was/is communicated to building users.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 166-167)]MAN 02 - Building user educationThe aim of this issue is to facilitate feedback and awareness so that users may better operate the building. Credits are awarded where regular meetings or formal communications are scheduled with occupants to discuss asset related issues and the issues are reported to building management. The evidence required to receive the credits include documentation and interviews with individuals involved, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 168)]MAN 03 - Building user informationThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage building management to inform staff and visitors about asset performance. Credits are awarded where there are displays or other methods used to communicate publicly the environmental policies and/or performance of the asset. The evidence required to receive the credits include photos of the displays or other methods used, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 169)]MAN 10 - Ventilation system leak testingThe aim of this issue is to ensure ventilation systems operate at optimum efficiency.  Respondents are asked whether duct and air handling unit leakage tests undertaken regularly in line with SMACNA HVAC Air Duct Leakage Manual, 2nd edition, and if leaks are rectified when identified.  The evidence required to receive the credits include building monitoring/testing procedures, all verified as accurate through the on-site verification visit by the licensed BREEAM Assessor.[Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Page 182)]HEA 12 - Fresh air ratesThe aim of this issue is to recognize and encourage a healthy internal environment through the supply of sufficient fresh air.  For those assets with mechanical ventilation, respondents are asked to indicate if the fresh air rates been measured and the standard methodology used.  National best practice is defined as ASHRAE 62.1-2010.  The evidence required to receive the credits include a copy of the report confirming the measured fresh air rates and that the methodology met the methodology indicated by the respondent. [Attached: extract of PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1 (Pages 187-188)]

		_3a_1) Does your system addres_57S0tCtSXF05hA9iWhTcKw: Yes

		_2) Please indicate which type_75JoBgE2sjgk6bC*RPAlqQ: Existing buildings

		_1) Name of Certification Syst_*JYSEOl1i2MvA4hC7X*VPw: BREEAM USA In-Use








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part I: General Information Questions 
Part I Instructions 
  
Part I of this survey is intended to capture general information about each certification system. System owners should 
answer each question to the best of their ability. 


Part I-A: General Information Questions


1) Official Name of Certification System


2) To which type of building(s) do your answers to Part I apply? For more information on the justification for the 
types of building projects included in this list, please see GSA's website. 
System owners may certify multiple types of building projects. GSA is only evaluating certification systems for 
existing buildings, building interiors, and new construction/major renovation. GSA's review does not include 
certification systems for residential projects. If respondents select more than one system in Part I, Question 2, 
they should be prepared to complete Part II for EACH type of building project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation


Core and/or shell


3) Name of System Representative  
Please provide the primary POC for this effort. If GSA has any follow up questions, they will contact this 
individual.


4) Email of System Representative


5) Primary phone number of System Representative



http://www.gsa.gov/gbcertificationreview





6) URL of Certification System public website


7) Additional web links providing general system information 
As GSA reviews the certification systems, it will be helpful to have quick access to the most current public 
information about each system. Respondents should provide URLs that will link to useful general information 
about the system. Specific, detailed system information can be provided in Parts II and Parts III of the response.


8a) How many buildings in the U.S. have received certification to date?  


8b) Of these, how many are federal buildings?


9) Please describe the cost of attaining certification and briefly describe the product support available to 
applicants. 





		_9) Please describe the cost o_x5b4MBf4jXQXIMtmV-eI8A: Complete certification costs can be found here: https://living-future.org/lbc/certification/In general, certification fees are based on the project type, project size, and desired certification.  The lowest certification fee is $1,250 and highest fixed certification fee is $25,000, with projects greater than 538,195+ square feet incurring $0.06 per square foot in certification fees.Any potential project, registered project, or project in certification receives the same level of support from our Certification Team directly.  Our average response time is 21 hours, and we’re able to respond to 57% of inquiries in less than 12 hours.  We are just as happy to hop on the phone or a web-based meeting, as we are to communicate by email. The Standard is the basic rule set for the program, and is available for free download from our website. The Petal Handbooks provide more details about the program and are available (as a package) for $150, also through the website.  Additional tools and resources are also available on the website Resources page. Registered project teams are able to provide direct feedback on the requirements of the Standard, and ask for explanations or adjustments, such as requests for exceptions, through the Dialogue, an online platform. Dialogue requests come to the Program team, who reviews the concern or request, looks at precedents and implications for the program, and gets back to the team with a ruling. 

		_8b) Of these, how many are fe_bLVbfbqZoTvmq4HxMJ-5Og: 1

		_8a) How many buildings in the_dYF*bG2AG8QNntRAmfluZw: 75

		_7) Additional web links provi_eqd7DKNdu0vA3XvH2e*G8g: https://living-future.org/lbc/basics/https://living-future.org/lbc/resources/

		_6) URL of Certification Syste_fPxCo-UbxtJPSC1VQrcYCg: https://living-future.org

		_5) Primary phone number of Sy_y7C*2stVD1YdaEdsqP*wWw: 2062232028

		_4) Email of System Representa_OfvwV11ucSThCYcl4Dup4Q: allison.capen@living-future.org

		_3) Name of System Representat_JWtW7hfKdoguzIdnbtfDkA: Allison Capen

		_2) To which type of building(_3_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Off

		_2) To which type of building(_2_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Yes

		_2) To which type of building(_1_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Yes

		_2) To which type of building(_0_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Yes

		_1) Official Name of Certifica_M83WQCZSFKAFWbZiBbDB5A: The Living Building Challenge








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part II: Effectiveness Criteria Review Questions
Part II Instructions 
  
System owners should complete Part II separately for each building project type listed in Part I, Question 2. In 
addition, supplemental evidence (beyond the answers provided within the questions boxes in this form) can be 
included as attachments to the questions (attached directly into the PDF form).  
  
This section provides an opportunity for respondents to describe how the certification system supports GSA's 
Building Effectiveness Criteria. GSA developed the following list of Building Effectiveness Criteria through analysis 
of the intent of the Guiding Principles for Sustainable Federal Buildings (for both existing buildings and new 
construction), EISA, and industry best practices. 
  
2017 GSA Building Effectiveness Criteria: 
  
A) Healthy, effective environments 
B) Energy efficiency 
C) Water use efficiency and management 
D) Solid waste diversion 
E) Sustainable procurement 
F) Siting. 
  
GSA has developed a list of the building design, operations, and maintenance categories aligning to each criterion. 
These sample lists are included for each criterion throughout the survey to provide context to respondents, but they are 
not meant to be all-inclusive.  If the system has credits aligning to the Building Effectiveness Criteria, yet not aligning 
to the elements listed, respondents are encouraged to select "other" and list additional elements in the provided field. 
 







Part II-A: General Information Questions


1) Name of Certification System


Important note about supporting information:  
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


2) Please indicate which type of building project this response addresses: 
Reminder, system owners should complete a Part II response for EACH type of project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation







Part II-B: Healthy, Effective Environments Information


In addition to answering the questions below, please provide supporting documentation where applicable. 
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


3) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Healthy, 
Effective Environments may include the following. Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by 
the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to these elements, yet in alignment with Healthy Effective 
Environments, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 3k.1). Please elaborate on each item answered 
"Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification 
numbers. In addition, where applicable, please provide supporting documentation. 
  
a)  ventilation and thermal comfort 
b)  daylighting and lighting controls 
c)  indoor air quality plans 
d)  radon detection 
e)  moisture control 
f)  low-emitting materials 
g)  protecting IAQ during construction 
h)  environmental smoking control 
i)  integrated pest management 
j)  occupant health and wellness 
k) other


3a.1) Does your system address ventilation and thermal control? 


Yes


No


 3a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ventilation and thermal control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 


3a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3b.1) Does your system address daylighting and lighting controls?


Yes


No







3b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing daylighting and lighting controls. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3c.1) Does your system address indoor air quality plans?


Yes


No


3c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing indoor air quality plans. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3d.1) Does your system address radon detection?


Yes


No


3d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing radon detection. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous questions here.


3e.1) Does your system address moisture control?


Yes


No



mollyfreed
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3e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing moisture control. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3f.1) Does your system address low-emitting materials?


Yes


No


3f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing low-emitting materials. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3g.1) Does your system address protecting IAQ during construction?


Yes


No


3g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protecting IAQ during construction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3h.1) Does your system address environmental smoking control?


Yes


No







3h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmental smoking control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3i.1) Does your system address integrated pest management?


Yes


No


3i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing integrated pest management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3j.1) Does your system address occupant health and wellness?


Yes


No


3j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing occupant health and wellness. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3k.1) Does your system address other areas related to Healthy, Effective Environments?


Yes


No
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3k.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Healthy, Effective 
Environments. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3k.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-C: Energy Efficiency Information


4) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Energy 
Efficiency may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled energy use reduction 
b) actual energy use reduction 
c) ENERGY STAR products 
d) renewable energy 
e) clean and alternative energy 
f)  metering 
g) benchmarking 
h) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with energy efficiency, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 4h.1). 
Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify 
formal credit names and identification numbers. 


4a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled energy use reduction?


Yes


No


4a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled energy use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4b.1) Does your system address actual energy use 
reduction?


Yes


No


4b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual energy use reduction. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4c.1) Does your system address ENERGY STAR products? 


Yes


No


4c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ENERGY STAR products. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A." 


4c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4d.1) Does your system address renewable energy? 
Renewable energy comes from sources that are either inexhaustible or can be replaced very rapidly through 
natural processes. Examples include the sun, wind, geothermal energy, small (river-turbine) hydropower, and 
other hydrokinetic energy (waves and tides).


Yes


No


4d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing renewable energy. 


4d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4e.1) Does your system address clean and alternative energy? 
Alternative energy refers to energy not derived from traditional fossil fuel sources (coal, natural gas, petroleum) 
through conventional processes.


Yes


No


4e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing clean and alternative energy. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4f.1) Does your system address metering?


Yes


No


4f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing metering. If you answered "No" above, please 
enter "N/A."


4f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4g.1) Does your system address benchmarking?


Yes


No


4g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing benchmarking. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


4g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4h.1) Does your system address other areas related to Energy Efficiency?


Yes


No


4h) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to energy efficiency. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-D: Water Use Efficiency and Management Information


5) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Water Use 
Efficiency and Management may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled water use reduction 
b) actual indoor water use reduction 
c) actual outdoor water use reduction 
d) water conserving products 
e) meters 
f)  cooling towers 
g) water efficient landscapes 
h) alternative sources of water 
i) stormwater management 
j) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning 
to these elements, yet in alignment with water use efficiency and management, should be indicated by answering 
"Yes" to question 5j.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where 
applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


5a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled water use reduction?


Yes


No


5a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5b.1) Does your system address actual indoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual indoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







5c.1) Does your system address actual outdoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual outdoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5d.1) Does your system address water conserving products?


Yes


No


5d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  water conserving products. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5e.1) Does your system address meters?


Yes


No


5e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing meters. If you answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A."


5e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5f.1) Does your system address cooling towers?


Yes


No
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5f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing cooling towers. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


5f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5g.1) Does your system address water efficient landscapes?


Yes


No


5g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing water efficient landscapes. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5h.1) Does your system address alternative sources of water?


Yes


No


5h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing alternative sources of water. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5i.1) Does your system address stormwater management?


Yes


No







5i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  stormwater management. If upi answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5j.1) Does your system address other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and Management?


Yes


No


5j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and 
Management. If answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-E: Solid Waste Diversion Information


6) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Solid Waste 
Diversion may include the following: 
  
a) space for collection and storage of recyclables 
b) construction waste management 
c) site construction waste management 
d) waste diversion for occupants 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Solid Waste Diversion, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
6e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


6a.1) Does your system address space for collection and storage of recyclables? 


Yes


No


6a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing space for collection and storage of recyclables. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6b.1) Does your system address construction waste management? 
Unlike operational waste, which is made after a building is built, construction waste refers to materials and 
debris generated during construction, renovation, demolition, or dismantling of structures, buildings and 
associated infrastructure. Material types in operational and construction waste differ from operational waste, so 
reduction and diversion strategies also differ.


Yes


No


6b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing construction waste management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







6c.1) Does your system address site construction waste management? 
Site construction waste includes soil, rocks, trees, shrubs and other debris removed from the site for construction.


Yes


No


6c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing site construction waste management. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6d.1) Does your system address waste diversion for occupants?


Yes


No


6d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing waste diversion for occupants. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Solid Waste Diversion?


Yes


No


6e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to solid waste diversion. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-F: Sustainable Procurement Information


7) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Sustainable 
Procurement may include the following: 
  
a) recycled content 
b) biobased content 
c) environmentally preferable products 
d) ozone depleting compounds 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with sustainable procurement, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
7e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


7a.1) Does your system address recycled content?


Yes


No


7a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing recycled content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7b.1) Does your system address biobased content?


Yes


No


7b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing biobased content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7c.1) Does your system address environmentally preferable products?


Yes


No







7c.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmentally preferable products. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7d.1) Does your system address ozone depleting compounds?


Yes


No


7d.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ozone depleting compounds. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


7d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Sustainable Procurement?


Yes


No


7e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to sustainable procurement. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.
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Part II-G: Siting Information


8) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Siting may 
include the following: 
  
a) access to public transportation 
b) access to amenities/neighborhood assets 
c) floodplain avoidance 
d) consideration of occupant transportation emissions 
e) protection of historic resources 
f)  bicycling options 
g) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Siting, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 8g.1. Please 
elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal 
credit names and identification numbers. 


8a.1) Does your system address access to public transportation?


Yes


No


8a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to public transportation. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8b.1) Does your system address access to amenities/neighborhood assets?


Yes


No


8b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to amenities/neighborhood assets. If you  
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8c.1) Does your system address floodplain avoidance?


Yes


No







8c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing floodplain avoidance. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


8c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8d.1) Does your system address consideration of occupant transportation emissions?


Yes


No


8d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing consideration of occupant transportation 
emissions. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8e.1) Does your system address protection of historic resources?


Yes


No


8e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protection of historic resources. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8f.1) Does your system address bicycling options?


Yes


No







8f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing bicycling options. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


8f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8g.1) Does your system address other areas related to siting?


Yes


No


8g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Siting. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.





		_8g_2) List and describe speci_RePgtlqJhSt8SPeKgRjF1A: Habitat Protection: Imperative 01 Limits to Growth requires the protection of sensitive lands, mandating avoidance of and/ or buffers from those lands, unless the purpose of the project is protection of said sensitive land type. In addition, Imperative 03 Habitat Exchange (PPH p29) requires the permanent protection of an area equal to the project area, or .4 Hectares (1 Acre), whichever is greater. This requirement acknowledges the impact human development is having on wild areas and aims to project thriving eco-systems 1 for 1 as development continues. Sprawl Deterrence: Imperative 01 Limits to Growth prohibits building on a greenfield site in order to limit sprawl and encourage re-development of existing disturbed land. See PPH p7Petrochemical Ban:Imperative 01 Limits to Growth bans the use of petrochemicals on the project site, protecting the local ecosystem natural soil and water sources from contamination.  Human Scaled Places:Imperative 15, Human Scale and Humane Places (EqPH p6) requires signage, building footprints, and the length of solid walls to be limited in order to preserve the human scale of buildings and the community spaces that surround them. 

		_8g_1) Does your system addres_ff8mY7BVb*i*sGiuAkjqUA: Yes

		_8f_2) List and describe speci_C0wNJMREdwPA8gnvh2ZNOw: Imperative 04, Human Powered Living promotes bicycles through three primary mechanisms. It requires "secure, weather protected storage for human powered vehicles". "advocacy in the community to facilitate the uptake of human-powered transportation", as well as "showering and changing facilities that can be accessed by all occupants of the building". 

		_8f_1) Does your system addres_1sstHIsbanCcUTwDKEgQlA: Yes

		_8e_2) List and describe speci_lGjbsZOFQpSxrT6TdCQh4g: Numerous Imperatives encourage the protection of historic resources through incentivizing building and material re-use. Imperative 14 Net Positive Waste (MPH p46-7) requires a pre-building audit of existing structures on the project site encourage preservation of historic resources through re-use. In addition, the salvaged material requirement for I-14 is waived for projects that are “an adaptive re-use of an existing structure”, prioritizing preservation of the whole over salvaging an existing building for parts. Imperative 11 Embodied Carbon Footprint reduces the carbon offset requirement for projects that are Renovation typology (always in an existing building), incentivizing preservation of existing building stock. Imperative 19 Beauty + Spirit and Imperative 09 Biophilic Environment require projects to include elements that connect the project to its place. Re-using historic elements from the built environment would contribute towards meeting the intents of those requirements.  

		_8e_1) Does your system addres_16KZxJGV-qB91MoyOzebIA: Yes

		_8d_2) List and describe speci_bwSIISERQYJdT1ISjOIRaQ: Imperative 04, Human Powered Living, requires provision of one electric-powered vehicle charging station for all projects in Transects L4-L6 (village, or edge of city, into urban core), as well as enhancements to and advocacy for, lower emitting options, such as transit, and pedestrian and human powered vehicle paths and facilities. In addition, Imperative 15, Human Scale and Humane Places limits the amount of surface parking projects may provide, discouraging vehicular travel generally, and single occupant travel in particular. 

		_8d_1) Does your system addres_KvyWd2ElueSL6UWEcsSsnQ: Yes

		_8c_2) List and describe speci_p*D8ALhOtcDDbOfexSd2lQ: Imperative 01, Limits to Growth (PPH p6) prohibits building in a floodplain unless the project can meet an exception such as being in a historic district or dense urban core, or programmatically tied to the waterway in question, such as a working port or dock, or an educational facility. (Exceptions I01-E10, E11, E12 and E1; PPH p10-11).

		_8c_1) Does your system addres_HmUtbZX-saFnNkKhrcHnag: Yes

		_8b_2)  List and describe spec_UWFqfedTFEOKZ7iFoGHMaQ: Imperative 04, Human Powered Living requires consideration and enhancement of pedestrian routes.  In addition, Imperative 15, Human Scale and Humane Places (Equity Petal Handbook- EqPH p6) requires both "Provision of places for people to gather and connect internally and/or with the neighborhood" and "Provision of elements along the project edge which support the human scale of the larger neighborhood, such as seat walls, art, displays, or pocket parks." 

		_8b_1) Does your system addres_BvSyxvE9y4MYRtpbBuGODw: Yes

		_8a_2)  List and describe spec_71CUzmRyw7db1Z*-cW*79w: Imperative 04, Human Powered Living (Place Petal Handbook - PPH p 36) requires a transit subsidy for all building occupants (via owners or tenant employers) in Transects L4, L5 & L6.

		_8a_1) Does your system addres_-h0swVx1RxaVuEk9fJMNPg: Yes

		_7e_2) List and describe speci_oKY0GjoiTgpJHZYmkp2p0g: Carbon Offset: Imperative 11, Embodied Carbon Footprint requires teams to calculate and offset the total embodied carbon impact from the construction scope through a one time carbon offset, encouraging project teams to prioritize both materials with a lower carbon footprint and the use of salvaged products and rehabilitation of structures. Renovation projects (always in an existing building) may reduce the calculated offset by up to 50% if they are able to demonstrate such a reduction is appropriate based on their scope and calculator inputs (Materials Petal Handbook p27)Local Sourcing: Imperative 13 Living Economy Sourcing (MPH p 40) requires projects to incorporate place-based solutions and contribute to the expansion of a regional economy rooted in sustainable practices, products and services. Project teams are required to track product purchases, demonstrating that 20+% of the materials construction budget is manufactured within 500 km of the construction site, an additional 30+% is manufactured within 1,000 km, and additional 25+% comes from within 5,000 km. The remaining 25% may be sourced from any location.  Sustainable Materials Extraction: Imperative I-12 Responsible Industry requires advocacy to create a more transparent and sustainable materials extraction market for the stone and rock, metal, and mineral industries. Teams must advocate to dimensional stone suppliers and extractors to adopt the NSC 373 Standard, and to Metal and mineral  industries to create a sustainable standard that will incentivize more sustainable extraction practices. Socially Responsible Organizations: I-18 Just Organizations (Equity Petal Handbook p 23) requires at least one organization that is an integral part of the project team, to have a Just label. In addition, the project team must advocate to 10 additional organizations (manufacturers, suppliers, etc) to consider getting a Just label. Since Just is a tool to review and improve organizations based on 22 social justice metrics, these requirements push teams to consider the types of organizations they are supporting with their project dollars, and encourage a more socially just market of procurement options. See hyperlink in comment. 

		_7e_1) Does your system addres_UAJ5wsoZSMRNlvXXRDjlwA: Yes

		_7d_2)  List and describe spec_YEPA*SMqryBTbxv83-jqTA: Imperative 10 Red List bans the use of Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) in all products and within equipment on site; limits the concentration of VOCs in site installed wet applied products; and bans the use of California-defined Group II toxic exempt solvents in site installed wet applied products.  

		_7d_1) Does your system addres_U6VHO0hv181DgxKaXT-euQ: Yes

		_7c_2)  List and describe spec_MTgFd0UrLTDgCcJTYXOC3w: Imperative 12 Responsible Industry requires the installation of 1 Declare label product for every 500 square meters of project area or one Living Product Challenge (LPC) certified product for every 1,000 square meters of project area (i.e. counts as two Declare products). Declare labeled products are environmentally preferable because they have publicly available ingredient disclosure that has been screened against the Living Building Challenge Red List with EPA Chemicals of Concern and REACH Substances of Very High Concern highlighted.   The Declare program assists project teams in the selection of products that do not contain ingredients from these lists with known negative environmental and human health impacts. See Declare Manufacturers Guide 2017, attached.The LPC products have a Declare label (ingredient disclosure); as well as reporting of the product's energy, water, and waste footprints, and an offset of one or more of those footprints (a positive handprint); and manufacturer's social equity reporting (JUST label). Additional information on LPC products can be found in the Living Product Challenge standard (see attached). Both Declare and the Living Product Challenge were included in the EPA's Recommendations of Specifications, Standards, and Ecolabels for Federal Purchasing for the following categories: carpet (EPA p 5), flooring (p 8), interior paint (p 10), furniture (p 18). Imperative I-10 Red List (MPH p 6) requires building products, systems furniture, and task seating to be vetted to confirm products do not contain LBC Red List chemicals listed in Imperative 10 Red List: Alkylphenols, Asbestos, Bisphenol A (BPA), Cadmium, Chlorinated polyethylene and chlorosulfonated polyethylene, Chlorobenzenes, Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), Chloroprene (Neoprene), Chromium VI, Chlorinated polyvinyl chloride (CPVC), Formaldehyde (added), Halogenated flame retardants (HFRs), Lead (added), Mercury, Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs), Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), Phthalates, Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), Polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC), Short Chain Chlorinated Paraffins, Wood treatments containing creosote, arsenic or pentachlorophenol. In addition, Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in wet-applied products are limited. In support of the above listed requirement to eliminate the worst-in class materials and chemicals with the greatest impact to human and ecosystem health, I-10 Red List also prioritizes fully disclosed products. Acceptable methods of disclosure and reporting thresholds are listed in the Materials Petal Handbook (page 7). Imperative 1-12 Responsible Industry requires the use of FSC wood to prioritize the most sustainable forestry practices. It also requires advocacy to establish a comparable standard for stone, metal and minerals which is the first step to make it easier for teams to identify environmentally preferable extracted products. 

		_7c_1) Does your system addres_0fnGilNmb3mg*N0mEKFJMA: Yes

		_7b_2)  List and describe spec_noRo2DXICJxQZBCbipuelg: Imperative I-12, Responsible Industry (MPH p 32) requires all wood (a bio-based product) to be certified to Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) 100% labeling standards, from salvaged sources, or from the intentional harvest of timber on site for the purposes of clearing the project site for construction. In addition, natural products count double for Imperative I-13 Local Economy Sourcing, at the team's discretion. This is done to incentivize the use of natural products.

		_7b_1) Does your system addres_F3sGS8HdI-ICoGE3o0BxKg: Yes

		_7a_2)  List and describe spec_2g*0XwFg89sWhkfHlqyMFw: In situ materials left in place in existing buildings or Renovations do not require vetting or ingredient disclosure, thereby encouraging the “recycling” and re-use of products in place. In addition, projects that are an adaptive reuse of an existing structure are not required to include salvaged materials, incentivizing building reuse. 

		_7a_1) Does your system addres_CYMKnIdGDSVH7GKTapDwAg: No

		_6e_2) List and describe speci_k9Qe9J6wha0u-qoH5CI-8A: Waste Reduction Through Design & End of Life: Imperative 14 Net Positive Waste requires teams write a Materials Conservation Management Plan that explains how the will reduce or eliminate the production of waste during design, construction, occupancy and end of life phases of the project. This requirement pushes the team to be proactive in their materials selection during design and think about appropriate durability and end of life recyclability and impacts. 

		_6e_1) Does your system addres_c8ODjtRZ2H33qWuU5jqrPQ: Yes

		_6d_2) List and describe speci_bTdT-PQErIOHp7VR2BUWOQ: Imperative 14 Net Positive Waste requires all project types have dedicated infrastructure for collecting consumables and durables (compostable food scraps and recyclables). Since all projects are occupied and have a performance period and site visit by their Auditor, certification confirms that the recycling and composting systems are put in place and functioning, not just designed.

		_6d_1) Does your system addres_L2Qe5F9h8C9BbrppZsyeYA: Yes

		_6c_2) List and describe speci_uocCRN-sB5KemmiLhlGvkA: Imperative 14, Net Positive Waste requires 100% diversion for soils and biomass, and does not allow Alternative Daily Cover as a means of diversion, ensuring that soil and biomass are diverted out of landfills for productive use. 

		_6c_1) Does your system addres_qyq4*TRaKWJrtt-PP7yMyg: Yes

		_6b_2) List and describe speci_Qv-03fko4xMIK2TAwn-vNQ: Imperative 14, Net Positive Waste (I-14) requires all projects meet very high waste diversion goals: 99% for metals, paper and cardboard, 100% for soils and biomass, 95% for foam, carpet and insulation, and 90% for "all other [materials]". In addition, I-14 requires a pre-building audit of any existing infrastructure on the site, and the use of one salvaged material per 500sm of gross building area, both of which encourage teams to incorporate non-virgin materials and divert as much as possible from the waste stream. 

		_6b_1) Does your system addres_2pvXbuwN60fdQ-ZZJaO6Ow: Yes

		_6a_2) List and describe speci_0nLlByCxo12sVvP4VP4pxg: Imperative 14 Net Positive Waste (Materials Petal Handbook- p46) requires all project types have dedicated infrastructure for collecting recyclables and compostable food scraps. Since the LBC requires all projects to be occupied and have a site visit by the auditor before certification, recycling and composting systems are confirmed as in place and functioning, not just designed. 

		_6a_1) Does your system addres_UvtTWJkcWP5FpAiD5IdMnw: Yes

		_5j_2) List and describe speci_uC-LcM51-ZGzPXXsqSQNbQ: Additional Water Treatment: Imperative 05, Net Positive Water requires that Living Buildings must treat all of their greywater and blackwater on site, further unburdening municipal infrastructure, reducing the energy used to pipe the water (part of the energy-water nexus) and keeping nutrients in the local ecosystem (see WPH p 8).Water Protection: Imperative 05, Net Positive Water requires that that the water supply for the building, including recycled water, must be treated appropriately for its intended use without the use of harmful chemicals. Many chemicals used for water purification (including chlorine, calcium hypochlorite and sodium hypochlorite) have been deemed possible carcinogenic, mutagenic, reprotoxic, or respiratory toxins by the US EPA and/or European Commission agencies. Prohibiting the use of such chemicals protects downstream water sources. 

		_5j_1) Does your system addres_H3DgL94clzAdc*x5TqiPxw: Yes

		_5i_2) List and describe speci_uvl*Hvr9jENP9Dy03TUF4A: Imperative 05, Net Positive Water requires project teams to evaluate the pre-development hydrology of the site and restore the natural water flows. Stormwater must be treated on site and managed through reuse, a closed loop system, infiltration and/or evapotranspiration (see WPH, page 6).

		_5i_1) Does your system addres_44JJfopIb3LX1OwrtP4huw: Yes

		_5h_2) List and describe speci_SXdkE82Q9hUy72PHq0h0Hg: Imperative 05, Net Positive Water requires projects to rely on rainwater harvesting, condensation capture, and greywater reuse to meet their water demand. All of these strategies result in appropriately sized and climate-specific water management systems, offsetting the building's demand for freshwater from the municipality (see WPH page 7-8). In cases where teams are using groundwater in their on-site closed loop water system, they must model their re-infiltration strategy to show that their use will not harm the natural system.

		_5h_1) Does your system addres_SNUIXS8Mtdt5TpN5OfLYLA: Yes

		_5g_2) List and describe speci_1EBkt6M9pdaOuYDxhgRnlg: Imperative 01 Limits to Growth (Place Petal Handbook - PPH p 6) requires that on-site landscape be designed so that as it matures It increasingly emulates the functionality of indigenous ecosystems with regard to water use. All plants and topsoil used in the project are required to be native or naturalized, which require significantly less (or no) irrigation. Irrigation is allowed for establishment, but cannot be hard piped or used outside of the first year.

		_5g_1) Does your system addres_sWoDS-owG*j*mNJC3BYHSQ: Yes

		_5f_2) List and describe speci_Vs1Bl6C7Z27c4Eq-vk8nWQ: Cooling towers must be included in all water balance (and energy balance) calculations. The holistic and performance based approach of the LBC pushes teams to create integrated solutions that reduce water use across each project.

		_5f_1) Does your system addres_Yed87UhwQMiqa*VyN*Am2A: Yes

		_5e_2) List and describe speci_EdZ1jmtBd8vnw8mpVpPF9Q: Imperative 05 Net Positive Water requires project teams to submit total actual water use from monthly readings from meters or other on-site tracking systems that clearly record the amount of water used from each applicable supply source. (WPH page 9). At a minimum, monthly readings must be recorded documenting actual water use (gallons per month) from each applicable supply source: harvested rainwater; ground water and/or surface water' condensate' on-site reclaimed greywater and blackwater; utility-provided municipal water (when allowed by Exception). Sub-metering by end use, such as for sinks, showers, mechanical systems, etc., is not required but is recommended as good practice for troubleshooting any issues with a project's water balance. 

		_5e_1) Does your system addres_A5bSI9G4qAlnIGtHGTTA5w: Yes

		_5d_2) List and describe speci_5l7oa25LOvutodeCicwoqA: Although not an explicit requirement, the inclusion of extremely efficient fixtures is necessary to meet the performance requirements of I-05, Net Positive Water. Project teams typically include any or all of the following: best-in-class low flow shower heads and sinks, jet flush or composting toilets, and waterless urinals. (See Water Policy Case Studies: https://living-future.org/policy-advocacy/#tools-resources). 

		_5d_1) Does your system addres_mYHUA4OYWaGrnInoory-Dg: Yes

		_5c_2) List and describe speci_4kdOjj2fd-Ha-0XMkdEpWg: Outdoor water must be included in the project's overall water balance, which is limited to natural closed loop cycles on the project site, and are to emulate natural hydrological cycles. These naturally imposed limits on supply reduce outdoor water use when it out of step with natural cycles. Reduction is not required if the outdoor use is hydrologically appropriate.  

		_5c_1) Does your system addres_jWa-XvtY0yxc8BMHnDxylA: Yes

		_5b_2) List and describe speci_0EbJyM-TNJFHvh0yHcF1kw: Imperative 05 Net Positive Water (I-05) requires project teams to address their water needs without connecting to the municipal potable water system. Therefore, demand on local infrastructure is typically reduced to zero. Exceptions that allow some limited access to municipal water require the team to design a system that could function without the connection, and in some cases, require the team to make up the difference through community-scale efficiency measures. The team must provide proven performance data over the course of a 12-month performance period to demonstrate that requirements have been met.  In watershed-terms, I-05 requires teams to evaluate the carrying capacity of their site and design a water system that can exist within it, using only water captured or reused on site. Though it's not an explicit requirement, all Living Buildings to date have incorporated aggressive water use reductions in order to meet the requirement. 

		_5b_1) Does your system addres_k3HSMaNO1O04iYEKbJp5nQ: Yes

		_5a_2) List and describe speci_m9opx2*08HjgVjbELUdNWg: Modeling is necessary to ensure compliance with the strict water performance goals of Imperative 05, Net Positive Water (Water Petal Handbook - WPH p 4). However, because LBC is performance based it doesn't rely on water models to demonstrate water usage. LBC project teams must model available water supply sources, cistern size and treatment trains in order to design their project to meet their demand without the use of a municipal connection. Additionally, teams generally model the pre-development hydrology of their site in order to treat and manage all of the stormwater on site. In cases where teams are using groundwater in their on-site closed loop water system, they must model their re-infiltration strategy to show that their use will not harm the natural system.

		_5a_1) Does your system addres_LF3pyaCrSSD5uK6*6s83Hg: Yes

		_4h) List and describe specifi_TP4KxlblvkFgPOGOyALyYA: Battery Storage Requirement: Imperative 06, Net Positive Energy requires projects to install battery back-up systems that cover their critical loads, such as 10% of lighting and basic refrigeration, for seven days in order to provide resiliency.

		_4h_1) Does your system addres_z6WeBVSJzYmuA*LX5kYmHw: Yes

		_4g_2) List and describe speci_zbVXR*F6ht1uODlXtXP9EQ: Benchmarking is required for projects using the Offsite Renewables Exception, through which certain project types are allowed to use renewable energy generation from an offsite location. In this scenario, project teams must demonstrate best in class energy use intensity for their projects by submitting an energy model for review by ILFI's energy program staff. The energy model must highlight energy efficiency and renewable energy system information, conservation measures and/or load reduction strategies that show marked improvement over typical project for that type and region.

		_4g_1) Does your system addres_3llv55bODTnFB3tDPmnXcw: Yes

		_4f_2) List and describe speci_oDYm3Z8XEp6gWLcbkaERXQ: Imperative 06 Net Positive Energy requires building metering for all projects targeting Energy Petal Certification. Sub-metering is required for all projects except single family residences (home owners must develop a method to identify and troubleshoot any anomalies in their meter readings) and projects targeting Zero Energy Certification. Utility bills are required to verify energy performance. LBC requires teams use utility meter data when available; private meter data may be accepted for energy performance verification, so long as it is accompanied by a letter from an energy professional verifying its accuracy (data represents whole-building energy use, not just a subset of building loads).

		_4f_1) Does your system addres_cn1c0XMqb54pYn8uh-tzdg: Yes

		_4e_2) List and describe speci_JNoGx7kvK5*r2KOraXuiNA: Imperative 06 Net Positive Energy prohibits the use of fossil fuels on certified projects, except in rare use cases such as limited use of natural gas appliances in commercial kitchen facilities, emergency back-up generators, and for specialty uses such as Bunsen burners. Clean, renewable energy is required to offset 100% (ZE Certification) and 105% (for Living or Energy Petal Certification) of  the project's annual operational energy loads. Compliance is demonstrated through a 12-month performance period while the building is occupied as intended. 

		_4e_1) Does your system addres_KRGOYY-8iSuNMUUisFmXdg: Yes

		_4d_2) List and describe speci_yM5PP-imyUokV4VLvbpd6g: Imperative 06 Net Positive Energy requires the use of project-based renewable energy generation to offset building energy use over the course of a 12 -month post occupancy performance period. Teams must demonstrate, through meter readings and bills (if applicable), that their project produced enough renewable energy in 12 consecutive months, to power their project over the same period.Typical legal assignment for projects using offsite renewables is done using a Power Purchase Agreement. Existing buildings and renovation projects that are using the Offsite Renewables Exception may align the term length of their lease to the term of ownership of the offsite renewable energy system. 

		_4d_1) Does your system addres_azygvWx4jsYRErxqQA2qzw: Yes

		_4c_2) List and describe speci_C*mUvbopljgJeT3hUlfQsQ: Although use of high performance products is critical to achieving the high aspiration requirements of Imperative 06, Net Positive Energy, no specific products or energy efficiency labels are required by the LBC. 

		_4c_1) Does your system addres_CiByXdZxWFGcZH32N2ICjw: No

		_4b_2) List and describe speci_oUL8CYvdKXWomGukrgj4CA: Imperative 06, Net Positive Energy limits projects to renewable energy produced within the boundaries of their own site. Energy use reduction is typically necessary to meet the performance requirements, while also avoiding combustion, which is prohibited. Energy use reduction is not required except when a project accesses an exception that allows them to produce renewable energy from an offsite location. In that case, the project team must demonstrate best in class Energy Use Intensity (EUI) for the project through a review of their energy model and the associated target EUI. Any model provided by the team is reviewed by ILFI for compliance with basic protocols, minimum on-site renewable energy capacity and best practices for energy efficiency and load reduction strategies. Energy use reduction is a key strategy in the performance of all certified projects.

		_4b_1) Does your system addres_x4FUcIhEoV9s97XKwgbrvg: Yes

		_4a_2) List and describe speci_IeqlYl0lPHLLTcAlTZcMFQ: Modeling is necessary to ensure compliance with strict energy performance goals of Imperative 06, Net Positive Energy (Energy Petal Handbook - EnPH p 6) . However, because LBC is performance based it doesn't require documentation of the energy model except when project access an exception that allows them to produce renewable energy from an offsite location. In that case, the project team must demonstrate best in class Energy Use Intensity (EUI) for the project through a review of their energy model and the associated target EUI. Any model provided by the team is reviewed by ILFI for compliance with basic protocols, minimum on-site renewable energy capacity and best practices for energy efficiency and load reduction strategies. 

		_4a_1) Does your system addres_zIMxQwTVipShghNkYyRcNg: Yes

		_3k) List and describe specifi_5y-8FQxTNnXJYoLaeSpxCA: Encouraging exercise over elevators:Imperative 04 Human Powered Living requires that projects promote the use of stairs over elevators. Teams can choose to do this via the building's layout, by designing the stairs to be pleasant and inviting to use (e.g. placing them on a primary view façade and daylighting them effectively), via signage, and/or by any other strategies of their choosing. Promoting the use of stairs over elevators not only saves energy; it also provides meaningful opportunity for employees to build exercise into their regular routines. Glare Issues:Imperative 07 Civilized Environment requires that project teams consider glare issues and the visual relief that results from the perceived distance of a view to the outside.Community and Occupant Benefit:Imperative 19, Beauty + Spirit, requires projects to provide elements that are 'solely intended for human delight and the celebration of culture, spirit and place appropriate to its function'. Projects must also meaningfully integrate public art (Beauty Petal Handbook - BPH p 6).Shared Knowledge to Benefit the Community:Imperative 20, Inspiration + Education, requires that project teams provide information about their project in various formats intended to educate building occupants, visitors, and website viewers. In this manner, their sustainability strategies are broadly disseminated, and each project serves as a catalyst for change, improving the health impacts of the built environment overall. 

		_3k_1) Does your system addres_2bn3vp-lDPx-Qjoc4Yg5YA: Yes

		_3j_2) List and describe speci_o6UBfx-Ucz-oZtdQpOa65Q: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires that project teams provide an outline of a cleaning protocol that uses cleaning products that comply with the EPA's Safer Choice label (formerly Design for Environment, or DfE).Imperative 09, Biophilic Environment (HHPH p24) requires project teams to consider biophilic design, an approach that prioritizes a human-nature connection and support physiological human needs. Each project must engage in a minimum of one all-day biophilic design exploration that results in a biophilic design framework and plan. The plan should include cultural, ecological and climatic studies that thoroughly examine the site and context for the project. Connections to nature through the built environment have been proven to have both short and long term health benefits to occupants. See Healthy Nature Healthy People, attached.To protect the health of product installers and building occupants, Imperative 10 Red List (I-10) requires building products, systems furniture, and task seating to be vetted to confirm they do not contain Living Building Challenge Red List chemicals: Alkylphenols, Asbestos, Bisphenol A (BPA), Cadmium, Chlorinated polyethylene and chlorosulfonated polyethylene, Chlorobenzenes, Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), Chloroprene (Neoprene), Chromium VI, Chlorinated polyvinyl chloride (CPVC), Formaldehyde (added), Halogenated flame retardants (HFRs), Lead (added), Mercury, Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs), Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), Phthalates, Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), Polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC), Short Chain Chlorinated Paraffins, Wood treatments containing creosote, arsenic or pentachlorophenol, and imposes limits on allowable Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) in wet-applied products. See Red List hyperlink in comment.  The Red List represents the "worst in class" materials, chemicals, and elements known to pose serious risks to human health and the greater ecosystem. ILFI believes these materials should be phased out of production due to health/toxicity concerns. While there are certainly other items could be added, this list was determined by selecting those items with the greatest potential impact if they were significantly curbed or eliminated from the Building Industry. The International Living Future Institute worked with Healthy Building Network and Pharos to develop the Red List, and new items will be added as new research and information become available.The original Red List, launched in 2006, has been significantly updated with the release of LBC 3.1 in May 2016. The update ensures that the program aligns with other authoritative hazard lists including the EPA Action Plan Published Lists; the REACH Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC) List; and the Cradle to Cradle Banned List and was done in collaboration with the Pharos Project.Declare and the Living Product Challenge were developed by ILFI to assist product specifiers in the selection of healthier products. Both Declare and the Living Product Challenge were included in the EPA's Recommendations of Specifications, Standards, and Ecolabels for Federal Purchasing. See Recommendations of Specifications, Standards and Ecolabels, attached. 

		_3j_1) Does your system addres_J6nikFLtyvWZ06odineUxw: Yes

		_3i_2) List and describe speci_n1wOOroQeo0UV99MsDbE9g: N/A

		_3i_1) Does your system addres_6W8UxU8ZhU6jraP1vIegPw: No

		_3h_2) List and describe speci_qd4mt5cKL7hjfQCZJDI7Fw: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires projects to prohibit smoking inside the project boundary, which encompasses all area impacted by construction, materials staging, and utilities conveyance. 

		_3h_1) Does your system addres_rxHHaWM612D52c5agChYKA: Yes

		_3g_2) List and describe speci_L8VcycLJI*hktZMY71rhww: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires all projects to conduct air quality testing immediately following construction in order to ensure best practices were followed. It will not be possible to pass these tests, particularly the VOC and Respirable Suspended Particulates thresholds without protection of systems during construction. Therefore, to achieve the Health & Happiness Petal, project teams must ensure that IAQ is protected during construction. 

		_3g_1) Does your system addres_cprrZurh-D1XvzZOz3bh0g: Yes

		_3f_2) List and describe speci_kXtfEWAQEmu5QoP462HuPw: Under Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment, the required Healthy Interior Environment Plan must detail compliance with the California Department of Public Health Standard Method v1.1-2010 (or international equivalent) for all interior building products that have the potential to emit Volatile Organic Compounds.In addition, Imperative 10 Red List (Materials Petal Handbook - MPH p 6) requires vetting for and exclusion of 22 worst in class materials and chemical groups* for all building products, systems furniture and task seating, with limited exceptions. It also places the following restrictions on products that contain volatile organic compounds (VOCs):*Wet-applied products (coatings, adhesives, and sealants) applied on site must have VOC levels below the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 1168 for Adhesives and Sealants or the CARB 2007 Suggested Control Measures (SCM) for Architectural Coatings, as applicable.* Containers of sealants and adhesives with capacity of 16 ounces or less must comply with applicable category limits in the California Air Resources Board (CARB) Regulation for Reducing Emissions from Consumer Products.* Selected California-defined Group II toxic exempt solvents are banned and must not be intentionally added to products.

		_3f_1) Does your system addres_cIiuI5rFkmnszsdY-DLrsA: Yes

		_3e_2) List and describe speci_SpvQ2BfEVZK48JkPnWyXuQ: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires that Temperature and humidity are monitored, but does not specify any particular levels.

		_3e_1) Does your system addres_vp9FGL78qzle6MBra7twEw: Yes

		_3d_2) List and describe speci_yJs0JGpG5gPj83S*aTm2bA: N/A

		_3d_1) Does your system addres_YxsAWs9ik77h51MnLfxV8g: No

		_3c_2) List and describe speci_OEJ-jgKVJO9tQuFVPpBXJQ: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires project teams to create a Healthy Interior Environment Plan explaining how the project will achieve an exemplary indoor environment, including:* Results from indoor air quality tests before and after nine months occupancy,* Compliance with the California Department of Public Health Standard Method v1.1-2010 (or international equivalent) for all interior building products that have the potential to emit Volatile Organic Compounds, and* Dedicated exhaust for kitchens, bathrooms, and janitorial areas.Further, IAQ test results must pass the LBC's stringent thresholds for formaldehyde, Respirable Suspended Particulates (PM2.5 and PM10), total volatile organic compounds (TVOCs), 4-phenylcyclohexane, carbon monoxide, ozone, and nitrous dioxide; Carbon monoxide monitors must be installed and calibrated to 9ppm; Carbon dioxide monitors must be installed and calibrated to 1000ppm (or in urban environments, 500ppm above outdoor levels).Since the performance of teams' indoor air quality plans are verified by the required IAQ tests, IAQ plans for LBC projects must be exemplary. The LBC has recently aligned with the RESET Certification to allow continuous monitoring of RSPs and tVOCs. See hyperlink in comment. Finally, all projects must provide an entry approach that reduces particulates tracked in through shoes. Commercial projects must have a permanently-installed dirt walk-off system and an interior dirt walk-off system (min. 8' combined) contained within a separate entry space/vestibule Commercial projects must also have a canopy extending 4' minimum from main entrance doors

		_3c_1) Does your system addres_sM2jTb9mVTa9Dc6K420vSQ: Yes

		_3b_2) List and describe speci_MeHjCnfFyB4gVb0hIGE77Q: Imperative 07 Civilized Environment (I-07), requires that all regularly occupied spaces provide daylighting appropriate for use through at least one window wall (at least 10% glazed). In addition, staffed workstations must be within 13m (42 ft.) of operable windows." Staffed workstations also must be proximal to partitions no more than 110cm (3'7") when in line of sight to a window, ensuring every building occupant will have access to daylight from their workstation.

		_3b_1) Does your system addres_nt-ZocSXarOXUr0gAafirQ: Yes

		_ 3a_2) List and describe spec_Jgd50hccmBBH6CMMAmc0XA: Imperative 07 Civilized Environment (Health + Happiness Petal Handbook - HHPH p 6) requires that all regularly occupied spaces allow occupant control of fresh air and tangible access to the outdoors, and further that all staffed workstations are within 13m (42 ft.) of operable windows.In addition, Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment (HHPH p 12), requires projects comply with the current version of ASHRAE 62 or international equivalent, and that temperature and humidity are monitored. Through these requirements, building occupants are given access to both natural and mechanical ventilation, while operable windows give occupants substantial control over their thermal comfort. 

		_3a_1) Does your system addres_57S0tCtSXF05hA9iWhTcKw: Yes

		_2) Please indicate which type_75JoBgE2sjgk6bC*RPAlqQ: Building interiors

		_1) Name of Certification Syst_*JYSEOl1i2MvA4hC7X*VPw: Living Building Challenge








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part II: Effectiveness Criteria Review Questions
Part II Instructions 
  
System owners should complete Part II separately for each building project type listed in Part I, Question 2. In 
addition, supplemental evidence (beyond the answers provided within the questions boxes in this form) can be 
included as attachments to the questions (attached directly into the PDF form).  
  
This section provides an opportunity for respondents to describe how the certification system supports GSA's 
Building Effectiveness Criteria. GSA developed the following list of Building Effectiveness Criteria through analysis 
of the intent of the Guiding Principles for Sustainable Federal Buildings (for both existing buildings and new 
construction), EISA, and industry best practices. 
  
2017 GSA Building Effectiveness Criteria: 
  
A) Healthy, effective environments 
B) Energy efficiency 
C) Water use efficiency and management 
D) Solid waste diversion 
E) Sustainable procurement 
F) Siting. 
  
GSA has developed a list of the building design, operations, and maintenance categories aligning to each criterion. 
These sample lists are included for each criterion throughout the survey to provide context to respondents, but they are 
not meant to be all-inclusive.  If the system has credits aligning to the Building Effectiveness Criteria, yet not aligning 
to the elements listed, respondents are encouraged to select "other" and list additional elements in the provided field. 
 







Part II-A: General Information Questions


1) Name of Certification System


Important note about supporting information:  
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


2) Please indicate which type of building project this response addresses: 
Reminder, system owners should complete a Part II response for EACH type of project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation







Part II-B: Healthy, Effective Environments Information


In addition to answering the questions below, please provide supporting documentation where applicable. 
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


3) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Healthy, 
Effective Environments may include the following. Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by 
the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to these elements, yet in alignment with Healthy Effective 
Environments, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 3k.1). Please elaborate on each item answered 
"Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification 
numbers. In addition, where applicable, please provide supporting documentation. 
  
a)  ventilation and thermal comfort 
b)  daylighting and lighting controls 
c)  indoor air quality plans 
d)  radon detection 
e)  moisture control 
f)  low-emitting materials 
g)  protecting IAQ during construction 
h)  environmental smoking control 
i)  integrated pest management 
j)  occupant health and wellness 
k) other


3a.1) Does your system address ventilation and thermal control? 


Yes


No


 3a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ventilation and thermal control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 


3a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3b.1) Does your system address daylighting and lighting controls?


Yes


No







3b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing daylighting and lighting controls. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3c.1) Does your system address indoor air quality plans?


Yes


No


3c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing indoor air quality plans. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3d.1) Does your system address radon detection?


Yes


No


3d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing radon detection. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous questions here.


3e.1) Does your system address moisture control?


Yes


No







3e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing moisture control. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3f.1) Does your system address low-emitting materials?


Yes


No


3f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing low-emitting materials. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3g.1) Does your system address protecting IAQ during construction?


Yes


No


3g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protecting IAQ during construction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3h.1) Does your system address environmental smoking control?


Yes


No







3h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmental smoking control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3i.1) Does your system address integrated pest management?


Yes


No


3i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing integrated pest management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3j.1) Does your system address occupant health and wellness?


Yes


No


3j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing occupant health and wellness. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3k.1) Does your system address other areas related to Healthy, Effective Environments?


Yes


No







3k.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Healthy, Effective 
Environments. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3k.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-C: Energy Efficiency Information


4) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Energy 
Efficiency may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled energy use reduction 
b) actual energy use reduction 
c) ENERGY STAR products 
d) renewable energy 
e) clean and alternative energy 
f)  metering 
g) benchmarking 
h) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with energy efficiency, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 4h.1). 
Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify 
formal credit names and identification numbers. 


4a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled energy use reduction?


Yes


No


4a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled energy use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4b.1) Does your system address actual energy use 
reduction?


Yes


No


4b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual energy use reduction. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4c.1) Does your system address ENERGY STAR products? 


Yes


No


4c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ENERGY STAR products. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A." 


4c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4d.1) Does your system address renewable energy? 
Renewable energy comes from sources that are either inexhaustible or can be replaced very rapidly through 
natural processes. Examples include the sun, wind, geothermal energy, small (river-turbine) hydropower, and 
other hydrokinetic energy (waves and tides).


Yes


No


4d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing renewable energy. 


4d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4e.1) Does your system address clean and alternative energy? 
Alternative energy refers to energy not derived from traditional fossil fuel sources (coal, natural gas, petroleum) 
through conventional processes.


Yes


No


4e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing clean and alternative energy. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4f.1) Does your system address metering?


Yes


No


4f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing metering. If you answered "No" above, please 
enter "N/A."


4f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4g.1) Does your system address benchmarking?


Yes


No


4g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing benchmarking. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


4g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4h.1) Does your system address other areas related to Energy Efficiency?


Yes


No


4h) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to energy efficiency. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-D: Water Use Efficiency and Management Information


5) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Water Use 
Efficiency and Management may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled water use reduction 
b) actual indoor water use reduction 
c) actual outdoor water use reduction 
d) water conserving products 
e) meters 
f)  cooling towers 
g) water efficient landscapes 
h) alternative sources of water 
i) stormwater management 
j) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning 
to these elements, yet in alignment with water use efficiency and management, should be indicated by answering 
"Yes" to question 5j.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where 
applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


5a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled water use reduction?


Yes


No


5a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5b.1) Does your system address actual indoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual indoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







5c.1) Does your system address actual outdoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual outdoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5d.1) Does your system address water conserving products?


Yes


No


5d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  water conserving products. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5e.1) Does your system address meters?


Yes


No


5e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing meters. If you answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A."


5e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5f.1) Does your system address cooling towers?


Yes


No







5f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing cooling towers. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


5f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5g.1) Does your system address water efficient landscapes?


Yes


No


5g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing water efficient landscapes. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5h.1) Does your system address alternative sources of water?


Yes


No


5h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing alternative sources of water. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5i.1) Does your system address stormwater management?


Yes


No







5i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  stormwater management. If upi answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5j.1) Does your system address other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and Management?


Yes


No


5j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and 
Management. If answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-E: Solid Waste Diversion Information


6) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Solid Waste 
Diversion may include the following: 
  
a) space for collection and storage of recyclables 
b) construction waste management 
c) site construction waste management 
d) waste diversion for occupants 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Solid Waste Diversion, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
6e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


6a.1) Does your system address space for collection and storage of recyclables? 


Yes


No


6a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing space for collection and storage of recyclables. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6b.1) Does your system address construction waste management? 
Unlike operational waste, which is made after a building is built, construction waste refers to materials and 
debris generated during construction, renovation, demolition, or dismantling of structures, buildings and 
associated infrastructure. Material types in operational and construction waste differ from operational waste, so 
reduction and diversion strategies also differ.


Yes


No


6b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing construction waste management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







6c.1) Does your system address site construction waste management? 
Site construction waste includes soil, rocks, trees, shrubs and other debris removed from the site for construction.


Yes


No


6c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing site construction waste management. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6d.1) Does your system address waste diversion for occupants?


Yes


No


6d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing waste diversion for occupants. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Solid Waste Diversion?


Yes


No


6e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to solid waste diversion. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-F: Sustainable Procurement Information


7) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Sustainable 
Procurement may include the following: 
  
a) recycled content 
b) biobased content 
c) environmentally preferable products 
d) ozone depleting compounds 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with sustainable procurement, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
7e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


7a.1) Does your system address recycled content?


Yes


No


7a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing recycled content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7b.1) Does your system address biobased content?


Yes


No


7b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing biobased content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7c.1) Does your system address environmentally preferable products?


Yes


No







7c.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmentally preferable products. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7d.1) Does your system address ozone depleting compounds?


Yes


No


7d.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ozone depleting compounds. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


7d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Sustainable Procurement?


Yes


No


7e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to sustainable procurement. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-G: Siting Information


8) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Siting may 
include the following: 
  
a) access to public transportation 
b) access to amenities/neighborhood assets 
c) floodplain avoidance 
d) consideration of occupant transportation emissions 
e) protection of historic resources 
f)  bicycling options 
g) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Siting, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 8g.1. Please 
elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal 
credit names and identification numbers. 


8a.1) Does your system address access to public transportation?


Yes


No


8a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to public transportation. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8b.1) Does your system address access to amenities/neighborhood assets?


Yes


No


8b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to amenities/neighborhood assets. If you  
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8c.1) Does your system address floodplain avoidance?


Yes


No







8c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing floodplain avoidance. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


8c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8d.1) Does your system address consideration of occupant transportation emissions?


Yes


No


8d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing consideration of occupant transportation 
emissions. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8e.1) Does your system address protection of historic resources?


Yes


No


8e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protection of historic resources. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8f.1) Does your system address bicycling options?


Yes


No







8f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing bicycling options. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


8f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8g.1) Does your system address other areas related to siting?


Yes


No


8g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Siting. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.





		_8g_2) List and describe speci_RePgtlqJhSt8SPeKgRjF1A: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.2.1 Development Area3.2.1.1 Urban Infill and Urban Sprawl3.2.1.1.2 Is the building being constructed on a previously developed site, served with existing utilities for at least a full year before construction? Site must have been served by utilities (electric power, water, and sewer) for at least a full year before construction began.This criterion calls for a project to be located on a site that does not require the addition of transportation and utilityinfrastructure. Additionally the requirements dictate that an existing infrastructure must have been in place for at leasta year prior to the construction of the project. During the Stage I review, the client should submit verification of thesite’s utility conditions prior to project start.This can be in the form of Civil or MEP Engineer’s drawings showing existing utility lines, or other documents describing the existing conditions prior to the registered project’s construction. Urban infill projects or buildings built in place of demolished structures also qualify for this criterion.3.2.1.2 Greenfields, Brownfields and Floodplains3.2.1.2.2 Does the project location avoid sensitive sites i.e. land that was farmland, a public park, a wooded area, prairie, wetland, wildlife corridor or recreational area for at least 3 years prior to time of purchase or from the beginning of the project? Ensure that any necessary Environmental Assessments have been carried out. The verification for this criterion might be covered in other Section 3.2 documentation or a separate documentdetailing the history of the project site should be submitted to the Assessor for Stage I review.3.2.2 Ecological Impacts3.2.2.1 Site Disturbance and ErosionGreen Globes provides two paths for assessing site disturbance and erosion:Path A: Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan - 5 pointsPath B: Erosion and Sedimentation Control Specifications - 5 pointsPoints cannot be combined between paths. Please review and select one of the two pathways below."3.2.2.1.1 Path A: Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan3.2.2.1.1.1 Is there an Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan, signed and stamped by a Professional Engineer? 3.2.2.1.2 Path B: Erosion and Sedimentation Control Specifications3.2.2.1.2.1 In the absence of an Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan by a Professional Engineer, do the specifications require that the General Contractor will implement the following best practices for erosion and sediment control during construction:3.2.2.1.2.1.1 • Silt fences will be installed or fiber socks filled with compost/wood chips around the construction site and maintained throughout construction?3.2.2.1.2.1.2 • Gravel pads will be placed at all site entries and cleaned throughout construction?  3.2.2.1.2.1.3 • Riprap will be placed around all storm sewer outlets and silt and debris removed after each 24-hour rainfall of 0.2 in. (5.08 mm) or more?  3.2.2.1.2.1.4 • Disturbed soils will be corrected using erosion control mats, or mulched and seeded within 90 days of being disturbed?3.2.2.1.2.1.5 • During dry days, dust will be controlled by wetting the soil each day for 15 to 30 minutes before construction activities begin, and again after construction activities are done for the day? Answer the following question regardless of the Path chosen above.3.2.2.1.3 Is there a requirement that construction activities will be located in such a way to limit disturbance to the site? 3.2.2.2 Tree Integration3.2.2.2.1 Are the following integrated into the landscape plan:3.2.2.2.1.1 • Large trees?3.2.2.2.1.2 • Clusters of trees?3.2.2.2.1.3 • Undergrowth?3.2.2.3 Tree PreservationGreen Globes provides two paths for assessing tree preservation:Path A: Tree Preservation PlanPath B: Tree Protection Specifications  Please review and select one of the two pathways below.3.2.2.3.1 Path A: Tree Preservation Plan3.2.2.3.1.1 Is there a Tree Preservation Plan by a certified Arborist?3.2.2.3.2 Path B: Tree Protection Specifications3.2.2.3.2.1 In the absence of Tree Preservation Plan by a certified Arborist, do the specifications require that the General Contractor will implement the following best practices for tree protection during construction: 3.2.2.3.2.1.1 • Tree protection barriers will enclose a minimum Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) around the trees and shrubs that are to be retained on the site? 3.2.2.3.2.1.2 • Root protection will be installed to protect tree roots from compaction during construction? 3.2.2.3.2.1.3 • Sediment control barriers will be provided where some fill or excavate will be temporarily located near a TPZ? 3.2.2.4 Heat Island Effect3.2.2.4.1 What percentage (by area) of the roof is vegetated, and/or has a high Solar Reflectance Index (SRI) as prescribed based on the slope of the roof? 3.2.2.4.2 What percentage (by area) of paved surfaces have a high SRI? 3.2.2.4.3 What percentage (by area) of paved surfaces outside of the building footprint will be shaded by trees within 15 years?3.2.2.4.4 Do at least 75% of opaque wall surfaces (by area) on the east and west have an SRI of 29 or greater?3.2.2.5 Bird Collisions3.2.2.5.1 Are the following measures required to help ensure that birds perceive windows as being a solid object:3.2.2.5.1.1 • Visual markers?3.2.2.5.1.2 • Avoidance of reflections?3.2.4 Landscaping3.2.4.1 Is there a Landscape and Irrigation Plan developed by a Landscape Architect, certified horticulturalist, or certified irrigation professional?3.2.4.2 Does the Landscape and Irrigation Plan include the following:3.2.4.2.1 • Soil type, drainage, and light conditions?3.2.4.2.2 • Structural limitations (e.g. shading, utilities, overhangs, lights) that would impact the location and growth of plants?3.2.4.4 Is there a requirement that landscaped areas will be installed with the following:3.2.4.4.1 • At least 6 in. (15.2 cm) of soil; aerated, tilled and/or broken up? 3.2.4.4.2 • Organic mulch as per best practices? 3.2.4.5 Does the Landscape Design show that plants are located on the site as follows: 3.2.4.5.1 • Plants with similar water requirements are grouped together? 3.2.4.5.2 • Plants are spaced to allow for maturation at a 5-year growth rate?   3.2.4.6 Is there a requirement that 15% of planned impervious walkways, patios, and driveways will be installed with pervious materials?3.2.5 Exterior Light PollutionGreen Globes provides two paths for assessing exterior light pollution:Path A: Lighting Design PerformancePath B: Prescriptive Lighting Requirements Please review and select one of the two pathways below.3.2.5.1 Path A: Lighting Design Performance3.2.5.1.1 Is there a lighting design by an Engineer or Lighting Professional that meets all the performance requirements of  the IDA - IES Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO)? 3.2.5.2 Path B: Prescriptive Lighting Requirements3.2.5.2.1 Is there a requirement that the exterior lighting will not exceed prescribed values for the amount of light per unit of area? 3.2.5.2.2 Is there a requirement that exterior lighting trespass will not exceed prescribed BUG ratings as per  IDA - IES Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO), Table C  for the following: 3.2.5.2.2.1 • Backlight trespass?3.2.5.2.2.2 • Uplight trespass?3.2.5.2.2.3 • Glare?3.2.5.2.3 Will parking lot lighting have no light emitted above 90 degrees?(See also the criteria in 5i.2 (Stormwater Management)3.2.3 Stormwater ManagementGREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):7.1.2  Greenfields, Brownfields, and Floodplains7.1.2.2  The project is not located on or adjacent to sensitive natural sites (e.g. land that is forest or woodland area, savanna, prairie, wetland, undeveloped riparian zones, or wildlife corridor) or on land that was a sensitive natural site for at least three years prior to time of purchase or from the start of project.                                                                                • The project is not located on a site that was used for farmland, public recreation, or a public park for at least three years prior to the time of purchase or from the start of the project. AND • The project is not within or adjacent to a wildland-urban interface area where established by the legislative body with jurisdiction.7.3.1 Site Erosion:    Two paths are provided for assessing erosion and sedimentation:• Path A: Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan:OR   • Path B: Erosion and Sedimentation Control Specifications: Select one of the paths below.7.3.1.1 An Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan, signed and stamped by a professional engineer or designer approved by the authority having jurisdiction, is included in the construction documents.                                                                  OR7.3.1.2 Path B: Erosion and Sedimentation Control Specifications7.3.1.2.1 Construction activities do not go beyond 40 ft. (12.2 m) of the building footprint(s) and remain within 5 ft. (1.5 m) of parking lots, roadways, sidewalks and utility right-of-ways except where the intent of the construction activities was one or more of the following:Exceptions apply where the construction activities are intended to specifically improve the natural integrity of the site, e.g., removing invasive plant species, replacing existing hardscapes with vegetation, restoring prairie or wetlands, or increasing on-site water retention by building rain gardens, swales, retention ponds, or berms.7.3.2  Site Disturbance7.3.2.1  Construction activities do not go beyond 40 ft. (12.2 m) of the building footprint(s) and remain within 5 ft. (1.5 m) of parking lots, roadways, sidewalks and utility right-of-ways except where the intent of the construction activities was one or more of the following:Exceptions apply where the construction activities are intended to specifically improve the natural integrity of the site, e.g., removing invasive plant species, replacing existing hardscapes with vegetation, restoring prairie or wetlands, or increasing on-site water retention by building rain gardens, swales, retention ponds, or berms.7.3.3 Tree and Shrub Preservation7.3.3.1 Non-invasive existing trees and woody shrubs are retained and protected during construction.                                                                                                  A certified arborist, a landscape architect, or a certified professional landscape designer provides plans and specifications that are used by the general contractor or construction manager to protect retained trees and shrubs from disturbance and soil compaction.  Base Calculations on the area of canopy coverage provided by trees and shrubs prior to clearing and construction activity.  Calculations exclude plants that will be removed because they are unhealthy, invasive or otherwise inappropriate for site conditions (e.g., have water, soil, light, or other requirements that are inconsistent with the site).                                                                      If an area is covered by overlapping layers of plants, it is not counted multiple times, (i.e., the maximum canopy coverage for any site is 100%).7.3.4 Mitigating Heat Island Effect7.3.4.1 Roof: The building has a vegetated roof, is shaded during summer months, AND/OR has a roof with a high Solar Reflectance Index (SRI) as prescribed based on the slope of the roof.Where used to comply, shading trees are to be existing, non-invasive plants that are retained on site or newly, non-invasive planted trees that will provide shade within 10 years.   • For a roof slope less than or equal to 2:12, a minimum initial SRI of 78 or greater or a three-year aged SRI of 60 or greater;                  • For a roof slope greater than 2:12, a minimum initial SRI of 29 or greater or a three-year-aged SRI of 25 or greater.7.3.4.2 Hardscape: The building design addresses hardscape using one or more of the following strategies:7.3.4.2.1 •  Solar Reflectance: Hardscape surfaces with a solar reflectance (SR) value of at least 0.28 are used. New concrete and concrete masonry without additional colored pigment are deemed to comply without additional testing.                          o    Not applicable for interior-only projects.7.3.4.2.2 •  Shading: Where the hardscape surfaces are not shaded by the primary building structures (either the building project or other existing buildings), hardscape surfaces outside the building footprint are intended to be shaded by trees or other vegetation within 10 years. Take the shading measurement at noon Standard Time on the Summer Solstice and document in the shading plan7.3.4.2.3 •  Permeable Surfaces: At least 50% of installed hardscape area (walkways, patios, driveways, etc.) uses permeable materials. Permeable materials include one or more of the following:   o Clay or concrete paver with pervious joints/openings;   o Bricks;   o Gravel;   o Vegetative paving systems;   o Mulch;    o Pervious concrete;   o Porous asphalt; AND/OR   o Open-grid pavement system (at least 50% unbound).7.3.4.3 Walls: At least 75% of opaque wall surfaces (by area) on the east, west, and south have an SRI of 29 or greater, are covered by or are designed to be covered by, non-invasive vegetation AND/OR a vegetative wall during the summer months. New concrete or concrete masonry without additional colored pigment is deemed to comply without additional testing.7.4.1.1.4 The site retains at least the 95th percentile storm volume as per a site water balance assessment, to be included in the stormwater management report."7.4.1.2 Hardscapes and structures, excluding pervious walkways 48 in. (121.9 cm) or less in width, are located 100 ft. (30.5 m) or more from a natural body of water or natural waterway on or adjacent to the site. Document such distance on the site plan. Water bodies and waterways include:                                                        • Oceans;• Lakes;• Rivers;• Streams;• Estuaries;• Bays; • Wetlands;• Springs, or seeps;• Ravines;• Arroyos; AND/OR• Canyons.7.5 Landscaping 7.5.1.1  A landscape design is planned and installed as follows:7.5.1.1.1 The plan is developed by a landscape architect, certified professional landscape designer, certified horticulturalist, or other qualified professional; AND  • The plan shows the natural light conditions of the site; AND• The plan shows structural limitations (e.g., shading, utilities, overhangs, lights) that would impact the location and growth of plants.7.5.1.1.2 The plan identifies existing soil types, and the installed landscape incorporates appropriate soil preparation and drainage to support root development for vegetation planned for the site.               Where an irrigation system is installed, refer to Water Efficiency, Section 9.8, Irrigation.7.5.1.3  The vegetated area is covered with plants (new, retained, or salvaged plantings) that are native. 7.5.1.4  The landscape design shows that plants with similar water requirements are grouped together on the site.7.5.1.5  The building project supports on-site agriculture accessible to building users or employees in any of the following ways:7.5.1.5.1 Rooftop garden(s), edible landscape(s), food forest, or community garden is installed on-site;7.5.1.5.2 25% of vegetated area is dedicated to pollinator-friendly plantings or an apiary; 7.5.1.5.3 Chicken coop, aquaponics farm, AND/OR greenhouse is installed on-site;7.6 Exterior Light PollutionTwo paths are provided for assessing exterior light pollution:   • Path A: Lighting Design Performance: 7 pointsOR• Path B: Prescriptive Lighting Requirements: 7 pointsPoints cannot be combined between paths. Select one of the paths below.7.6.1  Path A: Lighting Design Performance7.6.1.1  An engineer or lighting professional creates a lighting design that meets all the performance requirements of the IDA - IES Model Lighting Ordinance.       OR7.6.2  Path B: Prescriptive Lighting Requirements7.6.2.1  Exterior lighting does not exceed prescribed values for the amount of light per unit of area.7.6.2.2  Exterior lighting trespass does not exceed prescribed Backlight, Uplight and Glare (BUG) ratings as per IDA – IES Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO), Table C for the following: • Backlight trespass;• Uplight trespass; and• Glare7.6.2.3  Parking lot lighting does not emit light above 90 degrees from the vertical axis.7.7.1 Wildland-Urban Interface Site Design7.7.1.1 "There is a determination by a fire protection engineer or certified fire marshal that the site wildland-urban interface hazard is moderate, high or extreme;                        ANDThe project achieves points for 7.2.1.1 or 7.2.1.7 or is within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) walking distance of developed residential land of at least 8 dwelling units per acre;ANDThe site is designed to comply with the most recent International Wildland-Urban Interface Code;AND                                                                                                          Excluding athletic fields and agriculture, greater than 50% of the vegetation on site achieves points for Section 7.5.1.2 for drought tolerant plants, and greater than 50% of the vegetation on site achieves points for Section 7.5.1.3 for native plants. ANDA fire protection engineer or certified fire marshal has inspected the completed site within 90 days prior to project certification or re-certification and found it compliant with the International Wildland-Urban Interface Code."(See also the criteria in 5i.2 (Stormwater Management)7.4 Stormwater Management
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		_8f_2) List and describe speci_C0wNJMREdwPA8gnvh2ZNOw: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.3.10.4 Is the site located within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) of a public bicycle path, multi-user path, or on a road with an existing dedicated bicycle lane?The Assessor may request to review site civil plans and existing site civil plans; site plans that show the building,parking, street access, etc. and civil engineering plans that show topography, drainage and infrastructure.3.3.10.5 Is there sheltered bicycle parking for:• At least 5% of the maximum number of office building occupants?or• At least 50% of units in a multi-family residential building?Projects pursuing this criterion should provide a narrative that states the total expected full-time building occupants.GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):7.2.1.4 A building entrance is located within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) of a public bicycle path, shared use [multi-user] path, or road with an existing dedicated bicycle lane.ANDThe path, lane, or associated bicycle network connects within 5 mi (8.05 km) to a transit stop as described in 7.2.1.1 or to the developed residential land of at least 8 dwelling units per acre.ANDThere is reasonable, unobstructed access between the A bicycle lane or shared use [multi-user] path and the bicycle parking facilities or the building entrance.7.2.1.5 A bicycle parking rack is located within 50 ft. (15.24 m) of an entrance, and is either readily visible from a main entrance, or signage indicating the location is posted at main entrances7.2.1.6 Facilities for Bicycle Commuting and Long-Term Bicycle Parking:7.2.1.6.1 Sheltered bicycle parking is:      o    provided for at least 10% of building occupants, where the building occupant load is established in accordance with the International Building Code AND shower and changing facilities are provided within the building project;                                                                             OR   o provided for at least 50% of units in a multi-family residential building.7.2.1.6.2 At least 50% of the sheltered bicycle parking is located inside the building or within storage lockers or another area that provides security of a locked room or cage secured by a keyed, cipher, or electronic lock and the ability to lock the bicycle to a rack within that space.7.2.1.6.3 The building is located within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) walking distance of a bike share facility.

		_8f_1) Does your system addres_1sstHIsbanCcUTwDKEgQlA: Yes

		_8e_2) List and describe speci_lGjbsZOFQpSxrT6TdCQh4g: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.2.1.2 Greenfields, Brownfields, and Floodplains3.2.1.2.1 Is the building being constructed on a remediated brownfield or remediated Superfund site?A brownfield site is an abandoned, idle or underutilized commercial or industrial property where past actions have caused known or suspected environmental contamination, but where there is an active potential for redevelopment.3.2.2.1.3 Is there a requirement that construction activities will be located in such a way to limit disturbance to the site? Construction activity should not extend beyond 40 ft.  (12.2 m) of the building footprint; and not beyond 5 ft.  (1.5 m) of parking lots, roadways, sidewalks and utility right-of-ways. Exceptions apply where the intent of the construction activities is to specifically improve the natural integrity of the site e.g.: removing invasive plant species, replacing existing hardscapes with vegetation, restoring prairie or wetlands, or increasing on-site water retention by building rain gardens, swales, retention ponds, or berms.3.5.3 Re-use of Existing Structures3.5.3.1 Façades3.5.3.1.1 What percentage of the façade from an existing building on the site is retained and incorporated in the new design? Provide total area of the existing non-structural elements and the area of the non-structural elements that will be retained and incorporated into the new design, not including windows and doors.Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where:A = Area of retained façade B = Total existing building façade areaMark “not applicable” where there is no existing building, where the existing building floor area is less than 1000 ft2(93 m2), or where it is not justifiably feasible to use existing non-structural elements.3.5.3.2 Structural Systems3.5.3.2.1 What percentage of structural systems (e.g. interior walls) from an existing building on the site is retained and incorporated in the new design?“Structural systems” means the load-resisting system of a structure (other than the envelope) that transfers loads to the soil or supporting structure though interconnected structural components or members. Provide total volume of the existing structure and the volume that will be retained and incorporated into the new design.Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where:A = Total volume of re-used existing structureB = Total volume of existing structureMark “not applicable” where there is no existing building, where the existing building floor area is less than 1000 ft2(93 m2), or where it is not justifiably feasible to use existing structures.3.5.3.3 Non-structural Elements3.5.3.3.1 What percentage of the existing interior ceilings, interior partitions, and/or demountable walls  will be reused within the renovation project?Areas are calculated as the projected area of the element (e.g. if an interior partition is re-used, the area is calculated as length x height of the wall).Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where:A = Total area of re-used existing interior ceiling, interior partitions, and/or demountable wallsB = Total area of existing interior ceiling, interior partitions, and/or demountable wallsMark “not applicable” where there are no existing interior partitions, demountable walls, and ceilings.3.5.3.3.2 What percentage of the existing furnishings (including systems furniture) will be re-used and/or refurbished for reuse within the renovation project?Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where:A = Total re-used existing area of furnished spaceB = Total area of existing furnished spaceMark “not applicable” where there are no existing furnishings or where they are clearly not suitable. Areas are to be used consistently for determining calculations. GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):7.1.2  Greenfields, Brownfields, and Floodplains7.1.2.1  The building is being constructed on a brownfield or remediated Superfund site.10.5 Reuse of Existing Structures and Materials 10.5.1  Structural Systems and Non-Structural/Interior Elements10.5.1.1  Structural systems (e.g. exterior walls, interior bearing walls, roof systems, floor systems) from an existing building on the site are retained and incorporated in the new design.     Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where:A = Total square footage of reused existing structural systemsB = Total square footage of structural systems in the projectWall Area is measured in the vertical plane and other structural systems are measured in the horizontal plane.10.5.1.2  Non-structural interior systems and finishes (e.g. ceiling, interior partitions, demountable walls, flooring, doors) from an existing building on the site are retained and incorporated in the new design.Areas are calculated as the projected area of the element (e.g. if an interior partition is reused, the area is calculated as length x height of the wall).Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where:A = Total area of reused existing interior systems and finishesB = Total area of interior systems and finishes in the new design10.5.2  Material Reuse from Off-Site 10.5.2.1  The project incorporates reused, refurbished AND/OR off-site salvaged materials in place of new materials (except furnishings).Percentages are calculated as the percentage of the total materials cost.Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where:A = Total value of reused materialsB = Total value of materialsThe value of the reused, refurbished, or salvaged material is the greater of the cost of the reused, refurbished or salvaged material or the cost of new comparable material which is being avoided.10.5.2.2  Furnishings (including systems furniture) are reused, salvaged AND/OR refurbished for reuse within the project.                     Percentages are calculated as the percentage of the total furnishings cost.Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where:A = Total value of reused furnishingsB = Total value of furnishings

		_8e_1) Does your system addres_16KZxJGV-qB91MoyOzebIA: Yes

		_8d_2) List and describe speci_bwSIISERQYJdT1ISjOIRaQ: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013: 3.3.10.2 Will there be designated preferred parking for car/van pooling, and shelter from weather for persons waiting for a lift?Review the site plan to verify that it includes space for preferred parking for car-van pooling, and shelter from weather for persons waiting for a ride. 3.3.10.3 Are there alternative fuel re-fueling facilities or electric charging stations on site or in the general vicinity?Review the site plan to verify that alternative-fuel re-fueling facilities are reasonably accessible. For verification purposes, the piping and dispensing facilities must be in place to be awarded points. Where this strategy is not appropriate, mark “not applicable”.GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):7.2.1 Transportation7.2.1.1 A building entrance is within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) walking distance of a local transit stop or 0.5 mi (0.8 km) walking distance of a rapid transit stop.                     Note: Local transit includes public transit that uses the same right-of-way as automobiles AND for which the distance between stops averages less than 0.33 mi (0.5 km). Rapid transit refers to all other types of public transit.                       ANDThe stop is served by a transit route that offers service:   • with single direction intervals (headways) no longer than 15 minutes during peak hours and 30-minute single direction intervals (headways) during off-peak hours for a minimum of 14 hours each weekday; AND   • with single direction intervals (headways) no longer than 1 hour and operating at a minimum of 14 hours at least one day each weekend7.2.1.2 Designated preferred parking for car/van pooling, and shelter from weather exists for persons waiting for transportation serving carpools or transit listed in 7.2.1.1.7.2.1.3 Alternative refueling facilities or electric charging stations are located on site or within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) of the site.

		_8d_1) Does your system addres_KvyWd2ElueSL6UWEcsSsnQ: Yes

		_8c_2) List and describe speci_p*D8ALhOtcDDbOfexSd2lQ: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.2.1.2.3 Is all habitable space located higher than the 100-year flood plain? A “100-year floodplain” is the geographic extent of the flooded area expected to be equaled or exceeded every 100 years on average, as identified on a flood-risk map approved by municipal, provincial or federal government or land use plan, interim control by-law or municipal planning by-law. Where there is inconsistency between maps, the most recent map or the most recent flood elevation (whichever is greater) should be used to delineate the extent of the floodplain. Any construction at a level below the 100 year floodplain must be compliant with FEMA Technical Bulletin 2/2008.FEMA conducts studies and issues flood insurance maps to identify a community’s flood risk level. Since changingweather patterns, erosion, and development can affect floodplain boundaries, FEMA must constantly update the risklevels for each area. Early in the conceptual design phase, the latest FEMA maps should be consulted to determine risk level for the prospective project site. More information can be found at the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Map Service Center. The following three figures show the information available on the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs). These maps help determine if the area of the project is in an AE zone (designated by the blue shaded areas) that is subject to a 100-year flood. Figure 3 shows the Base Flood elevation line with elevation listed in feet. 3.2.3 Stormwater Management 3.2.3.2 Is the site boundary farther than 100 ft. (30.5 m) from a natural body of water?A “natural body of water” means an ocean, lake, river, stream, estuary, or wetland. Mark “not applicable” where the body of water is a retention pond or restored wetland, where there are natural or man-made features that receive all storm water run-off, and/or where site boundaries have permanent continuous earth or concert berms at least 16 in. (40.6 cm) higher than surrounding grade to prevent run-off.In order to prevent storm water runoff from entering natural sources of water, the project boundary should be locatedmore than 100ft from oceans, lakes, rivers, etc. or have a permanent berm that is at least 16 inches higher than grade.The exceptions are granted where the water will runoff into a man-made water feature of retention pond that servicethe project. Also, storm water does not need to be prevented from entering into restored wetlands.During Stage I review, the Assessor will be looking for the project site plan and the civil and/or landscaping drawingsindicating drainage. The project site plan should include distance to any nearby bodies of water. The civil/landscaping plans should accurately show storm water discharges (when not connected to a city storm sewer main) and any berms located on the project site.GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):6.1.3 Site and Building Resilience6.1.3.1 Site and Building ResilienceBuilding Risk Assessment: An assessment identifying risks to the building including continued building occupancy resulting from extreme natural events, global climate change, and human activity for the expected service life of the building has been conducted and provided to building owners and designers.  The assessment identifies hazards and evaluates the probability and severity of occurrence of those events.  These hazards include, but are not limited to, weather, flooding, seismic and volcanic events, drought, wildfire, soil stability, and terrorism.7.1.2.1 Greenfields, Brownfields, and Floodplains7.1.2.3 Floodplains 7.1.2.3.1 No construction or site disturbance takes place in the 100-year floodplain.7.1.2.3.2 ORElevate Buildings and additions in the floodplain to a minimum of 3 ft. (.9 m) above the 100-year floodplain or are built to allow water to flow through or under the lowest floor.ANDThe facility also earns points for 7.2.1.1 or 7.2.1.7 or is within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) walking distance of developed residential land of at least 8 dwelling units per acre.ANDBuildings and structures assigned a risk category of III or IV in Table 1604.5 of the 2012 International Building Code will not be located within a 500-year floodplain. (Not required if the entire jurisdiction is located within the 100-year floodplain.  If the entire jurisdiction is located within the 500-year floodplain, then the facility is built outside the 100-year floodplain.  Not applicable where no areas in the local jurisdiction fall within the 500-year floodplain.) 
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		_8b_2)  List and describe spec_UWFqfedTFEOKZ7iFoGHMaQ: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.2.1.1 Urban Infill and Urban Sprawl3.2.1.1.1 Is the project located within 0.5 mi (0.8 km) of a commercial zone?Identifying where a project will be built is one of the first steps in the conceptual design process. Sustainable buildings can be found on all types of land, although every effort should be made to avoid building on ecologically valuable land. Typically, this includes wetlands or wildlife corridors that should be preserved so as to not disturb local ecosystems. It also includes other areas of local importance like farmland, parkland, or other areas noted for local environmental beauty. Those types of site are commonly referred to as a greenfield site. For this Green Globes criterion, projects should vet their options for the project site and pick a location that does not increase urban sprawl. Urban sprawl negatively affects the local environment by causing more stress on the existing utilities (especially water) and it reduces available areas of wildlife habitat and can cause an increase of pollution due to longer commutes. By picking a location that is in a commercial zone or close to an existing commercial zone, the project will likely be creating buildings that cut down on automobile use, save energy, and promote well-designed, walkable neighborhoods.During the Stage I review, the client should submit verification of the site conditions prior to project start. This can be in the form of Civil Engineer’s drawings, existing satellite photos, geotechnical reports, etc. These items can be included as a separate item or integrated into the design drawings.3.3.10.6 Is the building's walkability index greater than 75%? Check the walkability score by entering the building’s address into the Walk Score website, www.walkscore.com.GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):7.2.1.7 The building’s Walkscore® is 75 or greater;             OR • A building entrance is within 0.5 mi (0.8 km) walking distance of a grocery store and a minimum of three other neighborhood assets.  These four neighborhood assets are open to the general public, in operation, and as a group have NAICS codes that start with a minimum of three different numbers;  OR• A building entrance is within 0.5 mi (0.8 km) walking distance of a minimum of six neighborhood assets.  The six neighborhood assets are open to the public, in operation, and as a group have NAICS codes that start with a minimum of three different numbers;OR• The building’s Walkscore is 90 or greater.

		_8b_1) Does your system addres_BvSyxvE9y4MYRtpbBuGODw: Yes

		_8a_2)  List and describe spec_71CUzmRyw7db1Z*-cW*79w: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.3.10.1 Is the site located within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) of a public transportation facility such as a public bus stop or train-stop?Review the location and the site plan to verify that that there is good access to public transport systemsProjects should investigate public transportation access to the potential project sites. If no public transit stop exists,talk to the local transit authority to investigate ways to add a bus or train stop. Larger complexes can also institute their own shuttle bus system that provides a way for commuters or guests to get from the site to a nearby publictransportation facility.The Assessor may request to review site civil plans and existing site civil plans; site plans that show the building,parking, street access, etc. and civil engineering plans that show topography, drainage and infrastructure.GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):7.1 Development Area 7.1.1 The building is being constructed on a previously developed site that has been served by existing utility and transportation infrastructure for at least a full year prior to construction.7.2.1 Transportation7.2.1.1 A building entrance is within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) walking distance of a local transit stop or 0.5 mi (0.8 km) walking distance of a rapid transit stop.                     Note: Local transit includes public transit that uses the same right-of-way as automobiles AND for which the distance between stops averages less than 0.33 mi (0.5 km). Rapid transit refers to all other types of public transit.                       ANDThe stop is served by a transit route that offers service:   • with single direction intervals (headways) no longer than 15 minutes during peak hours and 30-minute single direction intervals (headways) during off-peak hours for a minimum of 14 hours each weekday; AND   • with single direction intervals (headways) no longer than 1 hour and operating at a minimum of 14 hours at least one day each weekend7.2.1.2 Designated preferred parking for car/van pooling and shelter from weather exists for persons waiting for transportation serving carpools or transit listed in 7.2.1.1.
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		_7e_2) List and describe speci_oKY0GjoiTgpJHZYmkp2p0g: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.1.3.4 Operations and Maintenance Manual3.1.3.4.1 Is there a requirement to develop an Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Manual and/or CMMS that contains descriptions and information on the continuous tasks related to the systems and to each piece of equipment, which are necessary to operate the building efficiently? General Housekeepingo A general housekeeping, or green cleaning, policy should be developed that contains all sustainable cleaning products, indoor janitorial equipment, and cleaning procedures (for use by both in-house staff and out-sourced service providers).o The policy should include specifications for sustainable cleaning materials, janitorial paper products, trash bags, and floor care products (e.g. Green Seal, Environmental Choice, or EPA labeled products, recycled content paper products and trash bags).o The policy should address cleaning equipment that is quiet, high-efficient, low emissions, ergonomically designed, and has safeguards to protect building elements. Equipment should be tested by the Carpet and Rug Institutes “Green Label” or “Seal of Approval” programs. Owners should work with janitorial vendors to ensure all facets of the green housekeeping policy are incorporated into the daily cleaning routine.o The policy should assign control for all high level chemical disinfectants and sterilants.o For more information, review EPA’s Greening Your Purchase of Cleaning Products, A Guide for Federal Purchasers:: http://www.epa.gov/epp/pubs/cleaning.htm GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):10.2.1 Product Life Cycle10.2.1.1 Product Manufacturers provide one or more of the following for a minimum of twenty products that at a minimum evaluate the cradle-to-gate product life cycle:      • Third party verified Type III Environmental Product Declarations (EPD) according to ISO 21930: 2007 or ISO 14025: 2006, either product specific or industry average;• Third party Multiple Attribute Product Certification; AND/OR• Third party verified product life cycle assessment based upon ISO 14040: 2006 and ISO 14044: 2006.10.2.1.2 "A minimum of five products include one or more of the following verifications that evaluate the products through end of life (cradle-to-grave product life cycle):    • Third party verified Type III Environmental Product Declarations (EPD) according to ISO 21930: 2007 or ISO 14025: 2006; AND/OR• Third party verified product life cycle assessment based upon ISO 14040: 2006 and ISO 14044: 2006.Compliance with 10.2.1.2 can be used for 10.2.1.1

		_7e_1) Does your system addres_UAJ5wsoZSMRNlvXXRDjlwA: Yes

		_7d_2)  List and describe spec_YEPA*SMqryBTbxv83-jqTA: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.6.2.2 Ozone-depleting Potential3.6.2.2.1 Does the cooling equipment (not including portable equipment) use refrigerants that have zero or “near-zero” ozone depletion potential (ODP)? orAre there no refrigerants?Ozone depleting substances (ODS) include CFCs HCFCs, HFCs, PFCs and SF6. “Portable cooling equipment” means equipment with less than 0.5 kg (1 lb.) of refrigerant – for example, refrigerators, temporary cooling equipment. Visit the EPA website for a list of suitable refrigerants. In case of district cooling, check the refrigerant of the central plant. Any HVAC refrigerants used in the building must comply with the US EPA's Significant New Alternative Policy (SNAP) Listing.GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):10.1.1.1 The project team evaluates a minimum of two different building designs using ASTM E2921-13 and the following assessment protocol to select the building with the lower environmental impact.Assessment protocol:The life cycle assessment reports the following life cycle impact indicators:• Global warming potential (GWP)/climate change;• Acidification potential;• Eutrophication potential;• Ozone depletion potential (ODP); AND• Smog potential.The proposed final design of the building with the lower anticipated environmental impact achieves the following performance targets compared to the reference design:• A minimum 5% reduction each, for at least three impact indicators, one of which is global warming potential; AND• No other impact indicator exceeds the reference design by more than 5%.Operating energy consumption and MEP systems can be included. A registered design professional verifies structural material quantities, with the exception of existing buildings.

		_7d_1) Does your system addres_U6VHO0hv181DgxKaXT-euQ: Yes

		_7c_2)  List and describe spec_MTgFd0UrLTDgCcJTYXOC3w: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:(See the criteria listed in 7a.2 (Recycled Content):3.5.1 Building Assembly (core and shell including envelope)3.5.1.2 Path B: Prescriptive Path for Building Assemblies3.5.2 Interior Fit-outs3.5.2.2 Path B: Prescriptive Path for Interior Fit-outsGREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):6.1.1.1 Performance and green design goals (qualitative AND/OR quantitative) are established in collaboration with the owner in writing and are regularly assessed from pre-design through to completion of construction and occupancy for the following listed items:•  Site design;•  Environmentally responsible construction activities;•  Water conservation, efficiency, alternate water sources, and reuse;•  Building envelope and moisture control;•  Energy efficiency;•  Materials including:   o    Efficiency;    o    Environmentally preferable products; and   o    Storage of hazardous materials; •  Indoor environment including:   o    Acoustic comfort;   o    Thermal comfort;   o    Lighting;    o    Air quality; and•  Building resilience.  Assessment criteria:Pre-design written goalsDesign stage review and assessment of goals prior to:•  Conceptual design phase•  Design development phase•  Construction documentsConstruction stage review and assessment of goals at:•  Pre-construction•  25% completion of budget or schedule•  50% completion of budget or schedule•  Substantial completionOccupancy assessment of goals:Owner obtains a contract for Facility Performance Evaluation or Post-Occupancy Study to evaluate how the building meets the original and emerging goals and requirements within 18 months of being occupied.10.5.1.2 Non-structural interior systems and finishes (e.g. ceiling, interior partitions, demountable walls, flooring, doors) from an existing building on the site are retained and incorporated in the new design.Areas are calculated as the projected area of the element (e.g. if an interior partition is reused, the area is calculated as length x height of the wall).Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where:A = Total area of reused existing interior systems and finishesB = Total area of interior systems and finishes in the new design(See also the criteria listed in 7a.2 (Recycled Content):10.4.1 Product Sustainable Materials Attributes10.5 Reuse of Existing Structures and Materials10.5.1 Structural Systems and Non-Structural/Interior Elements

		_7c_1) Does your system addres_0fnGilNmb3mg*N0mEKFJMA: Yes

		_7b_2)  List and describe spec_noRo2DXICJxQZBCbipuelg: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:(See the criteria listed in 7a.2 (Recycled Content):3.5.1 Building Assembly (core and shell including envelope)3.5.1.2 Path B: Prescriptive Path for Building Assemblies3.5.2 Interior Fit-outs3.5.2.2 Path B: Prescriptive Path for Interior Fit-outsGREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):(See the criteria listed in 7a.2 (Recycled Content):10.4.1 Product Sustainable Materials Attributes10.5 Reuse of Existing Structures and Materials10.5.1 Structural Systems and Non-Structural/Interior Elements

		_7b_1) Does your system addres_F3sGS8HdI-ICoGE3o0BxKg: Yes

		_7a_2)  List and describe spec_2g*0XwFg89sWhkfHlqyMFw: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.5.1 Building Assembly (core and shell including envelope)3.5.1.2 Path B: Prescriptive Path for Building Assemblies3.5.1.2.1 Based upon the appropriate application and specification of comparable materials and products, what percentage of the products selected for the building assembly (core and shell, including envelope, based upon cost) have:3.5.1.2.1.1 • Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) that utilize recognized Product Category Rules, conform to ISO standards, and minimally includes cradle-to-gate scope: "○ Industry Wide (Generic) EPD: Products specified for the building assembly shall include third-party certified Type III Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), including external verification where the manufacturer is explicitly recognized as a participant by the program operator?and/or○ Product Specific Declaration: Products specified for the building assembly shall be products with a publicly available product-specific third-party certified Type III Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), including external verification?  and/or• Third-party certifications that are based upon a multiple attribute standard(s) developed by a consensus based process from an approved standard development organization? Examples include NSF sustainability assessment standards, UL Environment sustainability standards, sustainable forestry certifications, and other consensus-based assessment standards that are multiple attribute and life cycle based.  and/or• Third-party certified life cycle product assessment based upon ISO 14040 and 14044, and minimally covers cradle-to-gate scope?3.5.2 Interior Fit-out (including finishes and furnishings)3.5.2 Interior Fit-outs3.5.2.2 Path B: Prescriptive Path for Interior Fit-outs3.5.2.2.1 Based upon the appropriate application and specification of comparable products, what percentage of the interior fit-out materials and products (including finishes and furnishings) selected (based upon cost) have:3.5.2.2.1.1 • Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) that utilize recognized Product Category Rules, conform to ISO standards, and minimally includes cradle-to-gate scope: o Industry Wide (Generic) EPD: Products specified for the interior fit-out shall include third-party certified Type III Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), including external verification where the manufacturer is explicitly recognized as a participant by the program operator?and/oro Product Specific Declaration: Products specified for the interior fit-out shall be products with a publicly available product-specific third-party certified Type III Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), including external verification?  and/or• Third-party certifications that are based upon a multiple attribute standard(s) developed by a consensus based process from an approved standard development organization? Examples include NSF sustainability assessment standards, UL Environment sustainability standards, sustainable forestry certifications, and other consensus-based assessment standards that are multiple attribute and life cycle based.  and/or• Third-party certified life cycle product assessment based upon ISO 14040 and 14044, and minimally covers cradle-to-gate scope?3.5.3.1 Facades3.5.3.1.1 What percentage of the façade from an existing building on the site is retained and incorporated in the new design?3.5.3.2 Structural Systems3.5.3.2.1 What percentage of structural systems (e.g. interior walls) from an existing building on the site is retained and incorporated in the new design?3.5.3.3 Non-structural Elements3.5.3.3.1 What percentage of the existing interior ceilings, interior partitions and/or demountable walls will be reused within the renovation project? 3.5.3.3.2 What percentage of the existing furnishing (including systems furniture) will be re-used and/or refurbished for reuse within the renovation project?3.5.3.3.3 Is there a requirement that the project will incorporate reused and off-site salvaged materials?GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):10.4.1 Product Sustainable Materials Attributes10.4.1.1 Points are earned based on adding percentages of materials, by material cost, that carry the pre-consumer recycled content, post-consumer recycled content, biobased content or third party sustainable forestry certification content attribute:Product Sustainable Attribute Material  =  Pre-consumer recycled content %  +  Post-consumer recycled content %  +  Biobased content %  +  Third Party Sustainable Forestry Certification content %Use the formula below to determine the percentages by cost of the products that carry the listed attributes. Only the portion of materials that has the identified attribute should be included.  For example, if a product has 40% pre-consumer recycled content, only 40% of the value of that product is included.  Sustainable Attribute % = Sum for all materials: (Portion of the Material with the Attribute x materials cost)/(Total Material Value)Products that are claimed for credit under Third Party Sustainable Forestry Certification are not also included as biobased content.Biobased content percentage may be calculated by weight or in accordance with ASTM D6866-16 Standard Test Methods for Determining the Biobased Content of Solid, Liquid, and Gaseous Samples Using Radiocarbon Analysis.The following forest certification systems are recognized:• Forest Stewardship Council (FSC): https://us.fsc.org/en-us (last accessed 8/30/17)• Sustainable Forestry Initiative, Inc. (SFI): http://www.sfiprogram.org/ (last accessed 8/30/17)• American Tree Farm System (ATFS): https://www.treefarmsystem.org/ (last access 8/30/17)• Canadian Standards Association Sustainable Forestry Management (CSA): http://www.csasfmforests.ca/ (last accessed 8/30/17)• Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC): https://www.pefc.org/ (last accessed 8/30/17)"10.5 Reuse of Existing Structures and Materials10.5.1 Structural Systems and Non-Structural/Interior Elements10.5.1.1 Structural systems (e.g. exterior walls, interior bearing walls, roof systems, floor systems) from an existing building on the site are retained and incorporated in the new designAssessment Guidance:Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where:A = Total square footage of reused existing structural systemsB = Total square footage of structural systems in the projectWall Area is measured in the vertical plane and other structural systems are measured in the horizontal plane.10.5.1.2 Non-structural interior systems and finishes (e.g. ceiling, interior partitions, demountable walls, flooring, doors) from an existing building on the site are retained and incorporated in the new design.Areas are calculated as the projected area of the element (e.g. if an interior partition is reused, the area is calculated as length x height of the wall).Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where:A = Total area of reused existing interior systems and finishesB = Total area of interior systems and finishes in the new design

		_7a_1) Does your system addres_CYMKnIdGDSVH7GKTapDwAg: Yes

		_6e_2) List and describe speci_k9Qe9J6wha0u-qoH5CI-8A: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.5.6 Resource Conservation3.5.6.1 Minimized Use of Raw Materials3.5.6.1.1 Does the design specify the use of prefabricated, preassembled, and/or modular products?   Benefits include easier on-site storage, and less waste, on-site dust, and noise. Mark “not applicable” where this is justifiably not suitable for the project. 3.5.6.1.2 Does the building design use materials efficiently and/or minimize the use of raw materials as compared with typical construction practices?“Efficient use of resources” includes using products that: help reduce construction waste and maximize material usage (e.g. Optimum Value Engineered wood and steel framing); optimize strength, stability, and other qualities while minimizing the amount of materials (e.g. post tensioned concrete, composite steel/concrete structures); and reduce weight (e.g. open web steel joists,  castellated and cellular steel beams and composite steel/concrete structures).Reference Material:• Green Globes for New Construction Technical Reference Manual, Section 3.5.6.1.23.5.6.1.3 Give examples of products used that will result in minimal use of raw materials compared to typical construction practices3.5.6.3 Deconstruction and Disassembly3.5.6.3.1 Does the building design facilitate future deconstruction, demounting and disassembly; and re-configuration?Design for Disassembly is a technique that involves designing a product to be disassembled for easier maintenance, repair, recovery and reuse of components/materials without substantial damage to the materials or their surroundings. 3.5.6.3.2 Give examples of incorporated building systems that are easily disassembled:GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):10.6.2 Post Occupancy Solid Waste Recycling10.6.2.1 The building design addresses recycling for solid waste using one or more of the following:• 10.6.2.1.3: Exterior Storage Requirements:  Building design addresses exterior recycling storage by providing adequate, accessible enclosures for recycling collection containers in size and number that meet minimum capacity requirements and the following:    o Permanent, durable enclosures are sized to accommodate collection bins required for minimum recycling capacity;    o Enclosures are screened on three sides; and    o Enclosures are designed to accommodate minimum clearances for collection equipment.10.6.3  Supply Chain Waste Minimization10.6.3.1  Products used in the construction of the building are selected from manufacturers who have minimized or diverted waste during the production/manufacturing of the products. This criterion applies gate-to-gate – to all material inputs and outputs to a facility (or facilities) that produce/manufacture finished products. The diversion rate is calculated for the entire facility (or facilities) in which the products were produced/assembled/manufactured, and not just for an individual product line.

		_6e_1) Does your system addres_c8ODjtRZ2H33qWuU5jqrPQ: Yes

		_6d_2) List and describe speci_bTdT-PQErIOHp7VR2BUWOQ: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.5.4.2 Operational Waste3.5.4.2.1 Does the building design address operations-related recycling programs through one or more of the following:     3.5.4.2.1.1 Operational flow for waste handling and storage facilities for recycling?Storage areas to include collection of mixed paper, corrugated cardboard, glass, plastics, and metals. There should be at least 20 ft2 (1.86 m2) of designated storage space for recyclables per 10,000 ft2 (929 m2) of space or 100 ft2 (9 m2) for buildings greater than 50,000 ft2 (4,645 m2). There should also be adequate space for the temporary sorting and storage of recyclables at collection points near the sources of waste - either in each office or on each floor. Chutes may also be used to separate materials.     3.5.4.2.1.2 Storage areas for recyclable waste at points of service?      3.5.4.2.1.3 Storage areas for recyclable waste at pick-up areas? Designated storage areas for recyclable waste at pick-up areas should be sealed to protect against pests.     3.5.4.2.1.4 Operational flow for handling and storage facilities for composting? 3.5.4.2.2 Indicate total storage area (in ft2) for recyclable waste at points of service and pick-up areas:GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):10.6.2 Post Occupancy Solid Waste Recycling10.6.2.1 The building design addresses recycling for solid waste using one or more of the following:• 10.6.2.1.1: Capacity:  Provide recycling collection capacity as follows:      o Multi-family:  Minimum of 0.0625 CY per resident; or    o Office and Retail:  Minimum of 0.035 CY per full time employee; or    o Schools:  Minimum of 0.010 CY per student;• 10.6.2.1.2: Interior Storage Requirements:  Building design addresses interior storage of recyclables in accordance with one or more of the following space layouts, as required to meet minimum capacity for scheduled collection and any security or safety needs:    o In-cabinet or under-counter/work station collection bins;    o A minimum of one collection bin centrally located on each floor;     o A separate and secure collection area for a single material stream; AND/OR    o Recycling chutes that empty into dedicated recycling collection bin;

		_6d_1) Does your system addres_L2Qe5F9h8C9BbrppZsyeYA: Yes

		_6c_2) List and describe speci_uocCRN-sB5KemmiLhlGvkA: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.5.4.1 Construction Waste3.5.4.1.1 What percentage of the construction waste, including building demolition waste, will be diverted from the landfill?Develop a waste management/reduction plan and strategy, which should include a waste audit and waste diversion strategy report. In retrofit situations, check that there is an asbestos removal plan; a procedure to minimize the risk of exposure to lead-based paint; instructions for a waste audit; a dismantling and source separation plan; a list of construction materials that are to be source-separated on-site for reuse and recycling; and a contractual means of ensuring that all recyclable materials and equipment are diverted from landfill. At the Construction Documents Phase, provide an estimate of waste diversion, which will be verified during the Stage II Site Assessment. 3.5.4.1.2 Is there a requirement to reuse existing on-site materials for site development or landscaping (e.g. crushing concrete for aggregate base or drain rock, shredding vegetative materials for mulch, etc.)The assessor may also request Landscaping and Site Developments Plans showing incorporation of existing on-sitematerials.GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):7.3.2 Site Disturbance7.3.2.1 Construction activities do not go beyond 40 ft. (12.2 m) of the building footprint(s) and remain within 5 ft. (1.5 m) of parking lots, roadways, sidewalks and utility right-of-ways except where the intent of the construction activities was one or more of the following:Exceptions apply where the construction activities are intended to specifically improve the natural integrity of the site, e.g., removing invasive plant species, replacing existing hardscapes with vegetation, restoring prairie or wetlands, or increasing on-site water retention by building rain gardens, swales, retention ponds, or berms.10.6 Waste10.6.1  Construction Waste10.6.1.1  A preconstruction waste management plan is created prior to any construction or demolition activities. This plan describes the project team’s strategy for reducing construction waste and diverting materials from landfilling via reuse or recycling.The preconstruction waste management plan will include:• The strategies planned for construction waste reduction, salvaging, recycling, returning to supplier/manufacturer, or other methods for diverting waste from landfill;• The facility, hauler, or service provider that will handle each material being diverted;• Whether construction and demolition materials will be separated on-site or commingled; • The name and contact information for the person(s) responsible for developing and implementing the waste management plan;• Reporting and record keeping provisions;• Target construction waste rate per 10.6.1.3 below; and• Target waste diversion rate.10.6.1.2  A final waste management summary report is completed after construction documenting the results of the implementation of the preconstruction waste management plan, including:    • The weight or volume of the total quantity of construction and demolition waste;• The calculated construction waste per unit area for the project (see 10.6.1.3 below);• The weight or volume of the major categories of materials that were reused or recycled;• The reuse/recycling rate for each major category of waste material;• The overall reuse/recycling rate for the project;• A description of the processing of materials through source separate or by a comingled waste hauler;• Copies of receipts and invoices used to track the progress of the waste management effort;• A statement that describes if a waste recycling facility was used whether it was certified by a government or non-government organization;• The organization and contact information of the author of the waste management summary report and the name and contact information of the person at the off-site recycling facility responsible for date collection and reporting.10.6.1.3  Minimize construction waste, per unit area of new building floor area, generated in new portions of buildings.                                  Construction waste includes that which is hauled from the site, whether diverted, landfilled, incinerated, or otherwise disposed of. Soil and land-clearing debris are not included in the calculations."10.6.1.4  Construction waste, including building demolition waste and packaging, is diverted from the landfill through recycling, reuse, repurposing, or composting.        The amount of construction waste that is used for waste-to-energy combustion is multiplied by 0.5 when counted as waste diverted from landfill. Waste-to-energy facilities have a combustion efficiency rate of 60% or more.Soil and land-clearing debris and materials used as alternative daily cover at landfills are not included in these calculations. Calculations may be performed based on weight or volume, but the same basis is used throughout this credit. Where calculations are performed to convert waste from weight to volume or volume to weight, the source of these conversions is stated. 

		_6c_1) Does your system addres_qyq4*TRaKWJrtt-PP7yMyg: Yes

		_6b_2) List and describe speci_Qv-03fko4xMIK2TAwn-vNQ: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.1.1.2.2 Were performance objectives (metrics) established at the pre-design phase for the following:     3.1.1.2.2.6 Construction waste diversion? Written performance objectives should be established and clearly documented for one or more of the items listed. Allappropriate members of the design team should have buy in to these performance goals. Goals should be numerical(such as percent achieved for construction waste) or quantifiable units, and percent reduction relative to a base(water), as a few examples.Document performance project goals in a similar manner as the other IDP items. It is also best management practice to assign an individual of the project team to each performance goal to champion the follow through andimplementation.3.5.4.1 Construction Waste3.5.4.1.1 What percentage of the construction waste, including building demolition waste, will be diverted from the landfill?Develop a waste management/reduction plan and strategy, which should include a waste audit and waste diversion strategy report. In retrofit situations, check that there is an asbestos removal plan; a procedure to minimize the risk of exposure to lead-based paint; instructions for a waste audit; a dismantling and source separation plan; a list of construction materials that are to be source-separated on-site for reuse and recycling; and a contractual means of ensuring that all recyclable materials and equipment are diverted from landfill. At the Construction Documents Phase, provide an estimate of waste diversion, which will be verified during the Stage II Site Assessment. Construction recycling requirements should be discussed with the General Contractor before start of work. Licensedhaulers of recyclables should be identified and what materials they will or will not accept. The owner should make the contractor and hauler aware that demolition waste should be tracked separately from construction waste and that the demolition waste should be separated into hazardous and non-hazardous materials. Salvaged materials, intended to be used on this project site or another, shall be kept separate from the recyclables for the hauler.Hazardous waste by-products of construction include paints, solvents, oils, lubricants, etc. A separate procedure should be developed for disposing and recycling of these wastes. The procedure should conform to all federal, state, and local regulations.GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):10.6.1 Construction Waste10.6.1.1 A preconstruction waste management plan is created prior to any construction or demolition activities. This plan describes the project team’s strategy for reducing construction waste and diverting materials from landfilling via reuse or recycling.The preconstruction waste management plan will include:• The strategies planned for construction waste reduction, salvaging, recycling, returning to supplier/manufacturer, or other methods for diverting waste from landfill;• The facility, hauler, or service provider that will handle each material being diverted;• Whether construction and demolition materials will be separated on-site or commingled; • The name and contact information for the person(s) responsible for developing and implementing the waste management plan;• Reporting and record keeping provisions;• Target construction waste rate per 10.6.1.3 below; and• Target waste diversion rate.10.6.1.2 A final waste management summary report is completed after construction documenting the results of the implementation of the preconstruction waste management plan, including:• The weight or volume of the total quantity of construction and demolition waste;• The calculated construction waste per unit area for the project (see 10.6.1.3 below);• The weight or volume of the major categories of materials that were reused or recycled;• The reuse/recycling rate for each major category of waste material;• The overall reuse/recycling rate for the project;• A description of the processing of materials through source separate or by a ccommingledd waste hauler;• Copies of receipts and invoices used to track the progress of the waste management effort;• A statement that describes if a waste recycling facility was used whether it was certified by a government or non-government organization;• The organization and contact information of the author of the waste management summary report and the name and contact information of the person at the off-site recycling facility responsible for date collection and reporting.10.6.1.3 Minimize construction waste, per unit area of new building floor area, generated in new portions of buildings.Construction waste includes that which is hauled from the site, whether diverted, landfilled, incinerated, or otherwise disposed of. Soil and land-clearing debris are not included in the calculations.10.6.1.4 Construction waste, including building demolition waste and packaging, is diverted from the landfill through recycling, reuse, repurposing, or composting.The amount of construction waste that is used for waste-to-energy combustion is multiplied by 0.5 when counted as waste diverted from landfill. Waste-to-energy facilities have a combustion efficiency rate of 60% or more.Soil and land-clearing debris and materials used as alternative daily cover at landfills are not included in these calculations. Calculations may be performed based on weight or volume, but the same basis is used throughout this credit. Where calculations are performed to convert waste from weight to volume or volume to weight, the source of these conversions is stated.

		_6b_1) Does your system addres_2pvXbuwN60fdQ-ZZJaO6Ow: Yes

		_6a_2) List and describe speci_0nLlByCxo12sVvP4VP4pxg: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.5.4.2 Operational Waste3.5.4.2.1 Does the building design address operations-related recycling programs through one or more of the following:     3.5.4.2.1.1 Operational flow for waste handling and storage facilities for recycling?     3.5.4.2.1.2 Storage areas for recyclable waste at points of service?      3.5.4.2.1.3 Storage areas for recyclable waste at pick-up areas? 3.5.4.2.2 Indicate total storage area (in ft2) for recyclable waste at points of service Storage areas must include collection of mixed paper, corrugated cardboard, glass, plastics, and metals. There shouldbe at least 20 ft² (1.86 m2) of designated storage space for recyclables per 10,000 ft² (929 m2) of space, or 100 ft² (9 m2) for buildings greater than 50,000 ft² (4,645 m2). It should preferably be near to the loading dock. There should also be adequate space for the temporary sorting and storage of recyclables at collection points near the sources of waste - either in each office or on each floor. Chutes may also be used to separate materials. Review the constructiondocuments for details of a recycling system and facilities for handling and storing recyclables.A Waste Minimization Plan should be developed and should include waste minimization measures throughrequirements in the following areas:• Zoning permits• Conditions, Covenants and Restrictions (deed restrictions) (CC&Rs)• Lease agreementsWhen the construction documents do not specifically call out recycling or composting areas, a narrative should beprovided to the Assessor explaining the facilities proposed recycling and composting programGREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):10.6.2 Post Occupancy Solid Waste Recycling10.6.2.1 The building design addresses recycling for solid waste using one or more of the following: • 10.6.2.1.1: Capacity:  Provide recycling collection capacity as follows:      o Multi-family:  Minimum of 0.0625 CY per resident; or    o Office and Retail:  Minimum of 0.035 CY per full time employee; or    o Schools:  Minimum of 0.010 CY per student; • 10.6.2.1.2: Interior Storage Requirements:  Building design addresses interior storage of recyclables in accordance with one or more of the following space layouts, as required to meet minimum capacity for scheduled collection and any security or safety needs:    o In-cabinet or under-counter/work station collection bins;    o A minimum of one collection bin centrally located on each floor;     o A separate and secure collection area for a single material stream; AND/OR    o Recycling chutes that empty into dedicated recycling collection bin; • 10.6.2.1.3: Exterior Storage Requirements:  Building design addresses exterior recycling storage by providing adequate, accessible enclosures for recycling collection containers in size and number that meet minimum capacity requirements and the following:    o Permanent, durable enclosures are sized to accommodate collection bins required for minimum recycling capacity;    o Enclosures are screened on three sides; and    o Enclosures are designed to accommodate minimum clearances for collection equipment.

		_6a_1) Does your system addres_UvtTWJkcWP5FpAiD5IdMnw: Yes

		_5j_2) List and describe speci_uC-LcM51-ZGzPXXsqSQNbQ: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.4.3 Boilers and Water Heaters3.4.3.1 Do boilers and/or water heaters have the following features:     3.4.3.1.1 Boilers and water heating systems of 50 bhp and above have a boiler feed makeup meter?     3.4.3.1.2 Boiler systems with over 50 bhp have condensate return systems?     3.4.3.1.3 Boilers have conductivity controllers?     3.4.3.1.4 Steam boilers have conductivity meters?3.4.4.1 Commercial Food Service Equipment3.4.4.1.1 Do food services avoid water intensive equipment as follows:     3.4.4.1.1.1 There is no once-through water-cooled equipment?     3.4.4.1.1.2 There is no water-fed garbage disposal?3.4.4.1.2 Do the following appliances meet the prescribed limits for water usage:     3.4.4.1.2.1 Combination ovens consume 10 gal/hr. (39 L/hr.) or less?     3.4.4.1.2.2 Pre-rinse spray valves for dish-rinsing consume 1.5 gal/min (5.7 L/min) or less?     3.4.4.1.2.3 Boilerless/connectionless food steamers consume 2 gal/hr. (7.5 L/hr.) or less?     3.4.4.1.2.4 Dishwashers consume 5.8 gal/cycle (22 L/cycle) or less?3.4.4.2 Labratory and Medical Equipment3.4.4.2.1 Are steam sterilizers equipped with the following:     3.4.4.2.1.1 Mechanical vacuum systems?     3.4.4.2.1.2  Water tempering devices that only allow water to flow when the discharge of condensate or hotwater from the sterilizer exceeds 140°F (60°C)?3.4.4.2.3 Are dry vacuum systems specified for all medical/dental purposes? 3.4.4.2.4 Do X-rays, MRIs, CT scans, and other imaging equipment employ digital technologies;and/or Do large X-ray film systems (capable of processing X-ray films of more than 5.9 in (150 mm) in length or width) employrecycling technology to reduce water waste?3.4.4.2.5 Are wet scrubbers equipped with water recirculation systems?3.4.4.3 Laundry Equipment3.4.4.3.1 Do coin or card-operated laundromat machines meet the prescribed water factor (WF) performance as follows (ifapplicable):• Single-load, soft- or hard-mounted laundromat washing machines with a WF of 8 gal/ft3 or less?and/or• Multi-load washing machines with a WF of 9.5 gal/ft3 or less?3.4.4.3.2 If an institutional/industrial laundry, are there the following types of washing machines:• Tunnel washing machine that is programmable to use a specific amount of water depending on the soiling ofthe material to be washed?• That has a water consumption of 0.96 gal/lb. (8 L/kg); or less than 1.44 gal/lb. (12 L/kg)?• That has a water recycling system?3.4.4.4 Special Water Features3.4.4.4.1 Do special water features (e.g. swimming pools, spas, ornamental fountains, water playscapes, etc.) filter and recirculate water for reuse within the system?3.4.4.4.2 Do special water features use alternate sources of water for makeup water? 3.4.5 Water Treatment3.4.5.1 Are filtration systems equipped with pressure drop gauges that allow backwash to be based on pressure drop and not on timers?3.4.5.2 4.5.2 Criteria:Is reverse osmosis provided that achieves one of the following:• Rejects less than 70% of feedwater volume for a system that produces less than 100 gal. (380 L) per day?or• That rejects less than 60% of feedwater for a system that produces more than 100 gal. (380 L) per day?3.4.5.3 Are water softeners equipped with recharge controls based on volume of water treated or hardness and not on timers? GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):9.5 Water Treatment9.5.1  Water Treatment for End Uses9.5.1.1 Equip filtration systems with pressure drop gauges that allow backwash to be based on pressure drop and not on timers.9.5.1.2 Provide reverse osmosis that achieves one of the following:    • Rejects less than 70% of feed-water volume for a system that produces less than 100 gal. (380 L) per day;OR• Rejects less than 60% of feed-water volume for a system that produces more than 100 gal. (380 L) per day."9.5.1.3 Water softeners are demand-initiated, equipped with recharge controls based on volume of water treated or hardness and not on clock timers.

		_5j_1) Does your system addres_H3DgL94clzAdc*x5TqiPxw: Yes

		_5i_2) List and describe speci_uvl*Hvr9jENP9Dy03TUF4A: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.2.3 Stornwater Management3.2.3.1 Is there a Stormwater Management Report by a Civil Engineer that shows that:• The project meets municipal and/or local watershed flood and erosion control targets (i.e. post to pre control)?  • The project meets municipal and/or local Watershed water quality control targets (80% TSS removal)? • The site will retain at least 50% of the total average annual rainfall volume as per a Site Water Balance Assessment, to be included in the Stormwater Management Report?3.2.3.2 Is the boundary farther than 100 ft. (30.5 m) from a natural body of water?GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):7.4.1 Stormwater Management7.4.1.1 A civil engineer makes a  stormwater management report that shows the following:7.4.1.1.1 The project meets a minimum of 80% Total Suspended Solids (TSS) removal or complies with municipal AND/OR local watershed water quality control targets, whichever is more stringent; AND7.4.1.1.2  50% annual average total phosphorus (TP) removal assuming typical pollutant concentrations in urban runoff.7.4.1.1.3 Additional target pollutant removals are as follows:                                                     o  Nitrate + nitrite reduction of 40%       OR   o  pH below 6.5       OR   o  Alkalinity below 10 mg CaCO3/L. Note: Infiltration is not to be used as a treatment method if the site is located within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) of a lake or wetland.OR7.4.1.1.4 The site retains at least the 95th percentile storm volume as per a site water balance assessment, to be included in the stormwater management report.7.4.1.2 Hardscapes and structures, excluding pervious walkways 48 in. (121.9 cm) or less in width, are located 100 ft. (30.5 m) or more from a natural body of water or natural waterway on or adjacent to the site. Document such distance on the site plan. Water bodies and waterways include:                                                                          • Oceans;• Lakes;• Rivers;• Streams;• Estuaries;• Bays; • Wetlands;• Springs, or seeps;• Ravines;• Arroyos; AND/OR• Canyons.Note: Waterways may be intermittently dry provided they define channeled flow of water when wet.

		_5i_1) Does your system addres_44JJfopIb3LX1OwrtP4huw: Yes

		_5h_2) List and describe speci_SXdkE82Q9hUy72PHq0h0Hg: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.4.6 Alternate Sources of Water3.4.6.1 What percentage of water for non-potable uses will be harvested on-site or reclaimed? “Water for non-potable uses” refers to water used in building applications, i.e. toilets flushing or irrigation but notsuitable for drinking. “On-site harvested water” includes rain and storm water. “Reclaimed water” includes airconditioner condensate, cooling tower blowdown, foundation drain water, greywater, pass-through cooling water,recycled, treated wastewater, swimming pool filter or backwash water. Onsite sources and reclaimed sources can becombined in a building for non-potable water use.Recycling alternate sources of water to be used in the building’s non-potable applications is the best way to reducefresh/potable water usage and wastewater generation. Non-potable water applications that could use this reclaimedwater include:• Flushing building toilets and urinals• Irrigation• Cooling water for power plants or oil refineries• Industrial processes• Concrete mixing• Dust controlIt is important in the early stages of design to review the quality and amount of the water to be recycled, as theseimpact the available uses and treatment. All projects incorporating reclaimed/recycled water should ensurecompliance with the EPA’s Guidelines for Water Reuse. Local authorities having jurisdiction will have standards thatreclaimed water must be treated and filtered to in order to be reused. Reclaimed water is often distributed with a dualpiping network that keeps reclaimed water pipes completely separate from potable water pipes. In the United States,reclaimed water is always distributed in purple pipes to distinguish it from fresh/potable water.Air conditioning condensate does not contain soaps, chlorine or other chemicals so it is typically considered a veryclean source of reclaimed water. While most gray water is alkaline, air conditioner condensate is neutral. It should not be used for applications where the pH balance of the water is vital, such as aquariums. Air conditioning condensate, though clean, is not safe for consumption without special filtering and treatment.Cooling tower blowdown water tends to have very high hardness and total suspended solids levels, which can lead toscaling in the reclaimed water system and downstream components. To counteract this, the captured blowdown waterwill need to be diluted, possibly with another source such as harvested rainwater, or treated to neutralize it. Onebenefit of using cooling tower (and air conditioning condensate) water is that these sources are more consistent andover time will produce far more volume than other sources, like rainwater.Foundation drain water, also called subsoil drainage water, will vary from project to project, with projects that havehigh subsoil water conditions having the most practical use for capturing and recycling this water. Since this water has already been pre-filtered by the earth, it is fairly clean. Additional equipment will be needed to capture and pump this recycled water to a designated area.Gray water is reusable wastewater from residential, commercial and industrial lavatories/sinks, bath tub shower drains, and clothes washing equipment drains. Gray water is reused onsite, typically for landscape irrigation. Facilities that recycle shower and bathtub water should use non-toxic and low- sodium soap and personal care products to protect vegetation when reusing gray water for irrigation.Rainwater has virtually no hardness, very low total suspended solids, and tends to be acidic in the United States. It isthe most common type of water recycled and the fundamental components of a reclamation system includecatchments, capture, treatment, and reuse of direct precipitation. A typical rainwater harvesting system consists of acatchments surface for the rainwater (roofs, gutters, awnings, etc.), a conveyance system to transfer the rainwater tothe collection cistern, and finally a treatment system. The treatment system will depend on the quality of the watercaptured and any special local code requirements. One of the disadvantages of rainwater is the inconsistency involume. Because of this, it is sometimes necessary to supplement this non-potable water with another reclaimedsource.Municipalities can also reclaim wastewater and use it for non-potable uses such as irrigation for municipal gardens,dust control, recharging groundwater aquifers, and fire protection. This water is sometimes sold to citizens at adiscount rate to encourage its use. Projects should check with their municipality to see if reclaimed water is availablefor use.Other areas where water that is typically used once and deposited down the drain (such as industrial process water,pass-through cooling water and swimming pool filter backwash water) should be investigated for potential reuse. Thechemical composition of the waste water should be examined to determine what application is appropriate for thereuse. For example, swimming pool filter backwash when reused can be put back into the pool system since littletreatment will be necessary beyond particulate removal.All alternative sources of water that a project plans to recycle should be thoroughly designed and documented on theplumbing designer’s drawings and specifications. Any piping details and sequence of operations to run the systemshould also be shown on the drawings and presented to the Assessor during Stage I review. The Stage II review willverify the system was installed as designed and is functioning properly. 3.4.4.4 Special Water Features3.4.4.4.2 Do special water features use alternate sources of water for makeup water? GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):9.6 Alternate Water Sources 9.6.1 Use non-potable water for indoor purposes.                                                          Informational Resource(s):                                                                                       •  EPA’s Guidelines for Water Reuse9.6.1.2  One of the following systems is at least 80% pre-plumbed (pipes and valves) during construction:      • Graywater;• Reclaimed water;• Recycled water;• Stormwater; AND/OR• Rainwater.Pre-plumbed systems are marked or otherwise identified as such.9.6.2 Alternative Water Sources for Outdoor Uses9.6.2.1 Where applicable, use alternate water source(s) to replace potable water for one or more of the following outdoor purposes:  • 9.6.2.1.1: Cooling Towers;  • 9.6.2.1.2: Irrigation; • 9.6.2.1.3: Water features; • 9.6.2.1.4: Wash Down/Surface Washing; AND/OR • 9.6.2.1.5: Dust Control. 9.6.3 Graywater Treatment9.6.3.1 Graywater treatment systems are NSF 350 listed where present.

		_5h_1) Does your system addres_SNUIXS8Mtdt5TpN5OfLYLA: Yes

		_5g_2) List and describe speci_1EBkt6M9pdaOuYDxhgRnlg: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.2.4 Landscaping3.2.4.3 Does the plant palette include the following: 3.2.4.3.1 • Minimum of 50% of the vegetated area covered with plants that are drought-tolerant? 3.2.4.3.2 • Minimum of 50% of vegetated area covered with plants (new or salvaged plantings) that are native and non-invasive?3.2.4.3.3 • Minimal turf grass? 3.4.8 Irrigation3.4.8.1 What percentage of exterior vegetated space does not require irrigation?3.4.8.2 Does the irrigation system include any of the following features:• Gutter downspouts directed into planted areas or other landscape features?or• Onsite cistern and/or rainwater harvesting system, or reclaimed water system?• Drip or low-volume irrigation?• EPA WaterSense/Smart Water Application Technology (SWAT), smart controllers (ET, rain sensors, or soil moisture sensors), and automatic rain shut off devices?• Capability to regulate precipitation rates on sprinkler heads for differing hydrozones? • Swing joints or flex pipes used on all in-ground irrigation heads? GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):7.5.1.1 A landscape design is planned and installed as follows:7.5.1.1.1 The plan is developed by a landscape architect, certified professional landscape designer, certified horticulturist, or other qualified professional; AND     o The plan shows the natural light conditions of the site; AND   o The plan shows structural limitations (e.g., shading, utilities, overhangs, lights) that would impact the location and growth of plants.7.5.1.1.2 The plan identifies existing soil types, and the installed landscape incorporates appropriate soil preparation and drainage to support root development for vegetation planned for the site. Where an irrigation system is installed, refer to Water Efficiency, Section 9.8, Irrigation.7.5.1.2  The vegetation palette includes the following:                                                     • The vegetated area uses non-invasive, drought tolerant plants.                     Only applicable when the determination of plant invasiveness is guided by a list or lists that: • cover the appropriate geographical region; AND • are not limited to noxious weeds.7.5.1.3 The vegetated area is covered with plants (new, retained, or salvaged plantings) that are native. 7.5.1.4 The landscape design shows that plants with similar water requirements are grouped together on the site.9.8.1 Irrigation9.8.1.1 No irrigation system is installed. ORUse the EPA WaterSense Water Budget Tool to determine landscape water allowance (LWA) and the landscape irrigation design and installation aligns with the allowance. Exclusion: The area of the landscape used to grow food for human consumption is not included in the calculations."9.8.1.2 An irrigation plan is developed by a certified/licensed irrigation designer for the approved landscape plan that shows calculations for landscape water requirements compared to the LWA.9.8.1.3 The irrigation system includes the following: • 9.8.1.3.1: WaterSense or Smart Water Application Technology (SWAT), smart controllers, soil moisture sensors, AND/OR automatic rain shutoff devices; • 9.8.1.3.2: Pressure regulation for each zone to maintain proper operating pressures for landscape irrigation sprinklers or drip components; • 9.8.1.3.3: Drip irrigation on all planting beds where mature plant height is 10 in. (25.4 cm) or greater AND/OR in any planted area with a dimension less than 5 ft. (1.5 m) in any direction; • 9.8.1.3.4: Flow sensing ncorporated in the control system to suspend irrigation in any zone where flows exceed expectation; AND/OR • 9.8.1.3.5 Landscape irrigation sprinklers and drip emitters that comply with ASABE/ICC 802-2014 ANSI Landscape Irrigation Sprinkler and Emitter Standard.9.8.1.4 Sprinkler system is inspected for proper installation of all components specified on the irrigation plan and to assure that there is no runoff or overspray onto impervious surfaces.

		_5g_1) Does your system addres_sWoDS-owG*j*mNJC3BYHSQ: Yes

		_5f_2) List and describe speci_Vs1Bl6C7Z27c4Eq-vk8nWQ: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.4.2 Cooling Towers3.4.2.1 Do cooling towers minimize the amount of make-up water by achieving one of the following:• A minimum of 5 cycles of concentration for makeup waters have less than or equal to 200 ppm (200 mg/L) total hardness as calcium carbonate or 3.5 cycles for makeup waters with > 200 ppm (200 mg/L) total hardness as calcium carbonate? or• A minimum discharge conductivity of 1500 micromhos/cm or maximum of 150 ppm (150 mg/L) of silica measured as silicon dioxide?3.4.2.2 Do cooling towers exceed the minimum water quality criteria above by 20% or more?3.4.2.3 Are there flow meters on the make-up and blowdown lines and conductivity controllers?3.4.2.4 What percentage of cooling consists of dry cooling?3.4.2.5 Are cooling tower(s) equipped with drift eliminators that achieve an efficiency of 0.001% or less for counterflow systems? or0.005% or less for crossflow systemsGREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):9.2.1 Cooling Towers9.2.1.1 Cooling towers minimize the amount of make-up water required by achieving one of the following:  • A minimum of 5 cycles of concentration for make-up water having less than or equal to 200 ppm (200 mg/L) total hardness as calcium carbonate or 3.5 cycles for makeup water with more than 200 ppm (200 mg/L) total hardness as calcium carbonate;OR• A minimum discharge conductivity of 1500 micromhos/cm or a maximum of 150 ppm (150 mg/L) of silica measured as silicon dioxide.9.2.1.2 Use advanced predictive or tracking tower control systems to mediate cooling tower makeup and discharge.  Possible examples include integrated systems with occupancy sensors estimating demand, tracer based monitoring systems, etc.9.2.1.3 For the purposes of reducing evaporated water losses, at least 20% of annual cooling demands are made up by non-evaporative cooling.9.2.1.4 Equip Cooling tower(s) with drift eliminators that achieve an efficiency of 0.001% or less for counterflow systems;   OR 0.002% or less for crossflow systems.

		_5f_1) Does your system addres_Yed87UhwQMiqa*VyN*Am2A: Yes

		_5e_2) List and describe speci_EdZ1jmtBd8vnw8mpVpPF9Q: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.4.7 Metering3.4.7.1 Is there sub-metering for all water-intensive indoor applications such as commercial kitchens, commercial laundry, labs, pools, spas etc.?  (Where sub-meters are installed, they should either report automatically to the building automation system (see subcriteria 3.4.7.3) or a schedule should be implemented to have the building engineers record the meter values on a regular basis.)3.4.7.2 Is the potable water that is used for irrigation sub-metered?3.4.7.3 Are all water meters and sub-meters linked to a Meter Data Management System to store and report water consumption data? The Water Efficiency Measurement and Verification Plan should include monthly reports (annual, monthly, hourly, and daily) of calculated water consumption data from whole building metering or sub-metering for the following building systems, where applicable:• Potable irrigation• Cooling towers/boiler makeup• Waste water• Chilled/hot water loop makeup• Laboratory water• Commercial kitchen water use• Water features makeup waterThe Meter Data management system can be integrated into the building automation system (BAS) to streamline thebuilding’s data tracking. All meters and submeters should be shown on the plumbing design drawings and the metersthemselves should be specified to ensure they are appropriate for each applications minimum and maximum flow rate. On a monthly or annual basis all the metering data should be analyzed and compared to predicted values totroubleshoot any areas with greater than predicted demand. These systems should then be checked for leaks ormalfunctioning equipment.3.4.7.4 Are chilled or hot water loops equipped with makeup meters?Installing meters on make-up lines to recirculating closed water loop heating and cooling systems allows leaks to easily be detected. Where sub-meters are installed on makeup feed lines, they should either report automatically to the building automation system (see sub-criteria 3.4.7.3) or a schedule should be implemented to have the buildingengineers record the meter values on a regular basis. GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):9.7.1 Metering9.7.1.1 Install Sub-metering for all water-intensive applications such as commercial kitchens, commercial laundries, laboratories, pools, spas, etc.9.7.1.3 Link all water meters and sub-meters to a Meter Data Management System to store and report water consumption data.9.7.1.4 Equip chilled or hot water loops or cooling tower make up water supply pipes with meters.9.7.1.5 Use tenant Metering or Sub-metering in multi-unit developments.

		_5e_1) Does your system addres_A5bSI9G4qAlnIGtHGTTA5w: Yes

		_5d_2) List and describe speci_5l7oa25LOvutodeCicwoqA: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.4.1.2 Are the following plumbing fixtures and fittings certified as being compliant with the requirements of the U.S. EPA’s WaterSense Program:•  Toilets (Maximum effective flush 1.28 gallons)?•  Urinals (Maximum effective flush volume 0.5 gallons)?•  Showerheads (Maximum effective flow rate 2.0 gallons per minute)?•  Residential lavatory faucets (Maximum flow rate 1.5 gallons per minute)?•  Residential kitchen faucets (Maximum flow rate 2.2 gallons per minute)?•  Non-residential lavatory faucets (Maximum flow rate 0.5 gallons per minute)?3.4.1.3 If any water fixtures not addressed by the WaterSense program requirements were used in the project design, were projected consumption rates for these fixtures determined and entered into the Green Globes Water Consumption Calculator?3.1.4.4 Are residential clothes washers ENERGY STAR labeled with a maximum water factor of 6.0 gal/ft3 (23 L/m3) per full cycle?3.4.1.5 Are residential dishwashers ENERGY STAR labeled with a maximum water factor of 5.8 gal/ft3 (22 L/m3) per full cycle?GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):9.1 Indoor Domestic Plumbing  Where installed in the project and as permitted by local codes, plumbing fixtures and fittings are certified and listed as being compliant with the requirements of the U.S. EPA’s WaterSense Program where WaterSense specifications exist.  9.1.1 Path A: ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-20149.1.1.1 Plumbing fixtures and fittings comply with ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-2014, Section 6.3.2.1.OR9.1.2 Path B: 2015 International Green Construction Code (IgCC)9.1.2.1 Plumbing fixtures and fittings comply with the 2015 International Green Construction Code (IgCC), Table 702.1.OR 9.1.3 Path C: 2015 IAPMO Green Plumbing & Mechanical Code Supplement9.1.3.1 Plumbing fixtures and fittings comply with 2015 IAPMO Green Plumbing & Mechanical Code Supplement, Section 402.OR9.1.4 Path D: Major Renovations9.1.4.1 New construction is not eligible for Path D.   Points are earned when plumbing fixtures and fittings installed in the project meet or exceed requirements for maximum water consumption as listed below and are certified as being compliant with the requirements of the U.S. EPA’s WaterSense Program where WaterSense specifications exist.• Toilets (Maximum flush volume 1.28 gal. (4.8 L) per flush);• Urinals (Maximum flush volume 0.5 gal. (1.9 L) per flush);• Showerheads (Maximum flow rate 2.0 gal. (7.6 L) per minute);• Residential lavatory faucets (Maximum flow rate 1.5 gal. (5.7 L) per minute);• Residential kitchen faucets (Maximum flow rate 2.2 gal. (8.3 L) per minute); and• Non-residential lavatory faucets (Maximum flow rate 0.5 gal. (1.9 L) per minute).• Pre-rinse spray valves (Maximum flow rate 1.28 gal. (4.8 L) per minute)"9.1.5 Residential Indoor Appliances9.1.5.1 Residential clothes washers are ENERGY STAR labeled and possess a maximum water factor (WF) of 5.4 gal/ft.3 (720 L/m3) per full cycle.9.1.5.2 Residential dishwashers are ENERGY STAR labeled and possess a maximum water use of 3.8 gal/ft.3 (510 L/m3) per cycle.9.1.6 Recommended Documentation• ENERGY STAR labeling; • Manufacturer has published fixture flush and flow rates;• Manufacturer’s published water use rates;• WaterSense labeling.9.3 Boilers and Hot Water Systems9.3.2.1  Hot Water Volume: Conserve energy and water by designing efficient hot water delivery piping systems to one of the following:• A maximum of 48 oz. from a water heater AND/OR a maximum of 24oz from a recirculation or similar hot water line; OR• A maximum of 64 oz. from a water heater AND/OR a maximum of 24oz from a recirculation or similar hot water line; OR• A maximum of 96 oz. from a water heater AND/OR a maximum of 36oz from a recirculation or similar hot water line. Reduce hot water piping volume to all lavatory sinks, kitchen sinks, and showers. (See Tables Sheet: Table E202.1)9.3.2.2 Reduce hot water waste to lavatory sinks, kitchen sinks, and showers by use of hot water recirculating systems that use occupant sensors, occupant controls, and thermocouples to reduce waiting times and water purged down the drain.Note: Continuously operating recirculation systems and recirculation systems on timers are not eligible for this credit.9.4 Water Intensive Applications9.4.1 Commercial Food Service Equipment9.4.1.1  Food services avoid water intensive equipment as follows:9.4.1.1.1 •  The project does not include once-through water-cooled equipment; AND9.4.1.1.2 •  The project does not include water-fed food waste disposers.9.4.1.2 The following appliances and fittings meet the prescribed limits for water usage:9.4.1.2.1 •  Combination ovens consume 1.5 gal per pan/hr. (39 L/hr.) or less in the steamer mode. N/A where there are no combination ovens;9.4.1.2.2 •  Pre-rinse spray valves comply with the requirements of the U.S. EPA’s WaterSense Program and consume 1.28 gal/min (4.8 L/min) or less;9.4.1.2.3 •  Boilerless/connectionless food steamers consume 2 gal/hr./compartment (7.5 L/hr.) or less. 9.4.1.2.4 •  Dishwashers comply with ENERGY STAR requirements and consume 1.6 gal/rack (6.1 L/rack) or less.  Rackless flight-type dishwashers consume 160 gal/hr. (605.7 L/hr.) or less.AND9.4.1.2.5 Ice Makers comply with ENERGY STAR requirements where such requirements exist.

		_5d_1) Does your system addres_mYHUA4OYWaGrnInoory-Dg: Yes

		_5c_2) List and describe speci_4kdOjj2fd-Ha-0XMkdEpWg: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.4.7.2 Is the potable water that is used for irrigation sub-metereed?3.4.7.3 Are all water meters and sub-meters linked to a Meter Data Management System to store and report water consumption data?3.4.8 Irrigation3.4.8.1 What percentage of exterior vegetated space does not require irrigation?3.4.8.2 Does the irrigation system include any of the following features:• Gutter downspouts directed into planted areas or other landscape features?or• Onsite cistern and/or rainwater harvesting system, or reclaimed water system?• Drip or low-volume irrigation?• EPA WaterSense/Smart Water Application Technology (SWAT), smart controllers (ET, rain sensors, or soil moisture sensors), and automatic rain shut off devices?• Capability to regulate precipitation rates on sprinkler heads for differing hydrozones? • Swing joints or flex pipes used on all in-ground irrigation heads?GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):9.6.2 Alternative Water Sources for Outdoor Uses9.6.2.1 Where applicable, use alternate water source(s) to replace potable water for one or more of the following outdoor purposes:  • 9.6.2.1.1: Cooling Towers;  • 9.6.2.1.2: Irrigation; • 9.6.2.1.3: Water features;  • 9.6.2.1.4: Wash Down/Surface Washing; AND/OR • 9.6.2.1.5: Dust Control. 9.8.1 Irrigation9.8.1.1 No irrigation system is installed. ORUse the EPA WaterSense Water Budget Tool to determine landscape water allowance (LWA) and the landscape irrigation design and installation aligns with the allowance. Exclusion: The area of the landscape used to grow food for human consumption is not included in the calculations."9.8.1.2 An irrigation plan is developed by a certified/licensed irrigation designer for the approved landscape plan that shows calculations for landscape water requirements compared to the LWA.9.8.1.3 The irrigation system includes the following: • 9.8.1.3.1: WaterSense or Smart Water Application Technology (SWAT), smart controllers, soil moisture sensors, AND/OR automatic rain shutoff devices; • 9.8.1.3.2: Pressure regulation for each zone to maintain proper operating pressures for landscape irrigation sprinklers or drip components; • 9.8.1.3.3: Drip irrigation on all planting beds where mature plant height is 10 in. (25.4 cm) or greater AND/OR in any planted area with a dimension less than 5 ft. (1.5 m) in any direction; • 9.8.1.3.4: Flow sensing incorporated in the control system to suspend irrigation in any zone where flows exceed expectation; AND/OR • 9.8.1.3.5 Landscape irrigation sprinklers and drip emitters that comply with ASABE/ICC 802-2014 ANSI Landscape Irrigation Sprinkler and Emitter Standard.9.8.1.4 Sprinkler system is inspected for proper installation of all components specified on the irrigation plan and to assure that there is no runoff or overspray onto impervious surfaces.

		_5c_1) Does your system addres_jWa-XvtY0yxc8BMHnDxylA: Yes

		_5b_2) List and describe speci_0EbJyM-TNJFHvh0yHcF1kw: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.4.1.2 Are the following plumbing fixtures and fittings certified as being compliant with the requirements of the U.S. EPA’s WaterSense Program:•  Toilets (Maximum effective flush 1.28 gallons)?•  Urinals (Maximum effective flush volume 0.5 gallons)?•  Showerheads (Maximum effective flow rate 2.0 gallons per minute)?•  Residential lavatory faucets (Maximum flow rate 1.5 gallons per minute)?•  Residential kitchen faucets (Maximum flow rate 2.2 gallons per minute)?•  Non-residential lavatory faucets (Maximum flow rate 0.5 gallons per minute)?Plumbing engineers and architects for the project should specify plumbing fixtures thatcomply with the WaterSense program. WaterSense is a program that partners with the U.S.EPA in hopes to reduce water usage by providing information on water-efficient fixtures, newhomes and services. WaterSense created a certification program that provides third-partyvalidation that plumbing fixtures utilize at least 20% less water than the average peer productwithout sacrificing performance. Products that go through this certification can display theWaterSense label.Currently, not all plumbing products can be certified through WaterSense. The following items can be found with thelabel:• Bathroom lavatory faucets and accessories• Showerheads• Toilets• Urinals• Weather-based irrigation controllers (see• 3.4.8 Irrigation)Designers can verify with their fixture manufacturers which of their products have the label or can check online athttp://www.epa.gov/watersense/product_search.html.Early in the green building timeline, some building engineers were hesitant about using lower flow fixtures, especially toilets. It was feared the performance would not be comparable to its higher flow counterpart and that plumbing drain lines would get clogged more frequently. Unfortunately there was not sufficient industry data at the time to prove performance in existing buildings would not suffer. Finally, a study was conducted by the Plumbing Efficiency Research Coalition and a report released in November 2012. This report concluded that the use of 1.28 gallons per flush (gpf) toilets perform similar to 1.6 gpf when all other factors, including pipe slope, are considered. Large advances have been made in plumbing fixture design and users can be more confident that the low-flow/highefficiency products on today’s market have been tried and tested. However, this is not to say that all products performalike. Designers should carefully consider which products to use and weigh the anticipated use, ease of maintenance,warranties, and published performance criteria for all fixtures. Once a decision has been made, the required maximum flow and flush rates should be called out for the project on the design drawings (in a plumbing fixture schedule) or in the specifications.To avoid performance and maintenance problems, it is important to adhere to manufacturer recommendations andguidelines for the installation and operation of lowflow fixtures and connected plumbing components. When specifying lower flow fixtures, there are some recommended design tips that should be considered to ensure the plumbing drainage system is easy to maintain and kept clear of blockages. For example, drain lines for low flow toilets should be sloped at 2% (standard is 1%). Also, toilets should be placed at the end of the drain line, with low flow urinals and lavatory faucets placed closer to the riser.Waterless urinals are available for even greater water savings but some authorities having jurisdiction do not allowtheir use and they should only be used in applications where the special trap fluid will be adequately maintained.Public lavatory faucets should be kept to 0.5 gallons per minute or less and metering faucets with a flow rate of lessthan 0.25 gallons per 10 second cycle.For the review, the Green Globes Assessor will be looking for published fixture flush and flow rates for all plumbingfixtures utilized in the design. The Assessor will also verify that these fixtures were installed during Stage II with spot checking.3.4.1.3 If any water fixtures not addressed by the WaterSense program requirements were used in the project design, were projected consumption rates for these fixtures determined and entered into the Green Globes Water Consumption Calculator?3.4.1.4 Are residential clothes washers ENERGY STAR labeled with a maximum water factor of 6.0 gal/ft3 (23 L/m3) per full cycle? (For Stage I review, the Assessor will be looking for published water use rates and ENERGY STAR® labeling for all clothes washers in the design. The Assessor will also verify that these fixtures were installed during Stage II with spot checking.)3.4.1.5 Are residential dishwashers ENERGY STAR labeled with a maximum water factor of 5.8 gal/ft3 (22 L/m3) per full cycle? (For Stage I review, the Assessor will be looking for published water use rates and ENERGY STAR® labeling for all residential dishwashers in the design. The Assessor will also verify that these fixtures were installed during Stage II with spot checking)GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):9.1 Indoor Domestic Plumbing  Where installed in the project and as permitted by local codes, plumbing fixtures and fittings are certified and listed as being compliant with the requirements of the U.S. EPA’s WaterSense Program where WaterSense specifications exist.  Four paths are provided for assessing Indoor Domestic Plumbing. If no path is achieved 75 total points are deducted from total earned points in the Water Efficiency Assessment Area:  •  Path A: ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-2014, Section 6.3.2.1OR  •  Path B: 2015 International Green Construction Code (IgCC), Table 702.1OR  •  Path C: 2015 IAPMO Green Plumbing & Mechanical Code Supplement Section 402OR  •  Path D: Major Renovations    (Not an eligible path for New Construction)9.1.1 Path A: ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-20149.1.1.1 Plumbing fixtures and fittings comply with ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-2014, Section 6.3.2.1.OR9.1.2 Path B: 2015 International Green Construction Code (IgCC)9.1.2.1 Plumbing fixtures and fittings comply with the 2015 International Green Construction Code (IgCC), Table 702.1.OR 9.1.4 Path D: Major Renovations9.1.4.1 New construction is not eligible for Path D.   Points are earned when plumbing fixtures and fittings installed in the project meet or exceed requirements for maximum water consumption as listed below and are certified as being compliant with the requirements of the U.S. EPA’s WaterSense Program where WaterSense specifications exist.• Toilets (Maximum flush volume 1.28 gal. (4.8 L) per flush);• Urinals (Maximum flush volume 0.5 gal. (1.9 L) per flush);• Showerheads (Maximum flow rate 2.0 gal. (7.6 L) per minute);• Residential lavatory faucets (Maximum flow rate 1.5 gal. (5.7 L) per minute);• Residential kitchen faucets (Maximum flow rate 2.2 gal. (8.3 L) per minute); and• Non-residential lavatory faucets (Maximum flow rate 0.5 gal. (1.9 L) per minute).• Pre-rinse spray valves (Maximum flow rate 1.28 gal. (4.8 L) per minute)9.1.5 Residential Indoor Appliances9.1.5.1  Residential clothes washers are ENERGY STAR labeled and possess a maximum water factor (WF) of 5.4 gal/ft.3 (720 L/m3) per full cycle.9.1.5.2  Residential dishwashers are ENERGY STAR labeled and possess a maximum water use of 3.8 gal/ft.3 (510 L/m3) per cycle.9.1.6 Recommended Documentation• ENERGY STAR labeling; • Manufacturer has published fixture flush and flow rates;• Manufacturer’s published water use rates;• WaterSense labeling.9.2.1 Cooling Towers9.2.1.1  Cooling towers minimize the amount of make-up water required by achieving one of the following:  • A minimum of 5 cycles of concentration for make-up water having less than or equal to 200 ppm (200 mg/L) total hardness as calcium carbonate or 3.5 cycles for makeup water with more than 200 ppm (200 mg/L) total hardness as calcium carbonate;OR• A minimum discharge conductivity of 1500 micromhos/cm or a maximum of 150 ppm (150 mg/L) of silica measured as silicon dioxide.9.2.1.2  Use advanced predictive or tracking tower control systems to mediate cooling tower makeup and discharge.  Possible examples include integrated systems with occupancy sensors estimating demand, tracer based monitoring systems, etc.9.2.1.3  For the purposes of reducing evaporated water losses, at least 20% of annual cooling demands are made up by non-evaporative cooling.9.2.1.4  Equip Cooling tower(s) with drift eliminators that achieve an efficiency of 0.001% or less for counterflow systems;   OR 0.002% or less for crossflow systems.9.3 Boilers and Hot Water Systems9.3.2.1  Hot Water Volume: Conserve energy and water by designing efficient hot water delivery piping systems to one of the following:• A maximum of 48 oz. from a water heater AND/OR a maximum of 24oz from a recirculation or similar hot water line; OR• A maximum of 64 oz. from a water heater AND/OR a maximum of 24oz from a recirculation or similar hot water line; OR• A maximum of 96 oz. from a water heater AND/OR a maximum of 36oz from a recirculation or similar hot water line. Reduce hot water piping volume to all lavatory sinks, kitchen sinks, and showers. (See Tables Sheet: Table E202.1)9.3.2.2  Reduce hot water waste to lavatory sinks, kitchen sinks, and showers by use of hot water recirculating systems that use occupant sensors, occupant controls, and thermocouples to reduce waiting times and water purged down the drain.Note: Continuously operating recirculation systems and recirculation systems on timers are not eligible for this credit.9.4 Water Intensive Applications9.4.1  Commercial Food Service Equipment9.4.1.1  Food services avoid water intensive equipment as follows:9.4.1.1.1 •  The project does not include once-through water-cooled equipment; AND9.4.1.1.2 •  The project does not include water-fed food waste disposers.9.4.1.2  The following appliances and fittings meet the prescribed limits for water usage:9.4.1.2.1 •  Combination ovens consume 1.5 gal per pan/hr. (39 L/hr.) or less in the steamer mode. N/A where there are no combination ovens;9.4.1.2.2 •  Pre-rinse spray valves comply with the requirements of the U.S. EPA’s WaterSense Program and consume 1.28 gal/min (4.8 L/min) or less;9.4.1.2.3 •  Boilerless/connectionless food steamers consume 2 gal/hr./compartment (7.5 L/hr.) or less. 9.4.1.2.4 •  Dishwashers comply with ENERGY STAR requirements and consume 1.6 gal/rack (6.1 L/rack) or less.  Rackless flight-type dishwashers consume 160 gal/hr. (605.7 L/hr.) or less.AND9.4.1.2.5 Ice Makers comply with ENERGY STAR requirements where such requirements exist.9.5.1  Water Treatment for End Uses9.5.1.1  Equip filtration systems with pressure drop gauges that allow backwash to be based on pressure drop and not on timers.9.5.1.2  Provide reverse osmosis that achieves one of the following:    • Rejects less than 70% of feed-water volume for a system that produces less than 100 gal. (380 L) per day;OR• Rejects less than 60% of feed-water volume for a system that produces more than 100 gal. (380 L) per day."9.5.1.3  Water softeners are demand-initiated, equipped with recharge controls based on volume of water treated or hardness and not on clock timers.9.7.1 Metering9.7.1.1 Install Sub-metering for all water-intensive applications such as commercial kitchens, commercial laundries, laboratories, pools, spas, etc.9.7.1.3 Link all water meters and sub-meters to a Meter Data Management System to store and report water consumption data.9.7.1.4 Equip chilled or hot water loops or cooling tower make up water supply pipes with meters.9.7.1.5 Use tenant Metering or Sub-metering in multi-unit developments.

		_5b_1) Does your system addres_k3HSMaNO1O04iYEKbJp5nQ: Yes

		_5a_2) List and describe speci_m9opx2*08HjgVjbELUdNWg: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.4.1 Water Consumption3.4.1.1 Using the Green Globes Water Consumption Calculator, is the projected water consumption of the building less than the given baseline?The Green Globes Water Consumption Calculator provides a value for a baseline scenario and a value for theperformance of the building. Where the projected performance is better than the baseline, points are awarded basedon the % differenceAssessment Guidance:The Green Globes Water Consumption Calculator is designed to provide the user with a simple and standard means of determining expected indoor water use on a proposed project and compare that use against a baseline waterconsumption profile of the building.The calculator’s water consumption thresholds for individual water-consuming items are based either upon (1) themaximum water use as defined in various ASME/ANSI national plumbing standards or (2) in the absence of a provision in the prevailing standards, common practice in the field of new construction. Where the various national plumbing codes are more stringent than the national standard, the code-mandated thresholds are used for the baseline.The following indoor fixtures, fixture fittings, and appliances are accounted for in the calculator:Plumbing Fixtures and Fixture Fittings• Toilets• Urinals• Residential showerheads• Residential kitchen faucets• Residential lavatory faucets• Commercial lavatory faucetsAppliances• Residential dishwaters• Residential clothes washersThe daily (or annual) per person use of the above fixtures and appliances is based upon studies conducted anddocumented by water efficiency professionals and others17. Appliance use (full cycles per year) are based upon studies and publications of the ENERGY STAR® Program. The project proponent is allowed to vary these figures based upon expected real world applications.The calculator requires the user to enter specific building data into the following fields of variables:Proposed Building Physical and Occupancy Factors• Building gross square footage• Building net usable square footage• Total expected occupancy count and male/female ratio• Net usable square feet per person (for non-residential)• Work or occupancy days per year (for non-residential)• Number of residential dwelling units• Water factor for residential dishwashers• Water factor for residential clothes washers (if installed)Personal Usage (residential)• Daily flush fixture usage• Daily usage of residential lavatory faucets• Daily usage of residential kitchen faucets• Residential showerhead usage (minutes per shower)The calculator determines the water use by the proposed building’s plumbing fixtures, fixtures fittings, and appliances and totals that water use to compare it with the baseline condition.GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):6.1.1.1 Performance and green design goals (qualitative AND/OR quantitative) are established in collaboration with the owner in writing and are regularly assessed from pre-design through to completion of construction and occupancy for the following listed items:•  Site design;•  Environmentally responsible construction activities;•  Water conservation, efficiency, alternate water sources, and reuse;•  Building envelope and moisture control;•  Energy efficiency;•  Materials including:   o    Efficiency;    o    Environmentally preferable products; and   o    Storage of hazardous materials; •  Indoor environment including:   o    Acoustic comfort;   o    Thermal comfort;   o    Lighting;    o    Air quality; and•  Building resilienceAssessment criteria:Pre-design written goalsDesign stage review and assessment of goals prior to:•  Conceptual design phase•  Design development phase•  Construction documentsConstruction stage review and assessment of goals at:•  Pre-construction•  25% completion of budget or schedule•  50% completion of budget or schedule•  Substantial completionOccupancy assessment of goals:Owner obtains a contract for Facility Performance Evaluation or Post-Occupancy Study to evaluate how the building meets the original and emerging goals and requirements within 18 months of being occupied.6.3.1.1 Path A: Lifecycle Cost Analysis A cost of ownership financial analysis is performed on the project’s collective bundle of green features (i.e., energy/water conservation measures, energy/water efficiency features, maintenance best practices, waste reduction) that are expected to impact:                                                                    • Project first costs;• Operation costs (i.e., utility costs/savings, maintenance and repair costs, costs of replacement,); or• Other financial features of ownership.
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		_4h) List and describe specifi_TP4KxlblvkFgPOGOyALyYA: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.3.2 Energy Demand3.3.2.1 Passive Demand Reduction 3.3.2.1.1 Does a minimum of 20% of the building envelope gross wall area have either of the following:• A minimum heat capacity of 7 Btu/ft2°F (143 kJ/m2K)?• A minimum heat capacity of 5 Btu/ft2°F (102 kJ/m2K), provided the walls have a material unit weight equal toor less than 120 lb/ft3 (1920 kg/m3)?3.3.2.1.2 Do mass walls that are used as interior partitions and constituting 20% of the building envelope gross area have either of the following: • A minimum heat capacity of 7 Btu/ft2 oF (143 kJ/m2K)?• A minimum heat capacity of 5 Btu/ft2 oF (102 kJ/m2K), provided the walls have a material unit weight not greater than 120 lb/ft3 (1900 kg/m3) with the portion of the wall with the greatest heat capacity exposed to conditioned air?3.3.2.1.3 Are 50% of return air plenums located directly in contact with a floor or wall having either of the following:• A heat capacity of at least 7 Btu/ft2 oF (143 kJ/m2K)?• A heat capacity of 5 at least Btu/ft2 oF (102 kJ/m2K), provided the wall or floor has a material unit weight equal to or less than 120 lb/ft3 (1900 kg/m3)?3.3.2.1.4 Is there a thermal energy storage system that is capable of offsetting the peak cooling demand by more than 30%?3.3.2.2 Power Demand Reduction3.3.2.2.1 What is the modeled building's monthly power demand factor (lowest monthly kW demand ÷ peak monthly kW demand)?3.3.2.2.2 Is there an Energy Management System designed to reduce power demand below the non-reduced peak? or Will power demand be controlled by the electric utility as per a load shedding agreement between the building owner and the utility? 3.3.4 Building Opaque Envelope 3.3.4.1 Thermal Resistance and Transmittance 3.3.4.1.1 Do the thermal resistance (R/RSI) or the thermal transmittance (U- /C- /F-factor) values for all the opaque elements of the building envelope meet or exceed the requirements per Green Globes New Construction Technical Manual Table 3.3.4.1.1-A: Insulation Minimum R-values, or meet or do not exceed Table 3.3.4.1.1-B: Maximum Assembly U-factors, C-factors, and F-factors?3.3.4.2 Orientation3.3.4.2.1 Is the building oriented such that the ratio of the north/south fenestration area to the east/west fenestration area was between 1.25 and 2.00?3.3.4.3 Fenestration Systems3.3.4.3.1 Is the thermal transmittance (U-factor) of the building's fenestration system less than or equal to the values in Table3.3.4.3: Building Envelope Requirements?3.3.4.3.2 Is the Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) of the building's fenestration system less than or equal to the values in Table 3.3.4.3: Building Envelope Requirements?3.3.5 Lighting3.3.5.1 Total Lighting Power Density3.3.5.1.1 Is the total lighting power density (LPD) of the building at or below the allowed lighting power density given in Green Globes New Construction Technical Manual, Table 3.3.5.1-A: Building Area Method or Table 3.3.5.1-B: Space-by-Space Method?3.3.5.2 Interior Automatic Ligt Shutoff Controls3.3.5.2.1 How many light fixtures have time-scheduling devices and/or individual occupant-sensing devices?3.3.5.3 Light Reduction Controls3.3.5.3.1 How many light fixtures have lighting controls that can reduce the lighting load by at least 50% from full lighting using any of the following technologies:• Dual switching of alternate rows or luminaires?• Switching of individual lamps independently of adjacent lamps within a luminaire?• Switching of each lamp or luminaire?• Occupancy sensors within the space?3.3.5.4 Daylighting3.3.5.4.1 Are the regularly occupied side-lit daylighted areas (vertical fenestration) and the top-lit daylighted areas (skylights) equal to at least 10% of the net building area?3.3.5.4.2 Is the effective aperture for vertical fenestration (EAVF) equal to or greater than:• 0.10 EAVF for climate zones (CZ) 1, 2, 3A, or 3B?• 0.15 EAVF for climate zones 3C, 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8?3.3.5.4.3 What percentage of the roof consists of skylights?3.3.5.5 Controls for Daylighted Zones3.3.5.5.1 Do all small daylit areas have manual or automatic photocell lighting controls? 3.3.5.5.2 Do all large daylit areas have automatic photocell lighting controls?3.3.5.6 Exterior Luminaires and Controls3.3.5.6.1 Do exterior luminaires have lamps with an initial system efficiency of at least 60 lumens per watt?3.3.5.6.2 Were LED lamp sources used for all exterior lighting?3.3.5.6.3 Are lamps specified that have low or no mercury content?3.3.5.6.4 Will one of the following controls be installed for exterior lighting:• Lighting designated for dusk-to-dawn controlled by a photo sensor or astronomical time switch with 10-hourbackup?• Lighting not designated for dusk-to-dawn controlled by a time switch with 10-hour backup?3.3.6 HVAC Systems and Controls3.3.6.1 Building Automation System (BAS)3.3.6.1.1 Is there a central Building Automation System (BAS) that encompasses all systems that affect building energyperformance, lighting, and thermal comfort?3.3.6.2.1 Does the cooling equipment base efficiency meet ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010 efficiency requirements with respect to COP, EER and SEER?3.3.6.2.1.1  Input points awarded per Table 3.3.6.2.1: Cooling Equipment Base Efficiency:3.3.6.2.2 Does the cooling equipment base efficiency exceed ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010 or ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNAStandard 90.1-2007 with respect to:• Seasonal energy efficiency ratio (SEER)? or• Integrated part-load value (IPLV)?AND• The Coefficient of performance (COP)? or• Energy efficiency ratio (EER)?3.3.6.2.2.1 Input points awarded per Table 3.3.6.2.2: Incremental Cooling Equipment Efficiency Improvement3.3.6.3 Cooling Towers3.3.6.3.1 Will any of the following measures be used in cooling towers to reduce fan energy consumption:• Two speed fans?• Variable speed fans?• Other measures?3.3.6.3.2 Is there a waterside economizer system with capacity to use outdoor air for cooling water?3.3.6.4 Heat Pumps3.3.6.4.1 What percentage does the heating efficiency for heat pump applications exceed ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA STANDARD 90.1-2010, ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-2007, or International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) 2009 requirements for one of the following:• Heating Seasonal Performance Factor (HSPF)?• Coefficient of Performance (COP)?3.3.6.5 Heating Equipment 3.3.6.5.1 What percentage does the heating equipment exceed ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-2010, ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNAStandard 90.1-2007, or International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) 2009 for one of the following:• Annual fuel utilization efficiency (AFUE)?• Thermal efficiency (ET)?• Combustion Efficiency (EC)?3.3.6.6.1 Are steam heating systems (including district systems) equipped to recover and return condensate (excluding trap losses)?3.3.6.7 Steam Traps3.3.6.7.1 Are all steam trap designs sealed/stamped by a Professional Engineer?3.3.6.7.2 Are there isolation valves to allow all steam traps to be isolated for repairs?3.3.6.8 Domestic Hot Water Heaters3.3.6.8.1 Do all domestic hot water heaters meet the efficiency requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA STANDARD 90.1-2010, ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA STANDARD 90.1-2007, or International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) 2009?3.3.6.8.2 Are all domestic hot water heaters equipped with intermittent electrical igniters and low NOX burners?3.3.6.9 Variable Speed Control of Pumps3.3.6.9.1 What percentage of the connected hydronic pumping power is provisioned with variable speed control?3.3.7 Other HVAC Systems and Controls3.3.7.1 Minimizing Reheat and Re-cool3.3.7.1.1 Does the HVAC design minimize or eliminate re-heat and re-cool?3.3.7.1.1.1  Describe the HVAC design utilized3.3.7.2.1 Are there air economizers with a mode that uses outdoor air for cooling in place of mechanical cooling?3.3.7.2.2 Are there controls to shut outdoor air and exhaust air dampers during periods when the system is not operating?3.3.7.2.3 Are the dampers in the air handling system "low leakage"?3.3.7.3 Fans and Ductwork3.3.7.3.1 Does the duct distribution system comprise the following:     3.3.7.3.1.1 Diffusers and registers sized with a full flow pressure drop no greater than 0.01 in (0.03 cm) of water column?     3.3.7.3.1.2 Noise criteria (NC) of 35 or less?     3.3.7.3.1.3 Supply and return ductwork with a pressure drop no greater than 0.1 in (0.3 cm) of water column per lineal feet (30.5 lineal meters)?3.3.7.3.2 Are there the following requirements for flexible duct work:     3.3.7.3.2.1 Flexible ductwork is no longer than 5 ft. (1.5 m) when fully stretched?     3.3.7.3.2.2 The use of flexible ductwork is limited to only connections between duct branches and diffusers and connections between duct branches and variable air volume terminal units?     3.3.7.3.2.3 Durable elbow support is provided when flexible ductwork is used as an elbow?3.3.7.3.3 Are the duct joints sealed and have the seams been leak-tested and found to have an overall leak rate that does not exceed 5%?3.3.7.3.4 Do motors for fans meet NEMA's Premium® “Energy Efficiency Motor Program”?3.3.7.3.5 Are variable speed fans controlled by a duct pressure set-point or an energy management control system?3.3.7.4 Demand Controlled Ventilation3.3.7.4.1 Are there occupancy and/or CO2 sensors to control ventilation rates in regularly occupied spaces that may experience frequent variations in the number of occupants?3.3.7.4.2 Are the CO2 sensors capable of maintaining calibration within 2% for a one year period of operation?3.3.7.4.3 Do the ventilation heat recovery systems include the following:     3.3.7.4.3.1 Pressure-drop impact on fan power?     3.3.7.4.3.2 Bypass for economizer operation, if applicable?     3.3.7.4.3.3 MERV 13 Filtration?3.3.7.5 Variable Refrigerant Flow Systems3.3.7.5.1 Does the HVAC design utilize Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) system technology?3.3.8 Other Energy Efficient Equipment and Measures3.3.8.1 Elevators and Escalators3.3.8.1.1 Are there regenerative braking elevators?3.3.8.1.2 Are escalators and moving walkways equipped with the capability to slow down or stop when detectors indicate no traffic?3.3.8.2 Other Energy Efficient Equipment3.3.8.2.1 Is the building's energy efficiency increased through the use of one or more of the following energy efficient equipment:     3.3.8.2.1.1 Energy efficient lighting fixtures, lamps and ballasts?     3.3.8.2.1.2 Energy efficient motors?     3.3.8.2.1.3 Others?3.3.8.2.1.3.1 Describe other energy efficient products (if any)3.3.10 Energy Efficient Transportation3.3.10.2 Will there be designated preferred parking for car/van pooling and shelter from weather for persons waiting for a lift?10.3.10.3 Are there alternative fuel re-fueling facilities or electric charging stations on site or in the general vicinity? 3.3.10.4 Is the site located within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) of a public bicycle path, multi-user path, or on a road with an existing dedicated bicycle lane?3.3.10.5 Is there sheltered bicycle parking for:• At least 5% of the maximum number of office building occupants? or • At least 50% of units in a multi-family residential building?3.3.10.6 Is the building's walkability index greater than 75%? GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):8.1 Path A: ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010, Appendix G8.1.1 Performance Path8.1.1.1 The building complies with minimum performance based requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010 or the 2012 IECC;ANDThe building demonstrates an improvement over an ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010 baseline using Appendix G through the use of a whole-building energy modeling simulation program showing energy cost savings.• Energy cost calculations may include price components based on time of day and demand if these are available. Credit for demand-saving measures, cogeneration, and energy storage may be claimed by utilizing rate schedules that reflect the billing rates in effect for the local utility, rather than using EIA state average utility rates."8.2 Path B: Building Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2e) Emissions 8.2.1 Percent Reduction in Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2e) Emissions 8.2.1.1 The building achieves more than a 50% reduction in carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions over the baseline building for its geographical location. This reduction is calculated using the formula in the attached, BSR_GBI01-201X_Third_Public_Comment_Draft_10-20-17_final.pdf.8.4.2.1 Install lighting systems that are capable of load shedding. Loading shedding may be initiated automatically or manually. 8.4.2.2 HVAC equipment controls that are capable of load shedding are installed. Loading shedding may be initiated automatically or manually. Load shedding program initiates setback of space temperatures, heating and cooling system hydronic temperatures, air system static pressure setpoints, or cycling of heating and cooling equipment.8.4.3 Plug Load and Process Energy Management  8.4.3.1 The project documents include an inventory of appliances and equipment organized by location. The inventory includes:• nameplate power use;• typical power use; and • an expected schedule of use.8.4.3.2 Establish a policy that requires all new equipment purchases be based on energy efficient criteria, such as ENERGY STAR or other equivalent energy efficiency standards. 8.4.3.3 The project is furnished with receptacles that automatically control the availability of power based on occupancy sensors AND/OR timed schedules in accordance with ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010.(See also the criteria listed in 4a.2 (Predicted/modeled energy use reduction):8.3 Path C: Prescriptive8.3.1 Building Envelope and Form 8.3.1.1 Thermal Resistance and Transmittance 

		_4h_1) Does your system addres_z6WeBVSJzYmuA*LX5kYmHw: Yes

		_4g_2) List and describe speci_zbVXR*F6ht1uODlXtXP9EQ: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.3.1.1 Assessing Energy PerformanceGreen Globes provides four paths for assessing energy performance. Each path requires energy design modeling to establish the proposed energy performance (energy use) for a building.• Path A: ENERGY STAR® TargetFinder • Path B: ASHRAE 90.1-2010, Appendix G • Path C: ANSI/GBI 01-2010 Energy Performance Building Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2e) Emissions • Path D: ASHRAE Building Energy Quotient (bEQ) There are four energy performance options in GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013: Paths A, B, C, and D. Energy modeling is required for all four of these Paths. For Paths A, C, and D, results of the energy model are used as inputs to ENERGY STAR Target Finder or bEQ to determine a benchmark baseline for a building. Only recently has “multifamily” become one of the building types benchmarked within ENERGY STAR. For Paths A, C, and D, Target Finder may be used to establish a benchmark (or baseline) for energy performance credit. See Green Globes for New Construction Technical Reference Manual (https://www.thegbi.org/files/training_resources/Green_Globes_NC_Technical_Reference_Manual.pdf) for further details.3.1.1.2.2 Were performance goals (metrics) established at the pre-design phase for the following: 3.1.1.2.2.1 • Energy efficiency?3.1.1.2.2.2 • Renewable energy (percentage of total energy)?3.3.1.2 Benchmarking Energy Performance3.3.1.2.1 Is there a program or policy in place to compare actual performance data from the first year of operation with the energy design target?Note - The criteria listed above are specific to energy benchmarking, Green Globes for New Construction also includes the following non-energy-related benchmarking criteria:3.1.2.4 IAQ during Construction3.4.1 Water Consumption3.5.1 Building Assembly (Core and Shell Including Envelope), Path A: Performance Path for Building AssembliesGREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):8.2 Path B: Building Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2e) Emissions 8.2.1 Percent Reduction in Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2e) Emissions 8.2.1.1 The building achieves more than a 50% reduction in carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions over the baseline building for its geographical location. This reduction is calculated using the following formula:Percent reduction in CO2e =100 X (1 – PER/BER), where:• The Baseline Equivalent Emission Rate (BER) is the baseline building’s carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emission rate.• PER is the proposed building’s carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emission rate.• PER is less than BER.See attached, BSR_GBI01-201X_Third_Public_Comment_Draft_10-20-17_final.pdf, for further details.8.5.2 Resource Management Plan8.5.2.1 A Resource Management Plan addresses all energy consuming areas of a building or project and includes the following monitoring protocols (i.e., hourly, daily, monthly, seasonal, by floor, etc.):  •  Electricity;  •  Heating fuels;  •  Steam; AND  •  Other (e.g., chilled or hot water for campus/district systems) Note: This may reflect new technology that uses other energy sources as long as they are measurable.8.5.2.2 Create an action plan for evaluating the results of documentation defined by the Resource Management Plan and gathered by metering equipment (based upon Section 4.5 D, of the International Performance Measurement & Verification Protocol (IPMVP): Concepts and Practices for Determining Energy savings in New Construction, Volume III, Part I, January 2006).The action plan has a process for implementing changes identified as a result of the analysis of the monitoring of energy use. The action plan addresses a minimum of two of the following systems:  •  Lighting and lighting controls by floor or by zones;  •  Plug loads by floor or by zones;  •  Major electric HVAC equipment (e.g., chillers, cooling towers, AHU fans, pumps) 5 HP or greater;  •  Chilled water generation;  •  On-site renewable energy power generation;  •  Heating water or steam generation; AND/OR  •  Specialty or process electrical equipment.8.5.3 Verification8.5.3.1 Provide verification of the measurement of energy use and efficiency in accordance with Section 4.5 Option D – Whole Building Calibrated Simulation, of the International Performance Measurement & Verification Protocol (IPMVP): Concepts and Practices for Determining Energy savings in New Construction, Volume III, Part I. January 2006.  Savings are determined at the whole-building level by measuring energy use at main meters or sub-meters or using whole-building simulation calibrated to measured energy use data. 8.5.3.2 Install a fault detection and diagnostic system (FDD) on HVAC and lighting systems with the ability to detect the following:  •  Economizer operation;  •  Simultaneous heating and cooling;   •  Photocell malfunction; and  •  Additional HVAC and lighting setpoints.

		_4g_1) Does your system addres_3llv55bODTnFB3tDPmnXcw: Yes

		_4f_2) List and describe speci_oDYm3Z8XEp6gWLcbkaERXQ: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.3.3.1 Metering3.3.3.1.1 Is there metering (at the building level) for the following:• Electricity?• Heating fuels?• Steam?• Other?3.3.3.1.2 Is there sub-metering installed for the following systems:• Lighting and lighting controls by floor or by zones with floor areas no greater than 20,000 ft2 (1860 m2)?• Plug loads by floor or by zones no greater than 20,000 ft2 (1860 m2)?• Major electric HVAC equipment 5 HP or greater?• Chilled water generation?• On-site renewable energy power generation?• Heating water or steam generation?• Specialty or process electrical equipment?• Critical HVAC controls?3.3.3.2 Measurement and Verification 3.3.3.2.1 Does the Energy Metering Reporting Plan include the following monitoring protocols (e.g. daily, monthly, seasonal, by floor etc.):   • Lighting and lighting controls: daily demand and consumption by floor or by zones with floor areas no greater than 20,000 ft2 (1860 m2)?• Plug loads: daily demand and consumption by floor or by zones no greater than 20,000 ft2 (1860 m2)?• Major electric HVAC equipment 5 HP or greater: seasonal peak demand and monthly consumption?• Chilled water generation: seasonal peak output and monthly consumption?• On-site renewable energy power generation: monthly peak output, monthly production, and site specific weather characteristics?• Heating water or steam generation: seasonal peak and monthly consumption?• Specialty or process electrical equipment: daily demand and consumption?• Critical HVAC controls: status monitoring and verification?GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):8.5.1 Metering8.5.1.1 Install Metering or ensure a mandatory design requirement exists for metering (at the building level) for the following:• Electricity (N/A where metering does not exist for electricity);• Heating fuels (N/A where metering does not exist for heating fuels);• Steam (N/A where metering does not exist for Steam); and• Other (e.g., chilled or hot water for campus/district systems) (N/A where metering does not exist for any other systems).8.5.1.2 Install sub-metering or energy monitoring equipment in the building, or require a mandatory tenant improvement that calls for sub-metering or energy monitoring equipment to be installed for the following systems:• Lighting and lighting controls by floor or by zones with floor areas no greater than 20,000 ft2 (1860 m2);• Plug loads by floor or by zones no greater than 20,000ft2 (1860 m2);• Major electric HVAC equipment (e.g., chillers, cooling towers, AHU fans, pumps) 5 HP or greater;• Chilled water generation;• On-site renewable energy power generation;• Heating water or steam generation; AND/OR• Specialty or process electrical equipment.

		_4f_1) Does your system addres_cn1c0XMqb54pYn8uh-tzdg: Yes

		_4e_2) List and describe speci_JNoGx7kvK5*r2KOraXuiNA: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.1.2.2 Clean Diesel Practices 3.1.2.2.1 Is there a requirement that the General Contractor must supplement mandatory regulatory requirements by implementing one or more of the following "clean diesel" strategies:  (This is verified at the Stage II Site Assessment. Clean Diesel strategies should be included the General Contractors' Environmental Management System as part of the Site and Work Instructions.)3.1.2.2.1.2 Use of clean fuels?  (Limit idling to no more than 3 minutes.)3.3.10 Energy Efficient Transportation  3.3.10.3 Are there alternative fuel re-fueling facilities or electric charging stations on site or in the general vicinity?  (Review the site plan to verify that alternative-fuel re-fueling facilities are reasonably accessible. For verification purposes, the piping and dispensing facilities must be in place to be awarded points. Where this strategy is not appropriate, mark “not applicable”.)GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):8.6.1 Onsite Renewable Energy8.6.1.1 Conduct a study to determine the technical feasibility and life cycle cost effectiveness of on-site renewable energy. The study considers an on-site renewable energy system that provides at least 2% of the total building annual energy cost.                                                                    8.6.1.2 Use the recommendations of a Feasibility Study, or other owner’s project requirements to implement on-site renewable energy system(s).8.6.2 Off-site Renewable Energy Credits8.6.2.1 The building owner commits to signing a contract to purchase Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs), either certified Green Power (US Dept. of Energy) listed renewable energy credit products or other certified RECs or carbon offsets, with a minimum three-year commitment.     Renewable energy supplied as part of a utility provider portfolio may be considered towards earning this credit for systems utilizing 10% or greater of power from appropriate sources. Buildings using the prescriptive path and that don’t otherwise have an energy model may base the percentage of renewable energy on median EUI from CBECS for the building type.

		_4e_1) Does your system addres_KRGOYY-8iSuNMUUisFmXdg: Yes

		_4d_2) List and describe speci_yM5PP-imyUokV4VLvbpd6g: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.1.1.2.2 Were performance goals (metrics) established at the pre-design phase for the following: 3.1.1.2.2.1 • Energy efficiency?3.1.1.2.2.2 • Renewable energy (percentage of total energy)?3.1.1.2.2.3 • Greenhouse gas emissions?3.1.1.2.2.4 • Water conservation, efficiency, and reuse?3.1.1.2.2.5 • Life cycle impact?3.1.1.2.2.6 • Construction waste diversion?3.3.9.1 On-Site Renewable Energy3.3.9.1.1 Has a Study been conducted to determine the technical feasibility and life-cycle cost effectiveness of on-site renewable energy? Review feasibility study findings and the construction documents for use of renewable energy technology such as wind, biomass, geothermal, photovoltaics, solar, etc.For Federal building projects, meet at least 30% of the hot water demand through the installation of solar hot water heaters, in addition to implementing renewable energy generation projects for agency use, when lifecycle cost effective.3.3.9.1.2 Were the recommendations of the Feasibility Study implemented? 3.3.9.2 Off-Site Renewable Energy3.3.9.2.1 Has the building owner committed to sign a contract to purchase either certified “green” power or certified renewable energy certificates (RECs) with a minimum three-year commitment; and if so, for what percentage of total electrical consumption of the building?3.3.3.2.1.5 On-site renewable energy power generation: monthly peak output, monthly production and site specific weather characteristics? GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):8.6.1 Onsite Renewable Energy8.6.1.1 Conduct a study to determine the technical feasibility and life cycle cost effectiveness of on-site renewable energy. The study considers an on-site renewable energy system that provides at least 2% of the total building annual energy cost.                                                                    8.6.1.2 Use the recommendations of a Feasibility Study, or other owner’s project requirements to implement on-site renewable energy system(s).8.6.2 Off-site Renewable Energy Credits8.6.2.1 "The building owner commits to signing a contract to purchase Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs), either certified Green Power (US Dept. of Energy) listed renewable energy credit products or other certified RECs or carbon offsets, with a minimum three-year commitment.     Renewable energy supplied as part of a utility provider portfolio may be considered towards earning this credit for systems utilizing 10% or greater of power from appropriate sources.     Buildings using the prescriptive path and that don’t otherwise have an energy model may base the percentage of renewable energy on median EUI from CBECS for the building type.

		_4d_1) Does your system addres_azygvWx4jsYRErxqQA2qzw: Yes

		_4c_2) List and describe speci_C*mUvbopljgJeT3hUlfQsQ: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.3.8.2 Other Energy Efficient Equipment3.3.8.2.1 Criteria: Is the building’s energy efficiency increased through the use of one or more of the following energy efficient equipment:• 3.3.8.2.1.1: Energy efficient lighting fixtures, lamps, and ballasts?• 3.3.8.2.1.2: Energy efficient motors?• 3.3.8.2.1.3: Others? This criterion applies to plug-in equipment and fixed building equipment. For plug in equipment, preference should be given to ENERGY STAR® and Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP) designated energy efficient equipment.Examples include: high efficiency product refrigeration equipment, hand dryers, diffusers, computer and reproduction equipment, etc. Any equipment addressed for energy efficiency elsewhere in GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013 is ineligible for points under this criterion. References:• ENERGY STAR Qualified Product Lists:http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=product_specs.pt_product_prod_list• Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP)-Energy and Water Efficient Products:http://energy.gov/eere/femp/energy-and-water-efficient-products3.3.8.2.1.3.1 Sub-Criteria: Describe other energy efficient products (if any):References:• ENERGY STAR Qualified Product Lists:http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=product_specs.pt_product_prod_list• Federal Energy Management Program’s (FEMP) -Guide for Federal Purchasers and Specifiers.:http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2013/10/f3/buyer_overview.pdfAssessment Guidance: Process energy, often referred to as plug loads, can be a significant contributor to a building’s overall energy use. Projects should look to install ENERGY STAR® vending machines, computers, printers, televisions, servers, UPS, and other appliances. Additionally, this criterion can be used for any other HVAC or lighting energy efficiency measure that has not already been covered by Green Globes criteria. For information, see ENERGY STAR Qualified Product Lists and the Federal Energy Management Program’s (FEMP) -Guide for Federal Purchasers and Specifiers.3.4.1.5 Are residential dishwashers ENERGY STAR labeled with a maximum water factor of 5.8 gal/ft3 (22 L/m3) per full cycle?GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):8.4.1.4  One or more of the following energy efficient equipment systems related to the movement of people is in use:• Reclaim of Machine Room Waste Heat;• Linear Induction Motor (LIM); • AC Synchronous Guide Rail hoisting motors with integral braking and controls; AND/OR• innovative energy efficient people-transport equipment or system (Requires statement of system description and benefits document for submittal).Informational Reference(s):• ENERGY STAR Qualified Product Lists, 2014• Federal Energy Management Program’s (FEMP) Energy-Efficient Product Procurement, 20128.4.3.2 Establish a policy that requires all new equipment purchases be based on energy efficient criteria, such as ENERGY STAR or other equivalent energy efficiency standards. 9.1.5 Residential Indoor Appliances9.1.5.1 Residential clothes washers are ENERGY STAR labeled and possess a maximum water factor (WF) of 5.4 gal/ft.3 (720 L/m3) per full cycle.9.1.5.2 Residential dishwashers are ENERGY STAR labeled and possess a maximum water use of 3.8 gal/ft.3 (510 L/m3) per cycle.9.4.1.2.4 Dishwashers comply with ENERGY STAR requirements and consume 1.6 gal/rack (6.1 L/rack) or less.  Rackless flight-type dishwashers consume 160 gal/hr. (605.7 L/hr.) or less.AND9.4.1.2.5 Ice Makers comply with ENERGY STAR requirements where such requirements exist.

		_4c_1) Does your system addres_CiByXdZxWFGcZH32N2ICjw: Yes

		_4b_2) List and describe speci_oUL8CYvdKXWomGukrgj4CA: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.3.8.2.1 Is the building's energy efficiency increased through the use of one or more of the following energy efficient equipment: (This criterion applies to plug-in equipment and fixed building equipment. For plug in equipment, preference should be given to ENERGY STAR® and FEMP-designated energy efficient equipment. Examples include: high efficiency product refrigeration equipment, hand dryers, diffusers, computer and reproduction equipment, etc. Any equipment addressed for energy efficiency elsewhere in Green Globes for New Construction is ineligible for points under this criteria.)     3.3.8.2.1.1 Energy efficient lighting fixtures, lamps and ballasts? (ENERGY STAR labels virtually all building lighting products, and therefore serves as the most available certification. LED lighting/lighting systems exceed other efficient lighting components.)     3.3.8.2.1.2 Energy efficient motors? (The U.S. Department of Energy has a publication for assisting in specifying and documenting energy efficient motors: “Energy Efficient Electric Motor Selection Handbook.” Manufacturers also have independent efficient certifications for verification.)     3.3.8.2.1.3 Others? (“Other” energy efficient equipment includes any equipment or appliance that consumes electricity or gas and is not addressed elsewhere in Green Globes for New Construction.)(See also the criteria listed in 4a.2 (Predicted/modeled energy use reduction):3.3.1.1 Assessing Energy Performance3.3.1.1.1 Path A: ENERGY STAR Target Finder3.3.1.1.2 Path B: ASHRAE 90.1-2010, Appendix G3.3.1.1.3 Path C: Building Carbon Dioxide Equivalent CO2e Emissions (ANSI/GBI 01-2010)3.3.1.1.4 Path D: ASHRAE Building Energy Quotient (bEQ)GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):8.4 Non-Modeled Energy Efficiency Impacts 8.4.1  Vertical, Horizontal, and Inclined Transport Systems – Efficiency Measures 8.4.1.1  The building elevators use regenerative braking AND/OR machine-roomless (MRL) elevators for all passenger elevators and any regularly utilized elevators.8.4.1.2  Enhance the energy efficiency of elevator systems through the use of: • TWIN elevators (stacked cabins on one operating elevator in one shaft);• Elevators with a destination dispatch system (grouping people traveling to the same floor); AND/OR• Elevators with a zero-power sleep mode.8.4.1.3  Equip escalators and moving walkways with the efficiency measures to reduce energy consumption.8.4.1.4  One or more of the following energy efficient equipment systems related to the movement of people is in use:      • Reclaim of Machine Room Waste Heat;• Linear Induction Motor (LIM); • AC Synchronous Guide Rail hoisting motors with integral braking and controls; AND/OR• innovative energy efficient people-transport equipment or system (Requires statement of system description and benefits document for submittal).Informational Reference(s):• ENERGY STAR Qualified Product Lists, 2014• Federal Energy Management Program’s(FEMP) Energy-Efficient Product Procurement, 20128.5.2  Monitoring and Reporting 8.5.2.1  A Resource Management Plan addresses all energy consuming areas of a building or project and includes the following monitoring protocols (i.e., hourly, daily, monthly, seasonal, by floor, etc.):      • Electricity;• Heating fuels;• Steam; and• Other (e.g., chilled or hot water for campus/district systems) Note: This may reflect new technology that uses other energy sources as long as they are measurable.Informational Reference(s):• International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol; DOE/EE-0157; December 1997"8.5.2.2  Create an action plan for evaluating the results of documentation defined by the Resource Management Plan and gathered by metering equipment (based upon Section 4.5 D, of the International Performance Measurement & Verification Protocol (IPMVP): Concepts and Practices for Determining Energy savings in New Construction, Volume III, Part I, January 2006).    The action plan has a process for implementing changes identified as a result of the analysis of the monitoring of energy use. The action plan addresses a minimum of two of the following systems:    • Lighting and lighting controls by floor or by zones;• Plug loads by floor or by zones;• Major electric HVAC equipment (e.g., chillers, cooling towers, AHU fans, pumps) 5 HP or greater;• Chilled water generation;• On-site renewable energy power generation;• Heating water or steam generation; AND/OR• Specialty or process electrical equipment.Informational Reference(s):  • International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol; DOE/EE-0157; December 19978.5.3  Verification 8.5.3.1 Provide verification of the measurement of energy use and efficiency in accordance with Section 4.5 Option D – Whole Building Calibrated Simulation, of the International Performance Measurement & Verification Protocol (IPMVP): Concepts and Practices for Determining Energy savings in New Construction, Volume III, Part I. January 2006.  Savings are determined at the whole-building level by measuring energy use at main meters or sub-meters or using whole-building simulation calibrated to measured energy use data.Informational Reference(s):  • International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol; DOE/EE-0157; December 19978.5.3.2  Install a fault detection and diagnostic system (FDD) on HVAC and lighting systems with the ability to detect the following:     • Economizer operation;• Simultaneous heating and cooling; • Photocell malfunction; and• Additional HVAC and lighting setpoints.(See also the criteria listed in 4a.2 (Predicted/modeled energy use reduction):8.3 Path C: Prescriptive8.3.1 Building Envelope and Form 8.3.1.1 Thermal Resistance and Transmittance 

		_4b_1) Does your system addres_x4FUcIhEoV9s97XKwgbrvg: Yes

		_4a_2) List and describe speci_IeqlYl0lPHLLTcAlTZcMFQ: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.3.1.1. Assessing Energy Performance3.3.1.1.1 Path A: ENERGY STAR Target FinderInput the energy performance as the ENERGY STAR percentile score derived from the Target Finder program  Points are awarded on a scale based on the ENERGY STAR energy performance score of 75%-100%. For those buildings that do not conform to ENERGY STAR Award program occupancy types, please complete one of the other Energy Performance Paths.Reference Material:• Green Globes for New Construction Technical Reference Manual, Section 3.3.1.1.13.3.1.1.2 Path B: ASHRAE 90.1-2010, Appendix GInput the energy performance as the percentage value compared to the reference base building, per ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-2010, Appendix G.For ASHRAE 90.1, points are awarded based on a 5% - 50% (or higher) energy performance improvement over the base building.Reference Material:• Green Globes for New Construction Technical Reference Manual, Section 3.3.1.1.2• ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1, Appendix G3.3.1.1.3 Path C: Building Carbon Dioxide Equivalent CO2e Emissions (ANSI/GBI 01-2010)Input the energy performance as a reduction of Carbon Dioxide Equivalent CO2e Emissions based on the ANSI/GBI 01-2010 Energy Performance Building Carbon Dioxide Equivalent CO2e Emissions protocol.   Assessment Guidance:Projects pursuing this path will calculate the preliminary score using both the ENERGY STAR® Target Finder and the energy design model results for the proposed building. Since Target Finder has to be used, the same restriction onapplicable building types applies to this path as well as Path A. The current list of Target Finder applicable buildingtypes includes:• Bank/financial Institutions• Courthouses• Data Centers• Hospitals (General Medical and Surgical)• Hotels/Motels• Houses of Worship• K-12 Schools• Medical Offices• Office buildings• Residential Halls/Dormitories• Retail Stores• Senior Care• Supermarkets/Grocery Stores• Warehouses (Refrigerated and Unrefrigerated)For buildings seeking Green Globes certification that are not included in the list above, Path B or Path D should beutilized.See Green Globes for New Construction Technical Reference Manual (https://www.thegbi.org/files/training_resources/Green_Globes_NC_Technical_Reference_Manual.pdf) for the formula used to calculate percent reduction in CO2e:where:• The Baseline Equivalent Emission (BER) Rate is the baseline building’s carbon dioxide equivalent emission rate.• PER is the proposed building’s carbon dioxide equivalent emission rate.• PER is less than BER.Baseline Equivalent Emission Rate (BER) CalculationsBER is calculated using the following formula:BER = (baseline Energy Use Intensity (EUI)) X product of [(percentage of each fuel in the annual energy fuel mix for theplanned building type and location) X (CO2e Emission Factor for each fuel)], where:• The baseline building’s site Energy Use Intensity (EUI) is determined using ENERGY STAR® Target Finder.• The baseline building’s site EUI is 50% better than the Energy Performance Rating (Target Finder) score of 50.• The annual energy fuel mix for the baseline building is determined from DOE-EIA and reported at the top ofTarget Finder’s Results page.• The CO2e emission factor for each fuel in the baseline building’s annual energy fuel mix can be found in thetable below.Proposed Equivalent Emission Rate (PER) CalculationsPER = (proposed EUI) X product of [(percentage of each fuel in the annual energy fuel mix for the proposed building) X(CO2e Emission Factor for each fuel)], where:The proposed building’s Energy Use Intensity (EUI) is calculated using a computer-based simulation program thatconforms to the requirements outlined in Section 506 of the 2009 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) orANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010, Appendix G, Section G2.2.Proposed Building’s Equivalent Emission Rate (PER) shall be determined by performing a EUI calculation for theproposed building using the energy performance requirements specified by Table G3.1 Modeling Requirements forCalculating Proposed and Baseline Building Performance in ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010. Only the Proposed Building Performance column shall be used for modeling the PER. The annual energy fuel mix planned for the proposed building is what is to be used for this calculation.• The CO2e emission factor for each fuel in the proposed building’s annual energy fuel mix can be found in thetable below.For Stage I review, the Assessor should receive the proposed energy model’s inputs and outputs, a printout of theTarget Finder results and PER, BER, and CO2e emission reduction calculations.See Table 3.3.1.1.3.1-B: Path C CO2e Emissions Factors3.3.1.1.4 Path D: ASHRAE Building Energy Quotient (bEQ)Input the energy performance as per the ASHRAE Building Energy Quotient (bEQ) rating program for an “As Designed” assessment. References:• Building Energy Quotient (bEQ)-ASHRAE’s Building Energy Labeling Program: program materialshttp://buildingenergyquotient.org/what-is-bEQ.htmlAssessment Guidance:Path D requires bEQ certification based on an energy design model for the proposed building based on as-built conditions. bEQ is an ASHRAE building energy labeling program that zeros in on opportunities in commercial buildings to lower building energy use (and operating costs) and increase value. The rating uses an easily understood scale that is designed to provide increased differentiation of high performance buildings. The rating has 2 parts: An In Operation (operational, for existing buildings only) and an As Designed (asset, for new construction/major renovation) rating. The As Designed rating was launched in May 2013. The As Designed rating is based on simulated energy use for a “standardized” building and is independent of operational and occupancy variables. The candidate building is compared to a baseline building of the same type. The baseline building is the median of similar buildings in the existing building stock as defined by the CBECS database. The As Designed Rating is applicable to constructed buildings including those that have been operating for less than 1 year. The As Designed rating measures the as-built conditions of the building using a standardized model that neutralizes operating conditions thus allowing the energy efficiency of different buildings to be compared without the effects of the current occupancy and operation. The As Designed rating is helpful to tenants who may wish to compare multiple buildings with varied tenants or to compare buildings with operations that are different from how the intend to use the building. With the introduction of the As Designed rating, a building owner can now compare their building’s actual energy performance with the building’s design potential. This provides an additional layer of information for owners, tenants, and developers. The bEQ rating uses a Building Energy Modeling Professional (BEMP) so the building knows that the rating is being conducted by someone who is knowledgeable in the area of energy modeling.Projects pursuing the As Designed rating will need to engage the services of an ASHRAE-certified Building EnergyModeling Professional (BEMP). The BEMP will develop the standardized energy model for the project building based on the building drawings and a site survey document substantive as built conditions. The BEMP will then fill out the bEQ’s As Designed workbooks based on the project building’s standardized energy model and submit them to ASHRAE for review. Not all types of buildings are applicable for the bEQ As Designed label. To determine if the project building type is offered visit: http://www.buildingenergyquotient.org/asdesigned.html. It is important to note that since the energy model created for this path needs to be based on as-built conditions, this path’s documentation will be part of the Stage II review. Since this subsection is worth 100 points, it is recommended that the BEMP be engaged to create preliminary energy models during the design development phase as well as the final as-built model. This will allow the design team to more accurately predict the anticipated score for this Subcriterion. Additionally the timing of the bEQ evaluation may result in the Stage II Assessment being delayed relative to other Green Globes projects.For compliance with this path, the final bEQ label documentation should be sent to the Assessor during the Stage IIreview. Green Globes registration does not include bEQ registration fees or fees for the BEMP’s professional service if these are in addition to the scope of the design project.GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):8.1 Path A: ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010, Appendix G8.1.1 Performance Path8.1.1.1 The building complies with minimum performance based requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010 or the 2012 IECC;ANDThe building demonstrates an improvement over an ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010 baseline using Appendix G through the use of a whole-building energy modeling simulation program showing energy cost savings.   • Energy cost calculations may include price components based on time of day and demand if these are available. Credit for demand-saving measures, cogeneration, and energy storage may be claimed by utilizing rate schedules that reflect the billing rates in effect for the local utility, rather than using EIA state average utility rates."8.2 Path B: Building Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2e) Emissions 8.2.1 Percent Reduction in Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2e) Emissions 8.2.1.1 The building achieves more than a 50% reduction in carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions over the baseline building for its geographical location. This reduction is calculated using the following formula:Percent reduction in CO2e =100 X (1 – PER/BER), where:• The Baseline Equivalent Emission Rate (BER) is the baseline building’s carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emission rate.• PER is the proposed building’s carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emission rate.• PER is less than BER.8.3 Path C: Prescriptive8.3.1 Building Envelope and Form 8.3.1.1 Thermal Resistance and Transmittance 8.3.1.1.1 "All of the opaque and fenestration elements of the building envelope have a window-to-wall ratio less than or equal to 40% and comply with at least one of the following: •  The thermal transmittance (U-factor), thermal conductance (C-factor), F-factor, and SHGC are less than those in the 2015 IECC, Section C402, or ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013, Section 5, by 10%, except for these items where the factors must meet the 2015 IECC or ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013:    o  Opaque elements in Climate Zones 1 through 3    o  SHGC for north and south-oriented fenestration    o  In cases where the R-value or SHGC are NR (no requirement).    o  Opaque elements in Climate Zones 1 through 3    o  SHGC for north and south-oriented fenestration    o  In cases where the R-value or SHGC are NR (no requirement).•  Demonstrate that the U-factor, C-factor, F-factor, and SHGC are less than those in the 2015 IECC, Section C402, or ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013, Section 5, by 5%, except for these items where the factors must meet the 2015 IECC or ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013:    o  Opaque elements in Climate Zones 1-3    o  SHGC for north and south-oriented fenestration    o  In cases where the R-value or SHGC are NR (no requirement).•  The thermal resistance (R-value/RSI-value) or the thermal transmittance (U-factor), thermal conductance (C-factor), and F-factor; and for fenestration, the U-factor and SHGC meet or exceed the prescriptive requirements of the 2015 IECC, section C402, or ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013, section 5.5.Note: A project must choose either the IECC or ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1 for all factors.

		_4a_1) Does your system addres_zIMxQwTVipShghNkYyRcNg: Yes

		_3k) List and describe specifi_5y-8FQxTNnXJYoLaeSpxCA: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:Note - The following are Green Globes New Construction criteria related to Healthy, Effective Environments not previously listed in Part II-B.3.6.3 Janitorial Equipment3.6.3.1 Are there designated areas for hazardous materials/janitorial supplies with full height, floor-to-floor walls and mechanical ventilation?3.7.1.1 "Ventilation Air Quantity3.7.1.1.1 Is the quantity of ventilation air for the building compliant with ANSI/ASHRAE 62.1-2007, ANSI/ASHRAE 62.1-2010, the International Code Council International Mechanical Code (ICC IMC) 2009, IAPMO UMC (2009): Uniform Mechanical Code, ASHRAE 170-2008 (for hospitals or healthcare occupancies), or local codes or standards? 3.7.2.10 Ventilation and Physical Isolation for Specialized Activities3.7.2.10.1 Is there separate ventilation and/or physical isolation for specialized activities that generate pollutants? 3.7.3.1 Daylighting3.7.3.1.1 What percent of floor area occupied for critical visual tasks achieves a minimum daylight factor (DF) of 2 (excluding all direct sunlight penetration)?3.7.3.1.2 What percentage of task areas were designed to have views to the exterior or atria within 25 ft. (7.6 m) from a window?3.7.5.1 Acoustic Comfort Design3.7.5.1.1 "Does the building design include the following acoustic design strategies:• Toilets are located remotely from acoustically separated areas?• Acoustically separated areas are located away from noise producing areas such as dance studios, music rooms, cafeterias, indoor swimming pools, mechanical rooms, and gymnasia?• Entry doors to rooms opposite each other on the same corridor are staggered?• Through-wall penetrations comply with Annex B of ANSI/ASA S12.60-2010/Part 1?• Walls separating acoustically separated areas from other areas are constructed full height to underside of the next floor above or the roof deck?• Walls separating quiet areas from other areas have all joints and penetrations sealed with acoustical sealant?• Areas with high floor impact activities (dance studios, shops, gymnasia, etc.) are not located above acoustically separated areas?GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):Note - Healthy, Effective Environments are affected by the entirety of Section 11 in the draft GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL since Indoor Environment is totally dedicated to human environmental health, wellness, and productivity. See attached, BSR_GBI01-201X_Third_Public_Comment_Draft_10-20-17_final.pdf, to access the entirety of Section 11.

		_3k_1) Does your system addres_2bn3vp-lDPx-Qjoc4Yg5YA: Yes

		_3j_2) List and describe speci_o6UBfx-Ucz-oZtdQpOa65Q: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.3.10 Energy Efficient Transportation3.3.10.4 Is the site located within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) of a public bicycle path, multi-user path, or on a road with an existing dedicated bicycle lane?3.3.10.5 Is there sheltered bicycle parking for:• At least 5% of the maximum number of office building occupants? or• At least 50% of units in a multi-family residential building?3.3.10.6 Is the building's walkability index greater than 75%?Check the walkability score by entering the building's address into the website, www.walkscore.com.3.5.1 Building Assembly (core and shell including envelope)3.5.1.2 Path B: Prescriptive Path for Building AssembliesBased upon the appropriate application and specification of comparable materials and products, what percentage of the products selected for the building assembly (core and shell, including envelope, based upon cost) have: • Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) that utilize recognized Product Category Rules, conform to ISO standards, and minimally includes cradle-to-gate scope:    ○ Industry Wide (Generic) EPD: Products specified for the building assembly shall include third-party certified Type III Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), including external verification where the manufacturer is explicitly recognized as a participant by the program operator?and/or    ○ Product Specific Declaration: Products specified for the building assembly shall be products with a publicly available product-specific third-party certified Type III Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), including external verification?and/or • Third-party certifications that are based upon a multiple attribute standard(s) developed by a consensus based process from an approved standard development organization? Examples include NSF sustainability assessment standards, UL Environment sustainability standards, sustainable forestry certifications, and other consensus-based assessment standards that are multiple attribute and life cycle based.and/or • Third-party certified life cycle product assessment based upon ISO 14040 and 14044, and minimally covers cradle-to-gate scope?3.5.2.2 Path B: Prescriptive Path for Interior Fit-outs3.5.2.2.1 Based upon the appropriate application and specification of comparable products, what percentage of the interior fit-out materials and products (including finishes and furnishings) selected (based upon cost) have: • Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) that utilize recognized Product Category Rules, conform to ISO standards, and minimally includes cradle-to-gate scope:   o Industry Wide (Generic) EPD: Products specified for the interior fit-out shall include third-party certified Type III Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), including external verification where the manufacturer is explicitly recognized as a participant by the program operator?and/or   o Product Specific Declaration: Products specified for the interior fit-out shall be products with a publicly available product-specific third-party certified Type III Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), including external verification?and/or • Third-party certifications that are based upon a multiple attribute standard(s) developed by a consensus based process from an approved standard development organization? Examples include NSF sustainability assessment standards, UL Environment sustainability standards, sustainable forestry certifications, and other consensus-based assessment standards that are multiple attribute and life cycle based.and/or • Third-party certified life cycle product assessment based upon ISO 14040 and 14044, and minimally covers cradle-to-gate scope?3.6.3 Janitorial Equipment 3.6.3.1 Are there designated areas for hazardous materials/janitorial supplies with full height, floor-to-floor walls and mechanical ventilation3.7.1.1 Ventilation Air Quality3.7.1.1.1 Is the quantity of ventilation air for the building compliant with ANSI/ASHRAE 62.1-2007, ANSI/ASHRAE 62.1-2010, the International Code Council International Mechanical Code (ICC IMC) 2009, IAPMO UMC (2009): Uniform Mechanical Code, ASHRAE 170-2008 (for hospitals or healthcare occupancies), or local codes or standards? 3.7.2.1 Volatile Organic Compounds3.7.2.1.1 Is there a requirement that adhesives and sealants (not including carpet adhesives) will comply with prescribed limits of VOCs and/or be certified? 3.7.2.1.2 Is there a requirement that carpet and under-carpet adhesives will comply with the Carpet and Rug Institute’s (CRI) Green Label Plus program? 3.2.1.3 Is there a requirement that paints will comply with prescribed limits of VOCs and/or be certified? 3.7.2.1.4 Is there a requirement that floors, floor coverings, and other interior products will comply with prescribed limits of VOCs and/or be certified? 3.7.3.1 Daylighting3.7.3.1.1 What percent of floor area occupied for critical visual tasks achieves a minimum daylight factor (DF) of 2 (excluding all direct sunlight penetration)?3.7.3.1.2 What percentage of task areas were designed to have views to the exterior or atria within 25 ft. (7.6 m) from a window?3.7.5.1 Acoustic Comfort Design3.7.5.1.1 Does the building design include the following acoustic design strategies:• Toilets are located remotely from acoustically separated areas?• Acoustically separated areas are located away from noise producing areas such as dance studios, music rooms, cafeterias, indoor swimming pools, mechanical rooms, and gymnasia?• Entry doors to rooms opposite each other on the same corridor are staggered?• Through-wall penetrations comply with Annex B of ANSI/ASA S12.60-2010/Part 1?• Walls separating acoustically separated areas from other areas are constructed full height to underside of the next floor above or the roof deck?• Walls separating quiet areas from other areas have all joints and penetrations sealed with acoustical sealant?• Areas with high floor impact activities (dance studios, shops, gymnasia, etc.) are not located above acoustically separated areas?GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):7.2.1.4 A building entrance is located within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) of a public bicycle path, shared use [multi-user] path, or road with an existing dedicated bicycle lane.      ANDThe path, lane, or associated bicycle network connects within 5 mi (8.05 km) to a transit stop as described in 7.2.1.1 or to the developed residential land of at least 8 dwelling units per acre.ANDThere is reasonable, unobstructed access between the A bicycle lane or shared use [multi-user] path and the bicycle parking facilities or the building entrance.7.2.1.5 A bicycle parking rack is located within 50 ft. (15.24 m) of an entrance, and is either readily visible from a main entrance, or signage indicating the location is posted at main entrances.7.2.1.6 Facilities for Bicycle Commuting and Long-Term Bicycle Parking7.2.1.6.1 Sheltered bicycle parking is:   o    provided for at least 10% of building occupants, where the building occupant load is established in accordance with the International Building Code AND shower and changing facilities are provided within the building project;ORo provided for at least 50% of units in a multi-family residential building.7.2.1.6.2 At least 50% of the sheltered bicycle parking is located inside the building or within storage lockers or another area that provides security of a locked room or cage secured by a keyed, cipher, or electronic lock and the ability to lock the bicycle to a rack within that space.7.2.1.6.3 The building is located within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) walking distance of a bike share facility.7.2.1.7 The building’s Walkscore® is 75 or greater;OR• A building entrance is within 0.5 mi (0.8 km) walking distance of a grocery store and a minimum of three other neighborhood assets.  These four neighborhood assets are open to the general public, in operation, and as a group have NAICS codes that start with a minimum of three different numbers;  OR• A building entrance is within 0.5 mi (0.8 km) walking distance of a minimum of six neighborhood assets.  The six neighborhood assets are open to the public, in operation, and as a group have NAICS codes that start with a minimum of three different numbers;OR• The building’s Walkscore is 90 or greater.10.4.1 Product Sustainable Materials Attributes10.4.1.1 Points are earned based on adding percentages of materials, by material cost, that carry the pre-consumer recycled content, post-consumer recycled content, biobased content or third party sustainable forestry certification content attribute:Product Sustainable Attribute Material  =  Pre-consumer recycled content %  +  Post-consumer recycled content %  +  Biobased content %  +  Third Party Sustainable Forestry Certification content %Use the formula below to determine the percentages by cost of the products that carry the listed attributes. Only the portion of materials that has the identified attribute should be included.  For example, if a product has 40% pre-consumer recycled content, only 40% of the value of that product is included.  Sustainable Attribute % = Sum for all materials: (Portion of the Material with the Attribute x materials cost)/(Total Material Value)Products that are claimed for credit under Third Party Sustainable Forestry Certification are not also included as biobased content.Biobased content percentage may be calculated by weight or in accordance with ASTM D6866-16 Standard Test Methods for Determining the Biobased Content of Solid, Liquid, and Gaseous Samples Using Radiocarbon Analysis.The following forest certification systems are recognized:• Forest Stewardship Council (FSC): https://us.fsc.org/en-us (last accessed 8/30/17)• Sustainable Forestry Initiative, Inc. (SFI): http://www.sfiprogram.org/ (last accessed 8/30/17)• American Tree Farm System (ATFS): https://www.treefarmsystem.org/ (last access 8/30/17)• Canadian Standards Association Sustainable Forestry Management (CSA): http://www.csasfmforests.ca/ (last accessed 8/30/17)• Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC): https://www.pefc.org/ (last accessed 8/30/17)""10.5 Reuse of Existing Structures and Materials10.5.1 Structural Systems and Non-Structural/Interior Elements10.5.1.1 Structural systems (e.g. exterior walls, interior bearing walls, roof systems, floor systems) from an existing building on the site are retained and incorporated in the new design.Assessment Guidance:Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where:A = Total square footage of reused existing structural systemsB = Total square footage of structural systems in the projectWall Area is measured in the vertical plane and other structural systems are measured in the horizontal plane.10.5.1.2 Non-structural interior systems and finishes (e.g. ceiling, interior partitions, demountable walls, flooring, doors) from an existing building on the site are retained and incorporated in the new design.Assessment Guidance:Areas are calculated as the projected area of the element (e.g. if an interior partition is reused, the area is calculated as length x height of the wall).Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where:A = Total area of reused existing interior systems and finishesB = Total area of interior systems and finishes in the new design11.3.1  Daylighting and Views 11.3.1.1  Regularly occupied floor area achieves a minimum daylight factor (DF) of at least 2 (excluding all direct sunlight penetration).                                         Assessment Guidance:Estimate the DF for a daylit space that has vertical windows using the following formula:DF = 0.1 x PG, where:DF = daylight factor PG = percentage of glass to floor area (area of the windows/floor area)DF = 0.1 x PG, where:DF = daylight factor PG = percentage of glass to floor area (area of the windows/floor area)Informational Reference(s):• International Commission on Illumination• RADIANCE software (for evaluation)• Whole Building Design Guide (WBDG), 2016: www.wbdg.org  (last accessed 6/20/17)• Solatube Commercial (Big tubes for big spaces)• ASHRAE Advance Engineering Design Guides• Architectural Lighting –Benefits of Natural Light• Daylighting – https://energy.gov (last accessed 7/14/17)• New Building Institute –Advanced Buildings® Daylighting pattern guide: http://patternguide.advancedbuildings.net/patterns (last accessed 6/20/17)11.3.1.2  Regularly occupied task areas are designed to have clear views to the exterior or atria within 25 ft. (7.6 m) from a window.(See also answer to 3f.2 (Low-Emitting Materials):11.2.1 Volatile Organic Compounds11.2.2 Pre-Occupancy Indoor Air Quality Testing (Path A or Path B)

		_3j_1) Does your system addres_J6nikFLtyvWZ06odineUxw: Yes

		_3i_2) List and describe speci_n1wOOroQeo0UV99MsDbE9g: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.1.2.1 Environmental Management System (EMS) - Note: A thorough EMS must include commitment to Integrated Pest Management.3.1.2.1.1.1 • General Contractor's Environmental Policy? 3.1.2.1.1.2 • Regulatory Compliance and Training? 3.1.2.1.1.3 • Environmental Risk Assessment that shows sensitive environmental areas and ranks potential risks that may arise from the construction? 3.1.2.1.1.4 • Environmental Risk Management Strategies?   3.1.2.1.1.5 • Environmental Management Roles, Responsibilities and Reporting Structure  for the construction phase? 3.1.2.1.1.6 • Site and Work Instructions for site personnel outlining environmental procedures during construction? 3.1.2.1.1.7 • Environmental Inspection Checklists? 3.1.2.1.1.8 • Records of Compliance? 3.7.2.8 Pest and Contamination Control3.7.2.8.1 Are the following integrated pest management strategies used:• Outdoor air inlets have insect screens of 18x14 mesh for plenum systems feeding multiple air handlers?• Structural and mechanical openings are fitted with permanent protection (e.g. screens, sealants, etc.)?• Advertising signs and other assemblies affixed to the building facade are designed and constructed in a way that reduces bird habitation, and penetrations in the façade are sealed to prevent entry?• Mullions and ledges are less than 1 in (2.5 cm) deep to discourage bird roosting?3.7.2.8.2 Is there a sealed storage area for food/kitchen solid waste and recyclingGREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):11.2.5 Pest and Contamination Control11.2.5.1 The following integrated pest management strategies are used:• Outdoor air inlets have insect screens of 18x14 mesh for plenum systems feeding multiple air handlers;• Structural and mechanical openings are fitted with permanent protection (e.g. screens, sealants, etc.);• Advertising signs and other assemblies affixed to the building façade are designed and constructed in a way that reduces bird habitation, and penetrations in the façade are sealed to prevent entry; and• Mullions and ledges are less than 1 in. (2.5 cm) deep to discourage bird roosting.11.2.5.2  The building has a sealed storage area for food/kitchen solid waste and recycling.

		_3i_1) Does your system addres_6W8UxU8ZhU6jraP1vIegPw: Yes

		_3h_2) List and describe speci_qd4mt5cKL7hjfQCZJDI7Fw: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.7.2.9 Other Indoor Pollutants (Tobacco, Radon)3.7.2.9.1 Is there a construction management policy to prohibit smoking in the building and a provision to require that smoking be a minimum of 25 feet from the building with posted signage?Smoking should be prohibited within 25 feet of all building entrances, operable windows, and building ventilation intakes.3.7.2.9.2 Is there a requirement to post “No Smoking” signage in the building and near all building entrances and air intakes?GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):6.2.1 Environmental Management System (EMS)6.2.1.1 The general contractor (GC) or construction manager (CM) documents the following elements as part of their Environmental Management System (EMS):• 6.2.1.1.4: A construction management policy prohibits smoking within 25 ft. (7.62 m) of the building perimeter and construction zone during the construction phase.o Smoking is defined as the inhalation of smoke from burning tobacco, use of electronic-cigarettes, or other substance encased in items such as, but not limited to, cigarettes, pipes, and cigars for recreational or medical use.11.2.6 Other Indoor Pollutants (Tobacco, Radon)11.2.6.1 An occupancy policy prohibits smoking. Signage is posted at every building entrance prohibiting smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes within 25 ft. (7.6 m) of the building.     Smoking is defined as the inhalation of smoke of burning tobacco, use of electronic-cigarettes or other substances encased in items such as (but not limited to) cigarettes, pipes, and cigars for recreational or medical use.

		_3h_1) Does your system addres_rxHHaWM612D52c5agChYKA: Yes

		_3g_2) List and describe speci_L8VcycLJI*hktZMY71rhww: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.1.2.4 IAQ During Construction3.1.2.4.1 Is there a requirement for either one of  the following  best-practices to maintain good indoor air quality?The area under construction is to be flushed with 100% outdoor air for 14 consecutive days prior to occupancy and filters changed before it is occupied?ORBaseline Indoor Air Quality  testing gives positive results as per EPA “Testing for Indoor Air Quality,” Section 01 81 09, (December 2007)?This is verified at the Stage II Site Assessment. The measures should be included in the General Contractors' Environmental Management System as part of the Site and Work Instructions.3.1.2.4.2 Where parts of the building will be occupied during construction, are one or more of the following five basic strategies specified per SMACNA‘S “IAQ Guidelines for Occupied Buildings Under Construction” to control dust, odors or irritants: • HVAC protection? • Source Control? • Pathway Interruption? • Housekeeping? • Scheduling? This is verified at the Stage II Site Assessment. The measures should be included in the General Contractors' Environmental Management System as part of the Site and Work Instructions. Mark “not applicable” where the building will not be occupied during construction.Reference material:•  SMACNA IAQ Guidelines for Occupied Buildings Under ConstructionGREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):6.2.1.1 The general contractor (GC) or construction manager (CM) documents the following elements as part of their Environmental Management System (EMS):• 6.2.1.1.1: GC/CM Environmental Policy:     o Includes policies and practices that support the health of humans and site-environment during construction;• 6.2.1.1.2: Designated GC/CM Environmental Management Plan and Compliance Manager:     o Lists their qualifications, role, responsibilities, and reporting compliance structure (e.g., checklists, inspections, and records of compliance).     o Indicates how this information is passed along to project personnel and sub-contractors;    o Describe continuous reporting mechanism;• 6.2.1.1.3: Project Ecological and Health Risk Assessment:    o An assessment is conducted prior to the start of construction to identify major risks that could impact the general welfare and health of humans (i.e., residents, workers, visitors, and construction trades people) and the ecological environment surrounding the immediate area of construction for the specific project and local agency requirements; 11.2.2 Pre-Occupancy Indoor Air Quality Testing11.2.2.1 Path A: Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Pre-Occupancy Testing11.2.2.1.1 To determine that the indoor air quality is acceptable upon Substantial Completion but prior to occupancy, the buildings indoor environments are tested using the U.S. EPA’s Compendium of Methods for the Determination of Toxic Organic Pollutants in Ambient Air, TO-1, TO-11, TO-17, and ASTM D 5197-09e1 Standard Test Method for Determination of Formaldehyde and Other Carbonyl Compounds in Air (Active Sampler Methodology). The testing takes place after construction ends and prior to occupancy. The test protocols are in accordance with the following:• The VOC and Particulate Matter sampling and averaging times and measurement methods achieve the detection limits of the contaminant levels listed in Table 11.2.2.1.1 below;• HVAC systems are operated at the minimum design outdoor air ventilation rate during testing;• Air sampling and monitoring are at a height of 3-6 ft. (91-183 cm) from the floor and at least 3 ft. (0.9 m) away from walls and ventilation supply;• The test protocols are documented to show that appropriate sampling methods and times were used; and• The number of sampling locations are as follows for each portion of the building served by a separate ventilation system:   o At Least one per contiguous floor; and   o At Least one per 10,000 ft.2 (929 m2) of floor area.The sampling points include areas presumed to have the greatest source strength with the least ventilation.Table 11.2.2.1.1: Maximum level of contaminants:  (See Tables Sheet).   For any area that fails to meet the requirements, the individual chemical(s) in the highest concentrations that are leading to failure are to be reviewed and the problem remedied. OR11.2.2.2 Path B: Total Volatile Organic Compounds (TVOC)11.2.2.2.1 "Upon Substantial Completion, but prior to occupancy, conduct a TVOC indoor air sampling and laboratory analysis of collected samples as follows:Sampling for TVOCs is conducted over a minimum four-hour period.  All measurements are completed prior to occupancy, but during normal occupied hours, with the building ventilation starting at the normal daily start time and operated at the minimum outside air flow rate for the occupied mode throughout the duration of the testing.Samples are taken using one of the following collection media:• Thermal desorption tubes.• Canisters.Laboratory analysis is conducted in accordance with the following:• VOC Range (Carbon):  C6 – C16.• Reference Compound:  Toluene.All interior finishes are in place at the time of testing. Non-fixed furnishings, such as workstations and partitions are encouraged, but not required to be installed at the time of testing;Samples are collected for each portion of the building served by a separate air handling system. In each area served by a single air handler, samples are collected for each 25,000 ft. 2 (2,323 m2) of floor space, or each contiguous floor space, whichever is larger. Samples include areas presumed to have the least ventilation, and the strongest presumed source strength. Samples are collected at 3-6 ft. (91-183 cm) above the finished floor.

		_3g_1) Does your system addres_cprrZurh-D1XvzZOz3bh0g: Yes

		_3f_2) List and describe speci_kXtfEWAQEmu5QoP462HuPw: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.1.2.4 IAQ during Construction3.1.2.4.1 Is there a requirement for either one of  the following  best-practices to maintain good indoor air quality?The area under construction is to be flushed with 100% outdoor air for 14 consecutive days prior to occupancy and filters changed before it is occupied?orBaseline Indoor Air Quality  testing gives positive results as per EPA “Testing for Indoor Air Quality,” Section 01 81 09, (December 2007)?"“Floor coverings” include carpeting, resilient and other non-carpet flooring. “Interior products” include insulation, acoustical ceilings, and wall coverings.  Does not apply to countertops, casework, cabinetry, and shelving. Refer to the Green Globes Technical Reference Manual, Table 3.7.2.1.4: Floors and Floor Coverings, for the types of products and the test methods used to determine VOCs in these products. The “prescribed limits” given in the Table are based on Indoor Reference Exposure Levels (REL)  developed by the California Office of Environmental Health and Hazard Assessment (OEHHA)  for volatile organic compounds. “Certified” means compliance with any of the certifications listed in the Green Globes Technical Reference Manual.Reference Material:• Green Globes for New Construction Technical Reference Manual, Table 3.7.2.1.4: Floors and Floor Coverings3.6.2.2 Ozone-depleting Potential3.6.2.2.1 Does the cooling equipment (not including portable equipment) use refrigerants that have zero or “near-zero” ozone depletion potential (ODP)? orAre there no refrigerants?3.6.2.3 Global Warming Potential 3.6.2.3.1 Does cooling equipment (not including portable equipment) use refrigerants that have a low global warming potential (GWP100)? orAre there no refrigerants?3.7.2.1 Volatile Organic Compounds3.7.2.1.1 Is there a requirement that adhesives and sealants (not including carpet adhesives) will comply with prescribed limits of VOCs and/or be certified? 3.7.2.1.2 Is there a requirement that carpet and under-carpet adhesives will comply with the Carpet and Rug Institute’s (CRI) Green Label Plus program? 3.2.1.3 Is there a requirement that paints will comply with prescribed limits of VOCs and/or be certified? 3.7.2.1.4 Is there a requirement that floors, floor coverings, and other interior products will comply with prescribed limits of VOCs and/or be certified? GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):11.2.1 Volatile Organic Compounds11.2.1.1 Adhesives and sealants (not including carpet adhesives) that are applied on site within, or part of, the building envelope’s continuous plane of air tightness comply with VOC content limits for 90% of products by volume AND/OR VOC emissions criteria for 70% of products by volume.                                            Table 11.2.1.1: Adhesives and Sealants VOCs  (See Tables Sheet)11.2.1.2 Paints and coatings applied on site within, or are a part of, the building’s continuous plane of air tightness comply with prescribed limits of VOC content limits for 90% of products by volume AND/OR VOC emissions criteria) for 70% of products by volume.Table 11.2.1.2: Paint and Coatings VOCs  (See Tables Sheet)11.2.1.3 "Interior products will comply with prescribed limits of product emissions AND/OR be certified.“Certified” means compliance with any of the certifications listed in Table 11.2.1.3: Interior Product VOC Emission.Table 11.2.1.3: Interior Product VOC Emissions (See Tables Sheet)    11.2.2 Pre-Occupancy Indoor Air Quality TestingTwo paths are available for assessing 11.2.2.• Path A: Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Pre-Occupancy Testing: OR• Path B: Total Volatile Organic Compounds (TVOC): 11.2.2.1  Path A: Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Pre-Occupancy Testing11.2.2.1.1  To determine that the indoor air quality is acceptable upon Substantial Completion but prior to occupancy, the buildings indoor environments are tested using the U.S. EPA’s Compendium of Methods for the Determination of Toxic Organic Pollutants in Ambient Air, TO-1, TO-11, TO-17, and ASTM D 5197-09e1 Standard Test Method for Determination of Formaldehyde and Other Carbonyl Compounds in Air (Active Sampler Methodology). The testing takes place after construction ends and prior to occupancy.                     The test protocols are in accordance with the following:• The VOC and Particulate Matter sampling and averaging times and measurement methods achieve the detection limits of the contaminant levels listed in Table 11.2.2.1.1 below;• HVAC systems are operated at the minimum design outdoor air ventilation rate during testing;• Air sampling and monitoring are at a height of 3-6 ft. (91-183 cm) from the floor and at least 3 ft. (0.9 m) away from walls and ventilation supply;• The test protocols are documented to show that appropriate sampling methods and times were used; and• The number of sampling locations are as follows for each portion of the building served by a separate ventilation system:      o At Least one per contiguous floor; and      o At Least one per 10,000 ft.2 (929 m2) of floor area.The sampling points include areas presumed to have the greatest source strength with the least ventilation.Table 11.2.2.1.1: Maximum level of contaminants:  (See Tables Sheet).   For any area that fails to meet the requirements, the individual chemical(s) in the highest concentrations that are leading to failure are to be reviewed and the problem remedied.   OR11.2.2.2  Path B: Total Volatile Organic Compounds (TVOC)11.2.2.2.1  Upon Substantial Completion, but prior to occupancy, conduct a TVOC indoor air sampling and laboratory analysis of collected samples as follows:Sampling for TVOCs is conducted over a minimum four-hour period.  All measurements are completed prior to occupancy, but during normal occupied hours, with the building ventilation starting at the normal daily start time and operated at the minimum outside air flow rate for the occupied mode throughout the duration of the testing.Samples are taken using one of the following collection media:• Thermal desorption tubes.• Canisters.Laboratory analysis is conducted in accordance with the following:• VOC Range (Carbon):  C6 – C16.• Reference Compound:  Toluene.All interior finishes are in place at the time of testing. Non-fixed furnishings, such as workstations and partitions are encouraged, but not required to be installed at the time of testing;Samples are collected for each portion of the building served by a separate air handling system. In each area served by a single air handler, samples are collected for each 25,000 ft. 2 (2,323 m2) of floor space, or each contiguous floor space, whichever is larger. Samples include areas presumed to have the least ventilation, and the strongest presumed source strength. Samples are collected at 3-6 ft. (91-183 cm) above the finished floor.

		_3f_1) Does your system addres_cIiuI5rFkmnszsdY-DLrsA: Yes

		_3e_2) List and describe speci_SpvQ2BfEVZK48JkPnWyXuQ: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.1.2.3 Building Materials and Building Envelope3.1.2.3.1 Is there a requirement for the following construction best-practices to protect building materials and control mold:  3.1.2.3.1.1 • Building materials made of organic material or those that could absorb moisture are protected in transit and at the construction site from contact with moisture and from collecting organic matter such as leaves, soil or insects? 3.1.2.3.1.2 • The building envelope will be weather-tight and permitted to dry before installation of interior walls, wood floors, ceilings or HVAC systems? 3.5.7.2 Flashings3.5.7.2.1 Is there a requirement that building envelope flashings and sheet metal assemblies are to be:3.5.7.2.1.1 • Installed as per prescribed industry best practice? 3.5.7.2.1.2 • Inspected as per prescribed industry protocol? 3.5.7.3 Roof and Wall Openings3.5.7.3.1 Is there a requirement that all products for roof and wall openings (doors, windows, skylights etc.) are to:3.5.7.3.1.1 • Comprise moisture management design that meets industry prescribed performance requirements?3.5.7.3.1.2 • Be installed as per prescribed industry best practice? 3.5.7.3.1.3 • Be inspected as per the prescribed industry protocol, including field testing with respect to water penetration?3.5.8.1 Foundation Systems3.5.8.1.1 Is there a requirement that newly installed foundation systems for conditioned spaces are to: 3.5.8.1.1.1 • Be constructed with slab-on-ground vapor retarders conforming to prescribed industry best practices? 3.5.8.1.1.2 • Be constructed such that all slabs on grade will be positioned directly over vapor retarders and capillary-break base courses?3.5.8.1.1.3 • Undergo field-inspection of all vapor retarder and waterproofing assemblies as per prescribed industry protocol? 3.5.8.1.2 Is there a requirement for the following damp-proofing measures to be applied to all newly installed foundation walls in contact with grade: 3.5.8.1.2.1 • 5% slope grade away indicated from the building for at least 10 ft. (3.05 m)?3.5.8.1.2.2 • Roof drainage to be directed at least 3 ft. (0.9 m) beyond the building overhang?3.5.8.1.2.3 • A foundation drainage system?3.5.8.2 Below Grade Wall Slabs and Above Grade Horizontal Assemblies3.5.8.2.1 Is there a requirement that waterproofing membrane assemblies are to: 3.5.8.2.1.1 • Be provided at all below grade slabs and foundation/basement walls that are subject to hydrostatic pressures?3.5.8.2.1.2 • Be installed as per the manufacturer's requirements, and field-inspected as per prescribed industry protocol? 3.5.9.1 Exterior Wall Cladding Systems3.5.9.1.1 Is there a requirement to install cladding systems as per industry best practices for one of the following:Exterior Insulation Finishing Systems (EIFS) installed as water-managed systems in accordance with the manufacturer's requirements?orAluminum framed glazing systems installed in accordance with the manufacturer's requirements and warranted by the manufacturer for the intended purpose?orMasonry veneer cladding installed in accordance with industry technical notes and bulletins?orArchitectural precast concrete cladding systems that incorporate pressure equalized two stage joints between precast concrete panels and adjacent cladding assemblies?3.5.9.1.2 Is there a requirement to inspect the cladding installation as per the appropriate prescribed industry protocols for one of the following:EIS cladding systems?orAluminum framed glazing systems?orMasonry veneer cladding?3.5.9.1.3 Are joint sealers to be installed as per prescribed industry best practice, and field inspected as per prescribed industry protocol? 3.5.9.2 Rainscreen Wall Cladding3.5.9.2.1 Do the construction documents indicate that exterior rainscreen wall cladding systems specified over framed walls are to be installed with the following:3.5.9.2.1.1 • A primary and secondary line of defense?3.5.9.2.1.2 • An air barrier? 3.5.9.2.1.3 • A means for incidental bulk water intrusion to escape the cladding system assembly?3.5.9.2.2 Are rainscreen cladding assemblies required to pass requirements of AAMA 508-07 laboratory-testing? 3.5.10.2 Vapor Retarders3.5.10.2.1 Do the construction documents indicate that the interior side of framed walls in Climate Zones 5, 6, 7, 8 and Marine 4 are installed with a Class I or II vapor retarder that is in accordance with the International Energy Conservation Code 2012, International Energy Conservation Code 2007 Supplement, or 2009 International Building Code Section 1405.3?3.5.10.2.3 Do the construction documents indicate that exposed earth in unvented crawl space foundations must be covered with a continuous Class I vapor retarder, and installed with the following strategies:All joints of the vapor retarder are overlapped by 6 in (15.2 cm) and are sealed or taped?andThe edges of the vapor retarder extend at least 6 in (15.2 cm) up the stem wall and are attached to the stem wall?"3.7.2.2 Moisture and Vapor Control Methods 3.7.2.2.1 Are there the following measures to avoid fungus, mold, and bacteria:• HVAC is able to monitor and control dew point? • Materials and finishes are resistant to mold growth in spaces that generate high humidity (e.g. kitchens, toilet rooms, pools, laundry facilities, shower areas, etc.)?• There are floor drains located in all areas where equipment failures may cause plumbing leaks or where certain operations may cause spills or overflows?GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):6.1.1.1 Performance and green design goals (qualitative AND/OR quantitative) are established in collaboration with the owner in writing and are regularly assessed from pre-design through to completion of construction and occupancy for the following listed items:•  Site design;•  Environmentally responsible construction activities;•  Water conservation, efficiency, alternate water sources, and reuse;•  Building envelope and moisture control;•  Energy efficiency;•  Materials including:   o    Efficiency;    o    Environmentally preferable products; and   o    Storage of hazardous materials; •  Indoor environment including:   o    Acoustic comfort;   o    Thermal comfort;   o    Lighting;    o    Air quality; and•  Building resilience.Assessment criteria:Pre-design written goalsDesign stage review and assessment of goals prior to:•  Conceptual design phase•  Design development phase•  Construction documentsConstruction stage review and assessment of goals at:•  Pre-construction•  25% completion of budget or schedule•  50% completion of budget or schedule•  Substantial completionOccupancy assessment of goals:Owner obtains a contract for Facility Performance Evaluation or Post-Occupancy Study to evaluate how the building meets the original and emerging goals and requirements within 18 months of being occupied.6.4.1 Moisture Control Design Analysis6.4.1.1 A moisture control design analysis is performed on walls  and ceilings adjacent to spaces of added moisture AND/OR on above-grade portions of the building envelope in accordance with ASHRAE 160-2009 or a steady-state water vapor transmission analysis for the purpose of predicting, mitigating, or reducing moisture damage to the building envelope, materials, components, systems, and furnishings. 

		_3e_1) Does your system addres_vp9FGL78qzle6MBra7twEw: Yes

		_3d_2) List and describe speci_yJs0JGpG5gPj83S*aTm2bA: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.7.2.9 Other Indoor Pollutants (Tobacco, Radon)3.7.2.9.3 Have the following measures been met in order to address radon:• A site-specific assessment of radon potential has been conducted?• Radon mitigation measures are specified?This applies to both new construction and major renovation that involves the addition of a new structure. “Radon mitigation measures” include installation of passive or active radon mitigation systems. Major renovation projects must indicate how testing for radon was conducted. Consult EPA for radon maps, and to determine whether the site is in a high, moderate or low radon zone. Mark “not applicable” where the site is in a low risk zone.GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):11.2.6 Other Indoor Pollutants (Tobacco, Radon)11.2.6.2 The following measures are taken to address radon:   • 11.2.6.2.1: A site-specified assessment of radon potential is conducted; AND• 11.2.6.2.1: Radon prevention and mitigation measures are implemented as indicated by the assessment.11.2.6.3 Spaces housing specialized activities that generate hazardous pollutants are:• provided with separate ventilation AND/OR exhaust systems capable of maintaining the space at a negative pressure of at least 5.0 Pascals (0.02 in. water gauge) on average relative to adjacent spaces (with doors closed) to prevent the spread of air-borne contaminants to other spaces; • physically isolated by doors and deck-to-deck partitions or hard lid ceilings.

		_3d_1) Does your system addres_YxsAWs9ik77h51MnLfxV8g: Yes

		_3c_2) List and describe speci_OEJ-jgKVJO9tQuFVPpBXJQ: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.1.1.2 IDP Performance Goals3.1.1.2.1 Were (qualitative) green design goals established at the pre-design phase for the following:• Site design? • Envelope?• Material efficiency? • Indoor environment?3.1.2.1 Environmental Management Systems (EMS)3.1.2.1.1 Is there a requirement that the General Contractor must document the following elements as part of their Environmental Management System (EMS): (This is verified at the Stage II Site Assessment. An EMS is a framework that helps the General Contractor to achieve their corporate environmental goals through consistent control of their operations.  Part of the EMS is an Environmental Management Plan (EMP) which deals specifically with this project.)3.1.2.1.1.1 • General Contractor's Environmental Policy? (This is a statement by the General Contractor’s organization that outlines intentions and principles regarding its overall environmental performance. It provides the overall directive and basis to set environmental objectives and targets, and develop action plans. It must be communicated to all employees and sub-contractors and displayed on notice boards throughout the construction sites. It should also be available to the public.)GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):6.1.1.1 Performance and green design goals (qualitative AND/OR quantitative) are established in collaboration with the owner in writing and are regularly assessed from pre-design through to completion of construction and occupancy for the following listed items:•  Site design;•  Environmentally responsible construction activities;•  Water conservation, efficiency, alternate water sources, and reuse;•  Building envelope and moisture control;•  Energy efficiency;•  Materials including:   o    Efficiency;    o    Environmentally preferable products; and   o    Storage of hazardous materials; •  Indoor environment including:   o    Acoustic comfort;   o    Thermal comfort;   o    Lighting;    o    Air quality; and•  Building resilience.Assessment criteria:Pre-design written goalsDesign stage review and assessment of goals prior to:•  Conceptual design phase•  Design development phase•  Construction documentsConstruction stage review and assessment of goals at:•  Pre-construction•  25% completion of budget or schedule•  50% completion of budget or schedule•  Substantial completionOccupancy assessment of goals:Owner obtains a contract for Facility Performance Evaluation or Post-Occupancy Study to evaluate how the building meets the original and emerging goals and requirements within 18 months of being occupied.6.1.2.1 Employ an Integrated Design Process (IDP) - with evidence of comprehensive pre-design, design phase, and construction phase planning and coordination. Job functions involved in the IDP include but are not limited to the following:•  Architect;•  Building Envelope Specialist;•  Civil Engineer;•  Commissioning Agent;•  Community Representative;•  Electrical Engineer;•  Energy Engineer;•  Facilities Manager;•  General Contractor/Construction Manager:    o  Specialty Contractors;•  Interior Designer; •  Irrigation Designer;•  Landscape Architect or Designer;•  Lighting Designer/Illuminating Engineer;•  Mechanical Engineer – Plumbing, HVAC, AND/OR Refrigeration;•  Owner’s Representative;•  Structural Engineer;•  Sustainability Consultant; AND/OR•  User Group Representative.

		_3c_1) Does your system addres_sM2jTb9mVTa9Dc6K420vSQ: Yes

		_3b_2) List and describe speci_MeHjCnfFyB4gVb0hIGE77Q: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.3.5 Lighting3.3.5.1 Total Lighting Power Density3.3.5.1.1 Is the total lighting power density  (LPD) of the building at or below the allowed lighting power density in GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013 Technical Reference Manual, Table 3.3.5.1.1-A (Building Area Method) or Table 3.3.5.1.1-B (Space-by-Space Method)?3.3.5.2 Interior Automatic Light Shut-off Controls3.3.5.2.1 Are there time-scheduling devices for lights and/or individual occupant-sensing devices?3.3.5.3 Light Reduction Controls3.3.5.3.1 "Do all interior, non-daylighted areas have lighting controls that can reduce the lighting load by at least 50% from full lighting using any of the following technologies:• Dual switching of alternate rows or luminaires?• Switching of individual lamps independently of adjacent lamps within a luminaire?• Switching of each lamp or luminaire?• Occupancy sensors within the space?3.3.5.5 Controls for Daylighted Zones3.3.5.5.1 Do all small daylit areas have manual or automatic photocell lighting controls? 3.3.5.5.2 Do all large daylit areas have automatic photocell lighting controls? 3.7.3.1 Daylighting3.7.3.1.1 What percent of floor area occupied for critical visual tasks achieves a minimum daylight factor (DF) of 2 (excluding all direct sunlight penetration)?3.7.3.1.2 What percentage of task areas were designed to have views to the exterior or atria within 25 ft. (7.6 m) from a window?3.7.3.1.3 Are there shading devices on southern, western, and eastern exposures?3.7.3.1.4 Are there shading devices to eliminate direct sunlight from reaching task areas?3.7.3.1.5 What percentage of daylit areas are there photo-sensors to maintain consistent lighting levels throughout the day using both daylighting and artificial lighting?3.7.3.2 Lighting Design3.7.3.2.1 Do primary occupied spaces have the prescribed lighting levels for the types of tasks anticipated in the various building spaces?  3.7.3.2.2 "Has a Lighting Engineer signed off on calculations that show that  luminance ratios do not exceed the following as per IESNA for tasks:• 3:1 between the task and adjacent surroundings?• 10:1 between the task and remote (non-adjacent) surfaces?• 20:1 between the brightest and darkest surface in the field of view?• 8:1 between rows of luminaires where there is indirect lighting and where ceiling luminance exceeds 425 cd/m2 (124.1 fL)?"3.7.3.2.3 "Has a Lighting Engineer signed off on the design showing that where there is direct lighting, the average luminance does not exceed the following values for given luminaire angles:• 850 cd/m2 (248.1 fL) at 65° from the vertical?• 350 cd/m2 (102.2 fL) at 75° from the vertical?• 175 cd/m2 (51.1 fL) at 85° from the vertical?GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):8.3.2.2.1 All spaces have automatic controls that turn off non-twenty-four-hour lighting based on occupancy or time schedule. One or more of the following provides automatic control:• Occupancy or vacancy sensors;• Building control system based on timer or schedule, for example:   o Time switch;   o Automatic relays controlled by BAS;   o Embedded controls; or• Other control signal.Lighting control zones consist of up to 25,000 ft.2 (2,322.6 m2)  on a single floor8.3.2.3.1 In all regularly occupied spaces that use at least 0.5 W/ft2 (5.4 W/m2) of lighting power, more than 90% of light fixtures have lighting controls that can reduce the lighting load by at least 50% from full lighting power using any of the following technologies:• Dimming: Continuous dimming of the lamps or luminaires from 100% to at least 10% of full light output;• Multi-level Lighting: Lighting with at least 5 control steps including ON and OFF; or• Bi-level lighting: Dual switching of alternate rows or luminaires; Switching of individual lamps independently of adjacent lamps within a luminaire8.3.2.3.2 Occupants in private offices less than 250 ft2 (23.23 m2) and in open office workstation areas can  adjust their direct overhead lighting levels via continuous dimming or multi-level lighting.   Providing bi-level overhead lighting in conjunction with separate task lighting is permitted for compliance8.3.2.4.1 For buildings two stories or less above grade, a minimum of 50% of the total combined floor area is in a daylight area. For buildings three or more stories above grade, a minimum of 25% of the total combined floor area is in a daylight area. Control Lighting in the primary and secondary daylight areas with daylight responsive dimming plus OFF.Informational Reference(s):• ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013, Section 3, Definition of Daylight Area8.3.2.4.2 A minimum of 2% of the roof area consists of skylights that comply with the requirements of Sections 5 and 9 of ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013. Base this percentage upon the horizontal projected area of the skylight and roof, without overhangs Earning this credit is contingent on compliance with the daylight control credit 8.3.2.5.8.3.2.5.1 Control lighting in primary and secondary daylight zones [use 90.1-2013 definitions for daylight zones] with automatic daylight responsive lighting controls that lower the power consumption of the lighting system when daylight is available11.3.1 Daylighting and Views11.3.1.1 "Regularly occupied floor area achieves a minimum daylight factor (DF) of at least 2 (excluding all direct sunlight penetration).Assessment Guidance:Estimate the DF for a daylit space that has vertical windows using the following formula:DF = 0.1 x PG, where:DF = daylight factor PG = percentage of glass to floor area (area of the windows/floor area)11.3.1.2 Regularly occupied task areas are designed to have clear views to the exterior or atria within 25 ft. (7.6 m) from a window.11.3.1.3 Southern, western, and eastern exposures have the following shading devices:11.3.1.3.1 Active automated shading devices (e.g. automated widow shades or electrochromic glazing) that automatically adjust based on sky conditions for all listed exposures; OR11.3.1.3.2 Passive shading devices (e.g. manual window shades or permanent projections such as overhangs).11.3.1.4 Daylit areas (with a Daylight Factor of at least 2) use photo-sensors to maintain consistent lighting levels throughout the day using both daylighting and electric lighting. 11.3.2 Lighting Design Quantity11.3.2.1 "Regularly occupied spaces meet the Recommended Illuminance for the Locations/Tasks in Table 11.3.2.1-A and Table 11.3.2.1-B.     “Recommended vertical and horizontal illuminance targets” are found in the IES Lighting Handbook, 10th Edition, Table 22.2 and Applications Sections 21-37 OR Table 11.3.2.1-A: IES Illuminance Categories and Table 11.3.2.1-B: IES Task/Location Categories. Lighting levels may be increased or decreased by 10% (max.) based on Occupant Age, Visual Performance Requirements, or other weighting factors as detailed in the IES Lighting Handbook, 10th Edition Table 4.1,the following weighting factors:  Table 11.3.2.1–A:  IES Illuminance Categories Table 11.3.2.1–B: IES Location/Task Categories (See Tables Sheet)."11.3.2.2 Luminance ratios do not exceed the following as per IESNA for tasks:• 3:1 between the task and adjacent surroundings;• 10:1 between the task and remote (non-adjacent) surfaces; and• 20:1 between the brightest and darkest surface in the field of view; or 8:1 between rows of luminaires where there is indirect lighting and where ceiling luminance exceeds 124.1 fL (425 cd/m2).11.3.2.3 The average luminance does not exceed the following values for given luminaire angles where there is direct lighting:• 248.1 fL (850 cd/m2) at 65° from the vertical;• 102.2 fL (350 cd/m2) at 75° from the vertical; or• 51.1 fL (175 cd/m2) at 85° from the vertical.11.3.3 Lighting Design Quality11.3.3.1 Regularly occupied spaces use electric light sources with a minimum Color Rendering Index (CRI) of 80. 11.3.3.2 Regularly occupied spaces use electric light sources with a Correlated Color Temperature (CCT) between 2700°K and 4500°K. 11.3.3.3 Regularly occupied spaces use no more than 50% direct only general lighting.  Direct only general lighting limits Direct Glare to no more than 50° above horizontal; Direct Glare includes direct view of the light source and luminances over 2,335 fL (8,000 cd/m²).11.3.3.4 Individual control of primary workspace lighting is provided for at least 90% of occupants.  “Control” may either be dimming from 100% to at least 10% or stepped dimming with at least three (3) steps: 100%, 50% and 0%.
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		_ 3a_2) List and describe spec_Jgd50hccmBBH6CMMAmc0XA: GREEN GLOBES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 2013:3.7.1.1 Ventilation Air Quantity3.7.1.1.1 Is the quantity of ventilation air for the building compliant with ANSI/ASHRAE 62.1-2007, ANSI/ASHRAE 62.1-2010, the International Code Council International Mechanical Code (ICC IMC) 2009, IAPMO UMC (2009): Uniform Mechanical Code, ASHRAE 170-2008 (for hospitals or healthcare occupancies), or local codes or standards? 3.7.1.1.2 Do the construction documents indicate the ventilation schedule for all occupied spaces?3.7.1.2 Air ExchangeGreen Globes provides three paths for assessing air exchange:Path A: Mechanical Ventilation Only Path B: Natural Ventilation Only Path C: Combination of Mechanical & Natural Ventilation Please review and select one of the three pathways below, as appropriate to your project."3.7.1.2.1 Path A: Mechanical Ventilation Only3.7.1.2.1.1 Is the zone air distribution effectiveness Ez value greater than or equal to 0.9 in all regularly occupied spaces, excluding circulation and transitional spaces?3.7.1.2.2 Path B: Natural Ventilation Only3.7.1.2.2.1 Are the following conditions met as per ANSI/ASHRAE 62.1-2010: Section 5.1: 3.7.1.2.2.1.1 • All points within habitable spaces considered to be naturally ventilated are within 25 ft. (7.6 m) of a permanent or operable wall, window or roof opening to the outdoors?3.7.1.2.2.1.2 • The unobstructed area of the opening measures at least 4% of the net floor area that is being naturally ventilated?3.7.1.2.2.1.3 • Where a interior spaces are naturally ventilated through adjoining (perimeter) rooms, the openings between the spaces were designed to have a minimum area of 8% of the net floor area of the interior room and were at least 25 ft2 (2.3 m2)?3.7.1.2.2.1.4 • All operable openings are readily accessible to building occupants?3.7.1.2.3 Path C: Combination of Mechanical & Natural Ventilation3.7.1.2.3.1 Where mechanical ventilation is employed, is the zone air distribution effectiveness Ez value greater than or equal to 0.9 in all regularly occupied spaces, excluding circulation and transitional spaces?3.7.1.2.3.2 Where natural ventilation is employed, are the following conditions met as per ANSI/ASHRAE 62.1-2010: Section 5.1: 3.7.1.2.3.2.1 • All points within habitable spaces considered to be naturally ventilated are within 25 ft. (7.6 m) of a permanent or operable wall, window or roof opening to the outdoors?3.7.1.2.3.2.2 • The unobstructed area of the opening measures at least 4% of the net floor area that is being naturally ventilated?3.7.1.2.3.2.3 • Where a interior spaces are naturally ventilated through adjoining (perimeter) rooms, the openings between the spaces were designed to have a minimum area of 8% of the net floor area of the interior room and were at least 25 ft2 (2.3 m2)?3.7.1.2.3.2.4 • All operable openings are readily accessible to building occupants?3.7.1.3 Ventilation Intakes and Exhausts3.7.1.3.1 Are ventilation systems equipped with the following features:3.7.1.3.1.1 • Exhaust outlets and plumbing vent stacks are located at least 20 ft. (6.1 m) away from outdoor air intakes?3.7.1.3.1.2 • Outdoor air intakes are located at least 30 ft. (9.1 m) away from sources of pollution? “Sources of pollution” include, but are not limited to, dumpsters, parking areas, driveways, loading docks, natural gas lines, wet cooling towers, garage doors, and garage exhaust outlets.3.7.1.3.1.3 • Outdoor air intakes are protected with 0.3 in (6.4 mm) or smaller mesh screens?3.7.1.3.1.4 • For each air handling system in single or multiple arrangements, filters are compliant with ANSI/ASHRAE 62.1-2010?3.7.1.3.1.5 • Outdoor air inlets and outlets, including louvers and rain hoods, are sized appropriately as per ANSI/ASHRAE 62.1-2010?3.7.1.3.1.6 • Except in transfer air ducts, all outdoor air, return air, and supply air ductwork avoids interior liner that could harbor microbial growth and/or erode in the air stream?3.7.1.3.1.7 • Roof drainage slopes away from outdoor air intakes?3.7.1.4 CO2 Sensing and Ventilation Control Equipment3.7.1.4.1 Do rooms that are occupied by several people (e.g. open offices) and those that have variable occupancy (e.g. meeting rooms, assembly areas) have CO2 sensing and ventilation control equipment?3.7.4.2 Thermal Comfort Design3.7.4.2.1 Has an Engineer signed off on the design that shows that the building conforms to ANSI/ASHRAE 55-2010 or ANSI/ASHRAE 55-2004?GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):8.3.3.8.1 The project uses equal or less fan power than the requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013 Table 6.5.3.1-1 including all exceptions and modifiers.Informational Reference(s): • ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013, Table 6.5.3.1-18.3.3.8.2 Occupancy AND/OR CO¬2 sensors are installed to control ventilation rates in regularly occupied spaces that may experience frequent variation in the number of occupants. CO2 sensors maintain calibration within 2% for one year after initial installation.11.1.1 Ventilation Air Quantity11.1.1.1 "The quantity of ventilation for the building is compliant with one of the following:   • ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2013; Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality;• The ICC International Mechanical Code (ICC IMC 2015); • IAPMO UMC (2015): Uniform Mechanical Code; • ANSI/ASHRAE/ASHE Standard 170-2013, Ventilation of Health Care Facilities; OR • Local codes or standards (if more stringent). 11.1.2 Air Change Effectiveness11.1.2.1 "The following strategies are implemented for ventilation systems when used:       • For mechanical ventilation systems, the zone air distribution effectiveness Ez value is greater than or equal to 0.9 in all regularly occupied spaces, excluding circulation and transitional spaces. • Natural ventilation systems are designed in accordance with Section 6.4 of ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1- 2013, or are designed using professionally accepted sophisticated analytical methods such as computational fluid dynamics.The Ez value is determined using Table 11.1.2.1.   11.4 Thermal Comfort11.4.1 Thermal Control Zones11.4.1.1 "One or more of the listed thermal zoning strategies is used for continuously occupied areas: • 11.4.1.1.1: Office Occupancies/Areas: Includes offices and conference rooms, among others. For open areas, thermal control zones are designed to be between 500 ft2 (46.5 m2) and 1000 ft2 (92.9 m2) for open areas. For single rooms, thermal control zones are designed to be between 750 ft2 (69.7 m2) and 1200 ft2 (111.5 m2). Circulation and support areas are excluded. • 11.4.1.1.2: Educational Occupancies/Areas: Includes classrooms, teaching labs, etc. Classrooms AND/OR teaching labs are designed thermal control zones under 1500 ft.2 (139.4 m2). • 11.4.1.1.3: Healthcare Occupancies/Areas: Includes patient wards, diagnostic and treatment areas. Thermal control zones are designed to be between 500 ft.2 (46.5m2) and 1000 ft.2 (92.9m2). • 11.4.1.1.4: Open-Area Mercantile and Assembly Occupancies/Areas: Includes retail, food service, convention halls, etc. For spaces exceeding 464.5 m2 (5000 ft.2) thermal control zones are designed to be less than 2500 ft.2 (232.3 m2). For spaces between 2500 ft.2 (232.3 m2) and 5000 ft.2 (464.5 m2) thermal control zones are designed to be less than 1500 ft.2 (139.4 m2).       For multiple occupancy types, score each occupancy area and prorate score by floor area (rounding upward to nearest integer to the maximum available total points).11.4.2 Thermal Comfort Design11.4.2.1 The HVAC systems and building are designed to provide a thermal environment in conformance with ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55-2013, Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human Occupancy. Exceedance hours for regularly occupied spaces do not exceed 300 hours per year.

		_3a_1) Does your system addres_57S0tCtSXF05hA9iWhTcKw: Yes

		_2) Please indicate which type_75JoBgE2sjgk6bC*RPAlqQ: New construction/major renovation

		_1) Name of Certification Syst_*JYSEOl1i2MvA4hC7X*VPw: Green Globes for New Construction








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part I: General Information Questions 
Part I Instructions 
  
Part I of this survey is intended to capture general information about each certification system. System owners should 
answer each question to the best of their ability. 


Part I-A: General Information Questions


1) Official Name of Certification System


2) To which type of building(s) do your answers to Part I apply? For more information on the justification for the 
types of building projects included in this list, please see GSA's website. 
System owners may certify multiple types of building projects. GSA is only evaluating certification systems for 
existing buildings, building interiors, and new construction/major renovation. GSA's review does not include 
certification systems for residential projects. If respondents select more than one system in Part I, Question 2, 
they should be prepared to complete Part II for EACH type of building project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation


Core and/or shell


3) Name of System Representative  
Please provide the primary POC for this effort. If GSA has any follow up questions, they will contact this 
individual.


4) Email of System Representative


5) Primary phone number of System Representative



http://www.gsa.gov/gbcertificationreview





6) URL of Certification System public website


7) Additional web links providing general system information 
As GSA reviews the certification systems, it will be helpful to have quick access to the most current public 
information about each system. Respondents should provide URLs that will link to useful general information 
about the system. Specific, detailed system information can be provided in Parts II and Parts III of the response.


8a) How many buildings in the U.S. have received certification to date?  


8b) Of these, how many are federal buildings?


9) Please describe the cost of attaining certification and briefly describe the product support available to 
applicants. 





		_9) Please describe the cost o_x5b4MBf4jXQXIMtmV-eI8A: http://bomacanada.ca/bomabest/fees/Registration and Certification fees vary from $2400 to $14000 for a 3 year certification. There is no additional cost other than travel costs for onsite visits which are billed at cost. The system is designed to be undertaken by property and building management and to reduce the need for outside consultants.Costs vary depending on the asset class of the property and the square footageAsset classes covered include Office, Universal, MURB, Open Air Retail, Enclosed Retail, Light Industrial and Health CareA continuous certification program is available with reduced annual fees which is known as the BOMA BEST portfolio programIn this case there is an annual fees for each property ( again depending on the asset class) that ranges from a minimu of $130/year to  $4670 / yearLight Industrial and Open Air retail classes are priced at $6.20 / 1000 sq feet with a maximum fee of $1,200 / yearMURBs are priced at $3.60 / unit with a  maximum fee of $1,200 / yearBOMA BEST fees can also be priced on per square foot basis / year for the GSA portfolio of $5.00 / 1000 sq ft as an alternative Product support is available by email , on our website and over the phone  through a dedicated team of BOMA BEST professionals. The system is meant to be easy to use and test properties can be set up for users at no charge for them to review the questionnaires. BOMA BEST will also put on a series of no charge webinars to review how to use the system and the content of the systemBOMA BEST is also synchronized with Energy Star Portfolio Manager 

		_8b) Of these, how many are fe_bLVbfbqZoTvmq4HxMJ-5Og: 0

		_8a) How many buildings in the_dYF*bG2AG8QNntRAmfluZw: 80

		_7) Additional web links provi_eqd7DKNdu0vA3XvH2e*G8g: http://bomacanada.ca/bomabest/programs/http://bomacanada.ca/bomabest/aboutbomabest/http://bomacanada.ca/bomabest/aboutbomabest/levels/http://bomacanada.ca/bomabest/resourcesupdates/v3guide/

		_6) URL of Certification Syste_fPxCo-UbxtJPSC1VQrcYCg: www.bomabest.org

		_5) Primary phone number of Sy_y7C*2stVD1YdaEdsqP*wWw: 4163589680

		_4) Email of System Representa_OfvwV11ucSThCYcl4Dup4Q: jsmiciklas@bomabest.org

		_3) Name of System Representat_JWtW7hfKdoguzIdnbtfDkA: John Smiciklas

		_2) To which type of building(_3_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Off

		_2) To which type of building(_2_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Off

		_2) To which type of building(_1_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Off

		_2) To which type of building(_0_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Yes

		_1) Official Name of Certifica_M83WQCZSFKAFWbZiBbDB5A: BOMA BEST Sustainable Buildings








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part III: Development Criteria Review Questions
Part III Instructions 
  
GSA will evaluate the development of the certification systems based on two primary criteria:  
  
A) Process for developing the certification system: Are the procedures to develop, maintain, and update the 
certification system transparent? Do they allow for a balance of different stakeholder interests? Is there an appeals 
process for disputes?  
  
B) Conformity assessment: Are the procedures and practices by which building projects are assessed transparent?  
  
Respondents should complete Part III once for their certification system and organization as a whole. In contrast to 
Part II, GSA is not requesting and discourages the completion of Part III for each building project type, unless it is 
impractical to answer the following questions broadly.  
  
In addition, system owners can include supporting information as attachments to the questions (attached directly into 
the PDF form). 


 


Part III-A: Process for developing and administering the certification system


1a) Was the system developed using a consensus-based approach? 
This criterion is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(D), "the ability of the standard to be developed and revised 
through a consensus-based process."   
  
GSA defines a consensus based certification system is a voluntary consensus standard as defined by OMB 
Circular A-119 or one that incorporates  the attributes of a voluntary consensus standards body defined in OMB 
Circular A-119: openness, balance of interest, due process, an appeal process, and consensus.


Yes


No







1b) If you answered "yes" to question 1a, please describe the consensus-based approach (cite any relevant 
standards or guidance used during development and/or system revisions). If answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A." 
  
Evidence of a consensus-based system may include: 
- Publicly accessible draft documents and comment periods, 
- Publicly accessible certification system clarifications, 
-Instructions for accessing information on key activities, and 
- Policy/procedure for ensuring stakeholder input during certification system development


1c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


2a) To ensure transparency, what stakeholders or groups of stakeholders were involved in the development and 
updating of the certification system?   
This criterion is based on Public Law 110-140, EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(C), "the ability of the applicable 
standard-setting organization to collect and reflect public comment. A transparent certification system has a 
documented approach for the review and consideration of public comments, public comments are collected on a 
regular basis, and development and updating process of the certification system is documented and publicly 
available." 
  
Evidence of transparency may include: 
-Evidence that review comments are publicly available; for example, website link, publication of document 
online, or statement that review  document/decision is available upon request  
- Evidence that public comments are incorporated into the certification system revision process.


2b) What was their role in the development and/or updating of the certification system?


2c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







3a) Is there a procedure for differing opinions during system development and/or revision? 
This criterion is based on Public Law 110-140, Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) Section 436 (h)(2)
(C): the ability of the applicable standard-setting organization to collect and reflect public comment. 


Yes


No


 3b) If you answered "Yes," describe the procedure. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4a) Is there an independent review and verification process for updating the certification system to ensure system 
maturity? 
This criterion is based on DOE Rule 10 C.F.R. Parts 433, 435, and 436, Green Building Certification Systems for 
Federal Buildings: "The system under which the building is certified must be subject to periodic evaluation and 
assessment of the environmental and energy benefits that result under the rating system" (part 433.33(b)(4)).  
  
A mature certification system is effectively linked to latest tools and standards; the certification system has 
components to track building performance post-occupancy; the certification system is used as a basis for 
development of other systems; and/or the certification system is consistently updated. As a best practice, the 
system is revised or reaffirmed every five years at minimum.


Yes


No


4b) If you answered "Yes," provide a description of how the system is revised or reaffirmed regularly to ensure 
maturity. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a) Are revisions to the system documented and accessible to the public?


Yes


No







5b) If you answered "Yes," provide link to publicly accessible information regarding system revisions. If 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


Part III-B: Conformity Assessment


6a) Is an assessor/auditor independently assigned/selected? 
This criteria is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(B): "the ability and availability of assessors and auditors to 
independently verify the criteria and measurement of metrics." 


The assessor/auditor is defined and is independent from the organization whose product is being assessed for 
conformity. Assessors/auditors have no stake in whether a building receives certification.


Yes


No


6b) If you answered "Yes," describe the selection or assignment process for auditors. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


7a) Are the criteria used by the assessors and auditors to evaluate a building project documented, available to 
applicants, and independent from the organization to whom they are providing their services? 
This criteria is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(B): "the ability and availability of assessors and auditors to 
independently verify the criteria and measurement of metrics." 


The conformity assessment body publicly discloses the scoring methodology and levels achieved by products that 
conform to the standard; and describes how the public can access this information. A documented standard 
verification method and process should be followed by assessors and auditors


Yes


No


7b) If you answered "Yes," please provide links to the location of the documentation and/or description of the 
process that is made available to applicants. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."







8a) Is there a documented process for applicants to appeal an auditor's/assessor's certification decision or specific 
findings?


Yes


No


8b) If you answered "Yes," describe the documented appeal process available to the applicant. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 
Description may include:  
- Evidence of  a documented appeal process 
- Evidence of a documented feedback/comment resolution process


9a) Does the system provide a verification system for post-occupancy evaluation of the certified building? 
This criterion is based on DOE Rule 10 C.F.R. Parts 433, 435 and 436, "Green Building Certification Systems 
for Federal Buildings: The system under which the building is certified must include a verification system for 
post occupancy assessment of the rated buildings to demonstrate continued energy and water savings at least 
every four years after initial occupancy." (Part 433.300(b)(5)).  


Yes


No


9b) If you answered "Yes," describe the system and/or requirement to perform a post occupancy of the certified 
building. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


End of survey. Please provide your completed survey(s) to GSA by January 31, 2017.
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Green Building Initiative Announces Start of Third and Final Public Comment Period on Revised ANSI Standard 



 
BSR/GBI 01-201X provides compliance requirements for next version of Green Globes for New Construction; 



Expected release in 2017 
 
Portland, Ore. – The Green Building Initiative’s (GBI) Consensus Body released for public comment a revision to 
GBI’s American National Standard, known as ANSI/GBI 01-2010: Green Building Assessment Protocol for 
Commercial Buildings. Work on the revision began in 2014 and to date has included input from over 100 subject 
matter experts in the green building community through more than 150 public meetings and calls conducted as 
part of GBI’s American National Standard Institute (ANSI) approved procedures. The procedures dictate 
requirements for openness, balance, consensus, and due process. 
 
Substantive Limited Revisions of the revised Standard, designated BSR/GBI 01-201X according to ANSI protocol, are 
now available on GBI’s website along with the public comment form and an updated strikethrough/underline 
version of the full draft at www.thegbi.org/ansi. The official public comment period begins today and runs through 
5:00 PM ET on Dec. 18, 2017. This is the final public comment period during the current revision cycle; 
commenters proposing substantive changes will be asked to re-submit their comments during the next revision 
cycle. 
 
"GBI appreciates the expertise and time volunteers and subject matter experts have given to 
participate in the ANSI process and revise the protocol," Maria Woodbury, Secretariat of the 
GBI Consensus Body said. 



This comment period applies only to the revisions made since the last public comment period.  
 



### 
About the Green Building Initiative – The GBI is a nonprofit organization and American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) Standards Developer dedicated to accelerating the adoption of green building practices. Founded in 2004, 
the organization is the sole U.S. provider of the Green Globes® and federal Guiding Principles Compliance building 
certification programs. To learn more about opportunities to become involved in the GBI, visit the GBI website, 
www.thegbi.org or contact info@thegbi.org.  













WWW.THEGBI.ORG  |  503.274.0448  |  5410 SW Macadam Avenue, Suite 150, Portland, OR  97239  |  info@thegbi.orgWWW.THEGBI.ORG  |  503.274.0448  |  5410 SW Macadam Avenue, Suite 150, Portland, OR  97239  |  info@thegbi.org
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 Note that the Foreword, Appendix, Informational References and Recommended Documentation are 



informative only and do not contain mandatory requirements necessary for conformance to this Standard. As 



such, they may contain material that has not been subjected to public review or a consensus process.   



  



Reference documents cited within the Standard are mandatory unless they are clearly identified as being 



Informational References. Referenced documents are only to be applied within the context for which they are 



cited. 
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FOREWORD 



Note that the information contained in this Foreword is not part of this Standard. It does not contain 



requirements necessary for conformance to the Standard. The Foreword is not subject to public review.  



The Green Building Initiative (GBI) is a nonprofit organization that became accredited as an ANSI standards 



developer in 2005. GBI owns the U.S. license for Green Globes®—a green commercial building rating system that 



combines education with environmental assessments within interactive online tools for new and existing buildings 



as well as tenant improvement projects. Green Globes is a unique green management tool that offers flexibility, 



ease-of-use, and affordability while maintaining its effectiveness for assessing green building design, construction, 



interior fit outs, operations, and maintenance processes applicable to new commercial buildings and major 



renovations. GBI has made the commitment to revise its Green Globes rating system using the ANSI consensus 



process and ANSI approved procedures. 



The following document represents revisions to GBI 01-2010 as a result of the second public comment period, 



objections to responses from the first comment period, and comments submitted by members of the Consensus Body 



with the first letter ballot on the Standard. Following this third public comment period and subsequent requirements 



of the ANSI consensus process, the Standard will become the next version of the online Green Globes for New 



Construction rating system. Upon completion of this revision under ANSI’s periodic maintenance requirements, 



GBI will apply to maintain GBI 01-201X through ANSI’s continuous maintenance procedures. This will allow for 



annual or bi-annual updates. Additionally, GBI is seeking building projects for a pilot of this revised Standard. The 



pilot will officially begin in 4th quarter of 2017. Contact GBI’s Sr. Account Manager Mark Lesher at 



mark@thegbi.org to make him aware of your interest in pursuing Green Globes for New Construction certification 



of a new building or major renovation under the pilot program for this revised Standard. 



Stakeholder Involvement  



GBI maintains a Consensus Body of about 30 members. GBI has encouraged public participation throughout the 



revision process beginning in 2014. All meetings of the Consensus Body and Subcommittees are public. GBI 



accepts Subcommittee and Consensus Body applications year-round, and maintains a queue of applicants to fill 



potential vacancies in five interest categories: Government, User, Testing & Standards Organization, Producer, and 



General Interest. GBI’s Secretariat maintains an email list of interested Stakeholders used for periodic updates on 



developments or opportunities to participate or comment. More information is available at www.thegbi.org/ANSI.  



 



GBI Encourages Participation in Public Comment Periods  



The public comment process is a critical element to developing an ANSI Standard. GBI encourages robust 



discussion and debate. ANSI consensus processes afford due process to every commenter. Commenters will receive 



communication from the Secretariat upon receipt of their comment and again following Consensus Body action on 



their comment.  



 



Flexibility and Minimum Compliance Requirements  





mailto:mark@thegbi.org
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One of the many strengths of the Green Globes approach is the flexibility built into the Standard allowing users to 



consider the whole building life cycle, regional climatic issues, and local laws and ordinances whi le working to 



achieve goals that make sense for each building.  



“Not Applicables” play a prominent role in Green Globes’ flexibility, allowing Users to indicate criteria that are not 



applicable to a building or project. For instance, if a local code supersedes a criterion in the Standard and/or if 



optional features (e.g. cooling towers, etc.) are not included in the project scope, then those criteria could be marked 



Not Applicable removing those points from the denominator in determining percentages of points achieved. 



Compliance thresholds are set by this revised Standard through requirements in Section 3 on achievement levels. 



Every building that achieves Green Globes certification under these proposed revisions must achieve a minimum of 



20% of points in each assessment area as well as a minimum of 35% of points overall.  



The 1000 possible points are strategically allocated to direct users toward criteria considered most critical in the 



reduction of a building’s environmental impacts, as well as criteria that maximize a building’s opportunity to have a 



positive impact on a community and its occupants.  



The revised Standard, as is consistent with GBI-01-2010, does not contain mandatory criteria. Instead, additional 



weighting occurs within each assessment area to encourage pursuit of criteria considered to be most important.  



Through point weightings, the Standard encourages users to strive to earn the highest number of applicable points 



for the building type, size, and budget, while using the flexibility built  into the system to keep on track with the 



owners’ goals and objectives, the planned functionality for the building, and the potential for deconstruction or 



repurposing of the building. Project teams achieving One Green Globes level of certification (Level 1) on their first 



project—may strive for higher levels of achievement and recognition in future projects through their lessons learned. 



The Standard is designed to encourage and recognize incremental achievements that take buildings beyond 



minimum compliance requirements while incentivizing teams to innovate and strive for Levels 2, 3 or 4, thereby 



going beyond code and toward achievement of world class performance.  



Technical Advances  



Reviewers of this revised Standard will find improvements in each assessment area of the Standard that advance the 



art, form and definition of what constitutes a green building. Highlights of the current revised draft are noted below.  



Project Management –  



o 6.1.3 Site and Building Resilience was updated to clarify language, include additional 



Informational References and increase points. 



o 6.4 Moisture Control Analysis was updated to revise the language and the points breakdown.  



Site –  



o 7.2.1 Transportation was modified to clarify the intent of the criteria. 



o 7.3.4 Mitigating Heat Island Effect was revised to include solar reflectance.  



Energy –  



o Points were modified between the Energy paths to improve alignment. 



Water –  



o 9.1 Indoor Domestic Plumbing was updated to include Not Applicables. 



o 9.3.1 Boiler and Water Heaters was revised to eliminate redundancy. 



Materials –  



o 10.3 was re-named Product Risk Assessment and language was changed to clarify the intent of the 



Section.  



o 10.6.1.2 was revised to include a detailed list of what should be incorporated into the summary 



report. 
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o 10.6.3 Supply Chain Waste Minimization updated for clarity and language was added regarding 



discarded materials.  



Indoor Environment –  



o 11.5.2 Sound Masking System was re-added.  







How to Submit Public Comments  



A public comment form is provided at www.thegbi.org/ANSI. To submit a proposal for a substantive change to the 



Standard commenters must be specific about the change they are requesting and provide a reason. Commenters are 



expected to copy and paste a section of the Standard into the comment form and use strikethrough and underline to 



identify suggested deletions and additions to the text. During this third public comment period only the text 



appearing in the limited revisions will be available for public comment. The limited revisions are exclusively 



substantive changes made since the second public comment draft of the Standard .  



Learn more about the public comment process or review GBI’s ANSI-approved procedures at 



www.thegbi.org/ANSI.  



Who Should Use This Standard  



Owners, design teams, developers, contractors, lenders, institutions, various levels of government, tenants, and 



occupants, as well as facility managers and maintenance personnel can apply this Standard to a broad range of 



commercial building types—such as office, multi-family, health care, schools, universities, labs, industrial, and 



retail. The Standard does not apply to single-family homes, two-family homes and townhouses that are three stories 



or less in height. These structures are covered in the ANSI/ICC 700 Standard developed by the National Association 



of Home Builders (www.nahb.com) and the International Code Council.  



BSR/GBI 01-201X includes prescribed levels of achievement that government agencies or other entities wishing to 



establish specific criteria may consider when adopting this Standard. GBI also develops customized tools for 



governments to comply with government-specific requirements or other codes and standards. An example is GBI’s 



unique Guiding Principles Compliance program, which is customized for use by federal agencies for compliance 



with Executive Orders and “High Performance and Sustainable Building” mandates.  



To learn more about current Green Globes tools, visit www.thegbi.org. To learn about participation in GBI’s 



Standard development and ANSI consensus processes, visit www.thegbi.org/ANSI or contact GBI’s Secretariat 



Maria Woodbury at comment@thegbi.org or 207-807-8666.  
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1. PURPOSE 
 



This Standard provides a method for assessing commercial buildings relative to the tenets of integrated design and 



contemporary best practices for high-performance green buildings. This assessment method addresses the design 



and construction of buildings with respect to reducing life cycle resource consumption, waste, and 



global/regional/local environmental impacts; contributing to human and ecological system health,; and providing 



performance feedback to owners and communities on indicators such as energy and water performance.  



 



2. SCOPE 
 



This Standard applies to a broad range of commercial building types, including offices, multi -family, health care, 



schools, universities, labs, industrial, retail, etc., as well as to major renovations as defined in Section 5 Definitions, 



Abbreviations, and Acronyms of the Standard. The Standard does not apply to single-family homes, two-family 



homes, and townhouses that are three stories or less in height.   



 



The Standard includes a points-based assessment or rating system that allows users to identify solutions that earn 



points for actions likely to achieve levels of performance commonly valued as having desirable environmental and 



related efficiency outcomes. The assessment criteria and rating system within the Standard apply to new commercial 



buildings and major renovations, including criteria related to planning for subsequent operations and maintenance. 



 



The six areas of assessment Assessment Areas within the Standard include Project Management, Site, Energy, 



Water Efficiency, Materials, and Indoor Environment.  



 



This Standard shall not be used to circumvent any code, health, safety, security, or environmental requirements. It is 



the sole responsibility of the user of this Standard to establish appropriate safety and health practices, to comply with 



required building codes, and to assess the applicability of criteria based on other possible regulatory limitations prior 



to use. 



 



3. ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS, MINIMUMS, NOT APPLICABLES AND 



THIRD PARTY ASSESSMENTS 
 



3.1   Achievement Levels 
 



Levels of Achievement 1, 2, 3, and 4 are specified in Table 1 below.   



TABLE 1 



Levels 
Percentage of Points Achieved Out 



of Applicable Points 
Description 



Level 4 85-100% 
Demonstrates world-class leadership in resource 



efficiency and reduced environmental impacts. 



Level 3 70-84% 



Demonstrates outstanding leadership in resource 



efficiency and reduced environmental impacts and 



a commitment to continual improvement. 



Level 2 55-69% 



Demonstrates noteworthy progress applying best 



practices toward resource efficiency and reducing 



environmental impacts. 



Level 1 35%-54% 



Demonstrates movement beyond awareness and a 



commitment to resource efficiency and reducing 



environmental impacts. 



 



 



3.2 Minimum Achievement Requirements 
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To achieve compliance in any of the four Levels, buildings must: 



 



1. attain a minimum of 35% of applicable points out of the 1000 possible points available; and  



2. attain a minimum percentage of points in each environmental assessment area as denoted in Table 2. 



 



Where calculations are used to determine points achieved, round to the nearest whole number. 



 



TABLE 2 



Environmental Assessment 



Area 
Total Points Available 



Minimum Percentage of Points Required For 



Compliance at the First Level 



Project Management 100 20% of applicable points 



Site 150 20% of applicable points  



Energy 260 20% of applicable points 



Water Efficiency 190 20% of applicable points 



Materials 150 20% of applicable points 



Indoor Environment 150 20% of applicable points 



Total  
1000 (less Not Applicable 



points) 
 



 



3.3 Not Applicable Criteria   
 



Each environmental assessment area contains certain criteria that a design and delivery team may deem to be “Not 



Applicable” to the building. Selecting “Not Applicable” may be appropriate in the following circumstances as 



denoted in Table 3: 



 



TABLE 3 



Reasons for Use of Non-applicable Criteria 



1 
If a criterion does not apply to the building type (e.g., if there are no oil fired burners on site;, questions 



related to oil fired burners would be designated Not Applicable). 



2 If a code or regulation overrides, conflicts with, or otherwise prevents compliance with a criterion. 



3 If a criterion conflicts with best practices based on regional climatic differences. 



 



Questions without a Not Applicable option should be answered as appropriate for the building.  



 



4. ASSESSMENT OF COMPLIANCE  



 



Assessment of compliance with a specific Level of Achievement (Table 1) can be established through a third-party 



review of appropriate written plans, working drawings, specifications, site plans, energy modeling, life cycle 



assessment results, commissioning reports, construction documents and/or other data or documents that demonstrate 



conformance.  



 



Items from the “Recommended Documentation” list at the end of each area of compliance in this Standard are 



typical documents that providers of the third-party assessment will use prior to, or in conjunction with, a post-



construction site visit and walk-through to assess compliance, although additional documentation may be requested 



or substituted prior to, or during, the on-site visit. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• The Green Building Initiative’s Third-Party Rating/Certification for Green Globes®  
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5. DEFINITIONS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND ACRONYMS  
 



5.1 Definitions  
 



Note: Italicized words found throughout this Standard indicate that a definition for the term can be found in the 



Definitions sSection. Definitions not found in this section may be found in referenced standards contained in this 



Standard, and the user shall adhere to the meanings as defined in those standards. Other terms not defined in this 



sSection nor in referenced standards contained in this sStandard shall have their ordinarily accepted meanings 



within the context in which they are used. Ordinarily accepted meanings are based upon American Standard English 



language usage as documented in a comprehensive dictionary. Where definitions in this Standard differ from those 



in a reference standard or any other source, definitions found in this Standard shall be used. 



 



acoustically separated area: an enclosed space that, to function properly, requires separation from other adjacent 



spaces by wall, floor, and ceiling assemblies that have an STC rating adequate to allow clear, intelligible 



communication between sender and receiver within the space (e.g. meeting rooms, auditoria, theaters, concert 



venues, cinemas, lecture halls, libraries, classrooms, conference rooms, counseling offices, private offices, private 



rooms in health care facilities, sleeping rooms, etc.). 



 



article: a manufactured item which: 



a.) is formed to a specific shape or design during manufacture; 



b.) has end use function(s) dependent in whole or in part upon its shape or design during end use; and 



c.) has either no change of chemical composition during its end use or only those changes of composition 



which have no commercial purpose separate from that of the article, and that result from a chemical 



reaction that occurs upon end use of other chemical substances, mixtures, or articles; except that fluids 



and particles are not considered articles regardless of shape of design. 



 



assemblies: building systems categorized as exterior walls, internal partitions, windows, interim floors, roofs, 



beams, and columns. 



  



alternate water source(s): non-potable water resources or water supplies not developed for potable use. 



 



autoclaves: (see steam sterilizers). 



 



authoritative: a resource that has been peer reviewed and publicly recognized for use in evaluating specified 



products. 



 



baseline equivalent emission rate (BER): the baseline building emission rate (BER) represents the mass carbon 



dioxide equivalent(CO2e) emitted for the average U.S. commercial building in the proposed building’s location 



when using data from the U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy Information Administration’s (EIA) “Commercial 



Building Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS).” The BER is expressed as the mass of CO2e emitted per year per 



unit area of the total useful floor area of a building – lb./ft2/yr. (kg/m2/yr.). 



 



biobased content: that portion of a material or product derived from plants and other renewable agricultural, 



marine, and/or forestry resources. Biobased content does not include animal feed, food, or biofuels. 



 



boilerless/connectionless food steamers: an appliance designed to cook food within an enclosure via steam-laden 



air that does not have a dedicated connection to a water supply. 



 



brownfield: real property, the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be complicated by the presence or 



potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant (Some legal exclusions and additions may 



apply). 
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building envelope: the element of a building that separates the conditioned interior space from the exterior, such as 



walls, roofs, floors, slabs, foundations, doors, and fenestration. 



 



building product: building elements and assemblies. 



 



building resilience: the ability of a building and project site to withstand and recover rapidly from adverse events 



and to adapt to changing environmental conditions. 



 



C-factor (thermal conductance):  the amount, in British Thermal Units (Btu), that flows each hour through 1 ft² of 



the surface area of material when there is a 1° temperature difference between the inside and outside air Btu/hr-ft²-F. 



 



carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e): a measure used to compare the impact of various greenhouse gases based on 



their global warming potential (GWP). CO2e approximates the time-integrated warming effect of a unit of a given 



greenhouse gas, relative to that of carbon dioxide (CO2). GWP is an index for estimating the relative global warming 



contribution of atmospheric emissions of a unit mass of a particular greenhouse gas compared to the emission of a 



unit mass of CO2. 



 



carbon offset: A carbon offset is a certificate representing the reduction of one metric ton (2,205 lbs.) of carbon 



dioxide equivalent emissions. 



 



cartridge filtration: a removable type of filtration unit containing media. Cartridge filters are removed and cleaned 



or replaced as a unit in entirety. 



 



CAS number: assignment by the Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS), a division of the American Chemical Society, 



which assigns numbers to chemicals to allow for database searches. Most molecule databases allow searching by 



CAS number. 



 



charrette: a collaborative session in which a project team creates a solution to a design or project problem. The 



structure may vary, depending on the complexity of the problem or desired outcome and the individuals working in 



the group. Charrettes can take place over multiple sessions in which the group divides into sub-groups. Each sub-



group then presents its work to the full group as material for future dialogue. Charrettes can serve as a way of 



quickly generating solutions while integrating the aptitudes and interests of a diverse group of people.  



   



clear views: direct, unobstructed visual sightlines from a seated or standing positions inside the building to a point 



at least 20 ft. (6.1 m) outside the building allowing occupants exposure to sunlight and a visual connection to nature 



and the outdoors. Adjustable shading devices for glare control shall not be considered an obstruction. 



 



climate zone: see Normative Appendix B of ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-2013, or Section 301 of the 



2015 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC). 



 



clothes washer: 



• commercial clothes washer: a front-loading or top-loading clothes washer designed for use in applications 



in which the occupants of more than one household will be using the clothes washer, such as multi-family 



housing common areas or laundromats. 



• multi-load clothes washer: a clothes washer with a bulk capacity generally equal to or greater than 25 lbs. 



(11.33 kg) of laundry; used in commercial laundromat operations and multi-family common areas for 



tenant use and are coin- or card-operated. 



• single-load clothes washer: a clothes washer with a bulk capacity less than 25 lbs. (11.33 kg); typically 



termed “family-sized” and found in dwelling units, commercial laundromats, and multi-family common 



areas for tenant use. Except for those located within dwelling units, SLWs are typically coin-or card-



operated. 
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• tunnel washer: an industrial laundry machine design specifically to accommodate heavy wash loads; also 



called a continuous batch washer. In operation, laundry progresses through the washer in one direction, 



while water and washing chemicals move through in the opposite direction on a continuous basis. 



 



combination oven: an appliance designed to cook food within an enclosure via hot air convection and steam-laden 



air. 



 



conceptual design phase: a document that records the concepts, calculations, decisions, and product selections used 



to meet the owner’s project requirements and to satisfy applicable regulatory requirements, standards, and 



guidelines. The document includes both narrative descriptions and lists of individual items that support the design 



process. 



 



construction documents: all of the written and graphic documents (including BIM, CAD, and other electronic files) 



prepared or assembled by the architect/engineer for communicating the design and administering the project. The 



term “Construction documents” also includes the Project Manual that contains the bidding forms and instructions, 



contract forms and conditions, and specifications, as well as documentation of all modifications made after the 



construction agreements are signed. 



 



construction documents phase: the last stage of the design process. The design and delivery team is focused on 



finalizing the drawings and specifications for all components and systems of the building producing the Contract 



Documents. A complete set of Contract Documents provides a comprehensive, fully coordinated set of construction 



documents and specifications that the contractor uses to obtain necessary permits and construct the project. 



  



conventional filtration: sorptive media filtration (e.g., with perlite or diatomaceous earth) in which regular 



backflushing is done with each filter cleaning and the media is replaced after each flush. In conventional filtration, 



the media is mixed in a slurry process inside the filter and deposited on fabric coated tubes in the pressure vessel. 



 



counterflow systems: an evaporative cooling system in which the flow of air is upward across the wetted cooling 



media. 



 



cradle-to-gate product life cycle: a partial product life cycle from resource extraction (cradle) to the factory gate 



before the product is transported to the consumer. This includes the product stages or raw material supply, transport, 



and manufacturing. The construction process, use, and end-of-life stages of the product are omitted in this case. 



 



cradle-to-grave product life cycle: the full product life cycle from resource extraction (cradle) through the disposal 



stage (grave). This includes the product, construction process, use, and end-of-life stages. 



 



crossflow system: an evaporative cooling system in which the flow of air is horizontal across the wetted cooling 



media. 



  



daylighting: the integration of natural light for an enhanced connection to nature and to minimize the need for 



artificial lighting during the day using strategies such as effective orientation and placement of windows, use of 



light wells, light shafts or tubes, skylights, clerestory windows, light shelves, reflective surfaces, and shading, and 



the use of interior glazing to allow light into adjacent spaces. 



 



deconstruction: the systematic dismantling and removal of a structure or its parts to salvage and harvest the 



components, for the purpose of reusing and recycling the reclaimed materials for their maximum value; the 



disassembly of a building with the explicit intent of recovering building materials for safe and economical reuse in a 



safe and economical manner. 



 



design development phase: refines the scope of work previously approved in the schematic design phase. In this 



phase, the project is developed to a level of detail necessary to work out a clear, coordinated description of all 



aspects of the project. Major elements including equipment, fire protection, mechanical, electrical, structural, 
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telecommunications and plumbing systems are designed and coordinated through enlarged scale drawings, detailed 



elevations, and plans, and design mockups as required. 



 



direct lighting: lighting provided from a source without reflection from other surfaces, which allows light to travel 



on a straight path from the light source to the point of interest, such as a ceiling-mounted or suspended luminaires 



with mostly downward light distribution characteristics.   



 



drift eliminator: structure to control water lost from cooling towers as liquid droplets are entrained in the exhaust 



air. A drift eliminator does not prevent water lost by evaporation. 



 



drip irrigation: any non-spray, low volume irrigation system utilizing emission devices with a flow rate measured 



in gallons per hour (gal/hr.) or liters per hour (L/hr.)). Low volume irrigation systems are specifically designed to 



apply small volumes of water slowly at or near the root zone of plants. 



 



drought tolerant plant: a plant that can withstand long periods with little or no water and/or that have relatively 



low water requirements.  



 



dry vacuum system: a system that does not use water to form a seal for a vacuum pump nor use flowing water to 



create a vacuum. 



 



existing building: a building or portion thereof that was previously occupied or approved for occupancy by the 



authority having jurisdiction.  



 



exterior vegetated space: outside the building footprint and paved areas. Applies only to sites where the site is 



vegetated with plants that are native, adapted to the ecosystem and/or non-invasive. 



 



fenestration: all areas (including frames) in the building envelope that transmit light including windows, translucent 



panels, clerestory windows, skylights, and glass block walls. For doors where the glazed vision area is less than 50% 



of the door area, the fenestration area is the glazed vision area. For all other doors, the fenestration area is the door 



area (including frames). 



 



fenestration area: total area of the fenestration measured using the rough opening and including glass, sash, and 



frame. 



 



F-factor:  the perimeter heat loss factor for slab-on-grade floor, expressed in Btu/hr-ft-oF (W/m-K). 



 



food waste disposer: a device used to shred food and other kitchen wastes prior to disposal. 



 



formulated product: any combination or blend of two or more constituent chemicals if the combination does not 



occur in nature and is not, in whole or in part, the result of a chemical reaction. 



 



furnishings, finishes, and fit-outs: products and materials permanently installed on the interior of a building. This 



definition includes casework, shelving, and cabinets as well as finish materials used on floors, walls and ceilings. 



This definition does not include moveable furniture such as desks, tables, and chairs. 



 



global warming potential (GWP): an index, describing the radiative characteristics of well-mixed greenhouse 



gases, that represents the combined effect of the differing times these gases remain in the atmosphere and their 



relative effectiveness in absorbing outgoing infrared radiation. This index approximates the time-integrated warming 



effect of a unit mass of a given greenhouse gas in today’s atmosphere, relative to that of carbon dioxide. (See carbon 



dioxide equivalent). 
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graywater: Untreated waste water that has not come into contact with toilet waste, kitchen sink waste, dishwasher 



waste or similarly contaminated sources. Graywater includes waste water from bathtubs, showers, and bathroom 



wash basins, clothes washers and laundry tubs.   



 



greenfield: undeveloped lands such as fields, forests, farmland or rangeland. 



 



grid displaced electricity: grid displaced electricity comprises a comprisal of all electricity generated in or on the 



building site by, for example, PV panels, wind-power, combined heat and power systems (CHP), or similar systems. 



 



impervious hardscape area: a hard surface area (e.g., parking lot) that prevents or retards the entry of water into 



the soil, thus causing water to run off the surface in greater quantities and at an increased rate of flow.  



 



indoor environmental quality: refers to the quality of the air and environment inside buildings, based on pollutant 



concentrations and conditions that can affect the health, comfort, and performance of occupants-including 



temperature, relative humidity, light, sound and other factors. 



 



integrated design process (IDP): a holistic approach to project design and planning where project team members 



from multiple disciplines work together throughout the project design and delivery process . It; this emphasizes goal 



setting, clear and ongoing communication, attention to detail, and active collaboration among team members with 



the objective of achieving holistic solutions. 



 



integrated pest management: the use of different techniques to control pests, used singly or in combination, such 



as selection of pest-resistant plant varieties, regular monitoring for pests, use of pest-resistant materials or use of 



natural predators of the pest, to control pests, with an emphasis on methods that are least injurious to the 



environment and most specific to the particular pest. 



 



landscape irrigation sprinkler(s): hydraulically operated mechanical device that discharges pressurized water into 



the air through a nozzle(s) as a spray or stream of water. 



 



lavatory: a washbowl or basin plumbing fixture supplied with water from a lavatory faucet located within the 



confinements of a bathroom or toilet room and used for the sole purpose of personal hygiene. 



 



lavatory faucet(s).: a fitting that controls the flow of water into a lavatory. 



 



light pollution: any adverse effect of artificial light including sky glow, glare, light trespass, light clutter, decreased 



visibility at night, and energy waste.  



 



luminaire: a complete lighting unit, consisting of an artificial light source(s) together with the components required 



to mount the unit and distribute the light, position the light source, and connect the light source to a power supply 



(often referred to as a “fixture”).  



 



major renovation: has occurred when 50% of the gross area (measured to the exterior footprint) of the building has 



been renovated.  



 



makeup water: water added to a cooling tower for water replenishment or water quality maintenance in a cooling 



tower, evaporative cooler, humidifier, fountain, pool, or other items in which water is continually depleted or used 



during operation.  



 



mature plant: a full-grown plant or the size of the plant after a specified period once the plant becomes established. 



 



meter (or sub-meter): an instrument used to measure the volume and/or rate of flow of water in a conduit or 



channel. 
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modular construction: Tthe remote assembly of major portions of a building constructed of multiple material types 



involving several trades working together to build a modular unit such as a bathroom pod, patient room pod, or a 



wall/floor/roof assembly including HVAC, electrical, and plumbing components. 



 



mulch: a layer of permeable material applied to the surface of a landscape area to help conserve soil moisture, 



improve soil health, discourage weed growth and enhance visual appeal. 



 



multi-load: (see clothes washer) 



 



neighborhood asset(s): a single physical, location where business transactions or services are available to the 



public. Neighborhood assets include, but are not limited to grocery stores, banks, retail outlets, and nonprofit and 



public services such as religious facilities, schools, parks, police and fire stations, and government offices.  



 



non-potable water: water that is not potable water (see potable water).  



 



non-structural element(s): elements attached to or housed in a building or building system, that are not part of the 



main load-resisting structural system of the building. These include: 



1. architectural elements such as a parapet wall, partition wall, non-load carrying windows, suspended 



ceilings, furnishings, cladding systems, and veneer; 



2. mechanical system components; 



3. electrical system elements; and 



4. miscellaneous components, such as sign boards and file cabinets.  



 



off-site renewable energy: green power or Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) purchased from a third-party 



source such as an electrical utility. There is no physical renewable energy system either on site or specifically 



connected to the building.  



 



once-through water-cooled equipment: equipment that uses a heat exchange process for cooling only once before 



discharge of the water to a drainage system. 



 



on-site renewable energy: energy derived from sun, wind, water, the Earth's core, and various forms of biomass 



from recovered waste sources that is captured, stored and used on the building site, using such technologies as wind 



turbines, photovoltaic solar panels, transpired solar collectors, solar thermal heaters, and small-scale hydroelectric 



power plants. 



 



orientation: the relation of a building and its associated fenestration and interior surfaces to compass direction and, 



therefore, to the location of the sun, usually given in terms of angular degrees away from the south, (e.g., a wall 



facing due Southeast has an orientation of 45 degrees east of south). 



 



overhang: a horizontal projection for a window or wall.  



 



ozone depletion potential (ODP): a number that refers to the amount of ozone depletion caused by a substance. 



The ODP is the ratio of the impact on ozone of a chemical compared to the impact of a similar mass of CFC-11. 



Thus, the ODP of CFC-11 is defined to be 1.0. Other CFCs and HCFCs have ODPs that range from 0.01 to 1.0. The 



halons have ODPs ranging up to 10. Carbon tetrachloride has an ODP of 1.2, and methyl chloroform's ODP is 0.11. 



HFCs have zero ODP because they do not contain chlorine. Manufacturers publish tables of all ozone depleting 



substances showing their ODPs, GWPs, and CAS numbers.  



 



permeable pavement(s): infiltrate, treat, and/or store rainwater where it falls. They can be made of pervious 



concrete, porous asphalt, or permeable interlocking pavers. 



 



pervious concrete: allows some or all water to penetrate the concrete assembly 
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porous asphalt pavement(s): allows some or all water to penetrate the asphalt assembly. 



 



post-consumer recycled content: the portion of recycled material, in a product, generated by households or by 



commercial, industrial and institutional facilities in their role as end-users of the product which can no longer be 



used for its intended purpose. This Post-consumer recycled content includes returns of materials from the 



distribution chain. 



 



potable water: water that meets the requirement of the authority having jurisdiction and is satisfactory for drinking, 



culinary, and domestic purposes and that meets the requirements of the authority having jurisdiction. 



 



pre-consumer recycled content: the portion of recycled material in a product diverted from the waste stream 



during a manufacturing process. Materials that have been reutilized (i.e., reworked, reground, Excluded is 



reutilization of materials such as rework, regrind, or scrap generated in a process and capable of being reclaimed 



within the same process that generated it) are excluded. 



 



pre-design: thosethe activities that happening during or prior to the conceptual/schematic design phase of the 



project.  



 



prefabrication: off-site, custom fabrication of major building elements in specialized facilities, in which various 



materials are joined to form a component part of a final installation. Examples include trusses, joists, structural steel 



fabrications, architectural casework, curtain wall, and precast concrete. This does not include mManufactured, 



multi-material components such as windows, doors, and gypsum sheathing, cannot contribute to this credit unless 



they are incorporated into a prefabricated building element. 



 



pre-rinse spray valve(s): a handheld device, used with commercial dishwashing and warewashing equipment and 



applications, that sprays water on dishes, flatware, and other food service items for the purpose of removing to 



remove food residue before cleaning and sanitizing the items. 



 



pressure regulation: a device used to maintain a constant, desired down-stream water pressure in a pipeline or 



emission device. 



 



previously developed site: land that is or was occupied by a permanent structure (excluding agricultural or forestry 



buildings), and associated fixed surface infrastructure. 



 



primary [regularly] occupied space: a room or enclosed space designed for human occupancy in which 



individuals perform activities for which the space has been specifically designed.  



 



product formulation: any combination or blend of two or more constituent chemicals, if the combination does not 



occur in nature and is not, in whole or in part, the result of a chemical reaction. 



 



proposed equivalent emission rate (PER): PER is expressed as the mass of CO2e emitted per year per unit area of 



the total useful floor area of the proposed building – lb./ft²/yr. (kg/m²/yr.). 



 



R-value: indicates the resistance to heat flow (thermal resistance) of a material. The R-value of thermal insulation 



depends on the type of material, its thickness, and its density. The higher the R-value, the greater the insulating 



effectiveness. In calculating the R-value of a multi-layered installation, the R-values of the individual layers are 



added. 



 



rain shutoff device: a device connected to an irrigation controller that overrides scheduled irrigation when 



significant precipitation is detected. 



 



rainwater: untreated water from natural precipitation that has not been contaminated by use. Can be utilized 



through rainwater harvesting. 
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rainwater catchment: collection and conveyance of precipitation from a rooftop or other constructedmanmade, 



above ground collection surface. 



 



rainwater harvesting: utilizing rainwater for potable, non-potable, industrial or irrigation applications.    



 



reclaimed [recycled] water: highly treated wastewater that can be used for irrigation or other non-potable uses to 



extend water supplies. 



 



recovered [reclaimed] material: material that would have otherwise been disposed of as waste or used for energy 



recovery (e.g., incinerated for power generation), but has instead been collected and recovered as a material input, in 



lieu of virgin primary material, for recycling or a manufacturing process. 



 



recycled content: proportion, by mass, of recycled material in a product or packaging. Only pre-consumer and 



post-consumer recycled materials are considered to be recycled content (see recycled material). 



 



recycled material:  materials that have been diverted from the waste stream and reprocessed and remanufactured to 



form part or all of a new product. 
 



recycled water: (see reclaimed water). 



 



regenerative sorptive media: filtration media capable of filtering down to 5 microns, that is usually composed of 



diatomaceous earth or perlite but that is unique in that it is not back-washed and replace after each use, but rather 



agitated off of filter tubes and then recoated on the filter. In addition to only needing occasional replacement, 



filtration processes using this type of media are much more water efficient. 



 



remediation: cleanup or other methods used to remove or contain a toxic spill, contamination or hazardous 



material. 



 



renewable energy: energy that is continuously replenished on the Earth, such as wind, solar thermal, solar electric, 



geothermal, hydropower, and various forms of biomass from recovered waste sources.  



 



Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs): One REC is issued for each megawatt-hour (MWh) unit of renewable 



electricity produced. Electricity that is split from the REC is no longer considered "renewable" and cannot be 



counted as renewable or zero-emissions by the purchaser. renewable energy certificates (RECs) also known as 



renewable energy credits, green certificates, green tags, or tradable renewable certificates, represent the 



environmental attributes of the power produced from renewable energy projects and are sold separately from 



commodity electricity. Customers can buy green certificates whether or not they have access to green power through 



their local utility or a competitive electricity marketer and they can purchase RECs without having to switch 



electricity suppliers. 



 



renovation: changing in-kind, strengthening, refinishing, or replacing of structural elements or upgrading of 



existing materials, equipment and/or fixtures. 



 



reuse: to use an object, material or resource again, either for its original purpose or for a similar purpose, without 



significantly altering the physical form of the object or material. 



 



risk: the probability that a product formulation, article or constituent chemical will cause an unacceptable 



hazardous or toxic human health or safety, or ecological effect under the intended exposure and use conditions. 



 



risk assessment, product: a scientific product composition screening-level analysis that determines if a product 



formulation, article, or constituent chemical will produce a risk, based upon constituent hazards, dose and exposure 



assessments, and risk characterization.  
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risk characterization ratio (RCR): the quantitative probability estimate for adverse effects (i.e., toxicity) to occur 



under defined exposure conditions – calculated as RCR= exposure dosage/no adverse effects dosage, with RCR 



values < 1.0 indicating the risk is adequately controlled. 



 



salvaged materials: discarded or unused construction materials or products removed from a structure or a site that 



have value and can be directly substituted for new materials or products with minimal reprocessing.   



sand-based filtration: filtration that does not utilize a sorptive media (such as diatomaceous earth or perlite) and 



does not filter down to 5 microns. 



 



service life: the expected lifetime of a product. 



 



shared use [multi-user] path: a form of infrastructure that supports multiple non-motorized transportation 



opportunities, such as walking, bicycling and inline skating. A multi-use path is physically separated from motor 



vehicular traffic with an open space or barrier. 



 



sidelit daylighted area: the perpendicular area from the glazing into the space that is determined by either: 
1.     a distance of 15 ft. (4.6 m) or 
2.       the perpendicular distance from the glazing to the nearest partition that is 60 in. 5 ft. (1.5 m) or higher 



 multiplied by the smaller of either; 
a.       the width of the window plus 2 ft. (0.6 m) on both sides, 
b.       the width of the window plus the distance to a permanent partition, or 
c.       the width of the window plus one-half the distance to the closest skylight or vertical glazing. 



 



single load: (see clothes washer) 



 



Smart Water Application Technology (SWAT): a national initiative of water providers and irrigation industry 



representatives to promote landscape water-use efficiency through the application of state-of-the-art irrigation 



technologies. 



 



soil moisture sensor: a device to measure the moisture level in the soil and which is, in some instances, connected 



to an irrigation system in order to signal the bypass of the scheduled irrigation cycle if the soil moisture is above a 



specified level. 



 



specialized activities: activities that generate pollutants, that may include but are not limited to, printing rooms, and 



areas that contain industrial and quasi-industrial equipment. 



 



splash out trough: the channel located around the edge of a pool that are is designed to catch water that otherwise 



would spill or be tracked out of the pool onto the decking. These The splash out trough drains back to the pool 



system. 



 



steam sterilizer [autoclave]: a device that uses moist heat in the form of saturated steam under pressure for a 



predetermined period of time to sterilize materials. Also known as an autoclave. 



 



stormwater: natural precipitation that has contacted a surface at, below (channels storm drain pipes), or above 



(elevated roadways) grade. 



 



structural system: the load-resisting system of a structure that transfers loads to the soil or supporting structure 



through interconnected structural components or members. 
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sub-meter: a subdivision of the utility metering of a building that records the proportionate energy use of specific 



building systems and appliances.  



 



substantial completion: the stage in the progress of the Work a construction project when the Work project or 



designated portion thereof is sufficiently complete in accordance with the Contract Documents so that the Owner 



can occupy or utilize the project for its intended use. for unobstructed use and occupancy by the Owner and the only 



items of Work remaining to be completed are of a minor nature such as touch-up, adjustments, testing, corrections 



and omissions to be remedied (AIA A201, 9.8.1). 



 



Superfund site: a site that is on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) National Priority List (NPL) 



based on a scoring process that rates its current or potential health impact.  



 



task lighting: light that is directed to a specific surface or area to provide illumination for visual tasks. 



 



toplit daylighted area: the actual perimeter of the rough glazing unit or skylight opening to a point expanding 



outward from each side to a distance of 70% of the ceiling height. Areas of overlap with toplit daylighted area or 



sidelit daylighted area can only be applied to one area. Light obstructed by a permanent partition that is 5 ft. (1.5 m) 



high or taller is not considered as part of the toplit daylighted area.  



 



Total Material Value (TMV): the invoiced cost of materials and products as received by the contractor, 



permanently installed in the building project, not including the contractor’s profit, overhead, or labor. Alternatively, 



45% of the total construction cost may be used to establish the Total Material Value. 



 



Tree Protection Zone (TPZ): an area established to minimize damage to trees and their root systems. The TPZ is 



determined by measuring the diameter of the trunk at a standard height of 4.5 ft. (1.37 m) above the ground line and 



a radius from the tree trunk is extended 1.5 ft. (.46 m) for each inch (2.54 cm) of trunk diameter. For example, if the 



tree trunk is 10 in. (25.4 cm) at 4.5 ft. (1.37 m) above the ground line, then the TPZ radius would extend 15 ft. (4.57 



m) from the tree trunk in all directions. 



 



U-factor (thermal transmittance): is the heat transmission in unit time through unit area for all the elements of 



construction and the boundary air films, induced by unit temperature difference between the environmental 



conditions on each side. Btu/hr-ft²-oF (W/m2-K).  



 



variable air volume (VAV) system: an HVAC system that provides temperature control by varying the supply of 



conditioned air in different parts of the building according to heating and cooling needs. The air supply temperature 



may be constant or varied (also according to heating and cooling needs). 



 



variable occupancy: a variance of 30% from design occupancy for a minimum of 30% of normally occupied hours. 



 



vegetated roof: a roof system that may include a water proofing and root repellant system, a drainage system, filter 



cloth, a lightweight growing medium, and plants. Vegetated roof systems can be modular, with drainage layers, filter 



cloth, growing media and plants already prepared in movable, interlocking grids or each component can be installed 



separately.  



 



waste heat: waste heat from industrial processes and power stations rated at more than 10MWe and with a power 



efficiency of greater than 35%. 



 



water factor (WF): the quotient of the total weighted per-cycle water consumption for cold wash divided by the 



cubic foot (or liter) capacity of the clothes washer. 



 



water features: a designated, often artificial, area in which visible water is moving or open for some purpose. While 



often this is for aesthetic purposes, these areas may have multiple uses. Generally, the term applies to places not 



used exclusively for irrigation. 
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water tempering device: a device that cools a discharge of hot water or steam to the sanitary sewer by dilution 



(mixing) with cooler water. 



 



wetland: natural or constructed areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and 



duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically 



adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs and similar areas. 



 



whole building commissioning or total building commissioning: a quality-focused process for enhancing the 



delivery of a project. The process focuses upon assessesing and documentsing that the facility, and all of its systems, 



and/or assemblies are planned, designed, installed, tested, and can be operated, and maintained to meet the Owner’s 



Project Requirements. 



 



 



5.2 Abbreviations and Acronyms 



 



APBP: Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals 



 



ASA: Acoustical Society of America 



 



ASABE: American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers 



 



ASCE: American Society of Civil Engineers 



 



ASTM: ASTM International 



 



ASHRAE: American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers 



 



ATFS: American Tree Farm System 



 



BUG: Backlight, Uplight and Glare Ratings 



 



CABI: Center for Agriculture and Bioscience International 



 



CAS:  Chemical Abstracts Service 



 



CBECS: Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey. Developed by the U.S. Department of Energy’s  



Energy Information Administration (EIA) 



 



CDPH: California Department of Public Health 



 



CHPS: Collaborative for High Performance Schools 



 



CO2e: Carbon Dioxide Equivalent Emissions Rate 



 



CRI: Carpet and Rug Institute, Inc. 



 



EMS: Environmental Management System 



 



EPA: Environmental Protection Agency 



 



FEMA: Federal Emergency Management Agency 
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FGI: Facility Guidelines Institute 



 



HVAC&R: heating, ventilating, air-conditioning, and refrigerating 



 



IAPMO: International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials 



 



ICC: International Code Council® 



 



IDP: Integrated Design Process 



 



IECC: International Energy Conservation Code 



 



IES: Illuminating Engineering Society of North America 



 



INCE: Institute of Noise Control Engineering 



 



ISO: International Organization for Standardization 



 



LCA: life cycle assessment 



 



LWA: Landscape water allowance 



 



MERV: Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value 



 



MURB: Multi-Unit Residential Building 



 



NBI: New Buildings Institute 



 



NCAC: National Council of Acoustical Consultants 



 



NFPA: National Fire Protection Association 



 



NISIC: National Invasive Species Information Center 



 



NIST: National Institute of Standards and Technology 



 



NREL: National Renewable Energy Laboratory 



 



PEFC: Programme for Endorsement of Forest Certification 



 



RCR: Risk Characterization Ratio 



 



RELs: Reference Exposure Levels 



 



RFCI: Resilient Floor Covering Institute 



 



SCAQMD: South Coast Air Quality Management District 



 



SMACNA: Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors’ National Association 



 



TCNA: Tile Council of North America 



 



USDA: United States Department of Agriculture 
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VOC: Volatile Organic Compounds 



 



WBDG: Whole Building Design Guide 



 



WF: Water Factor 



 



WISP: Whole Systems Integration Process 



 



ZWIA: Zero Waste International Alliance 
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AREAS 



 



6.  PROJECT MANAGEMENT (100 points) 
 



6.1 Team & Owner Planning (3845 points) 
6.1.1 Performance & Green Design Goals  
6.1.1.1 Performance and green design goals (qualitative 



AND/ORand/or quantitative) are established in collaboration 



with the owner in writing and are regularly assessed from pre-



design through to completion of construction and occupancy 



for the following listed items: 



 



• Site design; 



• Environmentally responsible construction activities; 



• Water conservation, efficiency, alternate water sources, 



and reuse; 



• Building envelope and moisture control; 



• Energy efficiency; 



• Materials including: 



o Efficiency;  



o Environmentally preferable products; and 



o Storage of hazardous materials;  



• Indoor environment including: 



o Acoustic comfort; 



o Thermal comfort; 



o Lighting;  



o Air quality; and 



• Building resilience.  



 



Assessment criteria: 



Pre-design written goals  



Design stage review and assessment of goals prior to: 



• Conceptual design phase 



• Design development phase 



• Construction documents 



Construction stage review and assessment of goals at: 



• Pre-construction 



• 25% completion of budget or schedule 



• 50% completion of budget or schedule 



• Substantial completion 



Occupancy assessment of goals: 



• Owner obtains a contract for Facility Performance 



Evaluation or Post-Occupancy Study to evaluate how 



the building meets the original and emerging goals 



and requirements within 18 months of being 



occupied. 



Maximum = 20 points 



 



• One point is earned for each written 



performance and green design goal for listed 



items at pre-design to a maximum of eight 



points. 



• One point is earned for evidence of each 



design stage review and assessment of goals 



prior to: 



o Conceptual design 



o Design development 



o Construction documents.  



• One point is earned for evidence of each 



construction stage review and assessment 



completed at: 



o Pre-construction 



o 25% completion 



o 50% completion 



o Substantial completion. 



• Five points are earned for a written plan and 



contract for the work for post-occupancy 



review and assessment.  
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6.1.2 Integrated Design Process 



6.1.2.1 Employ aAn iIntegrated dDesign pProcess (IDP) 



is employed with evidence of comprehensive pre-design, 



design phase, and construction phase planning and 



coordination.  



 



Job functions involved in the IDP include but are not 



limited to the following:  



• Architect; 



• Building Envelope Specialist; 



• Civil Engineer; 



• Commissioning Agent; 



• Community Representative; 



• Electrical Engineer; 



• Energy Engineer; 



• Facilities Manager; 



• General Contractor/Construction Manager: 



o Specialty Contractors; 



• Interior Designer;  



• Irrigation Designer; 



• Landscape Architect or Designer; 



• Lighting Designer/Illuminating Engineer; 



• Mechanical Engineer – Plumbing, HVAC, 



AND/ORand/or Refrigeration; 



• Owner’s Representative; 



• Structural Engineer; 



• Sustainability Consultant; AND/ORand/or 



• User Group Representative. 
 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ANSI/MTS 1.0 Whole Systems Integrated 



Process Guide (WISP)-2007 



• ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1- 



2014, Informative Appendix F: Integrated 



Design. 



Maximum = 14 points 



 



The following points are earned when a minimum of 



the listed job functions or groups were represented at 



the following milestones or during the following 



project phases: 



Milestone or Project 



Phase 



Points for 



6 to 9 Job 



Functions 



Points for 



10 or 



more Job 



Functions 



Pre-Design Event 



(meeting, charrette, or 



workshop) 



3 65 



Conceptual or Design 



Phase 
1 3 



Construction Documents 



Phase 
1 3 



Final Budget or 



Guaranteed Maximum 



Price (GMP) Review with 



the expectation of an in-



depth review of the 



consequences of the 



decisions made on the 



project sustainability 



goals 



1 3 



 



 



6.1.3 Planning for Resilience Site and Building Resilience 
6.1.3.1 Building Risk Assessment: An assessment 



identifying risks to the building including continued 



building occupancy resulting from extreme natural 



events, global climate change, and human activity for 



the expected service life of the building has been 



conducted and provided to building owners and 



designers.  The assessment identifies hazards and 



evaluates the probability and severity of occurrence of 



those events.  These hazards include, but are not limited 



to, weather, flooding, seismic and volcanic events, 



drought, wildfire, soil stability, and terrorism. 



 



1 3 points 
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Informational Reference(s) 



• National Academies and the Climate Resilience 



Toolkit/Climate Explorer: 



https://toolkit.climate.gov/ (last accessed 6/30/17) 



• NOAA Digital Coast: 



https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/ (last accessed 



6/20/17) 



• NOAA NESDIS 142 Series – Regional Climate 



Trends and Scenarios for the U.S. National Climate 



Assessment 



(Continued from 6.1.3.1 Building Risk Assessment) 



6.1.3.2 Building Operational Continuity or Recovery 



Function Assessment: An assessment of the necessity 



of continuous or rapid recovery of various building 



functions during and after an extreme event has been 



conducted. 



 



Informational Reference(s) 



• National Academies and the Climate Resilience 



Toolkit/Climate Explorer: 



https://toolkit.climate.gov/ (last accessed 6/30/17) 
• NOAA Digital Coast: 



https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/ (last accessed 



6/20/17) 



• NOAA NESDIS 142 Series – Regional Climate 



Trends and Scenarios for the U.S. National Climate 



Assessment 



1 3 points 



6.1.3.3 Project Specific Design Parameters: Document 



that the findings of both the risk and building function 



assessments have been integrated into the building 



design parameters and are reflected in the final design 



and construction of the building. 



 



Informational Reference(s) 



• National Academies and the Climate Resilience 



Toolkit/Climate Explorer: 



https://toolkit.climate.gov/ (last accessed 6/30/17) 



• NOAA Digital Coast: 



https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/ (last accessed 



6/20/17) 



• NOAA NESDIS 142 Series – Regional Climate 



Trends and Scenarios for the U.S. National Climate 



Assessment 



1 3 points 



6.1.3.4 Publication of Emergency Preparedness 



Manual: A building operation manual has been 



prepared outlining actions to be taken in the event of an 



extreme event, materials to be stockpiled in the building 



if continuing occupancy is anticipated, and timeline for 



regular review. 



 



Informational Reference(s) 



• National Academies and the Climate Resilience 



Toolkit/Climate Explorer: 



1 2 points 
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https://toolkit.climate.gov/ (last accessed 6/30/17) 



• NOAA Digital Coast: 



https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/ (last accessed 



6/20/17) 



• NOAA NESDIS 142 Series – Regional Climate 



Trends and Scenarios for the U.S. National Climate 



Assessment 



(Continued from 6.1.3.4 Publication of Emergency 



Preparedness Manual) 



 



6.1.4 Recommended Documentation 
• Facility performance evaluation; 



• List of written performance and green design goals; 



• Progress meeting agendas, attendance rosters showing function of each attendee, and meeting minutes; 



• Post-occupancy study.  



 



6.2 Environmental Management During Construction (108  points) 
6.2.1 Environmental Management System (EMS) 
6.2.1.1 The general contractor (GC) or construction manager 



(CM) documents the following elements as part of their 



Environmental Management System (EMS): 



 



• 6.2.1.1.1: GC/CM Environmental Policy:   



o Includes policies and practices that support the 



health of humans and site-environment during 



construction; 



• 6.2.1.1.2: Designated GC/CM Environmental Management 



Plan and Compliance Manager:   



o Lists their qualifications, role, responsibilities, and 



reporting compliance structure (e.g., checklists, 



inspections, and records of compliance).   



o Indicates how this information is passed along to 



project personnel and sub-contractors;  



o Includes policies and practices that include 



continuous reporting mechanism to be reviewed by 



the assessor Describe continuous reporting 



mechanism; 



• 6.2.1.1.3: Project Ecological and Health Risk Assessment:  



o An project risk assessment assessment is conducted 



prior to the start of construction to identify major 



risks risks that could impact the general welfare 



and health of humans (i.e., residents, workers, 



visitors, and construction trades people) and the 



ecological environment surrounding the immediate 



area of construction for the specific project and 



local agency requirements;  



• 6.2.1.1.4: A construction management policy prohibits 



smoking within 25 ft. (7.62 m) of the building perimeter and 



construction zone during the construction phase. 



o Smoking is defined as the inhalation of smoke from 



burning tobacco, use of electronic-cigarettes, or 



other substance encased in items such as, but not 



Maximum = 108 points 



 



• Two points are earned for documenting 



the items listed in 6.2.1.1.1. 



• ThreeTwo points are earned for 



documenting the items listed in 6.2.1.1.2. 



• Two points are earned for documenting 



the items listed in 6.2.1.1.3. 



• ThreeTwo points are earned for 



documenting the items listed in 6.2.1.1.4. 
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limited to, cigarettes, pipes, and cigars for 



recreational or medical use. 



(Continued from 6.2.1.1.4) 



 



 



6.3 Life Cycle Cost Analysis or Building Service Life Planning (12 points) 
Two paths are available for assessing Life Cycle Cost Analysis or Building Service Life 



Planning. 



 



• Path A: Life Cycle Cost Analysis: –12 points 



OR 



• Path B: Building Service Life Plan: –12 points 



 



Points cannot be combined between paths. Select one of the two pathways below. 



6.3.1 Path A: Life Cycle Cost Analysis 
6.3.1.1 A cost of ownership financial analysis is performed on the 



project’s collective bundle of green features (i.e., energy/water 



conservation measures, energy/water efficiency features, maintenance 



best practices, waste reduction) that are expected to impact: 



 



• Project first costs; 



• Operation costs (i.e., utility costs/savings, maintenance and repair 



costs, costs of replacement,); or 



• Other financial features of ownership. 



  



The analysis is a life cycle cost analysis (LCCA) that compares the 



life time benefits of ownership to the subsequent costs. The analysis 



accounts for and clearly states clearly all calculation assumptions 



related to: 



 



• The time value of money; 



• Fuel escalation rates;  



• Other relevant operational factors that affect the cost of 



ownership. 



 



The LCCA study period is not less than the expected life of the 



building or system that referenced in ASHRAE Standard 189.1-2014, 



Table 10.3.2.3 



 



Use Pprojected annual energy costs for the proposed design are used 



for this LCCA. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• NIST Handbook 135, 1995  
• ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-2014 Table 10.3.2.3 



12 points 



 



 



 OR 



6.3.2 Path B: Building Service Life Plan 



6.3.2.1 A Building Service Life Plan is implemented that includes the 



expected service life estimates, including inspection and replacement 



during the life of the building. The Building Service Life Plan covers 



the following systems are covered by the Building Service Life Plan: 



Maximum =12 points 



 



• Two points are earned for each of the 
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• 6.3.2.1.1: Structural systems; 



• 6.3.2.1.2: Building envelope including facades, doors, and 



windows; 



• 6.3.2.1.3: Building roof system; 



• 6.3.2.1.4: Mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fire protection, and 



energy generation systems; 



• 6.3.2.1.5: Site hardscape; AND/ORand/or 



• 6.3.2.1.6: Furnishing and interior fit-out. 



 



Provide Ddocumentation of the project design service life, the listed 



systems service lives, the basis for the determination, and the 



following details for each assembly or component used in the 



building is provided: 



 



• Building assembly and material description; 



• Design service life in years; 



• Predicted service life in years; 



• Adaptability and repurposing at end of service life; and 



• Maintenance frequency and maintenance access. 



 



The Service Life is not less than that referenced in ASHRAE Standard 



189.1-2014, Table 10.3.2.3 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-2014, Section 



10.3.2.3 



• CSA S478-95 (R2007): Guideline on Durability in Buildings 



• ISO 15686 (series), 2014 



• Preparing a Building Service life plan for Green Buildings, Dru 



Meadows, 2014  



• Whole Building Design Guide (WBDG), Section 01 81 10 



(01120), 2001 



http://www.wbdg.org/ccb/FEDGREEN/fgs_018110.pdf 



listed elements included in the 



Building Service Life Plan up to a 



maximum of 12 points. 



(Continued from 6.3.2.1) 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



6.3.3 Recommended Documentation 
• Building service life plan;  



• Capital asset plan and business case summary. 



 



6.4 Moisture Control Analysis (86 points) 
6.4.1 Moisture Control Design Analysis  



6.4.1.1 A moisture control design analysis is 



performed on walls and ceilings adjacent to spaces 



of added moisture above-grade portions of the 



building envelope AND/OR on walls and ceilings 



adjacent to spaces of added moisture in accordance 



with ASHRAE 160-2009 above-grade portions of 



the building envelope in accordance with 



ASHRAE 160-2009 or a steady-state water vapor 



transmission analysis for the purpose of predicting, 



Maximum = 86 points 



 



• Three points are earned when a moisture control design 



analysis is performed on walls and ceilings adjacent to 



spaces of added moisture. 



o Not applicable where there are no spaces of added 



moisture. 



• Three points are earned when a moisture control design 



analysis is performed on above-grade portions of the 
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mitigating, or reducing moisture damage to the 



building envelope, materials, components, systems, 



and furnishings. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ASHRAE 160-2009 



building envelope. 



• Four points are earned when wall and ceiling assemblies 



are designed in accordance with moisture-control design 



criteria. 



• Four points are earned when roof assemblies are designed 



in accordance with moisture-control design criteria. 



 



6.5 Commissioning or Systems Manual & Training (3229 points) 
Two paths are available for assessing Commissioning or Systems Manual & Training. 



 



• Path A: Building Commissioning and Training: –3229 points 



OR 



• Path B: Systems Manual and Training: –20 points 



 



Points cannot be combined between paths. Select one of the two pathways below. 



6.5.1 Path A: Building Commissioning and Training 
6.5.1.1 Commissioning and building operator training is 



conducted in accordance with ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 



202–2013, Commissioning Process for Buildings and Systems, 



and ASHRAE Guideline 0-2013, The Commissioning Process, 



for the following building systems:   



 



• 6.5.1.1.1: HVAC&R systems and controls; 



• 6.5.1.1.2: Building envelope; 



• 6.5.1.1.3: Lighting systems and controls; 



• 6.5.1.1.4: Plumbing;  



• 6.5.1.1.5: Irrigation systems; 



• 6.5.1.1.6: Electrical system including all renewable 



electrical generation; 



• 6.5.1.1.7: Elevating and conveying systems;  



• 6.5.1.1.8: Communication AND/ORand/or Sound Masking 



systems; AND/OR 



• 6.5.1.1.9: Other significant functional AND/ORand/or 



energy systems (describe) that account for 10% or more of 



the total building energy use (describe).  



 



Maximum = 3229 points or N/A 



 



• SevenSix points are earned if 



commissioning and training is conducted 



for HVAC&R systems and controls. 



• SevenSix points are earned if 



commissioning and training is conducted 



for the building envelope. 



• SevenSix points are earned if 



commissioning and training is conducted 



for Lighting systems and controls. 



• Two points are earned if commissioning 



and training is conducted for plumbing 



systems. 



• Two points are earned if commissioning 



and training is conducted for irrigation 



systems. 



o Not applicable if there are no 



irrigation systems. 



• Two points are earned if commissioning 



and training is conducted for Electrical 



systems. 



• One point is earned if commissioning 



and training is conducted for 



Elevating/conveying systems. 



o Not applicable if there are no 



elevating/conveying systems. 



• Two points are earned if commissioning 



and training is conducted for 



Communications AND/ORand/or sound 



masking systems. 



o Not applicable if there are no 



communications AND/ORand/or 



sound masking systems. 
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• Two points are earned if commissioning 



and training is conducted for other 



significant functional AND/ORand/or 



energy systems. 



o Not applicable if there are no other 



significant systems. 



OR 



6.5.2 Path B: Systems Manual & Training 
6.5.2.1 Produce Aa systems manual is produced in accordance 



with ASHRAE Guideline 0-2013, The Commissioning Process, 



Informative Annex O – Systems Manual, Sections 4 to 10, 



inclusive.  



10 points 



6.5.2.2 Conduct Ssystems training is conducted in accordance with 



ASHRAE Guideline 0-2013, The Commissioning Process, 



Informative Annex P – Training Manual and Training Needs. 



 



10 points 



 



6.5.3 Recommended Documentation 
• Path A: Final Commissioning Report, Systems Manual, training syllabus and evidence of completion.  



• Path B: Systems Manual, training syllabus and evidence of training completion. 



 



7.  SITE (150 points) 
 



7.1 Development Area (38 points) 
7.1.1 Urban Infill and Urban Sprawl 
7.1.1.1 The building is being constructed on a previously 



developed site that has been served by existing utility and 



transportation infrastructure for at least a full year prior to 



construction. 



614 points 



 



 



 



7.1.2 Greenfields, Brownfields, and Floodplains 
7.1.2.1 The building is being constructed on a brownfield or 



remediated Superfund site. 



12 14 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there are no 



brownfields, or remediated Superfund 



sites available. 
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7.1.2.2 The project is not located on or adjacent to sensitive natural 



sites (e.g. land that is forest or woodland area, savannah, prairie, 



wetland, undeveloped riparian zones, or wildlife corridor) or on 



land that was a sensitive natural site for at least three years prior to 



time of purchase or from the start of project. 



 



• The project is not located on a site that was used for farmland, 



public recreation, or a public park for at least three years prior 



to the time of purchase or from the start of the project. 
7.1.2.3 AND The project is not within or adjacent to a wildland-



urban interface area as where established by the legislative body 



with jurisdiction. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• Executive Order 13728: Wildland-Urban Interface Federal 



Risk Mitigation, 2016 https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-



2016-05-20/pdf/2016-12155.pdf (last accessed 6/30/17) 



• ICC, 2015 International Wildland-Urban Interface Code 



• United States Department of Agriculture, The 2010 Wildland-



Urban Interface of the Continuous UntiedUnited States,2015  



https://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/48642 (last access 6/30/17) 



6 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where the legislative body 



with jurisdiction has not declared a 



wildland-urban interface area. 



7.1.2.43 Floodplains: 



 



• 7.1.2.3.1: No construction nor site disturbance takes place in 



the 100-year floodplain. 



 



OR 



 



• 7.1.2.3.2: Elevate Buildings and additions in the floodplain 



are elevated to a minimum of 3 ft. (.9 m) above the 100-year 



floodplain or are built to allow water to flow through or under 



the lowest floor. 



 



AND 



 



Points are only awarded when tThe facility also earns achieves 



points for 7.2.1.1 or 7.2.1.67 or is within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) walking 



distance of developed residential land of at least 8 dwelling units 



per acre. 



 



AND 



 



Buildings and structures assigned a risk category of III or IV in 



Table 1604.5 of the 2012 International Building Code will not be 



located within a 500-year floodplain. (Not required if the entire 



jurisdiction is located within the 100-year floodplain.  If the entire 



jurisdiction is located within the 500-year floodplain, then the 



facility is built outside the 100-year floodplain.  Not applicable 



where no areas in the local jurisdiction fall within the 500-year 



floodplain.)  



 



Alternatively: 



Maximum = 89 points 



 



• Eight Nine points are earned for 



7.1.2.3.1.not building in the floodplain. 



o Not applicable where no areas in 



the local jurisdiction fall within 



the 100-year floodplain. 



• Six points are earned for 7.1.2.3.2. where 



the project is built in the floodplain with 



the listed protective measures. 
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Informational Reference(s): 



• FEMA Technical Bulletin 2/2008 



• ASCE/SEI 24-14 “Flood Resistant Design and 



Construction”(2014) 



 



7.1.3 Recommended Documentation 
• Site civil plans and existing site civil plans; 



• Documentation by EPA, municipal, or other governmental authority of Superfund and Brownfield site; 



• Construction documents; 



• Zoning maps; 



• Government maps of wildland-urban interface areas; 



• Pre-construction site documentation; 



• Landscaping plans; 



• Floodplain map; 



• Community resilience, climate action, or similar mitigation plan. 



 



7.2 Transportation (34 points) 
7.2.1 Transportation 
7.2.1.1 A building entrance is within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) 



walking distance of a local transit stop or 0.5 mi (0.8 



km) walking distance of a rapid transit stop.  



 



(Note: Local transit includes public transit that uses the 



same right-of-way as automobiles AND for which the 



distance between stops averages less than 0.33 mi (0.5 



km). Rapid transit is refers to all other types of public 



transit). 



 



AND 



 



The stop is served by a transit route that offers service: 



 



• with single direction intervals (headways) no longer 



than 15 minutes during peak hours and 30-minute 



single direction intervals (headways) during off-



peak hours for a minimum of 14 hours each 



weekday;  



 



AND 



 



• with single direction intervals (headways) no longer 



than 1 hour and operating at a minimum of 14 hours 



at least one day each weekend. 
 



Information Reference(s): 



• ASTM E2844-15, Standard Specification for 



Demonstrating that a Building’s Location Provides 



Access to Public Transit 



10 points 
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7.2.1.2 Designated preferred parking exists for car/van 



pooling, and shelter from weather exists for persons 



waiting for transportation serving carpools or transit 



listed in 7.2.1.1. 



2 1 points 
 



7.2.1.3 Alternative refueling facilities or electric 



charging stations are located on site or in the within 0.25 



mi (0.4 km) of the site. 



32 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where this strategy is not possible or 



where the project will have no parking associated 



with the building. 
7.2.1.4 A building entrance is located within 0.25 mi 



(0.4 km) of a public bicycle path, shared use [multi-user] 



path, or road with an existing dedicated bicycle lane. 



 



AND 



 



The path, lane, or associated bicycle network connects 



within 5 mi (8.05 km) to a transit stop as described in 



7.2.1.1 or to the developed residential land of at least 8 



dwelling units per acre. 



 



AND 



 



There is reasonable, unobstructed access between the A 



bicycle lane or shared use [multi-user] path and the 



bicycle parking facilities or connects the public path or 



lane to the building entrance. 



3 2 points 



7.2.1.5 A bicycle parking rack is located within 50 ft. 



(15.24 m) of an entrance, and is either readily visible 



from, a main entrance, or signage indicating the location 



is posted at main entrances. 



 



Informational reference(s) 



• The Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle 



Professionals, Bicycle Parking Guidelines, 2nd 



Edition (2010) 



1 point 



7.2.1.6 Facilities for Bicycle Commuting and Long-



Term Bicycle Parking: 



 



• 7.2.1.6.1: Sheltered bicycle parking is:  
o 7.2.1.6.1: provided for at least 10% of building 



occupants, where the building occupant load is 



established in accordance with the International 



Building Code AND provides shower and 



changing facilities are provided within the 



building project; 



OR 



o 7.2.1.6.2: provided for at least 50% of units in a 



multi-family residential building.; 



  



• 7.2.1.6.23: At least 50% of the sheltered bicycle 



parking is located inside the building or within 



Maximum = 5 points 



 



• Two points are earned where sheltered bicycle 



parking facilities are provided (and showers and 



changing facilities as applicable). 



• Two points where the sheltered bicycle parking is 



sheltered and secure.  (Only applicable where the 



above two points are achieved.) 



• One point is earned where the building is located 



near a bike share facility. 
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storage lockers or another area that provides 



security of a locked room or cage secured by a 



keyed, cipher, or electronic lock and the ability to 



lock the bicycle to a rack within that space. 



• 7.2.1.6.34: The building is located within 0.25 mi 



(0.4 km) walking distance of a bike share facility. 



 
(Continued from 7.2.1.6) 



7.2.1.7 The building’s Walkscore® is 75 or greater; 



 



OR  



• A building entrance is within 0.5 mi (0.8 km) 



walking distance of a grocery store and a minimum 



of three other neighborhood assets.  These four 



neighborhood assets are open to the general public, 



in operation, and as a group have NAICS codes that 



start with a minimum of three different numbers;   



OR 



• A building entrance is within 0.5 mi (0.8 km) 



walking distance of a minimum of six neighborhood 



assets.  The six neighborhood assets are open to the 



public, in operation, and as a group have NAICS 



codes that start with a minimum of three different 



numbers; 



OR 



• The building’s Walkscore® is 90 or greater. 



 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ASTM E2843-15, E2843-16a Standard 



Specification for Demonstrating That a Building is 



in Walkable Proximity to Neighborhood Assets 



• North American Industry Classification 



System.(NAICS) 



http://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/ (last 



accessed 6/20/17) 



• www.walkscore.com (last accessed 6/20/17) 



 Maximum = 10 points 



 



• Ten points are earned where the building has a 



Walkscore® of ≥ 90 or greater 



• Seven points are earned where:  



o the building has a Walkscore® of 75 to 89; 



OR 



o is located within 0.5 mi (0.8 km) of a 



grocery store and three other assets;  



OR  



o within 0.5 mi (0.8 km) of six assets.  



 



 



7.2.2 Recommended Documentation 
• Site civil plans, existing site civil plans, and civil engineering plans; 



• Narrative stating total expected full-time building occupants. 



 



7.3 Construction Impacts (29 points) 
 



7.3.1 Site Erosion: 



Two paths are provided for assessing erosion and sedimentation: 



 



• Path A: Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan: –5 points 



OR 



• Path B: Erosion and Sedimentation Control Specifications: –5 points 
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Points cannot be combined between paths. Select one of the two pathways below. 



7.3.1.1 Path A: Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan 
7.3.1.1.1 An Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan, signed and 



stamped by a professional engineer or designer approved by the 



authority having jurisdiction, is included in the construction 



documents. 



 



Informational Reference(s):  



• National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 



Permit Program 



 5 points or N/A  



 



• Not applicable where projects are interior-



only. 



OR 



7.3.1.2 Path B: Erosion and Sedimentation Control Specifications 
7.3.1.2.1 The specifications require the implementation of the 



following best practices as appropriate to the site for erosion and 



sediment control during construction: 



 



• Construction Site Planning and Management mMeasures: 



construction sequencing, construction site operator BMP 



inspection and maintenance, preserving natural vegetation; 



• Erosion Control: articulated concrete block, chemical 



stabilization, compost blankets, dust control, flocculants, 



geotextiles, gradient terraces, mulching, riprap, seeding, 



sodding, soil retention, soil roughening, temporary slope 



drain, temporary stream crossings, wind fences and sand 



fences;  



• Runoff Control: check dams, grass-lined channels, permanent 



slope diversions, temporary diversion dikes; 



• Sediment Control: brush barriers, compost filter berms, 



compost filter socks, construction entrances, fiber rolls, filter 



berms, sediment basins and rock dams, sediment filters and 



sediment chambers, sediment traps, silt fences, storm drain 



inlet protection, straw or hay bales, vegetated buffers; and 



• Good Housekeeping/Materials Management: concrete 



washout, general construction site waste management, spill 



prevention, and control plan, vehicle maintenance and 



washing areas at construction sites. 



 



Informational Reference(s):  



• U.S. EPA’s Construction Site Stormwater Runoff Control - 



Menu of Best Management Practices  



Maximum = 5 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where the lot is larger than 



one acre. 



• Not applicable where projects are interior-



only. 



 
(Answer regardless of the Path chosen above): 



7.3.2 Site Disturbance 



7.3.2.1 Construction activities do not go beyond 40 ft. (12.2 m) of 



the building footprint(s) and remain within 5 ft. (1.5 m) of parking 



lots, roadways, sidewalks and utility right-of-ways except where 



the intent of the construction activities was one or more of the 



following: 



 



Exceptions apply where the intent of the construction activities are 



intended is to specifically improve the natural integrity of the site, 



5 points or N/A  



 



• Not applicable where projects are interior-



only. 
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e.g., removing invasive plant species, replacing existing 



hardscapes with vegetation, restoring prairie or wetlands, or 



increasing on-site water retention by building rain gardens, swales, 



retention ponds, or berms. 



 
(Continued from 7.3.2.1) 



 



 



7.3.3 Tree and Shrub Preservation 



7.3.3.1 Non-invasive existing trees and woody shrubs are retained 



and protected during construction.   



 



A certified arborist, a landscape architect, or a certified 



professional landscape designer provides plans and specifications 



that are used by the general contractor or  



construction manager to protect retained trees and shrubs from 



disturbance and soil compaction.   



 



Assessment Guidance: 



Base Calculations are based on the area of canopy coverage 



provided by trees and shrubs prior to clearing and construction 



activity.   



 



Calculations exclude plants that will be removed because they are 



unhealthy, invasive or otherwise inappropriate for site conditions 



(e.g., have water, soil, light, or other requirements that are 



inconsistent with the site). 



 



If Aan area is covered by overlapping layers of plants, it is may 



not be counted multiple times, (i.e., the maximum canopy 



coverage for any site is 100%). 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• International Society of Arboriculture’s “Avoiding Tree 



Damage During Construction,” (2011) 



http://www.treesaregood.com/treecare/resources/AvoidingTre



eDamage.pdf (last accessed 6/20/17) 



• Invasive plant lists published by regional invasive plant 



councils (http://www.na-ipc.org/ipcs/) or by local agricultural 



extension programs. (last accessed 6/20/17) 



• Sustainable Sites Initiative, SITES v2 Rating System, (2014) 



http://www.sustainablesites.org/resources (last accessed 



6/20/17) 



Maximum = 6 points or N/A 



 



• Six points are earned when >more than 



90% of the canopy of existing trees and 



shrubs areis retained and protected. 



• Five points are earned when ≥75% and 



≤90%-89% of the canopy of existing trees 



and shrubs areis retained and protected. 



• Four points are earned when ≥50% and 



<75%-74% of the canopy of existing trees 



and shrubs areis retained and protected. 



• No points are earned when less than < 



50% of the canopy of existing trees and 



shrubs areis retained and protected. 



• Not applicable where the site has no 



existing trees or shrubs or where existing 



plants do not qualify for calculation of 



canopy coverage, such as those that are 



invasive or in poor health. 



 



7.3.4 Mitigating Heat Island Effect 
7.3.4.1 Roof: The building has a vegetated roof, 



is shaded during summer months, 



AND/ORand/or has a roof with a high Solar 



Reflectance Index (SRI) as prescribed based on 



the slope of the roof.  



 



Where used to comply, shading trees are to may 



be existing, non-invasive plants that are retained 



Maximum = 6 points or N/A 



 



The following number of points may be earned when using one 



or more of the listed heat island mitigation strategies on the roof: 



 



• Six points are earned where greater than >70% of the roof 



complies  



o Three points are earned where 70% of the roof has 
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on site or newly, non-invasive planted trees that 



will provide shade within 1510 years. 



 



• For a roof slope less than or equal to 2:12, a 



minimum initial SRI of 78 or greater or a 



three-year aged SRI of 60 or greater; 



• For a roof slope greater thant 2:12, a 



minimum initial SRI of 29 or greater or a 



three-year-aged SRI of 25 or greater. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• BSR/GBI-01 201X, 6.4.1, Moisture Control 



Analysis  



• Cool Roof Rating Council 



(www.coolroofs.org) (last accessed 



6/20/17) 



• College, state or local university, or agency 



landscape reference guide 



• USDA National Invasive Species 



Information Center: 



http://www.invasivespeciesinfo.gov/plants/



main.shtml (last accessed 7/14/17) 



a high initial SRI, and three points are earned 



where 70% of the roof has a high three-year-aged 



SRI. 



• Four points are earned where >50% and ≤70% 56%-70% 



percent of the roof complies. 



o Two points are earned where 56%-70% of the roof 



has a high initial SRI and two points are earned 



where  >50% and ≤70% 56%-70% of the roof has a 



high three-year-aged SRI. 



• Two Points are earned if 40%-55% percent of the roof 



complies. 



o One point is earned where 40%-55% of the roof 



has a high initial SRI, and one point is earned 



where 40%-55% of the roof has a high three-year-



aged SRI. 



• No points are earned if less than 40% of the roof complies 



AND/ORand/or has a high initial or three-year-aged SRI. 



• Not applicable for interior-only projects. 



7.3.4.2 Hardscape: The building design addresses 



hardscape using one or more of the following strategies: 



 



• 7.3.4.2.1 Solar Reflectance: Hardscape surfaces with 



a solar reflectance (SR) value of at least 0.28 are used. 



New concrete and concrete masonry without 



additional colored pigment are deemed to comply 



without additional testing. 



o Not applicable for interior-only projects. 



• 7.3.4.2.2 Shading: Where the hardscape surfaces are 



not shaded by the primary building structures (either 



the building project or other existing buildings), 



hardscape surfaces outside the building footprint will 



be are intended to be shaded by trees or other 



vegetation within 10 years. Take the shading 



measurement at noon Standard Time on the Summer 



Solstice and document in the shading planIn addition, 



the point in time of the shading measurement will be 



designated as 12 noon Standard Time on the Summer 



Solstice and will be documented in the shading plan. 



OR 



• 7.3.4.2.3 Permeable Surfaces: At least 50% of 



installed hardscape area (walkways, patios, 



driveways, etc.) uses permeable materials. Permeable 



materials that include one or more of the following: 



o Clay or concrete paver with pervious 



joints/openings; 



o Bricks; 



o Gravel; 



o Vegetative paving systems; 



Maximum = 5 points or N/A 



 



• Five points are earned where ≥50% of hardscape 



surfaces comply with 7.3.4.2. 



• Three points are earned where ≥25% and <50% of 



hardscape surfaces comply with 7.3.4.2. 



• No points are earned where <25% of hardscape 



surfaces comply with 7.3.4.2. 



• Not applicable where there are no hardscape 



surfaces. 



  



 



Maximum = 4 points or N/A 



 



• Three points are earned where 50% or more of 



hardscape surfaces (by area) outside the building 



footprint will be shaded by trees within 10 years. 



• Two points are earned where 25%-49% of 



hardscape surfaces (by area) outside the building 



footprint will be shaded by trees within  10 years. 



• No points are earned where less than 25% of 



hardscape surfaces (by area) outside the building 



footprint will be shaded by trees within 10 years. 



• Not applicable where there are no hardscape 



surfaces. 



 



Or 



 



• Four points are earned when at least 50% of 



hardscape area is permeable. 
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o Mulch;  



o Pervious concrete; and/or 



o Porous asphalt; AND/OR 



o Open-grid pavement system (at least 50% 



unbound). 



• Two points are awarded when 25% of hardscape 



area is permeable. 



• No points are awarded when less than 25% of 



hardscape area is permeable. 



• Not applicable if there are no impervious 



hardscape areas. 



7.3.4.3 Walls: At least 75% of opaque wall surfaces (by 



area) on the east, west, and south have an SRI of 29 or 



greater, are covered by or are designed to be covered by, 



non-invasive vegetation AND/ORand/or a vegetative wall 



during the summer months. New concrete or concrete 



masonry without additional colored pigment is deemed to 



comply without additional testing. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ASTM E1980-11, Standard Practice for Calculating 



Solar Reflectance Index of Horizontal and Low-



Sloped Opaque Surfaces 



3 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable for climate zone 6, 7, and 8. 



 



7.3.5 Recommended Documentation 
• Construction documents; 



• Erosion and sediment control plan; 



• Irrigation plans; 



• Landscape plans; 



• Manufacturers specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications AND/ORand/or interior design plans that show interrupted spaces; 



• Photo-documentation; 



• Pre-construction documentation; 



• Roof plans; 



• Shade site plan; 



• Site civil plans; 



• Ten-year hardscape shading plan; 



• Tree preservation plan or landscaping or civil engineering plans that document the protection of exi sting trees 



during construction. 



 



7.4 Stormwater Management (18 21 points) 
7.4.1 Stormwater Management 
7.4.1.1 A civil engineer makes a A stormwater 



management report is made by a civil engineer that 



shows the following: 



 



• 7.4.1.1.1: The project meets a minimum of 80% 



Total Suspended Solids (TSS) removal or complies 



with municipal AND/ORand/or local watershed 



water quality control targets, whichever is more 



stringent; and 



• 7.4.1.1.2: 50% annual average total phosphorus 



(TP) removal assuming typical pollutant 



concentrations in urban runoff. 



• 7.4.1.1.3: Additional target pollutant removals are 



Maximum = 14 17 points or N/A 



 



• Three points are earned for compliance with 



7.4.1.1.1. 



• One point is earned for compliance with 7.4.1.1.2. 



• One point is earned for compliance with each item 



in 7.4.1.1. 3. for a maximum of three points. 



 



OR 



 



• FourteenSeventeen points are earned for compliance 



with 7.4.1.1.4. 



• Not applicable for interior-only projects. 
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as follows: 



o Nitrate + nitrite reduction of 40% 



OR 



o pH below 6.5 



OR 



o Alkalinity below 10 mg CaCO3/L. 



Note: Infiltration ismay not to be used as a treatment 



method if the site is located within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) of a 



lake or wetland. 



OR 



 



• 7.4.1.1.4: The site retains at least the 95th percentile 



storm volume as per a site water balance 



assessment, to be included in the stormwater 



management report. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• EPA National Stormwater Calculator: 



http://www.epa.gov/nrmrl/wswrd/wq/models/swc/ 



(last accessed 6/20/17) 



• Technical Guidance on Implementing the 



Stormwater Runoff Requirements for Federal 



Projects 2009 



 



7.4.1.2 Hardscapes and structures, excluding pervious 



walkways 48 in. (121.9 cm) or less in width, are located 



100 ft. (30.5 m) or more from a natural body of water or 



natural waterway on or adjacent to the site. Document 



Ssuch distance is documented on the site plan. Water 



bodies and waterways include: 



• Oceans; 



• Lakes; 



• Rivers; 



• Streams; 



• Estuaries; 



• Bays;  



• Wetlands; 



• Springs, or seeps; 



• Ravines; 



• Arroyos; AND/ORand/or 



• Canyons. 



 



Note: Waterways may be intermittently dry provided 



they define channeled flow of water when wet. 



4 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where the body of water is a 



retention pond or constructed wetland, or are is a 



constructedman-made features that receives all 



stormwater runoff. 



 



7.4.2 Recommended Documentation 
• Area rainfall charts; 



• Civil AND/ORand/or landscaping drawings indicating drainage; 



• Percolation test results; 
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• Roof plans; 



• Site plans, including all areas of hardscape; 



• Soil boring reports;  



• Storm water discharge plan. 



 



7.5 Landscaping (21 points) 
7.5.1 Landscaping 
7.5.1.1 A landscape design is planned and installed as follows: 



 



• 7.5.1.1.1: The plan is developed by a landscape architect, certified 



professional landscape designer, certified horticulturalist, or other 



qualified professional; AND 



o The plan shows the natural light conditions of the site; AND 



o The plan shows structural limitations (e.g., shading, utilities, 



overhangs, lights) that would impact the location and growth 



of plants. 



• 7.5.1.1.2: The plan identifies existing soil types, and the installed 



landscape incorporates appropriate soil preparation and drainage 



to support root development for vegetation planned for the site. 



 



Where an irrigation system is installed, refer to Water Efficiency, 



Section 9.8, Irrigation. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• Agroforestry Note 38 – Landscape planning for environmental 



benefits USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service, (2008) 



•  Local Cooperative Extension Research, Education, and 



Extension Service 



• State and local university or college landscape reference guide 



Maximum = 6 points or N/A 



 



• Three points are earned where the 



landscape plan is developed and 



shows natural light conditions and 



structural limitations.  



• Three points are earned where the plan 



identifies existing soil types, and the 



installed landscape incorporates soil 



preparation and drainage as stated.  



• Not applicable where there is no room 



for landscaping. 



7.5.1.2 The vegetation palette includes the following: 



 



• The vegetated area uses non-invasive, drought tolerant plants.  



 



Required documentation:  



Website or literature that indicates that the given plant(s) are drought-



tolerant or require little to no supplemental water for the specific 



region. 



 



 



Only applicable when the determination of plant invasiveness is 



guided by a list or lists that:  



• a.) cover the appropriate geographical region; AND and  



• b.) are not limited to noxious weeds. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• College, state or local university, college or agency landscape 



reference guide 



• Federal and state noxious weed lists: 



http://plants.usda.gov/java/noxComposite (last accessed 6/20/17) 



• 2016 Invasive Species Compendium: www.cabi.org/isc (last 



accessed 7/14/17) 



Maximum = 3 points or N/A 



  



• Three points are earned if greater than 



> 75% of the plants are drought 



tolerant and non-invasive. 



• Ttwo points are earned if between 



greater than ≥50 and ≤75% of the 



plants are drought tolerant and non-



invasive;  



• Oone point is earned if between 



greater than ≥25 and <5049% of the 



plants are drought tolerant and non-



invasive. 



• No points are earned if less than 250% 



of the plants are drought tolerant and 



non-invasive. 



• Not applicable where there is no room 



for landscaping. 
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• USDA National Invasive Species Information Center: 



http://www.invasivespeciesinfo.gov/plants/main.shtml (last 



accessed 6/20/17) 



• WaterSense®’s “What to Plant”: 



https://www3.epa.gov/watersense/outdoor/what_to_plant.html 



(last accessed 6/20/17) 



7.5.1.3 The vegetated area is covered with plants (new, retained, or 



salvaged plantings) that are native.  



 



Maximum = 4 points or N/A 



 



• Four points are earned if greater than 



> 75% of plants are native.  



• Tthree points are earned if between 



greater than > 50 and ≤75% of plants 



are native.  



• Two points are earned if between 



greater than > 32 and ≤50% of the 



plants are native.  



• One point is earned if between greater 



than ≥ 20 and ≤32% of plants are 



native. 



• No points are earned if less than < 



20% of the plants are native. 



• Not applicable where there is no room 



for landscaping. 



7.5.1.4 The landscape design shows that plants with similar water 



requirements are grouped together on the site.are located on the site as 



follows: 



• Plants with similar water requirements are grouped together. 
 



2 points or N/A 



 



• Two points are earned if plants are 



grouped according to water 



requirements. 



• Not applicable where all of the 



landscaping is a preserved natural area 



or where there is no room for 



landscaping. 



7.5.1.5 The building project supports on-site and agriculture accessible 



to building users or employees in any of the following ways: 



 



• 7.5.1.5.1: Rooftop garden(s), edible landscape(s), food forest, or 



community garden is installed on-site; 



• 7.5.1.5.2: 25% of vegetated area is dedicated to pollinator-



friendly plantings or an apiary;  



• 7.5.1.5.3: Chicken coop, aquaponics farm, AND/ORand/or 



greenhouse is installed on-site; 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• Pollinator Partnership, Ecoregional Planting Guides: 



http://www.pollinator.org/guides.htm (2015) (last accessed 



6/20/17) 



• Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation, Pollinator-Friendly 



Plant Lists: http://www.xerces.org/pollinator-conservation/plant-



lists/ (2015) (last accessed 6/20/17) 



Maximum = 6 points or N/A 



 



• Two points are earned where there is 



an on-site rooftop garden, edible 



landscape, food forest, or community 



garden. 



• Two points are earned where there is 



an apiary or pollinator garden on-site. 



• Two points are earned where there is 



an on-site chicken coop, aquaponics 



farm, AND/ORand/or greenhouse. 



• Not applicable for interior-only 



projects 



 



7.5.2 Recommended Documentation 
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• Landscape and irrigation plan; 



• Local or regional plant list; 



• Project drawings; 



• Project specifications; 



• Site plans. 



 



7.6 Exterior Light Pollution (7 points) 
Two paths are provided for assessing exterior light pollution: 



 



• Path A: Lighting Design Performance: –7 points 



OR 



• Path B: Prescriptive Lighting Requirements: –7 points 



 



Points cannot be combined between paths. Select one of the two pathways below. 



7.6.1 Path A: Lighting Design Performance 
7.6.1.1 An engineer or lighting professional creates a lighting 



design that meets all the performance requirements of the IDA 



- IES Model Lighting Ordinance. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• IDA – IES Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO, 2011) 



7 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there is no site lighting. 



 



 



OR 



7.6.2 Path B: Prescriptive Lighting Requirements 
7.6.2.1 Exterior lighting does not exceed prescribed values for 



the amount of light per unit of area. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• IDA – IES Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO), Tables A 



and B, 2011 



1 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there is no exterior 



lighting. 



7.6.2.2 Exterior lighting trespass does not exceed prescribed 



Backlight, Uplight and Glare (BUG) ratings as per IDA – IES 



Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO), Table C for the following: 



 



• Backlight trespass; 



• Uplight trespass; and 



• Glare. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• IDA – IES Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO), Tables C, 



C1, C2, 2011 



5 3 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there is no exterior 



lighting. 



7.6.2.3 Parking lot lighting does not emit light above 90 



degrees from the vertical axis. 



1 point or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there is no parking lot 



lighting. 
 



7.6.3 Recommended Documentation 
• Cut-sheets and calculations; 



• Electrical engineer’s site lighting plan with illuminance computations spaced no more than 10 ft. (3.05 m) apart;  
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• Exterior lighting plans; 



• Narrative describing which lighting zone the property falls under; 



• Path taken for compliance to the MLO; 



• Zoning ordinance requirements. 



 



7.7 Wildland-Urban Interface Site Design 
7.7.1 Wildland-Urban Interface Site Design 
7.7.1.1 There is a determination by a fire protection 



engineer or certified fire marshal that the site wildland-



urban interface hazard is moderate, high or extreme; 



 



AND 



 



The project achieves points for 7.2.1.1 or 7.2.1.67 or is 



within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) walking distance of developed 



residential land of at least 8 dwelling units per acre; 



 



AND 



 



The site is designed to comply with the most recent 



International Wildland-Urban Interface Code; 



 



AND  



 



Excluding athletic fields and agriculture, greater than 



50% of the vegetation on site achieves points for 



Section 7.5.1.32 for drought tolerant plants, and 



greater than 50% of the vegetation on site achieves 



points for Section 7.5.1.43 for native plants.  



 



AND 



 



A fire protection engineer or certified fire marshal has 



inspected the completed site within 90 days prior to 



project certification or re-certification and found it 



compliant with the International Wildland-Urban 



Interface Code. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• International Wildland-Urban Interface Code 2015 



3 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where the authority having 



jurisdiction or legislative body has formally 



declared a wildland-urban interface area. 
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8.  ENERGY (260 points) 
Three paths are provided for assessing energy performance.  



 



• Path A: Performance - ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010, Appendix G: –180 



points  



OR 



• Path B: Performance - Building Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2e) Emissions: –180 



points  



OR 



• Path C: Prescriptive: –180 111 points  



 



Points cannot be combined between paths. Select one of the three pathways below.  



8.1 Path A: ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010, Appendix G (180 points) 
8.1.1 Performance Path 
8.1.1.1 The building complies with minimum 



performance based requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2010 or the 2012 IECC; 



 



AND  



 



The building demonstrates an improvement over an 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010 baseline using 



Appendix G through the use of a whole-building energy 



modeling simulation program showing energy cost 



savings. 



• Energy cost calculations may include price 



components based on time of day and demand if 



these are available. Credit for demand-saving 



measures, cogeneration, and energy storage may be 



claimed by utilizing rate schedules that reflect the 



billing rates in effect for the local utility, rather than 



using EIA state average utility rates. 



Maximum = 180 points 



 



• One hundred eighty points are earned where the 



project achieves a level of 45% improvement over 



the baseline. 



o Four points are earned for every 1% 



improvement up to 45% improvement over 



the baseline for a maximum of 180 points. 



o No points are earned where the building 



complies with the minimum performance 



based requirements of either 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010 



or the 2012 IECC. 



 



 



8.1.2 Recommended Documentation 
• The energy modeling report includes a narrative describing energy efficiency measures included in the project 



along with input and output reports sufficient to verify the modeling approach used to demonstrate the higher 



level of performance including key assumptions and methods used to determine the inputs. The report may 



include tabular summaries of: 



o Building envelope performance (permit document tabulation for the enclosure, such as COMcheck 



forms); 



o HVAC system capacities and efficiencies; 



o Lighting power densities and control methods; 



o Schedules for occupancy, equipment, and HVAC; 



o Assumptions for plug and process loads; AND/OR 



o ENERGY STAR® Target Finder results or other benchmarking comparisons for the baseline and 



proposed models. 



• Description of any variances between models for plug and process loads. 



• Documentation of basis for utility rates used in whole-building energy model. 
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• People moving equipment will be modeled identically in the proposed and baseline buildings, and credit taken 



appropriately in Section 8.4 Non-Modeled Energy Efficiency Statement of energy cost savings rounded to one-



tenth of a percent. 



 



OR 



 



8.2 Path B: Building Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2e) Emissions - (180 



points) 
8.2.1 Percent Reduction in Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2e) Emissions  
8.2.1.1 The building achieves more than a 50% reduction in carbon dioxide 



equivalent (CO2e) emissions over the baseline building for its geographical 



location. This reduction is calculated using the following formula:  



 



Percent reduction in CO2e =100 X (1 – PER/BER), where: 



• The Baseline Equivalent Emission Rate (BER) is the baseline building’s 



carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emission rate. 



• PER is the proposed building’s carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emission 



rate. 



• PER is less than BER. 



 



 



Assessment Guidance: 



 



Baseline Equivalent Emission Rate (BER) Calculations 



 



BER is calculated using the following formula: 



 



BER = (baseline Energy Use Intensity (EUI)) X product of [(percentage of each 



fuel in the annual energy fuel mix for the planned building type and location) X 



(CO2e Emission Factor for each fuel)], where: 



• The baseline building’s site Energy Use Intensity (EUI) is determined using 



ENERGY STAR® Target Finder.  



• The baseline building’s site EUI is 35%50% better than the Energy 



Performance Rating (Target Finder) score of 50. 



• The annual energy fuel mix for the baseline building is determined from 



DOE-EIA and reported at the top of Target Finder’s Results page.  



• The CO2e emission factor for each fuel in the baseline building’s annual 



energy fuel mix can be found in Table 8.1.1- A. 



 



Proposed Equivalent Emission Rate (PER) Calculations 



PER is calculated using the following formula: 



PER = (proposed EUI) X product of [(percentage of each fuel in the annual 



energy fuel mix for the proposed building) X (CO2e Emission Factor for each 



fuel)], where: 



• The proposed building’s Energy Use Intensity (EUI) is calculated using a 



computer-based simulation program that conforms to the requirements 



outlined in Section 506 of the 2009 International Energy Conservation Code 



or ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010, Appendix G, Section G2.2.  



• Determine the Proposed Building’s Equivalent Emission Rate (PER) is 



determined by performing an EUI calculation for the proposed building 



Maximum = 180 points 



 



• Eighty points are earned 



where there is a 50% 



reduction in CO2e 



emissions.  



• Two Four points are 



earned for each percent 



reduction in CO2e 



emissions above the 



baseline 50%, to a 



maximum total of 180 



points. 
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using the energy performance requirements specified by Table G3.1 



Modeling Requirements for Calculating Proposed and Baseline Building 



Performance in ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010. Only the Proposed 



Building Performance column is used for modeling the PER. 



• Use Tthe annual energy fuel mix planned for the proposed building is what 



is to be used for this calculation. 



• The CO2e emission factor for each fuel in the proposed building’s annual 



energy fuel mix can be found in Table 8.2.1- A of this document. 



 



Table 8.2.1 - A: CO2e Emission Factors6 



Fuel 
CO2e Emission Factor 



kg/kWh (lb./kWh) 



Biomass 0.026 (0.057)2 



Coal 0.379 (0.836)7 



Fuel oil (residual) 0.341 (0.751)7 



Fuel oil (distillate) 0.320 (0.706)7 



Gasoline 0.313 (0.689)7 



Grid-delivered electricity 0.630 (1.387)7 



Grid- displaced electricity3  -0.833 (-1.835)1 



LPG 0.272 (0.600)7 



Natural gas 0.219 (0.483)7 



Off-site renewable electricity4  -0.758 (-1.670)1 



Waste heat5  0.019 (0.042)2 



District chilled water 0.151 (0.332)7 



District steam 0.368 (0.812)7 



District hot water 0.348 (0.767)7 



1 Deru, M., P. Torcellini. 2007. Source Energy and Emissions Factors for Energy Use in Buildings. NREL/TP-550-38617, June 2007. Golden, 



CO. National Renewable Energy Laboratory.  
2 L2A Conservation of Fuel and Power in New Buildings other than Dwellings. April 2006. Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, United 



Kingdom. 
3 Grid displaced electricity comprises all electricity generated at the building site by, for example, PV panels, wind-power, combined heat and 
power systems (CHP), etc. The associated CO2e emissions are subtracted from the total CO2e emissions for the building before determining the 



PER. CO2e emissions arising from fuels used by the building’s power generation system (e.g., to power the CHP plant) is included in the 



building’s CO2e emission calculations. 
4 The associated CO2e emissions from off-site renewable electricity (e.g., using renewable energy certificates or “green power”) are subtracted 



from the total CO2e emissions for the building before determining the PER. Contracts have a duration of at least three years. Only 25% of off-



site renewable electricity can be credited to the proposed building’s CO2e calculation.  
5  This includes waste heat from industrial processes and power stations rated at more than 10MWe and with a power efficiency of greater than 



35%. 
6 Values include direct and indirect emissions.  
7ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-2014 Standard for the Design of High-Performance Green Buildings 



 



8.2.2 Recommended Documentation 
• Energy simulation program’s input and results;  



• ENERGY STAR® Target Finder results; 



• Lighting design permit documents, such as COMcheck reports; 



• PER, BER, and CO2e emission reduction calculations. 



 



OR 



 



8.3 Path C: Prescriptive (180 111 points) 
Compliance with the prescriptive requirements of this section earns points based on the minimum prescriptive 



requirements of referenced codes and standards and building characteristics or best practices that are related to 



energy efficiency.  
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8.3.1 Building Envelope and Form (30 20 points) 
8.3.1.1 Thermal Resistance and Transmittance  
8.3.1.1.1 All of the opaque and fenestration elements of 



the building envelope have a window-to-wall ratio less 



than or equal to 40% and comply with at least one of the 



following: 



 



• The thermal transmittance (U-factor), thermal 



conductance (C-factor), F-factor, and SHGC are 



less than those in the 2015 IECC, Section C402, or 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013, Section 5, 



by 10%, except for these items where the factors 



must meet the 2015 IECC or ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2013: 



o Opaque elements in Climate Zones 1 



through 3 



o SHGC for north and south-oriented 



fenestration 



o In cases where the R-value or SHGC are 



NR (no requirement). 



• Demonstrate that the U-factor, C-factor, F-factor, 



and SHGC are less than those in the 2015 IECC, 



Section C402, or ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 



90.1-2013, Section 5, by 5%, except for these items 



where the factors must meet the 2015 IECC or 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013: 



o Opaque elements in Climate Zones 1-3 



o SHGC for north and south-oriented 



fenestration 



o In cases where the R-value or SHGC are 



NR (no requirement). 



• The thermal resistance (R-value/RSI-value) or the 



thermal transmittance (U-factor), thermal 



conductance (C-factor), and F-factor; and for 



fenestration, the U-factor and SHGC meet or 



exceed the prescriptive requirements of the 2015 



IECC, section C402, or ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2013, section 5.5. 



• The thermal resistance (R-value/RSI-value) or the 



thermal transmittance (U-factor), thermal 



conductance (C-factor), and F-factor; and for 



fenestration the U-factor and SHGC values meet or 



exceed the prescriptive requirements of the 2012 



IECC, section C402, or ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2010, section 5.5. 



 



Note: A project must choose either the IECC or 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1 for all factors. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013, Section 



5.5 



Maximum = 20 10 points 



 



 



• Twenty Ten points are earned where there is a 10% 



decrease in U-factor, C-factor, F-factor and SHGC 



from prescriptive requirements of the 2015 IECC, 



section C402, or ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 



90.1-2013, section 5. 



• Fifteen Eight points are earned where there is a 5% 



decrease in U-factor, C-factor, F-factor, and SHGC 



from prescriptive requirements of the 2015 IECC, 



section C402, or ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 



90.1-2013, section 5. 



• Ten Five points are earned where R-value/RSI-value 



or U-factor, C-factor, and   F-factor; and 



fenestration, U-factor, and SHGC meet or exceed 



prescriptive requirements of the 2015 IECC, section 



C402, or ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013, 



section 5.5. 



• Five points are earned where R-value/RSI-value or 



U-factor, C-factor, and F-factor; and fenestration, 



U-factor, and SHGC meet or exceed prescriptive 



requirements of the 2012 IECC, section C402, or 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010, section 



5.5. 
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• ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2012, Section 



5.5 



• 2015 IECC, Section C402 



• 2012 IECC, Section C402 



 



8.3.1.2 Orientation 
8.3.1.2.1 The building is oriented such that the ratio of 



the west fenestration to the total fenestration and the 



ratio of the east fenestration to the total fenestration is 



between ¼ and 1/6. 



 



Maximum = 10 points 



 



• Ten points are earned where the ratio is ≤1/6. or less 



• Six points are earned where the ratio ≤is equal to 



1/5 or between 1/5 and >1/6. 



• Two points is are earned where the ratio is ≤equal to 



¼ or between ¼ and >1/5. 



 



8.3.1.3 Recommended Documentation 
• Construction documents; 



• Fenestration ratios for north/south and east/west orientations; 



• List of SHGC values including calculations for overall performance; 



• List of thermal resistance or thermal transmittance factors, thermal conductance factors, and F-factors; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation; 



• Site plans. 



 



8.3.2 Lighting (41 points) 
8.3.2.1 Interior Lighting Power  
8.3.2.1.1 The total interior lighting power density (LPD) 



of the building is less than the referenced standard. Base 



Ccalculations for LPD are based on either the whole-



building method or space-by-space method. 



 



• ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-20130 or 20152 



IECC baseline  



 



The control factors from Table 9.6.3 in 90.1-2013 or 



Table 9.6.2 in 90.1-2010 may be are used to achieve or 



exceed LPDLDP targets. 



 



Account for Hhigh-end trim or Institutional tuning may 



be accounted for in all spaces where it is present by using 



a control factor of 0.15 for the purposes of scoring this 



item. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-20130 



• 20152 IECC 



Maximum = 20 points 



 



• Ten Five points are earned where LPD complies 



with ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013 or 



2015 IECC.  



• Five points are earned where LPD complies with 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010 or 2012 



IECC.   



• One additional point is earned for each 2% percent 



beyond the requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2013 or 2015 IECC up to an 



additional 15 points out of a maximum of 20 points 



for 8.3.2.1.1. 



 



8.3.2.2 Interior Automatic Light Shutoff Controls  
8.3.2.2.1 All spaces have automatic controls that turn off 



non-twenty-four-hour lighting based on occupancy or 



time schedule. One or more of the following provides 



32 points or N/A  



 



• Not applicable where lighting control could 



Commented [ER43]: Less than equal to 



Commented [ER44]: Less than or equal to 



Commented [ER45]: Greater than 



Commented [ER46]: Less than or equal to 



Commented [ER47]: Greater than 
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automtic controlAutomatic control is provided by one or 



more of the following: 



• Occupancy or vacancy sensors; 



• Building control system based on timer or schedule, 



for example: 



o Time switch; 



o Automatic relays controlled by BAS; 



o Embedded controls; or 



• Other control signal. 



 



Lighting control zones consist of up to 25,000 ft.2 



(2,322.56 m2)  on a single floor. 



endanger occupant safety in a space, patient care 



space, AND/ORand/or dwelling units and guest 



rooms, or where local code prohibits such systems. 



 



 



8.3.2.3 Lighting Level Control  
8.3.2.3.1 In all regularly occupied spaces that use at 



least 0.5 W/ft2 (0.1 5.4 W/m2) of lighting power, more 



than 90% of light fixtures have lighting controls that can 



reduce the lighting load by at least 50% from full 



lighting power using any of the following technologies: 



 



• Dimming: Continuous dimming of the lamps or 



luminaires from 100% to at least 10% of full light 



output; 



• Multi-level Lighting: Lighting with at least 5 



control steps including ON and OFF; or 



• Bi-level lighting: Dual switching of alternate rows 



or luminaires; Switching of individual lamps 



independently of adjacent lamps within a luminaire. 



Maximum = 53 points or N/A 



 



• Five Three points are earned where more than 90% 



of light fixtures have continuously dimmable light 



reduction controls. 



• Three Two points are earned where more than 90% 



of the of light fixtures have light reduction controls 



based multi-level lighting;  



• Two One points are is earned where there is bi-level 



control.  



• Not applicable where spaces use less than 0.5 W/ft2 



(0.1 5.4W/m2). 



8.3.2.3.2 Occupants in private offices less than 250 ft2 



(23.23 m2) and in open office workstation areas can have 



the ability to adjust their direct overhead lighting levels 



via continuous dimming or multi-level lighting.   



Providing bi-level overhead lighting in conjunction with 



separate task lighting is permitted for compliance.   



Maximum = 53 points 



 



• Five Three points are earned where more than 90% 



of light fixtures have continuously dimmable 



personal lighting control. 



• Three Two points are earned where more than 90% 



of the of light fixtures have multi-level light 



lighting.;  



• Two One points is earned where there is bi-level 



control of overhead lighting and separate task lights. 



 



8.3.2.4 Daylighting  
8.3.2.4.1 For buildings two stories or less above 



grade, a minimum of 50% of the total combined floor 



area is in a daylight area. For buildings three or more 



stories above grade, a minimum of 25% of the total 



combined floor area is in a daylight area. Control 



Lighting in the primary and secondary daylight areas is 



controlled with daylight responsive dimming plus OFF. 



 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013, Section 3, 



5 3 points or N/A 



 



• Five Three points are earned for compliance, 



excluding spaces that are not regularly occupied, 



such as, but not limited to, mechanical spaces and 



storage areas.  



• Not applicable where spaces would be functionally 



compromised by daylighting. 
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Definition of Daylight Area 
8.3.2.4.2 A minimum of 2% of the roof area consists of 



skylights that comply with the requirements in of 



Sections 5 and 9 of ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013. Base 



this Ppercentage is based upon the horizontal projected 



area of the skylight and roof, without overhangs Earning 



this credit is contingent on compliance with the daylight 



control credit 8.3.2.5. 



Maximum = 3 points or N/A 



  



• Three points are earned where greater than or equal 



to ≥5% of the roof consists of skylights. 



• Two points are earned where > 3% and <-5% of 



the roof consists of skylights. 



• One point is earned where ≥2% and ≤- 3% of the 



roof consists of skylights. 



• No points are earned where less than < 2% of the 



roof consists of skylights. 



• Not applicable where the building is located in 



Climate Zones 7 or 8. 



 



8.3.2.5 Control for Daylit Zones 
8.3.2.5.1 Control Llighting in primary and 



secondary daylight zones [use 90.1-2013 



definitions for daylight zones] is controlled 



with automatic daylight responsive lighting 



controls that lower the power consumption of 



the lighting system when daylight is available. 



Maximum = 5 3 points 



 



• Five Three points are earned where there is automatic 



continuous daylight dimming to OFF control of all the 



general lighting in both primary and secondary zones. 



• Three Two points are earned where there is automatic 



daylighting switching to OFF control of the general lighting 



in primary zone and secondary daylight zones. 



• Three Two points are earned where there is no daylighting if 



it would be detrimental to the intended use of more than 90% 



of the building area. 



 



8.3.2.6 Exterior Luminaires and Controls  
8.3.2.6.1 Exterior LPDs comply with or improve upon 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013 Section 9.4.3 for 



exterior lighting power density. 



 



Additional control requirements to earn LPD credit include: 



• Deactivating Llighting is deactivated when sufficient 



daylight is available; and 



• Shutting off Ffaçade and landscape lighting are shut off 



between midnight and business opening, or other 



similar hours approved by the AHJ. 



Maximum = 2 points or N/A 



 



• Two points are earned where LPDs are 20% 



below ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013. 



• Two One points are is earned where 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013 is met.  



• One point is earned where ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2010 is met.  



• Not applicable where there are no exterior 



luminaries. 



8.3.2.6.2 Garage and Parking Lot Lighting Control: Pole 



lighting in parking lots and garage luminaires are controlled 



such that at least 50% of the lighting power is automatically 



reduced during periods of no activity detected in the 



lighting zone.   



 



Maximum = 2 points or N/A 



 



• Two points are earned where all garage and 



parking lot general lights are controlled to more 



than one lighting level. 



• One point is earned where 50% of the garage 



and parking lot general lighting is controlled to 



more than one lighting level. 



• Not applicable where there are no garage or 



parking lot general lighting fixtures. 



 



8.3.2.7 Recommended Documentation 
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• Effective aperture calculations for all office and classroom areas; 



• Electrical exterior/site lighting plans; 



• Lighting plans with controls information or separate lighting controls plan; 



• List of lamps specified on the project; 



• LPD calculations and results (COMcheck is one acceptable calculation method); 



• Manufacturer’s product cut-sheets; 



• Specifications for time switch/photo sensor. 



 



8.3.3 HVAC Systems and Controls (37 points) 
8.3.3.1 Building Automation System (BAS)  
8.3.3.1.1 A central Building Automation System (BAS) encompasses 



all systems that affect building energy performance, lighting, and 



thermal comfort including all of the functionality listed below: 



 



• A series of direct digital controllers (DDC) interconnected by a 



local area network and accessible by a web browser; 



• Open communication protocols (e.g., BACnet) to allow 



interoperability between building systems and control vendors; 



• Energy management and monitoring software that provides:  



o Start/stop control for HVAC equipment;  



o control of economizer cycles and heat recovery 



equipment; and 



o control of minimum outdoor ventilation air; 



• Log of trending, scheduling, set-point adjustments, event 



information, alarm information, confirmation of operators, and 



execution of global commands; and 



• Monitoring of fire safety systems, security systems, and elevator 



control systems to prompt emergency operating modes of HVAC 



and lighting systems. 



2 1 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where buildings are 



under 20,000 ft.2 (1,858.06 m2). 



8.3.3.1.2 The BAS has the capability to accept and collate data 



generated by any and all metering equipment as required by Section 



8.5 Metering, Monitoring, and Measurement of the Energy assessment 



area of this Standard. 



3 1 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where buildings are 



under 20,000 ft.2 (1,858.06 m2). 



 



8.3.3.2 Cooling Equipment  
8.3.3.2.1 The cooling equipment base efficiency meets 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013 efficiency requirements with 



respect to COP, EER, IEER, and SEER or the building does not use 



mechanical cooling. 



 



90.1-2013 Table Equipment 



Table 6.8.1-1 Unitary A/C and condensing units 



Table 6.8.1-2 Unitary and applied heat pumps 



Table 6.8.1-3 Water-chilling packages 



Table 6.8.1-4 PTAC, PTHP, single-package vertical 



A/C and heat pumps, room air-



conditioners, and room A/C heat pumps 



Table 6.8.1-9 Variable refrigerant flow A/C 



(multisplit) systems 



Table 6.8.1-10 Variable refrigerant flow air-to-air and 



Maximum = 10 5 points or N/A 



 



• Ten Five points are earned where 



performance is 10% higher than the 



requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2013. 



• Seven Three points are earned where 



performance is 5% higher than the 



requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2013. 



• Five One points are is earned where 



performance is equivalent to the 



requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2013. 



• Three points are earned where 
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applied heat pumps 



Table 6.8.1-11 Computer room A/C and condensing 



units 



 



A weighted average improvement over efficiency is provided by the 



design engineer based on the capacity for projects with multiple 



applicable types of equipment. Air-conditioning units constituting less 



than 1% of the total capacity may be omitted from the calculation. 



 



Cooling systems that utilize hydronic heat rejection also include 



measures to minimize fan power in order to earn efficiency credits 



under this section. Any of the following measures are used in cooling 



towers to reduce fan energy consumption: 



 



• Two-speed fans; 



• Variable speed fans; AND/ORand/or 



• Measures that allow operation at reduced fan power during part-



load operation. 



 



Heat rejection equipment complies with minimum efficiency levels in 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013, Table 6.8.1-7. 



performance is equivalent to the 



requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2010. 



• Not Applicable where the building 



does not use mechanical cooling. 



 



8.3.3.3 Heating Equipment  
8.3.3.3.1 The heating equipment base efficiency meets 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013 efficiency 



requirements with respect to AFUE, Ec, Et, HSPF, or 



COPH as appropriate to the specific equipment, or the 



building does not have a heating system. 



 



90.1-2013 Table Equipment 



Table 6.8.1-2 Unitary and applied heat pumps 



(heating mode) 



Table 6.8.1-4 PTHP, single-package vertical 



heat pumps, and room A/C heat 



pumps (heating mode) 



Table 6.8.1-5 Warm-air furnaces and unit 



heaters 



Table 6.8.1-6 Gas and oil-fired boilers 



Table 6.8.1-10 Variable refrigerant flow air-to-air 



and applied heat pumps 



 



The design engineer provides a A weighted average 



improvement over efficiency is provided by the design 



engineer based on the capacity for projects with multiple 



applicable types of equipment. Heating units constituting 



less than 1% of the total capacity may be omitted from 



the calculation. 



 



Steam systems return condensate to the boiler feedwater 



system or recover heat from the condensate before 



sending it to the drain in order to claim equipment 



Maximum = 10 5 points or N/A 



 



• Ten Five points are earned where performance is 



10% higher than the requirements of 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013. 



• Seven Three points are earned where performance is 



5% higher than the requirements of 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013. 



• Five One points are is earned where performance is 



equivalent to the requirements of 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013. 



• Three points are earned where performance is 



equivalent to the requirements of 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010. 



• No points are earned where there is electric 



resistance heat. 



• Not Applicable where the building does not use 



heating systems. 
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efficiency points. 



 



8.3.3.4 Domestic Hot Water Heaters  
8.3.3.4.1 All domestic hot water heaters meet the 



efficiency requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



STANDARD 90.1-2013, Table 7.8, or domestic 



hot water heaters are not provided. 



Maximum = 2 1 points 



 



• Two One points are is earned where performance is 10% 



better than the requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2013. 



• One point is earned where performance is 5% better than the 



requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013 



• No points are earned where there is electric resistance heat 



 



8.3.3.5 Variable Speed Control of Pumps  
8.3.3.5.1 At least 15% of the connected hydronic 



pumping power is provisioned with variable speed 



control. 



Maximum = 5 points or N/A 



 



Points are earned where a percentage of hydronic pumping 



power is provisioned with variable speed control: 



• Five points are earned for greater than 75%. 



• Four points are earned for 74%-75%.    



• Three points are earned for 55%-73%.    



• Two points are earned for 35%-54%. 



• One point is earned for 15% 34%. 



• No points are earned for less than 15%.  



• Not applicable where there is no hydronic system or 



total peak pumping power is under 5 BHP. 



 



8.3.3.65 Energy Recovery   
8.3.3. 65.1 The HVAC design complies with Section 



6.5.6 of the ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-20130. 



10 6 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where projects meet the exemptions 



of Section 6.5.6. 



 



8.3.3.76 Simultaneous Heating and Cooling  
8.3.3.76.1 The HVAC design minimizes or eliminates 



simultaneous heating and cooling through one of the 



following strategies: 



 



• HVAC design complies with Section 6.5.2 of the 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-20130. 



OR 



• HVAC design incorporates a configuration/strategy 



that eliminates reheat and re-cool by using thermal 



and ventilation compartmentalization, with heating, 



cooling, and ventilation provided independently for 



each zone, e.g., fan coil systems, distributed heat 



pumps, single-zone systems. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-20130. 



Maximum = 10 6 points or N/A 



 



 



• Ten Six points are earned where HVAC design uses 



ventilation compartmentalization. 



• Seven Four points are earned where HVAC design 



complies with Section 6.5.2. 



• Not applicable for projects that meet the exemptions 



of Section 6.5.2. 
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8.3.3.87 Economizers  
8.3.3.87.1 The project complies with Section 6.5.1 of the 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-20130. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-20130, Section 



6.5.1 



5 3 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where projects meet the exemptions 



of Section 6.5.1. 



 



8.3.3.98 Air-Handling Equipment and Ventilation Control  
8.3.3.98.1 The project uses equal or less fan power than 



the requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 



90.1-2013 Table 6.5.3.1-1 including all exceptions and 



modifiers. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013, Table 



6.5.3.1-1 



Maximum = 10 6 points or N/A 



 



• Five Three points are earned where project complies 



with ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 90.1-2013 Table 6.5.3.1-1. 



• One additional point is earned for each 10% 5% less 



than the allowance according to Table 6.5.3.1-1, up to 



a maximum of 10 6 points. 



• Not applicable where there are no fan systems. 



8.3.3. 98.2 Occupancy AND/ORand/or CO2 sensors are 



installed to control ventilation rates in regularly 



occupied spaces that may experience frequent variation 



in the number of occupants. CO2 sensors maintain 



calibration within 2% for one year after initial 



installation. 



63 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where spaces meeting this criterion 



represent less than 40% of the total design ventilation 



volume of the building. 



8.3.3.9.3 The Project installs controls to shut outdoor 



air and exhaust air dampers during periods when the 



system is not operating. 



1 point 



8.3.3.9.4 The air dampers in the air handling system are 



low leakage. 



1 point 



 



8.3.3.109 Recommended Documentation 
• Basis of Design document; 



• Construction documents; 



• Damper submittals; 



• Description of condensate recovery system; 



• Equipment specifications, control schedules, and diagrams; 



• HVAC drawings; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation; 



• Mechanical design drawing, details, and specifications; 



• Project specifications. 



 



8.3.4 Energy Simulation Aided Design & Integrative Process (13 points) 
8.3.4.1 Energy Simulation Aided Design / Integrative Process  
8.3.4.1.1 Before finalizing the building footprint is 



finalized, perform an energy simulation is performed on 



a simplified geometric representation of the building to 



determine strategies to save lighting and HVAC energy. 



This simulation includes massing, orientation, window-



 15 8 points 
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to-wall ratio, and building envelope strategies.  



 



 



8.3.4.2 Integrative Process 
8.3.4.2.1 Prior to Before issuing construction documents, 



a simulation is used to inform design decisions regarding 



incremental equipment efficiency of building systems 



for the envelope, lighting, and HVAC. 



10 5 points 



 



 



 



8.3.4.3. Recommended Documentation 
• The findings, as well as the name and contact information for the individual responsible for the energy 



modeling, isare provided. 



 
Complete 8.4, 8.5, and 8.6 regardless of Path chosen above. 



8.4 Non-Modeled Energy Efficiency Impacts (15 Points) 
8.4.1 Vertical, Horizontal, and Inclined Transport Systems – Efficiency Measures  
8.4.1.1 The building elevators use regenerative 



braking AND/ORand/or machine-roomless 



(MRL) elevators for all passenger elevators and 



any regularly utilized elevators. 



2 points or N/A 



 



• Two points are earned where there are regenerative drive 



systems elevators AND/ORand/or machine-roomless (MRL) 



elevators. 



• Not applicable where there are no elevators. 
8.4.1.2 Enhance Tthe energy efficiency of 



elevator systems is enhanced through the use of: 



 



• TWIN elevators (stacked cabins on one 



operating elevator in one shaft); 



• Elevators with a destination dispatch system 



(grouping people traveling to the same 



floor); AND/ORand/or 



• Elevators with a zero-power sleep mode. 



 1 point 



 



• One point is earned where any of the prescribed strategies 



areis used. 



• One point is earned where there are no escalators or 



elevators. 



8.4.1.3 Equip escalators and moving walkways 



are equipped with the efficiency measures to 



reduce energy consumption. 



1 point or N/A 



 



• One point is earned where escalators and moving walkways 



have the capability to slow down or stop when detectors 



indicate no traffic or for the use of motor efficiency 



controllers. 



• Not applicable where there are no escalators or moving 



walkways. 
8.4.1.4 One or more of the following energy 



efficient equipment systems related to the 



movement of people is in use: 



 



• Reclaim of Machine Room Waste Heat; 



• Linear Induction Motor (LIM);  



• AC Synchronous Guide Rail hoisting 



motors with integral braking and controls; 



AND/ORand/or 



• innovative energy efficient people-transport 



equipment or system (Requires statement of 



1 point or N/A 



 



• One point is earned where any of the listed items is are used. 



• One point is earned where innovative energy efficient 



people-transport equipment or system is used. 



• Not applicable where the building does not contain any 



systems capable of using this equipment.  
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system description and benefits document 



for submittal). 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ENERGY STAR® Qualified Product Lists, 



2014 



• Federal Energy Management 



Program’s(FEMP) Energy-Efficient Product 



Procurement, 2012 



 



8.4.1.2 Recommended Documentation 
• Construction documents; 



• Descriptive explanation and technical definition document on the innovative solution used within the project ;  



• Drawings and specifications of vertical transport equipment; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation. 



 



8.4.2 Load Shedding  
8.4.2.1 Install Llighting systems are installed that are 



capable of load shedding. Loading shedding may be 



initiated automatically or manuallyInitiation of load 



shedding may be from automatic signal or user control. 



  



Maximum = 3 points 



 



• Three points are earned where lighting system can 



reduce power by ≥30% from peak levels. 



• Two points are earned where lighting system can 



reduce power by ≥15% and < 30% from peak levels. 



8.4.2.2 HVAC equipment controls that are capable of 



load shedding are installed. Loading shedding may be 



initiated automatically or manuallyInitiation of load 



shedding may be from automatic signal or user control. 



Load shedding program initiates setback of space 



temperatures, heating and cooling system hydronic 



temperatures, air system static pressure setpoints, or 



cycling of heating and cooling equipment. 



2 points 



 



 



 



8.4.3 Plug Load and Process Energy Management   
8.4.3.1 The project documents include an 



inventory of appliances and equipment 



organized by location. The inventory 



includes: 



• nameplate power use; 



• typical power use; and  



• an expected schedule of use. 



 



 



Maximum = 2 points  



 



• Two points are earned where there is a complete inventory of 



expected plug load equipment, and appliances, and hard-wired 



process equipment. 



• One point is earned where there is a complete inventory of hard-



wired process equipment only. 



• One point is earned where there is a complete inventory of plug 



load equipment and appliances only. 
8.4.3.2 Establish aA policy is in place that 



requires all new equipment purchases to be 



based on energy efficient criteria, such as 



ENERGY STAR® or other equivalent 



energy efficiency standards.  



1 point or N/A 



 



• Not applicable if no equipment is subject to ENERGY STAR® 



label criteria.  



8.4.3.3 The project is furnished with 



receptacles that automatically control the 



availability of power based on occupancy 



Maximum =2 points 



 



• Two points are earned where energy-saving power strips are 
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sensors AND/ORand/or timed schedules in 



accordance with ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2010. 



installed on ≥75% to-100% of private offices, open offices and 



computer classrooms, including receptacles installed in modular 



partitions. 



• One point is earned where energy-saving power strips are 



installed on ≥50% and < 75% -74% of private offices, open 



offices and computer classrooms, including receptacles installed 



in modular partitions. 



 



8.5 Metering, Monitoring, and Measurement (25 points) 
8.5.1 Metering  
8.5.1.1 Install Metering is installed or ensure a mandatory design 



requirement exists for metering (at the building level) for the 



following: 



 



• Electricity (N/A where metering does not exist for electricity); 



• Heating fuels (N/A where metering does not exist for heating 



fuels); 



• Steam (N/A where metering does not exist for Steam); and 



• Other (e.g., chilled or hot water for campus/district systems) 



(N/A where metering does not exist for any other systems). 



Maximum = 5 points or N/A 



 



• One point is earned for each 20% 



increment of the building’s site energy that 



is metered through any combination of 



building-level energy meters up to a 



maximum of 5 points. 



• Not applicable only where specified for 



each individual criterion. 



8.5.1.2 Install Ssub-metering or energy monitoring equipment is 



installed in the building, or require a mandatory tenant 



improvement requirement that calls for sub-metering or energy 



monitoring equipment to be installed for the following systems: 



 



• Lighting and lighting controls by floor or by zones with floor 



areas no greater than 20,000 ft2 (1860 m2); 



• Plug loads by floor or by zones no greater than 20,000ft2 



(1860 m2); 



• Major electric HVAC equipment (e.g., chillers, cooling 



towers, AHU fans, pumps) 5 HP or greater; 



• Chilled water generation; 



• On-site renewable energy power generation; 



• Heating water or steam generation; AND/ORand/or 



• Specialty or process electrical equipment.  



Maximum = 5 points or N/A 



 



• One point each for sub-metering five or 



more of the listed systems in a MURB at 



the building level to a maximum of 5 



points. 



• Two points each are earned when heating, 



cooling, and electricity are sub-metered at 



the individual unit level in a MURB to a 



maximum of 5 points. 



• One point is earned for each listed system 



where sub-metering is installed to a 



maximum of 5 points. 



• Five points are earned where sub-metering 



is installed for five or more of the listed 



systems. 



• Four points are earned where sub-metering 



is installed for four of the listed systems. 



• Three points are earned where sub-



metering is installed for three of the listed 



systems. 



• Two points are earned where sub-metering 



is installed for two of the listed systems. 



• One point is earned where sub-metering is 



installed for one of the listed systems. 



• Not applicable for buildings less than 



20,000 ft2 (1860 m2). 
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8.5.2 Monitoring and Reporting  
8.5.2.1 A Resource Management Plan addresses all 



energy consuming areas of a building or project and 



includes the following monitoring protocols (i.e., hourly, 



daily, monthly, seasonal, by floor, etc.): 



 



• Electricity; 



• Heating fuels; 



• Steam; and 



• Other (e.g., chilled or hot water for campus/district 



systems) Note: This may reflect new technology 



that uses other energy sources as long as they are 



measurable. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• International Performance Measurement and 



Verification Protocol; DOE/EE-0157; December 



1997 



Maximum = 2 points  



 



• One point is earned where there is documentation of 



the plan that provides guidance for monitoring 



installed systems based upon Section 4.5 of the 



International Performance Measurement & 



Verification Protocol (IPMVP) Concepts and 



Practices for Determining Energy savings in New 



Construction, Volume III, Part I, January 2006.  



• One point is earned where there is a definition of a 



constant feedback loop process in the plan for 



defining improvements in the efficiency of energy 



usage, based upon review and analysis of the 



gathered building level meter monitoring 



documentation. 



• One point is earned where the gathered data is 



provided for review by occupants and visitors with 



up-to-date or real-time information on space energy 



consumption. The focus of electronic information 



access is to provide awareness and education that 



encourages behavioral changes and lead to further 



energy reductions. 
8.5.2.2 Create Aan action plan is created for evaluating 



the results of documentation defined by the Resource 



Management Plan and gathered by metering equipment 



(based upon Section 4.5 D, of the International 



Performance Measurement & Verification Protocol 



(IPMVP): Concepts and Practices for Determining 



Energy savings in New Construction, Volume III, Part I, 



January 2006).  



 



The action plan has a process for implementing changes 



identified as a result of the analysis of the monitoring of 



energy use. The action plan addresses aA minimum of 



two of the following systems are addressed by the action 



plan: 



 



• Lighting and lighting controls by floor or by zones; 



• Plug loads by floor or by zones; 



• Major electric HVAC equipment (e.g., chillers, 



cooling towers, AHU fans, pumps) 5 HP or greater; 



• Chilled water generation; 



• On-site renewable energy power generation; 



• Heating water or steam generation; AND/ORand/or 



• Specialty or process electrical equipment. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• International Performance Measurement and 



Verification Protocol; DOE/EE-0157; December 



1997 



Maximum = 3 points  



 



• One point is earned where there are provisions in the 



plan that mandate the creation of improvement goals, 



identified based upon the automated data collection 



of monitored meter usage information for two or 



more of the listed systems. 



• Two points are earned where there is definition of a 



process for implementing improvements in energy 



usage to reach the stated goals, based upon review 



and analysis of the gathered documentation for two 



or more of the listed systems. 
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8.5.3 Verification  
8.5.3.1 Provide Vverification of the measurement of energy 



use and efficiency is provided in accordance with Section 



4.5 Option D – Whole Building Calibrated Simulation, of 



the International Performance Measurement & Verification 



Protocol (IPMVP): Concepts and Practices for Determining 



Energy savings in New Construction, Volume III, Part I. 



January 2006. 



 



Savings are determined at the whole-building level by 



measuring energy use at main meters or sub-meters or using 



whole-building simulation calibrated to measured energy 



use data.  



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• International Performance Measurement and 



Verification Protocol; DOE/EE-0157; December 1997 



9 points  



 



• Nine points are earned where verification 



documentation that the energy data gathered, 



analysis performed, and computation of energy 



efficiency are is consistent with the objectives of 



the design intent of the project is provided. 



 



8.5.3.2 Install Aa fault detection and diagnostic system 



(FDD) is installed on HVAC and lighting systems 



havingwith the ability to detect the following faults: 



 



• Economizer operation; 



• Simultaneous heating and cooling;  



• Photocell malfunction; and 



• Additional HVAC and lighting setpoints. 



1 point or N/A 



 



• Not applicable for buildings without a Building 



Automation System (BAS). 



 



8.5.4 Recommended Documentation 
• Cut sheets for meters and meter reading equipment; 



• Description of the monthly monitoring and verification reports that will be sent to building management and the 



process for constant feedback evaluation for improvement; 



• Documentation of vVerification protocol report; 



• Mechanical and electrical plans that clearly show what utilities are metered, what major end-uses are sub-



metered; 



• Resource Management Plan in the Operations and Maintenance Manual for both building level and sub-metering 



applications. 



 



8.6 Renewable Sources of Energy (40 points)  
8.6.1 On-Site Renewable Energy 
8.6.1.1 Conduct Aa study is conducted to determine the 



technical feasibility and life cycle cost effectiveness of on-



site renewable energy. The study considers an on-site 



renewable energy system that provides at least 2% of the 



total building annual energy cost. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• Guide to Integrating Renewable Energy in Federal 



Construction – Renewable Energy Feasibility Study: 



http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/reconstructionguide



/feasibility_study.html 



5 points 
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https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2013/10/f3/re_constr



uction_guide.pdf (last accessed 6/30/17) 



• Guide to Integrating Renewable Energy in Federal 



Construction – Life cycle Cost Analysis: 



http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/reconstructionguide



/budgeting_lccanalysis.html 



• Guide to Integrating Renewable Energy in Federal 



Construction – Assessing Renewable Energy Options: 



http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/reconstructionguide



/renewable_energy_options.html  



• National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 



Building Life Cycle Cost (BLCC) Program: 



http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/information/downlo



ad_blcc.html https://www.nist.gov/publications/blcc-



nist-building-life-cycle-cost-program-version-50 (last 



accessed 6/30/17) 



8.6.1.2 Use Tthe recommendations of a Feasibility Study, or 



other owner’s project requirements are used to implement 



on-site renewable energy system(s). 



Maximum = 25 points or N/A 



 



• One points is earned for each percent of project 



energy produced by on-site renewable energy 



systems to a maximum of 25 points. 



• Not applicable where Feasibility Study was 



completed, and implementation was found to be 



not life cycle cost effective. 



 



8.6.2 Off-Site Renewable Energy Credits 
8.6.2.1 The building owner commits to signing a 



contract to purchase Renewable Energy Certificates 



(RECs), either certified Green Power (US Dept. of 



Energy) listed renewable energy credit products or other 



certified RECs or carbon offsets, with a minimum three-



year commitment.  



 



Renewable energy supplied as part of a utility provider 



portfolio may be considered towards earning this credit 



for systems utilizing 10% or greater of power from 



appropriate sources. 



 



Buildings using the prescriptive path and that don’t 



otherwise have an energy model may base the 



percentage of renewable energy on median EUI from 



CBECS for the building type. 



Maximum = 10 points 



 



Points are earned where renewable energy supplies a 



percentage of the building’s energy is supplied by 



renewable energy: 



• Ten points are earned for 100%. 



• Nine points are earned for 90%.  



• Eight points are earned for 80%.  



• Seven points are earned for 70%. 



• Six points are earned for 60%. 



• Five points are earned for 50%. 



• Four points are earned for 40%. 



• Three points are earned for 30%. 



• Two points are earned for 20%. 



• One point is earned for 10%. 



• No points are earned for less than 10%. 



 



8.6.3 Recommended Documentation 
• Construction documents 



• Descriptive documentation of the utility provider’s renewable energy sources used to provide consumable 



energy at the project; 



• Executed agreements on “green” power or REC contracts; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation; 



• On-site renewable energy feasibility studies; 
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• Study and financial evaluation for implementation. 
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9.  WATER EFFICIENCY (190 points) 
 



9.1 Indoor Domestic Plumbing (56 points) 
Where installed in the project and as permitted by local codes, plumbing fixtures and fittings are certified and 



listed as being compliant with the requirements of the U.S. EPA’s WaterSense® Program where WaterSense® 



specifications exist.  



 



Four paths are provided for assessing Indoor Domestic Plumbing. If no path is achieved 



chosen, 75 total points are deducted from total earned points in the Water Efficiency 



Assessment Area: 



 



• Path A: ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-2014, Section 6.3.2.1: –54 



points 



OR 



• Path B: 2015 International Green Construction Code (IgCC), Table 702.1: –54 



points 



OR 



• Path C: 2015 IAPMO Green Plumbing & Mechanical Code Supplement Section 



402: –54 points 



OR 



• Path D: Major Renovations: –45 points. Not an eligible path for New Construction. 



 



Points cannot be combined between paths. Select one of the three pathways below. 



9.1.1 Path A: ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-2014 
9.1.1.1 Plumbing fixtures and fittings comply with 



ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-2014, 



Section 6.3.2.1. 



54 points or N/A  



 



• Not applicable where no fixtures or fittings exist. 



• Not applicable where Path B, C or D is followed. 



OR 



9.1.2 Path B: 2015 International Green Construction Code (IgCC) 
9.1.2.1 Plumbing fixtures and fittings comply with the 



2015 International Green Construction Code (IgCC), 



Table 702.1. 



54 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where no fixtures or fittings exist. 



• Not applicable where Path A, C or D is followed. 



OR 



9.1.3 Path C: 2015 IAPMO Green Plumbing & Mechanical Code Supplement 
9.1.3.1 Plumbing fixtures and fittings comply with 2015 



IAPMO Green Plumbing & Mechanical Code 



Supplement, Section 402. 



54 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where no fixtures or fittings exist. 



• Not applicable where Path A, B or D is followed. 



OR 



9.1.4 Path D: Major Renovations 
9.1.4.1 New construction is not eligible for Path D.    



 



Points are earnedawarded when plumbing fixtures and 



Maximum = 45 points or N/A 



 



• One point is earned where at least 80% of each 
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fittings installed in the project meet or exceed 



requirements for maximum water consumption as listed 



below and are certified as being compliant with the 



requirements of the U.S. EPA’s WaterSense® Program 



where WaterSense® specifications exist. 



 



• Toilets (Maximum flush volume 1.28 gal. (4.8 L) 



per flush); 



• Urinals (Maximum flush volume 0.5 gal. (1.9 L) per 



flush); 



• Showerheads (Maximum flow rate 2.0 gal. (7.6 L) 



per minute); 



• Residential lavatory faucets (Maximum flow rate 



1.5 gal. (5.7 L) per minute); 



• Residential kitchen faucets (Maximum flow rate 2.2 



gal. (8.3 L) per minute); and 



• Non-residential lavatory faucets (Maximum flow 



rate 0.5 gal. (1.9 L) per minute). 



• Pre-rinse spray valves (Maximum flow rate 1.28 



gal. (4.8 L) per minute) 



fixture type meets credit requirements; and 



• Four points are earned where 90% of each fixture 



type meets credit requirements; and 



• Forty-five points are earned where at least 98% of 



each fixture type meets credit requirements. 



• Seventy-five total points are deducted if less than 



80% of each fixture and fitting type meets credit 



requirements as listed in Path D. (Note: Points are 



deducted from the Water Assessment Area) 



• Not applicable where no fixtures or fittings exist. 



• Not applicable where Path A, B or C is followed. 



 



Complete regardless of the path chosen above. 



9.1.45 Residential Indoor Appliances 
9.1.45.1 Residential clothes washers are ENERGY 



STAR® labeled and possess a maximum water factor 



(WF) of 5.4 gal/ft.3 (720 L/m3) per full cycle. 



1 point or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there are no clothes washers. 
9.1. 45.2 Residential dishwashers are ENERGY STAR® 



labeled and possess a maximum water use of 3.8 gal/ft.3 



(510 L/m3) per cycle. 



1 point or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there are no dishwashers. 



 



9.1.56 Recommended Documentation 
• ENERGY STAR® labeling;  



• Manufacturer has published fixture flush and flow rates; 



• Manufacturer’s published water use rates; 



• WaterSense® labeling. 



 



9.2 Cooling Towers (24 points) 
9.2.1 Cooling Towers 
9.2.1.1 Cooling towers minimize the amount of make-up 



water required by achieving one of the following: 



 



• A minimum of 5 cycles of concentration for make-



up water having less than or equal to 200 ppm (200 



mg/L) total hardness as calcium carbonate or 3.5 



cycles for makeup water with more than 200 ppm 



(200 mg/L) total hardness as calcium carbonate; 



OR 



• A minimum discharge conductivity of 1500 



micromhos/cm or a maximum of 150 ppm (150 



Maximum = 13 points or N/A 



 



• Five points are earned where cooling towers achieve 



the respective threshold cycles of concentration. 



• Four points are earned when either; (i.)  



o 6 cycles are achieved where the tower target 



performance metric is defined in 9.2.1.1 as 5; 



OR or  



o (ii.) where 4.5 cycles are achieved where the 



target performance metric is defined in 9.2.1.1 



as 3.5 and these cycles of concentration are 
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mg/L) of silica measured as silicon dioxide. sustained while maintaining the defined 



threshold water quality parameters in 9.2.1.1. 



• Four points are earned where at least 25% of a 



cooling tower’s annual makeup water is from safe 



and approved alternative non-potable sources. 



• Not applicable where there are no wet-cooling 



towers. 
9.2.1.2 Use advanced predictive or tracking tower 



control systems to mediate cooling tower makeup and 



discharge.  Possible examples include integrated systems 



with occupancy sensors estimating demand, tracer based 



monitoring systems, etc. 



2 point or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there are no evaporative 



towers. 



9.2.1.3 For the purposes of reducing evaporated water 



losses, at least 20% of annual cooling demands are made 



up by non-evaporative cooling. 



 



Maximum = 7 points or N/A 



 



• Seven points are earned where ≥75% and <-100% 



of annual evaporative cooling demands are replaced 



by non-evaporative cooling. 



• Four points are earned where >50% and <75%51-



74% of annual evaporative cooling demands are 



replaced by non-evaporative cooling. 



• Two points are earned where ≥20% and <50%21-



50% of annual evaporative cooling demands are 



replaced by non-evaporative cooling. 



• No points are earned where <20% of annual 



evaporative cooling demands are replaced by non-



evaporative cooling. 



• Not applicable where evaporative cooling is not 



required. 
9.2.1.4 Equip Cooling tower(s) are equipped with drift 



eliminators that achieve an efficiency of 0.001% or less 



for counterflow systems; 



 



OR  



 



0.002% or less for crossflow systems. 



2 points or N/A 



 



• Two points are earned where drift eliminators 



achieve the specified efficiency for either 



counterflow or crossflow systems. 



• Not applicable where there are no wet-cooling 



towers. 
 



9.2.2 Recommended Documentation 
• Construction documents; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation for cooling equipment, blowdown 



meter, drift eliminators, conductivity controllers and wet/dry cooling towers; 



• Plumbing plans. 



 



9.3 Boilers and Hot Water Systems (10 points) 
9.3.1 Boilers and Water Heaters 
9.3.1.1 Boilers AND/ORand/or water heaters have 



the following features: 



 



• 9.3.1.1.1: Boilers and water heating systems of 



50 boiler horsepower (BHP) and above have a 



boiler feed makeup meter;  



Maximum = 3 points or N/A 



 



• One point is earned where boilers and water heating 



systems of 50 BHP and above have a boiler feed 



makeup meter. 



• Two points are earned where boiler systems with over 
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• 9.3.1.1.12: Boiler systems with over 50 BHP 



have condensate return systems; 



• 9.3.1.1.23: Non steam boilers have conductivity 



controllers; AND/ORand/or 



• 9.3.1.1.34: Steam boilers have conductivity 



meters.  



50 BHP have condensate return systems. 



o Not applicable where there will be no steam 



boilers or where steam boilers are less than 



200 BHP. 



• One point is earned where non steam boilers have 



conductivity controllers and meters. 



o Not applicable where there are no boilers are 



less than 50 BHP. 



• One point is earned where steam boilers have 



conductivity meters. 



o Not applicable where there will be no steam 



boilers or where steam boilers are less than 



200 BHP. 



 



9.3.2 Domestic Hot Water Systems 
9.3.2.1 Hot Water Volume: Conserve Eenergy and water is conserved by designing 



efficient hot water delivery piping systems to one of the following:  



 



• A maximum of 48 oz. from a water heater AND/ORand/or a maximum of 24oz 



from a recirculation or similar hot water line;  



OR 



• A maximum of 64 oz. from a water heater AND/ORand/or a maximum of 24oz 



from a recirculation or similar hot water line;  



OR 



• A maximum of 96 oz. from a water heater AND/ORand/or a maximum of 36oz 



from a recirculation or similar hot water line. 



 



Reduce Hhot water piping volume is reduced to all lavatory sinks, kitchen sinks, and 



showers. 
Table E202.1 



INTERNATL VOLUME OF VARIOUS WATER DISTRIBUTION TUBING 



Ounces of water per foot of tube 



Size 



Nominal 



Inch 



Copper 



Type 



M 



Copper 



Type L 



Copper 



Type 



K 



CPVC 



CTS 



SDR 



11 



CPVC 



SCH 



40 



CPVC 



SCH 



80 



PE-



RT 



SDR 



9 



Composite 



ASTM F 



1281 



PEX 



CTS 



SDR 



9 



3/8 1.06 0.97 0.84 N/A 1.17 - 0.64 0.63 0.64 



½ 1.69 1.55 1.45 1.25 1.89 1.46 1.18 1.31 1.18 



¾ 3.43 3.22 2.90 2.67 3.38 2.74 2.35 3.39 2.35 



1 5.81 5.49 5.17 4.43 5.53 4.57 3.91 5.56 3.91 



1 ¼ 8.70 8.36 8.09 6.61 9.66 8.24 5.81 8.49 5.81 



1 ½ 12.18 11.83 11.45 9.22 13.20 11.38 8.09 13.88 8.09 



2 21.08 20.58 20.04 15.79 21.88 19.11 13.86 21.48 13.86 
 



Maximum = 4 points 



 



• Four points are earned 



where there is a 



maximum of 48 oz. from 



a water heater 



AND/ORand/or a 



maximum of 24 oz. from 



a recirculation or similar 



hot water line.  



• Three points are earned 



where there is a 



maximum of 64 oz. from 



a water heater 



AND/ORand/or a 



maximum of 24 oz. from 



a recirculation or similar 



hot water line. 



• Two points are earned 



where there is a 



maximum of 96 oz. from 



a water heater 



AND/ORand/or a 



maximum of 36 oz. from 



a recirculation or similar 



hot water line. 



9.3.2.2 Reduce Hhot water waste is reduced to lavatory sinks, kitchen sinks, and 



showers by use of hot water recirculating systems that use occupant sensors, 



occupant controls, and thermocouples to reduce waiting times and water purged 



down the drain. 



 



Note: Continuously operating recirculation systems and recirculation systems on 



timers are not eligible for this credit. 



Maximum = 3 points 



 



• Three points are earned 



where more than >90% 



of the hot water fixtures 



listed are served by a hot 



water demand system. 



• Two points are earned 



where between ≥75 and 



≤-90% of the hot water 



fixtures listed are served 
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by a hot water demand 



system 



• No points are earned 



where less than <75% of 



the hot water fixtures 



listed are served by a hot 



water demand system. 



 



9.3.3 Recommended Documentation 
• Certificate from professional engineer for steam system; 



• Construction documents and piping layout; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications and instructions, cut sheets, and performance documentation for boilers, water 



heating systems, meter, controllers, appliances and steam system plans. 



 



9.4 Water Intensive Applications (21 points) 
9.4.1 Commercial Food Service Equipment 
9.4.1.1 Food services avoid water intensive equipment 



as follows: 



 



• 9.4.1.1.1: The project does not include once-



through water-cooled equipment; andAND 



• 9.4.1.1.2: The project does not include water-fed 



food waste disposers. 



Maximum = 2 points or N/A 



 



• One point is earned where food services avoid water 



intensive equipment per each listed item up to a 



maximum of 2 points. 



• Not applicable where there are no commercial food 



service facilities. 
9.4.1.2 The following appliances and fittings meet the 



prescribed limits for water usage: 



 



• 9.4.1.2.1: Combination ovens consume 1.5 gal per 



pan/hr. (39 L/hr.) or less in the steamer mode. N/A 



where there are no combination ovens; 



• 9.4.1.2.2: Pre-rinse spray valves comply with the 



requirements of the U.S. EPA’s WaterSense® 



Program and consume 1.28 gal/min (4.8 L/min) or 



less; 



• 9.4.1.2.3: Boilerless/connectionless food steamers 



consume 2 gal/hr./compartment (7.5 L/hr.) or less.  



o N/A where there are no food steamers;  



• 9.4.1.2.4: Dishwashers complyare compliant with 



ENERGY STAR® requirements and consume 1.6 



gal/rack (6.1 L/rack) or less.  Rackless flight-type 



dishwashers consume 160 gal/hr. (605.7 L/hr.) or 



less.  



o N/A where there are no dishwashers; and 



• 9.4.1.2.5: Ice Makers complyare compliant with 



ENERGY STAR® requirements where such 



requirements exist.  
o N/A where there are no ice makers. 



Maximum = 5 points or N/A 



 



• One point is earned where each listed appliance or 



fitting meets the specified water usage limits up to a 



maximum of 5 points. 



• Not applicable where the listed appliance or fitting 



is not present. 



 



9.4.2 Laboratory and Medical Equipment 
9.4.2.1 Equip Steam sterilizers are equipped with the 



following: 



Maximum = 1 point or N/A 
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• 9.4.2.1.1: Mechanical vacuum systems; and 



• 9.4.2.1.2: Water tempering devices that only allow 



water to flow when the discharge of condensate or 



hot water from the sterilizer exceeds 140oF (60oC). 



• One-half (1/2) point is earned where steam 



sterilizers are equipped per each listed item up to a 



maximum of 1 point. 



• Not applicable where there are no steam sterilizers. 



9.4.2.2 Specify Dry vacuum systems are specified for all 



medical/dental purposes. 



1 point or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there are no medical/dental 



systems. 



 



9.4.3 Laundry Equipment 
9.4.3.1 Coin- or card-operated laundromat machines 



meet the prescribed water factor (WF) performance as 



follows: 



 



• Laundromat clothes washers, single-load clothes 



washers have a WF of 4.0 or less and comply with 



ENERGY STAR® requirements; AND/ORand/or 



• Clothes washers, Multi-load clothes washers have a 



WF of 8.0 or less. 



2 points or N/A 



 



• Two points are earned where all machines 



complyare compliant with the specified water 



factor. 



• Not applicable where there are no coin- and card-



operated machines. 



9.4.3.2 Laundry equipment in industrial laundry 



facilities include the following features and systems:  



 



• Clothes washers, Tunnel clothes washers can be 



programmed to use a specific amount of water 



depending on the soil level of the material to be 



washed; 



•  Maximum water consumption of washers is 1.0 



gal/lb. (8 L/kg); ANDand 



• Wwashers have a water recycling system. 



2 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there is no industrial laundry 



or where volumes do not exceed 350 lbs. (160 kg) 



per hour.   



9.4.3.3 In an on-premise/institutional laundry, clothes 



washers and washer-extractors have a maximum WF of 



8.0. 



2 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there are no coin- and card-



operated machines. 



 



9.4.4. Water Features and Pools 
9.4.4.1 Water features re-circulate water for reuse within 



the system and have a leak/water loss detection system. 



1 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there are no water features. 
9.4.4.2 Water features use approved by the authority 



having jurisdiction alternate water sources of non-



potable water for make-up water. 



1 point or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there are no water features. 



• Not applicable where prohibited by the authority 



having jurisdiction. 
9.4.4.3 Pools and spas or water features have an 



evaporation reduction/mitigation feature (ex.e.g., Pool 



covers, storage of feature water in underground tanks, 



controls to curtail use during high loss periods, etc.). 



1 point 



 



• Not applicable where there are no pools, spas, or 



water features. 
9.4.4.4 Equip Pools and spas are equipped with splash 



out troughs to recover water. 



1 point 
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• Not applicable where there are no pools or spas. 
9.4.4.5 Pools and spa backwash water is treated and 



recovered for appropriate reclamation, recycling, 



AND/ORand/or irrigation. 



1 point 



 



• Not applicable where there are no pools or spas. 
9.4.4.6 Filtration for pools and spas is by Uuse of 



regenerative sorptive media (not conventional filtration 



or standard sand-based filtration) or cartridge filtration 



for pools and spas. 



1 point 



 



• Not applicable where there are no pools or spas. 



 



9.4.5 Recommended Documentation 
• Construction documents; 



• Description of alternate water sources of water to be used; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation for pre-rinse spray valves, ice 



machines, food steamers, dishwashers, and combination ovens; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets and performance documentation for steam sterilizers, laboratory or 



medical equipment using non-potable water for once through cooling, water recycling units, and wet scrubbers; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation for all special water features and for 



all meters; 



• Plumbing plans. 



 



9.5 Water Treatment (4 points) 
9.5.1 Water Treatment for End Uses 
9.5.1.1 Equip Ffiltration systems are equipped with 



pressure drop gauges that allow backwash to be based on 



pressure drop and not on timers. 



1 point or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there is no water treatment 



system. 
9.5.1.2 Provide Rreverse osmosis is provided that 



achieves one of the following: 



 



• Rejects less than 70% of feed-water volume for a 



system that produces less than 100 gal. (380 L) per 



day; 



OR 



• Rejects less than 60% of feed-water volume for a 



system that produces more than 100 gal. (380 L) per 



day. 



Maximum = 2 points or N/A 



 



• Two points are earned where reverse osmosis 



rejects less than 60% of feed-water volume. 



• One point is earned where reverse osmosis rejects 



less than 70% of feed-water volume.  



• Not applicable where there is no water treatment 



system. 



9.5.1.3 Water softeners are demand-initiated, equipped 



with recharge controls based on volume of water treated 



or hardness and not on clock timers. 



1 point or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there is no water treatment 



system. 



 



9.5.2 Recommended Documentation 
• Construction documents; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation for filtration systems, pressure drop 



gauges, reverse osmosis systems, water softeners, and recharge controls. 
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9.6 Alternate Water Sources of Water (28 points) 
9.6.1 Alternate Water Sources of Water for Indoor ApplicationsUses 
9.6.1.1 Use Nnon-potable water is used for indoor 



purposes. 



 



Informational Resource(s): 



• EPA’s Guidelines for Water Reuse 



 



Maximum = 10 points or N/A 



 



Points are earned based on the percentage of indoor 



water demands met with non-potable water:  



• Ten points are earned for greater than > 75%. 



• Eight points are earned for >50 and ≤51-75%. 



• Six points are earned for  ≥25% and ≤ 50%. 



• Three points are earned for ≥15% and ≤ 24%. 



• No points are earned for less than < 15%.  



• Not applicable where the authority having 



jurisdiction prohibits the use of alternate water 



sources of water for indoor applications.  
9.6.1.2 One of the following systems is at least 80% pre-



plumbed (pipes and valves) during construction:  



 



• Graywater; 



• Reclaimed water; 



• Recycled water; 



• Stormwater; AND/ORand/or 



• Rainwater. 



 



Pre-plumbed systems are marked or otherwise identified 



as such. 



2 points  



 



9.6.2 Alternate Water Sources of Water for Outdoor Uses 
9.6.2.1 Where applicable, use alternate water source(s) 



are used to replace potable water for one or more of the 



following outdoor purposes:  



 



• 9.6.2.1.1: Cooling Towers;  



• 9.6.2.1.2: Irrigation; 



• 9.6.2.1.3: Water features;  



• 9.6.2.1.4: Wash Down/Surface Washing; AND/OR 



• 9.6.2.1.5: Dust Control.  



 



Maximum = 15 points or N/A 



 



• Fifteen points are earned where alternate water 



source(s) are used for Cooling Towers;  



 



or OR 



 



• Fifteen points are earned where alternate water 



source(s) are used for Irrigation. 



o Not applicable where the vegetative 



landscape is less than 25% of the site. 



OR 



 



• Five points are earned where alternate water 



source(s) are used for Water features.  



• Five points are earned where alternate water 



source(s) are used for Wash Down/Surface 



Washing.  



• Five points are earned where alternate water 



source(s) are used for Dust Control. 



• Not applicable where there is no irrigation or other 



outdoor demand. 
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9.6.3 Graywater Treatment 
9.6.3.1 Graywater treatment systems are NSF 350 listed 



where present. 



1 point or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there are no Graywater 



treatment systems. 



 



9.6.4 Recommended Documentation 
• Construction documents; 



• Description of alternate water sources of water and implementation for non-potable water applications; 



• Designer’s drawings, specifications, and performance documentation including estimated yield and calculations 



to demonstrate the percentage of water from non-potable sources and alternate water sources; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation. 



 



9.7 Metering (20 points) 
9.7.1 Metering 
9.7.1.1 Install Sub-metering is installed for all water-



intensive applications such as commercial kitchens, 



commercial laundries, laboratories, pools, spas, etc. 



2 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there are no water intensive 



applications. 
9.7.1.2 Install metering or sub-metering for wWater 



that is used for pressurized irrigation is metered or 



sub-metered. 



4 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there is no irrigation. 
9.7.1.3 Link Aall water meters and sub-meters are 



linked to a Meter Data Management System to store 



and report water consumption data. 



 



 



2 points 



9.7.1.4 Equip Cchilled or hot water loops or cooling 



tower make up water supply pipes are equipped with 



meters. 



2 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there are no chilled or hot water 



loops. 
9.7.1.5. Use Ttenant Metering or Sub-metering is 



used in multi-unit developments. 



 



 



 



Maximum = 10 points or N/A 



 



• Ten points are earned when at least 90% of the units in 



the development are sub-metered and allow for tenants 



to view their consumption and be billed based upon it. 



• Seven points are earned when at least 75% of the units 



in the development are sub-metered and allow for 



tenants to view their consumption and be billed based 



upon it. 



• Five points are earned when at least 50% of the units in 



the development are sub-metered and allow for tenants 



to view their consumption and be billed based upon it. 



• Two points are earned when at least 25% of the units in 



the development are sub-metered and allow for tenants 



to view their consumption and be billed based upon it. 



• Not applicable where there is no multi-unit 



development. 
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9.7.2 Recommended Documentation 
• Building plans showing sub-meters; 



• Construction documents; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation for the Meter Data System and 



meters; 



• Plan for billing of tenants; 



• Plumbing design drawings; 



• Sub-meter specifications; 



• Water Efficiency Measurement and Verification Plan including monthly reports. 



 



9.8 Irrigation (27 points) 
9.8.1 Irrigation 
9.8.1.1 No irrigation system is installed.  



 



OR 



 



Use Tthe EPA WaterSense® Water Budget Tool is used 



to determine landscape water allowance (LWA) and the 



landscape irrigation design and installation aligns with 



the allowance.  



 



Exclusion: The area of the landscape used to grow food 



for human consumption is not included in the 



calculations. 



 



Informational reference(s): 



• ASABE/ICC 802-2014 ANSI Landscape Irrigation 



Sprinkler and Emitter Standard.   



• EPA WaterSense® Water Budget Tool (V 1.02) 



• 2014 Landscape Irrigation Best Management 



Practices  



Maximum = 16 points or N/A 



 



• Sixteen points are earned only where there is no 



irrigation system. 



• Six points are earned when there is a 30% reduction 



in water demand compared to the baseline as 



determined by the EPA WaterSense® Water Budget 



Tool. 



• One point is earned for each additional 5% 



reduction in water demand above 30% to a 



maximum of an additional 9 points. 



• Not Applicable where there is no landscaping or the 



landscaping has no vegetation. 



9.8.1.2: An irrigation plan is developed by a 



certified/licensed irrigation designer for the approved 



landscape plan that shows calculations for landscape 



water requirements compared to the LWA.; 



Maximum = 4 points 



 



• Four points are earned where there is an irrigation 



plan 



9.8.1.32 The irrigation system includes the following: 



 



• 9.8.1.2.1: An irrigation plan developed by a 



certified/licensed irrigation designer for the 



approved landscape plan that shows calculations for 



landscape water requirements compared to the 



landscape water allowance; 



• 9.8.1.3.12.2: WaterSense® or Smart Water 



Application Technology (SWAT), smart controllers, 



soil moisture sensors, AND/ORand/or automatic 



rain shutoff devices; 



• 9.8.1.3.22.3: Pressure regulation is used for each 



zone to maintain proper operating pressures for 



landscape irrigation sprinklers or drip components; 



• 9.8.1.3.32.4: Drip irrigation on all planting beds 



Maximum = 11 5 points or N/A 



 



 



• Four points are earned where there is an irrigation 



plan.  



• Two points are earned where there is a sprinkler 



system inspection.  



• One point is earned for each of the listed features 



included in the irrigation system up to a maximum 



of 11 5 points.  



• Not applicable where there is no irrigation system is 



installed. 
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where mature plant height is 10 in. (25.4 cm) or 



greater AND/ORand/or in any planted area with a 



dimension less than 5 ft. (1.5 m) in any direction; 



• 9.8.1.3.42.5: Flow sensing is incorporated into the 



control system to suspend irrigation in any zone 



where flows exceed expectation; AND/OR 



• 9.8.1.3.52.6: All lLandscape irrigation sprinklers 



and drip emitters that comply with ASABE/ICC 



802-2014 ANSI Landscape Irrigation Sprinkler and 



Emitter Standard.; and/or 



• 9.8.1.2.7: Sprinkler system is inspected for proper 



installation of all components specified on the 



irrigation plan and to assure that there is no runoff 



or overspray onto impervious surfaces. 



9.8.1.4: Sprinkler system is inspected for proper 



installation of all components specified on the irrigation 



plan and to assure that there is no runoff or overspray 



onto impervious surfaces. 



Maximum = 2 points or N/A 



 



• Two points are earned where there is a sprinkler 



system inspection.  



• Not applicable where no irrigation system is 



installed. 



 



9.8.2 Recommended Documentation 
• Construction documents; 



• Landscape architect/designer approved irrigation plan; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation. 
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10.  MATERIALS (150 points) 
 



10.1 Whole Building Life Cycle Assessment (30 points) 



10.1.1 Whole Building Life Cycle Assessment  
10.1.1.1 The project team evaluates a minimum of two different 



building designs using ASTM E2921-13 and the following assessment 



protocol and selects to select the building with the lower 



environmental impact. 



 



Assessment protocol: 



 



The life cycle assessment reports the following life cycle impact 



indicators: 



• Global warming potential (GWP)/climate change; 



• Acidification potential; 



• Eutrophication potential; 



• Ozone depletion potential (ODP); and 



• Smog potential. 



 



The proposed final design of the building with the lower anticipated 



environmental impact achieves the following performance targets 



compared to the reference design: 



• A minimum 5% reduction each, for at least three impact 



indicators, one of which is global warming potential; and 



• No other impact indicator exceeds the reference design by more 



than 5%.Other impact indicators do not exceed the reference 



design by more than an average of 5%. 



 



Operating energy consumption and MEP systems can be included. A 



registered design professional verifies structural material quantities, 



wWith the exception of existing buildings, structural material 



quantities are to be verified by a registered design professional. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ASTM E2921-13 Standard Practice for Minimum Criteria for 



Comparing Whole Building Life Cycle Assessments for Use with 



Building Codes and Rating Systems 



• The Athena Impact Estimator for Buildings: 



http://calculatelca.com/software/impact-estimator/  (last accessed 



6/20/17) 



• GaBi Software Building LCA: http://www.gabi-



software.com/america/solutions/building-lca/ (last accessed 



6/20/17) 



• SimaPro Sustainability Life Cycle Assessment Carbon 



Footprinting: http://www.simapro.co.uk/ (last accessed 6/20/17) 



• Tally™: http://choosetally.com/ (last accessed 6/20/17) 



Maximum = 30 points 



 



Points are earned where the following 



percentage reduction is demonstrated by 



adding at least three impact indicators: 



• Thirty points are earned for a total 



25% or greater reduction. 



• Twenty-eight points are earned for a 



total 24% reduction.  



• Twenty-six points are earned for a 



total 23% reduction. 



• Twenty-four points are earned for a 



total 22% reduction.  



• Twenty-two points are earned for a 



total 21% reduction. 



• Twenty points are earned for a total 



20% reduction.  



• Eighteen points are earned for a total 



19% reduction.  



• Sixteen points are earned for a total 



18% reduction. 



• Fourteen points are earned for a total 



17% reduction. 



• Twelve points are earned for a total 



16% reduction. 



• Ten points are earned for a total 15% 



reduction.  
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10.2 Product Life Cycle (29 Points) 



10.2.1 Product Life Cycle 
10.2.1.1 Product Manufacturers provide one or more of the 



following for a minimum of twenty products that at a 



minimum evaluates the cradle-to-gate product life cycle: 



 



• Third party verified Type III Environmental Product 



Declarations (EPD) according to ISO 21930: 2007 or 



ISO 14025: 2006, either product specific or industry 



average; 



• Third party Multiple Attribute Product Certification; 



AND/ORand/or 



• Third party verified product life cycle assessment 



based upon ISO 14040: 2006 and ISO 14044: 2006. 
 
Informational Reference(s):  



• Multi-attribute Standard:  products compared use the 



same MAS.  Examples include the following:   



• NSF/ANSI 140-2015 Sustainability Assessment 



for Carpet 



• NSF/ANSI 332-2015 Sustainability Assessment 



for Resilient Flooring 



• NSF/ANSI 336-2011 Sustainability Assessment 



for Commercial Furnishings Fabric  



• NSF/ANSI 342-2014 Sustainability Assessment 



for Wallcovering Products  



• NSF/ANSI 347-2012 Sustainability Assessment 



for Single Ply Roof Membranes 



• ANSI/NSC 373-2014 Sustainability Assessment 



for Natural Dimension Stone 



• ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014: Business and Institutional 



Furniture Sustainability Standard (BIFMA e3) 



and Level® Sustainability Certification Program 



for Furniture 



• Tile Council of North America’s Green Squared 



Certification (ANSI A138.1-2011) 



• UL 100: Sustainability of Gypsum Boards and 



Panels (2012) 



• UL 102: Sustainability of Swinging Door Leafs 



(2009) 



Maximum = 19 points 



 



Points are earned where products include one of the 



listed third party verifications/certifications: 



• Nineteen points are earned for 30 or more 



products. 



• Fourteen points are earned for 29 products. 



• Thirteen points are earned for 28 products. 



• Twelve points are earned for 27 products.  



• Eleven points are earned for 26 products.  



• Ten points are earned for 25 products.  



• Nine points are earned for 24 products. 



• Eight points are earned for 23 products.  



• Seven points are earned for 22 products.  



• Six points are earned for 21 products.  



• Five points are earned for 20 products.  
• No points are earned for less fewer than 20 



products. 



10.2.1.2 A minimum of five products include one or more 



of the following verifications that evaluate the products 



through end of life (cradle-to-grave product life cycle):  



 



• Third party verified Type III Environmental Product 



Declarations (EPD) according to ISO 21930: 2007 or 



ISO 14025: 2006;  



AND/OR 



• Third party verified product life cycle assessment 



based upon ISO 14040: 2006 and ISO 14044: 2006. 



 



Maximum = 10 points 



 



Points are earned where products are evaluated through 



end of life: 



• Ten points are earned for 10 or more products. 



• Nine points are earned for 9 products. 



• Eight points are earned for 8 products. 



• Seven points are earned for 7 products. 



• Six points are earned for 6 products. 



• Five points are earned for 5 products. 



• No points are earned for less fewer than 5 
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Compliance with 10.2.1.2 can be used for 10.2.1.1 



 



Informational Reference(s):  



• Multi-attribute Standards (MAS):  products compared 



use the same MAS.  Examples include the following:   



• NSF/ANSI 140-2015 Sustainability Assessment 



for Carpet 



• NSF/ANSI 332-2015 Sustainability Assessment 



for Resilient Flooring 



• NSF/ANSI 336-2011 Sustainability Assessment 



for Commercial Furnishings Fabric  



• NSF/ANSI 342-2014 Sustainability Assessment 



for Wallcovering Products  



• NSF/ANSI 347-2012 Sustainability Assessment 



for Single Ply Roof Membranes 



• ANSI/NSC 373-2014 Sustainability Assessment 



for Natural Dimension Stone 



• ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014: Business and Institutional 



Furniture Sustainability Standard (BIFMA e3) 



and Level® Sustainability Certification Program 



for Furniture 



• Tile Council of North America’s Green Squared 



Certification (ANSI A138.1-2011) 



• UL 100: Sustainability of Gypsum Boards and 



Panels (2012) 



• UL 102: Sustainability of Swinging Door Leafs 



(2009) 



products. 



 



 



 



10.3 Product Risk Assessment (19 points) 



10.3.1 Screening-Level Product Risk Assessment 
10.3.1.1 Select Aat least one formulated product or article is selected that 



has a completed first, second, or third party screening-level product risk 



assessment in accordance with the chemical characteristics identified in 



NSF/GCI/ANSI 355: Greener Chemicals and Processes Information 



Standard, based on the product’s intended use, concentration of each 



chemical constituent within the product, and completion of an 



authoritative peer reviewed exposure model in accordance with 10.3.2; 



including, as a minimum, the following technically supported and 



applicable exposure scenario factors for either interior or exterior product 



categorized products: frequency, duration, amount utilized, ventilation 



rate, wind speed, and room/space size, or unlimited for unconfined spaces.  



 



Points are earnedawarded for discrete products with different functional 



uses and not variations of the same product, unless the manufacturers 



show substantial difference between the chemical constituents or 



components. Where a product has both interior and exterior exposure, the 



screening-level product risk assessment is required for the interior 



exposure only. 



 



Product Screening-Level Product Risk Assessment Reporting:  



The product manufacturer provides a screening-level product risk 



assessment report that includes the following elements: 



Maximum = 19 points 



 



Points are earned where products 



undergo a screening-level product risk 



assessment: 



• Nineteen points are earned for 15 



products or more. 



•  Fourteen points are earned for 14 



products.  



• Thirteen points are earned for 13 



products. 



• Twelve points are earned for 12 



products. 



• Eleven points are earned for 11 



products. 



• Ten points are earned for 10 



products.  



• Nine points are earned for 9 



products.  



• Eight points are earned for 8 



products.  
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• Certification that their full product formulation underwent the 



screening-level product risk assessment, including each constituent 



chemical identified by applicable Chemical Abstract Service Number 



(CAS number) and the percentage (actual, estimated, or range %) of 



each constituent chemical in the formulation (de minimus of 0.1% for 



carcinogens and 1% for other hazardous ingredients); and 



• Each screening-level product risk assessment for human health, safety 



and ecological impacts, is required based upon the NSF/GCI/ANSI-



355 Chemical Characteristics, and the results are reported in the 



generic classification of Green (least risk), Yellow (second least risk), 



Orange (second most risk), and Red (most risk). 



 



Note: Human health and safety risk and ecological screening-level product 



risk assessments may be completed separately by different entities. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• screening-level product risk assessment tools referencing 



NSF/GCI/ANSI 355: Greener Chemicals and Processes Information 



Standard AND/ORand/or processes allowed by regulatory 



authorities, e.g. REACH, EPA, Health Canada or other authoritative 



sources (2011) 



• Seven points are earned for 7 



products.  



• Six points are earned for 6 



products.  



• Five points are earned for 5 



products.  



• Four points are earned for 4 



products.  



• Three points are earned for 3 



products.  



• Two points are earned for 2 



products.  



• One point is earned for 1 product.   



 



10.3.2 Recommended Documentation 
• Product Screening-Level Product Risk Assessment Report includes: 



o Description of how the screening-level product risk assessment system/tool calculated the overall product 



risk, including both human health and safety, and ecological risks; 



o Applicable routes of exposure (i.e., inhalation, dermal, oral) and exposure scenario factors used in the 



calculation; 



o Underlying assumptions and other relevant information needed for an independent validation of the 



assessment process; 



o Description of how the product risks were converted into the Green, Yellow, Orange and Red 



classifications; and 



o The product screening-level product risk assessment report additionally includes documentation of the 



worst case constituent chemical acute and chronic exposure concentration and/or dosage and Risk 



Characterization Ratio (RCR) for the applicable product routes of exposure (i.e., inhalation, dermal, oral) 



utilizing the constituent chemical percentages in the product formulation and at least the additional 



exposure factors listed above.  (Note: the worst case constituent chemical may be a different constituent 



chemical for each applicable product route of exposure, based upon their NSF/GCI/ANSI-355 chemical 



characteristic impacts.) In the public report proprietary product formulation, ingredient and/or percentage 



need not be revealed. Instead formulation constituents may be grouped and identified by functional role, 



hazard grouping, or other descriptors for the product. 



 



10.4 Sustainable Materials Attributes (10 points) 



10.4.1 Product Sustainable Materials Attributes  
10.4.1.1 Points are earnedawarded based on adding 



percentages of materials, by material cost, that carry the pre-



consumer recycled content, post-consumer recycled content, 



biobased content or third party sustainable forestry 



certification content attribute: 



 



Product Sustainable Attribute Material =  



Maximum = 10 points 



 



Points are earned where the Product Sustainable 



Attribute Material is between 11% and 29% or 



greater: 



• Ten points are earned for ≥28% or greater.  



• Nine points are earned for ≥26% and < 28% to 
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Pre-consumer recycled content % 



+ 



Post-consumer recycled content % 



+ 



Biobased content % 



+ 



Third Party Sustainable Forestry Certification content % 



 



Use the formula below Tto determine the percentages by cost 



of the products that carry the listed attributes, use the formula 



below. Only the portion of materials that has the identified 



attribute should be included.  For example, if a product has 



40% pre-consumer recycled content, only 40% of the value 



of that product is included.   



 



Sustainable Attribute % = Sum for all materials: (Portion of 



the Material with the Attribute x materials cost)/(Total 



Material Value) 



 



Products that are claimed for credit under Third Party 



Sustainable Forestry Certification are not also included as 



biobased content. 



 



Biobased content percentage may be calculated by weight or 



in accordance with ASTM D6866-16 Standard Test Methods 



for Determining the Biobased Content of Solid, Liquid, and 



Gaseous Samples Using Radiocarbon Analysis. 



 



The following forest certification systems are recognized: 



• Forest Stewardship Council (FSC): https://us.fsc.org/en-



us (last accessed 8/30/17) 



• Sustainable Forestry Initiative, Inc. (SFI): 



http://www.sfiprogram.org/ (last accessed 8/30/17) 



• American Tree Farm System (ATFS): 



https://www.treefarmsystem.org/ (last access 8/30/17) 



• Canadian Standards Association Sustainable Forestry 



Management (CSA): http://www.csasfmforests.ca/ (last 



accessed 8/30/17) 



• Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification 



(PEFC): https://www.pefc.org/ (last accessed 8/30/17) 



27%. 



• Eight points are earned for ≥24% and <26% to 



25%.  



• Seven points are earned for ≥22% and <24% to 



23%. 



• Six points are earned for ≥20% and < 22% to 



21%.  



• Five points are earned where for ≥18% and 



<20%to 19%.  



• Four points are earned where for ≥16% and 



<18%to 17%.  



• Three points are earned for ≥14% and <16%to 



15%.  



• Two points are earned for ≥12% and <14% to 



13%. 



• One point is earned for ≥11% and <12%. 
• No points are earned for less than <11%. 



 



10.4.2 Recommended Documentation 
• Manufacturer’s product data sheets or a statement from manufacturer(s) certifying claims or third-party 



certification from an organization that has the program in its ISO 17065 scope of accreditation. 
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10.5 Reuse of Existing Structures and Materials (30 points) 



10.5.1 Structural Systems and Non-Structural/Interior Elements 
10.5.1.1 Structural systems (e.g. exterior walls, interior 



bearing walls, roof systems, floor systems) from an 



existing building on the site are retained and 



incorporated in the new design. 



 



Assessment Guidance: 



 



Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where: 



A = Total square footage of reused existing structural 



systems 



B = Total square footage of structural systems in the 



project 



 



Wall Area is measured in the vertical plane and other 



structural systems are measured in the horizontal plane. 



 
OR 



 



Percentage = 100 x (C÷D), where: 



C = Total mass of reused existing structural systems 



D = Total mass of structural systems in the project 



Maximum = 12 points  



 



Points are earned where a percentage of the existing 



structural systems is reused: 



• Twelve points are earned for ≥95% or more reuse. 



• Eleven points are earned for ≥90% and <95%-94% 



reuse.  



• Ten points are earned for ≥85% and <90%-89% 



reuse.  



• Nine points are earned for ≥80% and <85%-84% 



reuse.  



• Eight points are earned for ≥75% and <80%-79% 



reuse.  



• Seven points are earned for ≥70% and <75%-74% 



reuse.  



• Six points are earned for ≥65% and <70%-69% 



reuse.  



• Five points are earned for ≥60% and <65%-64% 



reuse.  



• Four points are earned for ≥50% and <60%-59% 



reuse.  



• Three points are earned for ≥40% and <50%-49% 



reuse.  



• No points are earned for less than <40% reuse. 
10.5.1.2 Non-structural interior systems and finishes 



(e.g. ceiling, interior partitions, demountable walls, 



flooring, doors) from an existing building on the site are 



retained and incorporated in the new design.  



 



Assessment Guidance: 



 



Areas are calculated as the projected area of the element 



(e.g. if an interior partition is reused, the area is 



calculated as length x height of the wall). 



 



Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where: 



A = Total area of reused existing interior systems and 



finishes 



B = Total area of interior systems and finishes in the 



new design 



Maximum = 10 points  



 



Points are earned where a percentage of existing non-



structural/interior systems and finished is reused: 



• Ten points are earned for ≥95% or more reuse.  



• Nine points are earned for ≥85% and <95%-94% 



reuse.  



• Eight points are earned for ≥75% and <85%-84% 



reuse.  



• Seven points are earned for ≥65% and <75%-74% 



reuse.  



• Six points are earned for ≥55% and <65%-64% 



reuse.  



• Five points are earned for ≥45% and <55%-54% 



reuse.  



• Four points are earned for ≥35% and <45%-44% 



reuse.  



• Three points are earned for ≥25% and <35%-34% 



reuse.  



• Two points are earned for ≥15% and <25%-24% 



reuse.  



• One point is earned for ≥10% and <15%-14% reuse.  



• No points are earned for less than <10% reuse.  
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10.5.2 Material Reuse from Off-Site  
10.5.2.1 The project incorporates reused, refurbished 



AND/ORand/or off-site salvaged materials in place of 



new materials (except furnishings).  



 



Assessment Guidance: 



Percentages are calculated as the percentage of the total 



materials cost. 



 



Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where: 



A = Total value of reused materials 



B = Total value of materials 



 
The value of the reused, refurbished, or salvaged 



material is the greater of the cost of the reused, 



refurbished or salvaged material or the cost of new 



comparable material which is being avoided. 



Maximum = 4 points 



 



 



Points are earned where a percentage of materials is 



reused, refurbished, AND/ORand/or salvaged from off-



site: 



• Four points are earned for ≥20% or more of materials.  



• Three points are earned for ≥10% and <20%-19% of 



materials.  



• Two points are earned for ≥5% and <10%-9% of 



materials.  



• One point is earned for ≥2% and <5%-4% of 



materials.  



• No points are earned for less than <2% of materials.  



10.5.2.2 Furnishings (including systems furniture) are 



reused, salvaged AND/ORand/or refurbished for reuse 



within the project. 



 



Assessment Guidance: 



Percentages are calculated as the percentage of the total 



furnishings cost. 



 



Percentage = 100 x (A ÷ B), where: 



A = Total value of reused furnishings 



B = Total value of furnishings 



 



Maximum = 4 points or N/A 



 



Points are earned where a percentage of existing 



furnishings is reused: 



• Four points are earned for ≥30% or more of existing 



furnishings.  



• Three points are earned for ≥20% and <30%-29% of 



existing furnishings.  



• Two points are earned for ≥15% and <20%-19% of 



existing furnishings.  



• One point is earned for ≥10% and <15%-14% of 



existing furnishings.  



• No points are earned for less than <10% of existing 



furnishings.  



• Not applicable where there are no existing furnishings 



or if it is not feasible to reuse existing furnishings. 



 



10.5.3 Recommended Documentation 
• Calculation for area of existing major structural systems reused; 



• Calculation for percentage of furniture reused; 



• Calculation for percentage of off-site material reused onsite; 



• Calculations for surface area of existing non-structural elements reused.; 



• Construction documents; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation (if applicable) . 



 



10.6 Waste (22 points) 



10.6.1 Construction Waste 
10.6.1.1 A preconstruction waste management plan is created 



made prior to any construction or demolition activities. This plan 



describes includes the project team’s strategy for reducing 



construction waste and diverting materials from landfilling via 



reuse or recyclingmajor categories of materials expected to be 



generated throughout demolition and construction activities.   



2 points 
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For each major material category identified, tThe preconstruction 



waste management plan will include: 



• Indicates The strategies planned for construction waste 



reductionsource reducing, salvaging, recycling, returning to 



supplier/manufacturer, or other methods forways of diverting 



waste from landfill; 



• Indicates The facility, hauler, or service provider that will 



handle each material being diverted; 



• Indicates Whether construction and demolition materials will 



be separated on-site or commingled; and   



• Includes approximate generated quantities, if possible; 



• Identifies a target diversion rate that the contractor should 



meet or exceed; 



• Includes The name and contact information for the person(s) 



responsible for developing and implementing the waste 



management plan; 



• Includes Reporting and record keeping provisions; 



• Target construction waste rate per 10.6.1.3 below; and 



• Target waste diversion rate. 



• provides average facility recycling rates. For each recycling 



facility used, it should be noted whether the recycling 



operation is certified through a state, local, or a third-party 



independent certification.  



(Continued from 10.6.1.1) 



10.6.1.2 A final waste management is a summary report is 



completed after construction that documents documenting the 



results of the implementation of the preconstruction waste 



management plan, including: project that includes all waste and 



recycling/reuse materials, their weight/volume, recycling rate for 



each line item on the plan, and an overall recycling rate for the 



project.  



• The weight or volume of the total quantity of construction 



and demolition waste; 



• The calculated construction waste per unit area for the 



project (see 10.6.1.3 below); 



• The weight or volume of the major categories of materials 



that were reused or recycled; 



• The reuse/recycling rate for each major category of waste 



material; 



• The overall reuse/recycling rate for the project; 



• A description of the processing of materials through 



source separate or by a comingled waste hauler; 



• Copies of receipts and invoices used to track the progress 



of the waste management effort; 



• A statement that describes if a waste recycling facility 



was used whether it was certified by a government or 



non-government organization; 



• The organization and contact information of the author of 



the waste management summary report and the name and 



contact information of the person at the off-site recycling 



facility responsible for date collection and reporting. 



1 point 
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The Summary Report includes: 



• An overall recycling rate for the project; 



• Material categories; 



• Amounts of materials salvaged, reused, recycled, donated, 



sold or returned to manufacturers with take-back programs, as 



well as the achieved recycling rate for each line item; 



• Names of take back programs, recyclers, salvage and reuse 



companies and/or material exchanges that were used;   



• Records of donations, sales, recycling and landfill/incinerator 



manifests, weight tickets, hauling receipts, and invoices; 



• For each recycling facility used, it should be noted whether 



the recycling operation is certified through a state, local, or a 



third-party independent certification.  



 



The report includes a separate average recycling rate for materials 



sent to facilities that accept or process co-mingled construction and 



demolition materials. For those materials sent for off-site sorting 



by a construction and demolition materials recycling facility, the 



average facility recycling rate is included. 



 



Include the name and contact information for the person(s) 



responsible for developing and implementing the waste 



management plan, the person responsible for the off-site facility 



recycling rate and the person responsible for the content of the 



final waste management report. 
10.6.1.3 Minimize construction waste, per unit area of new 



building floor area, generated in new portions of buildings.  



 



Construction waste includes that which is hauled from the site, 



whether diverted, landfilled, incinerated, or otherwise disposed of.  



 



Soil and land-clearing debris are not included in the calculations.  



 



Maximum = 8 points 



 



• Eight points are earned where waste is less 



than or equal to 1.2 lbs./ft2 (5.9 kgf/m2)of 



the new building floor area.   



• Five points are earned where waste is 1.2 



lbs./ft2 (5.9 kgf/m2) to 2.0 lbs./ft2 (9.8 



kgf/m2) of the new building floor area.   



• Three points are earned where waste is 2.0 



lbs./ft2 (9.8 kgf/m2) to 2.5 lbs./ft2 (12.2 



kgf/m2) of the new building floor area.   



10.6.1.4 Construction waste, including building demolition waste 



and packaging, is diverted from the landfill through recycling, 



reuse, repurposing, or composting.  



 



The amount of construction waste that is used for waste-to-energy 



combustion is multiplied by 0.5 when counted as waste diverted 



from landfill. Waste-to-energy facilities have a combustion 



efficiency rate of 60% or more. 



Soil and land-clearing debris and materials used as alternative 



daily cover at landfills are not included in these calculations.  



 



Calculations may be performed based on weight or volume, but the 



same basis is used throughout this credit. Where calculations are 



performed to convert waste from weight to volume or volume to 



weight, the source of these conversions is stated.  



Maximum = 5 points  



 



Points are earned where a percentage of the 



total amount of construction waste is diverted 



from landfill: 



• Four points are earned for 75% or greater.  



• Three points are earned for ≥50% toand 



<75%.  



• Two points are earned for ≥25% toand 



<50% 



• One additional point is earned for facilities 



that have verified their annual average 



recycling rate from an independent third 



party organization. 



• No points are earned for less than 25%. 
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10.6.2 Post Occupancy Solid Waste Recycling 
10.6.2.1 The building design addresses recycling for solid 



waste using one or more of the following: 



• 10.6.2.1.1: Capacity:  Provide recycling collection 



capacity as follows: 



o Multi-family:  Minimum of 0.0625 CY per 



resident; or 



o Office and Retail:  Minimum of 0.035 CY per 



full time employee; or 



o Schools:  Minimum of 0.010 CY per student; 



• 10.6.2.1.2: Interior Storage Requirements:  Building 



design addresses interior storage of recyclables in 



accordance with one or more of the following space 



layouts, as required to meet minimum capacity for 



scheduled collection and any security or safety needs: 



o In-cabinet or under-counter/work station 



collection bins; 



o A minimum of one collection bin centrally 



located on each floor;  



o A separate and secure collection area for a 



single material stream; AND/ORand/or 



o Recycling chutes that empty into dedicated 



recycling collection bin; 



• 10.6.2.1.3: Exterior Storage Requirements:  Building 



design addresses exterior recycling storage by providing 



adequate, accessible enclosures for recycling collection 



containers in size and number that meet minimum 



capacity requirements and the following: 



o Permanent, durable enclosures are sized to 



accommodate collection bins required for 



minimum recycling capacity; 



o Enclosures are screened on three sides; and 



o Enclosures are designed to accommodate 



minimum clearances for collection equipment. 



Maximum = 2 points 



 



• Two points are earned where two or more of the 



listed items are used to address recycling for 



solid waste. 



• One point is earned where one of the listed items 



is used to address recycling for solid waste.  



 



10.6.3 Supply Chain Waste Minimization 
10.6.3.1 Products used in the construction of the building are selected from 



manufacturers who have minimized or diverted waste during the 



production/manufacturing of these chosen products. The scope of a qualifying 



product at least This criterion applies gate-to-gate – to all material inputs and 



outputs related to a facility (or facilities) that produce/manufacture finished 



products. This is also known as “gate to gate”. The diversion rate is calculated 



for the entire facility (or facilities) in which the products were 



produced/assembled/manufactured, and not just for an individual product line.   



 



Assessment Guidance: 



The diversion rate is expressed as a percentage and calculated as follows: 
𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 



(1 − [
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 + 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦)



𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙
]) 𝑥100 



 



Maximum = 4 points 



 



• Four points are earned where 



≥50%, by cost, of building 



products used come from 



facilities that divert over 80% 



of their waste.  



• Three points are earned 



where ≥40% and <50%, by 



cost, of building products 



used come from facilities that 



divert over 80% of their 



waste. 



• Two points are earned where 
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Discarded materials resulting from the recycling of an external waste stream as an 



incoming material should not be considered a discarded material and should not 



appear in either the denominator or numerator. 



 



The Diversion Rate is multiplied by 1.5 for products that have been produced or 



manufactured in a facility that meets the following standards and certification 



programs: 



• Business or facilities that have achieved Zero Waste certification from the 



US Zero Waste Business Council; or 



• Have followed and certified to UL2799 



 



The following methods are accepted as valid diversion from landfill: 



• Recycling; 



• Returning to supplier; 



• Reuse in same process; 



• Reuse in different process; 



• Redesign to eliminate waste; 



• Processing and selling to third party; 



• Commercial composting; AND/ORand/or 



• Waste-to-energy: the manufacturer removes, to the maximum practical 



extent, recyclable materials from the waste stream using common or front-



end recycling methods before material is sent to the waste-to-energy 



operation. Final by-products of waste-to-energy processes are disposed of 



properly and, if sent to landfill, are included in the total mass discarded 



value. Facilities are compliant with applicable government emissions 



regulations and facility permits. The waste-to-energy process used is one of 



the following: 



• Bio-diesel or other biofuels; 



• Anaerobic digestion with energy recovery; or 



• Combustion with energy recovery where: 



o Combustion makes up less than 10% of the total waste by mass 



diverted; and 



o Combustion does not generate bottom ash or fly ash defined as 



hazardous by US CFR 261.24 (TCLP) or equivalent test for the 



jurisdiction of the incineration plant. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• UL 2799, 2012  



• Zero Waste Principles of the Zero Waste International Alliance (ZWIA), 



2015 



≥30% and <40%, by cost, of 



building products used come 



from facilities that divert 



over 80% of their waste. 



• One point is earned where 



≥20% and <30%, by cost, of 



building products used come 



from facilities that divert 



over 80% of their waste. 



 



 



10.6.4 Recommended Documentation 
• Construction documents; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications; 



• Preconstruction waste management plan; 



• Verification to ZWIA or UL 2799; 



•  Waste management report. 
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10.7 Resource Conservation (10 points) 



10.7.1 Off-Site Fabrication for Construction Optimization 
10.7.1.1 The project incorporates building elements 



that are produced by one, or both of the following 



methods, alone or in combination:  



 



• Modular Construction 



• Prefabrication. 



Maximum = 4 points  



 



Points are earned where a percentage of the building 



construction by cost, not including site work, is Modular 



Construction AND/ORand/or Prefabrication:  



• Four points maximum are earned for a minimum of 



20%.  



• Three points are earned for a minimum of 15%. 



• Two points are earned for a minimum of 10%.  



• One point is earned for a minimum of 5%. 



• No points are earned for less than 5%. 



 



10.7.2 Design for Deconstruction (DfD) 
10.7.2.1 The project teams document the application of design for 



deconstruction (DFD) principles in the design of the building and 



provides the Owner with a Deconstruction Plan that addresses both 



partial deconstruction (for renovations) and total deconstruction (for 



end of life removal) of the building to maximize the reuse and recycling 



of building components and materials. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• CSA Z783-12 Deconstruction of Buildings and Their Related Parts 



• Design for Disassembly in the Built Environment, Brad Guy, 



Hamer Center, Penn State University (2008) 



• Design for Deconstruction: Principles of Design to Facilitate Reuse 



and Recycling, W. Addis, B. Happold, and J. Shouten, Construction 



Industry Research & Information Association (2004) 



• Design for Deconstruction, M. Pulaski, C. Hewitt, M/ Horman, and 



B. Guy, Modern Steel, (June 2004) 



6 points 



 



10.7.3 Recommended Documentation 
• Construction documents; 



• Deconstruction Plan;  



• Design specifications. 
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11.  INDOOR ENVIRONMENT (150 points) 
 



11.1 Air Ventilation and Quality (35 points) 



11.1.1 Ventilation Air Quantity 
11.1.1.1 The quantity of ventilation for the building is compliant with one of the 



following:  



 



• ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2013; Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air 



Quality; 



• The ICC International Mechanical Code (ICC IMC 2015);  



• IAPMO UMC (2015): Uniform Mechanical Code;  



• ANSI/ASHRAE/ASHE Standard 170-2013, Ventilation of Health Care Facilities; 



OR  



• Local codes or standards (if more stringent).  



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2013 



• ANSI/ASHRAE/ASHE Standard 170-2013 



• ICC 2015 International Mechanical Code: section 605 



• IAPMO 2015Uniform Mechanical Code: Section 402 



9 points 



 



 



11.1.2. Air Change Effectiveness 
11.1.2.1. The following strategies are implemented for ventilation systems when used: 



 



• For mechanical ventilation systems, the zone air distribution effectiveness Ez value 



is greater than or equal to 0.9 in all regularly occupied spaces, excluding 



circulation and transitional spaces.  



• Natural ventilation systems are designed in accordance with Section 6.4 of 



ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1- 2013, or are designed using professionally 



accepted sophisticated analytical methods such as computational fluid dynamics. 



 



The Ez value is determined using Table 11.1.2.1. 



 



Table 11.1.2.1: Air Distribution Effectiveness 



Air Distribution Configuration Ez 



Ceiling supply of cool air 1.0 



Ceiling supply of warm air and floor return 1.0 



Ceiling supply of warm air 15F or more above space 



temperature and ceiling return 



0.8 



Ceiling supply of warm air less than 15F above space 



temperature and ceiling return provided that the 150 fpm 



supply air jet reaches to within 4.5 ft. (1.37 m) of the floor 



level. Note: For lower velocity supply air, Ez = 0.8 



1.0 



Floor supply of cool air and ceiling return provided that the 



150 fpm supply jet reaches 4.5 ft. (1.37 m) or more above 



the floor. Note: Most underfloor air distribution systems 



comply with this provision. 



1.0 



9 points 
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Floor supply of cool air and ceiling return, provided low-



velocity displacement ventilation achieves unidirectional 



flow and thermal stratification. 



1.2 



Floor supply of warm air and floor return. 1.0 



Floor supply of warm air and ceiling return. 0.7 



Makeup supply drawn in on the opposite side of the room 



from the exhaust AND/ORand/or return. 



0.8 



Makeup supply drawn in near to the exhaust AND/ORand/or 



return location. 



0.5 



1. “Cool air” is air cooler than space temperature. 



2. “Warm air” is air warmer than the space 



temperature. 



3. “Ceiling” includes any point above the breathing 



zone. 



4. “Floor” includes any point below the breathing 



zone. 



5. As an alternative to using the above values, Ez may 



be regarded as equal to air change effectiveness 



determined in accordance with ANSI/ASHRAE 129-



1997 (RA 02), Measuring Air Change Effectiveness 



for all air distribution configurations except 



unidirectional flow.  



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2013, Section 6.2, Section 6.4. 



 



 



 



(Continued from 11.1.2.1) 



 



11.1.3 Air Handling Equipment 
11.1.3.1 Air handling equipment is equipped with 



filtration as follows: 



• Air handling equipment that provides ventilation air 



(e.g. central mixed air equipment, make-up air 



equipment, ventilation equipment for 



“compartmental” systems such as fan coils or 



unitary heat pumps): minimum MERV 13; and 



• Terminal equipment that circulates room or zone air 



(e.g. fan coils, unitary heat pumps): minimum 



MERV 8. 



6 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where non-ducted circulating unitary 



equipment serves only a single zone (e.g. unit 



heaters, force-flows). 



 



11.1.3.2 Interior liners that could harbor microbial 



growth AND/ORand/or erode in the air stream are not 



utilized in any outdoor air, return air, and supply air 



ductwork, or any fan, coil, terminal, or other devices 



exposed to the airstream. 



5 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where a building does not have 



ductwork with radiant systems and operable 



windows. 



 



11.1.4 CO2 Sensing and Ventilation Control Equipment 
11.1.4.1 Densely occupied rooms (25 or more people per 



1,000 ft.2 (92.9 m2)) with variable occupancy (e.g. 



meeting rooms, assembly areas) have CO2 sensing and 



ventilation control equipment. 



6 points or N/A  



 



• Not applicable where there are no densely occupied 



spaces with variable occupancy. 
 



11.1.5 Recommended Documentation 
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• Air-handling equipment submittals; 



• Balancing reports for the ventilation systems; 



• Construction documents and specifications; 



• Design drawings; 



• Engineering drawings and specifications for ductwork; 



• Filter submittals; 



• HVAC drawings and specifications; 



• List of regularly occupied zones and associated air distribution system; 



• Local ventilation codes or standards; 



• Occupant density calculation; 



• Specifications for ventilation systems, CO2 sensing and ventilation control equipment; 



• Ventilation air quality design data; 



• Ventilation schedule and tables. 



 



11.2 Source Control and Measurement of Indoor Pollutants (35 points) 



11.2.1 Volatile Organic Compounds  
11.2.1.1 Adhesives and sealants (not including carpet adhesives) that are applied on 



site within, or part of, the building envelope’s continuous plane of air tightness 



comply with VOC content limits for 90% of products by volume AND/ORand/or 



VOC emissions criteria for 70% of products by volume.  



 



Table 11.2.1.1: Adhesives and Sealants VOCs 



Product Area Product Sub-area VOC Content 



Limit¹ 1 point 



Adhesives – 



Architectural 



Applications  



Indoor Carpet 50 g/L  



Carpet Pad 50 g/L 



Outdoor Carpet 150 g/L 



Wood Flooring 100 g/L  



Rubber Flooring 60 g/L  



Subfloor 50 g/L  



Ceramic Tile 65 g/L  



VCT / Asphalt Tile 50 g/L  



Dry Wall and Panel 50 g/L 



Cove Base 50 g/L  



Multipurpose Construction 70 g/L  



Structural Glazing 100 g/L  



Single Ply Roof Membrane 250 g/L  



Adhesives – Substrates Metal to Metal 30 g/L  



Plastic Foams 50 g/L  



Porous Material (except wood) 50 g/L  



Wood  30 g/L  



Fiberglass 80 g/L  



Adhesives – Specialty  PVC Welding 510 g/L  



CPVC Welding 490 g/L  



ABS Welding 325 g/L  



Plastic Cement Welding 250 g/L  



Adhesive Primer for Plastic 550 g/L  



Contact Adhesive 80 g/L 



Special Purpose Contact 250 g/L  



Maximum = 3 points 



 



• Two points are earned 



where 70% of products 



by volume comply with 



VOC emissions criteria. 



• One point is earned 



where 90% of products 



by volume comply with 



VOC content limits. 
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Adhesive 



Sealants Architectural  250 g/L  



Non-membrane Roof 300 g/L  



Single Ply Roof Membrane 450 g/L  



Sealant Primers Architectural  



    Non porous 



    Porous 



 



250 g/L 



775 g/L 



 



1. The VOC content must conform to the VOC limits in the South Coast Air 



Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 1168 (January 7, 2005). 



VOC limits are expressed as grams of VOC per liter of adhesive or 



sealant less water and less exempt compounds, with no exception for 



chloroform, ethylene dichloride, methylene chloride, perchloroethylene, 



and trichloroethylene according to SCAQMD Rule 1168. .  . For low-



solid adhesives or sealants the VOC limit is expressed in grams per liter 



of material. SCAQMD Rule 1168. 



 



Assessment Guidance: 



Provide documentation indicating compliance with the VOC content requirements. 



Such documentation includes manufacturer declarations or a certification by a third 



party testing organization including, but not limited to, one of the following: 



• UL EcoLogo – UL Environment 



o UL 2762 Sustainability for Adhesives, 2011 



o Green Seal GS-36 Adhesives for Commercial Use (July 12, 2013)  



 



B.  VOC emissions results are determined by either the California Department of Public 



Health’s Standard Method for the Testing and Evaluation of Volatile Organic 



Chemical Emissions from Indoor Sources Using Environmental Chambers, Version 



1.1, February 2010; or                                                                                



UL UL 2821 GREENGUARD Certification Program Method for Measuring and 



Evaluating Chemical Emissions from Building Materials, Finishes and Furnishings, 



2013.  



 



Provide documentation indicating compliance with the VOC emission requirements 



as stated in the Standard Private Office Scenario in CDPH Standard Method V1.1 



Tables 4.4 and 4.5 and Method V1.1, Table 4.1 does not exceed the maximum 



allowable concentrations or a certification by a certification body accredited to 



ISO/IEC 17065:2012 and with relevant certification program in the scope of its 



accreditation. Certification programs include but are limited to, one of the following:  



• UL GREENGUARD Gold– UL Environment  



o UL 2818 GREENGUARD Certification Program for Chemical 



Emissions for Building Materials, Finishes and Furnishings, 2013 



• FloorScore® Standard for flooring adhesives, 2015 



• Indoor Advantage Gold TM –SCS Global Services 



o SCS - EC10.2 -2007, Environmental Certification Program—Indoor 



Air Quality Performance, May, 2007 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• South Coast Air Quality Management District Rule 11 68 (January 7, 2005). 



• UL 2821 GREENGUARD Certification Program Method for Measuring and 



Evaluating Chemical Emissions from Building Materials, Finishes and 



Furnishings, 2013 (http://www.comm-



2000.com/ProductDetail.aspx?UniqueKey=27254). (last accessed 7/14/17) 



(Continued from Table 



11.2.1.1 Adhesives and 



Sealants VOCS) 





http://www.comm-2000.com/ProductDetail.aspx?UniqueKey=27254


http://www.comm-2000.com/ProductDetail.aspx?UniqueKey=27254
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• UL 2762 Sustainability for Adhesives, 2011 (http://www.comm-



2000.com/ProductDetail.aspx?UniqueKey=23406)  (last accessed 7/14/17) 



11.2.1.2 Paints and coatings applied on site within, or are a part of, the building’s 



continuous plane of air tightness comply with prescribed limits of VOC content 



limits for 90% of products by volume AND/ORand/or VOC emissions criteria) for 



70% of products by volume.  



 



Table 11.2.1.2: Paint and Coatings VOCs 



Product Area Product Category VOC Content1 



1 point 



Architectural surfaces Flat Coatings 50 g/L 



Nonflat Coatings 100 g/L 



Nonflat – High Gloss Coatings 150 g/L 



Basement Specialty Coatings 400g/L 



Concrete/Masonry Sealers 100g/L 



Concrete Curing Compounds 350 g/L 



Dry Fog Coatings 150 g/L 



Faux Finishing Coating 350 g/L 



Fire resistive Coatings 350 g/L 



Floor Coatings 100g/L 



Graphic Arts (sign) Coatings 500 g/L 



High-temperature Coatings 420 g/L 



Industrial 250 g/L 



Maintenance Coatings 120 g/L 



Low Solids Coatings 100 g/L 



Mastic Texture Coatings 500 g/L 



Metallic Pigmented Coatings 250 g/L 



Multi-color Coatings 420 g/L 



Pretreatment Wash Primers 100g/L 



Primers, Sealers, and 



Undercoaters 



350 g/L 



Reactive Penetrating Sealers 250 g/L 



Recycled Coatings 250 g/L 



Rust Preventative Coatings 730 g/L 



Shellacs: Clear Opaque 550 g/L 



Specialty Primers, Sealers, 



Undercoaters 



100g/L 



Stains 250 g/L 



Stone Consolidants 450 g/L 



Swimming Pool Coatings 340 g/L 



Tub and Tile Refinish Coatings 420 g/L 



Waterproofing Membranes 250 g/L 



Wood Coatings 275 g/L 



Wood Preservatives 350 g/L 



Zinc-rich Primers 340 g/L 



1. The VOC content conforms to the California Air Resources Board 



Suggested Control Measure for Architectural Coatings, February 1, 



2008 (CARB 2007 SCM) VOC limits. VOC limits are expressed as 



grams of VOC per liter less water and less exempt compounds, with no 



exception for methylene chloride and perchloroethylene.  



 



Maximum = 3 points 



 



• Two Points are earned 



where 70% of products 



by volume comply with 



VOC emissions criteria. 



• One point is earned 



where 90% of products 



by volume comply with 



VOC content limits. 





http://www.comm-2000.com/ProductDetail.aspx?UniqueKey=23406


http://www.comm-2000.com/ProductDetail.aspx?UniqueKey=23406
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Assessment Guidance: 



Provide documentation indicating compliance with the VOC content requirements. 



Such documentation includes manufacturer declarations or a certification by a third 



party testing organization including, but not limited to, one of the following: 



• UL EcoLogo  



UL 2760 Sustainability for Surface Coatings: Recycled Water-borne, 2011  



UL 2768 Standard for Sustainability for Architectural Surface Coatings, 2011 



Green Seal    



- Environmental Standard for Paints and Coatings, GS-11 (July 12, 



2013) 



 



VOC emissions results are determined by the California Department of Public 



Health’s Standard Method for the Testing and Evaluation of Volatile Organic 



Chemical Emissions from Indoor Sources Using Environmental Chambers, Version 



1.1, February 2010 ; or 



UL 2821 GREENGUARD Certification Program Method for Measuring and 



Evaluating Chemical Emissions from Building Materials, Finishes and Furnishings, 



2013. 



 



Provide documentation indicating compliance with the VOC emission requirements 



as stated in the Standard Private Office Scenario in CDPH Standard Method V1.1 



Tables 4.4 and 4.5 and are compared to the maximum allowable concentrations in 



CDPH Standard Method V1.1, Table 4.1 does not exceed the maximum allowable 



concentrations or a certification by a certification body accredited to ISO/IEC 



17065:2012 and with relevant certification program in the scope of its accreditation. 



Certification programs include but not limited to, one of the following: 



• UL GREENGUARD Gold– UL Environment  



- UL 2818 GREENGUARD Certification Program for Chemical 



Emissions for Building Materials, Finishes and Furnishings, 2013 



• Indoor Advantage Gold TM –SCS Global Services. 



 



Informational Reference(s):  



• California Air Resources Board Suggested Control Measure for Architectural 



Coatings (February 1, 2008).  



• UL 2760 Sustainability for Surface Coatings: Recycled Water-borne, 2011 



(http://www.comm-2000.com/ProductDetail.aspx?UniqueKey=23429) (last 



accessed 7/14/17) 



• UL 2768 Standard for Sustainability for Architectural Surface Coatings, 2011 



(http://www.comm-2000.com/ProductDetail.aspx?UniqueKey=23608) (last 



accessed 7/14/17) 



• UL 2821 GREENGUARD Certification Program Method for Measuring and 



Evaluating Chemical Emissions from Building Materials, Finishes and 



Furnishings, 2013 (http://www.comm-



2000.com/ProductDetail.aspx?UniqueKey=27254) (last accessed 7/14/17) 



11.2.1.3 Interior products will comply with prescribed limits of product emissions 



AND/ORand/or be certified. 



 



“Certified” means compliance with any of the certifications listed in Table 11.2.1.3: 



Interior Product VOC Emission. 



 



Table 11.2.1.3: Interior Product VOC Emissions 



Product Area VOC Emissions Criteria1 



Maximum: 8 7 points 



 



Points are earnedawarded 



when 90% by area of 



products in the following 



categories comply with 



VOC emissions criteria, up 



to a maximum of 7 points: 





http://www.comm-2000.com/ProductDetail.aspx?UniqueKey=23429


http://www.comm-2000.com/ProductDetail.aspx?UniqueKey=23608


http://www.comm-2000.com/ProductDetail.aspx?UniqueKey=27254


http://www.comm-2000.com/ProductDetail.aspx?UniqueKey=27254
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11.2.1.3.1: Floors / Floor Coverings 



(including carpeting, resilient, other 



non-carpet flooring, and 



padding/cushion)1  



To determine acceptability of the 



emission results, VOC building 



concentrations are estimated for 



the Standard Private Office 



Scenario in CDPH Standard 



Method V1.1 Tables 4.4 and 4.5 



and are compared to the 



maximum allowable 



concentrations in CDPH Standard 



Method V1.1, Table 4.1. Modeled 



concentrations do not exceed the 



maximum allowable 



concentrations. Additionally, 



floors/floor coverings, ceiling 



systems and wall systems 



categories made with 



nonstructural composite wood 



and composite wood cores 



(particleboard, MDF, and 



hardwood plywood) are 



compliant with the California Air 



Resources Board Airborne Toxic 



Control Measure (CARB/ATCM( 



to control formaldehyde 



emissions from composite wood 



(Sections 93120-93120.12, Title 



17, California Code of 



Regulations).  



11.2.1.3.2: Acoustical and Thermal 



Insulation 



11.2.1.3.3: Ceiling Systems (including 



acoustical ceiling and gypsum board) 



11.2.1.3.4: Wall Systems (including 



wall coverings, gypsum board, and 



window shading devices)1 



1Concrete, concrete masonry, clay brick, stone, glass and glass block 



masonry used in floors and wall systems without additional 



coating/sealers are deemed to comply without testing. 



VOC emissions are determined by a third-party laboratory that is 



accredited to ISO/IEC 17025 with the specified test method listed in the 



scope of its accreditation. VOC emissions results are determined by 



California Department of Public Health (CDPH) “Standard Method for 



the Testing and Evaluation of Volatile Organic Chemical Emissions 



from Indoor Sources Using Environmental Chambers,” V 1.1, 2010, 



Standard Private Office Scenario. Alternatively, VOC emission results 



are determined by UL 2821 “GREENGUARD Certification Program 



Method for Measuring and Evaluating Chemical Emissions from 



Building Materials, Finishes and Furnishings,” March 2013, Table 2 



Office Model and Section 34.1 Allowable Limits for GREENGUARD 



Certification Gold.  



 



Assessment Guidance: 



Provide documentation indicating compliance with the VOC emission requirements 



or a certification by a third party testing organization including, but not limited to, 



one of the following: 



• FloorScore  (Resilient Flooring) – Resilient Floor Covering Institute  



o SCS - EC10.2 -2007, Environmental Certification Program—Indoor 



Air Quality Performance. May, 2007 



• GREENGUARD Gold – UL Environment 



 



• Three points are earned 



where floors/floor 



coverings comply with 



VOC emissions criteria. 



• Three Points are earned 



where ceiling systems 



comply with VOC 



emissions criteria. 



• One point is earned 



where acoustical and 



thermal insulation 



comply with VOC 



emissions criteria. 



• One point is earned 



where wall systems 



comply with VOC 



emissions criteria. 
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o UL 2818, “GREENGUARD Certification Program for Chemical 



Emissions for Building Materials, Finishes and Furnishings,” March 



2013. 



• Indoor Advantage Gold TM –SCS Global Services 



o SCS - EC10.2 -2007, “Environmental Certification Program—Indoor 



Air Quality Performance”, May, 2007. 



o CRI Green Label Plus – Carpet and Rug Institute: CRI Green Label 



Plus Carpet Program Test Criteria: http://www.carpet-rug.org/carpet-



cushion-and-adhesive.html (last accessed 7/14/17) 



 



For products containing composite wood, provide copies of product labels, chain-of-



custody records, or documentation demonstrating compliance with the 



CARB/ATCM formaldehyde regulation. 



(Continued from Table 



11.2.1.3 Interior Product 



VOC Emissions) 



11.2.1.4 Furniture, casework, cabinets, workstations, and seating all comply with 



prescribed limits of VOC emissions AND/ORand/or be are certified. 



 



Note: certified means compliance with any of the certifications listed per Table 



11.2.1.4: Furniture and Furnishings VOC Emissions. 



 



Table 11.2.1.4: Furniture and Furnishings VOC Emissions 



Product Area VOC Emissions Criteria1 



Furniture and Furnishings  To determine acceptability of the emission 



results, VOC product emission concentrations 



are estimated per testing procedures from 



ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014, 7.6.1, 7.6.2, and 



7.6.3. The maximum allowable concentrations 



are not exceeded per each sections 



requirements. 



(including case work, 



cabinetry, work stations, and 



seating) 



VOC emissions are determined by a third-party laboratory that is 



accredited to ISO/IEC 17025:2005 with the specified test method listed in 



the scope of its accreditation. VOC emissions results are determined by 



ANSI/BIFMA M7.1-2011(R2016) Standard Test Method for Determining 



VOC Emissions From Office Furniture Systems, Components and Seating.   



Alternatively, VOC emission results may be determined by UL 2821 



“GREENGUARD Certification Program Method for Measuring and 



Evaluating Chemical Emissions from Building Materials, Finishes and 



Furnishings,” 2013 Table 2 Office Model and Section 34.1 Allowable 



Limits for GREENGUARD Gold Certification.  



 



Assessment Guidance: 



Provide documentation indicating compliance with the VOC emission requirements 



or a certification by a third party testing organization including, but not limited to, 



one of the following:  



• GREENGUARD Gold – UL Environment – 7.6.1, 7.6.2, and 7.6.3 



o UL 2818, GREENGUARD Certification Program for Chemical 



Emissions for Building Materials, Finishes and Furnishings, 2013. 



• MAS Certified Green Furniture per ANSI/BIFMA M7.1-2011(R2016) 



• SCS Indoor Advantage per ANSI/BIFMA M7.1-2011(R2016) 



Maximum = 3 points 



 



• One point is earned 



when 100% by cost of 



installed furniture 



products comply with 



ANSI/BIFMA e3 



Section 7.6.1. 



• One point is earned 



when 90% by cost of 



installed furniture 



products comply with 



ANSI/BIFMA e3 



Section 7.6.2. 



• One point is earned 



when 70% by cost of 



installed furniture 



products comply with 



ANSI/BIFMA e3 



Section 7.6.3. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 





http://www.carpet-rug.org/carpet-cushion-and-adhesive.html


http://www.carpet-rug.org/carpet-cushion-and-adhesive.html
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11.2.2 Pre-Occupancy Indoor Air Quality Testing 



Two paths are available for assessing 11.2.2. 



 



• Path A: Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Pre-Occupancy Testing: –6 points  



OR 



• Path B: Total Volatile Organic Compounds (TVOC): –3 points 



 



Points cannot be combined between paths. Select one of the two pathways below.  



11.2.2.1 Path A: Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Pre-Occupancy Testing 
11.2.2.1.1 To determine that the indoor air quality is acceptable upon Substantial 



Completion but prior to occupancy, the buildings indoor environments are tested 



using the U.S. EPA’s Compendium of Methods for the Determination of Toxic 



Organic Pollutants in Ambient Air, TO-1, TO-11, TO-17, and ASTM D 5197-09e1 



Standard Test Method for Determination of Formaldehyde and Other Carbonyl 



Compounds in Air (Active Sampler Methodology). The testing takes place after 



construction ends and prior to occupancy. 



 



The test protocols are in accordance with the following: 



• The VOC and Particulate Matter sampling and averaging times and 



measurement methods achieve the detection limits of the contaminant levels 



listed in Table 11.2.2.1.1 below; 



• HVAC systems are operated at the minimum design outdoor air ventilation rate 



during testing; 



• Air sampling and monitoring are at a height of 3-6 ft. (91-183 cm) from the 



floor and at least 3 ft. (0.9 m) away from walls and ventilation supply; 



• The test protocols are documented to show that appropriate sampling methods 



and times were used; and 



• The number of sampling locations are as follows for each portion of the building 



served by a separate ventilation system: 



o At Least one per contiguous floor; and 



o At Least one per 10,000 ft.2 (929 m2) of floor area. 



The sampling points include areas presumed to have the greatest source strength 



with the least ventilation. 



 



Table 11.2.2.1.1: Maximum level of contaminants: 



Contaminant Maximum Concentration 



  



μg/m3 (Unless Otherwise 



Noted) 



    



Acetaldehyde 1401 



Acrylonitrile  51 



Benzene  601 



1,3-Butadiene  201 



t-Butyl methyl ether (Methyl-t-butyl ether) 800001 



Carbon disulfide  8001 



Caprolactam  1001 



Carbon tetrachloride  401 



6 points  



Commented [ER85]: struckthrough 



Commented [ER86]: struckthrough 
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Chlorobenzene  10001 



Chloroform  3001 



1,4-Dichlorobenzene  8001 



Dichloromethane (Methylene chloride) 4001 



1,4-Dioxane  30001 



Ethylbenzene  20001 



Ethylene glycol  4001 



Formaldehyde 332 



2-Ethylhexanoic acid 2512 



n-Hexane  70001 



1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidinone 16012 



Naphthalene  91 



Nonanal 1312 



Octanal 7.212 



Phenol  2001 



4-Phenylcyclohexene (4-PCH) 2.512 



2-Propanol (Isopropanol)  70001 



Styrene  9001 



Tetrachloroethene (Tetrachloroethylene, 



Perchloroethylene) 351 



Toluene  3001 



1,1,1-Trichloroethane (Methyl chloroform) 10001 



Trichloroethene (Trichloroethylene)  6001 



Xylene isomers  7001 



Particulate (PM 2.5) 35 (24-hr) 



Particulates (PM10) 150 (24-hr) 
1Chronic RELS developed by the California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment 
2ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-2014 Table 10.3.1.4 



 



For any area that fails to meet the requirements, the individual chemical(s) in the 



highest concentrations that are leading to failure are to be reviewed and the problem 



remedied.   



OR 



11.2.2.2 Path B: Total Volatile Organic Compounds (TVOC) 



11.2.2.2.1 Upon Substantial Completion, but prior to occupancy, conduct a TVOC 



indoor air sampling and laboratory analysis of collected samples as follows: 



 



Sampling for TVOCs is conducted over a minimum four-hour period.  All 



measurements are completed prior to occupancy, but during normal occupied hours, 



with the building ventilation starting at the normal daily start time and operated at the 



minimum outside air flow rate for the occupied mode throughout the duration of the 



testing. 



 



Samples are taken using one of the following collection media: 



3 points 



 



• Three points are 



earned where the test 



is conducted. There is 



no pass/fail criteria 



for conducting this 



test. 
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• Thermal desorption tubes. 



• Canisters. 



Laboratory analysis is conducted in accordance with the following: 



• VOC Range (Carbon):  C6 – C16. 



• Reference Compound:  Toluene. 



 



All interior finishes are in place at the time of testing. Non-fixed furnishings, such as 



workstations and partitions are encouraged, but not required to be installed at the time 



of testing; 



 



Samples are collected for each portion of the building served by a separate air handling 



system. In each area served by a single air handler, samples are collected for each 



25,000 ft. 2 (2,323 m2) of floor space, or each contiguous floor space, whichever is 



larger. Samples include areas presumed to have the least ventilation, and the strongest 



presumed source strength. 



Samples are collected at 3-6 ft. (91-183 cm) above the finished floor. 



 



11.2.3 Carbon Monoxide Monitoring 



11.2.3.1 Carbon monoxide monitoring devices and alarms are installed in 



enclosed areas where there are sources of combustion (i.e. stoves, ovens, 



grills, clothes dryers, furnaces, boilers, water heaters, heaters and 



fireplaces). 



 



Informational References: 



• NFPA 720 2015, CSA 6.19, UL 2034 or similar standard for detector   



1 point or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there are no 



areas with combustion sources. 



 



11.2.4 Legionellosis Mitigation in the Building Water Systems 
11.2.4.1 The building water systems conform with ASHRAE 188-2015, 



Legionellosis: Risk Management for Building Water Systems.  



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 188-2015, Legionellosis: Risk Management for 



Building Water Systems 



3 points 



 



 



 



11.2.5 Pest and Contamination Control 
11.2.5.1 The following integrated pest management strategies are used: 



 



• Outdoor air inlets have insect screens of 18x14 mesh for plenum systems feeding 



multiple air handlers; 



• Structural and mechanical openings are fitted with permanent protection (e.g. 



screens, sealants, etc.); 



• Advertising signs and other assemblies affixed to the building façade are 



designed and constructed in a way that reduces bird habitation, and penetrations 



in the façade are sealed to prevent entry; and 



• Mullions and ledges are less than 1 in. (2.5 cm) deep to discourage bird roosting. 



1 point 



 



11.2.5.2 The building has a sealed storage area for food/kitchen solid waste and 



recycling. 



1 point 



  



11.2.6 Other Indoor Pollutants (Tobacco, Radon) 
11.2.6.1 An occupancy policy prohibits smoking. Signage is will be posted at 1 point 
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every building entrance prohibiting smoking and the use of electronic 



cigarettes within 25 ft. (7.6 m) of the building.  



 



Smoking is defined as the inhalation of smoke of burning tobacco, use of 



electronic-cigarettes or other substances encased in items such as (but not 



limited to) cigarettes, pipes, and cigars for recreational or medical use. 



11.2.6.2 The following measures are taken to address radon: 



 



• 11.2.6.2.1: A site-specified assessment of radon potential is conducted; 



AND 



• 11.2.6.2.2: Radon prevention and mitigation measures are implemented 



as indicated by the assessment. 



 



Informational Reference(s) 



• U.S. EPA document Radon Prevention in the Design and Construction of 



Schools and Other Large Buildings (EPA 625-R-92-016, June 1994). 



Maximum = 3 points or N/A 



 



• Two points are earned where 



radon potential is assessed.  



• One point is earned where 



prevention and mitigation 



measures are implemented as 



indicated by the radon 



potential assessment or  



o Not applicable if no 



measures are indicated. 



11.2.6.3 Spaces housing specialized activities that generate hazardous 



pollutants are: 



• provided with separate ventilation AND/ORand/or exhaust systems 



capable of maintaining the space at a negative pressure of at least 5.0 



Pascals (0.02 in. water gauge) on average relative to adjacent spaces 



(with doors closed) to prevent the spread of air-borne contaminants to 



other spaces;  



• physically isolated by doors and deck-to-deck partitions or hard lid 



ceilings.  



2 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where there are 



no spaces housing specialized 



activities. 



 



11.3 Lighting Design and Systems (35 points) 
11.3.1 Daylighting and Views  
11.3.1.1 Regularly occupied floor area achieves a minimum 



daylight factor (DF) of at least 2 (excluding all direct 



sunlight penetration). 



 



Assessment Guidance: 



Estimate the DF for a daylit space that has vertical windows 



using the following formula: 



 



DF = 0.1 x PG, where: 



DF = daylight factor  



PG = percentage of glass to floor area (area of the 



windows/floor area) 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• International Commission on Illumination 



• RADIANCE software (for evaluation) 



• Whole Building Design Guide (WBDG), 2016: 



www.wbdg.org  (last accessed 6/20/17) 



• Solatube Commercial (Big tubes for big spaces) 



• ASHRAE Advance Engineering Design Guides 



• Architectural Lighting –Benefits of Natural Light 



• Daylighting –https://energy.gov (last accessed 7/14/17) 



Maximum = 6 5 points 



 



• Six Five points are earned where ≥75% of the 



floor area achieves a DF of 3 or more. 



• Five Four points are earned where ≥50 and 



<75-74% of the floor area achieves a DF of 3 



or more. 



• Four Three points are earned where ≥25 and 



<50-49% of the floor area achieves a DF or 3 



or more. 



• Three Two points are earned where ≥75% of 



the floor area achieves a DF of 2 to <3.  



• Two One point is are earned where ≥50 and 



<75%- 74% of the floor area achieves a DF of 



2 to <3. 



• One points are earned where ≥25% and <50- 



49% of the floor area achieves a DF of 2 to <3. 



 





http://www.wbdg.org/
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• New Building Institute –Advanced Buildings® 



Daylighting pattern guide: 



http://patternguide.advancedbuildings.net/patterns (last 



accessed 6/20/17) 



11.3.1.2 Regularly occupied task areas are designed to have 



clear views to the exterior or atria within 25 ft. (7.6 m) from 



a window. 



 



Maximum = 4 3 points 



 



• Four Three points are earned where ≥90% or 



more of occupied space has clear views. 



• Three Two points are earned where ≥60% and 



<90-89% of occupied space has clear views. 



• Two One point is are earned where ≥40% and 



<60-59% of occupied space has clear views. 



• No points are earned where less than <40% of 



occupied space has clear views. 



11.3.1.3 Southern, western, and eastern exposures have the 



following shading devices: 



 



• 11.3.1.3.1: Active automated shading devices (e.g. 



automated widow shades or electrochromic glazing) that 



automatically adjust based on sky conditions for all 



listed exposures; OR 



• 11.3.1.3.2: Passive shading devices (e.g. manual 



window shades or permanent projections such as 



overhangs). 



Maximum = 2 points 



 



• Two points are earned where there are active 



automated shading devices for the specified 



exposures. 



• One point is earned where there are passive 



shading devices for the specified exposures. 



• No points are earned if there are no shading 



devices. 



11.3.1.4 Daylit areas (with a Daylight Factor of at least 2) 



use photo-sensors to maintain consistent lighting levels 



throughout the day using both daylighting and 



electricartificial lighting.  



Maximum = 2 points 



 



• Two points are earned where greater than 



>75% of daylit areas use photo-sensors. 



• One point is earned where ≥50% and ≤75% of 



daylit areas use photo-sensors. 



• No points are earned if less than <50% of daylit 



areas use photo sensors. 



 



11.3.2 Lighting Design Quantity (10 points) 
11.3.2.1 Regularly occupied spaces meet the Recommended Illuminance for 



the Locations/Tasks in Table 11.3.2.1-A and Table 11.3.2.1-B. 



 



“Recommended vertical and horizontal illuminance targets” are found in the 



IES Lighting Handbook, 10th Edition, Table 22.2 and Applications Sections 



21-37 OR Table 11.3.2.1-A: IES Illuminance Categories and Table 11.3.2.1-



B: IES Task/Location Categories.  



Lighting levels may be increased or decreased by 10% (max.) based on 



Occupant Age, Visual Performance Requirements, or other weighting factors 



as detailed in the IES Lighting Handbook, 10th Edition Table 4.1,the 



following weighting factors: 



 



 



Table 11.3.2.1–A:  IES Illuminance Categories 



Illuminance 



Category 
Description 



Recommended 



Illuminance 



(lux/footcandles) 



Maximum = 6 5 points 



 



• Six Five points are earned 



where greater than >90% of 



occupied floor area meets the 



IES Illuminance 



recommendations. 



• Four points are earned where 



≥70% and < 90% of occupied 



floor area meets the IES 



Illuminance recommendations 



• Two points are earned where 



≥50% and <70-69% of 



occupied floor area meets the 



IES Illuminance 



recommendations. 



• No points are earned where less 





http://patternguide.advancedbuildings.net/patterns
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A Public Spaces 30 / 3 



B 
Simple orientation for short 



visits 
50 / 5 



C 



Working spaces where 



simple visual tasks are 



performed 



100 / 10 



D 



Performance of visual tasks 



of high contrast and large 



size 



300 / 30 



E 



Performance of visual tasks 



of high contrast and small 



size or visual tasks of low 



contrast and large size 



500 / 50 



F 



Performance of visual tasks 



of low contrast and small 



size 



1,000 / 100 



G 
Performance of visual tasks 



near threshold 



3,000-10,000 / 300-



1,000 



 



 



Table 11.3.2.1–B: IES Location/Task Categories 



Interior Location/Task 
Horizontal 



Category 



Vertical 



Category 



Auditoriums – Assembly C - 



CAD drafting stations C A 



Conference Rooms – Meeting D B 



Conference Rooms – Video 



Conference 
E D 



Hospital patient rooms – 



general 
B A 



Hospital nursing stations – 



general 
D B 



Hospital lobby B A 



Hospital anesthetizing 



locations 
E C 



Hospital general critical care B A 



Hotel guest rooms – general C - 



Hotel lobby general lighting C - 



Library reading stacks D - 



Museum exhibit cases D B 



Open Office – Intensive VDT D B 



Open Office – Intermittent 



VDT 
E B 



Office lobby C A 



Office copy room C A 



Stairways and corridors B - 



Toiles Toilets and washrooms B A 



 



 



than <50% of occupied floor 



area meets the IES Illuminance 



recommendations. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



(Continued from Table 11.3.2.1-B: 



IES Location/Task Categories) 
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Informational Reference: 



• IESNA Lighting Handbook, 10th Edition, 2011 



11.3.2.2 Luminance ratios do not exceed the following as per IESNA for 



tasks: 



 



• 3:1 between the task and adjacent surroundings; 



• 10:1 between the task and remote (non-adjacent) surfaces; and 



• 20:1 between the brightest and darkest surface in the field of view; or 



8:1 between rows of luminaires where there is indirect lighting and 



where ceiling luminance exceeds 124.1 fL (425 cd/m2). 



2 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where spaces 



are designed such that 



source/task eye geometry do 



not require IESNA Standard 



VDT compliant luminaires. 



11.3.2.3 The average luminance does not exceed the following values for 



given luminaire angles where there is direct lighting: 



 



• 248.1 fL (850 cd/m2) at 65° from the vertical; 



• 102.2 fL (350 cd/m2) at 75° from the vertical; or 



• 51.1 fL (175 cd/m2) at 85° from the vertical. 



 



 



2 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where spaces 



are designed such that 



source/task eye geometry do 



not require IESNA Standard 



VDT compliant luminaires. 



 



11.3.3 Lighting Design Quality  
11.3.3.1 Regularly occupied spaces use electricartificial light sources 



with a minimum Color Rendering Index (CRI) of 80.  



 



1 point   



  



11.3.3.2 Regularly occupied spaces use electricartificial light sources 



with a Correlated Color Temperature (CCT) between 2700°K and 



4500°K.  



  



1 point or N/A 



 



• Not applicable to specialty retail, 



medical, or exterior environments. 



11.3.3.3 Regularly occupied spaces use no more than 50% direct only 



general lighting.  Direct only general lighting limits Direct Glare to no 



more than 50° above horizontal; Direct Glare includes direct view of 



the light source and luminances over 2,335 fL (8,000 cd/m²). 



2 points 



 



 



11.3.3.4 Individual control of primary workspace lighting is provided 



for at least 90% of occupants.   



 



“Control” may either be dimming from 100% to at least 10% or 



stepped dimming with at least three (3) steps: 100%, 50% and 0%. 



 



Maximum = 2 points 



 



• Two points are earned for continuous 



dimming of at least 10% to 100%. 



• One point is earned for stepped 



dimming or switching with at least 



three steps (100%, 50%, 0%). 



 



11.3.4 Lighting Sustainability  
11.3.4.1 A minimum of 75% of electricartificial light sources have a 



Lumen Maintenance factor of 35,000 hours to L70 or greater (the 



output of the lights have lost no more thant 30% of their initial output 



at 35,000 hours). 35,000 hours is based on at least 1 hour of operation 



per start.    



2 points  



11.3.4.2 All luminaires are RoHS compliant with EU Directive 



2011/65/EU of the European Parliament. RoHS specifies maximum 



levels for the following six restricted materials: 



• Lead (Pb): < 1000 ppm; 



• Mercury (Hg): < 100 ppm; 



2 points 
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• Cadmium (Cd): < 100 ppm; 



• Hexavalent Chromium: (Cr VI) < 1000 ppm; 



• Polybrominated Biphenyls (PBB): < 1000 ppm; and 



• Polybrominated Diphenyl Ethers (PBDE): < 1000 ppm. 



 



Certification is provided by the luminaire manufacturer. 



11.3.4.3 A maintenance and operations plan is documented and 



supplied to the building owners, management, and maintenance. The 



maintenance plan includes the following: 



• Reflected ceiling plan;  



• Lighting fixture schedule (luminaire catalog numbers, 



manufacturer, lamp, wattage, beam spread, color temperature, 



and color rendering index); 



• Initial measured footcandle levels in each space;  



• Cleaning instructions and cleaning schedule; and   



• Lighting sequence of operations for each space (e.g. what the 



lights are supposed to do when someone enters the room, what 



are the light levels they can choose, what controls are in each 



space). 



1 point 



 



11.3.5 Recommended Documentation 
• Construction documents; 



• Lighting plans; 



• Maintenance, cleaning, and recycling plan; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation; 



• Percentages and calculations for occupied areas with daylight illumination levels ; 



• Percentage and calculations for views to building exterior or atria; 



• Percentages and calculations for primary occupied spaces with IESNA recommended task lighting levels; 



• Specifications for solar shading devices and luminaries. 
 



11.4 Thermal Comfort (25 points) 



11.4.1 Thermal Control Zones 
11.4.1.1 One or more of the listed thermal zoning 



strategies is used for continuously occupied areas: 



 



• 11.4.1.1.1: Office Occupancies/Areas: Includes 



offices and conference rooms, among others. For 



open areas, thermal control zones are designed 



to be between 500 ft2 (46.5 m2) and 1000 ft2 



(92.9 m2) for open areas. For single rooms, 



thermal control zones are designed to be 



between 750 ft2 (69.7 m2) and 1200 ft2 (111.5 



m2)  



Circulation and support areas are excluded. 



• 11.4.1.1.2: Educational Occupancies/Areas: 



Includes classrooms, teaching labs, etc. 



Classrooms AND/ORand/or teaching labs are 



designed thermal control zones under 1500 ft. 2 



(139.4 m2). 



• 11.4.1.1.3: Healthcare Occupancies/Areas: 



Maximum = 15 14 points or N/A 



 



• Office Occupancies/Areas 



o Fifteen Fourteen points are earned where 



thermal control zones are designed to be less 



than 500 ft.2 (46.5 m2) for open areas or 750 



ft2 (69.7 m2) for a single room.  



o Ten points are earned where thermal control 



zones are designed to be less than 1000 ft2 



(92.9 m2) for open areas or 1200 ft2 (111.5 



m2) for single rooms.  



o Not applicable where there are no office 



occupancies/areas. 



• Educational Occupancies/Areas: 



o Fifteen Fourteen points are earned where 



classrooms AND/ORand/or teaching labs are 



designed thermal control zones under 1500 ft.2 



(139.4 m2).  
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Includes patient wards, diagnostic and treatment 



areas. Thermal control zones are designed to be 



between 500 ft.2 (46.5m2) and 1000 ft. 2 



(92.9m2). 



• 11.4.1.1.4: Open-Area Mercantile and 



Assembly Occupancies/Areas: Includes retail, 



food service, convention halls, etc. For spaces 



exceeding 464.5 m2 (5000 ft. 2) thermal control 



zones are designed to be less than 2500 ft.2 



(232.3 m2). For spaces between 2500 ft.2 (232.3 



m2) and 5000 ft.2 (464.5 m2) thermal control 



zones are designed to be less than 1500 ft.2 



(139.4 m2).  



 



For multiple occupancy types, score each occupancy 



area and prorate score by floor area (rounding 



upward to nearest integer to the maximum available 



total points). 



o Not applicable where there are no educational 



occupancies/areas. 



• Healthcare Occupancies/Areas: 



o Fifteen Fourteen points are earned where 



thermal control zones are designed to be less 



than 500 ft.2 (46.5 m2).  



o Ten points are earned where thermal control 



zones are designed to be less than 1000 ft.2 



(92.9 m2).  



o Not applicable where there are no healthcare 



occupancies/areas. 



• Open-Area Mercantile and Assembly 



Occupancies/Areas:  



o Fifteen Fourteen points are earned where 



thermal control zones in spaces between 2500 



ft.2 (232.3 m2) and 5000 ft.2 (464.5 m2) are 



designed to be less than 1500 ft.2 (139.4 m2). 



o Ten points are earned where thermal control 



zones in spaces exceeding 5000 ft. 2 (464.5 



m2) are designed to be less than 2500 ft.2 



(232.3 m2).  



o Not applicable where there are no open-area 



mercantile and assembly occupancies/areas. 



• Not applicable for other occupancies/areas. 



 



11.4.2 Thermal Comfort Design 
11.4.2.1 The HVAC systems and building are designed to 



provide a thermal environment in conformance with 



ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55-2013, Thermal Environmental 



Conditions for Human Occupancy. Exceedance hours for 



regularly occupied spaces do not exceed 300 hours per year. 



10 9 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable where the occupancy is 



outside the purview of 55-2013. 



 



11.4.3 Recommended Documentation 
• Basis of Design document AND/ORand/or specifications; 



• Construction documents; 



• Documentation demonstrating compliance with ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55- 2013, including relevant 



worksheets and report; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation; 



• Project specifications; 



• Zone plan. 



 



11.5 Acoustic Comfort (20 points) 
11.5.1 Airborne Noise Isolation 
11.5.1.1 The building design includes at least one of the 



following acoustic design strategies: 



• 11.5.1.1.1: Toilets are located remotely from 



acoustically separated areas. N/A if there are no 



toilets; 



• 11.5.1.1.2: Acoustically separated areas are located 



away from noise producing areas such as dance 



Maximum = 4 points 



 



• Four points are earned where four or more of the 



listed strategies are employed. 



• Three points are earned where three of the listed 



strategies are employed. 



• Two points are earned where two of the listed 
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studios, music rooms, cafeterias, indoor swimming 



pools, mechanical rooms, and gymnasia; 



• 11.5.1.1.3: Entry doors to rooms opposite each 



other on the same corridor are staggered; 



• 11.5.1.1.4: Through-wall penetrations comply with 



Annex B of ANSI/ASA S12.60-2010/Part 1; 



• 11.5.1.1.5: Walls separating acoustically separated 



areas from other areas are constructed full height to 



underside of the next floor above or the roof deck; 



• 11.5.1.1.6 Walls separating acoustically separated 



areas from other areas have all joints between wall 



panels and penetrations acoustically sealed. Fire-



stopping and fire-rated assemblies comply with this 



requirement; and 



• 11.5.1.1.7: Areas with high floor impact activities 



(e.g. dance studios, shops, gymnasia, etc.) are not 



located above acoustically separated areas. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ANSI S12.60-2002 



• ASHRAE Handbook – HVAC Applications (Chapter 



47) 



• ASTM E1374-06 



strategies are employed. 



• One point is earned where one of the listed 



strategies is employed. 



11.5.1.2 Design complies with minimum Sound 



Transmission Class (STC) ratings of floor/ceiling 



assemblies, walls and doors between acoustically 



separated areas (e.g. learning spaces), and adjacent 



spaces as follows and as applicable: 



 



• 11.5.1.2.1: STC-45 where the adjacent space is a 



corridor, stair, office, or conference room; 



• 11.5.1.2.2: STC-50 where the adjacent space is a 



quiet area, speech clinic, health clinic, classroom, or 



an exterior wall; or 



• 11.5.1.2.3: Floor Ceiling Assemblies: Designed to 



meet a minimum STC 50 rating. (Stacked non-



critical spaces and spaces connected by an open 



stairway are exempt). 



Maximum = 2 points. 



 



• Two points are earned where two or more of the 



listed measures is employed. 



• One point is earned where one of the listed 



measures is employed. 



 



11.5.2 Sound Masking System  
11.5.2.1 The building design incorporates a sound masking system with an 



overall level specified to an A-weighted decibel (dBA) value within the 



following spaces and ranges: 



 



• Offices: 
o Open: 45-48dBA 
o Enclosed: 35-45dBA 
o Meeting/Conference: 30-45dBA 
o Circulation: 45-48dBA 



• Healthcare: 
o Patient room: 40-48dBA 



3 points 
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o Private offices and exam/treatment room: 35-45dBA 
o Waiting area: 45-48dBA 
o Corridor and public spaces: 45-48dBA 
o Circulation: 45-48dBA 



• Other: 
o All other areas where speech privacy, concentration, or 



sleep/relaxation is required: 35-48-dBA 



o The measured overall level is within 0.5dBA of that specified. 



o The measured spectrum conforms to the National Research 



Council’s COPE Optimum Masking frequency range and 1/3 octave 



band levels, or the project acoustician’s specified 1/3 octave band 



levels, within +/-2.0dB. 



 



Informational Refence(s) 



• National Research Council’s COPE 



• ASTM E1374-06, Open Office Guide 



• FGI Guidelines, 2014 



• Facilities Guideline Institute, “Sound & Vibration”, 2010 



• GSA, Facilities Standards, P100, 2014 



• GSA, Sound Matters, 2012 



 



 



11.5.23 Structure Borne Noise Isolation 
11.5. 23.1 The Impact Insulation Class (IIC) design of all floor-ceiling 



assemblies has a minimum rating of IIC-50. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ASTM E989-2012 



1 point 



 



11.5.34 Reverberation Time or Ceiling Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC)1 
11.5. 34.1 Either the maximum reverberation time of the room (RT) or the 



minimum Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC) rating of the ceiling complies 



with the following values: 



 



• 11.5. 34.1.1: Offices: 



o Offices (enclosed): RT 0.6 seconds or NRC 0.75 or NRC 0.70 if 



floor is carpeted 100%. 



o Offices (open): RT 0.4 seconds or NRC 0.90.  



• 11.5. 34.1.2: Schools: 



o School classrooms: RT 0.6 seconds or NRC 0.80 or NRC 0.70 if 



floor is carpeted 100%. 



o Presentation and meeting spaces: RT 0.5 seconds or NRC 0.80 or 



NRC 0.70 if floor is carpeted 100%. 



• 11.5. 34.1.3: Healthcare: 



o  Patient/resident care areas: RT 0.5 seconds or NRC 0.90.  



o  Medication safety zones: RT 0.5 seconds or NRC 0.90 or NRC 



0.80 if floor is carpeted 100%. 



o Exam/treatment rooms: RT 0.5 seconds or NRC 0.90 or NRC 



0.80 if floor is carpeted 100%. 



o Activity/waiting areas: RT 1.5 seconds or NRC 0.75 or 0.70 if 



4 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable for Multi-Unit 



Residential Buildings 



(MURBs). 
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floor is carpeted 100%. 



• 11.5. 34.1.4: Other: 



o  All other spaces where speech intelligibility, concentration, 



privacy or sleep/relaxation is required: RT 1.0 seconds or NRC 



0.80. 



  
1.If the average ceiling height exceeds 12 ft. (3.7 m), the reverberation time 



compliance path is used,; the NRC compliance path is not permitted.  If wall or 



floor absorption is present, the reverberation time compliance path may permit 



ceilings with lower NRC values. 



 



11.5.45 Mechanical Noise 
11.5. 45.1 Design complies with background sound levels associated with 



mechanical systems in accordance with ANSI/ASA S12.2 Standard “Criteria for 



Evaluating Room Noise” and as follows: 



• Airborne sound power levels from HVAC unit do not exceed the Room 



Criteria detailed in ASHRAE Systems Application Handbook 2014. Chapter 8, 



Table 1 for listed spaces when HVAC units are in operation; use 2014 FGI 



Guidelines for Design and Construction of Health Care Facilities; and 



• Spaces are designed such that room background noise using the Room Criteria 



(RC) ratings complies with ASHRAE Systems Application Handbook-2014, 



Chapter 48, Table1; use 2014 FGI Guidelines for Healthcare Spaces. 



 



Table 11.5.5.1: ASHRAE Application Design Guidelines1 



Room Types RC (N) Room Types RC (N) 



Residence, 



Apartments, 



Condominiums 



25 to 35 
Performing Art 



Spaces 
 



Hotels/Motels  



Drama theaters, 



concert and recital 



halls 



25 



Individual rooms or 



suites 
25 to 35 



Music teaching 



studios 
25 



Meeting/banquet 



rooms 
25 to 35 



Music practice 



rooms 



30 to 



35 



Corridors/lobbies 35 to 45 
Laboratories  



(with fume hoods) 
 



Service/support areas 35 to 45 



Testing/research, 



minimal speech 



communication 



45 to 



55 



Office Buildings  



Research, extensive 



telephone use, 



speech 



communication 



40 to 



50 



Executive and 



private offices 
25 to 35 Group teaching 



35 to 



45 



2 points or N/A 



 



• Not applicable for 



MURBs. 
 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 
 
 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



                                                           



1
  Designers should also be sure to consult the additional guidance of the footnotes for this table listed in the ASHRAE 
Applications Handbook, 2007 version, Chapter 47, Table 42.
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Conference Rooms 25 to 35 
Church, mosque, 



Synagogue 
 



Teleconference 



rooms 
≤ 25 



General assembly 



with critical music 



programs 



25 to 



35 



Open plan offices ≤ 40 Schools  



Open plan w/ sound 



masking 
≤ 35 Classrooms 



25 to 



30 



Corridors and 



lobbies 
40 to 45 Large lecture rooms 



25 to 



30 



Long Term Care 



Hospitals and 



Outpatient Facilities1 



See Footenote 1 



Reference: 



Guidelines for 



Design and 



Construction of 



Hospitals and 



Outpatient 



Facilities,(2014



): Chapter 1.2-



5.1 Acoustic 



Design and 



Tables 1.2-3 



through 1.2-8 



including Errata 



posted on 



https://www.fgi



guidelines.org/ 



and Guidelines 



for Design and 



Construction of 



Residential 



Health, Care, 



and Support 



Facilities, 



(2014): Chapter 



2.5-8 Acoustic 



Design Systems 



and Tables 2.5-



3 through 2.5-8 



including Errata 



posted on 



https://www.fgi



guidelines.org/  



Large lecture rooms 



with speech 



amplification 



≤ 25 



  Libraries 
30 to 



40 



  
Indoor Stadiums, 



Gymnasiums 
 



  
Gymnasiums and 



natatoriums 



40 to 



50 



  



Large seating-



capacity spaces with 



speech amplification 



45 to 



55 



 



 



 



(Continued from Table 11.5.5.1: 



ASHRAE Application Design 



Guidelines) 





https://www.fgiguidelines.org/


https://www.fgiguidelines.org/


https://www.fgiguidelines.org/


https://www.fgiguidelines.org/
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Courtrooms    



Unamplified speech 25 to 35   



Amplified speech 30 to 40   
1 For Long Term Care Hospitals and Outpatient Facilities, reference: Guidelines for 



Design and Construction of Hospitals and Outpatient Facilities,(2014): Chapter 1.2-



5.1 Acoustic Design and Tables 1.2-3 through 1.2-8 including Errata posted on 



https://www.fgiguidelines.org/ (last access 6/30/17)  and Guidelines for Design and 



Construction of Residential Health, Care, and Support Facilities, (2014): Chapter 



2.5-8 Acoustic Design Systems and Tables 2.5-3 through 2.5-8 including Errata 



posted on https://www.fgiguidelines.org/ (last accessed 6/30/17) 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ASA/ INCE/ NCAC Interim Sound and Vibration Design Guidelines for 



Hospital and Healthcare Facilities 



• ASHRAE Systems Application Handbook 2007, Chapter 47 



• ASTM E989-2012 



• CHPS –Collaborative for High Performance Schools 



• HUD Guide to Airborne, Impact and Structure Borne Noise 



• WBDG: Federal Green Construction Guide for Specifiers: 01 57 19.12 



(01353) Noise and Acoustic Management 



• WBDG: DG 1110-3-122 Design Guide for Interiors, 1997 



 



11.5.56 Airborne HVAC Noise 
11.5. 56.1 Sound attenuators and/or silencers, or ducts are designed in a “Z” 



configuration where significant cross talk paths exist between two habitable 



spaces. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ASTM E1332- 10a 



• ASTM E90- 09 



• ASTM E1686- 10e1 



• ASTM E413- 10 



• ASTM E966- 10e1 



• ASTM E1374-2006(2011) 



• ASTM E336- 14 



• ANSI S12-2- 2008 



• ANSI S12.60-2010/Part 1 



• ASA/ INCE/ NCAC Interim Sound and Vibration Design Guidelines for 



Hospital and Healthcare Facilities 



1 point 



11.5. 56.2 HVAC grills and diffusers are selected that comply with ANSI/ASA 



S12.60-2010/Part 1. 



 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ASTM E1332- 10a 



• ASTM E90- 09 



• ASTM E1686- 10e1 



• ASTM E413- 10 



• ASTM E966- 10e1 



• ASTM E1374-2006(2011) 



• ASTM E336- 14 



• ANSI S12-2- 2008 



1 point 





https://www.fgiguidelines.org/


https://www.fgiguidelines.org/
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• ANSI S12.60-2010/Part 1 



• ASA/ INCE/ NCAC Interim Sound and Vibration Design Guidelines for 



Hospital and Healthcare Facilities 



 



11.5.67 Structure Borne HVAC Noise 
11.5. 67.1 Fans and other powered HVAC equipment are acoustically 



separated from the structure using vibration isolators. 



1 point 



11.5. 67.2 Ducts are supported on resilient mounts to isolate them from the 



structural systems, and ducts are isolated using resilient material where they 



pass through walls. 



1 point 



 



11.5.78 Piping Noise 
11.5. 78.1 With the exception of sprinklers and hydronic systems there is no 



piping running directly above or adjacent to quiet areas and learning spaces. 



1 point 



 



11.5.89 Electrical sSystem Noise 
11.5. 89.1 Low-noise ballasts are installed in quiet areas and all other areas 



where speech intelligibility is important. 



1 point 



11.5. 89.2 Noise from light fixtures and other electrical fixtures does not 



exceed values indicated in ANSI/ASA S12.60-2010/Part 1. 



1 point 



 



11.5.910 Recommended Documentation 
• Acoustic mitigation measures for mechanical equipment and plumbing systems; 



• Construction documents; 



• Description of acoustic design strategies and all design targets; 



• FIIC value for flooring assemblies; 



• Manufacturer’s specifications, cut sheets, and performance documentation; 



• Sound level measurements taken at the property line; 



• Specification which includes Annex E of ANSI S12.60 – 2010; 



• Test Report indicating compliance with ANSI S12.60 – 2010. 



 
Note that the Foreword, Appendix, Informational References and Recommended Documentation are informative 



only and do not contain mandatory requirements necessary for conformance to this Standard. As such, they may 



contain material that has not been subjected to public review or a consensus process.   



  



Reference documents cited within the Standard are mandatory unless they are clearly identified as being 



Informational References. Referenced documents are only to be applied within the context for which they are 



cited. 



 



12. REFERENCES AND GUIDELINES 
 



American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 



ANSI S12, 2002 



 



ANSI S12-2-2008 



 



Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals (APBP) 



The Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals, Bicycle Parking Guidelines, 2nd Edition (2010) 
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American Society of Acoustics (ASA) 



ANSI/ASA S12.60-2010/Part 1 American National Standard Acoustical Performance Criteria, Design 



Requirements, and Guidelines for Schools, Part 1: Permanent Schools 



 



American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 



ASCE/SEI 24-14 “Flood Resistant Design and Construction (2014) 



 



American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010 Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings 



 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013 Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings 



 



ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-2014,  



 



ASHRAE 160-2009 



 



ASHRAE Guideline 0-2013, The Commissioning Process 



 



ASHRAE 188-2015, Legionellosis: Risk Management for Building Water Systems 



 



The ASHRAE Handbook – HVAC Applications (Chapter 47) 



 



ASHRAE Advance Engineering Design Guides 



 



ASHRAE Systems Application Handbook, 2014 



 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 202-2013 Commissioning Process for Buildings and Systems 



 



ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55-2013 Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human Occupancy 



 



ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2013, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality 



 



ANSI/ASHRAE 129-1997 (RA 02), Measuring Air Change Effectiveness 



 



ANSI/ASHRAE/ASHE Standard 170-2013 Ventilation of Health Care Facilities 



 



American Society of Irrigation Consultants/The Irrigation Association 



Landscape Irrigation Best Management Practices, 2014 



 



Acoustical Society of America (ASA)/ Institute of Noise Control Engineering (INCE)/ National Council of 



Acoustical Consultants (NCAC) 



ASA/ INCE/ NCAC Interim Sound and Vibration Design Guidelines for Hospital and Healthcare Facilities 



 



American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE) 



ASABE/ICC 802-2014 ANSI Landscape Irrigation Sprinkler and Emitter Standard  



 



ASTM International (ASTM) 



ASTM D 5197-09e1 Standard Test Method for Determination of Formaldehyde and Other Carbonyl Compounds in 



Air (Active Sampler Methodology) 



 



ASTM D6866-16, Standard Test Methods for Determining the Biobased Content of Solid, Liquid, and Gaseous 



Samples Using Radiocarbon Analysis 
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ASTM E1980-11, Standard Practice for Calculating Solar Reflectance Index of Horizontal and Low-Sloped Opaque 



Surfaces 



 



ASTM E2843-15, Standard Specification for Demonstrating That a Building is in Walkable Proximity to 



Neighborhood Assets 



 



ASTM E2844-15, Standard Specification for Demonstrating that a Building’s Location Provides Access to Public 



Transit 



 



ASTM E2921-13 Standard Practice for Minimum Criteria for Comparing Whole Building Life Cycle Assessments 



for Use with Building Codes and Rating Systems 



 



ASTM E989-06 Standard Classification for Determination of Impact Insulation Class (IIC) 



 



ASTM E966-10e1 Standard Guide for Field Measurement of Airborne Sound Insulation of Building Facades and 



Facade Elements 



 



ASTM E90-09 Standard Test Method for Laboratory Measurement of Airborne Sound Transmission Loss of 



Building Partitions and Elements 



 



ASTM E413-10 Classification for Rating Sound Insulation 



 



ASTM E336-14 Standard Test Method for Measurement of Airborn Sound Attenuation between Rooms in 



Buildings 



 



ASTM E1374-06(2011) Standard Guide for Open Office Acoustics and Applicable ASTM Standards 



 



ASTM E1332-10a Standard Classification for Determination of Outdoor-Indoor Transmission Class 



 



ASTM E1686-10e1 Standard Guide for Selection of Environmental Noise Measurements and Criteria 



 



Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturer’s Association (BIFMA)  



ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014 Business and Institutional Furniture Sustainability Standard and Tools  



 



ANSI/BIFMA M7.1-2011(R2016) Standard Test Method for Determining VOC Emissions From Office Furniture 



Systems, Components and Seating 



 



CAB International (CABI) 



CABI, 2016, Invasive Species Compendium 



 



Canadian Standards Association (CSA) 



CSA S4789-95 (R2007): Guideline on Durability in Buildings 



 



CSA 6.19-01 (R2011): Residential Carbon Monoxide Alarming Devices 



 



Carpet and Rug Institute, Inc. (CRI) 



CRI Green Label Plus Carpet Program Test 



 



Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R) 



Executive Order 13728: Vol. 81, Wildland-Urban Interface Federal Risk Mitigation, 2016 
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Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS) 



Collaborative for High Performance Schools 



 



Facility Guidelines Institute (FGI) 



Guidelines for Design and Construction of Hospital and Outpatient Facilities, 2014 



 



Guidelines for Design and Construction of Residential Health, Care, and Support Facilities, 2014 



 



Guidelines for Design and Construction of Health Care Facilities, 2014 



 



Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 



FEMA Technical Bulletin 2, Flood Damage-Resistant Materials Requirements (2008) 



 



Green Building Initiative 



Green Globes® for New Construction Technical Reference Manual, Section 3.7.2.1.1 



 



Green Seal® 



GS-36 Adhesives for Commercial Use (July 12, 2013) 



 



Environmental Standard for Paints and Coatings, GS-11 (July 12, 2013) 



 



Illumination Engineering Society of North America (IES) 



IDA – IES Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO), 2011 



 



The IES Lighting Handbook: Informational Reference & Application, 2011 



 



International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials (IAMPO) 



IAPMO 2015Green Plumbing & Mechanical Code Supplement 



 



IAPMO  2015 Uniform Mechanical Code 



 



International Code Council (ICC) 



ICC 2012 International Building Code 



 



ICC IECC 2012 International Energy Conservation Code 



 



ICC IECC 2015 International Energy Conservation Code 



 



ICC 2015 International Mechanical Code 



 



ICC 2015 International Wildland-Urban Interface Code 



 



International Green Construction Code (IgCC), 2015 



 



International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 



ISO 14025, Environmental labels and declarations – Type III environmental declarations – principles and 



procedures, 2006 



 



ISO 14040, Environmental management – Life cycle assessment—Principles and framework, 2006 



 



ISO 14044, Environmental management – Life cycle assessment – Requirements and guidelines, 2006 
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ISO 15686 (series), Buildings and Constructed Assets: Service Life Planning, 2014 



 



ISO/IEC 17025, General requirements for the competence of testing and calibration laboratories, 2005 



 



ISO/IEC 17065, Conformity assessment – Requirement for bodies certifying products, processes and services, 2012 



 



ISO 21930, Sustainability in building construction – Environmental declaration of building products, 2007 



 



International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) 



Avoiding Tree Damage During Construction, 2011 



 



Market Transformation to Sustainability 



ANSI/MTS 1.0 Whole Systems Integrated Process (WISP) Guide – 2007 



 



National Fire Protection Association 



NFPA 720: Standard for the Installation of Carbon Monoxide (CO) Detection and Warning Equipment, 2012 



 



National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 



NIST Handbook 135, 1995 



 



NIST Building Life Cycle Cost (BLCC) Program 



 



Natural Stone Council 



ANSI/NSC 373-2014 Sustainable Production of Natural Dimension Stone Standard 



 



New Buildings Institute (NBI) 



Advanced Buildings® Daylighting Pattern Guides 



 



NSF International 



NSF/ANSI 140-2015 Sustainability Assessment for Carpet 



 



NSF/ANSI 332-2015 Sustainability Assessment for Resilient Flooring 



 



NSF/ANSI 336-2011 Sustainability Assessment for Commercial Furnishings Fabric  



 



NSF/ANSI 342-2014 Sustainability Assessment for Wallcovering Products  



 



NSF/ANSI 347-2012 Sustainability Assessment for Single Ply Roof Membranes 



 



NSF/GCI/ANSI 355 Greener Chemicals and Processes Information, 2011 



 



Pollinator Partnership 



Ecoregional Planting Guides, 2015 



 



Resilient Floor Covering Institute (RFCI) – FloorScore® 



FloorScore® Standard for Flooring Adhesives SCS- EC10.3.2014, Indoor Air Quality Product Performance 



Standard for Building Interiors, V 3.0, September 2015 



 



FloorScore® SCS- EC10.3.2014, Indoor Air Quality Product Performance Standard for Building Interiors, V 3.0, 



September 2015 
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South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) 



Rule 11 68 -1 Adhesive and Sealant Applications, January 7, 2015 



 



State of California, California Department of Public Health (CDPH) 



Standard Method for the Testing and Evaluation of Volatile Organic Chemical Emissions from Indoor Sources 



Using Environmental Chambers, Version 1.1, February 2010; 



 



State of California, California Environmental Protection Agency 



California Air Resources Board Suggested Control Measure for Architectural Coatings (February 1, 2008).  



 



Sustainable Sites Initiative 



SITES v2 Rating System, 2014  



 



Tile Council of North America (TCNA) 



ANSI A 138.1 Green Squared – American National Standard Specifications for Sustainable Ceramic Tiles, Glass 



Tiles, and Tile Installation Materials, 2011 



 



UL 



UL 100: Standard for Sustainability of Gypsum Boards and Panels, 2012 



 



UL 102: Standard for Sustainability of Swinging Door Leafs, 2009 



 



UL 2034: Standard for Single and Multiple Station Carbon Monoxide Alarms, 2008 



 



UL 2760: Sustainability for Surface Coatings: Recycled Water-borne, 2011 



 



UL 2762: Sustainability for Adhesives, 2011 



 



UL 2768: Standard for Sustainability for Architectural Surface Coatings, 2011 



 



UL 2799: Environment Claim Validation Procedure for Zero Waste to Landfill, 2012 



 



UL 2821: GREENGUARD Certification Program Method for Measuring and Evaluating Chemical Emissions from 



Building Materials, Finishes and Furnishings, 2013 



 



UL 2818: GREENGUARD Certification Program for Chemical Emissions for Building Materials, Finishes and 



Furnishings, 2013 



 



 



U.S Census Bureau 



North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) 



 



U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA)  



National Agroforestry Center’s AF Note 38 – Landscape planning for environmental benefits, 2008 



 



National Institute of Food and Agriculture’s (NIFA) Cooperative Extension System (CES) 



 



National Invasive Species Information Center (NISIC) 



 



PLANTS Database, The State and Federal Noxious Weeds List 
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The 2010 Wildland-Urban Interface of the Conterminous United States, 2015 



 



U.S. Department of Energy 



Energy Information Administration’s (EIA) “Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS).”  



 



Federal Energy Management Program’s (FEMP) Energy-Efficient Product Procurement, 2012 



 



International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol; DOE/EE-0157; December 1997 



 



Guide to Integrating Renewable Energy in Federal Construction  



 



U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 



Guide to Airborne, Impact and Structure Borne Noise Control in Multi-family Dwellings 



 



U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 



Construction Site Stormwater Runoff Control – Menu of Best Management Practices 



 



National Stormwater Calculator 



 



ENERGY STAR® Qualified Product Lists, 2014 



 



Guidelines for Water Reuse 



 



WaterSense® Water Budget Tool 



 



WaterSense® “What to Plant” 



 



Radon Prevention in the Design and Construction of Schools and Other Large Buildings, (EPA 625-R-92-016, June 



1994). 



 



National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit Program 



 



Technical Guidance on Implementing the Stormwater Runoff Requirements for Federal Projects, 2009 



 



Whole Building Design Guide 



Whole Building Design Guide, 2016 



 



Federal Green Construction Guide for Specifiers: 01 57 19.12 (01353) Noise and Acoustic Management, 2005 



 



DG 1110-3-122 Design Guide for Interiors, 1997 



 



Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation 



Pollinator-Friendly Plant Lists, 2015 



 



Zero Waste International Alliance (ZWIA) 



Zero Waste Principles¸2015  
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FOREWORD 



Note that the information contained in this Foreword is not part of this Standard. It does not contain 



requirements necessary for conformance to the Standard. The Foreword is not subject to public review.  



The Green Building Initiative (GBI) is a nonprofit organization that became accredited as an ANSI standards 



developer in 2005. GBI owns the U.S. license for Green Globes®—a green commercial building rating system that 



combines education with environmental assessments within interactive online tools for new and existing buildings 



as well as tenant improvement projects. Green Globes is a unique green management tool that offers flexibility, 



ease-of-use, and affordability while maintaining its effectiveness for assessing green building design, construction, 



interior fit outs, operations, and maintenance processes applicable to new commercial buildings and major 



renovations. GBI has made the commitment to revise its Green Globes rating system using the ANSI consensus 



process and ANSI approved procedures. 



The following document represents revisions to GBI 01-2010 as a result of the second public comment period, 



objections to responses from the first comment period, and comments submitted by members of the Consensus Body 



with the first letter ballot on the Standard. Following this third public comment period and subsequent requirements 



of the ANSI consensus process, the Standard will become the next version of the online Green Globes for New 



Construction rating system. Upon completion of this revision under ANSI’s periodic maintenance requirements, 



GBI will apply to maintain GBI 01-201X through ANSI’s continuous maintenance procedures. This will allow for 



annual or bi-annual updates. Additionally, GBI is seeking building projects for a pilot of this revised Standard. The 



pilot will officially begin in 4th quarter of 2017. Contact GBI’s Sr. Account Manager Mark Lesher at 



mark@thegbi.org to make him aware of your interest in pursuing Green Globes for New Construction certification 



of a new building or major renovation under the pilot program for this revised Standard. 



Stakeholder Involvement  



GBI maintains a Consensus Body of about 30 members. GBI has encouraged public participation throughout the 



revision process beginning in 2014. All meetings of the Consensus Body and Subcommittees are public. GBI 



accepts Subcommittee and Consensus Body applications year-round, and maintains a queue of applicants to fill 



potential vacancies in five interest categories: Government, User, Testing & Standards Organization, Producer, and 



General Interest. GBI’s Secretariat maintains an email list of interested Stakeholders used for periodic updates on 



developments or opportunities to participate or comment. More information is available at www.thegbi.org/ANSI.  



 



GBI Encourages Participation in Public Comment Periods  



The public comment process is a critical element to developing an ANSI Standard. GBI encourages robust 



discussion and debate. ANSI consensus processes afford due process to every commenter. Commenters will receive 



communication from the Secretariat upon receipt of their comment and again following Consensus Body action on 



their comment.  



 



Flexibility and Minimum Compliance Requirements  



One of the many strengths of the Green Globes approach is the flexibility built into the Standard allowing users to 



consider the whole building life cycle, regional climatic issues, and local laws and ordinances while working to 



achieve goals that make sense for each building.  



“Not Applicables” play a prominent role in Green Globes’ flexibility, allowing Users to indicate criteria that are not 



applicable to a building or project. For instance, if a local code supersedes a criterion in the Standard and/or if 





mailto:mark@thegbi.org
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optional features (e.g. cooling towers, etc.) are not included in the project scope, then those criteria could be marked 



Not Applicable removing those points from the denominator in determining percentages of points achieved. 



Compliance thresholds are set by this revised Standard through requirements in Section 3 on achievement levels. 



Every building that achieves Green Globes certification under these proposed revisions must achieve a minimum of 



20% of points in each assessment area as well as a minimum of 35% of points overall.  



The 1000 possible points are strategically allocated to direct users toward criteria considered most critical in the 



reduction of a building’s environmental impacts, as well as criteria that maximize a building’s opportunity to have a 



positive impact on a community and its occupants.  



The revised Standard, as is consistent with GBI-01-2010, does not contain mandatory criteria. 



Instead, additional weighting occurs within each assessment area to encourage pursuit of criteria 



considered to be most important.  



Through point weightings, the Standard encourages users to strive to earn the highest number of applicable points 



for the building type, size, and budget, while using the flexibility built into the system to keep on track with the 



owners’ goals and objectives, the planned functionality for the building, and the potential for deconstruction or 



repurposing of the building. Project teams achieving One Green Globes level of certification (Level 1) on their first 



project—may strive for higher levels of achievement and recognition in future projects through their lessons learned. 



The Standard is designed to encourage and recognize incremental achievements that take buildings beyond 



minimum compliance requirements while incentivizing teams to innovate and strive for Levels 2, 3 or 4, thereby 



going beyond code and toward achievement of world class performance.  



Technical Advances  



Reviewers of this revised Standard will find improvements in each assessment area of the Standard that advance the 



art, form and definition of what constitutes a green building. Highlights of the current revised draft are noted below.  



Project Management –  



o 6.1.3 Site and Building Resilience was updated to clarify language, include additional 



Informational References and increase points. 



o 6.4 Moisture Control Analysis was updated to revise the language and the points breakdown. 



Site –  



o 7.2.1 Transportation was modified to clarify the intent of the criteria. 



o 7.3.4 Mitigating Heat Island Effect was revised to include solar reflectance.  



Energy –  



o Points were modified between the Energy paths to improve alignment. 



Water –  



o 9.1 Indoor Domestic Plumbing was updated to include Not Applicables. 



o 9.3.1 Boiler and Water Heaters was revised to eliminate redundancy. 



Materials –  



o 10.3 was re-named Product Risk Assessment and language was changed to clarify the intent of the 



Section.  



o 10.6.1.2 was revised to include a detailed list of what should be incorporated into the summary 



report. 



o 10.6.3 Supply Chain Waste Minimization updated for clarity and language was added regarding 



discarded materials.  



Indoor Environment –  



o 11.5.2 Sound Masking System was re-added.  
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How to Submit Public Comments  



A public comment form is provided at www.thegbi.org/ANSI. To submit a proposal for a substantive change to the 



Standard commenters must be specific about the change they are requesting and provide a reason. Commenters are 



expected to copy and paste a section of the Standard into the comment form and use strikethrough and underline to 



identify suggested deletions and additions to the text. During this third public comment period only the text 



appearing in the limited revisions will be available for public comment. The limited revisions are exclusively 



substantive changes made since the second public comment draft of the Standard.  



Learn more about the public comment process or review GBI’s ANSI-approved procedures at 



www.thegbi.org/ANSI.  



Who Should Use This Standard  



Owners, design teams, developers, contractors, lenders, institutions, various levels of government, tenants, and 



occupants, as well as facility managers and maintenance personnel can apply this Standard to a broad range of 



commercial building types—such as office, multi-family, health care, schools, universities, labs, industrial, and 



retail. The Standard does not apply to single-family homes, two-family homes and townhouses that are three stories 



or less in height. These structures are covered in the ANSI/ICC 700 Standard developed by the National Association 



of Home Builders (www.nahb.com) and the International Code Council.  



BSR/GBI 01-201X includes prescribed levels of achievement that government agencies or other entities wishing to 



establish specific criteria may consider when adopting this Standard. GBI also develops customized tools for 



governments to comply with government-specific requirements or other codes and standards. An example is GBI’s 



unique Guiding Principles Compliance program, which is customized for use by federal agencies for compliance 



with Executive Orders and “High Performance and Sustainable Building” mandates.  



To learn more about current Green Globes tools, visit www.thegbi.org. To learn about 



participation in GBI’s Standard development and ANSI consensus processes, visit 



www.thegbi.org/ANSI or contact GBI’s Secretariat Maria Woodbury at comment@thegbi.org or 



207-807-8666. 



 



 



SUBSTANTIVE LIMITED REVISIONS 
 



5.1, page 9: struck definition: authoritative: a resource that has been peer reviewed and publicly 



recognized for use in evaluating specified products. 



 



5.1, page 10: added definition: building resilience: the ability of a building and project site to withstand 



and recover rapidly from adverse events and to adapt to changing environmental conditions. 



 



5.1, page 14: added definition: permeable pavements: infiltrate, treat, and/or store rainwater where it 



falls. They can be made of pervious concrete, porous asphalt, or permeable interlocking pavers. 



 



5.1, page 14: added definition: pervious concrete: allows some or all water to penetrate the concrete 



assembly 



 



5.1, page 15: added definitions: porous asphalt pavement(s): allows some or all water to penetrate the 



asphalt assembly. 
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5.1, page 15: revised definition: potable water: water that meets the requirement of the authority having 



jurisdiction and is satisfactory for…purposes and that meets the requirements of the authority having 



jurisdiction. 



 



5.1 page 15: revised definition: prefabrication: off-site…precast concrete. This does not include 



mManufactured…doors, and gypsum sheathing, cannot contribute to this credit unless they are 



incorporated… 



 



5.1, page 16: revised definition: renewable energy:…various forms of biomass from recovered waste 



sources.  
 



5.1, page 16: revised definition: Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs): One REC is issued for each 



megawatt-hour (MWh) unit of renewable electricity produced. Electricity that is split from the REC is no 



longer considered "renewable" and cannot be counted as renewable or zero-emissions by the purchaser. 



renewable energy certificates (RECs) also known as renewable energy credits, green certificates, green 



tags, or tradable renewable certificates, represent the environmental attributes of the power produced from 



renewable energy projects and are sold separate from commodity electricity. Customers can buy green 



certificates whether or not they have access to green power through their local utility or a competitive 



electricity marketer and they can purchase RECs without having to switch electricity suppliers. 



 



5.1 page 16: revised defined term: risk assessment, product: a scientific product …  



 



5.1, page 17: added definition: shared use [multi-user] path: a form of infrastructure that supports 



multiple non-motorized transportation opportunities, such as walking, bicycling and inline skating. A 



multi-use path is physically separated from motor vehicular traffic with an open space or barrier. 



 



5.1, page 18: revised definition: substantial completion: …progress of the Work a construction project 



when the Work project or designated…Contract Documents so that the Owner can occupy or utilize the 



project for its intended use. for unobstructed use and occupancy by the Owner and the only items of Work 



remaining to be completed are of a minor nature such as touch-up, adjustments, testing, corrections and 



omissions to be remedied (AIA A201, 9.8.1). 



 



5.2, page 20: added abbreviation: RCR: Risk Characterization Ratio 



 



5.2, page 20: added abbreviation: RELs: Reference Exposure Levels 



 



6.1.1.1, page 22: revised points column: Five points are earned for a written plan and contract for the 



work for post-occupancy review and assessment.  



 



6.1.2.1, page 23: Revised points column: … when a minimum of the listed job functions or groups were 



represented at the following milestones or during the following project phases… Milestone or Project 



Phase 



 



6.1.3, page 23: revised title: Planning for Resilience Building and Site Resilience 



 



6.1.3.1, page 22-24: revised title, added informational references, and changed from 1 to 3 points: 



Building Risk Assessment… 



Informational Reference(s) 
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• National Academies and the Climate Resilience Toolkit/Climate Explorer: https://toolkit.climate.gov/ 



(last accessed 6/30/17) 



• NOAA Digital Coast: https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/ (last accessed 6/20/17) 



• NOAA NESDIS 142 Series – Regional Climate Trends and Scenarios for the U.S. National Climate 



Assessment 



 



6.1.3.2, page 24: revised as follows and changed from 1 to 3 points: Building Operational Continuity 



or Recovery Function Assessment: …rapid recovery of various building functions … 



Informational Reference(s) 



• National Academies and the Climate Resilience Toolkit/Climate Explorer: https://toolkit.climate.gov/ 



(last accessed 6/30/17) 



• NOAA Digital Coast: https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/ (last accessed 6/20/17) 



• NOAA NESDIS 142 Series – Regional Climate Trends and Scenarios for the U.S. National Climate 



Assessment 



 



6.1.3.3, page 24: added informational references and changed from 1 to 3 points: Informational 



Reference(s) 



• National Academies and the Climate Resilience Toolkit/Climate Explorer: https://toolkit.climate.gov/ 



(last accessed 6/30/17) 



• NOAA Digital Coast: https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/ (last accessed 6/20/17) 



• NOAA NESDIS 142 Series – Regional Climate Trends and Scenarios for the U.S. National Climate 



Assessment 



 



6.1.3.4, page 24-25: added informational references and changed from 1 to 2 points: Informational 



Reference(s) 



• National Academies and the Climate Resilience Toolkit/Climate Explorer: https://toolkit.climate.gov/ 



(last accessed 6/30/17) 



• NOAA Digital Coast: https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/ (last accessed 6/20/17) 



• NOAA NESDIS 142 Series – Regional Climate Trends and Scenarios for the U.S. National Climate 



Assessment 



 



6.2.1, page 25: changed section point total from 10 to 8 points 



 



6.2.1.1, page 25: revised points column: Maximum = 108 points… 



• ThreeTwo points are earned … in 6.2.1.1.2… 



• ThreeTwo points are earned … in 6.2.1.1.4. 



 



6.2.1.1.2, page 25: revised third bullet: Includes policies and practices that include continuous reporting 



mechanism to be reviewed by the assessor Continuous reporting mechanism; 



 



6.2.1.1.3, page 25: revised language: An project risk assessment assessment is conducted…identify major 



risks risks … 



 



6.3.1.1, page 26: revised language: … The LCCA study period is not less than the expected life of the 



building or system that referenced in ASHRAE Standard 189.1-2014, Table 10.3.2.3… 



  



6.3.2.1, page 27: revised language: …Provide Ddocumentation of the project design service life, the 



listed systems service lives, the basis for determination….in the building is provided…The Service Life is 



not less than that referenced in ASHRAE Standard 189.1-2014, Table 10.3.2.3 



 





https://toolkit.climate.gov/


https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/


https://toolkit.climate.gov/


https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/


https://toolkit.climate.gov/


https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/


https://toolkit.climate.gov/


https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/
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6.4, page 27: changed from 8 points to 6 points 



 



6.4.1.1, page 27-28: revised language and point breakdown: …is performed on walls and ceilings 



adjacent to spaces of added moisture above-grade portions of the building envelope AND/OR on walls 



and ceilings adjacent to spaces of added moisture in accordance with ASHRAE 160-2009 above-grade 



portions of the building envelope in accordance with ASHRAE 160-2009… Maximum = 86 points 



• Three points are earned when a moisture control design analysis is performed on walls and ceilings 



adjacent to spaces of added moisture. 



o Not applicable where there are no spaces of added moisture. 



• Three points are earned when a moisture control design analysis is performed on above-grade 



portions of the building envelope. 



• Four points are earned when wall and ceiling assemblies are designed in accordance with moisture-



control design criteria. 



• Four points are earned when roof assemblies are designed in accordance with moisture-control design 



criteria. 



 



6.5, page 28: changed from 32 to 29 points 



 



6.5.1.1.1, page 28: changed from 7 to 6 points 



 



6.5.1.1.2, page 28: changed from 7 to 6 points 



 



6.5.1.1.3, page 28: change from 7 to 6 points 



 



6.5.1.1.5, page 28: added a Not applicable if there are no irrigation systems 



 



6.5.1.1.7, page 28: added a Not applicable if there are no elevating/conveying systems 



 



6.5.1.1.8, page 28: revised as follows: Communication AND/OR Sound Masking …Two points are 



earned…conducted for Communications and/or sound masking systems. 



o Not applicable if there are no communications AND/OR sound masking systems. 



 



7.1.1.1, page 29: changed from 6 to 14 points 



 



7.1.2.1, page 29: changed from 12 to 14 points and removed N/A: 12 14 points or N/A Not applicable 



where there are no brownfields, or remediated Superfund sites available. 



 



7.1.2.3, page 30: changed from 8 to 9 points 



 



7.2.1.2, page 32: changed from 2 to 1 point 



 



7.2.1.3, page 32: changed from 3 to 2 points 



 



7.2.1.4, page 32: changed from 3 to 2 points and revised the language: … public bicycle path, shared use 



[multi-user] path…AND There is reasonable, unobstructed access between the A bicycle lane or shared 



use [multi-user] path and the bicycle parking facilities or connects the public path or lane to the building 



entrance. 



 



7.2.1.5, page 32: revised: …within 50 ft. (15.24 m) of an entrance, and is either readily visible from, a 



main entrance, or signage indicating the location is posted at main entrances. 
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7.2.1.6, page 32: revised points column: … Two points are earned where sheltered bicycle parking 



facilities are provided…Two points where the sheltered bicycle parking is sheltered and secure… 



 



7.2.1.7, page 33: Revised informational reference: ASTM E2843-15, E2843-16a  



 



7.3.1.1.1, page 34: added N/A: Not applicable where projects are interior-only. 



 



7.3.1.2.1, page 34: added N/A: Not applicable where projects are interior-only. 



 



7.3.2.1, page 34: added N/A: Not applicable where projects are interior-only. 



  



7.3.4.1, page 36: Revised language: … shading trees are to may be existing, non-invasive plants…newly, 



non-invasive planted trees that will provide shade within 1510 years… 



Informational Reference(s): 



• BSR/GBI-01 201X, 6.4.1, Moisture Control Analysis  



• Cool Roof Rating Council (www.coolroofs.org) (last accessed 6/20/17) 



• College, state or local university, or agency landscape reference guide 



• USDA National Invasive Species Information Center: 



http://www.invasivespeciesinfo.gov/plants/main.shtml (last accessed 7/14/17) 



 



7.3.4.2, page 36-37: Revised language:  



7.3.4.2 Hardscape: The building design addresses 



hardscape using one or more of the following strategies: 



 



• 7.3.4.2.1 Solar Reflectance: Hardscape surfaces with 



a solar reflectance (SR) value of at least 0.28 are used. 



New concrete and concrete masonry without 



additional colored pigment are deemed to comply 



without additional testing. 



o Not applicable for interior-only projects. 



• 7.3.4.2.2 Shading: …structures (either the building 



project or other existing buildings), 



hardscape…footprint will be are intended to be 



shaded by trees or other vegetation within 10 years. 



Take the shading measurement at noon Standard Time 



on the Summer Solstice and document in the shading 



planIn addition, the point in time of the shading 



measurement will be designated as 12 noon Standard 



Time on the Summer Solstice and will be documented 



in the shading plan. 



OR 



• 7.3.4.2.3 Permeable Surfaces: At…materials. 



Permeable materials that include… 



o Open-grid pavement system (at least 50% 



unbound). 



Maximum = 5 points or N/A 



 



• Five points are earned where ≥50% of 



hardscape surfaces comply with 7.3.4.2. 



• Three points are earned where ≥25% and 



<50% of hardscape surfaces comply 



with 7.3.4.2. 



• No points are earned where <25% of 



hardscape surfaces comply with 7.3.4.2. 



• Not applicable where there are no 



hardscape surfaces.  



 



Maximum = 4 points or N/A 



 



• Three points are earned where 50% or 



more of hardscape surfaces (by area) 



outside the building footprint will be 



shaded by trees within 10 years. 



• Two points are earned where 25%-49% 



of hardscape surfaces (by area) outside 



the building footprint will be shaded by 



trees within  10 years. 



• No points are earned where less than 



25% of hardscape surfaces (by area) 



outside the building footprint will be 



shaded by trees within 10 years. 



• Not applicable where there are no 



hardscape surfaces. 





http://www.coolroofs.org/


http://www.invasivespeciesinfo.gov/plants/main.shtml
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Or 



 



• Four points are earned when at least 



50% of hardscape area is permeable. 



• Two points are awarded when 25% of 



hardscape area is permeable. 



• No points are awarded when less than 



25% of hardscape area is permeable. 



• Not applicable if there are no impervious 



hardscape areas. 



 



7.4, page 37: changed from 18 to 21 points 



 



7.4.1.1, page 37: changed from 14 to 17 points and added N/A: Not applicable for interior-only projects. 



 



7.5.1.5, page 40: added N/A: Not applicable for interior-only projects. 



 



7.6.2.2, page 41: changed from 5 to 3 points 



 



8.2.1.1, page 44: changed baseline: The baseline building’s site EUI is 35%50%… 



Revised points language: Eighty points are earned where there is a 50% reduction in CO2e emissions.  



• Two Four points are earned for…above the baseline 50%... 



 



8.3, page 45: changed from 180 to 111 points 



 



8.3.1, page 46: changed from 30 to 20 points 



 



8.3.1.1, page 46-47: Struck language: The thermal resistance (R-value/RSI-value) or the thermal 



transmittance (U-factor), thermal conductance (C-factor), and F-factor; and for fenestration the U-factor 



and SHGC values meet or exceed the prescriptive requirements of the 2012 IECC, section C402, or 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010, section 5.5. 



 



struck incorrect reference: ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2012, Section 5.5 



 



Revised points language: Maximum = 20 10 points 



• Twenty Ten points are earned where there is a 10% decrease… 



• Fifteen Eight points are earned where there is a 5% decrease… 



• Ten Five points are earned where R-value/RSI-value or U-factor… 



• Five points are earned where R-value/RSI-value or U-factor, C-factor, and F-factor; and fenestration, 



U-factor and SHGC meet or exceed prescriptive requirements of the 2012 IECC, section C402, or 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010, section 5.5. 



 



8.3.2, page 47: changed to 41 points 



 



8.3.2.1.1, page 47: Revised language:  



8.3.2.1.1 … 



• ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-20130 or 



20152 IECC baseline  



Maximum = 20 points 



 



• Ten Five points…IECC.  
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The control factors from Table 9.6.3 in 90.1-2013 



or Table 9.6.2 in 90.1-2010 may be are used… 



Informational Reference(s): 



• ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-20130 



• 20152 IECC 



• Five points are earned where LPD complies 



with ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-



2010 or 2012 IECC.   



• One additional … for each 2% percent 



beyond…2015 IECC up to an additional 15 



points out of a maximum of 20 points for 



8.3.2.1.1. 



 



8.3.2.2.1, page 47: changed from 3 to 2 points  



 



8.3.2.3.1, page 48: revised conversion: 0.5 W/ft2 (0.1 5.4 W/m2) 



Changed from 5 to 3 points: 



• Five Three points are earned where more than 90% of light fixtures… 



• Three Two points are earned where more than 90% of the of light fixtures… 



• Two One points are is earned where there is bi-level control.  



 



8.3.2.3.2, page 48: changed from 5 to 3 points: 



• Five Three points are earned where more than 90% of light fixtures… 



• Three Two points are earned where more than 90% of the of light fixtures… 



• Two One points is earned where there is bi-level control of overhead lighting and separate task lights. 



 



8.3.2.4.1, page 48: changed from 5 to 3 points: 



• Five Three points are earned for compliance, excluding spaces… 



 



8.3.2.5, page 49: revised points: Maximum = 5 3 points 



• Five Three points are earned where there is automatic continuous… 



• Three Two points are earned where there is automatic daylighting… 



Three Two points are earned where there is no daylighting… 



 



8.3.2.6.1, page 49: revised points column: Two points are earned where LPDs are 20% below 



ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013. 



• Two One points are is earned… 



• One point is earned where ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2010 is met.  



 



8.3.3, page 50: changed to 37 points 



 



8.3.3.1.1, page 50: changed from 2 to 1 point 



 



8.3.3.1.2, page 50: changed from 3 to 1 point 



 



8.3.3.2.1, page 50-51: changed from 10 to 5 points: Ten Five points are earned where performance is 



10%... 



• Seven Three points are earned where performance is 5%... 



• Five One points are is earned where performance is… 



• Three points are earned where performance is equivalent to the requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2010. 



 



8.3.3.3.1, page 51: changed from 10 to 5 points: Ten Five points are earned where performance is 10% 



higher… 
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• Seven Three points are earned where performance is 5% higher… 



• Five One points are is earned where performance is equivalent… 



• Three points are earned where performance is equivalent to the requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2010. 



 



8.3.3.4.1, page 52: changed from 2 to 1 point: Two One points are is earned where performance is 10%... 



• One point is earned where performance is 5% better than the requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 



Standard 90.1-2013 



 



8.3.3.5, page 52: removed sub-section: 8.3.3.5 Variable Speed Control of Pumps 8.3.3.5.1 At 



least 15% of the connected hydronic pumping power is provisioned with variable speed control. 



Maximum = 5 points or N/A 



 



Points are earned where a percentage of hydronic pumping power is provisioned with variable 



speed control: 



• Five points are earned for greater than 75%. 



• Four points are earned for 74%-75%.    



• Three points are earned for 55%-73%.    



• Two points are earned for 35%-54%. 



• One point is earned for 15% 34%. 



• No points are earned for less than 15%.  



• Not applicable where there is no hydronic system or total peak pumping power is under 5 



BHP. 
 



8.3.3.6, page 52: revised: 8.3.3. 65.1 … ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-20130… 



Changed from 10 to 6 points 



 



8.3.3.7, page 52: revised: 8.3.3.76.1 …ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-20130…  



Changed from 10 to 6 points: Ten Six points are earned where HVAC… 



• Seven Four points are earned where… 



 



8.3.3.8, page 53: revised: 8.3.3.87.1 …ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-20130… 



Changed from 5 to 3 points 



 



8.3.3.9.1, page 53: revised: 8.3.3.98.1 changed from 10 to 6 points: Five Three points are earned where 



project complies… 



• One additional point…each 10% 5% less than…maximum of 10 6 points. 



 



8.3.3.9.2, page 53: revised: 8.3.3. 98.2 Changed from 6 to 3 points 



 



8.3.3.9.3, page 53: struck language8.3.3.9.3 The Project installs controls to shut outdoor air and 



exhaust air dampers during periods when the system is not operating. 1 point 



8.3.3.9.4 The air dampers in the air handling system are low leakage. 1 point 
 



8.3.3.10, page 53: revised: 8.3.3.109  
struck language: Damper submittals; 



 



8.3.4, page 53: revised: 8.3.4 Energy Simulation Aided Design & Integrative Process (13 points) 
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8.3.4.1, page 53: changed from 15 to 8 points 



 



8.3.4.2, page 54: changed from 10 to 5 points 



 



8.5.1.2, page 56: revised points column: One point each…maximum for 5 points.  



• One point is earned for each listed system where sub-metering is installed to a maximum of 5 points. 



• Five points are earned where sub-metering is installed for five or more of the listed systems. 



• Four points are earned where sub-metering is installed for four of the listed systems. 



• Three points are earned where sub-metering is installed for three of the listed systems. 



• Two points are earned where sub-metering is installed for two of the listed systems. 



• One point is earned where sub-metering is installed for one of the listed systems. 



 



8.5.2.1, page 57: revised language in points column: One point is…space energy consumption. The focus 



of electronic information access is to provide awareness and education that encourages behavioral 



changes and lead to further energy reductions. 



 



8.6.1.1, page 58-59: revised urls: Guide…Construction – Renewable Energy Feasibility Study: 



http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/reconstructionguide/feasibility_study.html 



https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2013/10/f3/re_construction_guide.pdf (last accessed 6/30/17) 



• Guide to Integrating Renewable Energy in Federal Construction – Life cycle Cost Analysis: 



http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/reconstructionguide/budgeting_lccanalysis.html 



• Guide to Integrating Renewable Energy in Federal Construction – Assessing Renewable Energy 



Options: http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/reconstructionguide/renewable_energy_options.html 



• National…Program: http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/information/download_blcc.html 



https://www.nist.gov/publications/blcc-nist-building-life-cycle-cost-program-version-50 (last 



accessed 6/30/17) 



 



9.1, page 60: revised charging language: Four paths are provided for assessing Indoor Domestic 



Plumbing. If no path is achieved chosen, 75 total points…Area: 



 



• Path A: ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-2014, Section 6.3.2.1… 



 



9.1.1, page 61: revised language: ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-2014, Section 6.3.2.1. 



added N/A: Not applicable where no fixtures or fittings exist. 



 



9.1.2, page 61: added N/A: Not applicable where no fixtures or fittings exist. 



 



9.1.3, page 61: added N/A: Not applicable where no fixtures or fittings exist. 



 



9.1.4, page 62: revised language in points column: Seventy-five total points are deducted…Path D, 



(Note: Points are deducted from the Water Assessment Area) 



 



9.3.1.1, page 63-64: revised language: 9.3.1.1.1: Boilers and water heating systems of 50 boiler 



horsepower (BHP) and above have a boiler feed makeup meter;  



• revised points column: One point is earned where boilers and water heating systems of 50 BHP and 



above have a boiler feed makeup meter. 



• Two points…where non steam boilers have conductivity controllers. 



o Not applicable where there are no boilers are less than 50 BHP. 



• One point is earned where steam boilers have conductivity meters. 





http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/reconstructionguide/feasibility_study.html


http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/reconstructionguide/budgeting_lccanalysis.html


http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/reconstructionguide/renewable_energy_options.html


http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/information/download_blcc.html
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o Not applicable where there will be no steam boilers or where steam boilers are less than 200 



BHP. 



 



9.4.4.2, page 66: revised language: Water features use approved by the authority having jurisdiction 



alternate water... 



added N/A: Not applicable where prohibited by the authority having jurisdiction. 



 



9.6.4, page 69: added language: Designer’s drawings…non-potable sources and alternate water sources; 



 



9.7.1.5, page 69: added N/A: Not applicable where there is no multi-unit development. 



 



9.8.1.32 page 70: revised language: Not applicable where there is no irrigation system is installed. 



 



10.1.1.1, page 72: revised language: No other impact indicator exceeds the reference design by more than 



5%.Other impact indicators do not exceed the reference design by more than an average of 5%. 



 



10.2.1.1, page 73: added informational reference: Informational Reference(s):  



• Multi-attribute Standards (MAS):  products compared use the same MAS.  Examples include the 



following:   



• NSF/ANSI 140-2015 Sustainability Assessment for Carpet 



• NSF/ANSI 332-2015 Sustainability Assessment for Resilient Flooring 



• NSF/ANSI 336-2011 Sustainability Assessment for Commercial Furnishings Fabric  



• NSF/ANSI 342-2014 Sustainability Assessment for Wallcovering Products  



• NSF/ANSI 347-2012 Sustainability Assessment for Single Ply Roof Membranes 



• ANSI/NSC 373-2014 Sustainability Assessment for Natural Dimension Stone 



• ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014: Business and Institutional Furniture Sustainability Standard (BIFMA e3) 



and Level® Sustainability Certification Program for Furniture 



• Tile Council of North America’s Green Squared Certification (ANSI A138.1-2011) 



• UL 100: Sustainability of Gypsum Boards and Panels (2012) 



• UL 102: Sustainability of Swinging Door Leafs (2009) 



 



10.3, page 74: revised language: 10.3 Product Risk Assessment (19 points) 



 



10.3.1, page 74: revised language: Screening-Level Product Risk Assessment 



 



10.3.1.1, page 74-75: revised language: At least one formulated product… screening-level product risk 



assessment in accordance with the chemical characteristics identified in NSF/GCI/ANSI 355…and 



completion of an authoritative peer reviewed exposure model in accordance with 10.3.2…Points are 



earnedawarded for discrete…the screening-level product risk assessment…Product Screening-Level 



Product Risk Assessment Reporting…screening-level product risk assessment…the screening-level 



product risk assessment, including …the formulation (diminimus of 0.1% for carcinogens and 1% for 



other hazardous ingredients); and…screening-level product risk assessment for human health…Note: 



Human health and safety risk and ecological screening-level product risk assessments…Informational 



Reference(s): 



Screening-Level product Risk assessment tools… 



Maximum = 19 points 



Points are earned where products undergo a screening-level product risk assessment: 



 



10.3.2, page 75: revised language: Product Screening-Level Product Risk Assessment Report includes: 



o Description of how the screening-level product risk assessment… The product screening-level 



product risk assessment report additionally… 
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10.4.1.1, page 76: revised language: Sustainable Attribute % = Sum for all materials: (Portion of the 



Material with the Attribute x materials cost)/(Total Material Value) 



 



10.4.2, page 76: revised language: Manufacturer’s product data sheets or a statement from 



manufacturer(s) certifying claims or third-party certification from an organization that has the program in 



its ISO 17065 scope of accreditation. 



 



10.5.1.1, page 77: struck language: OR 



Percentage = 100 x (C÷D), where: 



C = Total mass of reused existing structural systems 



D = Total mass of structural systems in the project 



 



10.6.1.1, page 78-79: A preconstruction waste management plan is created made prior to any construction 



or demolition activities. This plan describes includes the project team’s strategy for reducing construction 



waste and diverting materials from landfilling via reuse or recyclingmajor categories of materials 



expected to be generated throughout demolition and construction activities.   



For each major material category identified, tThe preconstruction waste management plan will include: 



• Indicates the strategies planned for construction waste reductionsource reducing, salvaging, recycling, 



returning to supplier/manufacturer, or other methods forways of diverting waste from landfill; 



• Indicates the facility…diverted; 



• Indicates whether…commingled; and   



• Includes approximate generated quantities, if possible; 



• Identifies a target diversion rate that the contractor should meet or exceed; 



• Includes the name…management plan; 



• Includes reporting…provisions; 



• Target construction waste rate per 10.6.1.3 below; and 



• Target waste diversion rate. provides average facility recycling rates. For each recycling facility used, 



it should be noted whether the recycling operation is certified through a state, local, or a third-party 



independent certification.  



 



10.6.1.2, page 79-80: A final waste management is a summary report is completed after construction that 



documents documenting the results of the implementation of the preconstruction waste management plan, 



including: project that includes all waste and recycling/reuse materials, their weight/volume, 



recycling rate for each line item on the plan, and an overall recycling rate for the project.  



• The weight or volume of the total quantity of construction and demolition waste; 



• The calculated construction waste per unit area for the project (see 10.6.1.3 below); 



• The weight or volume of the major categories of materials that were reused or recycled; 



• The reuse/recycling rate for each major category of waste material; 



• The overall reuse/recycling rate for the project; 



• A description of the processing of materials through source separate or by a comingled waste 



hauler; 



• Copies of receipts and invoices used to track the progress of the waste management effort; 



• A statement that describes if a waste recycling facility was used whether it was certified by a 



government or non-government organization; 



• The organization and contact information of the author of the waste management summary report 



and the name and contact information of the person at the off-site recycling facility responsible 



for date collection and reporting. 



The Summary Report includes: 
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• An overall recycling rate for the project; 



• Material categories; 



• Amounts of materials salvaged, reused, recycled, donated, sold or returned to manufacturers with 



take-back programs, as well as the achieved recycling rate for each line item; 



• Names of take back programs, recyclers, salvage and reuse companies and/or material exchanges that 



were used;   



• Records of donations, sales, recycling and landfill/incinerator manifests, weight tickets, hauling 



receipts, and invoices; 



• For each recycling facility used, it should be noted whether the recycling operation is certified 



through a state, local, or a third-party independent certification.  



The report includes a separate average recycling rate for materials sent to facilities that accept or process 



co-mingled construction and demolition materials. For those materials sent for off-site sorting by a 



construction and demolition materials recycling facility, the average facility recycling rate is included. 



Include the name and contact information for the person(s) responsible for developing and implementing 



the waste management plan, the person responsible for the off-site facility recycling rate and the person 



responsible for the content of the final waste management report. 



 



10.6.3.1, page 81-82: Revised language: Products used…production/manufacturing of these chosen 



products. The scope of a qualifying product at least This criterion applies gate-to-gate – to all material 



inputs and outputs related to...products. This is also known as “gate to gate”. The diversion…x100 



Discarded materials resulting from the recycling of an external waste stream as an incoming materials 



should not be considered a discarded material and should not appear in either the denominator or 



numerator. 



The Diversion Rate is multiplied by 1.5 for products that have been produced or manufactured in a facility 



that meets the following standards and certification programs: 



• Business or facilities that have achieved Zero Waste certification from the US Zero Waste Business 



Council; or 



• Have followed and certified to UL2799 



The…different process; 



• Redesign to eliminate waste; 



 



10.7.2.1, page 83: added informational reference: CSA Z783-12 Deconstruction of Buildings and Their 



Related Parts 



 



11.2.2.1.1, page 92-93: The VOC and Particulate Matter sampling… 



Added to Table 11.2.2.1.1:  Particulate (PM 2.5) 35 (24-hr) 



Particulates (PM10) 150 (24-hr) 



 



11.3.1.1, page 95: changed from 6 to 5 points: Maximum = 6 5 points 



 



• Six Five points are earned where ≥75% of the floor… 



• Five Four points are earned where ≥50 and <75-74% of the floor… 



• Four Three points are earned where ≥25 and <50-49% of the floor… 



• Three Two points are earned where ≥75% of the floor…  



• Two One points are earned where ≥50 and <75%- 74% of the floor… 



• One points are earned where ≥25% and <50- 49% of the floor area achieves a DF of 2 to <3. 



 



11.3.1.2, page 96: changed from 4 to 3 points 



 



11.3.2.1, page 96: changed from 6 to 5 points 
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11.4.1.1, page 99: changed from 15 to 14 points 



 



11.4.2.1, page 100: changed from 10 to 9 points 



 



11.5.2, page 101-102: added section:  



11.5.2 Sound Masking System 



11.5.2.1 The building design incorporates a sound masking system with an 



overall level specified to an A-weighted decibel (dBA) value within the 



following spaces and ranges: 



 



• Offices: 



o Open: 45-48dBA 



o Enclosed: 35-45dBA 



o Meeting/Conference: 30-45dBA 



o Circulation: 45-48dBA 



• Healthcare: 



o Patient room: 40-48dBA 



o Private offices and exam/treatment room: 35-45dBA 



o Waiting area: 45-48dBA 



o Corridor and public spaces: 45-48dBA 



o Circulation: 45-48dBA 



• Other: 



o All other areas where speech privacy, concentration, or 



sleep/relaxation is required: 35-48-dBA 



o The measured overall level is within 0.5dBA of that 



specified. 



o The measured spectrum conforms to the National Research 



Council’s COPE Optimum Masking frequency range and 



1/3 octave band levels, or the project acoustician’s specified 



1/3 octave band levels, within +/-2.0dB. 



 



Informational Refence(s) 



• National Research Council’s COPE 



• ASTM E1374-06, Open Office Guide 



• FGI Guidelines, 2014 



• Facilities Guideline Institute, “Sound & Vibration”, 2010 



• GSA, Facilities Standards, P100, 2014 



• GSA, Sound Matters, 2012 



3 points 



 



 



11.5.5.1, page 103: added language: … Chapter 48, Table1; use 2014 FGI Guidelines for Healthcare 



Spaces. 



 



 













 
 



 



3MG 



A3C Architecture 



Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts 



AECOM 



Affiliated Engineers 



AIHA Registry Programs 



Air Xchange 



Alerton / Honeywell 



Alfred Benesch & Company 



Allen & Shariff Engineering 



Alliance for Water Efficiency 



AME Consulting Engineers 



American Chemistry Council 



American Coatings Assn. 



American Concrete Institute 



American Forest & Paper Association 



American Forest Foundation 



American Gas Association 



American Institute of Architects 



American Institute of Steel Construction 



American Iron & Steel Institute 



American Lung Association 



American Lung Association of Illinois 



American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers 



American Standard Brands 



American Wood Council 



APA 



ARAUCO 



Architect of the Capitol 



ARCOM 



Arizona State University 



ARMA 











 
 



 



Arup 



ASHRAE 



Associated General Contractors (AGC) 



Athena Sustainable Materials Institute 



Austin Commercial, LP 



AVB 



AWC 



B&C Consortia Management LLC 



Bailey Architects, Inc. 



Barge Waggoner Sumner & Cannon, Inc. 



Bartlett Area Chamber of Commerce 



BASF 



Battelle 



Bayer 



Bennett Wagner & Grody Architects 



Berkeley Analytical 



Bernhardt Furniture Company 



BHDP Architecture 



BIA - SE Region 



BIFMA 



Big Ass Solutions 



Bink Architects 



BKMA 



blueprintgreen 



BluPath Design 



Bonnett Associates Incorporated 



BTU Engineers, LLC 



Buchanan Partners 



Building Dynamics, LLC 



BuildingGreen, Inc. 



Built Environments 



Bureau of Labor 











 
 



 



BYK Additives & Instruments 



Capital Engineering Consultant 



Capital One 



Carol Marriott Consulting 



Carr 



Center for Energy and the Environment 



Center for Environmental Innovation in Roofing (CEIR) 



Center for Indoor Environments and Health, University of Connecticut Health 



Center of Sustainable Building Research 



Charlotte Pipe and Foundry 



Chelsea Group, Ltd. 



Chemical Compliance Systems, Inc 



Chemical Fabrics & Film Association 



CNH Architects 



Cobb County Water System 



Codes and Standards International 



Cold Stream Consulting 



Communications Cable & Connectivity Association 



Composite Panel Association 



Construction & Demolition Recycling Association (also C&D World) 



ConTech Lighting 



Cornerstone Architecture Incorporated 



Cromwell A/E 



CrystaLite, Inc. 



CTA Architects Engineers 



CTG Energetics, Inc. 



D Johnson Architect 



Daikin 



Dan Colella, DBA 



Denver Water 



Department of Transportation and Infrastructure 



Department of Veterans Affairs 











 
 



 



D'Lane Wisner & Associates, LLC 



Donald R Able, AIA 



Doo Consulting LLC 



Dupont 



Duro-Last Roofing, Inc. 



DWG, Inc. Consulting Engineers 



Dwyer Instruments 



Dynamix Engineering Ltd. 



eA Architecture and Design, Inc. 



Eastman Chemical Company 



EcoAmmo Sustainable Consulting 



Ecoimpact Consulting 



ecoScorecard 



ECSG 



EHS-International, Inc. (EHSI) 



Elkay 



ESA 



EUSA 



EVAPCO,Inc. 



Exito Sostenible 



ExxonMobil 



ExxonMobil Chemical Company 



FHWA Office of Asset Management, Pavements, and Construction 



Flad Architects 



Flexible Vinyl Alliance 



FM Global 



Forestry Innovation Investment 



Forms+Surfaces 



FP Innovations 



Fused Studios 



Future Stewards LLC 



G. F. Shymko & Associates Inc. 











 
 



 



GAF 



Gary Steffy Lighting Design Inc. 



General Contractors Association of Hawaii 



General Services Administration 



George Middleton & Associates, Inc. 



George Washington University 



Georgia-Pacific Chemicals 



Global Cool Cities Alliance 



GPH Design 



Green Building Resources 



GreenCircle Certified, LLC 



GREENGUARD Environmental Institute (Rechargeable Battery Recycling Corporation) 



Grumman/Butkus Associates 



Grundfos Pumps Corp. 



GTM Architects, Incorporated 



Gypsum Association 



H.W. Hoffman and Associates, LLC 



Hal Hays Construction, Inc. 



Harley Ellis Devereaux 



HCYU and Associates 



HDR Architecture Inc 



Heery International 



Hensel Phelps 



Hexion Inc. 



Holder Construction Company 



Hong Kong Quality Assurance Agency 



Hunzinger Construction Company 



Indoor Air Quality Association 



ICC Evaluation Service 



Icynene Inc. 



IHS DES 



InPro Corporation 











 
 



 



Insulating Coatings Corporation 



Integro 



International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials 



International Code Council 



IPEX USA LLC 



Irrigation Association 



Jacobs Engineering 



Jason Grant Consulting 



JCM Associates, Inc. 



Jeld-Wen 



JLL 



Johnson Consulting Services 



Jonah Schein, EPA 



Joslin Consulting 



JRB Enterprises & Duro-Last Roofing, Inc. 



JSR Associates, Inc./ The Vinyl Institute 



K.C. Madigan & Associates, LLC 



K.R. Moeller Associates Ltd. 



Kane Manthey Architects 



Karlsberger 



Keclik Associates Ltd. 



KELCROFT E&M LTD. 



Kiewit Building Group 



Kimball International, Inc. 



KLC Engineering 



Kohler 



KR Moeller Associates Ltd. 



LEO A DALY 



Leonardo Academy 



Levi + Wong Design Associates 



LHB, INC 



Linwood Development Company 











 
 



 



LTEC 



Lutron Electronics Co., Inc. 



Mackenzie 



Making Hospitals Quiet 



Mannington 



Marston Design Studio 



Masonite Architectural 



Material Reuse 



Melville Thomas Architects, Inc. 



Merrick 



Merritt Properties, LLC 



Metal Building Manufacturers Assn. 



Metal Construction Assn. 



Metroflor 



Mexichem Alphagary 



Minno & Wasko Architects and Planners 



MIT 



Mitsubishi Electric Cooling & Heating 



Moen Inc 



Morrison Hershfield 



NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center 



NASF 



National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 



National Hispanic Landscape Alliance 



National Plastics Industry 



National Ready Mixed Concrete Association 



National Roofing Contractors Association 



NAVFAC Mid Atlantic 



NAVFAC Midlant, PWD Portsmouth 



NBBJ 



NCI Group, Inc. 



NEBB 











 
 



 



Ned Naberta, DBA 



NIH 



NIST 



NIST IAQ & Ventilation Group 



North Shore LIJ Health System 



Northern Engineering 



Northwood Ravin 



Norwich Plastics 



NRCAN-RNCAN 



NSF International 



ntvi federal, inc. 



Occidental Chemical (OxyVinyl) 



OCI Associates, Inc. 



Odell Associates Inc 



Oregon Department of Energy 



OTAK 



Owens Corning 



Panel Source a Division of McKillican 



Patrice Tardif Consulting 



PDC Inc., Engineers 



Pella Windows and Doors 



PG&E Food Service Technology Center 



Picard Associates, Inc. 



Plastic Pipe and Fittings Association (PPFA) 



Plumbing Manufacturer's Institute 



PRB Connect 



Project Coordinating Services, LLC 



Quackenbush Architects 



Quinn Evans Architects 



R.W. Larson Associates, P.C. 



Raines Brothers Inc 



RBB Architects 











 
 



 



Red Iron Architects 



Red River College 



Red Shield Alliance 



Resilient Floor Covering Institute 



Resonate LLC 



Rochester Institute of Technology 



Roseburg 



RPC ARCHITECTS 



S/L/A/M Collaborative 



Sain Engineering Associates 



Samsung C&T 



San Diego Office Interiors 



Saunders Corporation 



SCMH Architects Inc. 



Scyma Design and Consulting 



Sean J. Tobin, Architect 



Second Law 



Shaw Industries 



Shawnee 



Sierra Pacific Industries 



Sika Corporation - TM Roofing 



Sika Sarnafil 



Simpson Gumpertz & Heger 



Society of the Plastics Industry 



Solar Plans LLC 



Solvay Solexis Inc. 



Southern Nevada Water Authority 



SPI 



SSC 



Stalbosky Consulting 



Steel Recycling Institute 



Steven Winter Associates, Inc 











 
 



 



Stimson Lumber Company 



Stopwaste.org 



STV 



Sustainable Facility Solutions, LTD 



Sustainable Performance Solutions LLC 



Sustainable Solutions Inc. 



Tampa Bay Water 



Tandus Flooring 



Target Corp 



Tarkett 



Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) 



TGPC 



The Clark Enersen Partners 



The Dow Chemical Company 



The Green Team, Inc. 



The Masonry Society 



The Schuster Group, Inc. 



The Standards Institution Of Israel 



The Vinyl Institute 



The Weidt Group 



Tile Council of North America 



TLC Engineering for Architecture 



Trane 



Turfgrass Producers International 



U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 



U.S. Cellular 



U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 



U.S. Navy, Naval Facilities Engineering Command 



UL Environment 



Unified Theory, Inc. 



Uniland Development Company 



United States Forest Service 











 
 



 



University of Florida 



University of Illinois 



University of New Mexico 



University of Tennessee 



URS Corporation 



US Army Corps of Engineers HQ 



US Bureau of Reclamation 



USG Corporation 



Vanderweil Engineers 



VCA Green 



Venable LLP 



Veritiv 



Vertegy 



Vidaris 



Vinyl Environmental Council 



Vinyl Siding Institute, Inc. 



Virginia Beach City Public Schools 



Virginia Department of General Services 



Viridian Energy & Environmental, LLC 



Viriditi 



Walsh Certified Construction, Inc. 



Washington State Department of Health 



Water Demand Management 



WATERSHED 



Weber Murphy Fox Architects, Inc. 



Wegmans Food Markets, Inc. 



Western Design Group 



Westinghouse Electric Company 



Weyerhaeuser - as Weyerhaeuser 



WGES 



WHW Architects 



Wilsonart International 











 
 



 



Window and Door Manufacturers Association 



Wise Built 



WRL 



YRG sustainability 



Zurn Pex, Inc. 
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GBI’s building assessment and certification process is designed to provide transparency, which 



minimizes client discrepancies and appeals.  However, there may be unique circumstances that 



occasionally result in a discrepancy review and/or appeal.  



Discrepancy Review 



After the site assessment, the assessor will prepare and send the assessment report to GBI who will 



audit, approve, and send it to the client for review. The client is responsible to review the report within 



two weeks of receipt.  If the client concurs with the report or fails to report a discrepancy within the 



review period, then the score and rating become final.  If, within the two week review period, the client 



identifies any discrepancies that require review, he/she must notify GBI (info@thegbi.org) and the 



assessor by email. The email must detail all items in question and include all necessary 



documentation to support his/her claim.  The client must also identify the specific information within 



the documentation that supports his/her position.   



Within two weeks of discrepancy notification, the assessor will review the request and supporting 



documentation to determine if a report amendment is warranted and will respond to the client with 



the findings. The assessor will notify GBI of the results of the review and subsequent client meeting.  



If an amended report is needed, the assessor will update the report within one week of the decision 



and provide it to GBI for audit, approval, and issuance to the client.  If the client concurs with the 



assessor’s amended report, the rating and score will become final.   



Appeal 



If, after a discrepancy review, the client still disagrees with the assessor findings, he/she may submit 



a formal appeal within one week of notification of the decision or receipt of the amended report, 



whichever is later.   



In the case of a formal appeal, the client must send notification by email to GBI (info@thegbi.org) 



and the assessor identifying the building name and report type and itemizing the specific criteria 



under dispute, including the current points assigned and points requested. The email should contain 



all supporting documentation and an explanation why the point change is warranted.  The client 



bears the burden of proof.  Only items included in the original discrepancy review are eligible for 



appeal. 



Within two weeks of receipt of all required information, GBI will review and make a ruling regarding 



the appeal request. The review may include consultation with the original assessor and an auditing 



assessor. GBI, in its sole discretion, will make the final determination to grant or deny the appeal and 



will notify the client of the decision. If, during the review process, the assessor/auditor/GBI identifies 



items not included in the appeal that are eligible for revision, GBI may elect to update the report, 



score and rating to include those changes. If the appeal is granted, the original assessor will amend 



the report within one week of the decision and send it to GBI for audit, approval, and issuance to the 



client with the final score and rating.  If the appeal is denied, the previously issued report, score and 



rating become final. 
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Eligibility 



1. Green Globes NC Stage I reports are not eligible for appeal since no certification is issued.   



2. Only items included in the original discrepancy review are eligible for appeal.  



3. The client must submit a formal appeal with all required items to GBI and the assessor within 



one week of notification of the discrepancy review decision or receipt of the amended report, 



whichever is later. 



4. GBI may reject frivolous or inconsequential appeals without external audit review (e.g. one or 



two points that do not materially affect the final Green Globes rating).  



 



Fees 



1. During a discrepancy review, GBI may require clients to pay an appeal fee if the requested 



report revision is deemed substantial and is a result of the client’s failure in one of the 



following areas: 



a. Providing accurate, timely, and complete documentation 



b. Providing full access to the facility and personnel 



c. Cooperating with the assessor prior to his completion of the preliminary report  



The client may elect to accept the current report in lieu of paying the appeal fee to amend the 



report, rating, and score. 



2. GBI must be in receipt of the appeal fee within four weeks of the initial appeal request. Failure 



to submit payment within that timeframe will constitute an official withdrawal of the appeal. 
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PUBLIC REVIEW COMMENT FORM 
 



BSR/GBI 01-201X: Green Building Assessment Protocol for Commercial Buildings  
Revision of ANSI/GBI 01-2010  



 



COMPLETED PUBLIC COMMENT FORMS MUST BE RECEIVED BY CLOSE OF BUSINESS December 26, 2016. 



Please include all information requested. Ensure that you have signed the Copyright Release.  
 



Questions? Contact Green Building Initiative Consensus Body Secretariat, Maria Woodbury, at 207-807-8666 (cell) or comment@thegbi.org 



1 



The purpose of this form is to obtain public comments on the technical content of BSR/GBI 01-201X: Green Building Assessment Protocol for Commercial 



Buildings dated October 27, 2016. This is a second round of public comment..  



 



PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 



Only text that has been revised after October 26, 2015 is included in the limited revisions and is available for public comment. The revised text is denoted 



with strikethrough and underline in the draft Standard 



 



1. Each comment must indicate: 1) Commenter’s last name with comment number (e.g. Woodbury1, Woodbury2, etc.), 2) Specific section/subsection 



number, 3) Proposed revision and/or comment and 4) Reason for proposed revision (if comment indicates a revision). 



 



2. General Comments (“General”) and Editorial Comments (“Editorial”) are self-explanatory. General and Editorial Comments may be rejected 



where re-classified as Substantive and not in compliance with required formatting. 



 



3. Substantive Comments (“Substantive”): Substantive comments are proposed revisions that would directly and materially affect the use of the 



Standard. They include proposed additions, deletions, and substitutions of text. Show any proposed new or inserted text with an underline.  Show any 



proposed deleted text with a strikethrough.  Comments that do not provide specific revisions using this legislative format may not result in changes in 



the text of the Standard. All proposed revisions must be accompanied with a “reason for proposed revision.”   



 



4. Comments may be rejected as un-actionable by the Consensus Body if proposed revisions that are Substantive are not accompanied with a “reason 



for proposed revision,” if there is no proposed language provided, or if the comment pertains to text that is not included in the limited revisions.  



 



5. Copyright Release Statement: A signed copyright release is required for all submissions to be accepted and processed by GBI. Only one copyright 



release is required for an individual representing him/herself or a single entity. A separate copyright release form is required for each separate entity 



represented.   



 



6. Complete, sign and return this Public Review Comment Form by EMAIL: 



 



• Submissions by EMAIL: Indicate GBI PUBLIC COMMENT in the subject line of the e-mail message. Attach the signed copyright release form 



and public comment form file to the email message. Please ensure that all files are in MS-WORD, MS-Excel or PDF. If appropriate, you may 



also attach other files with substantiating information. Email to comment@thegbi.org. 



 



• If you require alternate submission option other than email, please make arrangements with GBI Secretariat Maria Woodbury, 207-807-8666 (cell) 



or Attn: Maria at comment@thegbi.org   
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Name:  



 



Company/Organization:  



 



City:  



 



State:  



 



Phone:  



 



Mobile:  



 



E-mail:  



 



Date:  



 



 



COPYRIGHT RELEASE 
 



I hereby grant the Green Building Initiative (GBI) a non-exclusive, worldwide, and perpetual license in and to my proposals, modifications, or public comments 



(Comments), including any copyright that I may have in such Comments. I understand and acknowledge that I acquire no right, title, or interest in any 



publication, distribution, or dissemination of such Comments, as they may be incorporated into the Standard and all related publications thereof in whatever 



form.  I hereby represent and certify to GBI that I have the authority and am empowered to grant this copyright release, and that any and all Comments provided 



do not infringe upon the intellectual property rights of any third party. 



 



Submitter’s signature: _______________________________________________________________ Date: _________________________________________ 



  



 



Electronic submittals must have the following statement completed: 
 



I, ____________________________________________, through this electronic signature, I hereby grant the Green Building Initiative (GBI) a non-exclusive, 



worldwide, and perpetual license, in and to my Comments, including any copyright that I may have in such Comments. I understand and acknowledge that I 



acquire no right, title, or interest in any publication, distribution, or dissemination of such Comments, as they may be incorporated into the Standard and all 
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related publications thereof in whatever form. I hereby represent and certify to GBI that I have the authority and am empowered to grant this copyright release, 



and that any and all Comments provided do not infringe upon the intellectual property rights of any third party. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Name: Company/Organization: 



 



 



 



PUBLIC REVIEW COMMENT FORM* 



BSR/GBI 01-201X: Green Building Assessment Protocol for Commercial Buildings dated August 31, 2015 



Last Name and 



Comment Number 



(e.g. Woodbury1, 



Woodbury2, 



Woodbury3, etc.) 



Comment 



Type: 



Substantive, 



Editorial, 



General 



Specific Section 



and/or 



Subsection 



Number 



Proposed Revision or Comment (Use 



strikethrough and underline for all proposed 



revisions) 



Reason  
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*Add additional rows to the Public Review Comment Form as needed. 



 
[__} Indicate # pages included with this Public Review Comment Form.   [__] Indicate if attachments are included 
















Supplementary Answers for 


GSA HPBCS Review


Part III: Development Criteria Review Questions











Green Building Initiative supplementary answers for GSA High Performance Building Certification System Review


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners


Part III: Development Criteria Review Questions


The following are expanded answers to two questions as part of GBI’s response to Part III.


6a) Is an assessor/auditor independently assigned/selected?


Certified Green Globes Assessors (GGA) are contracted by the Green Building Initiative to perform independent third-party assessments for Green Globes building projects. GGA's bring their comprehensive knowledge to steer the built environment toward sustainability. Assessors are technical experts in the areas of sustainable design, construction, energy, and facility management who remain current on trends in sustainability best practices and innovations.


Third-party assessors are selected based on qualification (experience in design, engineering, energy analysis/management, commissioning, construction, and/or facility management). Once an assessor is assigned, contact information for an assessor is then given to the owner by GBI. Working with the project team in real-time, assessors do much more than examine features for points, they also serve as a resource for questions, offer guidance for improvements, and cross-pollinate green building concepts to create holistic solutions.


After becoming a Green Globes Professional (GGP), Green Globes Assessor candidates complete extensive training in:


• Green Globes assessment methodology for new construction and/or existing buildings


• Conducting on-site assessments, including review of documentation and actual building features


• Creating detailed, written reports based upon on-site assessments


Green Globes Assessors can choose to be an Existing Buildings assessor or a New Construction and Major Renovation assessor. Each carries its own requirements such as a 10+ years of experience, licensure as an architect or engineer, energy analysis expertise, and sustainability project experience. See attached for all requirements, Green Globes Assessor Minimum Qualifications, which can also be found on the GBI website, https://www.thegbi.org/professional-certification/gga.





















8b) If you answered "Yes," describe the documented appeal process available to the applicant.


GBI Assessment Discrepancy Resolution and Appeal Guidelines: https://www.thegbi.org/files/training_resources/GBI_Assessment_Discrepancy_Resolution__Appeal_Guidelines.pdf 


The assessment process which allows direct contact with the assessor by phone, email and in person helps to mitigate discrepancies and appeals. Clients have the ability to ask questions and clarify documentation needs prior to report issuance. In addition, assessors look for areas where the project/building is meeting/not meeting compliance with the Green Globes assessment criteria, but the client's questionnaire response is conflicting or provided documentation does not sufficiently support compliance. Assessors bring these items to the client's attention prior to the completion of the assessment. 


Discrepancy Review


After the site assessment, the assessor will prepare and send the assessment report to GBI who will audit, approve, and send it to the client for review. The client is responsible to review the report within two weeks of receipt. If the client concurs with the report or fails to report a discrepancy within the review period, then the score and rating become final. If, within the two week review period, the client identifies any discrepancies that require review, he/she must notify GBI (info@thegbi.org) and the assessor by email. The email must detail all items in question and include all necessary documentation to support his/her claim. The client must also identify the specific information within the documentation that supports his/her position.


Within two weeks of discrepancy notification, the assessor will review the request and supporting documentation to determine if a report amendment is warranted and will respond to the client with the findings. The assessor will notify GBI of the results of the review and subsequent client meeting. If an amended report is needed, the assessor will update the report within one week of the decision and provide it to GBI for audit, approval, and issuance to the client. If the client concurs with the assessor’s amended report, the rating and score will become final.


Appeal


If, after a discrepancy review, the client still disagrees with the assessor findings, he/she may submit a formal appeal within one week of notification of the decision or receipt of the amended report, whichever is later. In the case of a formal appeal, the client must send notification by email to GBI (info@thegbi.org) and the assessor identifying the building name and report type and itemizing the specific criteria under dispute, including the current points assigned and points requested. The email should contain all supporting documentation and an explanation why the point change is warranted. The client bears the burden of proof. Only items included in the original discrepancy review are eligible for appeal.











Within two weeks of receipt of all required information, GBI will review and make a ruling regarding the appeal request. The review may include consultation with the original assessor and an auditing assessor. GBI, in its sole discretion, will make the final determination to grant or deny the appeal and will notify the client of the decision. If, during the review process, the assessor/auditor/GBI identifies items not included in the appeal that are eligible for revision, GBI may elect to update the report, score and rating to include those changes. If the appeal is granted, the original assessor will amend the report within one week of the decision and send it to GBI for audit, approval, and issuance to the client with the final score and rating. If the appeal is denied, the previously issued report, score and rating become final.
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1.0 General 
 



1.1 Intent – These procedures apply to developing, revising, approving, reaffirming and 
withdrawing standards developed by the Green Building Initiative (GBI). 



 
1.2 Scope – GBI’s scope of standard involvement is to develop and maintain consensus 



standards for environmentally preferable design, construction and upkeep of buildings. 
 



1.3 Standards Maintenance – All standards shall be reaffirmed, revised, or withdrawn 
within 5 years from the original standard approval date, and every five years thereafter. 



 
1.3.1 Continuous maintenance of American National Standards 



Continuous maintenance is defined as the maintenance of a standard by 
consideration of recommended changes to any part of it according to a 
documented schedule for consideration and action by the consensus body. The 
standard shall be maintained by an accredited standards developer. A 
documented program for periodic publication of revisions shall be established 
by the standards developer. Processing of these revisions shall be in accordance 
with these procedures. The published standard shall include a clear statement 
of the intent to consider requests for change and information on the submittal 
of such requests. Procedures shall be established for timely, documented 
consensus action on each request for change and no portion of the standard 
shall be excluded from the revision process. In the event that no revisions are 
issued for a period of four years, action to revise, reaffirm, or withdraw the 
standard shall be initiated in accordance with the procedures contained herein. 



 
In the event that a BSR---8/108 has not been submitted for an American National 
Standard under continuous maintenance within five years of its approval, the 
standards developer may request an extension, but shall then maintain the ANS 
under periodic maintenance 



 
1.3.1.1 Records shall be retained for a minimum of five (5) years or until 



approval of the subsequent revision or reaffirmation of the complete 
standard. 



 
 



1.4 American National Standards – GBI shall conform with the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) Essential Requirements and submit all ANSI required forms 
when intending to develop American National Standards. 
1.4.1 Antitrust Policy --- American National Standards shall be developed in accordance 



with applicable antitrust and competition laws and meetings amongst 
competitors to develop American National Standards are to be conducted in 
accordance with these laws. 



 
2.0 Organization 
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2.1 Standards Committees – Standards Committees shall be established by GBI and will be 
responsible for developing, maintaining, approving and achieving consensus on GBI 
standards. The Standards Committees will be the consensus bodies for any standards 
submitted to ANSI for consideration as American National Standard. Only one Standard 
Committee (or Consensus Body) will be established for each standard to be developed. 



 
2.1.1 General membership – membership on GBI standards committee is open to all 



interested parties and shall be sufficiently diverse to ensure reasonable balance 
and to prevent dominance by any single interest group. 



 
2.1.2 Initial committee membership --- GBI shall initially appoint up to one half of the 



Standards Committee. The remainder shall be elected by the Committee after 
announcement in Standards Action of the intent to develop or revise an 
American National Standard. Initial membership selection shall give 
consideration to: 



 
a) the need for active participation by members of each interest group, 
b) the need for reasonable balance, 
c) preventing the potential for dominance by members of a single interest 



group, 
d) the extent of interest expressed and the willingness to participate, and 
e) qualifications and ability to materially contribute to the work of the 



Standards Committee. 
 



2.1.3 Application --- Individuals seeking membership on a Standards Committee shall 
submit a written request to the Secretariat indicating their interest in the work 
of the Standards Committee and their qualifications, willingness to participate, 
and affiliations that might affect their classification. Applicants shall identify 
their interest category (See 2.1.4 Interest Categories). GBI will confirm that 
selection is in conformance with 2.1.4 and will notify applicants if a change to 
requested interest category is warranted. 



 
2.1.4 Interest categories ---  all members shall be  classified: 



 
a) Producer – a representative of a company that is engage in the 



manufacture of products covered by the Standard. A consultant or 
agent who represents a manufacturer is considered a producer. 



b) Users – directly involved in designing, constructing or in the use or 
operation of environmentally preferable buildings: builders, developers, 
architects, engineers, insurance companies, occupants, disabled rights 
advocates, facility managers, utilities, property management companies 
and building consultants. 



c) General Interest – variety of perspectives that are neither producers nor 
users: academia, scientists, technical societies, consumer groups, 
environmental groups and trade associations. 
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d) Government --- representatives from federal and state agencies or 
regulatory or enforcement offices at the state or local level. 



e) Testing and Standards Organization --- organizations that test and/or 
certify products covered by the standard, or that develop 
standards/codes related to products covered by the Standard. 



 
2.1.5 Processing applications – The Secretariat shall promptly process all 



membership applications and shall recommend appropriate action to the 
Standards Committee. The Standards Committee shall accept or reject all 
applications. 



 
If space is unavailable on the Standards Committee (see 2.1.7 Standards 
Committee Size) accepted applicants shall be put into a queue for the next 
available position. 



 
Rejected applicants shall have the right to appeal in accordance with Section 6 
Appeals. In accepting or rejecting applicants, consideration shall be given to the 
following: 



 
a) Need for active participation by members of each interest group. 
b) Balance and potential for dominance by members of a single interest 



group. 
c) Extent of interest expressed by the applicant and willingness to 



participate. 
d) Qualifications and ability to materially contribute to the work of the 



Standards Committee. 
 



2.1.5.1 Balance –The standards development process should have a balance of 
interests. Participants from diverse interest categories shall be sought 
with the objective of achieving balance. Criteria for balance is that no 
single interest category shall constitute a majority of the membership of 
the consensus body. However, temporary imbalance can exist due to 
membership resignations, illnesses or other unforeseen circumstances. 
No ballots will be issued during periods of significant Standards 
Committee imbalance. 



 
2.1.6 Vacancies – procedures for filling vacancies are as follows 



 
2.1.6.1 Applications will be put in the queue for the particular interest 



category vacancy, the Secretariat and Chair will make a 
recommendation, and the relevant application(s) will be referred to 
the Standards Development Committee for consideration (see 2.1.5 
Processing Applications). 



 
2.1.6.2 Through a letter ballot, the Standards Development Committee will 



elect a new Committee member to fill the vacant slot. 
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2.1.6.3 The new Committee member shall be considered elected by a 
majority of affirmative responses being received by the Secretariat. A 
quorum of Committee members must have responded (see 3.3 
Quorum). 



 
2.1.6.4 Closing date for these letter ballots is 15 days after mailing of the 



ballots. The Committee Chair may grant extensions. 
 



2.1.7 Standards committee size – The Secretariat shall consider and may recommend 
reasonable limits on the size of any Standards Committee. To ensure 
administrative manageability of any Committee, the suggested maximum is 30. 



 
2.1.8 Defraying participation expenses for committee members – To encourage and 



facilitate broad participation Standards Committee members from consumer 
oriented non---profit organizations shall have meeting travel costs covered where 
funds are available. Application to cover costs of travel and to cover any 
additional meeting preparation costs shall be made to the Secretariat. 



 
2.1.9 Defraying participation expenses for committee officers– Officers of the GBI 



Standards Committee qualify to have the costs of meeting preparation 
associated with their role on the executive covered. Application to cover costs 
shall be made to the Secretariat. 



 
2.1.10 Members per organization – There shall be a limit of one voting member from 



each company or organization. In rare circumstances, and only when accepted 
by affirmative vote of two thirds of committee members, a company or 
organization may have two representatives, and these representatives must be 
in different interest categories. 



 
2.1.11 Standards Committee Officers Chair, Vice Chair and Secretary – The Secretariat 



(Secretary) shall appoint a Chair and Vice Chair from the individual members of 
the Committee subject to approval by a majority vote of the Committee. 
Committee officers shall serve until a successor is selected and ready to serve. 
The Secretariat need not be a member of the Committee and is not subject to 
Committee approval (see 2.2 Secretariat). 



 
2.1.12 Review of membership – The Secretariat shall establish and review the 



membership roster annually and report to the Standards Committee 
documenting the classification of each Standards Committee member and the 
achievement of balance. Members may be terminated under two conditions: 



 
a) automatic termination for failure to return two successive ballots, or 
b) termination subject to Standards Committee approval if a member 



habitually, and after receiving prior warning, is in default of obligations 
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including attending meetings and completing correspondence 
 



2.1.13 Changes in employment – Standards Committee members shall notify the 
Secretariat of any changes in employment affecting representation and shall 
submit a new application if continued membership on the Standards Committee 
is desired. 



 
If a change in employment of a Standards Committee member does not lead to 
a change in interest category or balance, the Committee member’s application 
under new employer may be approved by the Standards Committee Chair. 



 
In the event that the change in employment of a Standards Development 
Committee member also leads to a change in interest category classification 
(see 2.1.4 Interest Categories), the Committee member will be put in the queue 
for that particular category and must await a vacancy. 



 
If the change in employment affects the Standards Committee’s balance of 
interests, the following process will be followed: 



 
2.1.13.1 The Committee member will remain on the Standards Development 



Committee until a Committee vote determines the membership 
status. 



 
2.1.13.2 A Committee member will not be removed from the Standards 



Development Committee during times of open ballots. 
 
 
 
 



2.1.14 Subcommittees and working groups – Subcommittees and Working Groups 
may be established by the Chair, Secretariat or Standards Committee for the 
purpose of assisting the Standards Committee in drafting standards, considering 
comments or negative votes on portions of the standards, interpretations, 
considering appeals and other advisory functions. 



 
2.1.14.1 Membership on Subcommittees may include persons who are not 



members of the main Standards Committee. 
 



2.1.14.2 Balance is not required for Subcommittees. A roster of all 
Subcommittees shall be maintained by the Secretariat. 



 
2.1.14.3 Subcommittee Chairpersons shall be members of the main 



Standards Committee and shall be appointed by the Standards 
Committee Chair. 
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2.1.14.4 Subcommittee members shall be appointed by the Subcommittee 
Chair, with the concurrence of the Secretariat. 



 
2.1.14.5 Working Groups may be formed to resolve specific issues 



throughout the process and members may be appointed by the 
Chair, Subcommittee Chair, Secretariat or Standards Committee. 



 
2.2 Secretariat – GBI shall be responsible for maintaining the Secretariat for all Standards 



Committees. The Secretariat shall: 
 



a) Organize the Standards Committees. 
b) Oversee compliance with these procedures. 
c) Maintain rosters of any Standards Committees, Subcommittees, and Task 



Groups and a list of their specific responsibilities. 
d) Perform administrative work including arranging meetings, preparation and 



distribution of agendas, minutes, ballots, draft standards and maintaining 
adequate records. 



e) Submit candidate standards approved by the Standards Committee and any 
other required information to ANSI for review and approval as an American 
National Standard. 



f) Publish approved standards and subsequent revisions. 
g) Perform other administrative functions as required. 



 
3.0 Meetings 



 
3.1 Frequency and Location – Standards Committee meetings shall be held as decided upon 



by the committee, the chair, the secretariat, or by petition of five or more members. 
Locations shall be convenient for all members and may include teleconference or 
webinar meetings. Subcommittee meetings may be called by the Chair of the 
Subcommittee with approval of Standards Committee Chair and the Secretariat. 



 
3.2 Notification – At least 30 days written notice shall be given by the GBI Secretariat for in 



person meetings of all GBI Standards Committees, and at least 7 days’ notice for 
teleconference meetings of the full committee or subcommittees. An agenda shall be 
prepared and distributed with the meeting notice. Working groups may schedule 
meetings at the convenience of the majority of the group’s members. 



 
3.3 Quorum – A majority of committee members shall constitute a quorum. Alternates 



representing a member can vote in place of members if a signed proxy is provided. 
Proxies can only be exercised in a manner consistent with the balance criteria stipulated 
in Section 2.1.5.1 Balance; the proxy must be made by another member of the same 
interest category as defined in Section 2.1.4. If a quorum is not present the Committee 
can take actions but are not made official until approved by letter ballot or at a 
subsequent meeting. 
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3.4 Observers/visitors – except for executive sessions (see 3.5) all meetings of Standards 
Committees and meetings of all Subcommittees shall be open to attendance by any 
interested visitor. For planning purposes, visitors shall strive to notify the Secretariat at 
least ten days in advance of their intent to attend Standard Committee meetings and 
Subcommittees. Visitors shall not have the right to vote. Visitors shall be permitted to 
address the Standards Committee/Subcommittee. Committees have the option of 
excluding visitors exhibiting disruptive behavior (e.g. preventing due process of the 
Committee, attempting to remove the Committee’s focus from developing an American 
National Standard, repeated attempts to prevent the development of the Standard 
itself) from attending future meetings by a two---thirds   vote. 



 
3.5 Executive sessions – executive sessions consisting of the Chair of the Standards 



Committee, Chairs of Subcommittees, Vice Chairs of Subcommittees, or their designees, 
and the Secretariat shall be permitted for the purpose of considering administrative 
issues, consensus body membership issues, financial and similar issues. 



 
3.6 Parliamentary Procedures – Robert’s Rules of Order (latest edition) shall apply on 



questions of meeting procedure. 
 
4.0 Voting 



 
4.1 Voting may take place during meetings including teleconference and webinar meetings 



and/or via written letter ballot. 
 



4.2 Letter Ballots --- Approval, revision, reaffirmation, withdrawal, substantive changes and 
interpretations of published standards shall be approved by written letter (including 
electronic)  ballot. 



 
4.3 Administrative Ballots --- Administrative changes to a standard (e.g., typographical 



errors, numbering) and other committee business may be decided by a majority of the 
members present at a meeting. 



 
4.4 Letter Ballot Vote – Each member of the Committee shall vote one of the following 



positions: 
 



a) affirmative, 
b) affirmative with comment, 
c) negative with reasons (if possible should include specific wording or action that 



would resolve the objection), or 
d) abstain. 



 
4.5 Letter Ballot Voting Period – Closing date for letter ballots is 15 days after distribution 



of the ballots. The Committee Chair may grant extensions. 
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4.6 Approved Actions --- Approvals of, substantive changes and revisions to, reaffirmations, 
and interpretations and withdrawals of all Standards shall be considered approved when 
all of the following conditions have been met: 



 
a) At least 50 percent of the members have returned their letter ballot, 
b) At least 66 percent of the votes cast, excluding abstentions and negatives 



without reasons, are affirmative, and 
c) All negative votes with reasons have been addressed in accordance with 4.8 



 
4.7 Reporting Votes – the results of each vote on standards shall be reported as follows: 



 
a) number of voting members, 
b) number of affirmative votes, 
c) number of negative votes with reasons, 
d) number of negative votes without reasons, 
e) number of abstentions, and 
f) number of unreturned ballots. 



 
4.8 Negative Votes with Reason – all negative votes with reasons shall be referred by the 



Secretariat to the Standards Committee Chair or the Subcommittee Chair responsible 
for the part of the standard in question. The Standards Committee Chair or 
Subcommittee Chair will review the objection with the voter and attempt to reach 
resolution. All consensus body members voting negative on a ballot shall receive a 
written disposition of their comments. If substantive changes to the standard are 
required then the changes are subject to letter ballot and public review process. If 
changes are not made to the standard and the voter still maintains an objection then a 
letter ballot is issued to determine if the objection is to be considered “non---persuasive”. 
Classifying an objection as “non---persuasive” requires a quorum and 75% approval of 
Standard committee members excluding abstentions. If an objection is deemed non--- 
persuasive, the voter shall be informed in writing of the unresolved technical objections 
and right to appeal (section 6.0). Additionally, all unresolved objections from Standards 
Committee voting and from the public review process shall be recirculated to the 
Committee noting the reason for objection, attempts at resolution, and any substantive 
changes to afford the Standards Committee members the opportunity to respond, 
change, or reaffirm their votes. 



 
4.9 Negative Votes without Reasons – Any negative vote not accompanied by reasons shall 



be recorded as “negative without reason” and no further action is required. 
 



4.10 Comments Accompanying Affirmative Votes or Abstentions – The Standards 
Committee shall be made aware of all comments associated with affirmative votes and 
abstentions. 



 
4.11 Addressing Public Review Comments Containing Objectionsor Proposals for Change – 



all public comments with objections or proposals to change the standard shall be 
referred to the Standards Committee Chair or the Subcommittee responsible for the 
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part of the standard in question to attempt resolution. All public review commenters 
will be informed in writing of the disposition of their comments. The Secretariat may 
obtain further information from the commenter or attempt to correspond with the 
commenter directly and reach resolution. If substantive changes to the standard are 
required then the changes are subject to letter ballot, and a new public review period. If 
changes are not made to the standard, then the response to the objection or proposal 
for change is subject to approval by vote of the Standards Committee and the 
commenter is informed in writing of the response. In addition the commenter shall be 
informed in writing of the unresolved technical objections and procedural appeals 
process (section 6.0). Additionally, all unresolved objections from Standards Committee 
voting and from the public review process shall be recirculated to the Standards 
Committee noting the reason comment is unresolved, attempts at resolution, and any 
substantive changes to afford the Committee members the opportunity to respond, 
change, or reaffirm their votes. 



 
4.12 Addressing Public Review Comments without Objections– The Standards Committee 



shall be made aware of all public review comments. All public review commenters will 
be informed in writing of the disposition of their comments 



 
4.13 Substantive Changes to Standard--- All substantive changes made to the standard shall 



undergo a letter ballot and public review, simultaneously when possible. 
 
5.0 Interpretations 



 
5.1 Processing Interpretations – Requests for interpretations of Standards shall be 



submitted in writing to the Secretariat and shall be forwarded by the Secretariat to the 
Chairperson and Secretary. Proposed interpretations may be prepared by the 
Chairperson, Secretary or any other Standards Committee member with particular 
expertise on the subject in question. All proposed interpretations shall be prepared in 
writing and shall be submitted to the Secretariat for a letter ballot of the Standards 
Committee. Interpretations shall be approved in accordance with section 4.6 Approved 
Actions. 



 
5.2 Notification of Interpretations – Notification of approved interpretations shall be sent 



in writing to the requester. Other users of the standard will also be notified through the 
GBI website or other means. 



 
6.0 Appeals 



 
6.1 Persons with direct/material interests – Persons who have directly and materially 



affected interests and who have been or may be adversely affected by a substantive or 
procedural action or inaction of the consensus body or the secretariat shall have the 
right to appeal. The Standards Committee will offer a “procedural” appeals process but 
is not required to offer a “technical” appeals process. 
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6.2 Complaint –The appellant shall file a written complaint with the Secretariat within 15 
days after the date of notification of any action or at any time with respect to inaction. 
The complaint shall state the nature of the objection, the clause of these procedures or 
the sections of the Standard that are at issue, the action or inaction at issue, and the 
specific remedial action(s) that would satisfy the appellant’s concerns. 



 
6.3 Response – Within 30 days after the receipt of the complaint, the Secretariat shall 



respond in writing to the appellant, specifically addressing each allegation in the 
complaint to the extent possible. The Secretariat shall attempt to resolve, informally, 
the complaint of the appellant. 



 
6.4 Procedural Appeals Panel and Hearing – If the Secretariat is unable to informally 



resolve a procedural related complaint, it shall appoint an appeals panel to hold a 
hearing with all participants providing at least 15 working days’ notice. Procedures for 
the appeals hearing shall be provided to all participants at that time. Appellant will have 
the right to waive the 15 day notice requirement. The appeals panel shall consist of 
three individuals who have not been directly involved in the dispute and who will not be 
materially affected by any decision made in the dispute. At least two members of the 
panel shall be acceptable to the appellant and at least two shall be acceptable to the 
Secretariat. If the appellant and the Secretariat cannot agree on a panel within 15 days, 
the Secretariat may appoint the panel. 



 
6.5 Conduct of the Hearing – The appellant has the responsibility of demonstrating 



improper procedural action or inaction, the adverse effects therefrom, and the efficacy 
of the requested remedial action. The Secretariat has the responsibility to demonstrate 
that the Committee took all actions in question in compliance with these procedures. 
Procedures for the appeals hearing shall be provided to all participants with at least 15 
days working notice. Appellant will have the right to waive the 15 day notice 
requirement. 



 
6.6 Decision – The appeals panel shall render its decision in writing within 5 days of the 



hearing, based upon a preponderance of the evidence, stating its findings of fact and 
conclusions, with reasons therefore and citing the evidence. The Secretariat shall notify 
the appellant and the Committee of the decision of the appeals panel, which shall be 
binding and final on all concerned. 



 
7.0    Records --- Standards Committee records concerning new, revised, or reaffirmed standards shall 



be retained for at least one complete standards cycle (until the standard is revised, withdrawn 
or reaffirmed). Records concerning withdrawn standards shall be retained for at least five years 
from the date of withdrawal. 



 
8.0 Public  Review 



 
8.1 Notification that Standard Will Be Developed – At the initiation of a project to develop 



or revise an American National Standard, notification shall be made to ANSI using the 
Project Initiation Notification System Form (PIN). In accordance with the ANSI Essential 
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Requirements this will include an explanation of the need for the standard and an 
identification of the affected stakeholders. Any comments arising from the PINS will be 
addressed in accordance with clause 2.5 of the ANSI Essential Requirements. 



 
8.2 Public  Review  on  Standard  –  Proposals  for  developing  new  American  National 



standards or revising, reaffirming, or withdrawing existing American National standards 
shall be open to public comment and notification shall be made to ANSI using the BSR---8 
(Standards Action Public Review Request Form). At a minimum, public review periods    
shall occur for the purposes of eliciting broader comment and agreement on the 
Committee’s work to---date. Public review and balloting may be performed concurrently. 
All resulting comments shall be addressed in accordance with sections 4.11 and 4.12 



 
8.3 Processing Comments – All comments on the content of a standard will be addressed 



according to Section 4.11 and 4.12 
 
9.0 Correspondence 



 
9.1 Internal Committee Correspondence – all official Standards Committee correspondence 



shall be distributed by the secretariat. Correspondence from a Standards Committee or 
Subcommittee member to the entire membership of the Standards Committee of 
Subcommittee shall be forwarded to the Secretariat for approval and distribution. 



 
9.2 External Correspondence – Inquires relating to the Standards Committee and Standards 



shall be directed to the Secretariat. Standards Committee members should advise 
individuals who contact them that responses to all inquiries are handled by the 
Secretariat. 



 
10.0 Metric Policy – Any units found in GBI standards will be either U.S. customary units plus 



standard international units (metric units) or standard international units alone. 
 
11.0 Patent Policy – If any GBI standard requires the use of a patented invention the Standards 



Committee will follow ANSI’s patent policy that clearly defines the influence a patent holder 
shall have on users of the standard (ANSI Essential Requirements Section 3.1). 



 
12.0 Commercial Terms and Conditions ------ The GBI standard will follow ANSI's Commercial Terms and 



Conditions policy that clearly defines the use and appearance of commercial terms and 
conditions within the standard (ANSI Essential Requirements 3.2). 



 
13.0 Revisions to These Procedures --- These Operating Procedures are maintained by the GBI. 



Proposed revisions to these Operating Procedures may be submitted in writing by any GBI 
Member or GBI Committee to the GBI President along with a supporting rationale for the 
proposed change. The GBI President will present the proposed revisions to the GBI Board for 
review and consideration. The revised procedures are then submitted to ANSI for review and 
approval. Any approved revisions to these Operating Procedures shall be effective upon 
publication. 
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			THE GREEN BUILDING INITIATIVE (GBI) PROCEDURES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF GREEN BUILDING STANDARDS


			1.3.1 Continuous maintenance of American National Standards










GBI	  Consensus	  Body	  for	  Revision	  of	  ANSI/GBI	  01-‐2010	  



Following	  is	  the	  list	  of	  the	  Green	  Building	  Initiative’s	  Consensus	  Body	  (CB)	  members.	  This	  Body	  has	  been	  established	  
under	  GBI’s	  ANSI-‐approved	  procedures.	  	  CB	  members	  are	  designated	  in	  five	  categories:	  Government,	  Testing	  &	  
Standards	  Organizations,	  Producers,	  Users,	  and	  General	  Interest.



Chair	  
Michael	  Lehman,	  ConTech	  Lighting	  	  
Northbrook,	  IL	  
michaell@contechlighting.com	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



Secretariat	  
Maria	  Woodbury,	  GBI	  
Portland,	  ME	  
maria@thegbi.org	  
	  
Secretariat	  Assistant	  
Emily	  Randolph,	  GBI	  
Camden,	  ME	  
emily@thegbi.org	  



Advisor	  to	  GBI	  
Ron	  Jarnagin,	  RLK	  Technical	  
Consultants,	  LLC	  
Richland,	  WA	  
ron.jarnagin@att.net	  	  
	  
	  
	  



	  
	  
Consensus	  Body	  Members*	  
	  
Government	  
	  
Susan	  Gitlin	  
U.S.	  Environmental	  Protection	  
Agency	  
Washington,	  DC	  
	  
Don	  Horn	  
U.S.	  General	  Services	  
Administration	  
Seattle,	  WA	  
	  
Testing	  &	  Standards	  
Organizations	  
	  
Allan	  Bilka	  
International	  Code	  Council	  	  
Country	  Club	  Hills,	  IL	  
	  
Amber	  Dzikowicz	  	  
NSF	  International	  
Ann	  Arbor,	  MI	  
	  
Josh	  Jacobs	  	  
UL	  Environment	  
Marietta,	  GA	  
	  
Producer	  
	  
Paul	  Bertram	  	  
Kingspan	  Insulated	  Panels,	  Inc.	  
Deland,	  FL	  



	  
Producer	  (cont)	  
Steve	  Strawn	  	  
JELD-‐WEN	  
Portland,	  OR	  
	  
Douglas	  	  Tucker	  
Mitsubishi	  Electric	  Cooling	  &	  
Heating	  
Suwanee,	  GA	  
	  
User	  
Gregory	  Bergmiller	  	  
S/L/A/M	  Collaborative	  
Glastonbury,	  CT	  
	  
Chris	  Dixon	  
NBBJ	  (representing	  self)	  
Seattle,	  WA	  
	  
Nicole	  Dovel-‐Moore	  	  
CTA	  Architects	  Engineers	  	  
Boise,	  ID	  
	  
David	  Eldridge	  
Grumman/Butkus	  (also	  
representing	  ASHRAE)	  
Evanston,	  IL	  
	  
Karen	  Joslin	  
Joslin	  Consulting	  
Beaverton,	  OR	  



	  
Gary	  Keclik	  
Keclik	  Associates	  Ltd.	  
Hoffman	  Estates,	  IL	  
	  
Charles	  Kibert	  	  
University	  of	  Florida	  
Gainesville,	  FL	  
	  
Jennifer	  Kowalonek	  	  
Alfred	  Benesch	  &	  Company	  	  
Pottsville,	  PA	  
	  
Gord	  Shymko	  
G.F.	  Shymko&	  Associates	  Inc.	  
Calgary,	  AB,	  Canada	  
	  
Kent	  Sovocool	  	  
Southern	  Nevada	  Water	  Authority	  	  
Henderson,	  NV	  
	  
General	  Interest	  
	  
Jeff	  Bradley	  	  
American	  Wood	  Council	  	  
Washington,	  DC	  
	  
William	  Carroll	  
American	  Chemistry	  Council	  
Dallas,	  TX	  
	  
	  











General	  (cont)	  
William	  Freeman	  
Resilient	  Floor	  Covering	  Institute	  
Rockport,	  ME	  
	  
Greg	  Johnson	  
Johnson	  Consulting	  Services	  (also	  
representing	  Greenscape	  Alliance	  
and	  Outdoor	  Power	  Equipment	  
Assn.)	  
Saint	  Paul,	  MN	  
	  
Malee	  Kaolawanich	  
NIH	  (representing	  self)	  
Bethesda,	  MD	  
	  



General	  (cont)	  
Tien	  Peng	  
National	  Ready	  Mixed	  Concrete	  
Association	  	  
Albany,	  CA	  
	  
Jane	  Rohde	  
JSR	  Associates,	  Inc.	  (also	  
representing	  the	  Vinyl	  Institute)	  
Ellicott	  City,	  MD	  
	  
George	  Thompson	  
Chemical	  Compliance	  Systems,	  
Inc.	  
Lake	  Hopatcong,	  NJ	  
	  



	  
General	  (cont)	  
Angela	  Tin	  
American	  Lung	  Association	  	  
Springfield,	  IL	  
	  
Erika	  Winters-‐Downey	  
American	  Institute	  of	  Steel	  
Construction	  
Lenexa,	  KS	  
	  
Rachel	  Minnery	  
American	  Institute	  of	  Architects	  
Washington,	  DC	  



	  



*	  applicants	  were	  asked	  to	  declare	  if	  they	  are	  representing	  themselves,	  their	  employer,	  or	  other	  entities	  
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		fc-int01-generateAppearances: 

		_9b) If you answered _Yes,_ de_9H61Z-jchH3Qm6R4NJVaMQ: The Green Globes programs are designed for the life cycle of buildings and provide a system for evaluation of post-occupancy outcomes. Green Globes for New Construction contains criteria to encourage benchmarking and assessment of performance in the first year following occupancy. Green Globes for Existing Buildings is itself designed as a subscription-based benchmarking tool as well as a rating and certification program. A free subscription to Green Globes for Existing Buildings is provided with every New Construction certification so that owners can track building performance during the first year of occupancy. Green Globes criteria pertaining to post-occupancy verification of outcomes is noted below. The revision to the Standard (to be published in 2018) is also included showing how the revisions will support verification.Green Globes New Construction:3.3.1.2 Benchmarking Energy Performance3.3.1.2.1 Is there a program or policy in place to compare actual performance data from the first year of operation with the energy design target?Green Globes Existing Buildings:1.1 Energy Consumption1.1.1 Document the Building’s ENERGY STAR® Score. • 1.1.1.1: Install functional individual metering or plan to install an individual building meter within the next 12 calendar months.• 1.1.1.2: Supply the following data to establish Energy Star energy target:• 1.1.1.3: Specify the ending month of the 12 month period for which energy consumption figures are being entered.• 1.1.1.4: Provide the building’s total energy bill for the 12 month period specified• 1.1.1.5: Provide the total energy consumption for each non-renewable fuel type, in total or by month, for the 12 month period specified.1.10 Energy Audit1.10.1 The building has had an energy audit within the past three years that included recommendations with costs, savings, and payback period.  1.10.2 Audit the following systems:• 1.10.2.1: Lighting system• 1.10.2.2: Heating plant• 1.10.2.3: Cooling plant• 1.10.2.4: Domestic hot water system• 1.10.2.5: HVAC distribution system• 1.10.2.6: Major equipment• 1.10.2.7: Appliances• 1.10.2.8: Building envelope• 1.10.2.9: Solar and renewable resource potential1.11 Energy Management, Monitoring and Targeting 1.11.1 Address issues raised in the energy audit with an energy management (reduction) plan.  1.11.2 Monitor energy use.1.11.3 Set energy usage targets1.11.4 Provide evidence of movement towards energy targets over time.1.11.5 Take steps to analyze and reduce peak energy demand.GREEN GLOBES ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BSR/GBI 01-201X (expected release: FY 2018):8.5.2 Resource Management Plan8.5.2.1  A Resource Management Plan addresses all energy consuming areas of a building or project and includes the following monitoring protocols (i.e., hourly, daily, monthly, seasonal, by floor, etc.):  •  Electricity;  •  Heating fuels;  •  Steam; AND  •  Other (e.g., chilled or hot water for campus/district systems) Note: This may reflect new technology that uses other energy sources as long as they are measurable.8.5.2.2  Create an action plan for evaluating the results of documentation defined by the Resource Management Plan and gathered by metering equipment (based upon Section 4.5 D, of the International Performance Measurement & Verification Protocol (IPMVP): Concepts and Practices for Determining Energy savings in New Construction, Volume III, Part I, January 2006).The action plan has a process for implementing changes identified as a result of the analysis of the monitoring of energy use. The action plan addresses a minimum of two of the following systems:  •  Lighting and lighting controls by floor or by zones;  •  Plug loads by floor or by zones;  •  Major electric HVAC equipment (e.g., chillers, cooling towers, AHU fans, pumps) 5 HP or greater;  •  Chilled water generation;  •  On-site renewable energy power generation;  •  Heating water or steam generation; AND/OR  •  Specialty or process electrical equipment.8.5.3 Verification8.5.3.1 Provide verification of the measurement of energy use and efficiency in accordance with Section 4.5 Option D – Whole Building Calibrated Simulation, of the International Performance Measurement & Verification Protocol (IPMVP): Concepts and Practices for Determining Energy savings in New Construction, Volume III, Part I. January 2006.  Savings are determined at the whole-building level by measuring energy use at main meters or sub-meters or using whole-building simulation calibrated to measured energy use data. 8.5.3.2  Install a fault detection and diagnostic system (FDD) on HVAC and lighting systems with the ability to detect the following:  •  Economizer operation;  •  Simultaneous heating and cooling;   •  Photocell malfunction; and  •  Additional HVAC and lighting setpoints.

		_9a) Does the system provide a_Sc4mlwysAUTeNvLeTOVMyQ: Yes

		_8b) If you answered _Yes,_ de_QUvBi1PA5rQJSitqhpJmMQ: The assessment process which allows direct contact with the assessor by phone, email and in person helps to mitigate discrepancies and appeals. Clients have the ability to ask questions and clarify documentation needs prior to report issuance. See attached, GBI Supplementary Answers - GSA HPBCS Review - Part III Development Criteria Review Questions.docx, for GBI's entire response.

		_8a) Is there a documented pro_i719suCo3dIm8*Mjn2VSZQ: Yes

		_7b) If you answered _Yes,_ pl_3Hs-hEIq75tidAvnIRWPpQ: How to Certify (Green Globes New Construction): https://www.thegbi.org/green-globes-certification/how-to-certify/new-construction/Green Globes New Construction Technical Reference Manual: https://www.thegbi.org/files/training_resources/Green_Globes_NC_Technical_Reference_Manual.pdfGreen Globes for New Construction Pre-Assessment Checklist: https://www.thegbi.org/files/training_resources/Pre_Assessment_Checklist_-_NC_v3.xlsxHow to Certify (Green Globes Existing Buildings): https://www.thegbi.org/green-globes-certification/how-to-certify/existing-buildings/Green Globes Existing Buildings Technical Reference Manual: https://www.thegbi.org/files/training_resources/Green_Globes_EB_Technical_Reference_Manual.pdfGreen Globes for Existing Buildings Pre-Assessment Checklist: https://www.thegbi.org/files/training_resources/Pre-Assessment_Checklist_-_EB_Large_Office_with_Responses.xlsxHow to Certify (Green Globes Sustainable Interiors): https://www.thegbi.org/green-globes-certification/how-to-certify/sustainable-interiors/Green Globes Sustainable Interiors Technical Reference Manual: https://www.thegbi.org/files/training_resources/Green_Globes_for_Sustainable_Interiors_Technical_Reference_Manual_-_V1.04.pdfGreen Globes for Sustainable Interiors Pre-Assessment Checklist: https://www.thegbi.org/files/training_resources/Pre_Assessment_Checklist_-_SI.xls

		_7a) Are the criteria used by _hRi9Fzwza0*pxrV2UaksWQ: Yes

		_6b) If you answered _Yes,_ de_TstevHnFhSSpiuNUdIyySw: Third-party assessors are selected based on qualification (experience in design, engineering, energy analysis/management, commissioning, construction, and/or facility management). Once an assessor is assigned, contact information for an assessor is then given to the owner by GBI. See attached, GBI Supplementary Answers - GSA HPBCS Review - Part III Development Criteria Review Questions.docx, for GBI's entire response.

		_6a) Is an assessor/auditor in_pXFd35-Lr1lfjN9Eh0lEJA: Yes

		_5b) If you answered _Yes,_ pr_b516wzrhlXRXpmSfDFsF8w: Changes to the GBI's Green Globes Assessment Protocol for Commercial Buildings BSR/GBI 01-201X are available on the GBI website, www.thegbi.org/ansi. GBI also publishes technical manuals for Green Globes that are available for free online.

		_5a) Are revisions to the syst_x2KQU7-2ofBd0Uuv8Us9ww: Yes

		_4b) If you answered _Yes,_ pr_k1Fle2Ej4kjRy4pilFy*EQ: GBI's consensus process has several requirements relevant to this question.  They include: a) annual review by ANSI of GBI's procedures for compliance to ANSI Essential Requirements; b) third-party review by ANSI of the consensus process used to create the Standard prior to receiving ANSI approval of the Standard, and c) an audit every five years of GBI prior to renewal of our SDO designation. Additionally, ANSI requires periodic maintenance of Standards at least every five years. Lastly, in between formal ANSI maintenance, GBI has formed technical committees as subsets of those involved in the ANSI process, such as between 2010 and 2013 to update the rating system to reflect advances in the market. In this period, updates included such items as updating ASHRAE Standard references, removing programs that became defunct, and adding criteria related to the Guiding Principles. GBI is currently planning a change to this practice in that when the revision to ANSI/GBI 01-2010 is complete (in 2018), GBI will file for approval of Continuous Maintenance procedures so that proposed changes can occur in a limited fashion within a two-year period so that market advances or items that need revision can be incorporated more immediately.Certification system changes are documented and can be accessed by the public on the GBI website. The current Substantive Limited Revisions can be found on the GBI website: https://www.thegbi.org/content/misc/Limited_Revisions_of_the_BSR-GBI-01-201X_10-20-17.pdf 

		_4a) Is there an independent r_qOf8e-nH7bPFh-5lWCDxDA: Yes

		_ 3b) If you answered _Yes,_ d_yEsyDbOYwuJ0QsLhYpe82g: Participating stakeholders with differing opinions are encouraged to submit proposed changes during public comment periods and participate in meetings to present their case when comments are addressed by the Consensus Body. Discussion and debate take place at the Subcommittee level, and then the Subcommittee reports out to the Consensus Body where additional debate takes place before action through a vote. Proposed changes can be defended and those submitting proposed changes may participate in the discussion and debate prior to voting. Differing opinions are managed by the technical committee and in accordance with the GBI Procedures for the Development and Maintenance of Green Building Standards (GBI-PRO 2005-5). When addressing Public Review Comments without objections "The Standards Committee shall be made aware of all public review comments." Public Review Comments Containing Objections - "shall be referred to the Standards Committee Chair or the Subcommittee responsible for the part of the standard in question to attempt resolution. The Committee may request the Secretariat to obtain further information from the commentator or attempt to correspond with the commenter directly and reach resolution. Each unresolved objection and attempts at resolution shall be referred to the Standards Committee. If substantial changes to the standard are required then the changes are subject to letter ballot, and a new public review period. If changes are not made to the standard, then the response to the negative comment is subject to approval by vote of the Standards Committee and the commenter is informed in writing of the response. In addition, the commenter shall be informed of the appeals process (section 6.0)."The GBI Procedures for the Development and Maintenance of Green Building Standards (GBI-PRO 2005-5) outline in section 6.0 Appeals the requirements to ensure there are third-party reviewers of the process when appropriate. Specifically, "If the Secretariat is unable to informally resolve the complaint, it shall appoint an appeals panel to hold a hearing on a date agreeable to all participants, with at least 15 working days‘ notice. The appeals panel shall consist of three individuals who have not been directly involved in the dispute and who will not be materially affected by any decision made in the dispute. At least two members of the panel shall be acceptable to the appellant and at least two shall be acceptable to the Secretariat."

		_3a) Is there a procedure for _xZ1qgtx*CeD1Q1cgTL7H7A: Yes

		_2b) What was their role in th_FmdwIo5sVV5i1u7wQmXmFA: Stakeholders submit public comments on the draft Standard and participate in public Subcommittee and Consensus Body meetings where proposed changes are discussed and votes are taken. Every Consensus Body meeting and Subcommittee meeting is open to the public, and stakeholders often participate as observers and active participants even if not voting members.Consensus Body and Subcommittee rosters are available under Supporting ANSI Documents at https://www.thegbi.org/ansi. 

		u_o30bnoQ5KjzksoVzsuoDTQ: Public comment and meeting notices are published in ANSI Standards Action and on GBI's website. Additionally, stakeholders representing the following organizations are notified of opportunities to participate in the development and updating of the Standard: (Please see attached, ANSI_Stakeholders_List.pdf for the full list of Stakeholders, which can also be found online on GBI's website at https://www.thegbi.org/content/misc/ANSI_Stakeholders.pdf) 

		_1b) If you answered _yes_ to _1vnJrv9yXHQnpv0JFFBqqQ: The Green Building Initiative became an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standards Developing Organization (SDO) in 2005 and used ANSI approved procedures in developing ANSI/GBI 01-2010 Green Building Assessment Protocol for Commercial Buildings, which is the basis for Green Globes. GBI's standard was originally developed by a technical committee—or Consensus Body—formed in 2006 that follows GBI's ANSI-approved procedures for developing consensus documents and involves a balanced membership of users, producers, and interested parties plus required public comment periods and full committee ballot voting. The committee is composed of 30 individuals balanced equally between users (10), generally interested parties (10), and producers (10). The Consensus Body is supported by technical experts from across the country through working Subcommittees. Additionally, the public plays an important role in developing ANSI standards by participating in periodic public comment forums. Many hundreds of individuals and organizations lent their expertise to the development of ANSI/GBI 01-2010: Green Building Assessment Protocol for Commercial Buildings before it was finalized.The Standard is currently in revision under ANSI periodic maintenance as Green Globes Assessment Protocol for Commercial Buildings BSR/GBI 01-201X and is expected to be published during FY 2018.

		_1a) Was the system developed _9df5BqVhFe3CFG7ZsC-0Og: Yes








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part III: Development Criteria Review Questions
Part III Instructions 
  
GSA will evaluate the development of the certification systems based on two primary criteria:  
  
A) Process for developing the certification system: Are the procedures to develop, maintain, and update the 
certification system transparent? Do they allow for a balance of different stakeholder interests? Is there an appeals 
process for disputes?  
  
B) Conformity assessment: Are the procedures and practices by which building projects are assessed transparent?  
  
Respondents should complete Part III once for their certification system and organization as a whole. In contrast to 
Part II, GSA is not requesting and discourages the completion of Part III for each building project type, unless it is 
impractical to answer the following questions broadly.  
  
In addition, system owners can include supporting information as attachments to the questions (attached directly into 
the PDF form). 


 


Part III-A: Process for developing and administering the certification system


1a) Was the system developed using a consensus-based approach? 
This criterion is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(D), "the ability of the standard to be developed and revised 
through a consensus-based process."   
  
GSA defines a consensus based certification system is a voluntary consensus standard as defined by OMB 
Circular A-119 or one that incorporates  the attributes of a voluntary consensus standards body defined in OMB 
Circular A-119: openness, balance of interest, due process, an appeal process, and consensus.


Yes


No







1b) If you answered "yes" to question 1a, please describe the consensus-based approach (cite any relevant 
standards or guidance used during development and/or system revisions). If answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A." 
  
Evidence of a consensus-based system may include: 
- Publicly accessible draft documents and comment periods, 
- Publicly accessible certification system clarifications, 
-Instructions for accessing information on key activities, and 
- Policy/procedure for ensuring stakeholder input during certification system development


1c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


2a) To ensure transparency, what stakeholders or groups of stakeholders were involved in the development and 
updating of the certification system?   
This criterion is based on Public Law 110-140, EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(C), "the ability of the applicable 
standard-setting organization to collect and reflect public comment. A transparent certification system has a 
documented approach for the review and consideration of public comments, public comments are collected on a 
regular basis, and development and updating process of the certification system is documented and publicly 
available." 
  
Evidence of transparency may include: 
-Evidence that review comments are publicly available; for example, website link, publication of document 
online, or statement that review  document/decision is available upon request  
- Evidence that public comments are incorporated into the certification system revision process.


2b) What was their role in the development and/or updating of the certification system?


2c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







3a) Is there a procedure for differing opinions during system development and/or revision? 
This criterion is based on Public Law 110-140, Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) Section 436 (h)(2)
(C): the ability of the applicable standard-setting organization to collect and reflect public comment. 


Yes


No


 3b) If you answered "Yes," describe the procedure. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4a) Is there an independent review and verification process for updating the certification system to ensure system 
maturity? 
This criterion is based on DOE Rule 10 C.F.R. Parts 433, 435, and 436, Green Building Certification Systems for 
Federal Buildings: "The system under which the building is certified must be subject to periodic evaluation and 
assessment of the environmental and energy benefits that result under the rating system" (part 433.33(b)(4)).  
  
A mature certification system is effectively linked to latest tools and standards; the certification system has 
components to track building performance post-occupancy; the certification system is used as a basis for 
development of other systems; and/or the certification system is consistently updated. As a best practice, the 
system is revised or reaffirmed every five years at minimum.


Yes


No


4b) If you answered "Yes," provide a description of how the system is revised or reaffirmed regularly to ensure 
maturity. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a) Are revisions to the system documented and accessible to the public?


Yes


No







5b) If you answered "Yes," provide link to publicly accessible information regarding system revisions. If 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


Part III-B: Conformity Assessment


6a) Is an assessor/auditor independently assigned/selected? 
This criteria is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(B): "the ability and availability of assessors and auditors to 
independently verify the criteria and measurement of metrics." 
  
The assessor/auditor is defined and is independent from the organization whose product is being assessed for 
conformity. Assessors/auditors have no stake in whether a building receives certification.


Yes


No


6b) If you answered "Yes," describe the selection or assignment process for auditors. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


7a) Are the criteria used by the assessors and auditors to evaluate a building project documented, available to 
applicants, and independent from the organization to whom they are providing their services? 
This criteria is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(B): "the ability and availability of assessors and auditors to 
independently verify the criteria and measurement of metrics." 
  
The conformity assessment body publicly discloses the scoring methodology and levels achieved by products that 
conform to the standard; and describes how the public can access this information. A documented standard 
verification method and process should be followed by assessors and auditors


Yes


No


7b) If you answered "Yes," please provide links to the location of the documentation and/or description of the 
process that is made available to applicants. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."







8a) Is there a documented process for applicants to appeal an auditor's/assessor's certification decision or specific 
findings?


Yes


No


8b) If you answered "Yes," describe the documented appeal process available to the applicant. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 
Description may include:  
- Evidence of  a documented appeal process 
- Evidence of a documented feedback/comment resolution process


9a) Does the system provide a verification system for post-occupancy evaluation of the certified building? 
This criterion is based on DOE Rule 10 C.F.R. Parts 433, 435 and 436, "Green Building Certification Systems 
for Federal Buildings: The system under which the building is certified must include a verification system for 
post occupancy assessment of the rated buildings to demonstrate continued energy and water savings at least 
every four years after initial occupancy." (Part 433.300(b)(5)).  


Yes


No


9b) If you answered "Yes," describe the system and/or requirement to perform a post occupancy of the certified 
building. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


End of survey. Please provide your completed survey(s) to GSA by January 31, 2017.





		fc-int01-generateAppearances: 

		_9b) If you answered _Yes,_ de_9H61Z-jchH3Qm6R4NJVaMQ: BREEAM USA In-Use is designed for the ongoing assessment of existing buildings and provides a means to verify the design and construction has delivered the intended performance outcomes from a New Construction or Refurbishment/Renovation/Fit out project.  Part 1 can be used to assess a newly built structure within 12 months of completion as it focuses on asset performance.  Parts 2 and 3 require at least 12 months of occupancy and consumption data to be eligible for certification.  It has a 3-year certification cycle and covers Energy and Water consumption among a broad range of sustainable criteria.

		_9a) Does the system provide a_Sc4mlwysAUTeNvLeTOVMyQ: Yes

		_8b) If you answered _Yes,_ de_QUvBi1PA5rQJSitqhpJmMQ: PN100 is the BRE America Complaints and Appeals Procedure, which would be the appropriate process for a Client wanting to Appeal a certification decision.  This procedure is made publically available on our website by going to our home page (www.breeamusa.com), scrolling to the bottom ribbon and clicking on "Complaints and Appeals".  The direct link is  http://www.breeamusa.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/PN100-BREEAM-USA-Complaints-and-Appeals.pdf

		_8a) Is there a documented pro_i719suCo3dIm8*Mjn2VSZQ: Yes

		_7b) If you answered _Yes,_ pl_3Hs-hEIq75tidAvnIRWPpQ: The full BREEAM USA In-Use technical standard, including full descriptions of how credits are awarded in topics like Energy, is available to download for free from the BREEAM USA website (http://www.breeamusa.com/how-it-works/technical-manual/).  Individuals who wish to access it are required to enter in basic contact details to gain access.  The global BREEAM website (www.breeam.com) includes a redirect to the BREEAM USA website as well as access to all BREEAM Technical Standards globally.   Licensed Assessors are required to use the standard and demonstrate through their assessment report how they have verified that the criteria have been met and present the required evidence (detailed in the standard).  The Quality Assurance process ensures that the high standard of submissions is maintained by the Assessor and the ratings awarded are robust and accurately reflect performance.

		_7a) Are the criteria used by _hRi9Fzwza0*pxrV2UaksWQ: Yes

		_6b) If you answered _Yes,_ de_TstevHnFhSSpiuNUdIyySw: Assessors are trained and licensed by BRE America to conduct BREEAM USA In-Use assessments.  Clients are free to choose any licensed Assessor, all of whom are publicly listed on both the BREEAM USA website (http://www.breeamusa.com/certified-assets/) and GreenBook Live, our global listing of all BREEAM Assessors and certified assessments (http://www.greenbooklive.com/search/scheme.jsp?id=214).  BRE America does not arrange, manage or set the fees for assessment services.

		_6a) Is an assessor/auditor in_pXFd35-Lr1lfjN9Eh0lEJA: Yes

		_5b) If you answered _Yes,_ pr_b516wzrhlXRXpmSfDFsF8w: Each BREEAM technical standard is required to include two sections to document the revisions.  First is the schedule of publication which in the BREEAM USA In-Use standard is called "Changes to this BREEAM Program Document".  This notes the launch of the version and any subsequent Reissues that have occurred, with the current version being shown last.  Reissues do not result in changes, deletions or additions to the main assessment criteria or assessment issues but are generally done to correct errors in the standard.  The second section required provides a list of the additions, deletions and alterations made from the previous version and is called the "Schedule of changes to this BREEAM Program Document".The BREEAM USA In-Use technical standard is available to download for free from the BREEAM USA website (http://www.breeamusa.com/how-it-works/technical-manual/).  Individuals who wish to access it are required to enter in basic contact details to gain access.  The global BREEAM website (www.breeam.com) includes a redirect to the BREEAM USA website as well as access to all BREEAM Technical Standards globally. 

		_5a) Are revisions to the syst_x2KQU7-2ofBd0Uuv8Us9ww: Yes

		_4b) If you answered _Yes,_ pr_k1Fle2Ej4kjRy4pilFy*EQ: The review and update cycle for BREEAM technical standards is every three or four years to ensure it continues to reflect the best and most robust science available and the appropriate tools and standards in the marketplace.  BREEAM International In-Use, the standard which provided the basis for BREEAM USA In-Use, was last updated in 2015.  The update originally scheduled for launch in 2018 was delayed allowing the US version sufficient time to establish itself in the market so that there could be meaningful engagement by stakeholders for the global review and update process.  The review and update process for the 2019 launch will be undertaken simultaneously with BREEAM International In-Use (to ensure alignment continues) but independently run by BRE America, the administrator of the rating system in the United States.  

		_4a) Is there an independent r_qOf8e-nH7bPFh-5lWCDxDA: Yes

		_ 3b) If you answered _Yes,_ d_yEsyDbOYwuJ0QsLhYpe82g: During the public consultation period, the draft technical standard is published via the applicable website along with information about the consultation and a link to an online survey.  The survey questions are developed in part with our Customer Engagement team to ensure they are neutral.  The consultation is available for a minimum of eight weeks and sometimes longer depending on different factors, such as if it's a new rating system or an update, the extent of the changes to an existing version, etc.  Once the consultation period has closed, the comments and responses are collated for review.  Individual members of our Technical Team reviews and drafts responses, which are then reviewed by senior members of our Technical team for approval.  The comments provided and the responses are then published.Examples of how we have run or are running consultations globally can be found here:  https://www.breeam.com/engage/research-and-development/consultation-engagement/These same methodologies will be replicated for BREEAM USA In-Use, with the BREEAM USA website (http://www.breeamusa.com) hosting the consultation information.

		_3a) Is there a procedure for _xZ1qgtx*CeD1Q1cgTL7H7A: Yes

		_2b) What was their role in th_FmdwIo5sVV5i1u7wQmXmFA: BREEAM is based on robust scientific research rather than a consensus view. Global consultations on sustainability topics set the broad direction across all BREEAM rating systems. Each rating system is then developed with that framework, with the science base established to determine the performance levels for which credits can be awarded. While we do extensive Industry consultation, any changes to the technical criteria must be justified with scientific evidence.

		u_o30bnoQ5KjzksoVzsuoDTQ: The current version of BREEAM USA In-Use (2016) was not considered a new or updated technical standard and so stakeholder engagement was not undertaken before its launch in August 2016.  The International version had already been available in the US since its launch in 2015 and the most recent version had included stakeholder engagement globally, including input from US-based stakeholders.  BREEAM USA In-Use was a strict equivalent translation for the US market.

		_1b) If you answered _yes_ to _1vnJrv9yXHQnpv0JFFBqqQ: N/A - see attached supporting information under 1c

		_1a) Was the system developed _9df5BqVhFe3CFG7ZsC-0Og: No








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part II: Effectiveness Criteria Review Questions
Part II Instructions 
  
System owners should complete Part II separately for each building project type listed in Part I, Question 2. In 
addition, supplemental evidence (beyond the answers provided within the questions boxes in this form) can be 
included as attachments to the questions (attached directly into the PDF form).  
  
This section provides an opportunity for respondents to describe how the certification system supports GSA's 
Building Effectiveness Criteria. GSA developed the following list of Building Effectiveness Criteria through analysis 
of the intent of the Guiding Principles for Sustainable Federal Buildings (for both existing buildings and new 
construction), EISA, and industry best practices. 
  
2017 GSA Building Effectiveness Criteria: 
  
A) Healthy, effective environments 
B) Energy efficiency 
C) Water use efficiency and management 
D) Solid waste diversion 
E) Sustainable procurement 
F) Siting. 
  
GSA has developed a list of the building design, operations, and maintenance categories aligning to each criterion. 
These sample lists are included for each criterion throughout the survey to provide context to respondents, but they are 
not meant to be all-inclusive.  If the system has credits aligning to the Building Effectiveness Criteria, yet not aligning 
to the elements listed, respondents are encouraged to select "other" and list additional elements in the provided field. 
 







Part II-A: General Information Questions


1) Name of Certification System


Important note about supporting information:  
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


2) Please indicate which type of building project this response addresses: 
Reminder, system owners should complete a Part II response for EACH type of project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation







Part II-B: Healthy, Effective Environments Information


In addition to answering the questions below, please provide supporting documentation where applicable. 
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


3) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Healthy, 
Effective Environments may include the following. Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by 
the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to these elements, yet in alignment with Healthy Effective 
Environments, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 3k.1). Please elaborate on each item answered 
"Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification 
numbers. In addition, where applicable, please provide supporting documentation. 
  
a)  ventilation and thermal comfort 
b)  daylighting and lighting controls 
c)  indoor air quality plans 
d)  radon detection 
e)  moisture control 
f)  low-emitting materials 
g)  protecting IAQ during construction 
h)  environmental smoking control 
i)  integrated pest management 
j)  occupant health and wellness 
k) other


3a.1) Does your system address ventilation and thermal control? 


Yes


No


 3a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ventilation and thermal control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 


3a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3b.1) Does your system address daylighting and lighting controls?


Yes


No







3b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing daylighting and lighting controls. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3c.1) Does your system address indoor air quality plans?


Yes


No


3c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing indoor air quality plans. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3d.1) Does your system address radon detection?


Yes


No


3d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing radon detection. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous questions here.


3e.1) Does your system address moisture control?


Yes


No
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3e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing moisture control. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3f.1) Does your system address low-emitting materials?


Yes


No


3f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing low-emitting materials. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3g.1) Does your system address protecting IAQ during construction?


Yes


No


3g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protecting IAQ during construction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3h.1) Does your system address environmental smoking control?


Yes


No







3h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmental smoking control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3i.1) Does your system address integrated pest management?


Yes


No


3i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing integrated pest management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3j.1) Does your system address occupant health and wellness?


Yes


No


3j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing occupant health and wellness. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3k.1) Does your system address other areas related to Healthy, Effective Environments?


Yes


No
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3k.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Healthy, Effective 
Environments. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3k.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-C: Energy Efficiency Information


4) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Energy 
Efficiency may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled energy use reduction 
b) actual energy use reduction 
c) ENERGY STAR products 
d) renewable energy 
e) clean and alternative energy 
f)  metering 
g) benchmarking 
h) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with energy efficiency, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 4h.1). 
Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify 
formal credit names and identification numbers. 


4a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled energy use reduction?


Yes


No


4a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled energy use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4b.1) Does your system address actual energy use 
reduction?


Yes


No


4b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual energy use reduction. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4c.1) Does your system address ENERGY STAR products? 


Yes


No


4c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ENERGY STAR products. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A." 


4c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4d.1) Does your system address renewable energy? 
Renewable energy comes from sources that are either inexhaustible or can be replaced very rapidly through 
natural processes. Examples include the sun, wind, geothermal energy, small (river-turbine) hydropower, and 
other hydrokinetic energy (waves and tides).


Yes


No


4d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing renewable energy. 


4d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4e.1) Does your system address clean and alternative energy? 
Alternative energy refers to energy not derived from traditional fossil fuel sources (coal, natural gas, petroleum) 
through conventional processes.


Yes


No


4e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing clean and alternative energy. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4f.1) Does your system address metering?


Yes


No


4f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing metering. If you answered "No" above, please 
enter "N/A."


4f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4g.1) Does your system address benchmarking?


Yes


No


4g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing benchmarking. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


4g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4h.1) Does your system address other areas related to Energy Efficiency?


Yes


No


4h) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to energy efficiency. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-D: Water Use Efficiency and Management Information


5) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Water Use 
Efficiency and Management may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled water use reduction 
b) actual indoor water use reduction 
c) actual outdoor water use reduction 
d) water conserving products 
e) meters 
f)  cooling towers 
g) water efficient landscapes 
h) alternative sources of water 
i) stormwater management 
j) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning 
to these elements, yet in alignment with water use efficiency and management, should be indicated by answering 
"Yes" to question 5j.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where 
applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


5a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled water use reduction?


Yes


No


5a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5b.1) Does your system address actual indoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual indoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







5c.1) Does your system address actual outdoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual outdoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5d.1) Does your system address water conserving products?


Yes


No


5d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  water conserving products. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5e.1) Does your system address meters?


Yes


No


5e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing meters. If you answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A."


5e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5f.1) Does your system address cooling towers?


Yes


No
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5f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing cooling towers. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


5f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5g.1) Does your system address water efficient landscapes?


Yes


No


5g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing water efficient landscapes. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5h.1) Does your system address alternative sources of water?


Yes


No


5h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing alternative sources of water. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5i.1) Does your system address stormwater management?


Yes


No







5i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  stormwater management. If upi answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5j.1) Does your system address other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and Management?


Yes


No


5j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and 
Management. If answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-E: Solid Waste Diversion Information


6) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Solid Waste 
Diversion may include the following: 
  
a) space for collection and storage of recyclables 
b) construction waste management 
c) site construction waste management 
d) waste diversion for occupants 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Solid Waste Diversion, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
6e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


6a.1) Does your system address space for collection and storage of recyclables? 


Yes


No


6a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing space for collection and storage of recyclables. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6b.1) Does your system address construction waste management? 
Unlike operational waste, which is made after a building is built, construction waste refers to materials and 
debris generated during construction, renovation, demolition, or dismantling of structures, buildings and 
associated infrastructure. Material types in operational and construction waste differ from operational waste, so 
reduction and diversion strategies also differ.


Yes


No


6b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing construction waste management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







6c.1) Does your system address site construction waste management? 
Site construction waste includes soil, rocks, trees, shrubs and other debris removed from the site for construction.


Yes


No


6c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing site construction waste management. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6d.1) Does your system address waste diversion for occupants?


Yes


No


6d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing waste diversion for occupants. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Solid Waste Diversion?


Yes


No


6e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to solid waste diversion. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-F: Sustainable Procurement Information


7) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Sustainable 
Procurement may include the following: 
  
a) recycled content 
b) biobased content 
c) environmentally preferable products 
d) ozone depleting compounds 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with sustainable procurement, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
7e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


7a.1) Does your system address recycled content?


Yes


No


7a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing recycled content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7b.1) Does your system address biobased content?


Yes


No


7b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing biobased content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7c.1) Does your system address environmentally preferable products?


Yes


No







7c.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmentally preferable products. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7d.1) Does your system address ozone depleting compounds?


Yes


No


7d.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ozone depleting compounds. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


7d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Sustainable Procurement?


Yes


No


7e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to sustainable procurement. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.
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Part II-G: Siting Information


8) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Siting may 
include the following: 
  
a) access to public transportation 
b) access to amenities/neighborhood assets 
c) floodplain avoidance 
d) consideration of occupant transportation emissions 
e) protection of historic resources 
f)  bicycling options 
g) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Siting, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 8g.1. Please 
elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal 
credit names and identification numbers. 


8a.1) Does your system address access to public transportation?


Yes


No


8a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to public transportation. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8b.1) Does your system address access to amenities/neighborhood assets?


Yes


No


8b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to amenities/neighborhood assets. If you  
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8c.1) Does your system address floodplain avoidance?


Yes


No







8c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing floodplain avoidance. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


8c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8d.1) Does your system address consideration of occupant transportation emissions?


Yes


No


8d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing consideration of occupant transportation 
emissions. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8e.1) Does your system address protection of historic resources?


Yes


No


8e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protection of historic resources. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8f.1) Does your system address bicycling options?


Yes


No







8f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing bicycling options. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


8f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8g.1) Does your system address other areas related to siting?


Yes


No


8g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Siting. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.





		_8g_2) List and describe speci_RePgtlqJhSt8SPeKgRjF1A: Habitat Protection: Imperative 01 Limits to Growth requires the protection of sensitive lands, mandating avoidance of and/ or buffers from those lands, unless the purpose of the project is protection of said sensitive land type. In addition, Imperative 03 Habitat Exchange (PPH p29) requires the permanent protection of an area equal to the project area, or .4 Hectares (1 Acre), whichever is greater. This requirement acknowledges the impact human development is having on wild areas and aims to project thriving eco-systems 1 for 1 as development continues. Sprawl Deterrence: Imperative 01 Limits to Growth prohibits building on a greenfield site in order to limit sprawl and encourage re-development of existing disturbed land. See PPH p7Native or Naturalized Landscape:Imperative 01 Limits to Growth requires understanding of the site's reference habitat, and that the project uses native and naturalized plants and topsoil in order to provide appropriate wildlife and avian habitat. Petrochemical Ban:Imperative 01 Limits to Growth bans the use of petrochemicals on the project site, protecting the local ecosystem natural soil and water sources from contamination. Connecting Humans to Food Sources:Imperative 02 Urban Agriculture requires projects to provide an area of the project for food production in order to connect the occupants to nutrition cycles and increase the potential for resilience.  The area required is based on the density of the site, and can be located offsite through Scale Jumping - see Place Petal Handbook p18 & 24. Human Scaled Places:Imperative 15, Human Scale and Humane Places (EqPH p6) requires signage, building footprints, and the length of solid walls to be limited in order to preserve the human scale of buildings and the community spaces that surround them. Equitable Access to Areas of Site:Imperative 16, Universal Access to Nature & Place (EqPH p13) requires externally focused non-building infrastructure to be equally accessible to all members of the public, regardless of background, age, socio-economic class or physical ability. Any project (except single family residential) in Transects L3-6 (village to urban core) must enhance the public realm through accessible features (e.g. art, benches, gardens, etc). 

		_8g_1) Does your system addres_ff8mY7BVb*i*sGiuAkjqUA: Yes

		_8f_2) List and describe speci_C0wNJMREdwPA8gnvh2ZNOw: Imperative 04, Human Powered Living promotes bicycles through three primary mechanisms. It requires "secure, weather protected storage for human powered vehicles". "advocacy in the community to facilitate the uptake of human-powered transportation", as well as "showering and changing facilities that can be accessed by all occupants of the building". 

		_8f_1) Does your system addres_1sstHIsbanCcUTwDKEgQlA: Yes

		_8e_2) List and describe speci_lGjbsZOFQpSxrT6TdCQh4g: Numerous Imperatives encourage the protection of historic resources through incentivizing building and material re-use.Imperative 14 Net Positive Waste (Materials Petal Handbook, MPH p46-7) requires both a pre-building audit of existing structures on the project site, and one salvaged product per 500 square meters of gross building area. Both requirements encourage preservation of historic resources through re-use. Imperative 11 Embodied Carbon Footprint reduces the carbon offset requirement for projects that make use of an existing building, incentivizing preservation of existing building stock. Imperative 19 Beauty + Spirit and Imperative 09 Biophilic Environment require projects to include elements that connect the project to its place. Re-using historic elements from the built environment would contribute towards meeting the intents of those requirements.  

		_8e_1) Does your system addres_16KZxJGV-qB91MoyOzebIA: Yes

		_8d_2) List and describe speci_bwSIISERQYJdT1ISjOIRaQ: Imperative 04, Human Powered Living, requires provision of one electric-powered vehicle charging station for all projects in Transects L4-L6 (village, or edge of city, into urban core), as well as enhancements to and advocacy for, lower emitting options, such as transit, and pedestrian and human powered vehicle paths and facilities. In addition, Imperative 15, Human Scale and Humane Places limits the amount of surface parking projects may provide, discouraging vehicular travel generally, and single occupant travel in particular. 

		_8d_1) Does your system addres_KvyWd2ElueSL6UWEcsSsnQ: Yes

		_8c_2) List and describe speci_p*D8ALhOtcDDbOfexSd2lQ: Imperative 01, Limits to Growth (PPH p6) prohibits building in a floodplain unless the project can meet an exception such as being in a historic district or dense urban core, or programmatically tied to the waterway in question, such as a working port or dock, or an educational facility. (Exceptions I01-E10, E11, E12 and E1; PPH p10-11).

		_8c_1) Does your system addres_HmUtbZX-saFnNkKhrcHnag: Yes

		_8b_2)  List and describe spec_UWFqfedTFEOKZ7iFoGHMaQ: Imperative 04, Human Powered Living requires consideration and enhancement of pedestrian routes.  In addition, Imperative 15, Human Scale and Humane Places (Equity Petal Handbook- EqPH p6) requires both "Provision of places for people to gather and connect internally and/or with the neighborhood" and "Provision of elements along the project edge which support the human scale of the larger neighborhood, such as seat walls, art, displays, or pocket parks." 

		_8b_1) Does your system addres_BvSyxvE9y4MYRtpbBuGODw: Yes

		_8a_2)  List and describe spec_71CUzmRyw7db1Z*-cW*79w: Imperative 04, Human Powered Living (Place Petal Handbook - PPH p 36) requires a transit subsidy for all building occupants (via owners or tenant employers) in Transects L4, L5 & L6.

		_8a_1) Does your system addres_-h0swVx1RxaVuEk9fJMNPg: Yes

		_7e_2) List and describe speci_oKY0GjoiTgpJHZYmkp2p0g: Carbon Offset: Imperative 11, Embodied Carbon Footprint (MPH p 24) requires teams to calculate and offset the total embodied carbon impact from the construction scope through a one time carbon offset, encouraging project teams to prioritize both materials with a lower carbon footprint and the use of salvaged products and rehabilitation of structures,Local Sourcing: Imperative 13 Living Economy Sourcing (MPH p 40) requires projects to incorporate place-based solutions and contribute to the expansion of a regional economy rooted in sustainable practices, products and services. Project teams are required to track product purchases, demonstrating that 20+% of the materials construction budget is manufactured within 500 km of the construction site, an additional 30+% is manufactured within 1,000 km, and additional 25+% comes from within 5,000 km. The remaining 25% may be sourced from any location.  Sustainable Materials Extraction: Imperative I-12 Responsible Industry requires advocacy to create a more transparent and sustainable materials extraction market for the stone and rock, metal, and mineral industries. Teams must advocate to dimensional stone suppliers and extractors to adopt the NSC 373 Standard, and to Metal and mineral  industries to create a sustainable standard that will incentivize more sustainable extraction practices. Socially Responsible Organizations: I-18 Just Organizations (Equity Petal Handbook p 23) requires at least one organization that is an integral part of the project team, to have a Just label. In addition, the project team must advocate to 10 additional organizations (manufacturers, suppliers, etc) to consider getting a Just label. Since Just is a tool to review and improve organizations based on 22 social justice metrics, these requirements push teams to consider the types of organizations they are supporting with their project dollars, and encourage a more socially just market of procurement options. See hyperlink in comment. 

		_7e_1) Does your system addres_UAJ5wsoZSMRNlvXXRDjlwA: Yes

		_7d_2)  List and describe spec_YEPA*SMqryBTbxv83-jqTA: Imperative 10 Red List bans the use of Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) in all products and within equipment on site; limits the concentration of VOCs in site installed wet applied products; and bans the use of California-defined Group II toxic exempt solvents in site installed wet applied products.  

		_7d_1) Does your system addres_U6VHO0hv181DgxKaXT-euQ: Yes

		_7c_2)  List and describe spec_MTgFd0UrLTDgCcJTYXOC3w: Imperative 12 Responsible Industry requires the installation of 1 Declare label product for every 500 square meters of project area or one Living Product Challenge (LPC) certified product for every 1,000 square meters of project area (i.e. counts as two Declare products). Declare labeled products are environmentally preferable because they have publicly available ingredient disclosure that has been screened against the Living Building Challenge Red List with EPA Chemicals of Concern and REACH Substances of Very High Concern highlighted.   The Declare program assists project teams in the selection of products that do not contain ingredients from these lists with known negative environmental and human health impacts. See Declare Manufacturers Guide 2017, attached.The LPC products have a Declare label (ingredient disclosure); as well as reporting of the product's energy, water, and waste footprints, and an offset of one or more of those footprints (a positive handprint); and manufacturer's social equity reporting (JUST label). Additional information on LPC products can be found in the Living Product Challenge standard (see attached). Both Declare and the Living Product Challenge were included in the EPA's Recommendations of Specifications, Standards, and Ecolabels for Federal Purchasing for the following categories: carpet (EPA p 5), flooring (p 8), interior paint (p 10), furniture (p 18). Imperative I-10 Red List (MPH p 6) requires building products, systems furniture, and task seating to be vetted to confirm products do not contain LBC Red List chemicals listed in Imperative 10 Red List: Alkylphenols, Asbestos, Bisphenol A (BPA), Cadmium, Chlorinated polyethylene and chlorosulfonated polyethylene, Chlorobenzenes, Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), Chloroprene (Neoprene), Chromium VI, Chlorinated polyvinyl chloride (CPVC), Formaldehyde (added), Halogenated flame retardants (HFRs), Lead (added), Mercury, Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs), Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), Phthalates, Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), Polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC), Short Chain Chlorinated Paraffins, Wood treatments containing creosote, arsenic or pentachlorophenol. In addition, Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in wet-applied products are limited. In support of the above listed requirement to eliminate the worst-in class materials and chemicals with the greatest impact to human and ecosystem health, I-10 Red List also prioritizes fully disclosed products. Acceptable methods of disclosure and reporting thresholds are listed in the Materials Petal Handbook (page 7). Imperative 1-12 Responsible Industry requires the use of FSC wood to prioritize the most sustainable forestry practices. It also requires advocacy to establish a comparable standard for stone, metal and minerals which is the first step to make it easier for teams to identify environmentally preferable extracted products. 

		_7c_1) Does your system addres_0fnGilNmb3mg*N0mEKFJMA: Yes

		_7b_2)  List and describe spec_noRo2DXICJxQZBCbipuelg: Imperative I-12, Responsible Industry (MPH p 32) requires all wood (a bio-based product) to be certified to Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) 100% labeling standards, from salvaged sources, or from the intentional harvest of timber on site for the purposes of clearing the project site for construction. In addition, natural products count double for Imperative I-13 Local Economy Sourcing, at the team's discretion. This is done to incentivize the use of natural products.

		_7b_1) Does your system addres_F3sGS8HdI-ICoGE3o0BxKg: Yes

		_7a_2)  List and describe spec_2g*0XwFg89sWhkfHlqyMFw: Although no Imperatives specifically target procurement of recycled content products, Imperative I-14 Net Positive Waste (Materials Petal Handbook - MPH p 46) requires 1 salvaged product per 500 square meters of gross building area which encourages recycling at a product level. In addition, recycled products are encouraged, as long as they do not create a market for a prohibited Red List material (MPH p11). 

		_7a_1) Does your system addres_CYMKnIdGDSVH7GKTapDwAg: No

		_6e_2) List and describe speci_k9Qe9J6wha0u-qoH5CI-8A: Waste Reduction Through Design & End of Life: Imperative 14 Net Positive Waste requires teams write a Materials Conservation Management Plan that explains how the will reduce or eliminate the production of waste during design, construction, occupancy and end of life phases of the project. This requirement pushes the team to be proactive in their materials selection during design and think about appropriate durability and end of life recyclability and impacts. 

		_6e_1) Does your system addres_c8ODjtRZ2H33qWuU5jqrPQ: Yes

		_6d_2) List and describe speci_bTdT-PQErIOHp7VR2BUWOQ: Imperative 14 Net Positive Waste requires all project types have dedicated infrastructure for collecting consumables and durables (compostable food scraps and recyclables). Since all projects are occupied and have a performance period and site visit by their Auditor, certification confirms that the recycling and composting systems are put in place and functioning, not just designed.

		_6d_1) Does your system addres_L2Qe5F9h8C9BbrppZsyeYA: Yes

		_6c_2) List and describe speci_uocCRN-sB5KemmiLhlGvkA: Imperative 14, Net Positive Waste requires 100% diversion for soils and biomass, and does not allow Alternative Daily Cover as a means of diversion, ensuring that soil and biomass are diverted out of landfills for productive use. 

		_6c_1) Does your system addres_qyq4*TRaKWJrtt-PP7yMyg: Yes

		_6b_2) List and describe speci_Qv-03fko4xMIK2TAwn-vNQ: Imperative 14, Net Positive Waste (I-14) requires all projects meet very high waste diversion goals: 99% for metals, paper and cardboard, 100% for soils and biomass, 95% for foam, carpet and insulation, and 90% for "all other [materials]". In addition, I-14 requires a pre-building audit of any existing infrastructure on the site, and the use of one salvaged material per 500sm of gross building area, both of which encourage teams to incorporate non-virgin materials and divert as much as possible from the waste stream. 

		_6b_1) Does your system addres_2pvXbuwN60fdQ-ZZJaO6Ow: Yes

		_6a_2) List and describe speci_0nLlByCxo12sVvP4VP4pxg: Imperative 14 Net Positive Waste (Materials Petal Handbook- p46) requires all project types have dedicated infrastructure for collecting recyclables and compostable food scraps. Since the LBC requires all projects to be occupied and have a site visit by the auditor before certification, recycling and composting systems are confirmed as in place and functioning, not just designed. 

		_6a_1) Does your system addres_UvtTWJkcWP5FpAiD5IdMnw: Yes

		_5j_2) List and describe speci_uC-LcM51-ZGzPXXsqSQNbQ: Additional Water Treatment: Imperative 05, Net Positive Water requires that Living Buildings must treat all of their greywater and blackwater on site, further unburdening municipal infrastructure, reducing the energy used to pipe the water (part of the energy-water nexus) and keeping nutrients in the local ecosystem (see WPH p 8).Water Protection: Imperative 05, Net Positive Water requires that that the water supply for the building, including recycled water, must be treated appropriately for its intended use without the use of harmful chemicals. Many chemicals used for water purification (including chlorine, calcium hypochlorite and sodium hypochlorite) have been deemed possible carcinogenic, mutagenic, reprotoxic, or respiratory toxins by the US EPA and/or European Commission agencies. Prohibiting the use of such chemicals protects downstream water sources. 

		_5j_1) Does your system addres_H3DgL94clzAdc*x5TqiPxw: Yes

		_5i_2) List and describe speci_uvl*Hvr9jENP9Dy03TUF4A: Imperative 05, Net Positive Water requires project teams to evaluate the pre-development hydrology of the site and restore the natural water flows. Stormwater must be treated on site and managed through reuse, a closed loop system, infiltration and/or evapotranspiration (see WPH, page 6).

		_5i_1) Does your system addres_44JJfopIb3LX1OwrtP4huw: Yes

		_5h_2) List and describe speci_SXdkE82Q9hUy72PHq0h0Hg: Imperative 05, Net Positive Water requires projects to rely on rainwater harvesting, condensation capture, and greywater reuse to meet their water demand. All of these strategies result in appropriately sized and climate-specific water management systems, offsetting the building's demand for freshwater from the municipality (see WPH page 7-8). In cases where teams are using groundwater in their on-site closed loop water system, they must model their re-infiltration strategy to show that their use will not harm the natural system.

		_5h_1) Does your system addres_SNUIXS8Mtdt5TpN5OfLYLA: Yes

		_5g_2) List and describe speci_1EBkt6M9pdaOuYDxhgRnlg: Imperative 01 Limits to Growth (Place Petal Handbook - PPH p 6) requires that on-site landscape be designed so that as it matures It increasingly emulates the functionality of indigenous ecosystems with regard to water use. All plants and topsoil used in the project are required to be native or naturalized, which require significantly less (or no) irrigation. Irrigation is allowed for establishment, but cannot be hard piped or used outside of the first year.

		_5g_1) Does your system addres_sWoDS-owG*j*mNJC3BYHSQ: Yes

		_5f_2) List and describe speci_Vs1Bl6C7Z27c4Eq-vk8nWQ: Cooling towers must be included in all water balance (and energy balance) calculations. The holistic and performance based approach of the LBC pushes teams to create integrated solutions that reduce water use across each project.

		_5f_1) Does your system addres_Yed87UhwQMiqa*VyN*Am2A: Yes

		_5e_2) List and describe speci_EdZ1jmtBd8vnw8mpVpPF9Q: Imperative 05 Net Positive Water requires project teams to submit total actual water use from monthly readings from meters or other on-site tracking systems that clearly record the amount of water used from each applicable supply source. (WPH page 9). At a minimum, monthly readings must be recorded documenting actual water use (gallons per month) from each applicable supply source: harvested rainwater; ground water and/or surface water' condensate' on-site reclaimed greywater and blackwater; utility-provided municipal water (when allowed by Exception). Sub-metering by end use, such as for sinks, showers, mechanical systems, etc., is not required but is recommended as good practice for troubleshooting any issues with a project's water balance. 

		_5e_1) Does your system addres_A5bSI9G4qAlnIGtHGTTA5w: Yes

		_5d_2) List and describe speci_5l7oa25LOvutodeCicwoqA: Although not an explicit requirement, the inclusion of extremely efficient fixtures is necessary to meet the performance requirements of I-05, Net Positive Water. Project teams typically include any or all of the following: best-in-class low flow shower heads and sinks, jet flush or composting toilets, and waterless urinals. (See Water Policy Case Studies: https://living-future.org/policy-advocacy/#tools-resources). 

		_5d_1) Does your system addres_mYHUA4OYWaGrnInoory-Dg: Yes

		_5c_2) List and describe speci_4kdOjj2fd-Ha-0XMkdEpWg: Outdoor water must be included in the project's overall water balance, which is limited to natural closed loop cycles on the project site, and are to emulate natural hydrological cycles. These naturally imposed limits on supply reduce outdoor water use when it out of step with natural cycles. Reduction is not required if the outdoor use is hydrologically appropriate.  

		_5c_1) Does your system addres_jWa-XvtY0yxc8BMHnDxylA: Yes

		_5b_2) List and describe speci_0EbJyM-TNJFHvh0yHcF1kw: Imperative 05 Net Positive Water (I-05) requires project teams to address their water needs without connecting to the municipal potable water system. Therefore, demand on local infrastructure is typically reduced to zero. Exceptions that allow some limited access to municipal water require the team to design a system that could function without the connection, and in some cases, require the team to make up the difference through community-scale efficiency measures. The team must provide proven performance data over the course of a 12-month performance period to demonstrate that requirements have been met.  In watershed-terms, I-05 requires teams to evaluate the carrying capacity of their site and design a water system that can exist within it, using only water captured or reused on site. Though it's not an explicit requirement, all Living Buildings to date have incorporated aggressive water use reductions in order to meet the requirement. 

		_5b_1) Does your system addres_k3HSMaNO1O04iYEKbJp5nQ: Yes

		_5a_2) List and describe speci_m9opx2*08HjgVjbELUdNWg: Modeling is necessary to ensure compliance with the strict water performance goals of Imperative 05, Net Positive Water (Water Petal Handbook - WPH p 4). However, because LBC is performance based it doesn't rely on water models to demonstrate water usage. LBC project teams must model available water supply sources, cistern size and treatment trains in order to design their project to meet their demand without the use of a municipal connection. Additionally, teams generally model the pre-development hydrology of their site in order to treat and manage all of the stormwater on site. In cases where teams are using groundwater in their on-site closed loop water system, they must model their re-infiltration strategy to show that their use will not harm the natural system.

		_5a_1) Does your system addres_LF3pyaCrSSD5uK6*6s83Hg: Yes

		_4h) List and describe specifi_TP4KxlblvkFgPOGOyALyYA: Battery Storage Requirement: Imperative 06, Net Positive Energy requires projects to install battery back-up systems that cover their critical loads, such as 10% of lighting and basic refrigeration, for seven days in order to provide resiliency.

		_4h_1) Does your system addres_z6WeBVSJzYmuA*LX5kYmHw: Yes

		_4g_2) List and describe speci_zbVXR*F6ht1uODlXtXP9EQ: Benchmarking is required for projects using the Offsite Renewables Exception, through which certain project types are allowed to use renewable energy generation from an offsite location. In this scenario, project teams must demonstrate best in class energy use intensity for their projects by submitting an energy model for review by ILFI's energy program staff. The energy model must highlight energy efficiency and renewable energy system information, conservation measures and/or load reduction strategies that show marked improvement over typical project for that type and region.

		_4g_1) Does your system addres_3llv55bODTnFB3tDPmnXcw: Yes

		_4f_2) List and describe speci_oDYm3Z8XEp6gWLcbkaERXQ: Imperative 06 Net Positive Energy requires building metering for all projects targeting Energy Petal Certification. Sub-metering is required for all projects except single family residences (home owners must develop a method to identify and troubleshoot any anomalies in their meter readings) and projects targeting Zero Energy Certification. Utility bills are required to verify energy performance. LBC requires teams use utility meter data when available; private meter data may be accepted for energy performance verification, so long as it is accompanied by a letter from an energy professional verifying its accuracy (data represents whole-building energy use, not just a subset of building loads).

		_4f_1) Does your system addres_cn1c0XMqb54pYn8uh-tzdg: Yes

		_4e_2) List and describe speci_JNoGx7kvK5*r2KOraXuiNA: Imperative 06 Net Positive Energy prohibits the use of fossil fuels on certified projects, except in rare use cases such as limited use of natural gas appliances in commercial kitchen facilities, emergency back-up generators, and for specialty uses such as Bunsen burners. Clean, renewable energy is required to offset 100% (ZE Certification) and 105% (for Living or Energy Petal Certification) of  the project's annual operational energy loads. Compliance is demonstrated through a 12-month performance period while the building is occupied as intended. 

		_4e_1) Does your system addres_KRGOYY-8iSuNMUUisFmXdg: Yes

		_4d_2) List and describe speci_yM5PP-imyUokV4VLvbpd6g: Imperative 06 Net Positive Energy requires the use of project-based renewable energy generation to offset building energy use over the course of a 12 -month post occupancy performance period. Teams must demonstrate, through meter readings and bills (if applicable), that their project produced enough renewable energy in 12 consecutive months, to power their project over the same period.

		_4d_1) Does your system addres_azygvWx4jsYRErxqQA2qzw: Yes

		_4c_2) List and describe speci_C*mUvbopljgJeT3hUlfQsQ: Although use of high performance products is critical to achieving the high aspiration requirements of Imperative 06, Net Positive Energy, no specific products or energy efficiency labels are required by the LBC. 

		_4c_1) Does your system addres_CiByXdZxWFGcZH32N2ICjw: No

		_4b_2) List and describe speci_oUL8CYvdKXWomGukrgj4CA: Imperative 06, Net Positive Energy limits projects to renewable energy produced within the boundaries of their own site. Energy use reduction is typically necessary to meet the performance requirements, while also avoiding combustion, which is prohibited. Energy use reduction is not required except when a project accesses an exception that allows them to produce renewable energy from an offsite location. In that case, the project team must demonstrate best in class Energy Use Intensity (EUI) for the project through a review of their energy model and the associated target EUI. Any model provided by the team is reviewed by ILFI for compliance with basic protocols, minimum on-site renewable energy capacity and best practices for energy efficiency and load reduction strategies. Energy use reduction is a key strategy in the performance of all certified projects.

		_4b_1) Does your system addres_x4FUcIhEoV9s97XKwgbrvg: Yes

		_4a_2) List and describe speci_IeqlYl0lPHLLTcAlTZcMFQ: Modeling is necessary to ensure compliance with strict energy performance goals of Imperative 06, Net Positive Energy (Energy Petal Handbook - EnPH p 6) . However, because LBC is performance based it doesn't require documentation of the energy model except when project access an exception that allows them to produce renewable energy from an offsite location. In that case, the project team must demonstrate best in class Energy Use Intensity (EUI) for the project through a review of their energy model and the associated target EUI. Any model provided by the team is reviewed by ILFI for compliance with basic protocols, minimum on-site renewable energy capacity and best practices for energy efficiency and load reduction strategies. 

		_4a_1) Does your system addres_zIMxQwTVipShghNkYyRcNg: Yes

		_3k) List and describe specifi_5y-8FQxTNnXJYoLaeSpxCA: Encouraging exercise over elevators:Imperative 04 Human Powered Living requires that projects promote the use of stairs over elevators. Teams can choose to do this via the building's layout, by designing the stairs to be pleasant and inviting to use (e.g. placing them on a primary view façade and daylighting them effectively), via signage, and/or by any other strategies of their choosing. Promoting the use of stairs over elevators not only saves energy; it also provides meaningful opportunity for employees to build exercise into their regular routines. Glare Issues:Imperative 07 Civilized Environment requires that project teams consider glare issues and the visual relief that results from the perceived distance of a view to the outside.Equitable Access:Imperative 16, Universal Access to Nature & Place, requires that projects allow equitable access to externally focused infrastruture, regardless of the users background, socioeconomic class, or physical ability. This requirement includes designing to meet the Americans with Disabilities Ace (ADA) and the Architectural Barriers Act (ABA) Accessibility Guidelines (see EqPH p 13). Ensuring that buildings are accessible is critical for inclusivity and therefore the health of our communities. Beyond that, buildings designed for accessibility are more easily navigable for everyone. Community Health:Imperative 16, Universal Access to Nature & Place, requires that projects do not block access to, nor diminish the quality of, fresh air, sunlight, or natural waterways for any member of society or adjacent developments. Further, the project must appropriately address any noise audible to the public (see EqPH p 13). The Living Building Challenge requires projects to address their impacts on health not only for building occupants, but for members of the community generally. Community and Occupant Benefit:Imperative 19, Beauty + Spirit, requires projects to provide elements that are 'solely intended for human delight and the celebration of culture, spirit and place appropriate to its function'. Projects must also meaningfully integrate public art (Beauty Petal Handbook - BPH p 6).Shared Knowledge to Benefit the Community:Imperative 20, Inspiration + Education, requires that project teams provide information about their project in various formats intended to educate building occupants, visitors, and website viewers. In this manner, their sustainability strategies are broadly disseminated, and each project serves as a catalyst for change, improving the health impacts of the built environment overall. 

		_3k_1) Does your system addres_2bn3vp-lDPx-Qjoc4Yg5YA: Yes

		_3j_2) List and describe speci_o6UBfx-Ucz-oZtdQpOa65Q: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires that project teams provide an outline of a cleaning protocol that uses cleaning products that comply with the EPA's Safer Choice label (formerly Design for Environment, or DfE).Imperative 09, Biophilic Environment (HHPH p24) requires project teams to consider biophilic design, an approach that prioritizes a human-nature connection and support physiological human needs. Each project must engage in a minimum of one all-day biophilic design exploration that results in a biophilic design framework and plan. The plan should include cultural, ecological and climatic studies that thoroughly examine the site and context for the project. Connections to nature through the built environment have been proven to have both short and long term health benefits to occupants. See Healthy Nature Healthy People, attached.To protect the health of product installers and building occupants, Imperative 10 Red List (I-10) requires building products, systems furniture, and task seating to be vetted to confirm they do not contain Living Building Challenge Red List chemicals: Alkylphenols, Asbestos, Bisphenol A (BPA), Cadmium, Chlorinated polyethylene and chlorosulfonated polyethylene, Chlorobenzenes, Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), Chloroprene (Neoprene), Chromium VI, Chlorinated polyvinyl chloride (CPVC), Formaldehyde (added), Halogenated flame retardants (HFRs), Lead (added), Mercury, Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs), Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), Phthalates, Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), Polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC), Short Chain Chlorinated Paraffins, Wood treatments containing creosote, arsenic or pentachlorophenol, and imposes limits on allowable Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) in wet-applied products. See Red List hyperlink in comment.  The Red List represents the "worst in class" materials, chemicals, and elements known to pose serious risks to human health and the greater ecosystem. ILFI believes these materials should be phased out of production due to health/toxicity concerns. While there are certainly other items could be added, this list was determined by selecting those items with the greatest potential impact if they were significantly curbed or eliminated from the Building Industry. The International Living Future Institute worked with Healthy Building Network and Pharos to develop the Red List, and new items will be added as new research and information become available.The original Red List, launched in 2006, has been significantly updated with the release of LBC 3.1 in May 2016. The update ensures that the program aligns with other authoritative hazard lists including the EPA Action Plan Published Lists; the REACH Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC) List; and the Cradle to Cradle Banned List and was done in collaboration with the Pharos Project.Declare and the Living Product Challenge were developed by ILFI to assist product specifiers in the selection of healthier products. Both Declare and the Living Product Challenge were included in the EPA's Recommendations of Specifications, Standards, and Ecolabels for Federal Purchasing. See Recommendations of Specifications, Standards and Ecolabels, attached. 

		_3j_1) Does your system addres_J6nikFLtyvWZ06odineUxw: Yes

		_3i_2) List and describe speci_n1wOOroQeo0UV99MsDbE9g: N/A

		_3i_1) Does your system addres_6W8UxU8ZhU6jraP1vIegPw: No

		_3h_2) List and describe speci_qd4mt5cKL7hjfQCZJDI7Fw: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires projects to prohibit smoking inside the project boundary, which encompasses all area impacted by construction, materials staging, and utilities conveyance. 

		_3h_1) Does your system addres_rxHHaWM612D52c5agChYKA: Yes

		_3g_2) List and describe speci_L8VcycLJI*hktZMY71rhww: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires all projects to conduct air quality testing immediately following construction in order to ensure best practices were followed. It will not be possible to pass these tests, particularly the VOC and Respirable Suspended Particulates thresholds without protection of systems during construction. Therefore, to achieve the Health & Happiness Petal, project teams must ensure that IAQ is protected during construction. 

		_3g_1) Does your system addres_cprrZurh-D1XvzZOz3bh0g: Yes

		_3f_2) List and describe speci_kXtfEWAQEmu5QoP462HuPw: Under Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment, the required Healthy Interior Environment Plan must detail compliance with the California Department of Public Health Standard Method v1.1-2010 (or international equivalent) for all interior building products that have the potential to emit Volatile Organic Compounds.In addition, Imperative 10 Red List (Materials Petal Handbook - MPH p 6) requires vetting for and exclusion of 22 worst in class materials and chemical groups* for all building products, systems furniture and task seating, with limited exceptions. It also places the following restrictions on products that contain volatile organic compounds (VOCs):*Wet-applied products (coatings, adhesives, and sealants) applied on site must have VOC levels below the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 1168 for Adhesives and Sealants or the CARB 2007 Suggested Control Measures (SCM) for Architectural Coatings, as applicable.* Containers of sealants and adhesives with capacity of 16 ounces or less must comply with applicable category limits in the California Air Resources Board (CARB) Regulation for Reducing Emissions from Consumer Products.* Selected California-defined Group II toxic exempt solvents are banned and must not be intentionally added to products.

		_3f_1) Does your system addres_cIiuI5rFkmnszsdY-DLrsA: Yes

		_3e_2) List and describe speci_SpvQ2BfEVZK48JkPnWyXuQ: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires that Temperature and humidity are monitored, but does not specify any particular levels.

		_3e_1) Does your system addres_vp9FGL78qzle6MBra7twEw: Yes

		_3d_2) List and describe speci_yJs0JGpG5gPj83S*aTm2bA: N/A

		_3d_1) Does your system addres_YxsAWs9ik77h51MnLfxV8g: No

		_3c_2) List and describe speci_OEJ-jgKVJO9tQuFVPpBXJQ: Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment requires project teams to create a Healthy Interior Environment Plan explaining how the project will achieve an exemplary indoor environment, including:* Results from indoor air quality tests before and after nine months occupancy,* Compliance with the California Department of Public Health Standard Method v1.1-2010 (or international equivalent) for all interior building products that have the potential to emit Volatile Organic Compounds, and* Dedicated exhaust for kitchens, bathrooms, and janitorial areas.Further, IAQ test results must pass the LBC's stringent thresholds for formaldehyde, Respirable Suspended Particulates (PM2.5 and PM10), total volatile organic compounds (TVOCs), 4-phenylcyclohexane, carbon monoxide, ozone, and nitrous dioxide; Carbon monoxide monitors must be installed and calibrated to 9ppm; Carbon dioxide monitors must be installed and calibrated to 1000ppm (or in urban environments, 500ppm above outdoor levels).Since the performance of teams' indoor air quality plans are verified by the required IAQ tests, IAQ plans for LBC projects must be exemplary. The LBC has recently aligned with the RESET Certification to allow continuous monitoring of RSPs and tVOCs. See hyperlink in comment. Finally, all projects must provide an entry approach that reduces particulates tracked in through shoes. Commercial projects must have a permanently-installed dirt walk-off system and an interior dirt walk-off system (min. 8' combined) contained within a separate entry space/vestibule Commercial projects must also have a canopy extending 4' minimum from main entrance doors

		_3c_1) Does your system addres_sM2jTb9mVTa9Dc6K420vSQ: Yes

		_3b_2) List and describe speci_MeHjCnfFyB4gVb0hIGE77Q: Imperative 07 Civilized Environment (I-07), requires that all regularly occupied spaces provide daylighting appropriate for use through at least one window wall (at least 10% glazed). In addition, staffed workstations must be within 9m (30 ft.) of operable windows." Staffed workstations also must be proximal to partitions no more than 110cm (3'7") when in line of sight to a window, ensuring every building occupant will have access to daylight from their workstation.

		_3b_1) Does your system addres_nt-ZocSXarOXUr0gAafirQ: Yes

		_ 3a_2) List and describe spec_Jgd50hccmBBH6CMMAmc0XA: Imperative 07 Civilized Environment (Health + Happiness Petal Handbook - HHPH p 6) requires that all regularly occupied spaces allow occupant control of fresh air and tangible access to the outdoors, and further that all staffed workstations are within 9m (30 ft.) of operable windows.In addition, Imperative 08 Healthy Interior Environment (HHPH p 12), requires projects comply with the current version of ASHRAE 62 or international equivalent, and that temperature and humidity are monitored. Through these requirements, building occupants are given access to both natural and mechanical ventilation, while operable windows give occupants substantial control over their thermal comfort. 

		_3a_1) Does your system addres_57S0tCtSXF05hA9iWhTcKw: Yes

		_2) Please indicate which type_75JoBgE2sjgk6bC*RPAlqQ: New construction/major renovation

		_1) Name of Certification Syst_*JYSEOl1i2MvA4hC7X*VPw: Living Building Challenge








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part III: Development Criteria Review Questions
Part III Instructions 
  
GSA will evaluate the development of the certification systems based on two primary criteria:  
  
A) Process for developing the certification system: Are the procedures to develop, maintain, and update the 
certification system transparent? Do they allow for a balance of different stakeholder interests? Is there an appeals 
process for disputes?  
  
B) Conformity assessment: Are the procedures and practices by which building projects are assessed transparent?  
  
Respondents should complete Part III once for their certification system and organization as a whole. In contrast to 
Part II, GSA is not requesting and discourages the completion of Part III for each building project type, unless it is 
impractical to answer the following questions broadly.  
  
In addition, system owners can include supporting information as attachments to the questions (attached directly into 
the PDF form). 


 


Part III-A: Process for developing and administering the certification system


1a) Was the system developed using a consensus-based approach? 
This criterion is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(D), "the ability of the standard to be developed and revised 
through a consensus-based process."   
  
GSA defines a consensus based certification system is a voluntary consensus standard as defined by OMB 
Circular A-119 or one that incorporates  the attributes of a voluntary consensus standards body defined in OMB 
Circular A-119: openness, balance of interest, due process, an appeal process, and consensus.


Yes


No







1b) If you answered "yes" to question 1a, please describe the consensus-based approach (cite any relevant 
standards or guidance used during development and/or system revisions). If answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A." 
  
Evidence of a consensus-based system may include: 
- Publicly accessible draft documents and comment periods, 
- Publicly accessible certification system clarifications, 
-Instructions for accessing information on key activities, and 
- Policy/procedure for ensuring stakeholder input during certification system development


1c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


2a) To ensure transparency, what stakeholders or groups of stakeholders were involved in the development and 
updating of the certification system?   
This criterion is based on Public Law 110-140, EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(C), "the ability of the applicable 
standard-setting organization to collect and reflect public comment. A transparent certification system has a 
documented approach for the review and consideration of public comments, public comments are collected on a 
regular basis, and development and updating process of the certification system is documented and publicly 
available." 
  
Evidence of transparency may include: 
-Evidence that review comments are publicly available; for example, website link, publication of document 
online, or statement that review  document/decision is available upon request  
- Evidence that public comments are incorporated into the certification system revision process.


2b) What was their role in the development and/or updating of the certification system?


2c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







3a) Is there a procedure for differing opinions during system development and/or revision? 
This criterion is based on Public Law 110-140, Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) Section 436 (h)(2)
(C): the ability of the applicable standard-setting organization to collect and reflect public comment. 


Yes


No


 3b) If you answered "Yes," describe the procedure. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4a) Is there an independent review and verification process for updating the certification system to ensure system 
maturity? 
This criterion is based on DOE Rule 10 C.F.R. Parts 433, 435, and 436, Green Building Certification Systems for 
Federal Buildings: "The system under which the building is certified must be subject to periodic evaluation and 
assessment of the environmental and energy benefits that result under the rating system" (part 433.33(b)(4)).  
  
A mature certification system is effectively linked to latest tools and standards; the certification system has 
components to track building performance post-occupancy; the certification system is used as a basis for 
development of other systems; and/or the certification system is consistently updated. As a best practice, the 
system is revised or reaffirmed every five years at minimum.


Yes


No


4b) If you answered "Yes," provide a description of how the system is revised or reaffirmed regularly to ensure 
maturity. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a) Are revisions to the system documented and accessible to the public?


Yes


No







5b) If you answered "Yes," provide link to publicly accessible information regarding system revisions. If 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


Part III-B: Conformity Assessment


6a) Is an assessor/auditor independently assigned/selected? 
This criteria is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(B): "the ability and availability of assessors and auditors to 
independently verify the criteria and measurement of metrics." 
  
The assessor/auditor is defined and is independent from the organization whose product is being assessed for 
conformity. Assessors/auditors have no stake in whether a building receives certification.


Yes


No


6b) If you answered "Yes," describe the selection or assignment process for auditors. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


7a) Are the criteria used by the assessors and auditors to evaluate a building project documented, available to 
applicants, and independent from the organization to whom they are providing their services? 
This criteria is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(B): "the ability and availability of assessors and auditors to 
independently verify the criteria and measurement of metrics." 
  
The conformity assessment body publicly discloses the scoring methodology and levels achieved by products that 
conform to the standard; and describes how the public can access this information. A documented standard 
verification method and process should be followed by assessors and auditors


Yes


No


7b) If you answered "Yes," please provide links to the location of the documentation and/or description of the 
process that is made available to applicants. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."







8a) Is there a documented process for applicants to appeal an auditor's/assessor's certification decision or specific 
findings?


Yes


No


8b) If you answered "Yes," describe the documented appeal process available to the applicant. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 
Description may include:  
- Evidence of  a documented appeal process 
- Evidence of a documented feedback/comment resolution process


9a) Does the system provide a verification system for post-occupancy evaluation of the certified building? 
This criterion is based on DOE Rule 10 C.F.R. Parts 433, 435 and 436, "Green Building Certification Systems 
for Federal Buildings: The system under which the building is certified must include a verification system for 
post occupancy assessment of the rated buildings to demonstrate continued energy and water savings at least 
every four years after initial occupancy." (Part 433.300(b)(5)).  


Yes


No


9b) If you answered "Yes," describe the system and/or requirement to perform a post occupancy of the certified 
building. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


End of survey. Please provide your completed survey(s) to GSA by January 31, 2017.





		fc-int01-generateAppearances: 

		_9b) If you answered _Yes,_ de_9H61Z-jchH3Qm6R4NJVaMQ: LEED O+M is a post-occupancy performance system, as detailed in Part II. Moreover, LEED relates to post-occupancy performance of new construction projects in several ways.  As detailed below, new construction (BD+C) projects are required to commit to sharing post-occupancy energy and water use data for five years; and these certified new construction projects are expected to move into the LEED system for building operations, O+M, in a seamless manner. LEED projects certifying under the BD+C and O&M v4 rating systems must meet prerequisites which include the commitment to report post-occupancy energy use and water use for five years. [for BD+C: https://www.usgbc.org/node/2613018?return=/credits/new-construction/v4/energy-%26amp%3B-atmosphere  for O&M: https://www.usgbc.org/node/2613021?return=/credits ] GBCI has developed the Arc platform for building performance, and the platform is free for use by LEED registered and certified projects. [see https://www.arcskoru.com/about ] Project owners can report their post-occupancy data in the Arc platform, such as by linking to ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager, or manually by entering meter data or by spreadsheets.Note that USGBC has granted the Department of Defense (DOD) a waiver from this requirement, through resolution of the LEED Steering Committee in consideration of DOD’s internal reporting and national security reasons. Information about the DOD waiver is summarized on the Whole Building Design Guide website. [see https://www.wbdg.org/ffc/navy-navfac/sustainable-development-program/usgbc-leed, under Department of Defense Exemption Process: WAIVER: LEED v4.0 WEp and EAp for DATA–SHARING BUILDING LEVEL METERING and as reference for LEED v2009 MPR 6 Department of Defense Exemption Process] Other federal agencies comply with the data sharing commitment requirement. In addition, LEED systems are intended as an on-going performance verification program. The structure created in LEED v4 moves new construction / major rehabilitation projects that certify under ID+C and BD+C rating systems directly towards O+M certification over time. This data-sharing requirement coupled with recertification requirements in LEED v4 EB O+M are designed to create a culture where projects initially certified in either the NC or CI rating system are moved into ongoing performance verification seamlessly.

		_9a) Does the system provide a_Sc4mlwysAUTeNvLeTOVMyQ: Yes

		_8b) If you answered _Yes,_ de_QUvBi1PA5rQJSitqhpJmMQ: There are several ways that project teams can pursue further review or appeal in cases of disagreement with the review, including through customer service processes; supplemental (appeal) review; and Review Challenge.CONTINUED ON ATTACHMENT "8b Complete Response"

		_8a) Is there a documented pro_i719suCo3dIm8*Mjn2VSZQ: Yes

		_7b) If you answered _Yes,_ pl_3Hs-hEIq75tidAvnIRWPpQ: Criteria used for verification are all publicly available on our website, including the rating system prerequisites and credits, and the process for review and verification. GBCI Reviewers are independent and apply the criteria. The rating system itself is publicly available on our website [see https://www.usgbc.org/resources/leed-v4-building-design-and-construction-current-version  and links for each system]; with additional details provided via the Credit Library [ https://www.usgbc.org/credits ]. Published Addenda & LEED Interpretations and other USGBC guidance documents are all available on the website on tabs in the Credit Library and in other formats such as quarterly update articles [https://www.usgbc.org/articles/leed-addenda-update-january-2018 ]. These resources are summarized in the attachment “LEED Resources.”The process is described in the Guide to LEED Certification documents publicly available on our website [https://new.usgbc.org/cert-guide]. Reviewers evaluate submitted project documentation for compliance with the published system requirements (credits & prerequisites), published Addenda & LEED Interpretations and other USGBC guidance documents. LEED Online and/or the Arc platform are the tools used for both application and review. GBCI reviewers (assessors) must use the published, balloted LEED rating system requirements. Unique or complex evaluation needs may be addressed with CIRs and LIs (see discussion above under response to question (1) and the Guide to LEED Certification).The review process for LEED can involve a one or two phase review of on-line documentation. The reviewer provides detailed feedback to the project team. Project teams are able to contact GBCI technical staff with additional questions. [ http://www.gbci.org/contact ] The typical timeframe for review is:Preliminary review: 25 business days/15 business days for expedited reviews Opportunity for project to respond to request for clarifications: 25 business days Final review: 15 business days/7 business days for expedited reviewsDuring the reviews, project teams may contact the reviewers with questions; and after the preliminary review, teams may choose to prepare new or revised documentation or attempt additional credits before submitting for final review. GBCI will then review revised or newly submitted prerequisites and credits, and reconsider any awarded credits or prerequisites for which information has changed since the return of the preliminary review was completed. After the final review, project teams may request a supplemental (appeal) review(s), as described below for Question 8. Project teams may also request CIRs and LIs; the process for each is provided in the publicly accessible Guide to LEED Certification. With CIRs, which apply to only one project, the reviewers will identify if a project team’s interpretation of a particular credit or prerequisite is consistent with published rating system requirements. With LIs, which are published periodically in the form of official addenda, project teams may request an interpretation from GBCI; LIs are developed through a deliberative process involving LEED committees

		_7a) Are the criteria used by _hRi9Fzwza0*pxrV2UaksWQ: Yes

		_6b) If you answered _Yes,_ de_TstevHnFhSSpiuNUdIyySw: LEED building projects are certified by the Green Building Certification Institute (GBCI), a separately incorporated entity, through an unbiased pool of qualified assessors that must confirm the absence of any conflict of interest. Projects are randomly assigned by GBCI to reviewers from a pool of highly qualified unbiased teams. The LEED v4 program is a documentation-based verification program. CONTINUED ON ATTACHMENT "6b Complete Response"

		_6a) Is an assessor/auditor in_pXFd35-Lr1lfjN9Eh0lEJA: Yes

		_5b) If you answered _Yes,_ pr_b516wzrhlXRXpmSfDFsF8w: Links to some of the publicly accessible information about the LEED rating system and revisions are listed in the attachment “LEED Resources.” Key links include the current rating system with addenda incorporated [see https://www.usgbc.org/resources/leed-v4-building-design-and-construction-current-version], Addenda including LEED Interpretations [ https://www.usgbc.org/leed-interpretations ], and pilot credits [ https://www.usgbc.org/pilotcredits ]. 

		_5a) Are revisions to the syst_x2KQU7-2ofBd0Uuv8Us9ww: Yes

		_4b) If you answered _Yes,_ pr_k1Fle2Ej4kjRy4pilFy*EQ: LEED continues to stay current with changes to referenced standards by enabling use of updated referenced standards via periodic addenda, Credit Interpretations (CIRs), LEED interpretations (LIs) and certification precedent. LEED is updated through continuous improvement, which involves a development cycle for revisions to the rating system. Nonsubstantive revisions (clarifications) do not require balloting; substantive revisions go through the balloting process as described.  Updates are periodic without a formal schedule, and have occurred four times prior to the 2013 update to LEED v4. 

		_4a) Is there an independent r_qOf8e-nH7bPFh-5lWCDxDA: Yes

		_ 3b) If you answered _Yes,_ d_yEsyDbOYwuJ0QsLhYpe82g: Differing opinions are welcomed and solicited through several processes. First, proposals for a change to LEED may be submitted by any USGBC member at any time (Foundations of LEED p. 44). Also, LEED volunteer committees / TAGs represent diverse members and involve discussion of technical issues about which there may be differing views at any stage of development of a change or credit.  Second, once there is a TAG recommendation, another diverse set of members on the LSC considers, revises, and/or approves the change. Third, the Board of Directors, bringing additional perspective and viewpoints, considers and must approve a change for Public Comment and voting. Fourth, the public comment period solicits input from anyone in the public, as well as members. Fifth, public comments received in the proper process are reviewed, considered, and responded to. Comments and responses are publicly posted. Any revisions to the proposed rating system or change are reposted and must go through committee review and approval. Sixth, the LSC must develop and inform the Board of the results of an independent reasonableness review, which may include the extent to which public comments were considered. Lastly, an appeals process is available, as described above, with the procedures publicly posted as Appendix IV to the Foundations of LEED.

		_3a) Is there a procedure for _xZ1qgtx*CeD1Q1cgTL7H7A: Yes

		_2b) What was their role in th_FmdwIo5sVV5i1u7wQmXmFA: For LEED v4, nearly 20,000 stakeholder comments were received over six public comment periods, and the Consensus Body consisted of 1,960 organizations which opted in to participate. These processes, from technical committees, to comments, to voting, incorporated a range of interests within our membership, representing all aspects of the building sector.CONTINUED ON ATTACHMENT "2b Complete Response"

		u_o30bnoQ5KjzksoVzsuoDTQ: USGBC's process for development and updating the LEED certification system fully embraces transparency, inviting not only its members but all stakeholders to review and comment on drafts at each step of development. Minutes are taken and published of each meeting of the LSC and of each Technical Advisory Group to further inform interested parties about the progress of developmentCONTINUED ON ATTACHMENT "2a Complete Response"

		_1b) If you answered _yes_ to _1vnJrv9yXHQnpv0JFFBqqQ: USGBC is committed to developing LEED using a consensus-based process. In developing the LEED standard, USGBC employs processes that ensure the highest levels of openness, inclusion and transparency. All of these measures are essential to protecting and enhancing the integrity, authority, and value of LEED. The LEED certification system embraces the attributes of a voluntary consensus standards body defined in OMB Circular A-119: openness, balance of interest, due process, an appeal process, and consensus (OMB, Circular A-119 at page 16, 2016). (Note that the revision of OMB Circular A-119 did not change the substance of the definition of consensus-based.)  Also, USGBC was accredited as ANSI Standards Developer in 2006.Below is an overview of the LEED development and revision process:• First, volunteer-based committees of practitioners and subject matter experts of the highest caliber are organized around the LEED credit categories and work to draft changes to the rating system. Changes may be initiated by the LEED Steering Committee (LSC), the subject matter committees, or any member, at any time (Foundations of LEED, page 44). Through the committees, expert practitioners bring a wealth of knowledge in the decisions made to recognize best practices and acknowledge leadership through state of the art strategies in the LEED credits. Proposed credits are written or developed by these technical advisory groups (TAGs) and then further reviewed by the LSC for technical and market efficacy. • Once approved by the LSC, the draft is released for public comment, which is open to the public and all stakeholders. These comments are collected and responded to individually and all content is available on the USGBC website.• The LEED (or credit) draft undergoes a minimum of two revision and public comment periods. • Once the public comment process is complete, the draft is subject to a ballot by the USGBC members that register to participate in the vote. • To be accepted as a change (e.g., the new version of LEED or a new credit), the draft must receive ‘yes’ votes from 66 percent of the voting members in the consensus group, which is balanced to include equal representation by requiring that subcategories of users also garner a majority vote so that no individual interests control the process. Without this overwhelming consensus, the rating system will not change.Key evidence that LEED incorporates the attributes of a voluntary consensus standards body is summarized below:  Openness – [Definition: The procedures or processes used are open to interested parties. Such parties are provided meaningful opportunities to participate in standards development on a non-discriminatory basis. The procedures or processes for participating in standards development and for developing the standard are transparent.] LEED’s process and draft documents are transparent and publicly available. The LEED certification system development process is established in the publicly available Foundations of LEED [https://www.usgbc.org/sites/default/files/foundations-of-leed.pdf]The Foundations of LEED defines the purpose, development and implementation process and procedures for the LEED rating system. The Foundations of LEED was first approved by the USGBC Board of Directors in 2009, and was most recently revised by the USGBC Board of Directors on September 12, 2017. Information on participating in the development of the system is publicly available. For example, the Foundations of LEED specifies that notices regarding committee work of general interest will be posted to the USGBC website and be accessible to USGBC members and non-members. This shall include: • LSC meeting minutes • Notices of proposals to establish or change LEED rating system criteria • Notices about updates to the LEED rating system posted for public comment and/or ballot• Notice of committee vacancies, formation of new committees and working groups, and public events[ https://www.usgbc.org/resources/foundations-leed and  https://www.usgbc.org/sites/default/files/foundations-of-leed.pdf ]Balance of interest – [Definition: The standards development process should be balanced. Specifically, there should be meaningful involvement from a broad range of parties, with no single interest dominating the decision-making.] LEED is developed by USGBC member-based volunteer committees, subcommittees, and working groups in conjunction with staff. LEED development follows a structure that includes a balanced representation of stakeholders and management of conflict of interest, to ensure that the development of LEED is transparent and consensus-based. The LEED committee structure balances market needs and constraints with consistency and technical rigor in the development and improvement of the credits within LEED, to ensure the quality and integrity of the LEED brand. LEED committees and subcommittees must adhere to the policies and procedures set forth by the Board of Directors in the USGBC Policies and Procedures for Committees document. This document outlines requirements for committees and subcommittees, such as formation approval, balance, transparency, and conflict of interest, and can be found at www.usgbc.org [ https://www.usgbc.org/resources/usgbc-policies-and-procedures-committees-and-working-groups ].USGBC procedures also provide for meaningful involvement from a broad range of parties. As noted above, any member can suggest a change to LEED, and can request a meeting with USGBC related to concerns about an LSC recommendation, thus providing meaningful involvement to all members. Anyone from the public can review and comment on a change to LEED during the Public Comment period, thus providing meaningful involvement to all stakeholders regardless of membership. In addition, USGBC has processes to ensure balance in the Consensus Body formed to vote on each proposal to change LEED.  Specifically, each member organization shall opt-in to participate in a vote, and shall be identified as being within one of the defined interest groups. The Consensus Body shall represent the following interest groups (which may be redefined from time to time):• Property/building owners (including government), developers, brokers• Architectural/engineering firms, specifiers, urban planners, and designers• Contractors, constructors, project managers, service suppliers, facility operators• Product manufacturers and raw material suppliers • Building occupants/users, sustainable community advocates, unions• Regulation enforcement agencies, standards developers• Utilities, energy service companies, insurers, academia, finance, othersThe Consensus Body will be reviewed to ensure it is balanced; no single interest group shall make up a majority of the consensus body. If necessary, the LSC shall appoint organizations to the Consensus Body from and among USGBC member organizations which have not already elected to become part of the Consensus Body so as to balance the Consensus Body.  (Foundations of LEED p 46-47)Due process – [Definition: Due process shall include documented and publically available policies and procedures, adequate notice of meetings and standards development, sufficient time to review drafts and prepare views and objections, access to views and objections of other participants, and a fair and impartial process for resolving conflicting views.]  As noted above, USGBC provides its policies and procedures document, the Foundations of LEED, available to the public on our website. The Foundations of LEED explains how LEED is developed including the conduct of public comment periods and how comments are addressed (see Appendix 2, pp. 44-48). Specifically, USGBC invites public comment, open to members and non-members, for a minimum of 45 days following publication of a proposed change to LEED. Consideration will be given to each comment and evaluation will be done as to whether to make revisions to the credits/prerequisites based on the comments.  The comments received, without commenter name or organization will be posted on the USGBC website along with a response to each comment. Our procedures provide for additional public comment periods if the LEED Steering Committee (LSC) makes any substantive revisions to the recommendations it released for the initial public comment period, or on the basis of substantive or procedural comments. LSC will review the final recommendations with respect to each proposal, and shall develop a comprehensive report, which shall provide LSC’s recommended language and recommendation concerning each proposal, and shall inform the Board of Directors of the results of an independent reasonableness review. Any USGBC member may request a meeting to discuss and address concerns at any point during the process.   Appeals process – [Definition: An appeals process shall be available for the impartial handling of procedural appeals.] The appeal procedures that are implemented by USGBC further support the consensus process and ensure the fair treatment of affected stakeholders. The appeals process is established in the Foundations of LEED, Appendix 4. An appeal may be lodged on procedural and/or substantive grounds. Any USGBC member in good standing that opted-in to the consensus balloting step may lodge an appeal on procedural and/or substantive grounds. The Foundations of LEED, which is publicly available on our website, specifies the time, process, and form of appeal. The procedures set forth an interim dispute resolution process. USGBC’s acknowledgement of receipt of appeal begins a 60-day, mandatory dispute resolution process.  The appellant and USGBC representatives approved by the USGBC President and CEO will, in good faith, meet to discuss the basis for the appeal and options for resolution.  If a resolution is agreed upon, the agreement will be memorialized, filing fee returned, and the appeal process concluded. If either party concludes that resolution is not possible, the appeal shall continue after the end of the 60 day dispute resolution period, or such earlier time as the parties may agree.  The procedures further set forth the process for formation and the composition of an Appeals Panel and conduct of the Appeal review, which may or may not include a hearing. If the Appeals Panel finds merit in the appeal, it may recommend that all or some portion of the process be repeated, or provide for further procedures to correct the nonconforming procedural action or inaction. The Appeals Panel decision may be appealed to the USGBC Board of Directors, which may consider the appeal in its discretion. If the Board of Directors declines to hear the appeal, the decision of the Appeals Panel is final. If the Board of Directors hears the appeal, its decision is final.    Consensus – [Definition: Consensus is defined as general agreement, but not necessarily unanimity. During the development of consensus, comments and objections are considered using fair, impartial, open, and transparent processes.] The balloting process of new versions with the USGBC membership reinforces the open consensus process. As explained above, a Consensus Body is being formed for the purpose of voting on proposed changes to LEED, through notice to and opt in by members. The Consensus Body is reviewed to ensure balance of interest. Once formed, the ballot will open for voting by the Consensus Body. Voting shall be by online ballot, and voting shall remain open for 30 days. The ballot shall utilize proportional voting; Each USGBC member organization with voting privileges which has opted to vote is allowed one vote. Consensus is achieved when: 1. A majority (more than 50%) of the members of the Consensus Body casts a vote, including abstentions; and2. A minimum of two-thirds of votes cast are affirmative votes; and3. At least three, of seven, interest groups are represented in the Consensus Body and members of at least two interest groups cast affirmative votes.The number of affirmative, negative, and abstaining votes will be reported to USGBC membership. We note that prior GSA certification system reviews have found LEED to be developed using a consensus-based approach, most recently: (1) GSA’s Green Building Certification System Review (2012, PNNL 20996), and (2) Green Building Certification System Supplemental Review of USGBC’S LEED v4 Systems, prepared for GSA by LMI (2014). The 2014 review of LEED v4 found that USGBC’s approach to the development and implementation of the LEED v4 systems had not changed significantly since the 2012 PNNL Report, thus supporting the 2012 PNNL Report’s conclusion that LEED meets the criteria of a consensus-based standard for documenting a development and revision process (page 1-6). USGBC’s approach to development and implementation of the LEED systems has not changed significantly since the 2014 review. USGBC membership is comprised of a diverse group of more than 12,000 companies and organizations representing virtually all aspects of the building industry. (In addition, there are over 22,000 individual members of USGBC. With respect to the LEED rating system, only organizational members vote (one vote per organization). LEED committees are populated by a diverse group of technical and market experts who donate their time and expertise to advance LEED. In the development of LEED v4, USGBC engaged hundreds of volunteers, conducted six public comment periods, and responded to more than 22,000 public comments during LEED v4 development. The final draft of LEED v4 was approved by 86% of the consensus body members.The LEED revision process, as implemented and as provided in the Foundations of LEED document includes:• Publicly accessible draft documents and comment periods – All proposed changes to LEED are posted on the website available to the public for comment for a period of 45 days following publication (the “Public Comment Period”). USGBC members will be notified of the comment period and an announcement will be made to the public.  • Publicly accessible certification system clarifications – USGBC may issue LEED clarifications, through Credit Information Requests (CIRs) and LEED Interpretations (LIs); these are available to the public on our website in the credit library and through quarterly update articles [ https://www.usgbc.org/credits ]. CIRs allow Project Teams to obtain technical guidance on how LEED requirements including Minimum Program Requirements (MPR), Prerequisites, and Credits pertain to their projects. A CIR applies only to that project. LIs are official answers to formal technical inquiries about implementing LEED on a project. They help project teams understand how their projects can meet LEED requirements and provide clarity on existing options. LIs are to be used by any project certifying under an applicable rating system, and undergo review by USGBC member-selected volunteer LEED committees. Over the past 15 years the many federal government projects that have achieved LEED certification are responsible for numerous individual CIRs that have further refined LEED credit requirements making LEED an even more appropriate tool for federal projects.• LEED Pilot Credits are used to test proposed or revised LEED credits.• Instructions for accessing information on key activities – USGBC’s website provides information on how to get involved with committees (see https://new.usgbc.org/about  and https://www.usgbc.org/articles/usgbc-leed-committees ), and we post articles from time to time with updates on committee vacancies as well as LEED updates.  • Policy/procedure for ensuring stakeholder input during certification system development – As detailed above, the publicly available Foundations of LEED establishes USGBC procedure for ensuring stakeholder input throughout the stages of certification system development and revision.

		_1a) Was the system developed _9df5BqVhFe3CFG7ZsC-0Og: Yes








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part II: Effectiveness Criteria Review Questions
Part II Instructions 
  
System owners should complete Part II separately for each building project type listed in Part I, Question 2. In 
addition, supplemental evidence (beyond the answers provided within the questions boxes in this form) can be 
included as attachments to the questions (attached directly into the PDF form).  
  
This section provides an opportunity for respondents to describe how the certification system supports GSA's 
Building Effectiveness Criteria. GSA developed the following list of Building Effectiveness Criteria through analysis 
of the intent of the Guiding Principles for Sustainable Federal Buildings (for both existing buildings and new 
construction), EISA, and industry best practices. 
  
2017 GSA Building Effectiveness Criteria: 
  
A) Healthy, effective environments 
B) Energy efficiency 
C) Water use efficiency and management 
D) Solid waste diversion 
E) Sustainable procurement 
F) Siting. 
  
GSA has developed a list of the building design, operations, and maintenance categories aligning to each criterion. 
These sample lists are included for each criterion throughout the survey to provide context to respondents, but they are 
not meant to be all-inclusive.  If the system has credits aligning to the Building Effectiveness Criteria, yet not aligning 
to the elements listed, respondents are encouraged to select "other" and list additional elements in the provided field. 
 







Part II-A: General Information Questions


1) Name of Certification System


Important note about supporting information:  
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


2) Please indicate which type of building project this response addresses: 
Reminder, system owners should complete a Part II response for EACH type of project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation







Part II-B: Healthy, Effective Environments Information


In addition to answering the questions below, please provide supporting documentation where applicable. 
Respondents are encouraged to provide documentation to support answers to this survey. Please attach supporting 
information directly to the form, in the location of the related question. 
How to attach a file to this document: Please refer to page 2 of this document for instructions.


3) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Healthy,
Effective Environments may include the following. Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by
the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to these elements, yet in alignment with Healthy Effective
Environments, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 3k.1). Please elaborate on each item answered
"Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification
numbers. In addition, where applicable, please provide supporting documentation.


a) ventilation and thermal comfort
b) daylighting and lighting controls
c) indoor air quality plans
d) radon detection
e) moisture control
f) low-emitting materials
g) protecting IAQ during construction
h) environmental smoking control
i) integrated pest management
j) occupant health and wellness
k) other


3a.1) Does your system address ventilation and thermal control? 


Yes


No


 3a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ventilation and thermal control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 


3a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3b.1) Does your system address daylighting and lighting controls?


Yes


No







3b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing daylighting and lighting controls. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3c.1) Does your system address indoor air quality plans?


Yes


No


3c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing indoor air quality plans. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3d.1) Does your system address radon detection?


Yes


No


3d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing radon detection. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous questions here.


3e.1) Does your system address moisture control?


Yes


No







3e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing moisture control. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


3e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3f.1) Does your system address low-emitting materials?


Yes


No


3f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing low-emitting materials. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


3f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3g.1) Does your system address protecting IAQ during construction?


Yes


No


3g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protecting IAQ during construction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3h.1) Does your system address environmental smoking control?


Yes


No







3h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmental smoking control. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3i.1) Does your system address integrated pest management?


Yes


No


3i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing integrated pest management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3j.1) Does your system address occupant health and wellness?


Yes


No


3j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing occupant health and wellness. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


3j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


3k.1) Does your system address other areas related to Healthy, Effective Environments?


Yes


No







3k.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Healthy, Effective 
Environments. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3k.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-C: Energy Efficiency Information


4) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Energy 
Efficiency may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled energy use reduction 
b) actual energy use reduction 
c) ENERGY STAR products 
d) renewable energy 
e) clean and alternative energy 
f)  metering 
g) benchmarking 
h) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with energy efficiency, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 4h.1). 
Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify 
formal credit names and identification numbers. 


4a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled energy use reduction?


Yes


No


4a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled energy use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4b.1) Does your system address actual energy use 
reduction?


Yes


No


4b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual energy use reduction. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4c.1) Does your system address ENERGY STAR products? 


Yes


No


4c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ENERGY STAR products. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A." 


4c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4d.1) Does your system address renewable energy? 
Renewable energy comes from sources that are either inexhaustible or can be replaced very rapidly through 
natural processes. Examples include the sun, wind, geothermal energy, small (river-turbine) hydropower, and 
other hydrokinetic energy (waves and tides).


Yes


No


4d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing renewable energy. 


4d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4e.1) Does your system address clean and alternative energy? 
Alternative energy refers to energy not derived from traditional fossil fuel sources (coal, natural gas, petroleum) 
through conventional processes.


Yes


No


4e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing clean and alternative energy. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


4e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







4f.1) Does your system address metering?


Yes


No


4f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing metering. If you answered "No" above, please 
enter "N/A."


4f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4g.1) Does your system address benchmarking?


Yes


No


4g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing benchmarking. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


4g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4h.1) Does your system address other areas related to Energy Efficiency?


Yes


No


4h) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to energy efficiency. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


4h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-D: Water Use Efficiency and Management Information


5) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Water Use 
Efficiency and Management may include the following:  
  
a) predicted/modeled water use reduction 
b) actual indoor water use reduction 
c) actual outdoor water use reduction 
d) water conserving products 
e) meters 
f)  cooling towers 
g) water efficient landscapes 
h) alternative sources of water 
i) stormwater management 
j) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning 
to these elements, yet in alignment with water use efficiency and management, should be indicated by answering 
"Yes" to question 5j.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where 
applicable, please specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


5a.1) Does your system address predicted/modeled water use reduction?


Yes


No


5a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing predicted/modeled water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5b.1) Does your system address actual indoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual indoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







5c.1) Does your system address actual outdoor water use reduction?


Yes


No


5c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing actual outdoor water use reduction. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5d.1) Does your system address water conserving products?


Yes


No


5d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  water conserving products. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5e.1) Does your system address meters?


Yes


No


5e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing meters. If you answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A."


5e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5f.1) Does your system address cooling towers?


Yes


No







5f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing cooling towers. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


5f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5g.1) Does your system address water efficient landscapes?


Yes


No


5g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing water efficient landscapes. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5h.1) Does your system address alternative sources of water?


Yes


No


5h.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing alternative sources of water. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


5h.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5i.1) Does your system address stormwater management?


Yes


No







5i.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing  stormwater management. If upi answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


5i.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


5j.1) Does your system address other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and Management?


Yes


No


5j.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Water Use Efficiency and 
Management. If answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5j.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-E: Solid Waste Diversion Information


6) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Solid Waste 
Diversion may include the following: 
  
a) space for collection and storage of recyclables 
b) construction waste management 
c) site construction waste management 
d) waste diversion for occupants 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Solid Waste Diversion, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
6e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


6a.1) Does your system address space for collection and storage of recyclables? 


Yes


No


6a.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing space for collection and storage of recyclables. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6b.1) Does your system address construction waste management? 
Unlike operational waste, which is made after a building is built, construction waste refers to materials and 
debris generated during construction, renovation, demolition, or dismantling of structures, buildings and 
associated infrastructure. Material types in operational and construction waste differ from operational waste, so 
reduction and diversion strategies also differ.


Yes


No


6b.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing construction waste management. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







6c.1) Does your system address site construction waste management? 
Site construction waste includes soil, rocks, trees, shrubs and other debris removed from the site for construction.


Yes


No


6c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing site construction waste management. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6d.1) Does your system address waste diversion for occupants?


Yes


No


6d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing waste diversion for occupants. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


6d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


6e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Solid Waste Diversion?


Yes


No


6e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to solid waste diversion. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


6e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-F: Sustainable Procurement Information


7) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Sustainable 
Procurement may include the following: 
  
a) recycled content 
b) biobased content 
c) environmentally preferable products 
d) ozone depleting compounds 
e) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with sustainable procurement, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 
7e.1). Please elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please 
specify formal credit names and identification numbers. 


7a.1) Does your system address recycled content?


Yes


No


7a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing recycled content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7b.1) Does your system address biobased content?


Yes


No


7b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing biobased content. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


7b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7c.1) Does your system address environmentally preferable products?


Yes


No







7c.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing environmentally preferable products. If you 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7d.1) Does your system address ozone depleting compounds?


Yes


No


7d.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing ozone depleting compounds. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


7d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


7e.1) Does your system address other areas related to Sustainable Procurement?


Yes


No


7e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to sustainable procurement. If 
you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


7e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







Part II-G: Siting Information


8) GSA will categorize system credits into broad categories, comparable across systems. Elements of Siting may 
include the following: 
  
a) access to public transportation 
b) access to amenities/neighborhood assets 
c) floodplain avoidance 
d) consideration of occupant transportation emissions 
e) protection of historic resources 
f)  bicycling options 
g) other 
  
Please answer "Yes" to all of the elements that are addressed by the system in the box below. Credits not aligning to 
these elements, yet in alignment with Siting, should be indicated by answering "Yes" to question 8g.1. Please 
elaborate on each item answered "Yes" in the text box following each item. Where applicable, please specify formal 
credit names and identification numbers. 


8a.1) Does your system address access to public transportation?


Yes


No


8a.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to public transportation. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8a.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8b.1) Does your system address access to amenities/neighborhood assets?


Yes


No


8b.2)  List and describe specific credits in the system addressing access to amenities/neighborhood assets. If you  
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8b.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8c.1) Does your system address floodplain avoidance?


Yes


No







8c.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing floodplain avoidance. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


8c.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8d.1) Does your system address consideration of occupant transportation emissions?


Yes


No


8d.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing consideration of occupant transportation 
emissions. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


8d.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8e.1) Does your system address protection of historic resources?


Yes


No


8e.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing protection of historic resources. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8e.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8f.1) Does your system address bicycling options?


Yes


No







8f.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing bicycling options. If you answered "No" above, 
please enter "N/A."


8f.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


8g.1) Does your system address other areas related to siting?


Yes


No


8g.2) List and describe specific credits in the system addressing other areas related to Siting. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A."


8g.3) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.





		_8g_2) List and describe speci_RePgtlqJhSt8SPeKgRjF1A: 09.01.14 - A long-term climate change risk assessment. (5 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.01.15 - An adaptation plan based on assessed long-term climate risks. (5 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.01.16 - A short term hazards assessment. (5 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.01.17 - Plans to safeguard against potential short-term hazards. (5 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.01.18 - Has the Resilient or Business Continuity Plan for the building been reviewed, signed, and dated by senior management within the last three (3) years? (3 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.02.01 - Has a property condition assessment (PCA) report been completed for this building within the past five (5) years? (10 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.02.02 - Has an environmental site assessment been completed for the property? (10 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.03.01 - Have steps been taken to address the issues identified in the Property Condition Assessment Report? (10 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.03.02 - Are controls in place to address migration of known soil/groundwater contaminants into the building? (8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.03.03 - Are high albedo surfaces cleaned regularly to maintain effective solar reflectance? (5 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.04.01 - Are there measures in place to reduce light pollution? (6 points - Office, ESC, Universal)09.05.03 - Are bird-friendly measures in place to mitigate daytime collisions? (16 points - Office, Universal)09.05.04 - Does 75% or more of the available impermeable surface area have a high Solar Reflectance Index (SRI) value? (10 points - Office)09.05.05 - Is 30% or more of the roof space covered by a green roof? (16 points - Office)10.03.02 - Are opportunities created and promoted for occupants to contribute to the community? (5 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)3.2.2.5  Does the site contribute to a wildlife corridor where adjacent sites include naturalized landscaping? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)3.2.2.7  Is outdoor lighting designed to minimize night-time light pollution? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)3.2.2.8  Are bird-friendly measures in place that include measures to mitigate daytime collisions AND nighttime collisions? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)3.2.2.9.1  Are there measures to reduce the heat island effect including trees or high albedo paving or a combination of trees and high albedo paving on at least 20% of non-permeable landscaping? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)3.2.2.10  What percentage of the roof is covered with high albedo surfacing? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)3.2.2.11  What percentage of available roof space forms a green roof? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)3.2.M.2  Are there measures in place to conserve or enhance existing natural site areas? (2 points - Health Care)3.2.M.3  Is there a maintenance program in place that ensures that high albedo surfaces (roof and paving, if applicable) are cleaned at a minimum every 2 years? (2 points - Health Care)6.5.M.1.1  Are climate-related hazards explicitly discussed and considered when developing, revisiting or updating the facility’s risk assessments and emergency management plans? (6 points - Health Care)

		_8g_1) Does your system addres_ff8mY7BVb*i*sGiuAkjqUA: Yes

		_8f_2) List and describe speci_C0wNJMREdwPA8gnvh2ZNOw: 10.04.05 - Providing safe, secure, and covered bicycle racks. (4 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)10.04.06 - Providing showering and changing facilities for occupant use. (4 points - Office, ESC, Universal)1.4.2.3  Are there bicycle racks for a minimum of 5% of occupants OR is there a bicycle rack vacancy of 10% at all times? (8 points - MURB, Health Care)1.4.2.4  Are the majority of bike racks protected from inclement weather? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)1.4.2.5  Are there changing facilities and showers for staff? (4 points - Health Care)

		_8f_1) Does your system addres_1sstHIsbanCcUTwDKEgQlA: Yes

		_8e_2) List and describe speci_lGjbsZOFQpSxrT6TdCQh4g: N/A

		_8e_1) Does your system addres_16KZxJGV-qB91MoyOzebIA: No

		_8d_2) List and describe speci_bwSIISERQYJdT1ISjOIRaQ: 10.02.09 - Is a transportation survey conducted in the building? (20 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)10.03.01 - Does building management act on responses obtained from occupant satisfaction surveys? ( 8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal) 10.04.02 - Promoting the use of public transportation. (4 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)10.04.03 - Encouraging carpooling and/or car sharing programs. (4 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)10.04.04 - Providing a charging station for electric/hybrid vehicles. (4 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)1.4.3.1.1  Are there other measures to reduce car dependency (e.g. initiatives that support car-pooling, preferred parking spaces for car poolers, nearby auto share services)? (5 points - MURB)1.4.M.1.1  Are there other innovative sustainable transportation initiatives? (5 points - Health Care)

		_8d_1) Does your system addres_KvyWd2ElueSL6UWEcsSsnQ: Yes

		_8c_2) List and describe speci_p*D8ALhOtcDDbOfexSd2lQ: 09.05.04 - Does 75% or more of the available impermeable surface area have a high Solar Reflectance Index (SRI) value? (10 points - Office)

		_8c_1) Does your system addres_HmUtbZX-saFnNkKhrcHnag: Yes

		_8b_2)  List and describe spec_UWFqfedTFEOKZ7iFoGHMaQ: 1.4.1.1  What is the building’s walkability index? (15 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_8b_1) Does your system addres_BvSyxvE9y4MYRtpbBuGODw: No

		_8a_2)  List and describe spec_71CUzmRyw7db1Z*-cW*79w: 10.02.09 - Is a transportation survey conducted in the building? (20 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)10.03.01 - Does building management act on responses obtained from occupant satisfaction surveys? ( 8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal) 10.04.02 - Promoting the use of public transportation. (4 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)1.4.1.2  Does the building have access to public transit within 500 meters? (15 points - MURB, Health Care)1.4.1.3  Is there service at least every 15 minutes during rush hour? (15 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_8a_1) Does your system addres_-h0swVx1RxaVuEk9fJMNPg: Yes

		_7e_2) List and describe speci_oKY0GjoiTgpJHZYmkp2p0g: 06.01.09 - Are private or independent retailers engaged in an environmental procurement program? (7 points - Office, ESC, Universal) 06.03.01 - Is the environmental procurement program reviewed and updated annually? (5 points - Office, ESC, Universal)07.01.01 - Are details about the green cleaning initiative shared with building occupants? (7 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)07.02.01 -  Is a green cleaning audit conducted annually at the building? (11 points - Office, ESC, Universal)6.1.2-7 Are there stated goals and targets documented in the policy manual with respect to each of the following? (15 points - MURB)6.2.1  Does building management have a written environmental-purchasing policy? (6 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_7e_1) Does your system addres_UAJ5wsoZSMRNlvXXRDjlwA: Yes

		_7d_2)  List and describe spec_YEPA*SMqryBTbxv83-jqTA: 05.01.02 - Is a Refrigerant Safety Program in place at the building? (13 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)4.2.2.1 -5 Is there a documented management plan for Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS) that includes the following: (15 points - MURB, Health Care)What percentage of your building’s refrigerants have an ODP below 0.014? (10 points - MURB, Health Care)4.2.1.10  Are there automatic refrigerant leak detectors? (10 points - MURB)4.2.1.11  If the building has on-site ozone-depleting substances (ODS), are there recovery facilities or services that comply with federal guidelines and requirements? (5 points - MURB)4.2.2.6  Is there a maintenance contract for the cooling system with a certified contractor? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)4.2.M.1  What is the percentage of the total number of mechanical rooms with refrigeration equipment that have automatic refrigerant leak detectors? (2 points - Health Care)4.4.M.2  Is fluorinated anesthetic waste captured instead of being discharged to the exterior? (3 points - Health Care)

		_7d_1) Does your system addres_U6VHO0hv181DgxKaXT-euQ: Yes

		_7c_2)  List and describe spec_MTgFd0UrLTDgCcJTYXOC3w: BP11 - Is a Green Cleaning Program in place at the building? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)06.01.02 - Cleaning devices, products and supplies. (2 points - Office, ESC, Universal)06.01.03 - Office supplies. (2 points - Office, ESC, Universal)06.01.04 - Products used for building operations and maintenance. (2 points - Office, ESC, Universal) 06.01.05 - Cleaning Equipment. (2 points - Office, ESC, Universal)09.01.09 - Use of environmentally preferable cleaning chemicals. (2 points - Office, ESC, Universal)09.01.10 - Use of environmentally preferable maintenance equipment. (2 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)5.1.6.12.1  Is there a standard checklist that includes items connected to indoor air quality that must be discussed (as applicable, depending on the project) with architects, engineers, contractors, and other professionals prior to renovations and repairs? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)3.2.2.1-3        Does building exterior management include the following practices? (6 points - MURB, Health Care)4.3.7.1  Are there documented policies for snow and ice management that aim to minimize damage to the environment by minimizing contaminated run-off? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.6.9  Does the operations manual for Resident Manager and/or cleaning staff, (or the contract in the case of outside contractors) specifically state that they are to use environmentally friendly cleaning materials? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)6.2.2.1  Is there a list of preferred products used in housekeeping and building maintenance? (7 points - MURB, Health Care)6.2.3.1  Does the procurement policy include a requirement to purchase energy efficient building equipment and appliances? (6 points - MURB, Health Care)4.1.4  Do purchase orders or contracts for fuel oil specify low sulphur content? (1 point - Health Care)4.5.M.1  Has a Pollution Prevention Strategy been implemented that specifies that safer alternatives should be purchased instead of hazardous products where possible? (2 points - Health Care)6.2.M.1  Is the facility engaged in a food procurement initiative that specifies the purchase of sustainable foods for food prepared on-site (e.g. cafeteria, patient meal catering)? (6 points - Health Care)

		_7c_1) Does your system addres_0fnGilNmb3mg*N0mEKFJMA: Yes

		_7b_2)  List and describe spec_noRo2DXICJxQZBCbipuelg: 06.01.04 - Products used for building operations and maintenance. (2 points - Office, ESC, Universal)09.01.05 - Use of environmentally preferable pesticides, fertilizers, and herbicides and/or minimize their use. (2 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.01.11 - Use of environmentally preferred snow and ice melting products. (2 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.01.12 - Are de-icing agents appropriately applied? (2 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)4.3.7.1  Are there documented policies for snow and ice management that aim to minimize damage to the environment by minimizing contaminated run-off? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_7b_1) Does your system addres_F3sGS8HdI-ICoGE3o0BxKg: Yes

		_7a_2)  List and describe spec_2g*0XwFg89sWhkfHlqyMFw: 06.01.03 - Office supplies. (2 points - Office, ESC, Universal)

		_7a_1) Does your system addres_CYMKnIdGDSVH7GKTapDwAg: Yes

		_6e_2) List and describe speci_k9Qe9J6wha0u-qoH5CI-8A: BP13Has a Waste Audit been completed for the building in the past three (3) years?(Office, ESC, Universal)BP14 -Is a Waste Reduction Work Plan in place at the building? (Office, ESC, Universal)08.02.03 - Is there evidence of a reduction in the overall generation of waste relative to your baseline year? (6 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal) 08.05.03 - Has the final disposition/destination been identified of at least three (3) materials removed from the site for reuse, recycling, composting or disposal? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)6.4.2-5 Are there ongoing communications to tenants/occupants on the environmental measures that they can implement in the building to contribute to the following? (12 points - MURB, Health Care)6.1.2-7 Are there stated goals and targets documented in the policy manual with respect to each of the following? (15 points - MURB)6.2.5  Does building management have a written policy for the selection of building materials that attempts to reduce any potential negative impact on the environment? (10 points - MURB, Health Care)          3.1.2.1  How frequently are waste audits conducted? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)3.1.2.2  Is regular monitoring of waste conducted? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)3.1.2.8.1  Are there waste-reduction targets? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)3.1.M.5.1-6  Is there an integrated waste management program that addresses waste reduction objectives for the following departments or activities? (14 points - Health Care)3.1.M.4  Is there a building-specific Waste Management (Reduction) Program? (2 points - Health Care)3.1.M.8  Does the janitorial staff receive training to comply with the facility’s waste diversion policies and practices? (2 points - Health Care)3.1.M.9 What percentage of cafeteria and vending areas provide access to free drinking water? (4 points - Health Care)3.1.M.10  Is there evidence that waste management practices and/or waste reduction strategies are helping to achieve established waste reduction targets over time? (4 points - Health Care)3.1.M.12  What is the facility's capture rate? (5 points - Health Care)

		_6e_1) Does your system addres_c8ODjtRZ2H33qWuU5jqrPQ: Yes

		_6d_2) List and describe speci_bTdT-PQErIOHp7VR2BUWOQ: BP14 -Is a Waste Reduction Work Plan in place at the building? (Office, ESC, Universal)08.01.01 - Is a Waste Reduction and Diversion Policy in place at the building? (10 Points - Office, ESC, Universal)08.01.03 - Are communication strategies in place to promote a greater understanding of the Waste Reduction Work Plan? (7 points - Office, ESC, Universal)08.02.01 - What is the building's Reduce, Reuse, Recycle (3Rs) diversion rate? (15 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)08.02.02 - What is the building's capture rate? (10 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)08.03.01 - Are any of the following waste diversion initiatives in place at the building? (14 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)08.03.02 - Has the recycling program been expanded to include any of the following waste materials? (16 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)08.03.03 - Are reuse initiatives in place at the building that have the potential to result in less waste disposed? (8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)08.05.02 - Are other measures in place in the building to improve waste diversion? (21 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)10.01.04 - Are tenants required to comply with specific environmental criteria? (4 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal).1.1.2  Are there separate storage/handling facilities for used paper products, glass, metal and plastic? (6 points - MURB, Health Care)3.1.1.3  Are there collection points for sorting paper, glass, metal and plastic in the areas where waste is generated? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)3.1.1.5,6,8     Is there a provision for central collection / storage for the following? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)3.1.1.12  Does the building have a composting program for organic waste? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)3.1.2.3  What is the current waste diversion rate? (10 points - MURB, Health Care)3.1.M.5.1-6  Is there an integrated waste management program that addresses waste reduction objectives for the following departments or activities? (14 points - Health Care)3.1.M.13.1  Have programs been implemented to increase diversion rates beyond typically recycled materials? (5 points - Health Care)6.2.M.2  Is the facility taking active steps to engage private retail food vendors in developing and/or complying with a sustainable procurement program? (5 points - Health Care)

		_6d_1) Does your system addres_L2Qe5F9h8C9BbrppZsyeYA: Yes

		_6c_2) List and describe speci_uocCRN-sB5KemmiLhlGvkA: N/A

		_6c_1) Does your system addres_qyq4*TRaKWJrtt-PP7yMyg: No

		_6b_2) List and describe speci_Qv-03fko4xMIK2TAwn-vNQ: 08.01.02 - Is a program in place at the building to minimize construction, renovation and/or demolition waste being sent to landfill? (8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)3.1.2.13  Is there a written policy intended to minimize renovation / construction waste being sent to landfill? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_6b_1) Does your system addres_2pvXbuwN60fdQ-ZZJaO6Ow: Yes

		_6a_2) List and describe speci_0nLlByCxo12sVvP4VP4pxg: BP12(A) - Is a Source Separation Program in place at the building? (Office, ESC, Universal)08.05.01 - Are recycling bins provided to staff, tenants and visitors for point of generation collection throughout the building? (16 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)3.1.1.1  Is there a waste diversion program that incorporates the recycling of materials such as: paper &amp; cardboard; bottles and cans; food waste; and plastics for occupants, visitors and operations at the site, to the extent that local infrastructure is available to accommodate these materials? (6 points - MURB, Health Care)3.1.1.2  Are there separate storage/handling facilities for used paper products, glass, metal and plastic? (6 points - MURB, Health Care)3.1.1.3  Are there collection points for sorting paper, glass, metal and plastic in the areas where waste is generated? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)3.1.1.5,6,8     Is there a provision for central collection / storage for the following? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)3.1.1.12  Does the building have a composting program for organic waste? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_6a_1) Does your system addres_UvtTWJkcWP5FpAiD5IdMnw: Yes

		_5j_2) List and describe speci_uC-LcM51-ZGzPXXsqSQNbQ: BP5 - Has a Water Assessment been conducted in the last five (5) years? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)02.01.01 - Is a Water Damage Monitoring and Management Program in place in the building? (5 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)02.01.02 - Is a maintenance program in place for interior features requiring water? (3 points - Office, ESC, Universal)02.02.01 - Do you benchmark water performance using either the BOMA BEST or ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager portal? (5 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)02.05.01 - Is a potable water testing program in place at the building? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)02.05.02 - Have three (3) years of water consumption been analyzed in order to establish trends? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)02.05.04 - Is an innovative process or technology (approved by BOMA Canada) in place at the building that goes beyond the requirements outlined in this section? (21 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)6.4.2-5 Are there ongoing communications to tenants/occupants on the environmental measures that they can implement in the building to contribute to the following? (12 points - MURB, Health Care)6.1.2-7 Are there stated goals and targets documented in the policy manual with respect to each of the following? (15 points - MURB)2.3.4  Has the building conducted a water assessment within the past five (5) years? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)2.1.1 Will you be entering water consumption information for 100% of your building’s GFA? (7.5 points - MURB, Health Care)2.3.2  Is there a documented protocol for the regular review of water bills to identify and investigate all occurrences of excessive or unusual water use? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)2.3.5.1  Are there water-use reduction targets? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)2.3.6  Are there regular procedures for checking and fixing water leaks? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)          2.4.1.1  Are there other water-saving features or measures? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_5j_1) Does your system addres_H3DgL94clzAdc*x5TqiPxw: Yes

		_5i_2) List and describe speci_uvl*Hvr9jENP9Dy03TUF4A: 09.05.01 - Does the facility site include features to minimize and manage stormwater runoff? (6 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.05.04 - Does 75% or more of the available impermeable surface area have a high Solar Reflectance Index (SRI) value? (10 points - Office)3.2.2.6  Does the site include storm water management enhancements to help divert storm water from roof, parking lots and sidewalks before it reaches the storm sewer or adjacent natural body of water? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)4.3.3.1  Are storm management measures implemented to manage the quantity and/or quality of water run-off from roofs and hard surfaces, such as parking areas? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_5i_1) Does your system addres_44JJfopIb3LX1OwrtP4huw: Yes

		_5h_2) List and describe speci_SXdkE82Q9hUy72PHq0h0Hg: 02.05.03 - Are non-potable water sources used at the building? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)10.01.04 - Are tenants required to comply with specific environmental criteria? (4 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)Does the building use non-potable water for irrigation? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)Are the following non-potable sources of water used for irrigation? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)2.2.18.1  Is the water consumption of cooling towers being reduced by automated controls and/or use of non-potable makeup water? (5 points - Health Care)

		_5h_1) Does your system addres_SNUIXS8Mtdt5TpN5OfLYLA: Yes

		_5g_2) List and describe speci_1EBkt6M9pdaOuYDxhgRnlg: 02.04.01 - Which type of water efficient controls are used for irrigation? (6 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.01.02 - Use of native species. (2 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.01.03 - Protect and/or restore habitat. (2 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)          2.2.9.1  Does all landscaping minimize the need for irrigation? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)3.2.2.4  Does the site use “moderate to high drought tolerant plants” that are also included in a local or regional “native species” plant list OR Does the site include a native butterfly garden? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_5g_1) Does your system addres_sWoDS-owG*j*mNJC3BYHSQ: Yes

		_5f_2) List and describe speci_Vs1Bl6C7Z27c4Eq-vk8nWQ: BP1 - Is a Preventative Maintenance Program in place at the building? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal) 02.02.03 - What is the Water Use Intensity (WUI) range achieved by this building? (15 points - Office)02.04.02 - What percentage of the building's water consumption is sub-metered? (9 points - Office, ESC, Universal)03.01.01 - Is a training program on indoor air quality (IAQ) in place for Property Managers and Building Maintenance staff? (14 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)1.2.5.1 - 5Are there variable speed drives on the majority (i.e. more than 50%) of each of the following fan and pump systems? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.6.4-7 Have sub-meters been installed to measure the following major energy uses OR is the Building Automation System (BAS) used to track these energy uses? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.8.14  Is there a Preventive Maintenance Program for the HVAC (Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning) system and its components? (7 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.8.7  Check cooling towers (1 point - MURB, Health Care)5.1.4.2  Are cooling towers equipped with drift eliminators? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)2.2.18.1  Is the water consumption of cooling towers being reduced by automated controls and/or use of non-potable makeup water? (5 points - Health Care)

		_5f_1) Does your system addres_Yed87UhwQMiqa*VyN*Am2A: Yes

		_5e_2) List and describe speci_EdZ1jmtBd8vnw8mpVpPF9Q: 02.04.02 - What percentage of the building's water consumption is sub-metered? (9 points - Office, ESC, Universal)

		_5e_1) Does your system addres_A5bSI9G4qAlnIGtHGTTA5w: Yes

		_5d_2) List and describe speci_5l7oa25LOvutodeCicwoqA: 02.04.01 - Which type of water efficient controls are used for irrigation? (6 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)02.04.04 - Toilet: 4.8 L/flush or less (1.28 G/flush) (8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)02.04.05 - Urinals: 1.9 L/flush or less (0.5 G/flush) (8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)02.04.06 - Lavatory and kitchen faucets: 5.7 L/min or less (1.5 G/min) (5 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)02.04.07 - Shower heads: 7.6 L/min or less (2 G/min) (4 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)1.2.4.4.1  What percentage of hot water faucets has water saving devices? ( 5 points - MURB, Health Care)2.2.1 Low flow toilets that use equal to or less than 4.8 Litres/flush (7 points - MURB)2.M.1-8  Does the building incorporate any of the following high-efficiency water features? (31 points - Health Care)2.2.8.1  Is the use of water in cleaning procedures being minimized? (4 points - Health Care)2.M.9 Does the building avoid the use of once-through water-cooled units? (5 points - Health Care)

		_5d_1) Does your system addres_mYHUA4OYWaGrnInoory-Dg: Yes

		_5c_2) List and describe speci_4kdOjj2fd-Ha-0XMkdEpWg: BP6 - Is a Water Management Plan in place at the building? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)02.02.03 - What is the Water Use Intensity (WUI) range achieved by this building? (15 points - Office)02.04.01 - Which type of water efficient controls are used for irrigation? (6 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)02.05.02 - Have three (3) years of water consumption been analyzed in order to establish trends? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)2.3.1  Is there a written policy intended to minimize water use, and encourage water conservation? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)Do you use water-efficient technology for irrigation? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)2.2.13-16   Is the following water efficient technology used for irrigation: (4 points, MURB, Health Care)

		_5c_1) Does your system addres_jWa-XvtY0yxc8BMHnDxylA: Yes

		_5b_2) List and describe speci_0EbJyM-TNJFHvh0yHcF1kw: BP6 - Is a Water Management Plan in place at the building? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)02.02.03 - What is the Water Use Intensity (WUI) range achieved by this building? (15 points - Office)02.05.02 - Have three (3) years of water consumption been analyzed in order to establish trends? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)2.3.1  Is there a written policy intended to minimize water use, and encourage water conservation? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.4.4.1  What percentage of hot water faucets has water saving devices? ( 5 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_5b_1) Does your system addres_k3HSMaNO1O04iYEKbJp5nQ: Yes

		_5a_2) List and describe speci_m9opx2*08HjgVjbELUdNWg: Not applicable 

		_5a_1) Does your system addres_LF3pyaCrSSD5uK6*6s83Hg: No

		_4h) List and describe specifi_TP4KxlblvkFgPOGOyALyYA: BP1 - Is a Preventative Maintenance Program in place at the building? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.03.01 - Are operation manuals and/or sequence of operations for the major mechanical equipment easily accessible? (14 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.03.09 - Is a boiler maintenance program in place at the building? (7 points - Office, ESC, Universal)01.05.09 - Are strategies or systems in place to allow peak shedding? (24 points - Office, ESC, Universal)01.05.14 - Is an innovative process or technology (approved by BOMA Canada) in place at the building that goes beyond the requirements outlined in this section? (21 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)10.01.04 - Are tenants required to comply with specific environmental criteria? (4 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)6.4.2-5 Are there ongoing communications to tenants/occupants on the environmental measures that they can implement in the building to contribute to the following? (12 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.1.3,6,8,10,21   Does the building incorporate any of the following high-efficiency lighting features? (8 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.1.23  What percentage of all lighting in the common areas is “high efficiency lighting”? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.2.2.1  What percentage of heating boilers have a combustion efficiency rate of 85% or higher? (12 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.2.3  Do the boilers have a control system that allows them to operate through a wide range of loads? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.2.5.1  What percentage (by capacity) of chillers in the facility are high-efficiency? (6 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.4.3  Does the building have high-efficiency water heating equipment? (5 points - MURB)1.2.7.5.1  Are windows energy efficient? (5 points - MURB)1.3.8.14  Is there a Preventive Maintenance Program for the HVAC (Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning) system and its components? (7 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.3.3  Is there a Building Automation System? ( 3 points - MURB)1.2.7.14  Has a comprehensive Building Condition Report been produced within the last 5 years? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.7.15  Were the recommendations of the Building Condition Report for the walls and windows carried forward into a Capital or Building Maintenance Plan? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.7.16  Were the recommendations of the Building Condition Report for the roof carried forward into a Capital Plan? (6 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.8.1.1  Are there other innovative energy efficient lighting measures? (2 points - MURB)1.2.8.2.1  Are there other energy-saving systems or measures? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.1.1  Is there an energy management policy endorsed by senior management? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.3.3.1  Are energy usage targets set? (3 points - MURB)1.3.3.4.1  Is there evidence of movement towards these energy targets over time? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)) 1.3.4.1.1  Is there a continuing education plan for operations staff including new employees, on how to implement energy monitoring, equipment preventive maintenance, and energy efficiency measures? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.5.1.1  Does the operating budget include items that relate to improving energy efficiency OR is the building participating in a program for energy efficient upgrades? ( 5 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.7.1  Are there readily available operating instructions covering standard control settings and/or basic trouble-shooting for all major equipment and related sub-systems? ( 5 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.8.2  Check boiler systems and measurements of boiler efficiency ( 1 point - MURB, Health Care)1.3.8.10  Periodic caulking inspection and repair program of building envelope ( 2 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.8.12  Periodic check and repairs of all exterior doors and windows, and associated caulking or weather-stripping to ensure tight fit with minimal infiltration of outside air (1 point - MURB, Health Care)1.3.8.15  Is there fault detection and diagnostic capability to verify and maintain operational performance of rooftop HVAC equipment? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)6.1.2-7 Are there stated goals and targets documented in the policy manual with respect to each of the following? (15 points - MURB)6.1.8.1  Are there action plans to improve the environmental and energy performance of the building? (5 points - MURB)1.2.1.1,4,6,8,M1,M2 Does the building incorporate any of the following high-efficiency lighting features? (14 points - Health Care)1.2.2.4.1  What percentage (by capacity) of the rooftop package units in the facility are high-efficiency? (4 points - Health Care)1.2.2.6  Do the chillers have a control system that allows them to operate through a wide range of loads? (2 points - Health Care)1.2.5.17 Elevators with efficient control systems (1 point - Health Care)1.2.M.10  What percentage of windows and doors has energy efficient glazing? (4 points - Health Care)1.2.7.6.1  Does the building have window shading (e.g. exterior awnings, blinds or reflective film) to reduce the cooling load? (2 points - Health Care)1.2.7.9  Do the majority of public pedestrian entrances from the outdoors use double doors with a vestibule or revolving doors? (1 point - Health Care)1.2.M.3.1-4 Are automatic temperature or steam pressure reset strategies implemented for the following, as applicable? (4 points - Health Care)Are there variable speed drives on the majority (i.e. more than 50%) of each of the following fan and pump systems? (7 points - Health Care)1.2.M.4 Does the BAS control HVAC for over 50% of the floor area? (1 point - Health Care)1.2.3.6  Is the Building Automation System (BAS) integrated with the energy monitoring and/or preventive maintenance systems? (2 points - Health Care)1.2.M.11  Where there are vestibule heaters, do the set points avoid excessive or continuous heating? (3 points - Health Care)1.3.8.16.1  Are ongoing commissioning practices implemented in response to changes to facility occupancy, usage, repair or retrofits? (5 points - Health Care)1.3.8.17 Is periodic recommissioning performed? (3 points - Health Care)1.3.8.19 Do commissioning projects include staff re-training at the time of major retrofits or occupancy changes to facilitate ongoing maintenance of achieved improvements and benefits? (3 points - Health Care)

		_4h_1) Does your system addres_z6WeBVSJzYmuA*LX5kYmHw: Yes

		_4g_2) List and describe speci_zbVXR*F6ht1uODlXtXP9EQ: BP2 - Has an ASHRAE Level 1 Energy Assessment been conducted in the last five (5) years? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)BP4 - Is an energy reduction target in place at the building? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.01.04 - Have three (3) years of energy consumption data been analyzed in order to establish trends? (7 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.02.01 - Do you benchmark energy performance using either BOMA BEST or ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager portal? (10 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.02.03 - What is the ENERGY STAR score achieved by this building? (90 points - Office, Universal)01.02.05 - Has an ASHRAE Level 2 Energy Assessment been performed on the building in the last five (5) years? (20 points - Office, Universal)01.03.02 - Does building management track and monitor building performance and consumption patterns? (8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.05.08 - Has the ENERGY STAR Score been validated by a qualified person? (9 points - Office, ESC, Universal)01.05.10 - Are the building's real-time consumption patterns shared with building occupants? (12 points - Office, ESC, Universal) 1.3.2.1  Has the building conducted an energy assessment within the past five (5) years? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)1.1.1 Will you be entering energy consumption information for 100% of your building’s GFA? (20 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.3.2.1  Is there a documented protocol for the regular review of energy consumption by a qualified and designated person to identify anomalies or excessive consumption and take corrective action as needed? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.3.5  Have steps been taken to analyze and reduce peak electrical demand?(4 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_4g_1) Does your system addres_3llv55bODTnFB3tDPmnXcw: Yes

		_4f_2) List and describe speci_oDYm3Z8XEp6gWLcbkaERXQ: 01.04.02 - What percentage of the building's energy consumption is sub-metered? (4 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)1.3.6.2.1  Have sub-meters been installed to measure and record occupants' energy usage? (6 points - MURB)1.3.6.4-7 Have sub-meters been installed to measure the following major energy uses OR is the Building Automation System (BAS) used to track these energy uses? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_4f_1) Does your system addres_cn1c0XMqb54pYn8uh-tzdg: Yes

		_4e_2) List and describe speci_JNoGx7kvK5*r2KOraXuiNA: 01.05.11 - Are renewable-energy certificates or low-impact electricity purchased? (15 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.05.12 - Are renewable natural resources used on-site to generate at least 1% of the building's energy? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.05.13 - Is the building connected to any form of energy cogeneration system, or to a district or community energy system? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)1.2.5.8,18,19  Are there other energy efficiency measures such as the following? (8 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.6.1  Is low-impact electricity purchased? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_4e_1) Does your system addres_KRGOYY-8iSuNMUUisFmXdg: Yes

		_4d_2) List and describe speci_yM5PP-imyUokV4VLvbpd6g: 01.05.11 - Are renewable-energy certificates or low-impact electricity purchased? (15 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.05.12 - Are renewable natural resources used on-site to generate at least 1% of the building's energy? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)06.01.08 - Water efficient equipment. (2 points - Office, ESC, Universal)1.2.6.3.1, 4.1, 5.1, 6.1, 7.1    Does the building utilize any of the following renewable on-site energy sources? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_4d_1) Does your system addres_azygvWx4jsYRErxqQA2qzw: Yes

		_4c_2) List and describe speci_C*mUvbopljgJeT3hUlfQsQ: 01.04.03 - What building areas incorporate at least 50% of ENERGY STAR or DesignLight Consortium (DLC) approved lighting lamps and ballasts? (6 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)06.01.07 - Energy efficient equipment. (2 points - Office, ESC, Universal)1.2.5.8,18,19  Are there other energy efficiency measures such as the following? (8 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_4c_1) Does your system addres_CiByXdZxWFGcZH32N2ICjw: Yes

		_4b_2) List and describe speci_oUL8CYvdKXWomGukrgj4CA: BP2 - Has an ASHRAE Level 1 Energy Assessment been conducted in the last five (5) years? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)BP3 - Is an Energy Management Plan in place at the building?(Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)BP4 - Is an energy reduction target in place at the building?(Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.01.01 - Does building staff participate in a formalized training program focused on energy efficiency? (14 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.01.03 - Does the capital plan include measures to ensure continuous improvement of the energy efficiency of the building envelope? (13 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.02.04 - Has a thermal imaging scan of the roof or walls been performed within the last five (5) years? (8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.02.05 - Has an ASHRAE Level 2 Energy Assessment been performed on the building in the last five (5) years? (20 points - Office, Universal) 01.03.04 - Has a low-cost energy conservation measure been implemented in the last three (3) years? (25 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.03.05 - Are control strategies used on the mechanical equipment to reduce energy consumption and demand? (10 points - Office, ESC, Universal)01.03.06 - Are the equipment and energy systems regularly commissioned or retro-commissioned? (10 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.03.07 - Are newly installed energy systems and equipment appropriately commissioned? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.03.08 - Have corrective actions been taken to address deficiencies identified in the thermal imaging scan? (5 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.03.10 - Are strategies in place to control escalator based on use patterns? (5 points - Office, ESC, Universal)01.04.01 - What type of Building Automation System is in place at the building? (8 points - Office, ESC, Universal)01.04.04  - What percent of the building exterior and parking lot fixtures have LED lamps or automated controls? (14 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.04.05 - What percentage of lighting fixtures are controlled by sensors? (11 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.04.06 - What percentage of the total installed pump and fan motors are actively controlled by variable speed drives (VSD) or variable frequency drives (VFD)? (14 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.05.01 - Is 75% or more of the total installed pump and fan motor horsepower considered premium efficiency? (24 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.05.02 - Is 75% or more of the central heating equipment efficient? (24 points - Office, ESC, Universal)01.05.03 - Are 75% of the rooftop package units efficient? (24 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.05.04 - Are 75% of the chillers and air conditioning systems efficient? (24 points - Office, ESC, Universal)01.05.05 - Is 75% of the domestic water heating equipment efficient? (24 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.05.06 - Does 75% of the building's exhaust air pass through a Ventilation Heat/Energy Recovery system? (24 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.05.07 - Are 75% of the building's exterior windows considered efficient? (24 points - Office, ESC, Universal)01.05.09 - Are strategies or systems in place to allow peak shedding? (18 points - Office, ESC, Universal)07.04.01 - Is high efficiency cleaning equipment used in the building? (13 points - Office, ESC, Universal)07.05.01 - Is a day-time cleaning schedule included in the green cleaning program? (8 points - Office)1.2.5.6  What percentage of motors on fans and pumps are high-efficiency? (2 points - MURB Health Care)1.3.3.1  Is there a building-specific Energy Management (reduction) Plan to address issues raised in the energy assessment? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.1.3,6,8,10,21   Does the building incorporate any of the following high-efficiency lighting features? (8 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.1.23  What percentage of all lighting in the common areas is “high efficiency lighting”? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.2.2.1  What percentage of heating boilers have a combustion efficiency rate of 85% or higher? (12 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.2.3  Do the boilers have a control system that allows them to operate through a wide range of loads? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.2.5.1  What percentage (by capacity) of chillers in the facility are high-efficiency? (6 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.3.1  Is temperature setback implemented? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.3.2  Is temperature/weather compensation implemented? (2 points - MURB) 1.2.4.3  Does the building have high-efficiency water heating equipment? (5 points - MURB)1.2.5.8,18,19  Are there other energy efficiency measures such as the following? (8 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.7.5.1  Are windows energy efficient? (5 points - MURB)1.2.1.1,4,6,8,M1,M2 Does the building incorporate any of the following high-efficiency lighting features? (14 points - Health Care)1.2.1.23  What percentage of all interior lighting is “high-efficiency” lighting? (4 points - Health Care)1.2.2.4.1  What percentage (by capacity) of the rooftop package units in the facility are high-efficiency? (4 points - Health Care)1.2.2.6  Do the chillers have a control system that allows them to operate through a wide range of loads? (2 points - Health Care)1.2.5.17 Elevators with efficient control systems (1 point - Health Care)1.2.M.10  What percentage of windows and doors has energy efficient glazing? (4 points - Health Care)1.2.7.6.1  Does the building have window shading (e.g. exterior awnings, blinds or reflective film) to reduce the cooling load? (2 points - Health Care)1.2.7.9  Do the majority of public pedestrian entrances from the outdoors use double doors with a vestibule or revolving doors? (1 point - Health Care)1.2.M.3.1-4 Are automatic temperature or steam pressure reset strategies implemented for the following, as applicable? (4 points - Health Care)Are there variable speed drives on the majority (i.e. more than 50%) of each of the following fan and pump systems? (7 points - Health Care)

		_4b_1) Does your system addres_x4FUcIhEoV9s97XKwgbrvg: Yes

		_4a_2) List and describe speci_IeqlYl0lPHLLTcAlTZcMFQ: This is not applicable for existing buildings 

		_4a_1) Does your system addres_zIMxQwTVipShghNkYyRcNg: No

		_3k) List and describe specifi_5y-8FQxTNnXJYoLaeSpxCA: BP16 - Is an Occupant Environmental Communication Program in place at the building? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)03.04.06 - Is the enclosed parking garage and/or gas/fuel-fired equipment room ventilated? (6 points - Office, ESC, Universal)03.05.05 - Is an innovative process or technology (approved by BOMA Canada) in place at the building that goes beyond the requirements outlined in this section? (14 points - Office, Universal)6.4.1.1  Has a documented Communications Work Plan been developed and/or updated for tenants/occupants regarding environmental initiatives and practices in the building within the past 12 months? (8 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.7.11-13 Has the building envelope been air-sealed in the following areas? (9 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.8.9  Clean and sterilize wet regions in the air conditioning system and check for accumulation of dirt (1 point - MURB, Health Care)4.3.1  Are floor drains protected in areas where chemicals are stored? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)4.3.2  Are roof drains connected to sanitary or combined sewers? (5 points - MURB, Health Care) 4.3.6  Are there documented procedures to ensure that glycol discharges from the flushing of cooling coils are minimized or eliminated? (4 points - MURB, Health Care) 4.4.5.1  Are there any above-ground (AST) or under-ground (UST) storage tanks? (20 points - MURB, Health Care)4.5.1.1  Are Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), spill clean-up kits, and safety equipment such as eye-wash stations located in an accessible place near the chemical storage areas? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)4.5.1.2  Are the MSDSs less than 3 years old? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)4.5.1.3  Are WHMIS labels present on regulated products? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)4.5.2.1  Are chemicals and hazardous materials stored under appropriate conditions in secure locations? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)4.5.2.3  Are education and training sessions provided for the people responsible for the management of chemicals and for staff who may be required to work with them? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)4.5.2.4  Is there a designated person responsible for managing hazardous products? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)4.5.2.5  Are there inventory and records of the hazardous products/waste, including their removal and disposal? (4 points - MURB, Health Care) 5.1.1.9  Is there free-standing water which cannot drain away in the condensate drip trays? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.1.10  Are there signs of corrosion, loose material (such as damaged filter bags) or sound attenuation material in any of the air-handling units (AHU)? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.7.4 Have there been complaints from occupants concerning stale, dry, or humid air, and/or odor transfer? (5 points - (5 points - MURB)5.3.2.2  Is there a planned schedule of cleaning light fixtures? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)          5.3.2.3  Is there a group-relamping schedule that is based on lighting power density? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)5.4.1  Is there sufficient acoustic privacy? ( 5 points - MURB)6.1.1  Does building management have a written environmental policy? (10 points - MURB, Health Care)6.2.4  Are Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) reviewed by staff who purchase hazardous products? (6 points - MURB, Health Care)6.3.1  Are procedures documented and staff trained to deal with and obtain prompt assistance for emergencies such as fire, spills, power failures and illness? (5 points - MURB)6.3.2  Is there an Emergency Plan outlining emergency procedures, reporting and record-keeping? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)6.3.4  Is there easy-to-access equipment on-site to deal with environmental emergencies, such as spills? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)6.3.5  Are there contingency plans for both short-term and long-term power failures? (3 points- MURB, Health Care)6.3.6  Is there an up-to-date site map showing the location of environmentally significant features such as shut-off valves, underground and above ground storage tanks etc.? (3 points - MURB, Health Care) 6.4.2-5 Are there ongoing communications to tenants/occupants on the environmental measures that they can implement in the building to contribute to the following? (12 points - MURB, Health Care)6.4.9  Has an Occupant Satisfaction Survey been completed in the last 3 years? (5 points - MURB)6.1.2-7 Are there stated goals and targets documented in the policy manual with respect to each of the following? (15 points - MURB)3.2.2.1-3        Does building exterior management include the following practices? (6 points - MURB, Health Care)4.1.M.1  Do medical waste incinerators have pollution control systems in place? (2 points - Health Care)4.3.M.1  Is there a policy in place that specifically discourages the discharge of chemicals into the sanitary sewer while also explicitly prohibiting all discharges exceeding legal limits? (2 points - Health Care)4.3.M.2  Is the potable water system protected through the installation of backflow prevention devices? (1 point - Health Care)5.1.M.4  Are biological safety cabinets labeled with an annual dated certification and instructions for proper operation? (1 point - Health Care) 5.1.M.11  Are air duct tests done on regular basis? (2 points - Health Care)6.1.M.1  Does the facility have a Sustainability Report which outlines the objectives and achievements of the facility? (6 points - Health Care) 6.1.M.2  Is there an environmental committee or Green Team that is representative of the facility as a whole and supported by the facility’s top management? (8 points - Health Care)6.1.M.3  Is a member of top management on the environmental committee? (6 points - Health Care)6.1.M.4  Are there facility-wide action plans for improving the environmental performance of the facility? (8 points - Health Care)

		_3k_1) Does your system addres_2bn3vp-lDPx-Qjoc4Yg5YA: Yes

		_3j_2) List and describe speci_o6UBfx-Ucz-oZtdQpOa65Q: BP7 - Is an Indoor Air Quality Monitoring Plan in place at the building? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)BP9 - Is a Hazardous Building Materials Management Program in place at the building? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)BP10 - Is a Hazardous Chemical Products Management Program in place at the building? (Office, ESC, Universal)03.02.01 - Does the air quality meet the goals set out in the IAQ Monitoring Plan? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)03.03.01 - Are the results of the most recent IAQ audit available to building occupants? (4 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal) 03.04.01 - What MERV filters are in use for all outdoor air and return air (i.e. circulating air) systems? (15 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal) 03.04.02 - Do all high traffic entryways have track-off systems such as grills, grates or matting in place throughout the year? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal) 03.04.03 - Are measures in place to alert building operators that HVAC filtration systems need replacement? (4 points - Office, ESC, Universal)03.04.04 - Do measured outdoor air ventilation rates meet the minimum requirements of Table 6.2.2.1 of the current ASHRAE 62.1 Standard? (9 points - Office, ESC, Universal)03.05.01 - Do the following space types have a dedicated exhaust system? (24 points - Office, ESC, Universal)03.05.02 - Are concentrations of carbon monoxide below 25 ppm in the enclosed parking garage and/or gas/fuel-fired equipment room? (18 points - Office, ESC, Universal)03.05.03 - Are air sanitation measures in place in main HVAC systems or in 50% or more of return-air systems? (8 points - Office, ESC, Universal)03.05.04 - Are the measured outdoor air ventilation rates greater than those required by Table 6.2.2.1 of the current version of ASHRAE 62.1? (8 points - Office, ESC, Universal)04.02.01 - Has an assessment been performed of background sound levels generated from exterior and base-building sources? (8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal) 04.02.02 - Is the building designed such that potential accessibility barriers are addressed? (14 points - Office) 04.05.02 - Do frequently occupied spaces have radiant building surfaces? (8 points - Office, Universal)05.01.01 - Is a Legionella Bacteria Control Management Program in place at the building? (17 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)05.01.02 - Is a Refrigerant Safety Program in place at the building? (13 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)05.01.03 - Is a safety program in place for halocarbon fire suppression systems? (15 point - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)05.01.04 - Is a management program in place at the building for above or below ground fuel storage tanks (AST/UST)? (8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)05.04.01 - Are secondary containment measures in place in base-building areas where chemicals are stored and/or used? (10 points - Office, ESC, Universal)05.05.01 - Are features that attempt to simulate the natural environment installed in commonly occupied base-building areas? (6 points - Office, ESC, Universal)07.02.01 -  Is a green cleaning audit conducted annually at the building? (11 points - Office, ESC, Universal)07.03.01 - Does the building management maintain an inventory and sanitation schedule for frequently touched surfaces? (5 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.01.07 - Regular cleaning of hardscape areas such as sidewalks, pavement, parking garages, parking lots. (2 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)09.01.10 - Use of environmentally preferable maintenance equipment.(2 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)10.02.06 - Acoustics. (3 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)10.03.01 - Does building management act on responses obtained from occupant satisfaction surveys? (8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)5.1.8.1  Does building management have in place a documented means for addressing tenant/occupant concerns regarding indoor air quality (such as a complaint form and incident log)? (4 Points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.3.7 Are there programmable thermostats in tenant spaces? (2 points - MURB)1.3.8.5  Check air supply grilles to ensure they are not blocked and are delivering air as required (1 point - MURB, Health Care)1.2.4.5  Are domestic hot water temperatures maintained between 49°C (120°F) and 52°C (125°F)? (5 points - MURB)4.4.2.1  If there is asbestos present, is there an up-to-date inventory based on an asbestos survey that includes records of locations and the condition of all asbestos? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)4.4.2.2  Is all friable asbestos encapsulated to prevent the fibres from becoming air-borne? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)4.4.2.3  Is there a documented asbestos management plan that includes training and the precautions to be taken during repairs and renovations? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)4.4.4.3  Is there a PCB management plan that designates responsibilities, requires inventory of all materials containing PCBs, including transformers, as well as records showing locations of major PCB-containing equipment, stipulates storage requirements, and describes a strategy for phasing out and disposing of PCB-containing equipment? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)4.4.4.4  Are there procedures in place to ensure that: all PCB containing materials are safely stored; regular inspection of storage sites is conducted by designated persons; and staff training includes spill response procedures? (3 points - MURB)4.4.1.1  Has a hazardous building materials survey and a use-related chemical inventory been completed within the last three years? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)4.5.2.2  Is there a Hazardous Products (hazardous chemicals) Management Plan? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.8.6  Check for refrigerant leaks (1 point - MURB, Health Care)3.2.1.2-4 If the site is known to be free of contamination, which of the following is this based on (20 points - MURB, Health Care)3.2.1.5.1  If the site is known to be contaminated, are efforts being made to clean it up? (20 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.6.13  Does the building’s water system maintenance program include measures to eliminate the occurrence of Legionella? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)5.2.1-2  Are the following being monitored regularly? (4 points - Health Care)5.1.M.1  Is air-flow optimized to ensure that contaminants are contained and workers are protected? (1 point - Health Care)5.1.M.2  Are measures in place to ensure that the use of exterior doors does not compromise laboratory safety? (1 point - Health Care)5.1.M.3  Are there failsafe, self-identifying alarm systems as needed? (1 point - Health Care)3.2.M.1  Are there Healing Gardens? (2 points - Health Care)5.1.M.5  Are in-line filters for biological safety cabinet vacuum lines inspected monthly and changed if necessary? (2 points - Health Care)5.1.M.6  Where corrosive substances are used, are there nearby, easy to access emergency eyewashes and/or showers free from obstructions? (1 point - Health Care)5.2.3  Has an occupant thermal comfort survey been done within the last 12 months? (5 points - Health Care) 5.2.4  Does the occupant satisfaction survey of thermal comfort indicate that there appear to be no overall problems related to the HVAC and building envelope? (5 points - Health Care)5.3.1.1  Are high frequency (electronic) ballasts fitted to luminaires? (3 points - Health Care)5.3.1.2  Are there controllable internal or external blinds and do light fixtures prevent glare at computer monitors (Visual Display Terminals or VDT)? (4 points - Health Care)5.3.M.1  What percentage of patients have an outside view from their beds? (3 points - Health Care)5.3.1.8  Do at least 50% of open work spaces have lighting controls with a minimum of three adjustable lighting levels to meet occupants' preferences AND are the manual controls located where the person who is operating them sees the luminaires that are being controlled? (4 points - Health Care)5.4.2  Has a staff and patient satisfaction survey been conducted within the past 12 months that addresses acoustic privacy, noise disturbances and ease of interaction? 5.4.3  Do results of the survey indicate satisfaction with respect to noise levels related to base building conditions and operations? (3 points - Health Care)5.4.M.1.1-5 Is it easy to engage in a conversation using a normal voice, understand a phone conversation, and have a private conversation using lowered voices in the following? (10 points - Health Care)5.1.M.4  Are biological safety cabinets labeled with an annual dated certification and instructions for proper operation? (1 point - Health Care)

		_3j_1) Does your system addres_J6nikFLtyvWZ06odineUxw: Yes

		_3i_2) List and describe speci_n1wOOroQeo0UV99MsDbE9g: 07.03.02 - Are pest reduction strategies in place at the building? (9 points - Office, ESC, Universal)4.5.3.1  Are there suitable measures to ensure that food or food waste is well contained and that there are no unprotected openings, to minimize access by rodents? (1 point- MURB, Health Care)4.5.3.2.1  Do landscaping practices minimize the use of pesticides, herbicides, fertilizers and petroleum-based products? (1 point - MURB, Health Care)4.5.3.3  Are pest-control inspections performed monthly? (1 point - MURB)4.5.3.4  Do pest control contracts require that the staff be licensed and use integrated pesticide management methods? (2 points - MURB, Health Care) 4.5.M.2  Is there an integrated pest control management program? (2 point - Health Care)

		_3i_1) Does your system addres_6W8UxU8ZhU6jraP1vIegPw: Yes

		_3h_2) List and describe speci_qd4mt5cKL7hjfQCZJDI7Fw: 03.01.02 - Is smoking restricted on the property? (11 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)5.1.6.10  Is the building designated non-smoking? (2 points - MURB)5.1.6.11  If the building is designated non-smoking, is there a designated smoking area outside that is away from entrances and will limit the spread of smoke to the inside of the building? (2 points - MURB)

		_3h_1) Does your system addres_rxHHaWM612D52c5agChYKA: Yes

		_3g_2) List and describe speci_L8VcycLJI*hktZMY71rhww: 03.01.03 - Is a plan in place to control construction-generated contaminants prior to base-building or tenant renovations? (3 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)5.1.6.12.1  Is there a standard checklist that includes items connected to indoor air quality that must be discussed (as applicable, depending on the project) with architects, engineers, contractors, and other professionals prior to renovations and repairs? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_3g_1) Does your system addres_cprrZurh-D1XvzZOz3bh0g: Yes

		_3f_2) List and describe speci_kXtfEWAQEmu5QoP462HuPw: BP7 - Is an Indoor Air Quality Monitoring Plan in place at the building? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)03.02.01 - Does the air quality meet the goals set out in the IAQ Monitoring Plan? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal) 06.01.06 - Building materials used for renovations. (2 points - Office, ESC, Universal)10.01.04 - Are tenants required to comply with specific environmental criteria? (4 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)5.1.8.3-7.1    Are there documented procedures for maintaining good indoor air quality that include the following? (10 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.7.6 Do kitchen storage units minimize off gassing, particularly by formaldehyde-containing materials? (5 points - MURB)5.1.7.7 Do dwelling units contain low VOC materials, particularly paints and wood finishes? (4 points - MURB)5.1.6.12.1  Is there a standard checklist that includes items connected to indoor air quality that must be discussed (as applicable, depending on the project) with architects, engineers, contractors, and other professionals prior to renovations and repairs? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.M.2  Check medical gas piping systems such as medical air, medical gas, medical vacuum, oxygen and nitrous oxide systems (1 point - Health Care)

		_3f_1) Does your system addres_cIiuI5rFkmnszsdY-DLrsA: Yes

		_3e_2) List and describe speci_SpvQ2BfEVZK48JkPnWyXuQ: BP7 : Is an Indoor Air Quality Monitoring Plan in place at the building? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)02.01.01 - Is a Water Damage Monitoring and Management Program in place in the building? (5 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)02.01.02 - Is a maintenance program in place for interior features requiring water? (3 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)03.02.01 - Does the air quality meet the goals set out in the IAQ Monitoring Plan? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)1.2.7.1-4 Has the current performance of the building envelope been assessed in last 5 years in terms of the following? (4 Points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.8.3-7.1    Are there documented procedures for maintaining good indoor air quality that include the following? (10 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.8.4  Check temperature and humidity controls to ensure they are set correctly and are responding as intended ( 1 point - MURB, Health Care)5.1.6.1 - 3  Have there been ongoing observations or complaints of symptoms of mould or excess moisture such as the following? (7 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.7.5 Are the dwelling walls or ceilings discoloured, indicating the possible presence of mold? (4 points - MURB)

		_3e_1) Does your system addres_vp9FGL78qzle6MBra7twEw: Yes

		_3d_2) List and describe speci_yJs0JGpG5gPj83S*aTm2bA: 05.02.01 - Has a radon risk assessment been completed for the building? (15 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)05.03.01 - Are mitigation strategies in place to bring radon concentrations to within acceptable limits? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)4.4.3.1.1  Is the building located outside a high risk area for radon, OR If the building is in a high risk area for radon, has a radon survey been done which indicates levels below 200 Bq/m3? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)

		_3d_1) Does your system addres_YxsAWs9ik77h51MnLfxV8g: Yes

		_3c_2) List and describe speci_OEJ-jgKVJO9tQuFVPpBXJQ: BP7 - Is an Indoor Air Quality Monitoring Plan in place at the building? (Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)03.01.01 - Is a training program on indoor air quality (IAQ) in place for Property Managers and Building Maintenance staff? (14 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)03.02.01 - Does the air quality meet the goals set out in the IAQ Monitoring Plan? (9 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)03.03.02 - Has the building manager acted on recommended corrective actions identified in the IAQ audit?(6 points - Office, ESC, Universal)03.04.02 - Do all high traffic entryways have track-off systems such as grills, grates or matting in place throughout the year? (9 points - Office, ESC LI/OAR, Universal) 03.04.03 - Are measures in place to alert building operators that HVAC filtration systems need replacement? (4 points - Office, ESC Universal) 03.04.04 - Do measured outdoor air ventilation rates meet the minimum requirements of Table 6.2.2.1 of the current ASHRAE 62.1 Standard. (9 points - Office, ESC, Universal)03.05.01 - Do the following space types have a dedicated exhaust system? (24 points - Office, ESC, Universal)03.05.02 - Are concentrations of carbon monoxide below 25 ppm in the enclosed parking garage and/or gas/fuel-fired equipment room? (18 points - Office, ESC Universal)10.02.03 - Air quality. (3 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)10.03.01 - Does building management act on responses obtained from occupant satisfaction surveys? (8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)1.2.4.5  Are domestic hot water temperatures maintained between 49°C (120°F) and 52°C (125°F)? (5 points - MURB)4.1.1  What percentage of the building’s boilers have low NOx emission rates? (23 points - MURB, Health Care)4.1.2  Are records kept of the cleaning and calibration of burners, monitoring of controls, and analysis of flue gas? (7 points - MURB, Health Care)4.4.2.1  If there is asbestos present, is there an up-to-date inventory based on an asbestos survey that includes records of locations and the condition of all asbestos? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)4.4.2.2  Is all friable asbestos encapsulated to prevent the fibres from becoming air-borne? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)4.4.2.3  Is there a documented asbestos management plan that includes training and the precautions to be taken during repairs and renovations? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)4.4.4.3  Is there a PCB management plan that designates responsibilities, requires inventory of all materials containing PCBs, including transformers, as well as records showing locations of major PCB-containing equipment, stipulates storage requirements, and describes a strategy for phasing out and disposing of PCB-containing equipment? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)4.4.4.4  Are there procedures in place to ensure that: all PCB containing materials are safely stored; regular inspection of storage sites is conducted by designated persons; and staff training includes spill response procedures? (3 points - MURB)5.1.1.2  Are air intakes located far from sources of pollution such as parking areas, bus stops, cooling towers or stagnant water? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.1.3  Are all air intakes located at least 9 metres (30 feet) away from building exhaust outlets? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.1.4  Are all air intakes checked regularly to ensure that the openings are protected and free from obstruction? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.2.3  Is there easy access for cleaning and inspecting filters? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.4.1  Are the cooling towers located away from fresh air intakes and flue outlets? ( 2 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.4.3-5    Is there a maintenance program for cooling towers which includes the following? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.5.2 Is there an “Idle Free” area adjacent to the entrance? (2 points - MURB)5.1.5.3.1  Are there measures to prevent intake of exhaust fumes into the building interior from the loading dock and parking areas? (4 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.5.5-6 Is there a carbon monoxide detection and monitoring system in the following places? (6 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.6.5  Do common areas, including social rooms and kitchens, and chemical storage facilities have effective local exhaust? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.6.6  Are there grates or mats at all high volume occupant entryways into the building throughout the year? ( 4 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.6.7.1  Are there documented measures to control pollutants at source in common areas such as social rooms, kitchens, chemical storage and general storage areas? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.7.2 Do all installed stoves have outside vented fume hoods? ( 5 points - MURB)5.1.7.3 Are the dryer and/or bathroom vents separate and ventilated from the outside? (5 points - MURB)5.1.8.2  Has the building had an indoor air quality audit in the past year? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.8.3-7.1    Are there documented procedures for maintaining good indoor air quality that include the following? (10 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.8.10  Is the operations staff sufficiently trained to implement an indoor air quality program to address occupant concerns? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.6.13  Does the building’s water system maintenance program include measures to eliminate the occurrence of Legionella? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.M.1  Is air-flow optimized to ensure that contaminants are contained and workers are protected? (1 point - Health Care)5.1.M.2  Are measures in place to ensure that the use of exterior doors does not compromise laboratory safety? (1 point - Health Care)5.1.M.3  Are there failsafe, self-identifying alarm systems as needed? (1 point - Health Care)5.1.M.15  Is there a Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) risk management plan used to prevent legionellosis associated with buildings? (4 points - Health Care)

		_3c_1) Does your system addres_sM2jTb9mVTa9Dc6K420vSQ: Yes

		_3b_2) List and describe speci_MeHjCnfFyB4gVb0hIGE77Q: 01.04.04  - What percent of the building exterior and parking lot fixtures have LED lamps or automated controls? (14 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal) 01.04.05 - What percentage of lighting fixtures are controlled by sensors? (11 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)01.04.07 - What percentage of the building's lighting is connected to an addressable lighting control system? (9 points - Office, ESC, Universal) 10.02.05 - Lighting. (3 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)10.03.01 - Does building management act on responses obtained from occupant satisfaction surveys? (8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)1.2.1.22.1 Motion detectors on lights in model suites, exit stairways, laundry rooms, trash chute rooms, common area restrooms and other appropriate common areas (2 points - MURB)1.2.1.24, 25 Does the building incorporate any of the following high-efficiency lighting features for the parking area and exterior lighting? (4 points - MURB)5.3.1.7 Does the floor plan of the building potentially allow for 80% of a typical living area to have access to day-lighting? (5 points - MURB)1.2.1.15  Occupancy sensors in a minimum of 25% of low-traffic areas, where appropriate (e.g. conference rooms, storage rooms, washrooms) (1 point - Health Care)1.2.1.17  Daylight sensors (1 point - Health Care)5.3.1.9  In private offices are there lighting controls with at least three adjustable lighting levels to meet occupants' preferences? (3 points - Health Care)5.3.1.10 Are there separate lighting controls for rooms where presentations are given such as conference rooms or training rooms? (4 points - Health Care)5.3.M.2 Do all lighting levels meet recommended practices for health care facilities? (3 points - Health Care)5.3.2.4  Is there regularly scheduled verification of the correct operation of lighting controls? (3 points - Health Care)5.3.1.8  Do at least 50% of open work spaces have lighting controls with a minimum of three adjustable lighting levels to meet occupants' preferences AND are the manual controls located where the person who is operating them sees the luminaires that are being controlled? (4 points - Health Care)1.2.1.1,4,6,8,M1,M2 Does the building incorporate any of the following high-efficiency lighting features? (14 points - Health Care)

		_3b_1) Does your system addres_nt-ZocSXarOXUr0gAafirQ: Yes

		_ 3a_2) List and describe spec_Jgd50hccmBBH6CMMAmc0XA: 01.03.05 - Are control strategies used on the mechanical equipment to reduce energy consumption and demand? (10 points - Office, ESC, Universal)01.04.06 - What percentage of the total installed pump and fan motors are actively controlled by variable speed drives (VSD) or variable frequency drives (VFD)? (14 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)03.03.03 - Is there a process for investigating and correcting when manual overrides of the HVAC system occur? (12 points - Office, ESC, Universal)03.03.04 - Is nighttime outdoor air purging performed at the building? (8 points - Office, ESC, Universal)03.03.05 - Are there minimum open set points on all variable air volume dampers? (10 points - Office, ESC, Universal)04.05.01 - Do occupants have local control of thermal comfort parameters? (16 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)10.02.04 - Thermal comfort. (3 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)10.03.01 - Does building management act on responses obtained from occupant satisfaction surveys? (8 points - Office, ESC, LI/OAR, Universal)5.1.8.1  Does building management have in place a documented means for addressing tenant/occupant concerns regarding indoor air quality (such as a complaint form and incident log)? (4 Points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.3.7 Are there programmable thermostats in tenant spaces? (2 points - MURB)1.2.5.1 - 5Are there variable speed drives on the majority (i.e. more than 50%) of each of the following fan and pump systems? (5 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.5.6  What percentage of motors on fans and pumps are high-efficiency? (2 points - MURB Health Care)1.2.7.1-4 Has the current performance of the building envelope been assessed in last 5 years in terms of the following? (4 Points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.7.6.1  Does the property have appropriate shading on south and west facing elevations to reduce the cooling load? (3 points - MURB)1.2.7.9  Do pedestrian entrances from the outdoors use double doors with a vestibule or revolving doors and where there are vestibule heaters, do the set points avoid excessive or continuous heating? (1 point - MURB)1.3.8.3  Check the correct operation of ventilation and cooling controls (2 points - MURB, Health Care)1.3.8.5  Check air supply grilles to ensure they are not blocked and are delivering air as required (1 point - MURB, Health Care)1.3.8.8  Schedule filter replacement (2 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.1.17 Is there at least one operable window provided for all habitable rooms, except bathrooms and kitchens, and is their size, placement and operation likely to result in reasonably effective ventilation? (4 points - MURB)5.1.1.18 Does every dwelling unit have an adequate supply of air with no blockages? (3 points - MURB)5.1.1.19 Are exhaust systems, particularly the bathroom and kitchen exhausts, operating effectively? (4 points - MURB)5.1.2.1  Are filters rated at minimum efficiency of MERV 8 (Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value)? (4 points - MURB)5.1.2.2  Are there manometers or pressure sensors to indicate when filters should be cleaned or changed? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.3.1  Does the building have a humidification system (indicate type)? ( 3 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.3.2  If steam humidification is used, is clean steam rather than treated boiler water utilized? (12 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.3.3  If spray humidification is used, is the system rigorously maintained and free of rust, algae, or loose contaminants of any kind? (12 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.5.1  Are enclosed parking areas mechanically ventilated? (3 points - MURB, Health Care)5.1.7.1 Do the dwelling units allow for cross ventilation? (4 points - MURB)1.2.3.1  Is temperature setback implemented? (2 points - MURB, Health Care)1.2.3.2  Is temperature/weather compensation implemented? (2 points - MURB) 5.1.1.14.1  Does the staff have local control over the ventilation rates in the areas in which they work, either through hybrid system (operable windows) or local HVAC controls in the majority of the air conditioned spaces? (2 points - Health Care)5.1.M.7  Is the supply air system interlocked to prevent air-pressure drop in indoor spaces? (i.e., fans, dampers, electrical) with Exhaust air, Doors or Windows? (1 point - Health Care)5.1.M.8  Are laboratories kept under positive or negative pressure (as required) to prevent entry of pollutants? (1 point - Health Care)5.1.M.9  Is there differential pressure monitoring in adjacent areas? (1 point - Health Care)5.2.1-2  Are the following being monitored regularly? (4 points - Health Care)

		_3a_1) Does your system addres_57S0tCtSXF05hA9iWhTcKw: Yes

		_2) Please indicate which type_75JoBgE2sjgk6bC*RPAlqQ: Existing buildings

		_1) Name of Certification Syst_*JYSEOl1i2MvA4hC7X*VPw: BOMA BEST Sustainable Buildings








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part I: General Information Questions 
Part I Instructions 
  
Part I of this survey is intended to capture general information about each certification system. System owners should 
answer each question to the best of their ability. 


Part I-A: General Information Questions


1) Official Name of Certification System


2) To which type of building(s) do your answers to Part I apply? For more information on the justification for the 
types of building projects included in this list, please see GSA's website. 
System owners may certify multiple types of building projects. GSA is only evaluating certification systems for 
existing buildings, building interiors, and new construction/major renovation. GSA's review does not include 
certification systems for residential projects. If respondents select more than one system in Part I, Question 2, 
they should be prepared to complete Part II for EACH type of building project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation


Core and/or shell


3) Name of System Representative  
Please provide the primary POC for this effort. If GSA has any follow up questions, they will contact this 
individual.


4) Email of System Representative


5) Primary phone number of System Representative



http://www.gsa.gov/gbcertificationreview





6) URL of Certification System public website


7) Additional web links providing general system information 
As GSA reviews the certification systems, it will be helpful to have quick access to the most current public 
information about each system. Respondents should provide URLs that will link to useful general information 
about the system. Specific, detailed system information can be provided in Parts II and Parts III of the response.


8a) How many buildings in the U.S. have received certification to date?  


8b) Of these, how many are federal buildings?


9) Please describe the cost of attaining certification and briefly describe the product support available to 
applicants. 





		_9) Please describe the cost o_x5b4MBf4jXQXIMtmV-eI8A: BREEAM In-Use is split into three Parts, with each Part considering a different aspect of performance: - Part 1 Asset Management - The performance of the asset's built form, construction, fixtures, fittings and installed services  - Part 2 Building Management - the operational performance and how the building is managed  - Part 3 Occupier Management - the performance of an occupying organization's office policies and activities that are conducted within the asset As each Part is independently scored and assessed, Clients can determine where they would most value understanding their performance and select to complete the applicable Part(s).  The Client sets up their organization in the BREEAM In-Use online tool at no cost and once ready to begin, registers the asset and begins to measure performance.  Asset registration is $1,000 per asset.  The registration provides full access to the question sets for all three Parts of BREEAM USA In-Use for 12 months or until certification, whichever is soonest. The certification of the performance is carried out by a licensed BREEAM USA In-Use Assessor.  The fees for the assessment are negotiated and contracted directly between the Assessor and the Client depending on the scope of the verification.  BRE America does not set those fees and does not get any of the proceeds.  When the Assessor submits for certification, they pay $750 per Part to be certified.The full BREEAM USA In-Use standard is available free to download from our website.  The standard includes the details of the Issues the standard addresses, the performance levels for which credits are awarded, the Assessment Criteria and the Evidence required for certification.  BRE America provides the licensed Assessors with access to a Knowledge Base that sets out clarifications of the criteria.  While this Knowledge Base is currently restricted to licensed Assessors, this will be moved onto a public platform by the end of 2018 so that all users of BREEAM In-Use may access it.  Both Clients and Assessors are also able to contact the Technical team, at no charge, to answer technical questions specific to the interpretation of the In-Use standard.  The question and the response provided is applicable only to the project that is the subject of the question.  Operational questions are managed through our general BREEAM In-Use team.  Technical questions are submitted via email and a response will be provided within 5 working days.  Operational questions can be submitted via email or by calling our office during business hours.  All teams are available Monday through Friday, 9am to 5pm PST.  The BREEAM In-Use online tool which facilitates the benchmarking and certification process is owned and maintained by BRE and is internally managed.[Attached: - PD130 BREEAM USA In-Use Technical Manual V1.1:2016 - PN130 BRE America Operational Guidance V1.1 (August 2017) - FS130 BREEAM USA Fee Sheet (August 2016)]

		_8b) Of these, how many are fe_bLVbfbqZoTvmq4HxMJ-5Og: 0

		_8a) How many buildings in the_dYF*bG2AG8QNntRAmfluZw: 12

		_7) Additional web links provi_eqd7DKNdu0vA3XvH2e*G8g: http://www.breeamusa.com/how-it-works/http://www.breeamusa.com/bre-america-operational-guidelines/

		_6) URL of Certification Syste_fPxCo-UbxtJPSC1VQrcYCg: www.breeamusa.com

		_5) Primary phone number of Sy_y7C*2stVD1YdaEdsqP*wWw: 4157475152

		_4) Email of System Representa_OfvwV11ucSThCYcl4Dup4Q: breana.wheeler@breamerica.com

		_3) Name of System Representat_JWtW7hfKdoguzIdnbtfDkA: Breana Wheeler, Director of Operations

		_2) To which type of building(_3_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Off

		_2) To which type of building(_2_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Off

		_2) To which type of building(_1_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Off

		_2) To which type of building(_0_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Yes

		_1) Official Name of Certifica_M83WQCZSFKAFWbZiBbDB5A: BREEAM USA In-Use








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part I: General Information Questions 
Part I Instructions 
  
Part I of this survey is intended to capture general information about each certification system. System owners should 
answer each question to the best of their ability. 


Part I-A: General Information Questions


1) Official Name of Certification System


2) To which type of building(s) do your answers to Part I apply? For more information on the justification for the 
types of building projects included in this list, please see GSA's website. 
System owners may certify multiple types of building projects. GSA is only evaluating certification systems for 
existing buildings, building interiors, and new construction/major renovation. GSA's review does not include 
certification systems for residential projects. If respondents select more than one system in Part I, Question 2, 
they should be prepared to complete Part II for EACH type of building project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation


Core and/or shell


3) Name of System Representative  
Please provide the primary POC for this effort. If GSA has any follow up questions, they will contact this 
individual.


4) Email of System Representative


5) Primary phone number of System Representative



http://www.gsa.gov/gbcertificationreview





6) URL of Certification System public website


7) Additional web links providing general system information
As GSA reviews the certification systems, it will be helpful to have quick access to the most current public 
information about each system. Respondents should provide URLs that will link to useful general information 
about the system. Specific, detailed system information can be provided in Parts II and Parts III of the response.


8a) How many buildings in the U.S. have received certification to date?  


8b) Of these, how many are federal buildings?


9) Please describe the cost of attaining certification and briefly describe the product support available to
applicants. 





		_9) Please describe the cost o_x5b4MBf4jXQXIMtmV-eI8A: The standard costs to certify a project with Green Globes depend on building size and characteristics as well as the type of certification and assessment services selected. GBI has completed 599 total assessments for the federal government; 333 under the Green Globes assessment program and 266 under the Guiding Principles Compliance assessment program.  A total of 411 buildings were reviewed in the 599 assessments (188 buildings were assessed under both Green Globes  and Guiding Principles Compliance assessment programs). For these buildings, fees ranged between $7,750 and $13,500 with an average of about $11,500. The fees can be divided into the following areas: • High-touch customer service – included with each assessment    o GBI’s support of the assessment and certification process includes: a) staff whom return phone calls within 24-48 hours and are available by phone, email, and Live Chat; b) assignment of a specific GBI staff project manager to each building project who is available to the project team with questions prior to project initiation or throughout the project; c) access to GBI’s Chief Engineer or other technical resource prior to initiating certification; and d) free access to technical manuals, webinars, white papers, videos, and other resources on GBI’s website at www.thegbi.org/training/user-resources/downloads/.  • Project Registration – $1500   o Registering a project provides access to the Green Globes online system, which houses the full set of questionnaires required for assessment and certification.  Project teams complete these questionnaires throughout the course of a project, with answers reviewed and verified by a Green Globes Assessor. • Third-party Assessment & Certification – Generally based on square footage    o Assessor Services – Depending on the project type, a Green Globes Assessor will perform between one and three assessments in which they will review the responses provided within the online surveys, verify them against the project documentation, and create comprehensive, individualized reports detailing achievements and offering recommendations for improvement. Green Globes certifications require one on-site assessment, which occurs at the end of the full Green Globes assessment process, including the payment of an assessor travel expense normally paid up front. Green Globes for Sustainable Interiors is an exception with a final construction/contract document review option in addition to the traditional on-site assessment.   o Quality Control - GBI technical and subject matter experts carefully review and approve each assessment report submitted by Green Globes Assessors prior to issuing project certification.  GBI also conducts periodic audits of Green Globes projects to ensure assessor adherence to rigorous quality standards and assessment protocol. • Interpretations & Appeals –     o Due to GBI’s use of dedicated assessors and its high-touch service approach, most questions and clarifications are addressed throughout the process prior to final report/certification delivery. GBI does not charge for interpretations or appeals. The fees quoted prior to project initiation are all-inclusive fees. • Recognition Items –    o A variety of items are available for purchase to promote a project's Green Globes certification, including plaques, window decals, certificates, and banners.Further information, including requesting a quote and examples of reporting and scoring can be found on the GBI’s website, https://www.thegbi.org/green-globes-certification/what-it-costs/.GBI’s Green Globes certification and Guiding Principles Compliance assessment costs are based on building square footage plus the volume and type of buildings. A sample of federal agencies—labeled here for discretion—offered the following illustration on third-party certification costs through GBI:Agency A • Green Globes NC and GBI’s GPC NC, multiple buildings varying sizes all less than 50,000 square feet: $11,500.00 per building. • Green Globes and GBI’s GPC EB, existing buildings with 100,000–150,000 square feet costs $9,500.00.Agency B • Green Globes NC, two buildings each approximately 149,000 square feet: $13,500 per building.Agency C • GBI’s GPC NC, 24 buildings in-process with an average size of 45,141 square feet: $11,500 per building.Agency D • Green Globes and GBI’s GPC dual certifications: seven new construction projects averaging 14,731 square feet with a cost of $11,500 per building, and four existing buildings averaging 41,211 square feet with a cost of $7,750 per building.

		_8b) Of these, how many are fe_bLVbfbqZoTvmq4HxMJ-5Og: 333

		_8a) How many buildings in the_dYF*bG2AG8QNntRAmfluZw: 1337

		_7) Additional web links provi_eqd7DKNdu0vA3XvH2e*G8g: www.thegbi.org/ansi   https://www.thegbi.org/content/misc/BSR_GBI01-201X_Third_Public_Comment_Draft_10-20-17_final.pdfhttps://www.thegbi.org/green-globes-certification/how-to-certify/new-construction/  https://www.thegbi.org/files/training_resources/Green_Globes_NC_Technical_Reference_Manual.pdfhttps://www.thegbi.org/green-globes-certification/how-to-certify/existing-buildings/  https://www.thegbi.org/files/training_resources/Green_Globes_EB_Technical_Reference_Manual.pdfhttps://www.thegbi.org/green-globes-certification/how-to-certify/sustainable-interiors/  https://www.thegbi.org/files/training_resources/Green_Globes_for_Sustainable_Interiors_Technical_Reference_Manual_-_V1.04.pdfhttps://www.thegbi.org/guiding-principles-compliance-certification/

		_6) URL of Certification Syste_fPxCo-UbxtJPSC1VQrcYCg: www.thegbi.org

		_5) Primary phone number of Sy_y7C*2stVD1YdaEdsqP*wWw: 5032740448

		_4) Email of System Representa_OfvwV11ucSThCYcl4Dup4Q: micah@thegbi.org

		_3) Name of System Representat_JWtW7hfKdoguzIdnbtfDkA: Micah I. Thomas

		_2) To which type of building(_3_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Off

		_2) To which type of building(_2_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Yes

		_2) To which type of building(_1_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Yes

		_2) To which type of building(_0_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Yes

		_1) Official Name of Certifica_M83WQCZSFKAFWbZiBbDB5A: Green Globes








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part I: General Information Questions 
Part I Instructions 
  
Part I of this survey is intended to capture general information about each certification system. System owners should 
answer each question to the best of their ability. 


Part I-A: General Information Questions


1) Official Name of Certification System


2) To which type of building(s) do your answers to Part I apply? For more information on the justification for the 
types of building projects included in this list, please see GSA's website. 
System owners may certify multiple types of building projects. GSA is only evaluating certification systems for 
existing buildings, building interiors, and new construction/major renovation. GSA's review does not include 
certification systems for residential projects. If respondents select more than one system in Part I, Question 2, 
they should be prepared to complete Part II for EACH type of building project.


Existing buildings


Building interiors


New construction/major renovation


Core and/or shell


3) Name of System Representative  
Please provide the primary POC for this effort. If GSA has any follow up questions, they will contact this 
individual.


4) Email of System Representative


5) Primary phone number of System Representative



http://www.gsa.gov/gbcertificationreview





6) URL of Certification System public website


7) Additional web links providing general system information 
As GSA reviews the certification systems, it will be helpful to have quick access to the most current public 
information about each system. Respondents should provide URLs that will link to useful general information 
about the system. Specific, detailed system information can be provided in Parts II and Parts III of the response.


8a) How many buildings in the U.S. have received certification to date?  


8b) Of these, how many are federal buildings?


9) Please describe the cost of attaining certification and briefly describe the product support available to 
applicants. 





		_9) Please describe the cost o_x5b4MBf4jXQXIMtmV-eI8A: CostThe cost of attaining LEED certification varies by building project size, membership status, and complexity. Fees are published on our website. [ https://new.usgbc.org/cert-guide/fees ] For organization members at the Silver, Gold, and Platinum levels, like the U.S. General Services Administration, system fees for registration and certification of building projects range from $4,050 for a building 50,000 square feet with combined certification review to $42,500 for a building with 749,999 square feet and split review. Buildings of larger sizes contact GBCI for pricing. Credit appeals are $500-$800. In addition, USGBC and GBCI offer the Volume program that can be utilized to reduce fees for organizations with certain kinds of projects and with multiple projects. [https://new.usgbc.org/cert-guide/volume ] LEED volume certification is designed to streamline certification processes and costs across an organization’s building portfolio (while preserving LEED’s rigor), it’s based around a simple concept: the prototype. Participants in LEED volume certification complete precertification of a prototype, which is a conceptual building or framework that can then be applied across a group of projects that have major elements in common, and can therefore pursue a common set of credits (in a single LEED rating system).  Some Federal LEED certifications have utilized the Volume program. Given that Federal LEED certifications represent a mix of project types (including Volume and standard) and certification review types (e.g., combined design-construction or split review; and level of complexity), we developed an estimate of costs for recent federal certified projects in the U.S., to provide additional data to GSA beyond the standard fee schedule. We estimated that for projects certified in the past 3 year period (2015-2017), the average total cost (including registration, certification, and any supplemental reviews, appeals, and interpretations) was approximately $ 5,770, with an average gross floor area of 96,000 square feet. ResourcesUSGBC and GBCI provide excellent resources and product support through a variety of methods and publicly accessible resources.  The LEED rating system is available free on our website to anyone, and is updated to include addenda. [https://www.usgbc.org/resources/leed-v4-building-design-and-construction-current-version,https://www.usgbc.org/resources/leed-v4-interior-design-and-construction-current-version,https://www.usgbc.org/resources/leed-v4-building-operations-and-maintenance-current-version]Clarifications are also provided in the LEED credit library [https://www.usgbc.org/leed-interpretations ] and highlighted in quarterly articles.Guidelines and helpful tips are provided to LEED users in a variety of ways. Notably, project teams may ask questions of GBCI reviewers at any time in the process through the “contact us” portal. [ http://www.gbci.org/contact ]  Key web resources are listed in the attachment “LEED resources” and include the Guide to Certification, LEED Reference Guides, resources in the credit library, tools, articles, articles, and other information to help project teams. In addition, we have a YouTube channel with free videos that may be helpful, and our Education channel which is available by subscription.  The LEED Reference Guides include detailed information on the process for achieving certification, including intent, requirements, point values, environmental and economic issues, related credits, summaries of reference standards and other relevant information for each credit. Reference Guides are available for $199 to members; $219 e-version; and $299 hard copy/non-member. The Reference Guide introductory and overview sections may be downloaded free.User SupportUSGBC’s investment in existing and ongoing LEED customer service infrastructure is unparalleled. More than 100 USGBC staff support users of LEED via customer service. Users may interact with their project reviewers, the customer service team, account managers, representatives from the business development team, and LEED department subject matter experts.  In addition, USGBC has a specific Technical Customer Service team dedicated to responding to technically complex customer questions across the different programs. As a group, these highly qualified staff members assist thousands of LEED project teams each year. Throughout the process of documentation, review and project certification, the USGBC customer service team is available to support the project team.  This team includes highly trained subject matter experts who provide information to project teams directly.   Our efforts in customer service were recently recognized when our customer service team was named a finalist for the Stevie Award’s Customer Service Team of the Year where they ultimately earned the Bronze award for companies and organizations worldwide.  [ https://www.usgbc.org/contactus ] Additionally, USGBC invests significant intellectual and monetary capital in the online infrastructure used for LEED certification. Continually evolving and streamlining this process further refines the LEED certification process as both market and minimum performance requirements evolve. The LEED Online platform provides a clear and easy-to-use online tool for documenting the achievement of each LEED credit. Teams use LEED Online to collaborate and track progress as a building is designed, constructed and operated.  Once the information for a building is complete, it is seamlessly transmitted to the certification team.  We note that several studies have documented the effectiveness of LEED for federal projects.

		_8b) Of these, how many are fe_bLVbfbqZoTvmq4HxMJ-5Og: 2100

		_8a) How many buildings in the_dYF*bG2AG8QNntRAmfluZw: 23600

		_7) Additional web links provi_eqd7DKNdu0vA3XvH2e*G8g: https://new.usgbc.org/cert-guidehttp://leed.usgbc.org/leed.htmlhttps://www.usgbc.org/discoverleed/See also "LEED Resources" attachment

		_6) URL of Certification Syste_fPxCo-UbxtJPSC1VQrcYCg: https://new.usgbc.org/leed

		_5) Primary phone number of Sy_y7C*2stVD1YdaEdsqP*wWw: 202.5953989

		_4) Email of System Representa_OfvwV11ucSThCYcl4Dup4Q: ebeardsley@usgbc.org

		_3) Name of System Representat_JWtW7hfKdoguzIdnbtfDkA: Elizabeth Beardsley

		_2) To which type of building(_3_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Off

		_2) To which type of building(_2_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Yes

		_2) To which type of building(_1_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Yes

		_2) To which type of building(_0_cXBMmdvCWj4Y7vwQOsZ0sg: Yes

		_1) Official Name of Certifica_M83WQCZSFKAFWbZiBbDB5A: Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED)








High-Performance Building Certification System (HPBCS) Review   
  


Phase II Survey to Certification System Owners 
  


Part III: Development Criteria Review Questions
Part III Instructions 
  
GSA will evaluate the development of the certification systems based on two primary criteria:  
  
A) Process for developing the certification system: Are the procedures to develop, maintain, and update the 
certification system transparent? Do they allow for a balance of different stakeholder interests? Is there an appeals 
process for disputes?  
  
B) Conformity assessment: Are the procedures and practices by which building projects are assessed transparent?  
  
Respondents should complete Part III once for their certification system and organization as a whole. In contrast to 
Part II, GSA is not requesting and discourages the completion of Part III for each building project type, unless it is 
impractical to answer the following questions broadly.  
  
In addition, system owners can include supporting information as attachments to the questions (attached directly into 
the PDF form). 


 


Part III-A: Process for developing and administering the certification system


1a) Was the system developed using a consensus-based approach? 
This criterion is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(D), "the ability of the standard to be developed and revised 
through a consensus-based process."   
  
GSA defines a consensus based certification system is a voluntary consensus standard as defined by OMB 
Circular A-119 or one that incorporates  the attributes of a voluntary consensus standards body defined in OMB 
Circular A-119: openness, balance of interest, due process, an appeal process, and consensus.


Yes


No







1b) If you answered "yes" to question 1a, please describe the consensus-based approach (cite any relevant 
standards or guidance used during development and/or system revisions). If answered "No" above, please enter 
"N/A." 
  
Evidence of a consensus-based system may include: 
- Publicly accessible draft documents and comment periods, 
- Publicly accessible certification system clarifications, 
-Instructions for accessing information on key activities, and 
- Policy/procedure for ensuring stakeholder input during certification system development


1c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


2a) To ensure transparency, what stakeholders or groups of stakeholders were involved in the development and 
updating of the certification system?   
This criterion is based on Public Law 110-140, EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(C), "the ability of the applicable 
standard-setting organization to collect and reflect public comment. A transparent certification system has a 
documented approach for the review and consideration of public comments, public comments are collected on a 
regular basis, and development and updating process of the certification system is documented and publicly 
available." 
  
Evidence of transparency may include: 
-Evidence that review comments are publicly available; for example, website link, publication of document 
online, or statement that review  document/decision is available upon request  
- Evidence that public comments are incorporated into the certification system revision process.


2b) What was their role in the development and/or updating of the certification system?


2c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.







3a) Is there a procedure for differing opinions during system development and/or revision? 
This criterion is based on Public Law 110-140, Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) Section 436 (h)(2)
(C): the ability of the applicable standard-setting organization to collect and reflect public comment. 


Yes


No


 3b) If you answered "Yes," describe the procedure. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


3c) If appropriate, please attach supporting information for the previous question here.


4a) Is there an independent review and verification process for updating the certification system to ensure system 
maturity? 
This criterion is based on DOE Rule 10 C.F.R. Parts 433, 435, and 436, Green Building Certification Systems for 
Federal Buildings: "The system under which the building is certified must be subject to periodic evaluation and 
assessment of the environmental and energy benefits that result under the rating system" (part 433.33(b)(4)).  
  
A mature certification system is effectively linked to latest tools and standards; the certification system has 
components to track building performance post-occupancy; the certification system is used as a basis for 
development of other systems; and/or the certification system is consistently updated. As a best practice, the 
system is revised or reaffirmed every five years at minimum.


Yes


No


4b) If you answered "Yes," provide a description of how the system is revised or reaffirmed regularly to ensure 
maturity. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


5a) Are revisions to the system documented and accessible to the public?


Yes


No







5b) If you answered "Yes," provide link to publicly accessible information regarding system revisions. If 
answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


Part III-B: Conformity Assessment


6a) Is an assessor/auditor independently assigned/selected? 
This criteria is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(B): "the ability and availability of assessors and auditors to 
independently verify the criteria and measurement of metrics." 
  
The assessor/auditor is defined and is independent from the organization whose product is being assessed for 
conformity. Assessors/auditors have no stake in whether a building receives certification.


Yes


No


6b) If you answered "Yes," describe the selection or assignment process for auditors. If you answered "No" 
above, please enter "N/A."


7a) Are the criteria used by the assessors and auditors to evaluate a building project documented, available to 
applicants, and independent from the organization to whom they are providing their services? 
This criteria is based on EISA Section 436 (h)(2)(B): "the ability and availability of assessors and auditors to 
independently verify the criteria and measurement of metrics." 
  
The conformity assessment body publicly discloses the scoring methodology and levels achieved by products that 
conform to the standard; and describes how the public can access this information. A documented standard 
verification method and process should be followed by assessors and auditors


Yes


No


7b) If you answered "Yes," please provide links to the location of the documentation and/or description of the 
process that is made available to applicants. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."







8a) Is there a documented process for applicants to appeal an auditor's/assessor's certification decision or specific 
findings?


Yes


No


8b) If you answered "Yes," describe the documented appeal process available to the applicant. If you answered 
"No" above, please enter "N/A." 
Description may include:  
- Evidence of  a documented appeal process 
- Evidence of a documented feedback/comment resolution process


9a) Does the system provide a verification system for post-occupancy evaluation of the certified building? 
This criterion is based on DOE Rule 10 C.F.R. Parts 433, 435 and 436, "Green Building Certification Systems 
for Federal Buildings: The system under which the building is certified must include a verification system for 
post occupancy assessment of the rated buildings to demonstrate continued energy and water savings at least 
every four years after initial occupancy." (Part 433.300(b)(5)).  


Yes


No


9b) If you answered "Yes," describe the system and/or requirement to perform a post occupancy of the certified 
building. If you answered "No" above, please enter "N/A."


End of survey. Please provide your completed survey(s) to GSA by January 31, 2017.
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		fc-int01-generateAppearances: 

		_9b) If you answered _Yes,_ de_9H61Z-jchH3Qm6R4NJVaMQ: Certifications and labels issued by the International Living Future Institute are based on actual performance data. Such data are typically from a 12-month period, provided by a third-party (e.g. a utility) and verified by a separate third-party (an independent Auditor.)  In addition, the Living Building Challenge requires a site visit by the Auditor to verify the documentation submitted for Living or Petal Certification.

		_9a) Does the system provide a_Sc4mlwysAUTeNvLeTOVMyQ: Yes

		_8b) If you answered _Yes,_ de_QUvBi1PA5rQJSitqhpJmMQ: Certification Info: https://living-future.org/lbc/certification/  A project team that does not agree with the Auditor’s ruling on an Imperative, Petal or overall Certification, are given options for next steps, including instructions on how to Appeal. Teams have the option to request a different auditor or remain with the previous auditor. The audit process includes the same documentation review process as the original review, but a site visit is typically not required during the appeal process

		_8a) Is there a documented pro_i719suCo3dIm8*Mjn2VSZQ: Yes

		_7b) If you answered _Yes,_ pl_3Hs-hEIq75tidAvnIRWPpQ: Criteria for assessment are in the Documentation Requirements that are publicly accessible online. Auditors cannot hold teams to requirements that were not available to those teams. Those criteria are not independent from ILFI, but Auditors do have authority to make rulings that contradict direction from ILFI, if it is based on the text from which teams are working. LBC Standard and LBC Documentation Requirements: https://living-future.org/lbc/resources/#essential-resources3.1 Documentation tables for Materials, Energy & Water):  https://living-future.org/lbc/resources/#tracking-tables

		_7a) Are the criteria used by _hRi9Fzwza0*pxrV2UaksWQ: Yes

		_6b) If you answered _Yes,_ de_TstevHnFhSSpiuNUdIyySw: Auditors were initially selected based on interest and familiarity with the Living Building Challenge program and professional expertise.   Auditors are maintained based on their on-going quality, which is reviewed and ranked with each completed Audit.  New Auditors must demonstrate equal or better credentials to existing Auditors and perform at the same level or better.  Auditors are assigned to certifications based on geographic proximity and availability. 

		_6a) Is an assessor/auditor in_pXFd35-Lr1lfjN9Eh0lEJA: Yes

		_5b) If you answered _Yes,_ pr_b516wzrhlXRXpmSfDFsF8w: Previous version of the Standard, the Petal Handbooks are available to the public through the ILFI website. The Dialogue is available to anyone on a registered project team. In addition, there are summary documents of the significant changes between the still active versions of the Standard (2.1, 3.0 and 3.1), available on the website: https://living-future.org/lbc/resources/#previous-versions-of-the-standard

		_5a) Are revisions to the syst_x2KQU7-2ofBd0Uuv8Us9ww: Yes

		_4b) If you answered _Yes,_ pr_k1Fle2Ej4kjRy4pilFy*EQ: Although the LBC has not been independently evaluated for the environmental and energy benefits, it does require independent verification of project performance post-occupancy through the certification process, and the certification system and Standard are regularly updated. The Standard has had three significant evolutionary updates, or versions (1.x, 2.x, 3.x) in the 12 years since its release in 2006. 

		_4a) Is there an independent r_qOf8e-nH7bPFh-5lWCDxDA: No

		_ 3b) If you answered _Yes,_ d_yEsyDbOYwuJ0QsLhYpe82g: Although there is no published public procedure, ILFI does have procedures through which staff consider, discuss and incorporate aspects of differing stakeholder opinions into the Standard and its rule set. ILFI relies on the referenced stakeholder groups to provide technical expertise on the impact and implementation of requested LBC Clarifications and Exceptions. These industry professionals weigh in on issues with differing opinions and often provide the Program Team with the technical guidance required to make an informed program decision. Project teams with differing opinions are also given the opportunity to provide additional context and make a case for a change through the Dialogue. Final rulings and Exception language are published to the Dialogue and typically incorporated into the next version of the Standard. 

		_3a) Is there a procedure for _xZ1qgtx*CeD1Q1cgTL7H7A: Yes

		_2b) What was their role in th_FmdwIo5sVV5i1u7wQmXmFA: The Standard evolves through both Exceptions and Clarifications (documented in the Dialogue, and then in the Petal Handbooks) and through the release of new versions of the Standard. Stakeholders influence those changes through requests to the Dialogue and customer service, and through participation at summits and workshops (e.g. Equity Round Table, Affordable Housing Summits, Materials harmonization efforts) and conferences (e.g. Living Future and Living Product Expo). 

		u_o30bnoQ5KjzksoVzsuoDTQ: Project teams and community members have provided input and feedback through the Dialogue since the release of v1.3.  This process continued initially for the public, and then for any registered project team members. ILFI also has developed a large network of industry stakeholders organized into program groups: Living Future Congresses, Living Building Leaders, Living Product 50, Living Community 50, Ecosystem product assessors, and Living Building Challenge Auditors, among others. 

		_1b) If you answered _yes_ to _1vnJrv9yXHQnpv0JFFBqqQ: ILFI believes the continued development of the Living Building Challenge shares many features with the OMB A-119 definition of a voluntary consensus standard and it meets the intent of the requirement. Although there was not a documented formal consensus process, there was discussion with many outside parties in the development of the Standard as a framework. We believe our process effectively develops a leadership standard that pushes the market forward, rather than maintains the status quo. The International Living Future Institute (ILFI) is a voluntary consensus standard body in that it plans, develops, establishes and coordinates the LBC Standard, which is voluntary and actively incorporates stakeholder input into its evolution. ILFI continues to solicit and incorporate input from its community to update and evolve the Living Building Standard to move markets towards a sustainable future. Project teams and product manufacturers may submit technical questions and exception requests through the Dialogue online platform. These requests are reviewed by the ILFI Program Team, with input from industry professionals, as needed. Exceptions and modifications to program requirements are granted or denied following research and industry follow-up. ILFI works with design and construction professionals, engineers, manufacturers, occupants, and other industry professionals to continue to evolve the Living Building Challenge standard and address project limitations and new technologies. 

		_1a) Was the system developed _9df5BqVhFe3CFG7ZsC-0Og: Yes







